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INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The Accountants3 Index is a subject index to English language periodicals, books, 
pamphlets and government documents in the fields of accounting, auditing, 
financial statements, finance and investments, management, taxation, and specific 
businesses, industries and trades. All references listed in the Accountants3 Index are 
retained in the AICPA library and are available for loan to members of the AICPA 
and to special libraries.
As the needs of the accountancy profession have expanded to include all aspects 
of management advisory services (business consulting), the scope of subjects 
covered and the list of sources indexed have increased accordingly. Further 
expansion in the MAS area is planned for 1973.
This index is arranged in dictionary format, by author, subject and title. Full 
citations are given for each reference. The number in square brackets which follows 
any non-journal item is the classification number assigned to that item according 
to the AICPA Library Classification Manual. These call numbers are included for 
the convenience of library users and the reference librarians. Addresses of book and 
journal publishers are listed at the end of this volume.
The publication of this twenty-first supplement to the Accountants3 Index marks the 
end of a fifty-two year tradition of biennial and annual supplements. In 1973 we 
will publish three quarterly and a cumulative year-end supplement incorporating 
the fourth quarter.
For this improvement in service to the accountancy profession acknowledgement 
should be made to Wallace E. Olson, Executive Vice President, D. R. Carmichael, 
Director, Technical Research, and especially to Robert Stone, Director of 
Information Retrieval, for his expertise and guidance in the transition to computer­
ized production.
KATHERINE I. MICHAELSEN, 
Librarian
New York, New York
March 1973
AAAA Meets in Utah, elects officers. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 12, 14, 20.
AAKER, DAVID A.
Corporate responses to consumerism pressures, by David A. 
Aaker and George S. Day. Harvard business review, v. 50, 
Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 114-24.
AARON, HENRY.
Honest citizen’s guide to revenue sharing. (In National Tax 
Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, 
Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 18-24.) [751 
N]
Tax reform and the composition of investment, by Henry 
Aaron, Frank S. Russek, Jr. and Neil M. Singer. National 
tax journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 1-13.
ABBIN, BYRLE M.
Flexibility in family partnership planning. (Estate planning) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 223-30.
Significant recent developments concerning estate planning 
(part 1). Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 744-53.
ABBREVIATIONS
See Designations And Degrees
ABC outlines ways for newspapers to reduce audit costs and 
expedite examinations. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Aug. 
1972, p. 3.
ABDEL-KHALIK, A. RASHAD.
Efficient market hypothesis and accounting data: a point of 
view. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, 
p. 791-3.
ABDULLAH, KHALID AMIN.
Inter-American accounting conferences, by Khalid Amin 
Abdullah and Donald L. Kyle. Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 101, Oct. 1972, p. 45-52.
ABEL, KENNETH R.
Compensation practices in the shelter industry. Footnotes 
(Kenneth Leventhal & Co.), Winter 1972, p. 19-22.
ABEL, REIN.
Impact of environment on accounting practices: Germany in 
the thirties. International journal of accounting education and 
research, v. 7, Fall 1971, p. 29-47.
ABELLE, BARNIE E.
Settlement options and beneficiary designations under 
national service life insurance. (Trusts, estates & life 
insurance) Trusts and estates, v. 111, Aug. 1972, p. 650-1.
ABELY, JOSEPH F.
Analysis of capital expenditures, by Joseph F. Abely, Jr. and 
C. Ronald Hummel. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial 
executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 349-63.) 
[223.7 V ]
ABERNATHY, WILLIAM J.
Spatial-allocation model for regional health-services plan­
ning, by William J. Abernathy and John C. Hershey. 
Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 629-42.
ABIAKA, I. N.
Why not invest in Africa? Columbia journal of world business, 
v. 7, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 31-7.
ABRAHAM, ALFRED B.
Guard against common deficiencies in an automated A/R 
system. Management adviser, v. 9, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 27-38.
ABRAHAMSEN, MARTIN A.
Cooperative growth. Cooperative accountant, v. 25, Summer 
1972, p. 12-29, 32.
ABRAMS, MAURICE.
Final regs on "Secret bank accounts” affect most U. S. 
persons in foreign trade. (International trade) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 304-5.
ABS, HERMANN J.
Bretton Woods: temporarily suspended or obsolete? Columbia 
journal of world business, v. 7, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 7-12.
ABSORPTION COSTS
Byers, Peter C. Profit functions for manufacturing enterprises. 
Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 68-76.
Edwards, James B. Utilized costing. National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Nov. 1972, p. 16-19, 22-3.
Fekrat, M. Ali. Conceptual foundations of absorption costing. 
Accounting review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 351-5.
Income effects of alternative product-costing methods. (In 
Cost accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 308-48.) [160 H ]
Lewis, Ronald J. How accountants can help physical dis­
tribution management. Cost and management (Canada), v. 
46, May-June 1972, p. 18-23.
ACADEMIC education for accountancy. (Student roundabout) 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 31, 1972, p. 273-4.
ACCCOUNTING for stock issued to employees.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Acccounting for stock issued to 
employees. New York, 1972. p. 467-94. (Opinions of the 
Accounting Principles Board, no. 25.) [* 111.1 A ]
ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence - 
Accelerated
ACCEPTABLE ways of treating construction contracts by a 
corporation which is mainly in the retail business. (Man­
agement advisory services forum) Management adviser, v. 
9, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 4-5.
ACCESSORY SHOPS
See Retail Trade
Specialty Stores
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ACCETTA, JOSEPH W. ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
ACCETTA, JOSEPH W.
Hospital employment can be “sold.” Hospitals, v. 46, June 1, 
1972, p. 73-6.
ACCIDENTS
Leach, John R. Safety means savings. (Safety) Hospitals, v. 
46, Sept. 16, 1972, p. 74-5.
Costs
Saret, A. J. Accidents - the profit thief. Cornell hotel and 
restaurant administrative quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 22-30.
ACCOUNTANCY LAW AND LEGISLATION
Anderson, Wilton T. CPA requirements of the states. Col­
legiate news and views, v. 25, Spring 1972, p. 11-12, 14-15. 
(Includes chart of state requirements for CPA certificate.)
Beamer, Elmer G. Continuing education. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 28-9.
Beamer, Elmer G. Continuing education - a professional 
requirement. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, P. 33-
9.
Boyles, Jesse Varnel. Is professional development an area 
which should be regulated by legislative action? Florida 
certified public accountant, v. 11, Jan. 1972, p. 59-64.
Brenner, Vincent C. CPAs’ views on required continuing 
education, by Vincent C. Brenner and Robert H. Strawser. 
(Education and professional training) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 86-9.
Bryan, Lyman L. Report on legislation that focuses on 
accounting. (Washington background) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 26.
Fullerton, C. W. Continuing education. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 28.
Greer, Philip. More roses from the press: lawsuits cited, 
accountant licensing urged. Michigan CPA, v. 23, May-June 
1972, p. 12.
Hendrickson, Theodore A. Experience requirement and the 
five-year accounting curriculum. (In Feldman, Stephen, ed. 
Feasibility of a five-year education requirement for New York 
CPAs. Hempstead, N.Y., 1971. p. 120-57.) [107 F ]
Legislatures meet. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 40.
Schutz, Fred. Governmental accounting legislation. Colorado 
CPA report, v. 36, Fall 1972, p. 16-22.
Seven states lower CPA age requirement. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 24.
Stone, Marvin L. Arguments for requiring continuing educa­
tion by legislation. (Statements in quotes) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, P. 56-8.
Williamson, Harold E. Arguments against requiring contin­
uing education by legislation. (Statements in quotes) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 58-60.
Canada
Reesor, Lome J. Matter of confidence. (Editorial) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972, p. 15. (Also in 
French, p. 17.)
Europe
Dieterich, Wilhelm. European parliament discusses the EEC 
commission’s draft directive relating to the right of profes­
sional accountants to establish a practice and render 
services freely. Journal UEC, Jan. 1972, p. 14-17.
Summary of the directives and ordinances on company law 
and laws regarding the professions published to date by 
the Commission of the European Community. Journal 
UEC, Jan. 1972, p. 3-5.
Georgia
IRS experience recognized in Georgia. (News report) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 14.
India
Audit board to combat concentration. Finance and commerce 
(India), v. 15, March 1972, p. 113-14.
Israel
Joseph, Dov. Regulations concerning conduct derogatory to 
the profession (Auditors law, 5715-1955). Israel C.P.A., 
Oct. 1971, p. 97-8.
Somekh, Fred S. Development of public accountancy in 
Israel. Israel C.P.A., Oct. 1971, p. 6-16.
Japan
Scotland, John E. Auditing and the accountancy profession in 
Japan. Accountancy Ireland, v. 4, June 1972, p. 8-13.
Massachusetts
Hinchliffe, Robert J. Do you qualify for reciprocity? (Exec­
utive CPA) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, May/June 
1972, p. 30, 34.
Philippines
Bertol, Felisa B. Board of Accounting Education rules and 
regulations governing experience requirements for CPA 
candidates. (Educators’ forum) Accountants' journal (P.I.), v. 
22, March 1972, p. 25-30.
Constantino, Emilio F. Substandard CPA practice. (Prac­
titioner’s corner) Accountants' Journal (P.I.), v. 21, Sept.
1971, p. 157-9, 166.
Jacob, Rodolfo B. Re: Proposed amendments to the rules 
and regulations of the Board of Accountancy. Accountants’ 
journal (PI.), v. 21, Dec. 1971, p. 186-95, 214.
Philippine Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Professional Ethics. Opinion no. 6 - legality of non­
CPA BIR examiners performing audit of the books of 
accounts of taxpayers. (Ethics forum) Accountants’ Journal 
(P.I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 153-6.
ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION
See Also Accountancy Law And Legislation 
Accountants
Accountants’ Office 
Accountants’ Societies 
Auditing 
Education
Professional Ethics
Accounting world. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 1972, p. 
1-2.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Account­
ing profession: a time of great events. New York, 1972. 20 
p. [*106.1 A ]
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Minority Recruitment and Equal Opportunity. 
Integration in fact as well as in ideal - the program of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants for 
helping to bring about the racial integration of the ac­
counting profession. New York, 1972? 29 p. [*103.7 A ]
Armstrong, Marshall S. Profession in transition. Ohio CPA, v. 
31, Fall 1972, p. 132-4, 147-9.
Bennett, A. H. M. Accountancy under attack.... Accountancy 
Journal (Ceylon), July 1971, p. 6-10.
Briloff, Abraham J. Profession in search of identity between 
Scylla and Charybdis. An address before the American 
Accounting Association, Salt Lake City, Utah, August 22,
1972. New York, 1972. 16 typewritten pages. [*100 B ]
Briloff, Abraham J. Unaccountable accounting. New York 
Harper & Row, 1972, 365 p. [111 B ]
Buckley, John W. Accounting as a pluralistic profession in 
practice and education, by John W. Buckley and John J. 
McDonough. CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 923-8.
Buckley, John W. Myth of compleat accountant. Federal 
accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 40-52. (Presented at the 
Annual National Symposium, Federal Government Ac­
counts Association, 1972.)
Burton, John C. “Criticism with love”; an educator views the 
public accounting profession. U. S. army audit agency 
bulletin, Winter 1971, p. 13-23. (Reprinted from Arthur 
Young journal, Winter-Spring 1971, p. 16-22.)
Burton, John C. Excerpts from “Criticism with love - an 
educator views the public accounting profession.” (News 
and views) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 704-5. (From 
Arthur Young journal, Winter-Spring 1971.)
2
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION
Capon, Frank S. Choosing the future of accounting. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 101, Sept. 1972, p. 43-6.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Perspectives in auditing: readings 
and analysis situations, by D. R. Carmichael and John J. 
Willingham. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1971. 524 p. [170 C ] 
Chambers, Raymond J. "Anguish of accountants.* 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
March 1972, p. 68-74.
Chambers, Raymond J. Anguish of accountants. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, May 1972, p. 154-61.
Chastain, Clark E. Accounting and behavioral science: some 
interrelationships. Michigan CPA, v. 24, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 
10, 12-13, 15-17.
Coordination of professional society efforts urged at confer­
ence. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Dec. 1972, 
p. 1,9.
Dawson, Janet. Role of the accountant in the organisation of 
the future. Singapore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 46-8.
Dunn, Thomas J. Profession - man and business. (Editor’s 
comer) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
36, 35.
Earle, Victor M. Accountants on trial in a theatre of the 
absurd. Fortune, v. 85, May 1972, p. 227-8, 232.
Ellis, Robert E. CPA not now in public accounting and his 
relationship to the profession. Seattle, 1971. 133 typewritten 
pages. (Research report (M.B.A.) - University of Washing­
ton.) [*103 E ]
Entrekin, Leland V. Organisationally caused conflict in public 
accounting. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, May 
1972, p. 16-17, 19,22-4.
Fess, Philip E. Comment on the Beamer report’s recommen­
dation on CPA examination qualifying experience, by 
Philip E. Fess and Warren D. Summers. CPA journal, v. 42, 
Sept. 1972, p. 745-8, 778.
Founding partner’s story: I. H. Krekstein retraces the path 
between a boyhood farm and Rittenhouse Square. LKHH 
accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 25-33.
Graber, Dean E. Professional specialization in perspective. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 58-62.
“Grassroots of the profession”. (Proflie) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 26.
Greer, Philip. More roses from the press: lawsuits cited, 
accountant licensing urged. Michigan CPA, v. 23, May-June 
1972, p. 12.
Guthrie, Art. Accounting profession in the computer age. 
CGA, v. 6, Oct. 1972, 4-8.
Harden, Harper H. President’s message. Georgia CPA, v. 14, 
no. 1, 1972-73, p. 2, 22.
Hill, Henry P. Red-headed league. (Editorial) Price Water­
house review, v. 17, Summer-Autumn 1972, p. 2-3.
Horowitz, Samuel. (Excerpts from acceptance speech, June 
21, 1972.) (President’s message) Pennsylvania CPA spokes­
man, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 3, 12.
International profession. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 26, 
1972, p. 503-4.
Kliber, Ralph J. Continuing professional education: where 
are we and where are we going? Michigan CPA, v. 24, 
Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 4-5, 7-8.
Lang, Edwin R. Integration in fact - a test of the professional 
accountant as a citizen, by Edwin R. Lang and John 
Ashworth. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New 
York, 1972. p. 31-41.) [110 H ]
Layton, LeRoy. Critical issues facing the profession. (From 
the President) CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Nov. 1972, p. 2, 9-11.
Layton, LeRoy. Remarks before 85th Annual Meeting, Den­
ver, Colorado, Oct. 4, 1972. New York, 1972. 18 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Loeb, Stephen E. Continuing education: a selective inter­
professional review, by Stephen E. Loeb and Myron S. 
Lubell. (Education and professional training) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 85-7.
Maher, Clem L. Difficulty, opportunity, challenge. Asset 
(Missouri Society of CPAs), v. 21, July-Aug. 1972, p. 3-4.
Mitchell, J. Sydnor. Consistency in regulating the profession. 
(Guest editorial) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 706-7.
Mosich, A. N. Decline or rise of accounting, by A. N. Mosich 
and Robert E. Hamilton. (Education & professional train­
ing) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 87-8.
National Association Of Black Accountants. Black experience 
in large public accounting firms; the results of a national 
survey conducted on behalf of NABA, by William Aiken. 
New York. 1971. 41 p. [*103.7 N ]
Nolan, James. “I couldn’t be more bullish on the prospects 
for the accounting profession.” (Profile) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 30, 32, 34, 37.
Nolan, James. Local practitioner recalls lesson. (Profile) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 18-20.
North, S. L. Three faces of ... accountants. Accountants’ 
journal (N.Z.), v. 50, June 1972, p. 381-9.
Nurnberg, Hugo. Independent auditor’s attest function: its 
prospects for extension. Michigan CPA, v. 23, March-April 
1972, p. 8-10, 12-17.
Oliphant, Walter J. Inaugural speech. Address, before Amer­
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 84th annual 
meeting, Detroit, Oct. 11, 1971. New York, 1971. 18 mimeo. 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Oliphant, Walter J. Major developments loom for the ac­
counting profession. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, 
v. 42, April 1972, p. 267-9.
Oliphant, Walter J. President’s address, American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants Annual meeting, Denver, 
Colorado, OCt. 4, 1972. New York, 1972. 10 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Olson, Wallace E. CPA’s opportunity to serve. (From the 
executive vice president) CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, p. 2-3.
Olson, Wallace E. Time for change in changing times. (From 
the Executive Vice President) CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 14, 19-21.
Olson, Wallace E. Time for change in changing times. 
Address, before American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, Council meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 30, 
1972. New York, 1972. 19 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A J
Robert Morris Associates. Excerpts from statements to Study 
group on objectives of financial statements. (News and 
views) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 883-6.
Robinson, A. R. Glance at the accounting profession in the 
USA. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, Nov. 1971, p. 
16-18.
Robinson, Leonard A. Are accountants adjusting to change? 
By Leonard A. Robinson and Milton J. Alexander. Accoun­
ting forum, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 23-9. (Reprinted from 
International accountant (Eng.), v. 41, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 108- 
11. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Nov. 1971, p. 11- 
13, 19.)
Rowell, Ramond James. Business game: microcosm of the 
future. Accounting seminar (Accounting Society of Long 
Island University), Spring 1972, p. 25-8.
San Miguel, Joe G. Research study of the extent and nature 
of the participation of Spanish-surnamed Americans in the 
CPA profession in the United States. New York, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1971. 1 v. (various 
pagings) (Prepared for Committee on minority recruitment 
and equal opportunity) [*103.7 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Accountability and the accounting 
profession. Address, before Milwaukee Chapter, National 
Association of Accountants, and Wisconsin Society of 
Certified Public Accountants, Bavarian Inn, Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin, February 15, 1971. (New York) 1971. 17 
typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Address, before State Society Planning 
Conference, Atlanta, Nov. 10, 1971. (New York) 1971. 4 
typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Look at the profession in the next five to 
ten years. Georgia CPA, v. 14, no. 1, 1972-73, p. 3-10, 22.
Savoie, Leonard M. Meeting public demands for accountabil­
ity. Address, before the West Virginia Society of CPAs, 
The Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, 
June 7, 1971. (New York) 1971. 19 typewritten pages. [*100 
S]
3
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Savoie, Leonard M. Professional goals of the Institute. Talk 
for the Annual Partners Meeting of Touche, Ross, Bailey & 
Smart, Arizona Biltmore, Phoenix, Arizona, Nov. 18, 1968. 
(New York) 1968. 7 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie. Leonard M. Public interest aspects of the perfor­
mance of computer services by CPAs. Talk for the fourth 
semi-annual National Conference of CPA Computer Users, 
Washington. D.C., November 13, 1968. (New York) 1968. 
17 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Remarks, before University of Hartford 
Society of Accounting Students, April 28, 1970. (New York)
1970. 4 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Responsibilities of the accounting profes­
sion for adequate public disclosure. Address, before 
Northeastern University, Conference on Corporate Public 
Disclosure, Boston, Massachusetts, May 28, 1969. (New 
York) 1969. 22 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Role of research in a dynamic profes­
sion. Address, before Members of Council, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Los Angeles, 
California, Oct. 4, 1969. (New York) 1969. 9 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Taking timely action. (From the exec­
utive vice president) CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 16-18.
Savoie, Leonard M. Taking timely action. Address, before 
Members of Council of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, Boca Raton, Florida, May 1, 1972. 
(New York) 1972. 9 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A J
Simpson, Henry G. What others say...and do. Virginia accoun­
tant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 53-4.
Smith, Neil H. CPA - a diagnostician. Pennsylvania CPA 
spokesman, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 6-7.
Spacek, Leonard. Search for fairness in financial reporting to 
the public. Selected addresses looking toward the develop­
ment of sound accounting principles and a more mature 
public accounting profession, 1956-1969. Chicago, Arthur 
Andersen & Co., c1969. 599 p. [111 S ]
Sprouse, Robert T. Future of professional accounting: rule or 
reason. World (PMM & co.), v. 6, Summer 1972, p. 6-11.
Staats, Elmer B. Role of the accountant in the 70’s. Man­
agement accounting, (NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 13-14, 19.
Stults, Allen P. Notes on remarks. Address, before American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Denver, Col­
orado, Oct. 3, 1972. New York, 1972. 12 typewritten pages. 
[*105.1 A ]
Thackray, John. America’s hot pants accountants. Man­
agement today (Eng.), March 1972, 8 p. (Reprint file, *M)
Thompson exposes tentative proposals for recognition and 
regulation of CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 2.
Trueblood, Robert M. “Don’t be too sure.” (Statements in 
quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 60-3. 
(Reprinted from the California CPA quarterly, v. 39, Sept.
1971, p. 23-6.)
Value of criticism. (Editor’s notebook) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, March 1972, p. 32.
Whitehurst, Frederick D. Accounting in the 1970's: some 
impressions of probable trends. Florida certified public 
accountant, v. 12, July 1972, p. 27-34.
Wolitzer, Philip. Accounting profession and the future. 
Accounting seminar (Accounting society of Long Island 
University), Spring 1972, p. 3-5, 7.
Wyatt, Arthur R. Accounting profession at the crossroads. 
Michigan business review, v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 20-6.
As a career
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Uniform 
statistical information questionnaire data: 1970. A sup­
plementary report, prepared by Howard P. Sanders. New 
York, 1971. 24 p. (Project was performed by a joint 
committee of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants and the National Association of State Boards 
of Accountancy) [*107.2 A J
Chetkovich, Michael N. Balancing our purposes. H & S 
reports, v. 9, Spring 1972, p. 12-13.
Cook, John W. Influences on practicing and non-practicing 
certified public accountants. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, 
p. 14-18.
Cramer, Joe J. Perception of selected job related factors by 
black CPAs, by Joe L. Cramer, Jr. and Robert H. Strawser. 
CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 127-30.
Dyall, James F. Careers in accountancy. (Students’ section) 
Australian accountant, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 23-7.
Dyall, James F. Careers in accountancy. (Young professional) 
South African chartered accountant, v. 8, May 1972, p. 173-8. 
(Reprinted from Australian accountant, v. 41, Sept. 1971, p. 
343-5; v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 23-7.)
Etra, Donald. Accounting to the public: 5 challenges. Mass­
achusetts CPA review, v. 46, May/June 1972, p. 15-17.
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(Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 24-31.
______ Great Britain
Association’s second tier. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 3, 
1972, p. 129.
Coulson, H. O. H. Professional education and training: 
criticism of the English Institute’s proposals. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 1972, p. 645-6.
Educating tomorrow’s accountants. Accountant (Eng.) v. 166, 
May 25, 1972, p. 680.
English Institute: a policy for education and training. Accoun­
tant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 270.
Fundamental questions on education and training. (Leader) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 2-3.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Policy for education and training; definitive 
proposals of ICA Council. Accountant (Eng.) v. 166, May 25, 
1972,p. 687-92.
Let’s have the necessary courage: a commentary on the 
Institute’s proposals for education and training. (Student 
roundabout) Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Oct. 1971, p. 602-4.
Llambias, Douglas. Not all honey overseas. (Focus) Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, May 1972, p. 21-2.
Maysmor-Gee, Charles. Partnership in professional training. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 19, 1972, p. 482-3.
McDougall, E. H. V. Professional qualifications and the EEC. 
Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Oct. 1972, p. 479-83.
Solomons, David. Education and training: Wisdom of Solo­
mons, by David Solomons and James Millen. Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 26-9.
Something old, something new. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
May 25, 1972, p. 677-9.
Stitt, I. P. A. What’s in a name? Thoughts on specialist 
diplomas. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 6, 1972, p. 440-2.
______ International
International profession. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 26, 
1972, p. 503-4.
______ New Zealand
Crisp, G. A. Education for the profession: where to now? 
Accountants’ journal (N. Z.), v. 50, Aug. 1971, p. 14-17.
———Philippines
Bertol, Felisa B. Board of Accounting Education rules and 
regulations governing experience requirements for CPA 
candidates. (Educators’ forum) Accountants’ journal (P.I.), v. 
22, March 1972, p. 25-30.
——Scotland
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Council. 
Tomorrow’s CA: declaration of intent. Accountant’s mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 76, March 1972, p. 111-13.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Council. 
Tomorrow’s CA; declaration of intent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, March 16, 1972, p. 338-9.
Relation To Bankers And Credit Men
See Bankers And Credit Men - Cooperation With
Relation To Business
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Business 
And Management
Management Accounting 
Management Control
Relation To Credit Men
See Bankers And Credit Men - Cooperation With
Relation To Management
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Business 
And Management
Management Accounting 
Management Control
Relation To Tax Administration
See Accountancy Profession - Relation To Tax Ad­
ministration
Taxation, Administration, Under Name Of 
Country
Requirements
See Accountants - Qualifications
Rotation
Berlin, Bruce S. Corporations and their outside auditors, by 
Bruce S. Berlin and Francis J. Walsh, Jr. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972. 42 p. (Conference Board report, no. 
544.) [*103.6 B]
Brokers must notify SEC of shift in accountants. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 14.
Disclosure of broker-dealer auditor change proposed. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 10, 12.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Rights and 
duties of auditors and changes in their appointment, by the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. 
Accountant’s magazine. (Scot.), v. 76, Feb. 1972, p. 81-3.
Johnson, Charles N. Recent changes in annual and periodic 
report forms. (SEC commentary) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 151-4.
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Larsen, E. John. Needed - a ‘Day in court’ for replaced 
auditors? Federal accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 81-91.
Larsen, E. John. Needed - a ‘Day in court’ for replaced 
auditors? Federal accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 81-91.
Reesor, Lome J. “I’d rather switch ...” (Editorial) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 101, Nov. 1972, p. 21.
SEC proposes auditor change rule for brokers. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 10.
______ Great Britain
Strengthening the auditor’s hand. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
Feb. 3, 1972, p. 133-5.
Selection
See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Per­
sonnel
Accountants’ Office - Personnel
Accounting Testing Program 
Auditors - Selection 
Recruitment 
Referrals
Vause, Robert. Professional recommendations: influence of 
the bank manager, by R. Vause and N. Woodward. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 166, June 8, 1972, p. 750-2.
Social responsibility
Beyer, Robert. Pilots of social progress. Management accoun­
ting (NAA), v. 54, July 1972, p. 11-15.
Brenner, Vincent C. Student perceptions of accounting firms, 
by Vincent C. Brenner and Paul E. Dascher. (Education & 
professional training) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 
1972, p. 97-8.
Dunn, Thomas J. Profession - man and business. (Editor’s 
comer) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
36, 35.
Fyffe, Joseph B. Accounting to the public? (5 challenges and 
a reply). (Forum) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, Sept.- 
Oct. 1972, p. 31-4.
Garchitorena, Victoria P. Role of SGV in social development. 
SGV group journal, no. 4, 1971, p. 26-37.
Gibson, Charles. Cities in financial crisis: CPA firms can offer 
services. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Aug. 1972, p. 83-5.
Goan, Arthur B. Social measurement. Address, before Amer­
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Council 
meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 20, 1972. New York, 
1972. 8 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Goldstein, Stanley. Ecology. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, March 1972, p. 26.
Horowitz, Samuel. (Excerpts from acceptance speech, June 
21, 1972.) (President’s message) Pennsylvania CPA spokes­
man, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 3, 12.
Institute forms committee on social measurement. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 14.
Jordon, Ronald J. Ecology. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 
133, March 1972, p. 26.
Lang, Edwin R. Integration in fact - a test of the professional 
accountant as a citizen, by Edwin R. Lang and John 
Ashworth. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New 
York, 1972. p. 31-41.) [110 H]
Layton, LeRoy. Critical issues facing the profession. (From 
the President) CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Nov. 1972, p. 2,9-11.
Lundborg, Louis B. Who dealt this mess? Address, before 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 84th 
annual meeting, Detroit, Oct. 10, 1971. New York, 1971. 16 
mimeo. pages. [*106.1 A ]
Mains, John D. Accountant’s socio-economic duty, respon­
sibility and opportunity. Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), 
v. 21, July-Aug. 1972, p. 8, 18.
McFall, Patrick F. Professional responsibility: to whom and 
for what? Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 19-21.
Most, Kenneth S. Another look at ‘socio-economic accoun­
ting.’ Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 30, 1971, p. 875-9.
Parker, James E. Ecology. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 
133, March 1972, p. 26.
Price, Thomas M. Social accounting - the challenge of the 
70’s. Nebraska C.P.A., v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 15.
Scheer, Gordon. Expression of leadership. Colorado CPA 
report, v. 36, Spring 1972, p. 8-15.
Shenkin, Arthur F. CPA - an anachronism or social force. 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Fall 1971, p. 2.
Skadden, DonaH H. American professional survey. Accoun­
tants’ Journal (N. Z.), v. 50, Aug. 1971, p. 20-3.
Social measurement data exchanged at AICPA meeting. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 
14.
Toan outlines the accountant’s role in social measurement. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 11- 
12.
Trammer, Sid. Corporate personnel housing program. Spec­
trum (National Association of Black Accountants), v. 1, 
Spring 1972, p. 7.
vonBerg, William G. “Accounting for responsibility”. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 
1972, p. 71-4.
Wood, Thomas D. New reporting problem for auditors - the 
impact of pollution control on financial statements. (Ac­
counting & auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 
133, March 1972, p. 75-7.
______ Australia
Owens, E. S. Chartered accountant and community service. 
(Practitioners’ forum) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 
42, June 1972, p. 35, 37.
______ India
Bhaduri, Rabindra Nath Role of chartered accountants in 
changing socio-economic conditions, by R. N. Bhaduri and 
O. P. Shah. Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, June 1972, p. 
1042-7.
Spanish-American
Campfield, William L. Needed: that extra effort in recruiting 
and developing staff from disadvantaged groups. Maryland 
CPA quarterly, v. 11, Spring 1972, p. 43-52.
San Miguel, Joe G. Research study of the extent and nature 
of the participation of Spanish-surnamed Americans in the 
CPA profession in the United States. New York, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1971. 1 v. (various 
pagings) (Prepared for Committee on minority recruitment 
and equal opportunity) [*103.7 S ]
Statistics
Brenner, Vincent C. CPAs’ views on required continuing 
education, by Vincent C. Brenner and Robert H. Strawser. 
(Education and professional training) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 86-9.
Smith, John H. Analysis of participation in continuing 
education, by J. H. Smith, V. H. Tidwell and V. C. Lembke. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 40-5.
Solari, Jerome P. Profiles of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Attorney - CPA, Oct. 
1972,p. 3.
______ Australia
University Of New England. Accounting Systems Research 
Centre. Practitioner survey, 1971. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 43, July 1972, p. 28; Aug. 1972, p. 17. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, June 1972, p. 224; Aug. 1972, p. 313-14; 
Sept. 1972, p. 350-1.
______ Virginia
Kemp, Patrick S. Profile of the practicing CPA in Virginia, by 
Patrick S. Kemp and James G. Sprinkel. Virginia accoun­
tant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 19-28.
Students
Anderson, William T. VITA: a project for student in­
volvement. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 23-7, 
30-1.
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Brenner, Vincent C. Student perceptions of accounting firms, 
by Vincent C. Brenner and Paul E. Dascher. (Education & 
professional training) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 
1972, p. 97-8.
Buckley, John W. Viewpoints on accounting education. 
California CPA quarterly, v. 39, March 1972, p. 9-13.
Harris, Le Brone. Personality traits of accountants. (Educa­
tion and professional training) Journal of accountancy, v.
133, April 1972, p. 87-9.
McLean, James H. Seeing is believing, but - let’s take 
another look. Virginia accountant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 37-40.
Nolan, James. Honor students in accounting gather at Ohio 
State University. (News feature) Journal of accountancy, v.
134, Dec. 1972, p. 22, 24.
Smith, James E. Internship program in action. Virginia 
accountant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 29, 32-6.
Surveys
Ellis, Robert E. CPA not now in public accounting and his 
relationship to the profession. Seattle, 1971. 133 typewritten 
pages. (Research report (M.B.A.) - University of 
Washington.) [*103 E ]
Supply and demand up for accounting grads. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 13-14.
Women
See Women In Accountancy
ACCOUNTANT’S and manager’s guide to computer 
techniques.
Bachman, Marvin. Accountant’s and manager’s guide to 
computer techniques. Jerome K. Pescow, editor. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1971. 48 p. (Successful 
data processing applications series) [*203.9 B ]
ACCOUNTANTS and the Finance act. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 190-2.
ACCOUNTANT’S charges. (Practitioners notebook) Auditor 
(Eng.), v. 23, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 633-4; v. 24, Jan.-March 
1972, p. 649-51; April-June 1972, p. 666-7.
ACCOUNTANTS diary and year book 1972. 97th ed. London, 
Gee and co., 1971. 220 p. (Partial contents: - World 
directory of accountancy bodies, p. 65-9.) [250 Acc ]
ACCOUNTANTS for the new deal. From our New York 
correspondent. (Letter from America) Accountant (Eng.), 
v. 167, Aug. 10, 1972, p. 173.
ACCOUNTANTS’ independence in MAS challenged; ICC tells 
rails to report MAS, audit fees separately. (People, events, 
techniques) Management adviser, v. 9, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 
12.
ACCOUNTANTS’ index
AICPA contracts with computer company for literature 
indexing system. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Feb. 1972, p. 3.
ACCOUNTANTS’ index; a bibliography of accounting liter­
ature, January 1971-December 1971 (inclusive).
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
tants’ index; a bibliography of accounting literature, 
January 1971-December 1971 (inclusive). 20th suppl. New 
York, 1972. 919 p. [115 A]
ACCOUNTANTS INTERNATIONAL STUDY GROUP.
International body agrees on accounting studies. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 16.
Reporting by diversified companies: current recommended 
practices in Canada, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. New York, American Institute Of Certified Public 
Accountants, 1972. 20 p. [*117 A ]
Watt, George C. Toward worldwide accounting principles. 
CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 651-3.
ACCOUNTANTS JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE.
Finance bill 1972. Certified accountant (Eng.), July/Aug. 1972, 
p. 411-13.
Memorandum on the Finance Bill, 1972. Accountant’s mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 290-2.
Memorandum on value added tax. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 293-6.
Value added tax. Certified accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 
343-4, 346, 378.
Value added tax: memoranda to the Board of Customs and 
Excise. (Accountant) (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 1972, p. 649-52.
ACCOUNTANTS’ liability for negligence: two American cases. 
By a legal correspondent. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 
76, July 1972, p. 340-3.
ACCOUNTANTS’ OFFICE
See Also Accounting Firms
Brown, Eugene L. Professional incorporation: is it right for 
the accountant’s practice now? Taxation for accountants, v. 
8, April 1972, p. 202-5.
Myers, Max. Try using check lists to save time and effort. 
(Managing your tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 8, 
Feb. 1972, p. 127-8.
Passero, Rudolph J. Paperwork jungle: the need for better 
utilization of present systems with emphasis on personnel. 
National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, p. 18-19.
Wells D. S. Long-range planning for your firm. (Practitioners 
forum) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 
65-8.
Accounting and timekeeping
Accountant’s charges. (Practitioners notebook) Auditor (Eng.), 
v. 23, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 633-4; v. 24, Jan.-March 1972, p. 
649-51; April-June 1972, p. 666-7.
Eder, Bernard B. Two systems for coding your time records. 
(Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 
1972, p. 26-7.
Lewak, D. S. Computerised system of keeping time records. 
South African chartered accountant, v. 7, Sept. 1971, p. 322-5.
Billing
Accountant’s charges. (Practitioners notebook) Auditor (Eng.), 
v. 23, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 633-4; v. 24, Jan.-March 1972, p. 
649-51; April-June 1972, p. 666-7.
Anand, Valerie. Tips on time billing. (Focus) Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 57-8, 60.
Eder, Bernard B. Billing system for all (tax) seasons. (Accoun­
tant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 31- 
33.
Eder, Bernard B. Questions and answers about billing and 
fees. (Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, May- 
June 1972, p. 46-7.
Eder, Bernard B. Two systems for coding your time records. 
(Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 
1972, p. 26-7.
Fees and billing practices. (In Managing a profitable tax 
practice, by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapter 4.) [751.4 K 
]
Holdren, George C. Some characteristics of CPAs and CPA 
firms in Nebraska, by George C. Holdren and John K. 
Harris. Nebraska C.P.A., v. 7, Spring 1972, p. 28-32.
Improving the firm’s cash flow. (Practitioners’ forum) Accoun­
tants’ Journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Oct. 1971, p. 106-7.
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Budgeting
See Also Accountants’ Office - Time Budgets
Davis, E. F. Staff compensation budgeting and price level 
changes comparison of local and national firms, by E. F. 
Davis and Marvin Tummins. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 3, 
1971-72, p. 4-7.
Davis, Earl F. Price level budgeting - the fee problem, by 
Earl F. Davis and Marvin Tummins. Georgia CPA, v. 13, 
no. 4, 1971-72, p. 17-19.
Continuing a practice
Rea, Richard C., ed. Practice continuation agreement checkl­
ist. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, 
Nov. 1972, p. 89.
Corporate Practice
See Professional Corporations And Associations
Building A Practice
See Accountants’ Office-Organization And Procedure
Clients
Ber, Warren C. Reducing audit costs through cooperation 
with your CPA. Louisiana certified public accountant, v. 31, 
Fall 1972, p. 63. (Reprinted the Louisiana Savings and 
Loan League, Dividend, October 1967.)
Berlin, Bruce S. Audit by clients of public accountants’ 
services. Conference board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 61-4.
Berlin, Bruce S. Corporations and their outside auditors, by 
Bruce S. Berlin and Francis J. Walsh, Jr. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972. 42 p. (Conference Board report, no. 
544.) [*103.6 B]
Chernak, Theodore E. What services do CPAs provide 
medium size firms? Nebraska C.P.A., v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 
9-12.
Clients’ opinion. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, July 1972, p. 29-30.
Daly, Richard D. Productivity reporting for large and small 
clients. (Management services) Massachusetts CPA review, 
v. 46, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 38-9.
Farrow, William G. What do your clients think of you? 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 
1972, p. 81-2.
Hawkins, David F. Peter Hampden, CPA. (In American 
Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Corporate finan­
cial reporting: ethical and other problems, New York, 1972. p. 
288-93.) [104 A ]
Hegarty, Stephen J. Economic price stabilization: accoun­
tants’ responsibility. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 8-9, 11-12.
Hubler, Myron J. New challenges for the practitioner. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 29-35.
Isbell, David B. How to get sued. California CPA quarterly, v. 
40, Sept. 1972, p. 13-14, 16, 36.
Kliber, Ralph J. What is the accountant’s role when his client 
faces a fraud charge? Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 
1972, p. 310-12.
Patten, Ronald J. Selection of certified public accountants by 
small manufacturing executives, by Ronald J. Patten and 
Louis A. Donnini. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 
11-17.
Raby, William L. Advocacy vs. independence in tax liability 
accrual. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 40-7.
Raby, William L. Back to basics: advocacy vs. independence 
in audits of tax accrual. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 
1972, p. 17-23. (Reprinted from Journal of accountancy, 
March 1972, p. 40-7.)
Savoie. Leonard M. Client-auditor relationship: is more 
independence needed? CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, May 1972, p. 12-15.
Schmidt, L. Lee. Open letter to the independent auditor. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 
1972, p. 84-5.
Winter, Elmer L. What the corporate president wants from 
his accounting firm. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 
1972, p. 57-60.
Data Processing
See Also Computers - Effect On Accountants
Anand, Valerie. Tips on time billing. (Focus) Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 57-8, 60.
Cerullo, Michael J. Effect of EDP service bureaus on the 
practice of public accountancy. National public accountant, 
v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 14-17.
Claycomb, F. R. Is computerization feasible for small prac­
tices? National public accountant, v. 17, Nov. 1972, p. 24-9.
Endriga, Baltazar N. Computer model for financial projec­
tions. SGV group journal, no. 4, 1971, p. 4-17.
Hutchison, Gordon B. Using a mini-computer in a small 
accounting office. Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972,p. 49-51.
Keirn, Philip A. BASE V approach to control of E.D.P. 
operations. (The) Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 32, March 
1972, p. 8-13.
Knowledge of computer emerges as accounting specialty. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 
9-10, 12-14.
Lewak, D. S. Computerised system of keeping time records. 
South African chartered accountant, v. 7, Sept. 1971, p. 322-5.
Nolen, Rex W. Time-sharing for the small CPA firm. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 
81-3.
Robert Nadel explains CPA use of computers and AICPA 
program exchange. CPA (American Institute of CPAs) v. 
52, Jan. 1972, p. 3, 10.
Scotto, John A. Utilization of timesharing by the CPA. 
(Management advisory services) Connecticut CPA, v. 35, 
March 1972, p. 31-2.
Emergency Assistance
See Accountant’s Office-Continuing A Practice
Employment
See Accountancy Profession-Selection Of Personnel 
Accountants - Employment 
Accountants’ Office-Personnel 
Recruitment
Engagements
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Task 
Force on Unaudited Financial Statements. Interim report 
of task force on unaudited financial statements. (Official 
releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 62-3.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Unaudited statements: Canadian 
and American views contrasted. (Accounting & auditing 
problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 65-8.
Chan, Stephen. Hazards of write-up work. CPA journal, v. 42, 
Aug. 1972, p. 635-8.
Davis, Earl F. Engagement letter and current legal develop­
ments, by Earl F. Davis and James W. Kelley. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 54-9.
Gummer, Robert J. Administrative aspects of a “large” audit. 
(In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. 
p. 103-19.) [110 H ]
Guy, Dan M. Unaudited financial statements: a survey, by 
Dan M. Guy and Alan J. Winters. Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 46-53.
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Hadfield, John M. Systems reporting to management - an 
opportunity for imaginative communication. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 44-7.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Professional liability of accountants and auditors. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 10, 1972, p. 162-4.
Krzystofik, Anthony T. Guidelines for unaudited financial 
statement engagements. (Editor’s corner) Massachusetts 
CPA review, v. 46, March-April 1972, p. 34-5.
Mitchell, John R. Do’s and dont’s of management advisory 
services. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 831-6.
New Zealand Society of Accountants. Board of Research and 
Publications. Tentative statement on auditing practice. 
Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Feb. 1972, p. 212-14.
Representation letter for unaudited statements. (Managing 
your practice) Practical accountant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 
32-3.
Rice, Freeman E. Professional liability insurance and the use 
of engagement letters. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, 
May/June 1972, p. 23-5.
Rowe, David N. Limitation of professional liability. Accoun­
tancy Ireland, v. 4, June 1972, p. 27-32.
Samuels, Gordon. Protecting your practice against liability. 
Australian accountant, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 495-504. 
(Reprinted from Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, 
Aug. 1971, p. 4-6, 8-12, 14-15.)
Samuels, Gordon. Protecting your practice against liability. 
South African chartered accountant, v. 7, Dec. 1971, p. 429- 
38. (Reprinted from Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, 
Aug. 1971, p. 4-6, 8-12, 14-15.)
Schneiderman, Irwin. 1136 Tenants’ Corporation v. Max 
Rothenberg & Co. - some legal considerations. CPA jour­
nal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 465-7, 512.
Summers, Edward L. Audit staff assignment problem: a 
linear programming analysis. Accounting review, v. 47, July 
1972, p. 443-53.
U.S. Justice department files antitrust suit against the AICPA. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 4-5.
Unaudited statements: what to do after the Rothenberg case. 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 25-7.
Fees
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Accountants’ Fees
Filing and indexing
Office filing procedures. (In Managing a profitable tax practice, 
by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapter 7.) [751.4 K ]
Goodwill
See Accountants’ Office-Valuation And Goodwill
Incentives
Levoy, Robert P. How to motivate your staff. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 87-9.
Internship
Grand, Allan A. Accounting internship programs. (In Feld­
man, Stephen, ed. Feasibility of a five-year education 
requirement for New York CPAs. Hempstead, N.Y., 1971. p. 
86-118.) [107 F ]
Loeb. Stephen E. University of Maryland accounting intern­
ship program, by Stephen E. Loeb and Jack Daiker. 
Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, Winter 1972, p. 17-18, 20-1.
Malandro, Rudolph. Accounting education - internees’ views, 
by Rudolph Malandro and Henri Pusker. (Notes and 
announcements) Ohio CPA, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 159-63.
McLean, James H. Seeing is believing, but - let’s take 
another look. Virginia accountant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 37-40.
Moonitz, Maurice. Beamer committee report - a golden 
opportunity for accounting-education. Journal of contempo­
rary business, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 1-9.
Smith, James E. Internship program in action. Virginia 
accountant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 29, 32-6.
Layout
Fitting out the office interior. (Focus) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, April 1972, p. 43-6.
White, Anthony J. Plan your office layout. (Focus) Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, April 1972, p. 48-50.
Letter writing
Davis, Earl F. Engagement letter and current legal develop­
ments, by Earl F. Davis and James W. Kelley. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 54-9.
More dignified mini-letter. (Managing your practice) Practical 
accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 43-4.
Representation letter for unaudited statements. (Managing 
your practice) Practical accountant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 
32-3.
Rice, Freeman E. Professional liability insurance and the use 
of engagement letters. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, 
May/June 1972, p. 23-5.
Unaudited statements: what to do after the Rothenberg case. 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 25-7.
Libraries -
See Libraries
Management
Backus, Mason L. Accounting practice management and the 
value of management study groups. (MAP-the name of 
the game) Texas CPA, v. 45, Oct. 1972, p. 56-9.
“By-Date” planning can increase efficiency. (Managing your 
tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 
319.
De Valk, Harold G. Making of a CPA firm. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 31-5.
Malane, David L. Do you manage your business effectively? 
Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 11-13.
Mitchell, John R. Do’s and dont’s of management advisory 
services. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 831-6.
Myers, Max. Managing a tax practice means managing each 
job. (Tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, 
p. 236-7.
Prague, Martin. Practice development through internal 
growth. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 155-7.
Sheehan, Brian. Management by objectives in professional 
accounting firm, by Brian Sheehan and L. A. Worledge. 
(Management services) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 
42, Dec. 1971, p. 31-2, 34-6.
Smith, Martin Cabourn. How to measure performance in 
practice. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, June 1972, p. 32-3.
Westwick, C. A. Interfirm comparison for accountants in 
public practice. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 25, 1972, p. 
693-6.
Management audit
Conly, George T. Happiness is a management audit. (MAP - 
the name of the game) Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 54- 
7.
Crandall, Arthur L. Auditing the auditors. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 82-3.
Manuals
Improving and updating your staff manual. (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, p. 36-7.
Mergers
Murray. Henry. Hands off the small office Accountancy 
Ireland, v. 3, Dec. 1971, p. 28-30.
Motivation
See Accountants’ Office-Incentives
On-The-Job Training
See Education-On-The-Job Training
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Organization and procedure
Baskerville, Gerald M. Debits & credits. National public 
accountant, v. 17, April 1972, p. 4.
Cohen, Ronald B. Philosophy of a local accounting firm. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 
1972, p. 80-1.
De Valk, Harold G. Making of a CPA firm. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 31-5.
Evans, G. M. Planning for growth. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 81-4.
Prague, Martin. Practice development through internal 
growth. (Administration of accountants practice) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 155-7.
Simon, Joel. Office control for the preparation and processing 
of financial statements. (Administration of accountants 
practice) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 241-2.
Wells D. S. Long-range planning for your firm. (Practitioners 
forum) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 
65-8.
Whipple, Robert K. Practice development - the forgotten 
client. (Practitioners forum) Journal of taxation, v. 134, Oct. 
1972, p. 93-4.
Loeb, Stephen E. Need satisfaction and staff retention in 
large certified public accounting firms, by Stephen E. Loeb 
and Martin J. Gannon. (Administration of accountants 
practice) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 327-9.
Loeb, Stephen E. Note on factors influencing decisions to 
join large CPA firms, by Stephen E. Loeb, Martin J. 
Gannon and E. Barry Rice. Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, 
Spring 1972, p. 12, 14, 16.
Smith, John H. Build incentives and planning to keep new 
accounting graduates, by John H. Smith and Albert R. 
Mitchell. Journal of college placement, v. 32, April-May 1972, 
p. 67-9.
Staff training. Tax personnel. (In Managing a profitable tax 
practice, by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapters 9 and 10.) 
[751.4 K ]
Yanney, Reginald H. Liberal arts graduate and the CPA firm. 
(Notes and announcements) Ohio CPA, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 
156-7.
Purchase And Sale
See Accountants’ Office-Valuation And Goodwill
Partnership agreements
Matthews, John. Partnership change agreements. CGA, v. 6, 
April-May 1972, p. 26-9.
Partnerships
Morgan, W. H. New partner. (Practitioners’ forum) Accoun­
tants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, June 1972, p. 411.
Pensions
See Pensions - Self-Employed
Rating staff
Acoymo, Augusto V. Staff recruitment, training and 
motivation. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 
127-35, 156.
How to measure staff attitude. (Managing your practice) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 59-60.
Record retention
Office filing procedures. (In Managing a profitable tax practice, 
by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapter 7.) [751.4 K ]
Referrals
See Referrals
Personnel
See Also Accountancy Profession-Selection Of Per­
sonnel
Accountants - Selection
Accounting Testing Program
Auditors - Selection
Recruitment
Referrals
Acoymo, Augusto V. Staff recruitment, training and 
motivation. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 
127-35, 156.
Anderson, Wilton T. Suggestions to recruiters of college 
accounting graduates. (Education & professional training) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 95-6.
California Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Personnel. Bibliography for the personnel function 
in C.P.A. firms. Palo Alto, Calif., 1972. 9 typewritten pages. 
[*250 Acc ]
Cohn, Ted. How the results of an attitude survey brought 
change. (Practitioners’ forum) Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 42, May 1972, p. 31. (Reprinted from Journal of 
accountancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 81-2.)
Davis, Earl F. Ethics and employment policies of CPA firms - 
trade or profession? Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 6-7.
Fetyko, David F. Retention of staff personnel in Michigan 
CPA firms. Michigan CPA, v. 23, May-June 1972, p. 21-2, 
24-5.
Hoffman, Charles. Coping with divided personnel respon­
sibilities, by Charles Hoffman and Kenneth I. Solomon. 
LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 35-9.
How to measure staff attitude. (Managing your practice) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 59-60.
Leathers, Park E. Guide to interviewing accounting firms, by 
Park E. Leathers and Stephen E. Selby. (Education & 
professional training) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 
1972, p. 96-7.
Reports And Statements
See Also Reports, Accountants’-Writing And 
Preparation
Burton, John C. Disclosure of CPA firms’ financial results. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 27-8.
Davidson, H. Justin. Public interest accounting, by H. Justin 
Davidson and Thomas R. Hofstedt. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 31.
Davidson, H. Justin. Published financial statements for CPAs, 
by H. Justin Davidson and Thomas R. Hofstedt. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 31-45.
Field, Robert E. Public interest accounting. (Letters) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 30-1.
Grayson, Locke. Disclosure of CPA firms’ financial results. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 27.
Salaries
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Accountants’ Salaries
Services
See Also Professional Ethics-Management Services
Accountants’ independence in MAS challenged; ICC tells 
rails to report MAS, audit fees separately. (People, events, 
techniques) Management adviser, v. 9, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 12.
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Alsaker, Edwin T. Management sciences in practice. Georgia 
CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 9-13, 28.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Man­
agement Advisory Services Division. Report to AICPA 
council meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 30, 1972, by 
James E. Seitz. New York, 1972. 11 typewritten pages. 
[*106.1 A ]
Babst, Chester G. Compatibility of auditing with man­
agement advisory and tax services from the viewpoint of 
the user of financial statements. Accountants’ journal (P.I.), 
v. 22, March 1972, p. 8-9, 54.
Beckmeyer, R. H. Independence and management advisory 
services. Asset (Missouri society of CPAs), v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 3-4.
Berlin, Bruce S. Audit by clients of public accountants’ 
services. Conference board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 61-4.
Berlin, Bruce S. Corporations and their outside auditors, by 
Bruce S. Berlin and Francis J. Walsh, Jr. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972. 42 p. (Conference Board report, no. 
544.) [*103.6 B ]
Buckley, John W. Accounting as a pluralistic profession in 
practice and education, by John W. Buckley and John J. 
McDonough. CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 923-8.
Chan, Stephen. Hazards of write-up work. CPA journal, v. 42, 
Aug. 1972, p. 635-8.
Dawson, Janet. Role of the accountant in the organisation of 
the future. Singapore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 46-8.
Evans, G. M. Planning for growth. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 81-4.
Fox, Harold W. Accountant’s role in the preparation of 
marketing plans. National public accountant, v. 17, April 
1972, p. 8-14.
Goodman, Richard A. Aiding the small business in achieving 
its goals, by Richard A. Goodman and Clinton B. Hender­
son. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 60-3.
Griffin, Paul A. Management services and audit indepen­
dence. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Nov. 1971, p. 114- 
18; Dec. 1971, p. 168-71.
Hobgood, George. Management looks at audit services, by 
George Hobgood and Joseph A. Sciarrino. Financial exec­
utive, v. 40, April 1972, p. 26-32.
Hobgood, George. Management looks at audit services (Part 
II), by George Hobgood and Joseph A. Sciarrino. Financial 
executive, v. 40, Aug. 1972, p. 24-5.
Hubler, Myron J. New challenges for the practitioner. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 29-35.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India. Council. Pay­
ments to auditors for other services. Chartered accountant 
(India), v. 20, Nov. 1971, p. 473-6.
Jeffery, M. C. C.A. consulting in action. South African charte­
red accountant, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 281-3.
Levin, Sam C. Are you getting the most out of your practice? 
(Debits and credits) National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 
1972, p. 4.
Meredith, John. Exploring the international money market, 
by John Meredith and John Sheldon. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, Jan. 1972, p. 28-31.
Mitchell, John R. Do’s and dont’s of management advisory 
services. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 831-6.
Morchower, Donald L. Management advisory services and 
the EDP consultant. H & S reports, v. 9, Summer, 1972, p. 
18-21.
Niemeyer, Robert D. Profession’s role in profit improvement. 
(In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. 
p. 283-9.) [110 H]
Non-technical parts of practice require attention. (Managing 
your tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, 
p. 319.
Oed, G. V. Management services. Accountants’ journal (N. Z.), 
v. 50, March 1972, p. 250-2.
Rabadi, A. B. Diversification of professional services. Charte­
red accountant (India), v. 20, March 1972, p. 713-18.
Savoie, Leonard M. Public interest aspects of the perfor­
mance of computer services by CPAs. Talk for the fourth 
semi-annual National Conference of CPA Computer Users, 
Washington, D.C., November 13, 1968. (New York) 1968. 
17 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. Role of management advisory services in 
the practice of public accounting. Address, before Amer­
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 84th annual 
meeting, Detroit, Oct. 12, 1971. New York, 1971. 17 mimeo. 
pages. (Technical session I “MAS - the expanded role of 
the CPA”) [*106.1 A ]
Schorr, Harold I. Service from the CPA in a smaller firm. 
Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 43, August, 1972, p. 4-5.
Schwab, J. Donald. CPA and the local school district: 
management advisory services. Pennsylvania CPA spokes­
man, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 10-12.
Seitz reviews MAS activities. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 7-8.
Slack, Winifred S. Members in industry, government and 
education. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 43, Oct. 1972, p. 
18.
Smith, Neil H. CPA - a diagnostician. Pennsylvania CPA 
spokesman, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 6-7.
Step up in IRS small business examinations. (Managing your 
tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 
320.
Stone airs ideas for coming to terms with accounting services 
offered by non-CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 7.
Virginia Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Committee 
to Review the Stone Report on the Nature of Accounting 
Services. Report. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 
18,20-1.
Wyatt, Arthur R. Accounting profession at the crossroads. 
Michigan business review, v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 20-6.
Small practitioners
Claycomb, F. R. Is computerization feasible for small prac­
tices? National public accountant, v. 17, Nov. 1972, p. 24-9.
Cohen, Ronald B. Philosophy of a local accounting firm. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 
1972, p. 80-1.
Hutchison, Gordon B. Using a mini-computer in a small 
accounting office. Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972, p. 49-51.
Journal and the local practitioner. (Editors’ notebook) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 29-30.
Levin, Sam C. Are you getting the most out of your practice? 
(Debits and credits) National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 
1972, p. 4.
Murray, Henry. Hands off the small office Accountancy 
Ireland, v. 3, Dec. 1971, p. 28-30.
Nolen, Rex W. Time-sharing for the small CPA firm. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 
81-3.
Schorr, Harold I. Service from the CPA in a smaller firm. 
Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 43, August, 1972, p. 4-5.
Specialization
See Specialization
Staff Rating
See Accountants’ Office-Rating Staff
Staff Training
See Also Accountants’ Office-Internship
Acoymo, Augusto V. Staff recruitment, training and 
motivation. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 
127-35, 156.
Hemphill, Charles E. Administrative services division. Arthur 
Andersen chronicle, v. 32, Sept. 1972, p. 8-23.
Hoffman, Charles. Coping with divided personnel respon­
sibilities, by Charles Hoffman and Kenneth I. Solomon. 
LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 35-9.
Staff training. Tax personnel. (In Managing a profitable tax 
practice, by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapters 9 and 10.) 
[751.4 K ]
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Using paraprofessionals in your office. (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 56-7.
Walker, Michael A. In-house training: where there’s a will, 
there’s a way. (Administration of accountants practice) 
CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 581-3.
Staff utilization
Levoy, Robert P. How to motivate your staff. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 87-9.
Summers, Edward L. Audit staff assignment problem: a 
linear programming analysis. Accounting review, v. 47, July 
1972, p. 443-53.
Starting A Practice
See Accountants’ Office - Organization And 
Procedure
Statistics
Robert Morris Associates. Annual statement studies. Phil­
adelphia, 1972. 218 p. (Contains ratios for accounting, 
auditing and bookkeeping services, p. 120.) [*200 R ]
Torres, Paul D. Accounting practice purchases - some rel­
evant findings. National public accountant, v. 17, June 1972, 
p. 8-10.
Supervision and review
Grimsley, James W. CPA Quality Review Program. (Prac­
titioner’s notebook) Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Spring 1972, 
p. 30-2.
Institute members are invited to participate in the 1972 
quality review program. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, June 1972, p. 19.
Surveys
Berlin, Bruce S. Audit by clients of public accountants’ 
services. Conference board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 61-4.
Clients* opinion. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, July 1972, p. 29-30.
Farrow, William G. What do your clients think of you? 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 
1972, p. 81-2.
Guy, Dan M. Unaudited financial statements: a survey, by 
Dan M. Guy and Alan J. Winters. Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 46-53.
______ New Zealand
Martin, Glenn A. Management services and the firm’s audit 
independence. Accountants' journal, v. 50, April 1972, p. 
290-6.
Tax Departments
See Tax Departments-Accountants’ Office
Tax Problems
See Taxation, United States-Accountants’ Office
Time budgets
Dorcheus, Edward W. Managing audit time. U. S. Army 
Audit Agency bulletin, v. 465-38, Spring/Summer 1972, p. 13- 
17.
Timekeeping
See Accountants’ Office - Accounting And 
Timekeeping
Valuation And Goodwill
See Also Goodwill
Valuation
Gold, Michael H. Considerations in purchase and sale of 
accounting practice. Michigan CPA, v. 24, Sept.-Oct. 1972, 
p. 4-5, 7-9. (Reprinted from New York certified public 
accountant, April 1970.)
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
Myers, Max, ed. Buying or selling a practice: determining 
the price. (Managing your tax practice) Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 63-4.
Torres, Paul D. Accounting practice purchases - some rel­
evant findings. National public accountant, v. 17, June 1972, 
p. 8-10.
Torres, Paul D. Purchases of account. Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, 
July 1972, p. 5-11.
Torres, Paul D. Purchases of accounting practices in 
Oklahoma - a profile of the buyer and seller firms. 
Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, April 1972, p. 5-11, 20.
Torres, Paul D. Transfer of an accounting practice. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 
82-3.
Torres, Paul Delmas. Empirical evaluation of criteria used in 
the valuation of professional accounting practices. Univer­
sity, Ala., 1971. 167 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of 
Alabama.) [250 Acc ]
Torres, Paul Delmas. Purchases of account. Oklahoma CPA, 
v. 11, July 1972, p. 5-11.
Torres, Paul Delmas. Purchases of accounting practices in 
Oklahoma - a profile of the buyer and seller firms. 
Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, April 1972, p. 5-11, 20.
Walzer, Stuart B. Dividing an accounting practice in a 
California marital dissolution. California CPA quarterly, v. 
40, June 1972, p. 25-6.
ACCOUNTANT’S role in a controlled society.
Leone, Rudolph L. Accountant’s role in a controlled society. 
Management adviser, v. 9, Sept-Oct. 1972, p. 51-4.
ACCOUNTANT’S role in the organization. (In Cost accounting, 
by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 
1972. p. 3-19.) [160 H ]
ACCOUNTANTS’ SALARIES
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Accountants’ Salaries
ACCOUNTANTS SEC practice manual,
Kellogg, Howard L. Accountants SEC practice manual, by 
Howard L. Kellogg and Morton Poloway. Chicago, Com­
merce clearing house, 1971. 1 v. (various pagings) [721 K ]
ACCOUNTANTS’ SOCIETIES
See Also Under Name Of Individual Society
Accountant’s diary and year book 1972 . 97th ed. London, 
Gee and co., 1971. 220 p. (Partial contents: - World 
directory of accountancy bodies. p. 65-9.) [250 Acc ]
Accounting summit. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, 
March 1972, p. 60-1.
American Accounting Association. Annual report. Accounting 
review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 193-6.
American Accounting Association. Committee reports. Sar­
asota, Fla., 1972. 615 p. (Supplement to Accounting review, 
v. 47.) [*106.3 A ]
American Accounting Association. Committees, 1972-72. 
Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 181-9.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Minutes 
of the annual meeting: Denver, Colorado, October 4, 1972, 
and financial statements. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 23.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Nominations. Report. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, p. 4-5.
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Anton, Hector R. American Accounting Association and its 
research activities. (Research) Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 100, March 1972 p. 64-7.
Coordination of professional society efforts urged at confer­
ence. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Dec. 1972, 
p. 1,9.
Formation and growth of NABA. Spectrum (National As­
sociation of Black Accountants), v. 1, Jan, 1972, p. 1,4.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In Ireland. Council. 
Report ... to be presented to the annual general meeting, 
6th May, 1972. Dublin, 1972. 31 p. (106.41 ]
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Council. 
Report ... to be presented to the annual general meeting 
of the members of the Institute, 7th April 1972. Edinburgh, 
1972.75 p. (*106.61]
Insurance Accounting And Statistical Association. Proceed­
ings...1971. Kansas City, Mo., 1971. 819 p. [400.06 I ]
National Association Of State Boards Of Accountancy. 
Financial statements, year ended August 31, 1972. Const­
itution and bylaws, as amended, Sept. 29, 1972. New York, 
1972. p. 11-18. (NASBA news, v. 2, Nov. 6, 1972.) [*106.3 N ] 
Netterville, Jake L. Get involved. (Editorial) Louisiana 
certified public accountant, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 42.
Nolan, James. Honor students in accounting gather at Ohio 
State University. (News feature) Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Dec. 1972, p. 22, 24.
Quimby. William H. State of state societies. Texas CPA, v. 
45, July 1972, p. 35-7.
Singapore Society Of Accountants. Council. Report of the 
Singapore Society of Accountants. Singapore accountant, v. 
7, 1972, p. 91-3.
Smokovich, Michael T. American Accounting Association. 
Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 90-3.
Tempelaar, A. F. Reorganization of the U. E. O. Journal 
UEC, April 1972, p. 85-94.
Zlatkovich, Charles T. American Accounting Association - 
comments from the president. Accounting review, v. 47, 
April 1972, p. 397-400.
Australia
Australian Society Of Accountants. Reports of General 
Council and Divisional councils for the year ended 31 
December, 1971. Australian accountant, v. 42, March 1972, 
p. 61-86.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In Australia. Member’s 
handbook. Sidney, 196-? - 1 v. (looseleaf) (106.9 A ]
Canada
Canadian Institute Of Chartered Accountants. Information 
for committee members. South African chartered accountant, 
v. 8, May 1972, p. 169-72.
France
Barbier, Guy. Accounting in France. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, Oct. 1972, p. 10-17.
Reydel, Andre. Reorganisation of the Ordre des Experts 
Comptables et des Comptables Agrees. Journal UEC, Jan. 
1972, p. 50-2.
Great Britain
Association Of Certified Accountants. Annual general meet­
ing. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 27, 1972, p. 557-60.
Chartered Accountants* Benevolent Association. Eighty-sixth 
annual report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 13, 1972, p. 
485-6.
Emerging pattern for the profession? Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, April 6, 1972, p. 430-1.
Informal talks between the Association and the ICMA. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 27, 1972, p. 535.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
President’s statement accompanying the report and ac­
counts for 1971. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 20, 1972, p. 
510-14. (Includes annual report.)
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Special Committee on Development Policy. Final report. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 12-20, 22-3.
(Reprinted from Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 24, 1972, p. 
236-42.)
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Council. 
Extracts from the report of the Council. Accountant (Eng.), 
v. 166, March 23, 1972, p. 391-2.
London And District Society Of Chartered Accountants. 
Committee. Report of the Committee, 1971-72. Accountant 
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public sector. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 
199-203.
Diploma scheme for non-accounting professionals. Certified 
accountant (Eng.), April 1972, p. 231-2.
South Africa
Wits golden jubilee. (From the editor) South African chartered 
accountant, v. 8, Sept. 1972, p. 315.
South Pacific
Juchau, Roger. New forms of accounting education for the 
South Pacific. Australian accountant, v. 42, April 1972, p. 
125-6.
ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENTS
Hitts, Al W. Controller - an operational audit approach, by 
Al W. Hitts and Jack F. Masschelin. Internal auditor, v. 29, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 17-23.
ACCOUNTING EDUCATION
See Education
ACCOUNTING education. (Ohio CPA notes and an­
nouncements) Ohio CPA, v. 31, Summer 1972, p. 111-12.
ACCOUNTING EDUCATION FUND FOR DISADVANTAGED 
STUDENTS (AICPA)
Armco-AICPA finance scholarships offered at Kentucky State 
College. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 
1972, p. 12.
Industries and foundations continue to support AEFDS. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, p. 16.
Kenneth Perry reports on his term as visiting professor at 
Florida A&M. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
May 1972, p. 11.
Oliphant, Walter J. Accounting education fund for disadvan­
taged students. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 9-10.
Second RCA professor of accounting established at Dillard 
University. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 
1972, p. 9.
Seven more industries contribute to fund for disadvantaged. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 8.
ACCOUNTING essentials,
Margolis, Neal. Accounting essentials, by Neal Margolis and
N. Paul Harmon in consultation with Joseph Peter Simini. 
New York, John Wiley and Sons, 1972. 308 p. (Wiley self­
teaching guides.) [* 110 M ]
ACCOUNTING FIRMS
Brenner, Vincent C. Student perceptions of accounting firms, 
by Vincent C. Brenner and Paul E. Dascher. (Education & 
professional training) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 
1972, p. 97-8.
Burton, John C. Disclosure and professional competence. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 24.
Burton, John C. Disclosure of CPA firms’ financial results. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 27-8.
Burton, John C. Excerpts from “Criticism with love - an 
educator views the public accounting profession.” (News 
and views) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 704-5. (From 
Arthur Young journal, Winter-Spring 1971.)
Cohen, Ronald B. Philosophy of a local accounting firm. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 
1972, p. 80-1.
Davidson, H. Justin. Published financial statements for CPAs, 
by H. Justin Davidson and Thomas R. Hofstedt. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 31-45.
Evans, G. M. Planning for growth. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 81-4.
Founding partner’s story: I. H. Krekstein retraces the path 
between a boyhood farm and Rittenhouse Square. LKHH 
accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 25-33.
Gibson, Charles. Cities in financial crisis: CPA firms can offer 
services. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Aug. 1972, p. 83-5.
Grayson, Locke. Disclosure of CPA firms’ financial results. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 27.
Hemphill, Charles E. Administrative services division. Arthur 
Andersen chronicle, v. 32, Sept. 1972, p. 8-23.
Kapnick. Harvey E. Responsibilities of the accounting profes­
sion. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, March 1972, p. 
21-4,35.
Loeb, Stephen E. Need satisfaction and staff retention in 
large certified public accounting firms, by Stephen E. Loeb 
and Martin J. Gannon. (Administration of accountants 
practice) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 327-9.
Maxfield, T. B. Disclosure and professional competence. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 23-4.
National Association Of Black Accountants. Black experience 
in large public accounting firms; the results of a national 
survey conducted on behalf of NABA, by William Aiken. 
New York, 1971. 41 p. [*103.7 N ]
Nolen, Rex W. Time-sharing for the small CPA firm. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 
81-3.
Raybum, Letricia Gayle. Women CPAs and the big eight 
accounting firms. Florida certified public accountant, v. 12, 
July 1972, p. 35-41.
Seidler, Lee J. Auditors labor under mighty handicaps. (News 
and views) CPA Journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 185-9.
Brazil
Touche Ross in Brazil. Touche Ross tempo, v. 18, Autumn 
1972,p. 25-9.
International
de Naray, I. L. Tapping the international market. LKHH 
accountant, v. 51, no. 4. 1971, p. 18-21.
Seidler, Lee J. Nationalism and the international transfer of 
accounting skills. (In Kapoor and Grub, eds. Multinational 
enterprise in transition. Princeton, N. J. 1972. p. 233-42.) [938 
K]
Mergers
Spangler, Eugene W. Mergers of accounting firms, edited by 
Martin M. Prague. (Administration of accountants practice) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972, p. 75-7.
New Zealand
Martin, Glenn A. Management services and the firm’s audit 
independence. Accountants’ journal, v. 50, April 1972, p. 
290-6.
Morgan, W. H. , ed. Objectives and policies for an accoun­
ting firm. (Practitioners’ forum) Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), 
v. 5, Dec. 1971, p. 197.
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ACCOUNTING for bonds. (In Intermediate accounting, by 
Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch 
White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 656-713.) [110 W ]
ACCOUNTING for business combinations and goodwill.
McLean, Alasdair T. Accounting for business combinations 
and goodwill. Edinburgh, Accountants’ Publishing Co., 
Ltd. for The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scot­
land. 1972. 85 p. [*143.61 M ]
ACCOUNTING for by-products. (In Cost accounting, by Brock, 
Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 198-207.) 
[160 B ]
ACCOUNTING for consignments. (In Intermediate accounting, 
by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch 
White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 1103-24.) [110 W ]
ACCOUNTING for corporation tax. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Sept. 28, 1972, p. 377-8.
ACCOUNTING for equity securities.
Douglas, Patricia P. Accounting for equity securities. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 66-70.
ACCOUNTING for income taxes - investments in common 
stock accounted for by the equity method (other than 
subsidiaries and corporate joint ventures).
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting for income taxes - 
investments in common stock accounted for by the equity 
method (other than subsidiaries and corporate joint ven­
tures). New York, 1972. p. 460-6. (Opinions of the Accounting 
Principles Board, no. 24.) [*111.1 A ]
ACCOUNTING for income taxes - special areas.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting for income taxes - special 
areas. New York, 1972. p. 441-57. (Opinions of the Accoun­
ting Principles Board, no. 23.) [* 111.1 A ]
ACCOUNTING for investment securities by registered invest­
ment companies
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 118. Accounting for investment 
securities by registered investment companies. New York, 
Commerce Clearing House, 1971. p. 62, 325-9. (Photocopy 
of reprint appearing in Federal securities law reports .) [*721 
U]
ACCOUNTING for joint products. (In Cost accounting, by 
Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 
208-16.) [160 B]
ACCOUNTING for labor-related costs. (In Cost accounting, by 
Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 379-404.) 
[160 M ]
ACCOUNTING for lease transactions by manufacturer or 
dealer lessors.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting for lease transactions by 
manufacturer or dealer lessors. New York, 1972. p. 508-18. 
(Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board, no. 27.) [*111.1 
A]
ACCOUNTING for management control.
Willsmore, A. W. Accounting for management control. Lon­
don, Pitman, 1971. 228 p. [223.5 W ]
ACCOUNTING for non-accountants
Myer, John N. Accounting for non-accountants. New York, 
Hawthorn Books, c1967, 1957. 231 p. [110 M ]
ACCOUNTING for payroll. (In Cost accounting, by Charles T. 
Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 650-65.) 
[160 H ]
ACCOUNTING for scrap, spoiled goods, and defective goods. 
(In Cost accounting, by Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. 
New York, 1971. p. 127-38.) [160 B ]
ACCOUNTING for speed. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 82, Dec. 1971, 
p. 755-7.
ACCOUNTING for stocks. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 
1972, p. 637-8.
ACCOUNTING for tax incentives - reconsideration of objec­
tives required.
Kapnick, Harvey E. Accounting for tax incentives - reconsid­
eration of objectives required. Sacramento, Calif., Sac­
ramento State College, 1972. 21 p. (Sacramento State 
College Accounting Symposium, 3rd, 1972.) [‘149.59 K ]
ACCOUNTING for the upward float in foreign currencies.
Connor, Joseph E. Accounting for the upward float in foreign 
currencies. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 39- 
44.
ACCOUNTING for trust and loan companies in Canada.
Canadian Institute Of Chartered Accountants. Accounting 
and Auditing Research Committee. Accounting for trust 
and loan companies in Canada. Toronto, c1971. 66 p. 
(Research study) [‘661 C J
ACCOUNTING for women. Lybrand journal, v. 53, Fall 1972, p. 
37-44.
ACCOUNTING fundamentals for nonfinancial executives.
Sweeny, Allen. Accounting fundamentals for nonfinancial 
executives. New York. American Managment Association, 
1972. 147 p. [110 S]
ACCOUNTING HALL OF FAME
Tansill, X. Bender. Lest we forget - lest we forget 1971. 8 
typewritten pages plus exhibits. [*992 T ]
X. Bender Tansill’s study of the AICPA membership highl­
ights long-time members. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 3.
ACCOUNTING implications of federal tax reform: a research 
study.
Wallace, W. L. C. Accounting implications of federal tax 
reform: a research study. Toronto, Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants, 1972. 106 p. [‘149.59 W ]
ACCOUNTING in business decisions; theory, method and use,
Black, Homer A. Accounting in business decisions; theory, 
method and use, by Homer A. Black, John E. Champion 
and Gibbes U. Miller. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 
Prentice-Hall, c1973. 741 p. [110 B ]
ACCOUNTING LITERATURE
AICPA contracts with computer company for literature 
indexing system. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Feb. 1972, p. 3.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
tants' index; a bibliography of accounting literature, 
January 1971-December 1971 (inclusive). 20th suppl. New 
York, 1972. 919 p. (115 A)
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Anton, Hector R. Research in accounting - 1971. Accounting 
review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 197-209.
Block, Max. Writing for a public accounting practitioners’ 
magazine. (Academic notes) Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 
1972, p. 814-18.
Dascher, Paul E. What periodicals do CPAs read? By Paul E. 
Dascher and Vincent C. Brenner. (Education & profes­
sional training) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 
88.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Library. Current accounting literature, 1971: a catalogue of 
books, pamphlets, and periodicals of current interest in the 
members’ library of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in England and Wales at 31 August 1971. Edited by M. G. 
J. Harvey. London, Mansell, c1971. 586 p. [115 I ]
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Catalogue 
of the central library . . . Glasgow. Glasgow, 1972. 100 p. 
(Cover title: Central library catalogue 1972. “This cat­
alogue contains details of books added to the library since 
1964.”) [*115 I ]
LKHH accountant marks 50 years of continuous publication. 
LKHH accountant, v. 51, no. 4, 1971, p. 8-11.
Weber, John A. Keeping current on new developments in 
accounting. International Journal of accounting education and 
research, v. 7, Fall 1971, p. 115-23.
ACCOUNTING METHODS
See Also Taxation, United States-Accounting 
Methods
American Accounting Association. Committee on Accounting 
Valuation Bases. Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 
1972, p. 535-73. (*106.3 A)
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. APB opinion no 24: accounting for 
income taxes - investments in common stock accounted for 
by the equity method (other than subsidiaries and corpo­
rate joint ventures). (Official releases) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 67-9.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Exposure draft, proposed APB 
opinion: “disclosure of accounting policies.” (News and 
views) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 271-2.
Ball, Ray. Risk, return and disequilibrium: an application to 
changes in accounting techniques. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
May 1972, p. 343-53.
Barefield, Russell M. Smoothing hypothesis: an alternative 
test, by Russell M. Barefield and Eugene E. Comiskey. 
Accounting review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 291-8.
Barrett, M. Edgar. Case against one set of books for financial 
and tax accounting, by M. Edgar Barrett and Gerald J. 
Holtz. Financial executive, v. 40, Sept. 1972, p. 30-42, 
passim.
Bedingfield, James P. ASBCA disapproves of retroactive 
change in allocation of indirect cost. Federal accountant, v. 
21, March 1972, p. 113-17.
Benson, James W. Conforming tax accounting to financial 
accounting. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 4-5, 28.
Bruinessen, W. von. Bases of accounting other than historical 
cost. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 19, 1972, p. 484-6. 
(Presented, in substance, at the 10th International Congress 
of Accountants.)
Cameron, Douglas E. Actual accounting benefits to govern­
ment and nonprofit activities. GAO review, Winter 1972, p. 
73-7.
Chambers, Raymond J. Accounting theory, practice and 
policy. Singapore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 39-43.
Changes in accounting methods and estimates, errors and 
incomplete records. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn 
A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch White. 
3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 937-90.) [110 W ]
Clarke. Stuart A. , ed. Centralization vs. decentralization. 
(Management advisory services) California CPA quarterly, 
v. 40, Sept. 1972, p. 28, 36.
Cogliati, Norman. Technical standards are under exam­
ination. (Guest editor’s column) CPA Journal, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 112-13.
Comiskey, Eugene E. Adoption and diffusion of an accoun­
ting innovation, by Eugene E. Comiskey and Roger E. V. 
Groves. Accounting and business research (Eng.), no. 5, 
Winter 1972, p. 67-77.
Copeland, Ronald M. LIFO and the diffusion of innovation, 
by Ronald M. Copeland and John K. Shank. (In Confer­
ence On Empirical Research In Accounting, 6th, University 
of Chicago, 1972. Empirical research in accounting. Chicago, 
1972. p. 196-227.) [*102 C ]
Duberman, Lewis D. Explanation of the equity method of 
accounting for investments in common stock, by Lewis D. 
Duberman and Thomas E. Morgan. (Current developments 
and issues) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Sept. 1972, p. 31-4.
Flaherty, Richard E. Historical cost and purchase com­
binations. (Accounting and auditing) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Nov. 1972, p. 948-51.
Greipel, Rudolph C. Review of APB opinion no. 20: “ac­
counting changes.” CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972, p. 17-24.
Hershman, Arlene. Accounting: new numbers, same game. 
Dun’s review, v. 100, Aug. 1972, p. 38-40, 84.
Holmes, Geoffrey. Replacement value accounting. Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972 p. 4-8.
Johnson, Charles N. Recent changes in annual and periodic 
report forms. (SEC commentary) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 151-4.
Kemp, Patrick S. Criteria for the selection of accounting 
methodology. South African chartered accountant, v. 8, June 
1972, p. 201-5. (Reprinted from Journal of accountancy. )
Klein, Michael F. Proposed long-term contract regulations - 
Catch 22. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, 
p. 341, 344.
Lawson, G. H. Cash-flow accounting. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
165, Oct. 28, 1971, p. 586-9.
Lawson, G. H. Cash-flow accounting (part II). Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 165, Nov. 4, 1971, p. 620-2.
Lerner, Herbert J. Cash basis banks can maintain books on 
accrual method. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 
464.
Litke, Arthur L. Aged accounting concepts underlying finan­
cial statements. Federal accountant, v. 21, March 1972, p. 34- 
41.
Long-term investments is topic of SAP draft. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 16.
Lynch, Thomas E. Reporting requirements for equity secur­
ities. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 23- 
6.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: Early disclosure 
of material equity adjustment, by Richard C. Lytle and J. 
T. Ball. (Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 74.
Meier, Robert A. APB opinion 20: accounting principles that 
guide changes in accounting principles. California CPA 
quarterly, v. 40, June 1972, p. 21, 23-4, 33.
O’Connor, Melvin C. Alternative methods of accounting for 
long-term nonsubsidiary intercorporate investments in 
common stock, by Melvin C. O’Connor and James C. 
Hamre. Accounting review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 308-19.
Obcena, Virginia. Equity accounting for investments in 
common stock. SGV group journal, no. 4, 1971, p. 18-25.
Platt, A. J. Reality, inflation and accounts. Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 9-11.
Range of accounting choices concerns Australian Congress. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 
10, 12.
Rawcliffe, George A. Accounting concepts for managerial 
decision-making. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, 
April 1972, p. 23-4, 30.
Raymond, Robert H. Nature of the complaints about finan­
cial statements. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 781. (Excerpted from Nebraska CPA, Spring 1972.)
Robert Morris Associates. Excerpts from statements to Study 
group on objectives of financial statements. (News and 
views) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 883-6.
Ronen, Joshua. Relevant accounting, by Joshua Ronen and 
George H. Sorter. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, 
April 1972, P. 258-82.
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Sanders, Michael I. When does a taxpayer’s method of 
accounting change for tax purposes? Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 154-8.
Sherman, Richard B. Choosing and changing an accounting 
method? What are the relevant factors? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 122-6.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Accounting for the investment credit. 
(Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 75-7.
Tyran, Michael R. Computerized accounting methods and 
controls. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 256 p. 
[250 T ]
Weathers, Henry T. Eclectic accounting approach. Man­
agement accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 36-8.
Wright, Howard W. Court of claims denies cost of sales; bars 
retroactive change in Litton case. (Government and indus­
try) Federal accountant, v. 21, March 1972, p. 106-12.
Australia
Australian Society Of Accountants. Legislation Review Com­
mittee. Comments on provisions in bills before the several 
state parliaments for amendments to the Companies acts - 
preparation of group accounts. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 42, Dec. 1971, p. 6. (Submitted to the Standing 
committee of attorneys-general, by the Legislation Review 
Committee, Australian Society of Accountants and the 
Parliamentary and Laws Committee, Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia.)
Great Britain
Statement of standard accounting practice, no. 2; disclosure 
of accounting policies. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 82, Dec. 1971, 
p. 718-20.
ACCOUNTING methods for shareholders and tax returns 
differ. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 120.
ACCOUNTING MODELS
See Also Decision Models
Financial Models 
Mathematical Models 
Stochastic Models
Anderson, Lane K. Mathematical inventory models and the 
accountant. Managerial planning, v. 20, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 
22-25.
Bollom, Williams J. Examination of some interim reporting 
theories for a seasonal business, by William J. Bollom and 
Jerry J. Weygandt. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 
75-84.
Economic social and enterprise accounting and mathematical 
models, by A. Charnes and others. Accounting review, v. 47, 
Jan. 1972, p. 85-108.
Mepham, M. J. Use of models in accounting. Accountant's 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 282-9.
Tilley, Ian. Accounting as a scientific endeavour: some 
questions the American theorists tend to leave unan­
swered. Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 2, Au­
tumn 1972, p. 287-97.
Tyran, Michael R. Simulator model applications. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 54, Oct. 1972, p. 13-18.
ACCOUNTING OBJECTIVES STUDY GROUP.
See American Institute Of Certified Public Accoun­
tants. - Accounting 
Objectives Study Group.
ACCOUNTING Objectives Study Group schedules hearings for 
April and May. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
March 1972, p. 7.
ACCOUNTING PERIOD
See Also Taxation, United States-Accounting Period 
Guichard, Douglas E. Underrated importance of the right 
fiscal year. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz and co.), 1971, 2nd 
ed., p. 28-31.
Punch, J. A. January-July jitters (or April-October doldrums), 
by J. A. Punch and R. P. Foltz. (Practitioners’ forum) 
Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 35.
ACCOUNTING PERSONNEL
See Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Personnel 
Accountants-Employment 
Accountants’ Office-Personnel
ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
See Accountants’ Office
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
See Accounting-Principles And Standards
ACCOUNTING principles: a Canadian viewpoint.
Skinner, Ross M. Accounting principles: a Canadian viewpo­
int. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 
1972.483 p. [111 S]
ACCOUNTING principles and control,
Vance, Lawrence L. Accounting principles and control, by 
Lawrence L. Vance and Russell A. Taussig. 3rd ed. New 
York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1972. 700 p. [110 V ]
ACCOUNTING principles, as of December 1, 1971.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting principles, as of Decem­
ber 1, 1971. New York, c!971. 2 v. (various paging) (Con­
tents. - v. 1. Current text. - v. 2. Original pronouncements.) 
[*111.1 A]
ACCOUNTING principles, as of September 1, 1972.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting principles, as of Septem­
ber 1, 1972. New York. Published for the American Inst­
itute of Certified Public Accountants by Commerce Clear­
ing House, c1972. 2 v. (Contents.—v. 1. Current text.—v. 2 
Original pronouncements.) [*111.1 A ]
ACCOUNTING Principles Board: is it a hopeless cause? Corpo­
rate financing, v. 4, March-April 1972, p. 19-23, 49.
ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES BOARD OPINIONS
Accounting Principles Board: is it a hopeless cause? Corporate 
financing, v. 4, March-April 1972, p. 19-23, 49.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting principles, as of Decem­
ber 1, 1971. New York, c1971. 2 v. (various paging) (Con­
tents. - v. 1. Current text. - v. 2. Original pronouncements.) 
[*111.1 A]
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Accounting principles, as of Septem­
ber 1, 1972. New York, Published for the American Inst­
itute of Certified Public Accountants by Commerce Clear­
ing House, C1972. 2 v. (Contents.—v. 1. Current text.—v. 2 
Original pronouncements.) [*111.1 A ]
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. Exposure draft of proposed APB 
opinion - Accounting for lease transactions by manufac­
turer or dealer lessors (June 16, 1972). (Accounting and 
auditing) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 667-70.
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American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. Establishing 
financial accounting standards; report of the Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. New York, 1972. 
105 p. (*111.1 A ]
APB approves three draft Opinions for exposure. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 1, 8.
APB approves three opinions for publication and two for 
exposure. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Dec. 
1972, p. 1,4.
APB issues three opinions effective January 1. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 13.
Baker, Richard T. Why aren’t we solving our problems? Ohio 
CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 62-7.
Baker, Richard T. Why aren’t we solving our problems in 
accounting principles? Financial executive, v. 40, Jan. 1972, 
p. 14-17.
Barbatelli, Ettore. Flow through vs. deferral method of 
accounting. Clients’ service bulletin (Amer. appraisal), v. 68, 
Dec. 1971, p. 3.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Look ahead at new SAPs. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 8.
Cohn. Harris. Accounting Principles Board. (Accounting and 
auditing developments) Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Spring 
1972, p. 24-6.
Conroy, Robert G. Accounting principles board opinions and 
the motor carrier industry. Motor freight controller, Oct./ 
Nov. 1972, p. 3-5.
Dascher, Paul E. Decision trees and accounting opinions. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 26-9.
Defliese itemizes APB’s agenda. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
Goodman, Sam R. Support for FEI position on proposed 
APB opinion for investment credit. (Correspondence) 
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ber 1, 1971. New York, c1971. 2 v. (various paging) (Con­
tents. - v. 1. Current text. - v. 2. Original pronouncements.) 
[*111.1 A]
Statement 3
Ewing, Denny R. Proposal for another alternative treatment 
for long-term capital gains. Colorado CPA report, v. 36, 
Winter 1972, p. 12-14.
Petersen, Russell J. Asset valuation, income determination 
and changing prices, by Russell J. Petersen and Thomas F. 
Keller. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 
1972, p. 801-5.
Raymond, Robert H. Proposal for clarification in financial 
statements. Nebraska C.P.A., v. 7, Spring 1972, p. 15-19.
Statement 4
Kam, Vernon. Determination of “substantial authoritative 
support.” CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 723-7.
Schattke, Rudolph W. Accounting Principles Board statement 
4 - promise for the future. CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 
552-6.
Schattke, Rudolph W. Analysis of Accounting Principles 
Board statement no. 4. Accounting review, v. 47, April 1972, 
p. 233-44.
Staubus, George J. Analysis of APB statement no. 4. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 36-43.
Vatter, William J. State of the art. (Books) Abacus (Sydney 
Univ., Australia), v. 8, June 1972, p. 76-90.
ACCOUNTING principles: Financial Accounting Foundation. 
(Notes and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 
76, Sept. 1972, p. 420-1.
ACCOUNTING principles: private or public sector?
Horngren, Charles T. Accounting principles: private or public 
sector? Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 37-41.
ACCOUNTING process. Accounting process illustrated. (In 
Intermediate accounting, by Harry Simons. 5th ed. Cincin­
nati, 1972. p. 93-166.) [110 S]
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ACCOUNTING profession: a time of great events.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting profession: a time of great events. New York, 1972. 20 
p. [*106.1 A ]
ACCOUNTING requirements in Europe; harmonization of rules 
with EEC. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 9, 1971, p. 780- 
2.
ACCOUNTING RESEARCH
See Also Accounting-Principles And Standards 
Accounting Principles Board Opinions 
Auditing-Principles And Standards 
Statements On Auditing Procedure 
American Accounting Association. Committee on Corporate 
Financial Reporting. Report. Accounting review, v. 47, 
Suppl., 1972, p. 523-33. (*106.3 A)
American Accounting Association. Committee on Research 
Methodology in Accounting. Report. Accounting review, v.  
47, Suppl., 1972, p. 399-520. (*106.3 A)
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. Establishing 
financial accounting standards; report of the Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. New York, 1972. 
105 p.[*111.1 A ]
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. Public record. 
New York, 1972. 4 v. (Contents. - v. 1 and 2. Reports, 
articles, correspondence and other background information 
reviewed by members of the Study. - v. 3. Transcript of the 
public hearing held . . . Nov. 3-4, 1971. - v. 4. Position 
papers submitted to the Study.) [111.1 A ]
Anton, Hector R. American Accounting Association and its 
research activities. (Research) Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 100, March 1972 p. 64-7.
Anton, Hector R. Research in accounting - 1971. Accounting 
review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 197-209.
Briston, R. J. Organization of research into shareholder 
behaviour. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Spring 
1972, p. 24-30.
Chambers, Raymond J. “Anguish of accountants.' 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
March 1972, p. 68-74.
Chambers, Raymond J. Anguish of accountants. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, May 1972, p. 154-61.
Chambers, Raymond J. Some tendentious remarks for the 
new accounting standards establishment. (News and views) 
CPA Journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 614-15. (“Excerpts from an 
address ... at the Convention of the Australian Associa­
tion of University Teachers of Accounting . . . Christchurch, 
New Zealand, August 1971.”)
Chetkovich, Michael N. Future accounting education and 
research. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New 
York, 1972. p. 3-7.)[110 H]
Conference On Empirical Research In Accounting, 6th, 
University of Chicago, 1972. Empirical research in account­
ing: selected studies 1971. Chicago, Institute of Professional 
Accounting, Graduate School of Business, University of 
Chicago, 1972. 230 p. (Supplement to Journal of accounting 
research, v. 9, 1971.) [*102 C ]
Dearden, John. Financial control of multinational operations, 
by Edward C. Bursk, John Dearden, David F. Hawkins and 
Victor M. Longstreet. New York, Financial Executives 
Research Foundation, 1971. 229 p. (A research study 
prepared for Financial Executives Research Foundation.) 
[938 D ]
First monograph in the AICPA’s auditing research program is 
published. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 
1972, p. 9.
Gerboth, Dale L. “Muddling through” with the APB. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, P. 42-9.
Hofstedt, Thomas R. Some behavioral parameters of finan­
cial analysis. Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 679-92.
Institute Of Cost And Works Accountants Of India. Aims and 
objectives of professional research. Management accountant 
(India), v. 7, Aug. 1972, suppl., 5 p.
Johnson, Orace. On taxonomy and accounting research. 
Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 64-74.
Mattessich, Richard. Methodological preconditions and prob­
lems of a general theory of accounting. Accounting review, 
v. 47, July 1972, p. 469-87.
Mautz, Robert K. Effect of circumstances on the application 
of accounting principles. New York, Financial Executives 
Research Foundation, 1972. 188 p. (A research study 
prepared for Financial Executives Research Foundation.) 
[111.1 M ]
Mock, Theodore J. Decision tree approach to the method­
ological decision process. (Academic notes) Accounting 
review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 826-9.
Morpeth, Douglas S. Research - the practitioner’s viewpoint. 
Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Spring 1972, p. 7-16.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. , ed. New exposure draft - corporate 
income taxes - additional areas. (Research) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 101, Nov. 1972, p. 63-4.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. , ed. New NAA research studies. (Re­
search) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Sept. 1972, p. 
69-72.
Parkinson, R. MacDonald. Translation of foreign currencies: 
a research study. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants, 1972. 144 p. [*713 P ]
Renshall, J. M. Accounting research: problems and perspec­
tives - a view from the middle ground. Journal of business 
finance (Eng.), v. 4, Spring 1972, p. 31-9.
Renshall, J. M. Accounting research: problems and perspec­
tives - a view from the middle ground. Accountancy (Eng.), 
v. 82, Dec. 1971, p. 721-7.
Renshall, J. M. Accounting research: problems and perspec­
tives - a view from the middle ground. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 75, Dec. 1971, p. 643-50.
Savoie, Leonard M. Role of research in a dynamic profes­
sion. Address, before Members of Council, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Los Angeles, 
California, Oct. 4, 1969. (New York) 1969. 9 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Seidler, Lee J. Auditors labor under mighty handicaps. (News 
and views) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 185-9.
Simmonds, Kenneth. From data-oriented to information- 
oriented accounting. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, 
Spring 1972, p. 17-23.
Test run of AICPA’s computerized information retrieval 
program begins. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Oct. 1972, p. 3.
Australia
Birkett, W. P. Professional ideas on research in accounting: 
Australia, 1930-49, by W. P. Birkett and R. G. Walker. 
Abacus (Sidney Univ., Australia), v. 8, June 1972, p. 35-60.
Kenley, W. J. Accountancy Research Foundation. Chartered 
accountant in Australia, v. 43, Oct. 1972, p. 10-11; Australian 
accountant, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 10-11.
Data processing
Chenok, Philip B. Databank: harnessing the information 
explosion. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 
46-9.
Council told of computerized data banks for accounting 
research and tax materials. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 8.
NAARS gets good marks during first 15 days. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 14, 20.
International
McMonnies, P. N. Improving accounting internationally. 
Australian accountant, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 282-7.
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Singapore
Han, Kang Hong. (Accounting research.) (Editorial) Singa­
pore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 7.
South Africa
South African CAs establish accounting principles committee. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 
16.
ACCOUNTING RESEARCH ASSOCIATION.
ARA decides to fund Financial Accounting Standards Board. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 13.
ARA meeting scheduled for Denver. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, p. 12.
Seidler, Lee J. Auditors labor under mighty handicaps. (News 
and views) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 185-9.
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American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Account­
ing Principles Board. Accounting principles, as of Decem­
ber 1, 1971. New York, cI971. 2 v. (various paging) (Con­
tents. - v. 1. Current text. - v. 2. Original pronouncements.) 
[*111.1 A ]
Boyer, Eli. Translating foreign currency financial statements. 
LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 10-17.
Klein, Michael F. Proposed long-term contract regulations - 
Catch 22. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, 
p. 341, 344.
Stolle, Carlton D. , ed. Concordances to the Accounting 
research bulletins and Opinions of the Accounting Prin­
ciples Board, effective September 1, 1970. (n.p.) Nomos 
pub. co., 1972.355 p. [*111.1 S ]
Bulletin 43
Chottiner, Sherman. Test of the AICPA differentiation 
between stock dividends and stock splits, by Sherman 
Chottiner and Allan Young. (Research reports) Journal of 
accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 367-74.
Deupree, Marvin M. Translating foreign currency financial 
statements to U. S. dollars. Financial executive, v. 40, Oct. 
1972, p. 48-68, passim.
SEC warns companies on stock distributions. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 18, 20.
Bulletin 45
Simonetti, Gilbert. Proposed regulations limit freedom of 
choice in accounting for long-term contracts. (Taxation) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 77-9.
Skinner, Robert G. Inventory valuation problems. Taxes - the 
tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 748-60.
Bulletin 51
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: tax allocation 
for DISCs, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. (Accounting 
and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 
1972, p. 74.
ACCOUNTING RESEARCH STUDIES
Lamden, Charles W. Depreciation - a reliability gap. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 
1972, p. 67-70.
Lorensen, Leonard. Temporal principle of translation. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 48-54.
ARS 7
Skinner, Robert G. Inventory valuation problems. Taxes - the 
tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 748-60.
ARS 11
Johnson, Robert I. Examination of oil and gas reserves. 
(Accounting & auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 79-82.
ARS 12
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. 
Reporting foreign operations of U.S. companies in U.S. 
dollars, by Leonard Lorensen. New York, 1972. 118 p. 
(Accounting research study, no. 12.) [*111.1 A ]
ACCOUNTING sampler,
Bums, Thomas J. , comp. Accounting sampler, compiled by 
Thomas J. Bums and Harvey S. Hendrickson. 2nd ed. New 
York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 483 p. [110 B ]
ACCOUNTING SERIES RELEASES
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Revision of Regulation S-X. Recommendations for 
revision of SEC Regulation S-X and instructions for finan­
cial statements in SEC registration and report forms. 
Prepared and submitted by Committee on Revision of 
Regulation S-X; Louis H. Rappaport, Chairman; Frank T. 
Weston, and W. A. Stimpson. New York, 1967. 86 typewrit­
ten pages. [*721 A ]
Chan, Stephen. SEC rules on independence. (SEC commen­
tary) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 843-4.
Gleason, Mary A. Changes in regulation S-X. (SEC commen­
tary) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 751-3.
Konkel, James I. Auditor’s responsibility in filings by com­
panies that have a loss record, edited by Harry F. Reiss, Jr. 
(SEC commentary) CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972, p. 72-4.
Nicholson, John W. Pro rata stock distributions to sharehol­
ders. (SEC commentary) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 
660-1.
SEC and the auditor’s independence. (Editors’ notebook) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 37.
SEC endorses Institute’s pooling interpretation. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 24.
SEC further describes independence of auditor. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 8.
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 118. Accounting for investment 
securities by registered investment companies. New York, 
Commerce Clearing House, 1971. p. 62, 325-9. (Photocopy 
of reprint appearing in Federal securities law reports .) [*721 
U]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 126. Independence of accountants. 
Washington, 1972. 16 p. [*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 125. Notice of adoption of amend­
ments to Regulation S-X. Washington, 1972. 1 v. (various 
pagings) [*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 128. Notice of adoption of revision of 
Article 9 of Regulation S-X. Washington, 1972. 4p. [*721 U]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 130. Pooling-of-interests accounting. 
Washington, 1972. 2 p. [*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 124. Pro rata stock distributions to 
shareholders. Washington, 1972. 2 p. [*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 123. Standing audit committees 
composed of outside directors. Washington, 1972. 2 p. [*721 
U]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 131. United States of America before 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, October 19, 1972, 
in the matter of Robert Trivison. Washington, 1972. 1 p. 
[*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 129. United States of America before 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, September 26, 
1972, in the matter of Barry L. Kessler. Washington, 1972. 1 
p. [*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. Accoun­
ting series release no. 127. United States of Ameriea before 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, September 11, 
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1972, in the matter of Martin L. Sanchez.... Washington, 
1972. 1 p.[*721 U ]
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. SEC 
accounting series release no. 126 - independence of accoun­
tants: guidelines and examples of situations involving the 
independence of accountants. (Official releases) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 83-9.
ACCOUNTING standards office for broker-dealers sought. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 
11.
ACCOUNTING STANDARDS STEERING COMMITTEE.
See Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England 
And Wales. -
Accounting Standards Steering Committee.
ACCOUNTING study group schedules public hearing. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 14.
ACCOUNTING summit. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, 
March 1972, p. 60-1.
ACCOUNTING trends and techniques; twenty-sixth annual 
cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the 
annual reports of 600 industrial and commercial corpo­
rations. ...
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Technical 
Services Division. Accounting trends and techniques; 
twenty-sixth annual cumulative survey of the accounting 
aspects of the annual reports of 600 industrial and commer­
cial corporations. . . . 26th ed. New York, 1972. 382 p. (“The 
reports analyzed are those with fiscal years ended not later 
than February 10, 1972 ”) [*174 A ]
ACCOUNTING trends & techniques; twenty-fifth annual 
cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of the 
annual reports of 600 industrial and commercial corpo­
rations. ..
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Technical 
Services Division. Accounting trends & techniques; twenty­
fifth annual cumulative survey of the accounting aspects of 
the annual reports of 600 industrial and commercial corpo­
rations. . . 25th ed. New York, c1971. 322 p. (“The reports 
analyzed are those with fiscal years ended not later than 
February 10, 1971.”) [*174 A ]
ACCOUNTING world. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 1972, p. 
1-2.
ACCOUNTING SYSTEMS
See Accounting - Data Processing 
Accounting - System Design And Installation
ACCOUNTING systems and internal control. (In Cost accoun­
ting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. 
J., 1972. p. 666-90.) [160 H ]
ACCOUNTING TECHNICIANS
Allen, W. M. Accountancy education - the future of the 
public sector. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 
199-203.
Association’s second tier. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 3, 
1972, p. 129.
Using paraprofessionals in your office. (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 56-7.
ACCOUNTING TERMINOLOGY
See Taxation, United States - Terminology 
Terminology
ACCOUNTING TESTING PROGRAM
See Also Accountancy Profession - Selection Of Per­
sonnel
Accountants - Selection 
Accountants’ Office - Personnel 
Auditors - Selection
Recruitment
Referrals
AICPA testing program introduces new tests. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 1972, p. 10.
ACCOUNTING: the basis for business decisions.
Meigs, Walter B. Accounting: the basis for business de­
cisions, by Walter B. Meigs, A. N. Mosich and Charles E. 
Johnson. 3rd ed. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 936 p. [110 
M ]
ACCOUNTING THEORY
See Accounting - Theory
ACCOUNTING trends and techniques. (Accounting and audit­
ing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 
77.
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Eugene, Donald. Everyone benefits from prompt payment of 
invoices. Retail control, v. 40, April-May 1972, p. 16-22.
Accounting
Wharton, Don. Accounting for interest on receivables and 
payables: effects on APB opinion 21. Arthur Young Journal, 
Spring/Summer 1972, p. 7-19.
Auditing
Accounts payable. (In Auditing for management, by John A. 
Edds. Toronto, 1971. p. 153-9.) [201 E ]
Confirmation
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Study Group 
on Audit Techniques. Confirmation of trade accounts 
payable. Toronto, c1971. 23 p. (Audit technique. “. . . 
published under the general authority of the Accounting 
and auditing research committee.”) [*146.2 C ]
Data processing
Johnson, Wayne A. Major accounts payable break through: 
program implementation & application. Retail control, v. 
40, June-July 1972, p. 46-64.
Lombard, Theodore M. Major step forward in accounts 
payable processing, by Theodore M. Lombard and Patrick 
K. Catalona. Retail control, v. 40, April-May 1972, p. 53-6.
McKee, Wayne W. Small businesses can be computerized. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 49-52.
Pescow, Jerome K. , ed. Using the computer for accounts 
payable and vouchering systems. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 
Prentice-Hall, c1971. 37 p. (Successful data processing appl­
ications series) [*146.2 P ]
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
See Also Collection Of Accounts
Factoring
Receivables
Accounts receivable. (Management information) Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, June 15, 1972, p. 792.
Commercial credit insurance protects accounts receivable. 
(Keeping informed) Credit and financial management, v. 74, 
Oct. 1972, p. 6.
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Don’t let your customers use you for a bank. Credit and 
financial management, v. 74, Sept. 1972, p. 35-6.
Kopel, Bernard. Trade accounts receivable and credit man­
agement, by Bernard Kopel and Lloyd Sinnickson. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 763-76.) [223.7 V ]
Lewellen, Wilbur G. Better way to monitor accounts receiv­
able, by Wilbur G. Lewellen and Robert W. Johnson. 
Harvard business review, v. 50, May-June 1972, p. 101-9.
Pegram, Roger M. Selling and servicing the national account. 
New York, Conference Board, 1972. 106 p. [*140.4 P ]
Accounting
Wharton, Don. Accounting for interest on receivables and 
payables: effects on APB opinion 21. Arthur Young journal, 
Spring/Summer 1972, p. 7-19.
Auditing
Accounts receivable. (In Auditing for management, by John A. 
Edds. Toronto, 1971. p. 120-5.) [201 E ]
Confirmation
Sauls, Eugene H. Nonsampling errors in accounts receivable 
confirmation. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 109-115.
Data processing
Abraham, Alfred B. Guard against common deficiencies in an 
automated A/R system. Management adviser, v. 9, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 27-38.
McKee, Wayne W. Small businessess can be computerized. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 49-52.
Soder, Earl. You need planning and training to computerize 
accounts receivable. Hospital financial management, v. 26, 
June 1972, p. 30-2.
Financing
Adler, Marvin. Factoring and commercial financing - a 
mystery solved. National public accountant, v. 17, March 
1972, p. 26-30.
ACCOUNTS receivable. (Management information) Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, June 15, 1972, p. 792.
ACCRUAL BASIS ACCOUNTING
See Accounting Methods
Taxation, United States-Accrual Basis
ACCRUED, undeclared dividends part of redemption price: 
seventh circuit. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Dec. 1972, p. 383-4.
ACCUMULATED earnings penalty suspended during phase I; 
II? Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 10.
ACCUMULATION OF EARNINGS OR PROFITS
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits
ACCURATE standard costs for foundry labor and overhead.
Wargo, J. Louis. Accurate standard costs for foundry labor 
and overhead. Management adviser, v. 9, May-June 1972, p. 
19-23.
ACHESON, ELEANOR D.
Limits of FTC power to issue consumer protection orders, by 
Eleavnor D. Acheson and Mark Tauber. (Notes) George 
Washington law review, v. 40, March 1972, p. 496-526.
ACHZIGER, MICHAEL W.
Taylor, William H. Businessman’s guide to Phase 2, by 
William H. Taylor, Robert M. Erb and Michael W. 
Achziger. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 32- 
41.
ACKERMAN, PAUL., ed.
Shemel, Sidney. This business of music, by Sidney Shemel 
and M. William Krasilovsky. Edited by Paul Ackerman, 
rev. and enl. ed. New York, Billboard Publications, 1971. 
575 p. [250 Mus 5 ]
ACKLEY, GARDNER.
Future of wage and price controls. Atlanta economic review, v. 
22, April 1972, p. 24-33.
Inflation: six answers are better than one. International 
accountant, v. 41, July-Aug. 1971, p. 86-8.
ACOYMO, AUGUSTO V.
Staff recruitment, training and motivation. Accountants’ 
journal (P. I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 127-35, 156.
ACQUIRER’S payment of expenses in C reorganization. Jour­
nal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 38-9.
ACQUISITIONS
See Also Buying And Selling A Business 
Combinations
Consolidations And Mergers 
Taxation, United States-Acquisitions 
Taxation, United States-Consolidations 
And Mergers
Taxation, United States-Purchases And 
Sales
Baumer, William H. Buy, sell, merge: how to do it, by 
William H. Baumer and Leo J. Northart. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1971. 184 p. [230 B ]
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board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 6-16.
Buckley, Adrian A. Acquisitions: avoiding the pitfalls. 
(Finance) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 72-7.
Herzel, Leo. Analysis of the negotiation of an acquisition 
agreement. Business lawyer, v. 27, July 1972, p. 1223-43.
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commercial bank lending, v. 54, March 1972, p. 36-45.
Littenberg, Robert L. Deconglomeration - tax and business 
problems associated with the divestiture of a recently 
acquired business, by Robert L.—Littenberg and Todd 
Russell Reinstein. (In Southern California Tax institute, 
24th, University of Southern California Law Center, 1971. 
Major tax planning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 101-59.) 
[750.2 S ]
Loomis, Carol J. Harold Geneen’s money making machine is 
still humming. Fortune, v. 86, Sept 1972, p. 88-91, 210, 212, 
216,218, 220.
Lynch, Harry H. Financial performance of conglomerates. 
Boston, Division of Research, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Harvard University, 1971. 297 p. (Thesis 
(Ph.D.) - Harvard) [223.1 L ]
Makela, Benjamin R. Analysis of potential acquisitions. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 334-48.) [223.7 V ]
Mergers are still going strong. E & E (Ernst and Ernst), v. 11, 
Summer 1972, p. 34-7.
Mintern, John Wilson. Important factors to consider in 
mergers and acquisitions. Cost and management (Canada), 
v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 11-12, 14-18.
Perham, John C. New action in acquisitions. Dun’s review, v. 
99, June 1972, p. 46-9.
Perrie, Thomas D. Three-party mergers: the fourth form of 
corporate acquisition. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 57, 
Oct. 1971, p. 1242-54.
Smith, James S. Acquiring a business, by James S. Smith and 
Frederick E. Nydegger. Management controls (P.M.M. & 
Co.), v. 19, March 1972, p. 45-7.
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Melone, Joseph J. Pension planning: pensions, profit sharing, 
and other deferred compensation plans, by Joseph J. 
Melone and Everett T. Allen, rev. ed. Homewood, Ill. Dow 
Jones Irwin, 1972. 432 p. [208.9 M ]
ALLEN, JOHN W.
Systems management and the food industry. Atlanta economic 
review, v. 22, Oct. 1972, p. 44-8.
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ALLEN, MACDONALD D. G.
International tax havens; the Republic of Panama. Inter­
national accountant, v. 42, April-June 1972, p. 51-7.
ALLEN, R. S.
Accounting for stock and work in progress, commentary on 
ED6 - an investment analyst’s view. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
167, July 27, 1972, p. 106-7.
ALLEN, W. M.
Accountancy education - the future of the public sector. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 199-203.
Conducting professional examinations. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
167. Aug. 31, 1972, p. 259-62.
ALLENTUCK, JACK.
Heilbroner, Robert L. Ecological “balance” and the “station­
ary” state, by Robert L. Heilbroner and Jack Alientuck. 
Land economics, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 205-11.
ALLIED ACCOUNTANCY BODIES.
See Accountants Joint Parliamentary Committee.
ALLMAN, WILLIAM P.
Optimization approach to freight car allocation under time­
mileage per diem rental rates. Management science, v. 18. 
June 1972, p. 567-74.
ALLOCATING cost of computer forms. (TAB advises...) Newsp­
aper controller, v. 25, Aug. 1972, p. 10.
ALLOCATION
Allman, William P. Optimization approach to freight car 
allocation under time-mileage per diem rental rates. Man­
agement science, v. 18, June 1972, p. 567-74.
Bedingfield, James P. ASBCA case underlines some consider­
ations relevant to G&A bases. (Government and industry) 
Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 112-16.
Brault, Rejean. Repartition des couts communs et 1’analyse 
de rentabibilite dans l’entreprise centralisee. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 99, Dec. 1971, p. 437-41.
Cost allocation for various purposes. (In Cost accounting, by 
Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. 
p. 395-450.) [160 H ]
Drury, Larry S. Illustration of the component method of 
allocation for administrative and general expenses. (Medic­
are issues) Texas CPA, v. 45, July 1972, p. 38-44.
Eastman, L. J. Allocation of unit value. National lax journal, 
v. 25, June 1972, p. 321-30.
Goldstein, Martin B. Indirect cost allocation rate - fiscal 
cornucopia. Federal accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 60-7.
Jarrett, Jeffrey E. Principles of matching and realization as 
estimation problems. (Capsules and comments) Journal of 
accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 378-82.
Minch, Roland. Matrix models of reciprocal service cost 
allocation, by Roland Minch and Enrico Petri. (Correspon­
dence) Accounting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 576-80.
Sanathanan, Lalitha. On an allocation problem with mul­
tistage constraints. Operations research, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 
1971, p. 1647-63.
ALLOCATION, INTRAPERIOD
See Statements, Financial - Interim
ALLOCATION OF TAXES
See Taxes-Accounting
ALMANAC of business and industrial financial ratios.
Troy, Leo. , ed. Almanac of business and industrial financial 
ratios. 1972 ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, c1971. 
169 p. [227 T ]
ALPER, PHILIP R.
Does Medicare owe you more than you know? Medical 
economics, v. 49, Sept. 11, 1972, p. 99.
Guess who’s losing these doctor vs. Medicare games. Medical 
economics, v. 49, Oct. 23, 1972, p. 88-95.
ALSAKER, EDWIN T.
Management sciences in practice. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2,
1971, p. 9-13, 28.
ALSTON, J. JOHN.
Letter of credit financing in the federal government: a case 
study. Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 83-9.
ALTERNATIVE approaches to capital gains taxation.
David, Martin. Alternative approaches to capital gains 
taxation. Washington, Brookings Institution, c1968. 280 p. 
(Studies of government finance) [754.3 D ]
ALTERNATIVE to estate duty? Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
March 30, 1972, p. 402-3.
ALTMAN, EDWARD I.
Hanna, Mark. Corporate bankruptcy potential, stockholder 
returns and share valuation: comment. (Comments) Journal 
of finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 711-17.
Reply. (Comments) Journal of finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 
718-21.
ALTMILLER, RUSSELL.
Hospital inpatient routine nursing salary cost differential 
adjustment factor. (Medicare issues) Texas CPA, v. 44, Jan.
1972, p. 64-8.
ALUMINUM INDUSTRY
Berretta, Juan Carlos. Optimal strategy for capacity expan­
sion, by Juan Carlos Berretta and Fereidoun Mobasheri. 
Engineering economist, v. 17, Winter 1972, p. 79-98.
ALUTTO, JOSEPH A.
Hrebiniak, Lawrence G. Personal and role-related factors in 
the development of organizational commitment, by Law­
rence G. Hrebiniak and Joseph A. Alutto. Administrative 
science quarterly, v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 555-73.
Typology for participation in organization decision making, 
by Joseph A. Alutto and James A. Belasco. Administrative 
science quarterly, v. 17, March 1972, p. 117-25.
ALVERSON, MICHAEL E.
Power to the computer. Air force comptroller, v. 6, Jan. 1972, p. 
14-15.
ALVERSON, WARREN J.
Shaky case for the company jet; businessmen in the blue (or 
is it the red?) Business horizons, v. 15, April 1972, p. 79-88.
ALVIN, GERALD.
Have you been managing all your cash? Managerial planning, 
v. 20, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 11-14.
AMBACHTSHEER, KEITH.
Portfolio theory and the security analyst. Financial analysts 
journal, v. 28, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 53-7.
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Gibson, Geoffrey. Status of urban services. Hospitals, v. 45, 
Dec. 1, 1971, p. 49-54; Dec. 16, 1971, p. 62-6.
AMDAHL, BURGEE O.
Louisville cash flow method. Cooperative accountant, v. 25, 
Fall 1972, p. 18-31.
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AMEISS, ALBERT P.
Terre, Norbert C. Accounting’s cost/benefit analysis for 
evaluation of today’s programs assisting America’s disad­
vantaged .and low-income families, by Norbert C. Terre 
and Albert P. Ameiss. National public accountant, v. 17, 
May 1972, p. 8-14.
Trends in systems education, by Albert P. Ameiss and 
Warren A. Thompson. Journal of systems management, v. 22, 
Dec. 1971, p. 18-20.
AMENDED return doesn’t extend three-year limitations period. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p.
12.
AMENDMENTS to SEC form 8-K, et al.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell And Company. Amendments to SEC 
form 8-K, et al. New York, 1971. 5 p. (Management infor­
mation letter, 1971-no. 8, Nov. 24, 1971) [*721 P ]
AMENTA, MICHAEL J.
Unsettled issues and misapplications of APB opinion no. 19 
(i.e., 9) as to treatment of extraordinary items. CPA journal, 
v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 640-3, 664.
AMERICA, RICHARD.
Antitrust and race. Business and society review, Summer 1972, 
p. 47.
AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION.
AAA Meets in Utah, elects officers. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 12, 14, 20.
American Accounting Association. Committee on Establi­
shment of an Accounting Commission. Role of the Amer­
ican Accounting Association in the development of accoun­
ting principles. (In Rappaport, Alfred., ed. Corporate finan­
cial reporting. Chicago, 1971. p. 207-18.) [102 R ]
Annual report. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 193-6.
Anton, Hector R. American Accounting Association and its 
research activities. (Research) Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 100, March 1972 p. 64-7.
Armstrong, Marshall S. Unified profession “ ... in other words 
as friends and colleagues.” Address, before American 
Accounting Association, Lexington, Ky., Aug. 25, 1971. 
New York, 1971. 13 typewritten pages. [*100 A ]
Briloff, Abraham J. Profession in search of identity between 
Scylla and Charybdis. An address before the American 
Accounting Association, Salt Lake City, Utah, August 22, 
1972. New York, 1972. 16 typewritten pages. [*100 B ]
Chambers, Raymond J. “Anguish of accountants.’ 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
March 1972, p. 68-74.
Chambers, Raymond J. Anguish of accountants. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, May i972, p. 154-61.
Committee reports. Sarasota, Fla., 1972. 615 p. (Supplement 
to Accounting review, v. 47.) [*106.3 A ]
Committees, 1972-72. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 
181-9.
CPA-SEA, NASBA and AAA presidents discuss common 
goals with AICPA Council. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
Oliver, Joseph R. Statement of changes in financial position. 
National public accountant, v. 17, Aug. 1972, p. 20-4.
Sellers, James H. Conformity enigma. National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Dec. 1972. p. 8-13.
Smokovich, Michael T. American Accounting Association. 
Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 90-3.
Zlatkovich, Charles T. American Accounting Association - 
comments from the president. Accounting review, v. 47, 
April 1972, p. 397-400.
......... .  Committee on Accounting Practice of Not-for- 
Profit Organizations.
Accounting practices of not-for-profit organizations. (Accoun­
ting and auditing) International journal of government 
auditing, v. 1, Sept. 1971, p. 59-72.
Most, Kenneth S. Accounting for not-for-profit organisations. 
Singapore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 17-20.
______ Committee on Accounting Valuation Bases.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 535-73. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Basic Auditing Concepts, 1969-71.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 15-74. (*106.3 
A)
______ Committee on Concepts of Accounting Applicable 
to the Public Sector.
Concepts of accounting for the public sector (report). Federal 
accountant, v. 21, June 1972, p. 33-46. Sept. 1972, p. 20-39; 
Dec. 1972, p. 76-89. (Also published in 1972 Supplement to 
Accounting review. )
______ Committee on Concepts of Accounting Applicable 
to the Public Sector, 1970-71.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 77-108 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Corporate Financial Reporting.
Excerpts from 1972 report. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 
42, Oct. 1972, p. 801-2.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 523-33. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Cost and Profitability Analyses 
for Marketing.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 575-615. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Courses in Financial Accounting.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 295-315. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Courses in Managerial Accounting.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 1-13. (*106.3 
A)
______ Committee on Establishment of an Accounting 
Commission.
Role of the American Accounting Association in the develop­
ment of accounting principles. (In Rappaport, Alfred., ed. 
Corporate financial reporting. Chicago, 1971. p. 207-18.) [102 
R]
______ Committee on Federal Taxation.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 259-65. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Information Systems, 1970-71.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 187-213. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Junior (Community) College Cur­
riculum in Accounting.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 165-85. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Managerial Accounting, 1969-71.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl.. 1972, p. 317-35. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Measures of Effectiveness for 
Social Programs.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 337-96. 
(*106.3 A)
______ Committee on Multi-Media Instruction 
Accounting.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 111-62. 
(*106.3 A)
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--------- Committee on Research Methodology in 
Accounting.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 399-520. 
(*106.3 A)
--------- Committee on the Application of Learning and 
Communication Theories to Accounting Instruction.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 267-92. 
(*106.3 A)
----------Committee on the CPA Examination.
General preparation for the examination. U. S. army audit 
agency bulletin, Fall 1971, p. 60-6.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 215-35. 
(*106.3 A)
--------- Committee to Examine the 1969 Report of the 
AICPA Committee on Education and Experience 
Requirements for CPAs.
Report. Accounting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 237-57. 
(*106.3 A)
--------- Committee to Prepare a Statement of Basic 
Accounting Theory.
Agrawal, Surendra P. Statement of basic accounting theory: 
an introduction. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Sept. 
1972, p. 167-71.
AMERICAN accounting foundation trustees appointed. (Cur­
rent affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 101-
2.
AMERICAN BANKERS ASSOCIATION.
Casey, William J. SEC and the bankers. Address, before the 
American Bankers Association, New York, March 17, 1972. 
Washington, 1972. 16 typewritten pages. (News, Securities 
and Exchange Commission, for release March 17, 1972.) 
[*720 C ]
Midwinter trust conference. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 
1972, p. 288-92, 315-18.
______ Marketing Division.
Roundtable discusses bank marketing issues. Banking, v. 65, 
Aug. 1972, p. 19-21, 65-7.
AMERICAN Bankers Association president to address annual 
meeting. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 
1972, p. 1.
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION.
Presson, H. Kent. American Bar Association approves a bill 
recommending significant changes in Chapter XIII of 
Bankruptcy act. Business lawyer, v. 27, April 1972, p. 677-89.
--------- Committee on Administration Expenses. Council 
of the Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust Law.
Probate practices and expenses. (Focus on probate & estate 
administration) Trusts & estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 876-7, 
927.
--------- Federal Regulation of Securities Committee. Sec­
tion of Corporation, Banking and Business Law.
Sommer, A. A. Summary of the meeting between the SEC 
and the Federal Regulation of Securities Committee of the 
ABA - January 13, 1972, by A. A. Sommer, Jr. and Warren 
F. Grienenberger. Business lawyer, v. 27, July 1972, p. 949- 
55.
----------Section of Corporation, Banking and Business 
Law.
American Bar Association National Institute, New York,
1971. Officers’ and directors’ responsibilities and liabilities. 
Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 1-178. (entire issue.) 
AMERICAN ACCOUNTING ASSOCIATION.-Committee on 
Research Methodology in Accounting.
(Institute sponsored by the Section of Corporation, Ban­
king and Business Law of the American Bar Association.)
______ Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust 
Law.
Draft statement of principles regarding probate practices and 
expenses. Real property, probate and trust Journal, v. 6, 
Winter 1971, p. 590-6.
______ Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust 
Law. Committee on Legal Services for the Elderly and 
Their Estates.
Substitution of judgment doctrine and making of gifts from 
an incompetent’s estate. Real property, probate and trust 
Journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 479-94.
______ Section of Real Property, Probate and Trust 
Law. Committee on Probate Planning and Succession.
Incorporation by reference, the latter days. Real property, 
probate and trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 502-10.
______ Section of Taxation.
Annual report. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Summer 1972, p. 575-930.
Mexican tax incentives for “Mexicanized” companies. Tax 
lawyer, v. 25, Spring 1972, p. 419-32.
______ Section of Taxation. Committee on General Tax 
Problems.
Should the United States adopt the value-added tax? A 
survey of the policy considerations and the data base. Tax 
lawyer, v. 26, Fall 1972, p. 45-76.
______ Standing Committee on Unauthorized Practice of 
the Law.
Estate planning: Informative opinion A ..., August, 1959. 
Unauthorized practice news, v. 36, June 1972, p. 75-8.
Telephone directory listings of “Tax consultants”: Infor­
mative opinion C .... September 16, 1950. Unauthorized 
practice news, v. 36, June 1972, p. 72-4.
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION NATIONAL INSTITUTE, 
New York, 1971.
Officers’ and directors’ responsibilities and liabilities. Business 
lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 1-178. (entire issue.) (Institute 
sponsored by the Section of Corporation, Banking and 
Business Law of the American Bar Association.)
AMERICAN BAR FOUNDATION.
Marks, F. Raymond. Lawyer, the public, and professional 
responsibility, by F. Raymond Marks with Kirk Leswing 
and Barbara A. Fortinsky. Chicago, American Bar Found­
ation, 1972. 305 p. [250 Law 3 ]
AMERICAN CAMPING ASSOCIATION.
Camp standards with interpretations for the accreditation of 
organized camps. Martinsville, Ind., 1972. 64 p. [*250 Cam 
3]
AMERICAN ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION.
Papers and proceedings of the eighty-fourth annual meeting 
of the American Economic Association, New Orleans, 
Louisiana, December 27-29, 1971. Program arranged by 
John Kenneth Galbraith. Papers and proceedings edited 
by Rendigs Fels. American economic review, v. 62, May 1972, 
entire issue.
AMERICAN FINANCE ASSOCIATION.
Papers and proceedings of the thirtieth annual meeting of 
the American Finance Association, New Orleans, Loui­
siana, December 27-29, 1971. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 
1972, entire issue.
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AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION.
Changing accounting objectives for utilities discussed at 
accounting conference. EEI bulletin, v. 40, May-June 1972, 
p. 107, 142.
McElvenny, Ralph T. Century of progress in Gas Association 
experience. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Oct. 1972, p. 31-
3.
AMERICAN GROUP OF CPA FIRMS.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Special 
Committee to Study Displacement of CPA Firms. Going 
public? New York, 1972. 23 p. (Original text by American 
Group of CPA Firms.) [*220 A ]
AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION.
Hayes, Calvin H. How the local determination provisions of 
the AHA statement can improve reimbursement. Hospital 
financial management, v. 26, Jan. 1972, p. 28-30.
Mehta, Nitin H. Simple way to allocate medical records, 
social service costs, by Nitin H. Mehta and Donald J. 
Maher. Hospital financial management, v. 26, Sept. 1972, p. 
22, 24-6, 36.
Statement on the financial requirements of health care 
institutions and services. Chicago, 1969. 40 p. (Approved by 
House of Delegates, February 12, 1969) [*250 Ins ]
AMERICAN INSTITUTE BENEVOLENT FUND.
Benevolent Fund trustees and social workers aid members in 
need. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, 
p. 18.
AMERICAN Institute - computerized information service. 
(Notes and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 
76, Aug. 1972, p. 379.
AMERICAN Institute - Executive Vice-President. (Notes and 
comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Aug. 1972, 
p. 378.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS.
Economics of architectural practice, prepared by Case and 
company, Inc. Washington, c1968. 65 p. [*250 Arc ]
AMERICAN Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. (Notes 
and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, July 
1972, p. 331.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Accountants’ index; a bibliography of accounting literature, 
January 1971-December 1971 (inclusive). 20th suppl. New 
York, 1972. 919 p. [115 A ]
Accountants International Study Group. Reporting by diver­
sified companies: current recommended practices in Can­
ada, the United Kingdom and the United States. New 
York, American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants,
1972. 20 p. [*117 A ]
Accounting profession: a time of great events. New York,
1972. 20 p. [*106.1 A ]
AICPA cited in antitrust action. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 18.
AICPA computer conference is slated for New York in May
1973. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 12.
AICPA membership nears 90,000. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 10.
AICPA’s new chief. (Current affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
July 27, 1972, p. 102.
AICPA 85th annual meeting highlights. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 1.
AICPA 85th annual meeting highlights. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 1.
American Bankers Association president to address annual 
meeting. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 
1972, p. 1.
American Institute - computerized information service. 
(Notes and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, 
Aug. 1972, p. 379.
American Institute - Executive Vice-President. (Notes and 
comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Aug. 1972, 
p. 378.
Andrew Barr is consultant to the American Institute. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 3.
Assistant controller Mary Valois retires after 35 years with 
AICPA. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 
1972, p. 14.
Buckley, John W. Accounting as a pluralistic profession in 
practice and education, by John W. Buckley and John J. 
McDonough. CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 923-8.
Buckley, John W. Myth of compleat accountant. Federal 
accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 40-52. (Presented at the 
Annual National Symposium, Federal Government Ac­
counts Association, 1972.)
Burton, John C. Report from the Symposium on Ethics in 
Corporate Financial Reporting. Journal of commercial bank 
lending, v. 54, Jan. 1972, p. 51-8.
Burton, John C. Report on the Symposium on ethics in 
corporate financial reporting. Financial executive, v. 40, Jan. 
1972, p. 28-30, 32, 34.
Burton, John C. Symposium on ethics in corporate financial 
reporting. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 46-50.
Casey, William J. “Toward common accounting standards.” 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 
1972,p. 70-3.
Chambers, Raymond J. “Anguish of accountants.’ 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
March 1972, p. 68-74.
Chambers, Raymond J. Anguish of accountants. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, May 1972, p. 154-61.
Chastain, Clark E. Accounting and behavioral science: some 
interrelationships. Michigan CPA, v. 24, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 
10, 12-13, 15-17.
Chenok, Philip B. Databank: harnessing the information 
explosion. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 
46-9.
Chottiner, Sherman. Test of the AICPA differentiation 
between stock dividends and stock splits, by Sherman 
Chottiner and Allan Young. (Research reports) Journal of 
accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 367-74.
Cogliati, Norman. Technical standards are under exam­
ination. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 112-13.
Concurrent membership? Nay for now, Tasker tells Council. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 14.
Corporate financial reporting: ethical and other problems, a 
symposium...Nov. 17-19, 1971. Sponsored by the A.I.C.P.A. 
and others. Edited by John C.Burton. New York, 1972. 293 
p. [104 A ]
Council resolution authorizing mail ballot to amend bylaws. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 4.
Council told of computerized data banks for accounting 
research and tax materials. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 8.
CPA’s commended for work in Phase II price setting. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 20.
CPA’s public service activities are highlighted in the national 
press. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 5.
Dratler, Louise H. Eighth annual AICPA computer confer­
ence. Management adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 44-50.
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Ethics suit for AICPA. (Commentary) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, July 1972, p. 8.
Gilbert Simonetti named vice president in expansion of 
government relations staff. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 4.
Higgins, Thomas G. Restating the ethics code: a decision for 
the times, by Thomas G. Higgins and Wallace E. Olson. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 33-9.
Illustrations of accounting policy disclosure: a survey of 
applications of APB opinion no. 22, edited by Hortense 
Goodman. New York, 1972. 73 p. [*111.1 A ]
Institute elects officers. (News report) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 22.
Institute exposes draft of SAP on consistency. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 14.
Institute to lauch test run of automated accounting retrieval 
system. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 
1972, p. 2.
Jacobs, Earle E. (Annual meeting of the AICPA.) (President’s 
message) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 5.
Knowledge of computer emerges as accounting specialty. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 
9-10, 12-14.
Larsen, E. John. Needed - a ‘Day in court’ for replaced 
auditors? Federal accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 81-91.
Latest statistics on American institute and state society 
membership. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 
1972, p. 6.
Layton installed as Institute President in Denver meeting. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 
14.
Layton nominated for Institute president. CPA (American 
institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 1.
Leonard M. Savoie leaving Institute position. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 20.
Leonard M. Savoie to join Clark Equipment on July 1. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, p. 13.
Leonard M. Savoie to leave Institute position June 30. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 2.
Major reorganization of AICPA’s structure is in progress. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 3.
Managing public school dollars. New York, 1972. 26 p. [*250 
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ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 84th annual 
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National public accountant, v. 17, Aug. 1972, p. 20-4.
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Reporting foreign operations of U.S. companies in U.S. 
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USA. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, Nov. 1971, p. 
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Sellers, James H. Conformity enigma. National public accoun­
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CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 8.
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Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, June 1972, p. 7-9, 17.
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Social measurement: points of view of sociologists, bus­
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Statement ... on estimates, forecasts and projections of 
economic performance, before the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. New York, 1972. 23 typewritten pages. (For 
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Supply of accounting graduates and the demand for public 
accounting recruits. Prepared by Eric N. Melgren. New 
York, 1972, 48 p. [*103.2 A ]
Tansill, X. Bender. Lest we forget - lest we forget 1971. 8 
typewritten pages plus exhibits. [*992 T ]
Test run of AICPA’s computerized information retrieval 
program begins. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Oct. 1972, p. 3.
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regulation of CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 2.
U.S. Justice department files antitrust suit against the AICPA. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 4-5.
Uniform statistical information questionnaire data: 1970. A 
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tant examinations of the American Institute of Certified 
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Accounting for income taxes - special areas. New York, 1972. 
p. 441-57. (Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board, no. 
23.) [*111.1 A]
Accounting for lease transactions by manufacturer or dealer 
lessors. New York, 1972. p. 508-18. (Opinions of the Accoun­
ting Principles Board, no. 27.) [* 111.1 A ]
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p. 467-94. (Opinions of the Accounting Principles Board, no. 
25.) [*111.1 A]
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CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 1,9.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. Establishing 
financial accounting standards; report of the Study on 
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American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. Public record. 
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Establishment of Accounting Principles. Recommendations 
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Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 2.
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(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 1, 8.
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(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 3.
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APB Opinion no. 22: disclosure of accounting policies. 
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APB opinion no 24: accounting for income taxes - invest­
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method (other than subsidiaries and corporate joint ven­
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(Eng.), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 80.
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Kapnick, Harvey E. Responsibilities of the accounting profes­
sion. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, March 1972, p. 
21-4, 35.
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to provide information for the serious investor. CPA 
journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 389-97. (Presented at Confer­
ence on Formulating Financial Standards, Oct. 1971.)
Landis, Ira M. Establishing financial accounting standards. 
(Accounting forum) Financial executive, v. 40. May 1972, P. 
12-14, 16.
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(In Rappaport, Alfred., ed. Corporate financial reporting. 
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Mains, John D. APB and the investment credit, 1962-72. (In 
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accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 12-14, 58-9.
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Oliphant, Walter J. Major developments loom for the ac­
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v. 42, April 1972, p. 267-9.
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ciples Board meeting (Phoenix, December 8-10, 1971). New 
York, 1971. 5 p. (Accounting and auditing information letter, 
no. 1971-30, Dec. 17, 1971) [*111.1 P]
Postlethwaite, Alex L. Conformity with the opinions of the 
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certified public accountant, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 26-34. (Paper 
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Pouring oil on troubled auditors, from our New York corre­
spondent. (Letter from America) Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
Feb. 10, 1972, p. 181.
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ities, May 25 and 26, 1971. New York, 1971. 2 v. (545 p.) 
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papers) [*111.1 A ]
Proceedings: public hearing on leases ... October 14, 1971. 
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Transcript. - Section B, Position papers.) [*111.1 A ]
Robinson, A. R. Glance at the accounting profession in the 
USA. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, Nov. 1971, p. 
16-18.
Savage, Charles L. A.P.B. - a summary and projection. 
Accounting forum, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 11-16.
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(New York) 1968. 13 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Savoie, Leonard M. What’s in the hopper of the APB? 
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Schattke, Rudolph W. Accounting Principles Board statement 
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(President’s message) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, 
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York, 1972. 9 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Goan, Arthur B. Social measurement. Address, before Ameri­
can Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Council 
meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 20, 1972. New York, 
1972. 8 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Kent, Ralph E. Report of the Financial Accounting Found­
ation. Address, before the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, 85th Annual Meeting, Denver, Oct. 2, 
1972. New York, 1972. 18 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Layton, LeRoy. Remarks before 85th Annual Meeting, Den­
ver, Colorado, Oct. 4, 1972. New York, 1972. 18 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Levinson, Harry. Changing conceptions of motivation in, 
industry. Address, before American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, Plenary Session II, Denver, Oct. 2, 
1972. New York, 1972. 6 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Oliphant, Walter J. President’s address, American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants Annual meeting, Denver, 
Colorado, OCt. 4, 1972. New York, 1972. 10 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
Olson, Wallace E. Time for change in changing times. 
Address, before American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, Council meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 30, 
1972. New York, 1972. 19 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Stults, Allen P. Notes on remarks. Address, before American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Denver, Col­
orado, Oct. 3, 1972. New York, 1972. 12 typewritten pages. 
[*105.1 A]
Trueblood, Robert M. Personal observations on the progress 
of the Accounting Objectives Study Group. Address, be­
fore the American Institute of CPAs’ Annual meeting, 
Denver, Colorado, Oct. 2, 1972. New York, 1972. 7 
typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
______ Auditing and Reporting Division.
Auditor’s reporting obligation: the meaning and implemen­
tation of the fourth standard of reporting, by D. R. 
Carmichael. New York, American Institute Of Certified 
Public Accountants, 1972. 166 p. (Auditing research 
monograph, no. 1) [*170 A ]
Board of Directors.
AICPA board of directors urges adoption of Wheat report. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 1,9.
AICPA directors urge adoption of Wheat Study proposals. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 
9-10.
Board of Directors names trustees to Financial Accounting 
Foundation. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 
1972, p. 1, 16.
Board of Directors to name Foundation trustees. CPA (Amer­
ican Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 1.
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Federal court voids Institute’s competitive bidding rule. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 13- 
14.
Highlights of the Board of Directors meeting. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 1.
Highlights of the Board of Directors meeting. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 1,7.
Highlights of the Board of Directors meeting. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 1972, p. 1, 11.
Highlights of the Board of Directors meeting. CPA, (Amer­
ican Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 1, 9.
Mail ballot of Council results: vacancies are filled on Board 
of directors, Council. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Feb. 1972, p. 4.
Statement by the Board of Directors of the AICPA on the 
Wheat Report on accounting principles. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 10.
Text of the AICPA Board of Directors resolution honoring 
Andrew Barr. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
June 1972, p. 13.
______ Board of Examiners.
American Institute Study sketches a profile of the CPA 
candidate. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 
1972, p. 6.
Uniform certified public accountant examinations. May 1969 
to November 1971, Prepared by the Board of Examiners of 
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and 
adopted by the examining boards of the 50 states, the 
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam and the Virgin 
Islands. New York, 1972. 415 p. [107.2 A ]
Uniform CPA examination, questions and unofficial answers. 
May 1972. New York, 1972. 89 p. (A Supplement to The 
Journal of Accountancy) [*107.2 A ]
Uniform CPA examination questions and unofficial answers, 
Nov. 3-5, 1971. New York, c1972. 133 p. (Suppl. to the 
Journal of accountancy) [*107.2 A ]
______ Committee on Economic Opportunity.
Boyer exposes AICPA’s plans for using federal grant to aid 
minority businesses. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 6.
______ Committe on Auditing Procedure.
Reports on internal control. New York, c1971. p. 171-83. 
(Statement on auditing procedure, 49) [*170 A ]
______ Committee on Auditing for Federal Agencies.
Suggested guidelines for the structure and content of audit 
guides prepared by federal agencies for use by CPAs. New 
York, c1972. 16 p. (Appendices (p. 11-16): -A. Explanatory 
discussion of operational auditing, management auditing 
and performance evaluation. -B. Illustrative auditor’s 
opinions.) [*312 A ]
______ Committee on Auditing Procedure.
Auditing procedure committee approves new Statements and 
codification of SAPs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Dec. 1972, p. 3.
Auditor’s study and evaluation of internal control. New York, 
1972. p. 232-79. (Statement on auditing procedure, no. 54. 
“Supersedes Chapter 5 of Statement on auditing procedure 
no. 33.”) [*170 A ]
Fess, Philip E. After a quarter century - revision of the 
standard short-form auditor’s report. CPA journal, v. 42, 
May 1972, p. 373-6.
Hart, Allen M. Review of “Reports on internal control” (SAP 
no. 49). CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 717-21.
Holton, Thomas L. Rising expectations. (Accounting & 
auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, 
p. 77-82.
Holton measures auditing procedure group’s response to 
“rising expectations.” CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 20.
Holton reviews work of auditing procedure committee - 
present and future. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Nov. 1972, p. 22.
Information on auditing. (Accounting & auditing problems) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 82.
Institute issues draft on auditing procedure. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 20.
Institute publishes SAP No. 51 and exposes a draft statement 
on consistency. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 12.
Long-term investments. New York, 1972. p. 195-203. 
(Statement on auditing procedure, no 51. Supersedes 
Statement on auditing procedure no. 34.) [*170 A ]
Reporting on consistency and accounting changes. New 
York, 1972. p. 211-28. (Statement on auditing procedure, no. 
53. Supersedes Chapter 8 of Statement on auditing 
procedure no. 33.) [*170 A ]
Reporting on the statement of changes in financial position. 
New York, c1971. p. 187-93. (Statement on auditing 
procedure, 50.) [*170 A ]
Reports on internal control based on criteria established by 
governmental agencies. New York, 1972. p. 207-9. 
(Statement on auditing procedure, no. 52.) [*170 A ]
SAP developments. (Accounting and auditing) Arthur Young 
journal, Winter 1972, p. 43-4.
Statement on auditing procedure no. 48: Letters for under­
writers. (Official releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
Jan. 1972, p. 61-75.
“Statement on auditing procedure no. 49: reports on internal 
control.” (Official releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
Feb. 1972, p. 64-8.
“Statement on auditing procedure no. 50: reporting on the 
statement of changes in financial position.” (Official 
releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 68-70.
Statement on auditing procedure no. 51: long-term invest­
ments. (Official releases) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, 
Sept. 1972, p. 80-2.
______ Committee on Code Restatement.
Petty, Marvin. Comments on proposed code of ethics. (Ac­
counting and auditing developments) Oklahoma CPA, v. 
10, Jan. 1972, p. 32-3.
Two critical issues. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 35-6.
______ Committee on Computers and Information 
Systems.
AICPA launches special “road show” on EDP and the CPA. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, p. 2.
______ Committee on Economic Opportunity.
Boyer, Robert. “Aid to minority enterprises - a challenge to 
the profession.” (Statements in quotes) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 58-60.
Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for 
CPAs.
American Accounting Association. Committee to Examine 
the 1969 Report of the AICPA Committee on Education 
and Experience Requirements for CPAs. Report. Accoun­
ting review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 237-57. (*106.3 A)
Beamer, Elmer G. Continuing education - a professional 
requirement. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, P. 33- 
9.
Feldman, Stephen. Recommendations on the Beamer report, 
by Stephen Feldman and Joel Kauffman. Federal accoun­
tant, v. 21, June 1972, p. 86-99.
Fess, Philip E. Comment on the Beamer report’s recommend­
ation on CPA examination qualifying experience, by Philip 
E. Fess and Warren D. Summers. CPA Journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 745-8, 778.
Kemp, Patrick S. Professional schools of accountancy? Texas 
CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 25-31.
Moonitz, Maurice. Beamer committee report - a golden 
opportunity for accounting education. Journal of contempo­
rary business, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 1-9.
Usry, Milton F. Accounting education: a look to the future. 
(Education & professional training) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, July 1972, p. 86-7.
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_ ____ Committee on Franchise Accounting and 
Auditing.
Institute testifies on franchising proposal. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 7-8.
______ Committee on Health Care Institutions.
AICPA hospital audit guide expected out in early 1972. 
(Updata) Hospital financial management, v. 26, Jan. 1972, 
p. 23.
Hinderer, Harold. Hospital industry, AICPA resolve audit 
guide controversy. Hospital financial management, v. 26, 
Feb. 1972, p. 3-5.
Hospital audit guide. New York, 1972. 58 p. (Industry audit 
guide.) [*250 Ins ]
______ Committee on Health, Welfare and Pension 
Funds.
Audits of employee health and welfare benefit funds. New 
York, 1972, 49 p. (Industry audit guide) (Partial contents. - 
The independent auditor’s report. p. 28-30. - Illustrative 
financial statements for: an insured fund, a self-insured 
fund, a vacation fund. p. 31-49.) [*250 Wel ]
______ Committee on Insurance Accounting and 
Auditing.
Institute issues draft of insurance audit guide. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 22, 24.
SEC asks delay in life insurance accounting change. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 8.
______ Committee on Investment Companies.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. AICPA committee advises mem­
bers on auditing registered investment companies. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 1972, p. 9.
______ Committee on Liaison with EDP Vendors and 
Professional Organizations.
“What every CPA should know about time-sharing.” 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 
1972, p. 74-6.
______ Committee on Minority Recruitment and Equal 
Opportunity.
Harrison urges Council to encourage firms to hire minority 
accountants. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 
1972, p. 14.
Integration in fact as well as in ideal - the program of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants for 
helping to bring about the racial integration of the accoun­
ting profession. New York, 1972? 29 p. [*103.7 A ]
Minority students in many schools are awarded Institute 
scholarships. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
March 1972, p. 3.
San Miguel, Joe G. Research study of the extent and nature 
of the participation of Spanish-sur amed Americans in the 
CPA profession in the United States. New York, American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. 1971. 1 v. (various 
pagings) (Prepared for Committee on minority recruitment 
and equal opportunity) [*103.7 S ]
______ Committee on Nature and Role of CPAs in 
Tax Practice.
Dascher, Paul E. Taxing role for most CPAs, by Paul E. 
Dascher and Robert H. Strawser. Taxes - the tax magazine, 
v. 50, Nov. 1972, p. 666-70.
Solari, Jerome P. Profile of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 324-8.
Solari, Jerome P. Profile of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 45-50.
______ Committee on Nominations.
Nominations committee for 1972-73. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 12.
Report. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, 
p.4-5.
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______ Committee on Professional Ethics.
Ethics committee answers member’s query. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 4.
Ethics committee answers member’s query. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 12.
Ethics committee answers member’s query on independence. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 13.
Ethics committee answers member’s query on unaudited 
financial statements. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Sept. 1972, p. 4.
Ethics committee answers members’ questions on electronic 
data processing. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Dec. 1972, p. 11.
______ Committee on Relations with State Societies.
Concurrent membership? Nay for now, Tasker tells Council. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 14.
______ Committee on Relations with the Federal 
Government.
Report to the Council. New York, May 1964, 3 typewritten 
pages. [*332 A ]
______ Committee on Revision of Regulation S-X.
Recommendations for revision of SEC Regulation S-X and 
instructions for financial statements in SEC registration and 
report forms. Prepared and submitted by Committee on 
Revision of Regulation S-X; Louis H. Rappaport, Chair­
man; Frank T. Weston, and W. A. Stimpson. New York, 
1967. 86 typewritten pages. [*721 A ]
______ Committee on Social Measurement.
Gauging the effectiveness of social programs. (Editors’ no­
tebook) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 39-40.
Institute forms committee on social measurement. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 14.
______ Committee on State Legislation.
Campaign treasurer’s handbook. New York, 1972. 23 p. [*250 
Pol]
New booklet aimed at campaign control. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 18.
______ Committee on Statistical Sampling.
Ratio and difference estimation. New York, Professional 
Development Division, American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, 1972. 74 p. plus suppl. (53 p.) (Auditor’s 
approach to statistical sampling, v. 5.) [*170 A ]
______ Committee on System Development and 
Exchange.
Robert Nadel explains CPA use of computers and AICPA 
program exchange. CPA (American Institute of CPAs) v. 
52, Jan. 1972, p. 3, 10.
______ Council.
AICPA adopts Wheat report on accounting standards board. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 
9-10, 12.
AICPA council approved resolution on mandatory continuing 
education. (News and views) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, 
p. 272-3.
Brenner, Vincent C. Some observations on required contin­
uing education, by Vincent C. Brenner and Robert H. 
Strawser. CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 469-74.
Concurrent membership? Nay for now, Tasker tells Council. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 14.
Council approves the Code restatement and the Wheat 
report. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, 
p. 1, 15.
Council clears code restatement for vote. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 12, 16.
Council election returns are announced. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, p. 1,9.
Coyner, Randolph S. Reader urges reappraisal of bylaw 
provisions on Council elections. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 10.
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CPA-SEA, NASBA and AAA presidents discuss common 
goals with AICPA Council. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
Highlights of the Council meeting. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 1.
Highlights of the spring Council meeting. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 1.
Lanman, David H. Reader urges reappraisal of bylaw provi­
sions on Council elections and the AICPA staff replies. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 10.
Mail ballot of Council results: vacancies are filled on Board 
of directors. Council. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Feb. 1972, p. 4.
Oliphant, Walter J. Major developments loom for the ac­
counting profession. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, 
v. 42, April 1972, p. 267-9.
Results of Council elections. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 21.
Revised text of the proposed Code restatement as approved 
by Council. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 
1972, p. 9-12.
Savoie, Leonard M. Taking timely action. Address, before 
Members of Council of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants, Boca Raton, Florida, May 1, 1972. 
(New York) 1972. 9 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Trueblood reports to Council on status of Accounting Objec­
tives Study Group. CPA, (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 3.
Two critical issues. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 35-6.
______ Division of Federal Taxation.
AICPA Tax Division proposes tax return preparer rules. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 
14-15.
AICPA tax division testifies on proposals for the regulation of 
tax return preparers. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
52, April 1972, p. 9.
AICPA testimony on H. R. 12272 affecting private pension 
plans. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 
429-31.
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 20-2.
Forster, Joel. Proposed regulations: comments. (Professions 
at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 617-23.
Forster, Joel M. , ed. IRS and AICPA discuss tax adminis­
tration matters. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, 
Oct. 1972. p. 84-91.
Forster, Joel M. , ed. IRS and AICPA discuss tax adminis­
tration matters. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, 
Dec. 1972, p. 69-76.
Forster, Joel M. , ed. IRS and AICPA discuss tax adminis­
tration matters - second installment. (Taxation) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 83-6.
Greenberg, Bernard E. When can the Internal Revenue 
Service examine the workpapers of an accountant? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 182-4.
Responsibilities of return preparation. (Tax practice) Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 382-3.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Advertising income of exempt orga­
nizations. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 
1972, p. 79-81.
Statement by Robert G. Skinner, CPA, on proposed legis­
lation to regulate tax return preparation. (Washington 
report) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 349-52.
Valuation of inventories. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 
3, July 1972, p. 420-8.
. Division of Federal Taxation. Committee on Tax 
Administration.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS, AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972 
p. 293-302.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS - AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 
1972, p.167-76.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS - AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 360-7.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS - AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, 
p. 235-9.
—Division of Management Advisory Services.
Highlights of MAS division executive committee meeting. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs) v. 52, Dec. 1972, p. 3.
  Division of Professional Development.
Rothkopf, Mitchell. History and growth of the institute’s 
professional development division. (Education & profes­
sional training) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 
80-2.
______ Division of Professional Ethics.
Ethics committee answers members’ queries on independence 
and incorporation. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
52, May 1972, p. 3.
Highlights of the Board of Directors meeting. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 1,7.
Oliphant, Walter J. Invitation to members to comment on the 
Code restatement. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, March 1972, p. 2, 10.
____ Information Retrieval Division.
AICPA names Robert Stone director of information retrieval. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
2.
____ Insurance Trust.
AICPA Insurance trust: membership changes, progress in 
past eight years. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Jan. 1972, p. 2.
AICPA insurance trust 1972 refund approaches $7 million. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
3.
Increased benefits are available April 1 under AICPAIT 
group insurance plan. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, March 1972, p. 11.
____ Management Advisory Services Division.
Report to AICPA council meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 
30, 1972, by James E. Seitz. New York, 1972. 11 typewritten 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
—.National Automated Accounting Research System.
NAARS gets good marks during first 15 days. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 14, 20.
—Professional Development Division.
AICPA launches special “road show” on EDP and the CPA. 
CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, p. 2.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Statistical Sampling. Ratio and difference es­
timation. New York, Professional Development Division, 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1972. 74 
p. plus suppl. (53 p.) (Auditor’s approach to statistical 
sampling, v. 5.) [*170 A ]
Sowell, Waldo. Professional development trends and a 
forecast. Georgia CPA, v. 14, no. 1, 1972-73, p. 15-18, 20-2.
Stettler, Howard F. Experiment in education for the profes­
sion. (Education research and academic notes) Accounting 
review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 614-17.
   Quality Review (Advisory) Committee.
Grimsley, James W. CPA Quality Review Program. (Prac­
titioner’s notebook) Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Spring 1972, 
p. 30-2.
Institute members are invited to participate in the 1972 
quality review program. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, June 1972, p. 19.
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______ Special Committee to Study Displacement of 
CPA Firms.
Going public? New York, 1972. 23 p. (Original text by 
American Group of CPA Firms.) [*220 A ]
______ State Society Relations Division.
Nancy Myers named director of new AICPA State Society 
Relations Division. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
52, May 1972, p. 6.
______ Study on Establishment of Accounting Principles.
AICPA adopts Wheat Committee report. Management accoun­
ting (NAA), v. 53, June 1972, p. 49-50, 53.
AICPA adopts Wheat report on accounting standards board. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 
9-10, 12.
AICPA board of directors urges adoption of Wheat report. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 1,9.
AICPA directors urge adoption of Wheat Study proposals. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 
9-10.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. (Notes 
and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, July 
1972, p. 331.
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. AICPA Study on Estab­
lishment of Accounting Principles. Chicago, Arthur Ander­
sen & Co., 1972. 685 p. (Cases in public accounting practice, 
v. 11.) [250 Acc ]
APB under attack: what will the future bring? Practical 
accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, p. 48-53.
Bailey, Margaret L. Study on establishment of accounting 
principles. (Theory and practice) Woman CPA, v. 34, July 
1972, p. 13-14.
Baker, Richard T. Why aren’t we solving our problems? Ohio 
CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 62-7.
Board of Directors to name Foundation trustees. CPA (Amer­
ican Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 1.
Bows, Albert J. Establishment of financial accounting stan­
dards. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 
9-12, 16.
Cogliati, Norman. Technical standards are under exam­
ination. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 112-13.
Council approves the Code restatement and the Wheat 
report. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, 
p. 1, 15.
Establishing accounting standards: important American 
study. (Editorial) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 43, 
July 1972, p. 3.
Establishing financial accounting standards; report of the 
Study on Establishment of Accounting Principles. New 
York, 1972. 105 p. [*111.1 A]
Johns, Gordon M. Reflections on the Wheat Committee 
recommendations. CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 533-9.
Landis, Ira M. Establishing financial accounting standards. 
(Accounting forum) Financial executive, v. 40, May 1972, P. 
12-14, 16.
Layton, LeRoy. Action on the Wheat report. (Guest editorial) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 616-17.
Mains, John D. Financial Accounting Standards Board - no 
panacea. (In our opinion) Asset (Missouri Society of CPAs), 
v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 3-4.
Meyer, Philip E. Wheat Committee report: an analysis. 
(Accounting theory & practice) Massachusetts CPA review, 
v. 46, May/June 1972, p. 26, 34.
Nolan, James. Wheat study members assess product. (News 
feature) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, P. 18, 20, 
22, 24.
Oliphant, Walter J. Major developments loom for the ac­
counting profession. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, 
v. 42, April 1972, p. 267-9.
Postlethwaite, Alex L. Conformity with the opinions of the 
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CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 7.
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minority students. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
March 1972, p. 4.
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Caille with an introduction by P. Lhermitte. (In Trebing, 
Harry, M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. 
East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 99-121.) [504.6 T ]
CAIN, DOUGLAS M.
Your liability is showing. Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Fall 
1971, p. 4-15.
CAIN, G.
Income tax - you’re not in business if you don’t intend to 
make a profit. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, May 1972, 
p. 344-5.
CAIN, THOMAS M.
Tillman, Frank A. Upperbound algorithm for the single and 
multiple terminal delivery problem, by Frank A. Tillman 
and Thomas M. Cain. Management science, v. 18, July 1972, 
p. 664-82.
CAIRNS, T.
Qualifying examination 1971: commentary, by T. Cairns and 
I. R. Taylor. South African chartered accountant, v. 7, Oct.
1971, p. 359-63.
CALABA, FRANK V.
Bersch, Neil R. Multiple benefits of multiple corporations, by 
Neil R. Bersch and Frank V. Calaba. Tax executive, v. 25, 
Oct. 1972, p. 55-72.
CALABRESI, GUIDO.
Property rules, liability rules, and inalienability: one view of 
the cathedral, by Guido Calabresi and A. Douglas 
Melamed. Harvard law review, v. 85, April 1972, p. 1089- 
1128.
CALCULATING price increases under Phase 2 explored at 
press association conference with IRS officials. Newspaper 
controller, v. 25, April 1972, p. 7, 12.
CALDWELL, JAMES C.
Needles, Belverd E. Pollution control: a framework for 
decision making and cost control, by Belverd Needles, Jr., 
James C. Caldwell and Doyle Z. Williams. Management 
adviser, v. 9, May-June 1972, p. 24-31.
CALDWELL, LYNTON K.
National policy for energy. Indiana law journal, v. 47, 
Summer 1972, p. 624-35.
CALENDAR
Guichard, Douglas E. Underrated importance of the right 
fiscal year. Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 54, May
1972, p. 36-42.
Paton, William A. Calendars and time zones. (Letters) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, P. 28, 30.
Smith, D. Lamont. Calendars and time zones. (Letters) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 30.
CALHOUN, RICHARD W.
Value of research in real estate. (In Crandell, Larry, ed. 
Corporate real estate development and management. New 
York, 1971. p. 133-43.) [250 Rea 3 ]
CALIFANO, ALFRED N.
Turbulent food service industry, by Alfred N. Califano and 
Allen Weiss. Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
38-43.
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CALIFORNIA.
______ Dept. of Fish and Game.
Leitritz, Earl, Trout and salmon culture; hatchery methods. 
Sacramento, State of Calif., Dept, of Fish and Game, 1969. 
169 p. (Fish bulletin, no. 107) [*250 Fis 2 ]
______ Laws, Statutes, etc.
California Revenue act of 1971; text of Ch. 1 (A. B. 1), 1st 
special session, as approved by the Governor on December 
8, 1971. CCH highlights of Revenue act.... Washington, 
Commerce Clearing House, c1971. 392 p. (California tax 
reports, special report, Dec. 10, 1971) [*758.1 C ]
______ Public Utilities Commission.
Section 441 of the Tax reform act of 1969 permits a Public 
utilities commission to impute the benefits of accelerated 
depreciation with flow-through. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1102-13.
CALIFORNIA CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS FOUN­
DATION FOR EDUCATION AND RESEARCH.
Buckley, John W. In search of identity: an inquiry into 
identity issues in accounting. Los Angeles, California CPA 
Foundation for Education and Research, 1972. 160 p. [107 
B]
CALIFORNIA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
______ Committee on Personnel.
Bibliography for the personnel function in C.P.A. firms. Palo 
Alto, Calif., 1972. 9 typewritten pages. [*250 Acc ]
CALITRI, JOSEPH C.
Challenge of Burke-Hartke. Financial executive, v. 40, June 
1972, p. 36-8.
CALL, MERLIN W.
Structuring the business entity as part of estate planning. (In 
Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, University of 
Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major tax planning 
for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 375-408.) [750.2 S ]
CALMER seas for Pergamon Press? (Finance and commerce) 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 205.
CALVERT CLIFFS’ COORDINATING COMMITTEE, plaintiff.
Tarlock, A. Dan. Balancing environmental considerations and 
energy demands; a comment on Calvert Cliffs’ Coordinat­
ing Committee, Inc. v. AEC. Indiana law journal, v. 47, 
Summer 1972, p. 645-79.
CAMACHO, HENRY F.
Avoiding underpayment of estimated tax penalties. Mas­
sachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 23-4, 38.
Filing claims with the IRS service center. Massachusetts CPA 
review, v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 17-18, 20.
CAMERAS
Doege, Richard L. Photogrammetrics in auditing. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 60-3.
CAMERON, CUFF C.
Douglas, Norman E. Structuring a bank holding company. 
Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, July 1972, p. 16-17,48, 50-1.
CAMERON, DOUGLAS E.
Actual accounting benefits to government and nonprofit 
activities. GAO review, Winter 1972, p. 73-7.
How the U.S. got on the road to a controlled economy. 
Fortune, v. 85, Jan. 1972, p. 74-7, 156, 158, 160, 165.
CAMERON, WILLIAM K.
Need for innovation in processing secretary-held properties. 
Journal of property management, v. 37, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22- 
5.
CAMERON FINANCIAL CORPORATION.
Douglas, Norman E. Structuring a bank holding company. 
Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, July 1972, p. 16-17, 48, 50-1.
CAMINKER, JACK.
Making public relations happen. Journal of property man­
agement, v. 37, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 218-23.
CAMP standards with interpretations for the accreditation of 
organized camps.
American Camping Association. Camp standards with inter­
pretations for the accreditation of organized camps. Mar­
tinsville, Ind., 1972. 64 p. [*250 Cam 3 ]
CAMPAIGN EXPENSES
Accounting
New responsibilities for GAO relating to federal elections. 
GAO review, Spring 1972, p. 68-70.
Government regulation
New responsibilities for GAO relating to federal elections. 
GAO review, Spring 1972, p. 68-70.
CAMPAIGN treasurer’s handbook.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on State Legislation. Campaign treasurer’s handbook. 
New York, 1972. 23 p. [*250 Pol ]
CAMPAIGN workers’ wages: withholding or payroll taxes? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 365.
CAMPBELL, ANGUS., ed.
Human meaning of social change, edited by Angus Campbell 
and Philip E. Converse. New York, Russell Sage Found­
ation, 1972. 547 p. [930 C ]
Measuring the quality of life. Address, before American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 84th annual 
meeting, Detroit, Oct. 13, 1971. New York, 1971. 14 mimeo. 
pages. [*106.1 A ]
CAMPBELL, DUNCAN.
Executive mobility. (Management memos) Management con­
trols (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 219.
CAMPBELL, FRANKLIN M.
Contractor cost risk determination. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 53, May 1972, p. 37-40.
CAMPBELL, IAN R.
Valuation of elusive intangibles, by Ian R. Campbell and 
John D. Taylor. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, May 
1972, p. 39-46.
Valuation of the privately owned business interest. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 99, Dec. 1971, p. 429-36.
CAMPBELL, KENNETH D.
Real estate investment trust - new wonderchild. Real estate 
review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 25-30.
CAMERON, JUAN.
Bad news about the federal budget. Fortune, v. 86, Nov. 1972, 
p. 92-5, 190, 192, 194, 196.
CAMPBELL, PETER A. T.
Interest rates in Canada during 1972. (Your money) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, March 1972, p. 52-3.
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CAMPBELL, PETER C.
Future of stock transfer. Trusts & estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 
888-90.
CAMPBELL, R. LYNN.
Law vs. generally accepted accounting principles. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 101, Oct. 1972, p. 38-44.
CAMPBELL, ROSS W.
Are shopping centers the oasis for independent retailers? 
Retail control, v. 40, Nov. 1971, p. 2-15.
CAMPBELL, WALLACE H.
Maintaining prestige to meet competition. Journal of property 
management, v. 37, March-April 1972, p. 68-71.
CAMPBELL, WESLEY E.
Manpower utilization: a strategic audit approach for evaluat­
ing a major element of cost. Federal accountant, v. 21, 
March 1972, p. 20-33.
CAMPFIELD, WILLIAM L.
Format for educating and developing federal accountants. 
Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 57-70.
Needed: that extra effort in recruiting and developing staff 
from disadvantaged groups. Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, 
Spring 1972, p. 43-52.
CAMPS
American Camping Association. Camp standards with inter­
pretations for the accreditation of organized camps. Mar­
tinsville, Ind., 1972. 64 p. [*250 Cam 3 ]
Hershman, Arlene. Camperpark craze. Dun’s review, v. 100, 
Sept. 1972, p. 35-7, 95-6.
Morash, Tal. Revised standards accreditation program to be 
voted on by Council of delegates. Camping magazine, v. 44, 
Jan. 1972, p. 19-25.
Costs
Galloway, Howard P. Cost of camping. Camping magazine, v. 
44, May 1972, p. 11-14.
Management
Carpenter, Betty S. Practical family campground develop­
ment and operation. Martinsville, Ind., American Camping 
Association, c1971. 76 p. [*250 Cam 3 ]
Statistics
Galloway, Howard P. Cost of camping. Camping magazine, v. 
44, May 1972, p. 11-14.
CAN head-of-household be claimed if dependent lives 
elsewhere? (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 12, 14.
CANADA.
Helliwell, John. Reviewing the latest DISC: simulations of its 
aggregate impacts on Canada, by John Helliwell and John 
Lester. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, July-Aug. 1972, p. 291-8.
Hip and polygot Vancouver. World (PMM & co.), v. 6, 
Summer 1972, p. 36-43.
Hughes, F. N. Canada’s place in the international business 
community. (Quoted) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, 
Oct. 1972, p. 71-5.
Kjellberg, S. O. Canada - a comparative statistical profile. 
(Economic scene) Cost and management (Canada), v. 45, 
Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 54-6; Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 53-5.
Murray, J. Alex. Canadian attitudes toward the U. S. pres­
ence, by J. Alex Murray and Mary C. Gerace. Public 
opinion quarterly, v. 36, Fall 1972, p. 388-97.
Organisation For Economic Co-operation And Development. 
Canada. Paris, 1971. 65 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O]
______ Dept. of National Revenue. Taxation Division.
Corporate tax guide; tax reform and you. Ottawa, 1972. 88 p. 
[*759.1 C ]
______ Royal Commission on Taxation.
O’Brien, Martin L. Corporate acquisitions and amal­
gamations - Canada. Tax executive, v. 24, July 1972, p. 235- 
74.
______ Senate. Standing Committee on Banking, Trade 
and Commerce.
Huggett, Donald R. Senate report continued. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, May 1972, p. 62-4.
CANADA: amendments to Corporations act. (Fiscal legislation) 
International journal of government auditing, v. 1, Sept. 
1971, p. 73-6. (Reprinted from Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 98, Jan. 1971, p. 14-19.)
CANADA SYSTEMS GROUP.
Boggs, William B. Canada Systems Group: a marriage of 
convenience. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, May 
1972, p. 34-8.
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF ADMINISTRATIVE 
SCIENCES.
New association formed. (News/events) Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 101, Aug. 1972, p. 10.
CANADIAN economic expansion 1972: Canadian Economic 
Forum, Toronto, February, 1972.
Conference Board In Canada. Canadian economic expansion 
1972: Canadian Economic Forum, Toronto, February, 1972. 
Ottawa, 1972. 94 p. (Canadian Studies: no. 25) [*933.1 C ]
CANADIAN handbook of pension and welfare plans,
Coward, Laurence E. Canadian handbook of pension and 
welfare plans, by William M. Mercer. Completely revised 
and rewritten by Laurence E. Coward. 4th ed. Don Mills, 
Ont., CCH Canadian Limited, 1972. 403 p. [208.9 C ]
CANADIAN INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
Hynes, Leonard. Tomorrow’s opportunities for Canadian 
management talent. CGA, v. 6, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 4-8.
CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS.
Canadian study supports historic costs statements. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 12, 14.
CICA President, A. J. Little, FCA. (Profile) Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 101, Oct. 1972, p. 4, 6-8.
Financial reporting in Canada. 9th ed. Toronto, c1971. 205 p. 
[*174 C]
Information for committee members. South African chartered 
accountant, v. 8, May 1972, p. 169-72.
Institute brief on business corporation law. (News/events) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Sept. 1972, p. 8-9.
McQuillan, Peter E. Going public in Canada: the facts and 
the fads. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered Ac­
countants, 1971. 253 p. [220 M ]
Municipal finance and administration in Canada. Toronto, 
1972. 61 p. [*344 C ]
Parkinson, R. MacDonald. Translation of foreign currencies: 
a research study. Toronto, Canadian Institute of Chartered 
Accountants, 1972. 144 p. [*713 P ]
Rosen, Lawrence Sidney. Current value accounting and 
price-level restatements. Toronto, Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants, 1972. 143 p. [*185 R ]
Solving the valuation problem. Toronto, 1972. 53 p. [*141.1 C]
Spotlight on tax reform. Toronto, 1972. 61 p. (Collection of 
articles from the Canadian chartered accountant, updated to 
cover Bill C-259 as finally passed on Dec. 17, 1971.) [*759.1 
C]
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Tax reform and international business: Canadian Institute’s 
annual conference, by our Canadian correspondent. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 7, 1972, p. 282-3.
Wallace, W. L. C. Accounting implications of federal tax 
reform: a research study. Toronto, Canadian Institute of 
Chartered Accountants, 1972. 106 p. [*149.59 W ]
______ Accounting and Auditing Research Committee.
Accounting for trust and loan Companies in Canada. Toronto, 
c1971. 66 p. (Research study) [*661 C ]
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Study Group 
on Audit Techniques. Confirmation of trade accounts 
payable. Toronto, c1971. 23 p. (Audit technique. “. . . 
published under the general authority of the Accounting 
and auditing research committee.”) [*146.2 C ]
______ Committee on Accounting and Auditing Research.
Statistical sampling in an audit context, by Giles R. Meikle. 
Toronto, 1972. 43 p. (Audit technique) [*170 C ]
. Study Group on Audit Techniques.
Confirmation of trade accounts payable. Toronto, c1971. 23 p. 
(Audit technique. “. . . published under the general author­
ity of the Accounting and auditing research committee.”) 
[*146.2 C]
CANADIAN master tax guide: a guidebook to Canadian 
income tax, 1971-72.
CCH Canadian Limited. Canadian master tax guide: a 
guidebook to Canadian income tax, 1971-72. 27th ed. Don 
Mills, Ont., c1972 . 680 p. (Canadian tax reports, no. 1336. 
Extra ed.) [*759.1 C]
CANADIAN study supports historic costs statements. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 12, 14.
CANADIAN tax accounting. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 
1972, p. 5-6.
CANADIAN TAX FOUNDATION.
Bryan, Nancy. More taxes and more traffic. Toronto, 
Canadian Tax Foundation, 1972. 246 p. (Canadian tax 
papers, no. 55) [*759.1 C ]
National finances: an analysis of the revenues and expend­
itures of the Government of Canada 1971-72. Toronto, 
Canadian Tax Foundation, 1972. 319 p. [*759.1 C ]
Report of proceedings of the twenty-third tax conference ... 
November 1971. Toronto, 1972. 558 p. [*750.2 C ]
Twenty-sixth annual report for the year ending 31 December
1971. Toronto, 1972. 24, 26 p. (Text in English and French) 
[*750.2 C ]
CANTON, STEVE.
HQ Air Force logistics command. Air force comptroller, v. 6, 
April 1972, p. 2-8.
Hq. Air Force systems command. Air force comptroller, v 6, 
July 1972, p. 2-8.
United Kingdom’s mod MOD financial management. Air 
force comptroller, v. 6, Jan. 1972, p. 2-7.
What, and how, to write for the Air Force Comptroller. Air 
Force comptroller, v. 6, Oct. 1972, p. 18-19.
CANTOR, DANIEL J.
How to cut a plump melon. Law office economics and man­
agement, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 13-20.
Some observations on automated typing. (Automatopoeia) 
Law office economics and management, v. 13. Summer 1972, 
p. 157-8.
Trauma in legal salaries - 1972, by Daniel J. Cantor and Joel 
A. Rose. Practical lawyer, v. 18, March 1972, p. 59-64.
CANTWELL, WILLIAM P.
House and home - some estate planning architecture for the 
family dwelling and its contents. (In Institute On Estate 
Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. 
Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-17.) [750.2 I ]
Wormser, Rene A. Planning for the protection of incom­
petents, young and old. by Rene A. Wormser, moderator. 
William P. Cantwell, et al, panelists. (In Institute On Estate 
Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. 
Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-15.) [750.2 I ]
CAPACITY
See Also Idleness
Arney, Lloyd R. Interdependencies in capital budgeting: a 
survey. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Autumn 1972, 
p. 70-86.
Berretta, Juan Carlos. Optimal strategy for capacity expans­
ion, by Juan Carlos Berretta and Fereidoun Mobasheri. 
Engineering economist, v. 17, Winter 1972, p. 79-98.
Budget, III: cost behavior analysis, the flexible budget, 
statistical correlation analysis. (In Cost accounting, by Matz 
and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. 463-96.) [160 M ]
Datta, K. K. Utilisation of capacity. (President’s page) 
Management accountant (India), v. 7, March 1972, p. 115-16.
Grainger, Gary H. Proportional responsibility method of 
capacity cost allocation. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Nov. 1972, p. 25-30.
Heywood, T. E. Contribution pictures can tell the basic story. 
Management accounting (Eng.), v. 49, Nov. 1971, p. 327-31.
Income effects of alternative product-costing methods. (In 
Cost accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 308-48.) [160 H ]
Kunreuther, Howard. Production-planning algorithms for the 
inventory-overtime tradeoff. Operations research, v. 19, 
Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 1717-29.
Petri, Enrico. Capacity variance: responsibility and control, 
by Enrico Petri and Roland Minch. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 38-41.
CAPELESS, ROBERT T.
Massachusetts experience. National tax Journal, v. 25, Sept. 
1972, p. 373-7.
CAPITAL
See Also Expenditures, Capital
Agmon, Tamir. Relations among equity markets: a study of 
share price co-movements in the United States, United 
Kingdom, Germany and Japan. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
Sept. 1972, p. 839-55.
Bassett, R. G. Return on investment: defining capital and 
profit. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 6, 1972, p. 442-4.
Black, Fischer. Capital market equilibrium with restricted 
borrowing. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, July 
1972, p. 444-55.
Chambers, David J. Dividend plans and balance sheet 
management. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Au­
tumn 1972, p. 17-25.
Cockrum, William M. Relations with capital suppliers. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 849-67.) [223.7 V ]
Corporations - contributed capital at formation; Corporations 
- contributed capital changes after formation. (In Inter­
mediate accounting, by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlat­
kovich and John Arch White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. 
p. 765-800; 853-84.) [110 W ]
Duell, Dennis C. U. S. short-term capital movements: a 
distributed lag approach, by Dennis C. Duell and Maurice 
Pfannestiel. Quarterly review of economics and business, v. 12, 
Spring 1972, p. 77-85.
Emanuel, D. M. Cost of capital. Accountants’ Journal (N. Z.), 
v. 50, March 1972, p. 246-49.
Hamada, Robert S. Effect of the firm’s capital structure on 
the systematic risk of common stocks. Journal of finance, v. 
27, May 1972, p. 435-52.
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Harter, Thomas R. Capital adequacy: ‘the sword of Dam­
ocales?’ Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, July 1972, p, 
19-21.
Jensen, Michael C. Capital markets: theory and evidence. 
Bell journal of economics and management science, v. 3, 
Autumn 1972, p. 357-98.
La Tourette, John E. Private and public capital and the 
capital coefficient in Canada. Quarterly review of economics 
and business, v. 12, Summer 1972, p. 53-75.
Masson, Robert Tempest. Creation of risk aversion by 
imperfect capital markets. American economic review, v. 62, 
March 1972, p. 77-86.
Modifying and reorganizing the capital structure. (In Analysis 
for financial management, by Louis K. Brandt. Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 505-15.) [224 B ]
Morris, Richard D. Examination of cut-off rates for capital 
expenditure analysis under capital rationing. St. Lucia, 
University of Queensland Press, 1972. 138 p. (University of 
Queensland papers, Dept, of Accountancy, v. 2, no.) [* 143.3 
M ]
Paid-in capital - capital upon corporate formation. (In 
Intermediate accounting, by Harry Simons. 5th ed. Cincinn­
ati, 1972. p. 659-94.) [110S]
Paid-in capital - changes subsequent to corporate formation. 
(In Intermediate accounting, by Harry Simons. 5th ed. 
Cincinnati, 1972. p. 695-731.) [110 S ]
Philips, J. N. Capital structure determination. (In Vancil, 
Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, 
Ill., 1970. p. 841-48.) [223.7 V ]
Qualls, Herbert. Capital structure. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 19-23.
Slesinger, Reuben E. Profit incentive: earnings less cost of 
capital, by Reuben E. Slesinger and Paul H. Jeynes. 
Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 2, Summer 1972, 
p. 163-76.
Towsey, Peter. Capital gearing. (Mainly for students) Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 65-8.
Travis, William P. Production, trade, and protection when 
there are many commodities and two factors. American 
economic review, v. 62, March 1972, p. 87-106.
Viswanathan, P. H. Case for re-definition of ‘capital’ & 
‘revenue.’ Management accountant (India), v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 
14-18.
Walsh, Francis J. Planning corporate capital structures. New 
York, Conference Board, 1972. 41 p. (Conference Board 
report, no. 567) [*205.1 W ]
Wolfson, Nicholas. Net capital rules for brokers and dealers, 
by Nicholas Wolfson and Egon Guttman. Stanford law 
review, v. 24, April 1972, p. 603-43.
Brazil
Huyck, Philip M. Brazil vitalizes its capital market. Columbia 
journal of world business, v. 7, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 58-66.
Costs
Backman, Jules. Double leverage and the cost of equity 
capital, by Jules Backman and Jack B. Kirsten. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Sept. 28, 1972, p. 32-3.
Baxter, W. T. Depreciation, replacement price, and cost of 
capital, by W. T. Baxter and N. H. Carrier. Journal of 
accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 189-214.
Bicksler, James L. Comment: portfolio theory and industry 
cost-of-capital estimates. Journal of financial and quantitative 
analysis, v. 7, March 1972, p. 1463-7.
Bogdanow, George B. Cost of depreciation in the capital 
expenditure decision. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, 
May-June 1972, p. 35-41.
Brannon, Gerard M. Tax policy and depreciation: the case 
for ADR. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 525-33.
Copeland, Ronald M. Operational cost of capital for capital 
budgeting decisions. Managerial planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 
1972,p. 9-13.
Cost of capital. (In Essentials of managerial finance, by 
Weston and Brigham. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 243-68.) 
[224 W ]
Elton, Edwin J. Earnings estimates and the accuracy of 
expectational data, by Edwin J. Elton, and Martin J. 
Gruber. Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 409-24.
Fogler, H. Russell. Investment strategy for a small growth 
company. (Functional and behavioral application) Decision 
sciences, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 31-46.
Griffiths, P. L. Price and quantity variances. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 10, 1972, p. 178-80.
Haugen, Robert A. Equilibrium in the pricing of capital 
assets, risk-bearing debt instruments, and the question of 
optimal capital structure: a reply. By Robert A. Haugen 
and James L. Pappas. (Communications) Journal of finan­
cial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Sept. 1972, p. 2005-8.
Haugen, Robert A. Rate regulation and the cost of capital in 
the insurance industry, by Robert A. Haugen and Charles 
O. Kroncke. Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 
6, Dec. 1971, p. 1283-1305.
Imai, Yutaka. Equilibrium in the pricing of capital assets, 
risk-bearing debt instruments, and the question of optimal 
capital structure: a comment. By Yutaka Imai and Mark 
Rubinstein. (Communications) Journal of financial and 
quantitative analysis, v. 7, Sept. 1972, p. 2001-3.
Litzenberger, Robert H. Portfolio theory and industry cost of 
capital estimates, by Robert H. Litzenberger and C. U. 
Rao. Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, 
March 1972, p. 1443-62.
Rao, C. S. Hanumantha. Analytical aspects of “discounted 
cash flow.” Management accountant (India), v. 7, April 1972, 
p. 177-83.
Scott, David F. Evidence on the importance of financial 
structure. Financial management, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 45- 
50.
Singhvi, Surendra S. Determination of a cutoff rate for new 
investment decisions. Management adviser, v. 9, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 39-44.
Williams, Edward E. Cost of capital functions and the firm’s 
optimal level of gearing. Journal of business finance (Eng.), 
v. 4, Summer 1972, p. 78-83.
India
Sankar Raj, A. Capital scarcity and high inventory paradox 
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apparel looks better. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 85, 
May 1972, 297-8.
CLUBS
McGee, Wesley O. Case for golf car leasing by clubs. Club 
management, v. 51, Nov. 1972, p. 24-6.
Noble, John. Setting up and operating the recreational 
fishing club. American fisheries and U. S. trout news, v. 16, 
Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 4-5, 22.
Accounting
Finnell, Jack C. Accounting for country clubs: a different 
view. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, July 1972, p. 16- 
20.
Hayward, Robert J. Two-system approach to computer 
billing. Club management, v. 51, June 1972, p. 22.
Mahrie, Benjamin C. Social dubs: accounting for unrelated 
business income. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, July 
1972, p. 21-4.
Auditing
Burton, B. Irving. Audits of Army open messes (a progress 
report). U.S. Army Audit Agency bulletin, v. 465-38, Spring/ 
Summer 1972, p. 26-30.
Budgeting
Fletcher, Gwynn N. Club budget. Club management, v. 51, 
Dec. 1972, p. 25-6.
Hayward, Robert J. Club budget. Club management, v. 51, 
Dec. 1972, p. 25, 28, 30.
Kranzler, Robert. Financial management in clubs. LKHH 
accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 30-4.
Costs
Huckestein, John L. Packaging party entertainment. Club 
management, v. 51, Nov. 1972, p. 18-21.
Data processing
Hayward, Robert J. Two-system approach to computer 
billing. Club management, v. 51, June 1972, p. 22.
Kranzler, Robert. Financial management in clubs. LKHH 
accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 30-4.
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Finance
Powell, Earl W. Profit planning and control for clubs. Club 
management, v. 51, Feb. 1972, p. 18-20.
Financial management
Kranzler, Robert. Financial management in clubs. LKHH 
accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 30-4.
Management
Miller, G. Eldon. Running an efficient country club: a search 
for the answer. Club management, v. 51, Jan. 1972, p. 22-3.
Neocleous, Plato. How to handle your assistant manager. 
Club management, v. 51, Jan. 1972, p. 28-9.
Powell, Earl W. Profit planning and control for clubs. Club 
management, v. 51, Feb. 1972, p. 18-20.
Schoderbek, Peter P. Management by objectives in private 
clubs. Club management, v. 51, May 1972, p. 24-5, 28.
Reports and statements
Hayward, Robert J. Two-system approach to computer 
billing. Club management, v. 51, June 1972, p. 22.
Security
Schwartz, Howard. Are you controlling employee theft? 
Cornell hotel and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 13, 
May 1972, p. 12. (Reprinted from Club management, 51, 
Feb. 1972, p. 24.)
Statistics
Harris, Kerr, Forster And Company. Clubs in town and 
country 1972; a statistical review of the operations of 200 
selected clubs with fiscal years ending through June 30, 
1972. New York, 1972. 16 p. [*250 Clu ]
Harris, Kerr, Forster And Company. Clubs in town and 
country 1971: a statistical review of the operations of the 
150 selected clubs with fiscal years ending through June 30, 
1971. New York, 1971. 16 p. [’250 Clu ]
Laventhol, Krekstein, Horwath And Horwath. Restaurant, 
country club, city club operations. Philadelphia, 1972. 23 p. 
[*250 Res ]
Taxation
See Taxation-Clubs, Under Name Of Country Or 
State
CLUBS in town and country 1971.
Harris, Kerr, Forster And Company. Clubs in town and 
country 1971: a statistical review of the operations of the 
150 selected clubs with fiscal years ending through June 30, 
1971. New York, 1971. 16 p. [*250 Clu ]
CLUFF, ANTHONY T.
Cyclical behavior of labor productivity: implications for an 
incomes policy. Quarterly review of economics & business, v. 
12, Autumn 1972, p. 35-43.
CLURMAN, DAVID.
Are condominium units securities? Real estate review, v. 2, 
Spring 1972, p. 18-23.
CO-INSURANCE
See Insurance, Co-Insurance
COATES, J. B.
Accountants in Holland and West Germany do not have 
benefits of an ICMA. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, 
May 1972, p. 111-12.
COBOL
Steig, Donald B. Improving commercial software design. 
Data processing magazine, v. 13, Winter 1971, p. 40-6.
COCKRUM, WILLIAM M.
Relations with capital suppliers. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. 
Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 
849-67.) [223.7 V ]
CODA, B. A.
Anderson, Hershel M. Experiment with a one-semester 
introductory accounting course, by H. M. Anderson, B. A. 
Coda and J. W. Giese. (Academic notes) Accounting review, 
v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 175-7.
CODDINGTON, DEAN C.
American Rental Association. Cost-of-doing-business survey, 
for fiscal years ending prior to November 1971, prepared 
by Jack W. Martin and Dean C. Coddington. Moline, Ill., 
c1972. 44 p. [*250 Lea 2 ]
CODE of business conduct urged in response to consumerist 
demands. (People, events, techniques) Management ad­
viser, v. 9, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 10.
CODE restatement sent to members. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 7.
CODES
See Classification
COELHO, PHILIP R. P.
End of the North-South wage differential, by Philip R. P. 
Coelho and Moheb A. Ghali. (Communications) American 
economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 932-7.
COEN, C. D.
New challenges for the internal bank auditor. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, Jan. 1972, p. 31-3.
COEN, CHARLES D.
Future of EDP in small banks. Magazine of bank adminis­
tration, v. 48, July 1972, p. 30-1, 34.
COEN, ROBERT M.
Theory and measurement of the incidence of differential 
property taxes on rental housing by Robert M. Coen and 
Brian J. Powell. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 
211-16.
COFFINO, SOL.
Sirowitz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects bus­
iness clients, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 18-22.
Sirowtiz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects individ­
uals, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical accoun­
tant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-7.
Sirowitz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971 - tax reductions, 
incentives and other changes, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol 
Coffino. Touche Ross tempo, v. 18, Winter 1971-72, p. 30-4, 
43-7.
COGLIATI, NORMAN.
Technical standards are under examination. (Guest editor’s 
column) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 112-13.
COHAN, JOHN R.
Hidden assets and latent liabilities: non-employee spouse’s 
community interest in qualified deferred compensation 
plans, by John R. Cohan and Albert J. Fink. Tax adviser, v. 
3, Nov. 1972, p. 656-66.
New breed of quasi-fiduciaries - splitting duties and personal 
liability for wrongdoing, by John R. Cohan and Paul N. 
Frimmer. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of 
Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. 
Chapter 72-14.) [750.2 I ]
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COHEN, ALAN.
Modular programs; defining the module. Datamation, v. 18, 
Jan. 1972, p. 34-7.
COHEN, ARTHUR M.
Organizational development consultant’s response to sep­
arateness, risk and fight, by Arthur M. Cohen and Tony 
Petrella. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, May 1972, p. 9-13.
COHEN, EDWIN S.
Treasury discusses question of high income individuals, their 
taxes and loopholes. (Tax policy & legislation) Journal of 
taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 38-9.
COHEN, GERALD B.
Minimum fee schedule for accountants? By Gerald B. Cohen 
and Robert Israeloff. (Administration of accountants prac­
tice) CPA Journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 412-14.
COHEN, JACOB.
Comment: the corporate dividend-saving decision. Journal of 
financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, March 1972, p. 1549- 
54.
COHEN, JEROME B.
Dollar and the yen. (Economist's corner) Bankers magazine, v. 
155, Spring 1972, p. 104-7.
COHEN, JOEL.
Recent case indicates some political gifts may not be subject 
to the gift tax. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, March 1972, p. 146-7.
COHEN, JONATHAN S.
Supreme Court restricts business bad debt treatment of 
stockholder-corporate loans. (Personal tax problems) Jour­
nal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 194-6.
COHEN, LEO J.
Data base considerations and implementation techniques. 
Data management, v. 10, Sept. 1972, p. 40-5.
COHEN, MANUEL F.
International securities markets: their regulation. St. John’s 
law review, v. 46, Dec. 1971, p. 264-78.
Key issues of spin-offs and shells. (In William S. Mishkin, ed. 
Techniques in corporate reorganization. New York, 1972. p. 
146-52.) [226 M ]
COHEN, MARTIN D.
Litigation techniques that increase your chances for success 
in the Tax Court. (Effective tax procedures) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Dec. 1971, p. 340-4; v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 24-6.
COHEN, RONALD B.
Philosophy of a local accounting firm. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 80-1.
COHEN, STANLEY L.
Ecology for the practicing CPA. California CPA quarterly, v. 
40, June 1972, p. 13, 15-16, 18, 20.
Ecology for the practicing CPA. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 
46, May/June 1972, p. 8-12.
COHEN, SYLVAN M.
REITS move to sunny spot on real estate scene. Pension and 
welfare news, v. 8, April 1972, p. 30, 32-4, 36.
COHN, HARRIS.
Accounting Principles Board. (Accounting and auditing 
developments) Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Spring 1972, p. 
24-6.
COHN, HERBERT B.
Regulated electric utilities and price controls. Public utilities 
fortnightly, v. 89, April 13, 1972, p. 27-34.
COHN, HERBERT J.
Automatic disciplinary provisions of bylaws are invoked 
against three members. CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, May 1972, p. 5.
COHN, RICHARD A.
Robichek, Alexander A. Returns on alternative investment 
media and implications for portfolio construction, by 
Alexander A. Robichek, Richard A. Cohn and John J. 
Pringle. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, July 1972, 
p. 427-43.
COHN, TED.
How the results of an attitude survey brought change. 
(Practitioners’ forum) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 
42, May 1972, p. 31. (Reprinted from Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 131, April 1971, p. 81-2.)
COHN, THEODORE.
How management is different in small companies: an AMA 
management briefing, by Theodore Cohn and Roy A. 
Lindberg. New York, American Management Association, 
1972. 48 p. [*209.5 C ]
COINSURANCE: what it is and how it saves policyholders 
money. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Dec. 1971, p. 6-10.
COLE, DAVID W.
Return on equity model for banks. Bankers magazine, v. 155, 
Summer 1972, p. 40-7.
COLE, HOWARD R.
Proposed restatement of the AICPA code of professional 
ethics. (Current developments and issues) Connecticut CPA, 
v. 36, Sept. 1972, p. 28-30.
COLE, RICHARD B.
How to buy shopping center security for less. Buildings, v. 
66, Feb. 1972, p. 59-61.
COLE ROBERT T.
Treasury view of progress and problems in the international 
tax field. (International trade) Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
Feb. 1972, p. 124-6.
COLEAN, MILES L.
Commission on financial structure and regulation. (Quarterly 
economic report) Mortgage banker, v. 32, Feb. 1972, p. 31-4.
COLEMAN, RAYMOND J.
Organizational impact of MIS, by Dr. Raymond J. Coleman 
and M. J. Riley. Journal of systems management, v. 23, 
March 1972, p. 13-19.
COLES, FLOURNOY A.
Vanderbilt program, a long-term solution? MBA, v. 6, Jan. 
1972, p. 87-8, 90.
COLLAPSIBLE CORPORATIONS
See Taxation, United States-Collapsible 
Corporations
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COLLATERAL estoppel may bar further litigation. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 153.
COLLATING machines help in-plant shops meet deadlines. 
Office, v. 74, Aug. 1971, p. 44-7.
COLLECTING delinquent accounts: how to tackle the touchy 
task. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 1971, p. 216, 218-19.
COLLECTION AGENCIES
Lippincott, J. B. How to tighten control over collection 
agency referrals. Hospital financial management, v. 26, July 
1972, p. 18-19.
Schweitzer, G. M. Collections and collection agencies: keys 
to bank profits. Bankers magazine, v. 155, Autumn 1972, p. 
41-5.
COLLECTION OF ACCOUNTS
Accounts receivable. (Management information) Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, June 15, 1972, p. 792.
Chaddha, Anil. General economics of recovery pertaining to 
defaulted loans. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Nov. 
1972, p. 312-13.
Collecting delinquent accounts: how to tackle the touchy 
task. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 1971, p. 216, 218-19.
Cotton, Horace. Sizing up your collections. Medical economics, 
v. 49, Jan. 17, 1972, p. 170-1, 174-7.
Dilworth, A. A. More on credit insurance. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 84-5.
Don’t let your customers use you for a bank. Credit and 
financial management, v. 74, Sept. 1972, p. 35-6.
Eisenberg, Howard. Charge interest on overdue accounts? 
These doctors do. Medical economics, v. 49, July 17, 1972, p. 
86-7,91,95, 100, 105-6, 111.
Lewellen, Wilbur G. Finance subsidiaries and corporate 
borrowing capacity. Financial management, v. 1, Spring 
1972,p. 21-31.
Liebman, Leon H. Markov decision model for selecting 
optimal credit control policies. Management science, v. 18, 
June 1972, p. 519-25.
Mehta, Dileep. Markov process and credit collection policy. 
Decision sciences, v. 3, April 1972, p. 27-43.
Melberg, William F. Benishayan time series as models for 
debt processes over time. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 
1972, p. 116-33.
Tulchin, Stanley. Improving credit collections. Business man­
agement, v. 40, May 1971, p. 26.
Wheeler, Linden E. Consumer credit appraisal, adminis­
tration, and collection. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial 
executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 745-62.) 
[223.7 V ]
White, Everett O. High collection score requires firm han­
dling, careful check. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Nov. 1971, 
p. 6-7.
Winterer, William A. Strict collection efforts reduce bad-debt 
losses on classified. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Dec. 1971, p. 
4-5.
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
See Also Industrial Relations
Trade Agreements
Trade Unions
Adams, Alan E. Banks score in bargaining-unit fight. (Focus 
on employee relations) Banking, v. 65, Sept. 1972, p. 8, 134.
Bassen, Ned H. Effect of strikes upon vacations. (Notes) 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 633-48.
Belford, John A. Management of manpower costs. CGA, v. 6, 
April-May 1972, p. 21-5.
Bernhardt, Herbert N. Lockouts: an analysis of Board and 
court decisions since Brown and American Ship. Cornell law 
review, v. 57, Jan. 1972, p. 211-54.
Bernstein, Merton C. Alternatives to the strike in public labor 
relations. (Comments) Harvard law review, v. 85, Dec. 1971, 
p. 459-75.
Cox, Archibald. Labor law pre-emption revisited. Harvard law 
review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1337-77.
Edwards, Steven M. Rational approach to secondary boycotts 
and work preservation. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 57, 
Oct. 1971, p. 1280-1308.
Fisher, Bruce D. Recent developments in the federal labor- 
antitrust law area: the Supreme court rejects a backdoor 
approach to labor-management immunity from antitrust 
laws in the area of mandatory subjects of bargaining. 
(Case notes) American business law journal, v. 9, Winter 
1972, p. 241-6.
Jacobs, Michael S. Antitrust principles and collective bargain­
ing by athletes: of superstars in peonage, by Michael S. 
Jacobs and Ralph K. Winter, Jr. Yale law journal, v. 81, 
Nov. 1971, p. 1-29.
Kolski, Stephen J. Status quo of the Railway act. (Com­
ments) University of Miami law review, v. 25, Spring 1971, p. 
476-95.
Labor injunctions, Boys Markets, and the presumption of 
arbitrability. (Notes) Harvard law review, v. 85, Jan. 1972, p. 
636-54.
Lockouts - employees’ lockout with temporary replacements 
is an unfair labor practice - Inland Trucking Co. v. NLRB. 
(Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 85, Jan. 1972, p. 680-9.
McAvoy, Joan Zeldon. Binding arbitration of contract terms: 
a new approach to the resolution of disputes in the public 
sector. Columbia law review, v. 72, Nov. 1972, p. 1192-213.
Perline, Martin M. Organized labor and managerial prerog­
atives. California management review, v. 14, Winter 1971, p. 
46-50.
Pogrebin, Bertrand B. NLRB Bargaining orders since Gissel: 
wandering from a landmark. St. John’s law review, v. 46, 
Dec. 1971, p. 193-214.
Rood, Ralph E. Municipal collective bargaining: is it possible 
in Mississippi? (Student notes) Mississippi law journal, v. 42, 
Summer 1971, p. 408-17.
Rosow, Jerome M. Now is the time for productivity bargain­
ing. Harvard business review, v. 50, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 78-89.
Rosow, Jerome M. Now is the time for productivity planning. 
Newspaper controller, v. 25, April 1972, p. 5-7.
Stevens, Robley D. Is labor arbitration your next problem? 
Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 35, Feb. 1972, p. 14-15.
Thornton, Robert J. Effects of collective negotiations on 
teacher’s salaries. Quarterly review of economics and business, 
v. 11, Winter 1971, p. 37-46.
Australia
Clarkson, John B. Compulsory arbitration in Australia. Co­
lumbia journal of world business, v. 7, July-Aug. 1972, p. 20-3.
Great Britain
Gould, William B. Taft-Hartley comes to Great Britain: 
observations on the Industrial relations act of 1971. Yale 
law journal, v. 81, July 1972, p. 1421-86.
COLLEGE accounting,
Carson, A. B. College accounting, by A. B. Carson, Arthur E. 
Carlson and Clem Boling. 9th ed. Cincinnati, South- 
Western, 1972. 784 p. plus appendices. (Parts 1/2/3.) [110 C]
COLLEGE ACCOUNTING TESTING PROGRAM
See Accounting Testing Program
COLLEGE BOOK STORES
See Book Stores
COLLEGE operating manual
National Association Of College And University Business 
Officers. Planning, budgeting and accounting, prepared by 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & co. Washington, 1970. 149 p. 
(Section II of “A College Operation Manual.” Under 
sponsorship of Howard University and Southern Univer­
sity, with the support of the Ford Foundation.) [*250 Sch ]
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COLLEGE PLACEMENT COUNCIL.
Men’s salary survey: a study of 1971-72 beginning offers by 
business and industry. Bethlehem, Pa., c1972. 6 p. (Report 
no. 2, March 1972) [*208 C ]
Men’s salary survey: a study of 1971-72 beginning offers by 
business and industry. Bethlehem, Pa., cl 972. 6 p. (Report 
no. 1, Jan. 1972) [*208 C ]
COLLEGES
See Schools And Colleges
COLLEGES and universities. (In Financial and accounting guide 
for nonprofit organizations, by Malvern J. Gross. New 
York, 1972. p. 221-45.) [250 Non ]
COLLETTI, JEROME A.
Metzger, Bert L. Does profit sharing pay? A comparative 
study of the financial performance of retailers with and 
without profit sharing programs, by Bert L. Metzger and 
Jerome A. Colletti. Evanston, Ill., Profit Sharing Research 
Foundation, c1971. 115 p. [*208.5 M ]
COLLIER, DON.
Negligence - accountants are liable to third parties for failure 
to exercise reasonable care. (Case notes) Texas Tech Univer­
sity law review, v. 3, Fall 1971, p. 210-15.
COLUNS, ADRIAN ANTHONY.
Federal income taxation of employee benefits. New York, 
Clark Boardman, c1971. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [754.4 C ]
COLUNS, THOMAS M.
Hospitals and the environment: legal aspects of pollution 
control. Hospitals, v. 46, Oct. 16, 1972, p. 119-22, 124.
COLLUM, T. J.
Unique nature of costs in property/liability insurer. Best’s 
review (Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Aug. 1972, p. 34, 36.
Use of consultants for installing cost effectiveness programs 
within the insurance industry. Best’s review (Property/ 
liability ed.), v. 73, Sept. 1972, p. 28, 30, 32, 72.
Use of consultants for installing cost effectiveness programs 
within the insurance industry. Best’s review (Life/health 
ed.), v. 73, Sept. 1972, p. 30, 32, 101.
COLORADO SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
New booklet aimed at campaign control. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 18.
Scheer, Gordon. Expression of leadership. Colorado CPA 
report, v. 36, Spring 1972, p. 8-15.
Shenkin, Arthur F. Growth is not necessarily good. Colorado 
CPA report, v. 36, Spring 1972, p. 2.
______ Committee on Professional Ethics.
Walker, Glenn M. Ethics committee issues opinion - encour­
ages practitioner cooperation. (Practitioner’s notebook) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 31-2.
COLSON, EARL M.
Federal taxation of sales, exchanges and other transfers. Ann 
Arbor, Mich., Institute of Continuing Legal Education, 
1971.235 p. [754.3 C]
COM
See Computer Output Microfilm
COMBINATIONS
See Also Antitrust
Consolidations And Mergers 
Holding Companies And Subsidiaries
Kaufman, Burton I. Organizational dimension of United 
States economic foreign policy, 1900-1920. Business history 
review, v. 46, Spring 1972, p. 17-44.
Lev, Baruch. Microeconomic consequences of corporate 
mergers. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, Jan. 
1972, p. 85-104.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: combination 
contingent on “bailout”, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting & auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 82.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: Forced sales of 
stock, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. (Accounting and 
auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, 
P. 77-8.
Mergers are still going strong. E & E (Ernst and Ernst), v. 11, 
Summer 1972, p. 34-7.
Solomon, Jerome. Mergers, conglomerates, and the lodging 
and food service industries. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, For­
ster), v. 29, Aug. 1972, p. 6, 8.
Accounting
Axelson, Charles F. Accounting for business combinations 
and goodwill. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial exec­
utive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 1047-60.) [223.7 
V]
Bergstein, Sol. More on pooling of interests. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 83-5.
Briloff, Abraham J. Surfacing of submerged values in balance 
sheets. (Accounting and auditing) CPA journal, v. 42, April 
1972, p. 314.
Briloff, Abraham J. Unaccountable accounting. New York 
Harper & Row, 1972, 365 p. [111 B ]
Brownlee, E. Richard. Handwriting within APB opinion no. 
16. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 22-6.
Burke, James L. Accounting for a ‘purchases’ business. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, March-April 1972, p. 12-13, 
15-16.
Clarke, F. L. Purchasing or pooling? A pseudo problem. 
Australian accountant, v. 42, April 1972, p. 135-9.
Dewhirst, John F. Accounting for business combinations - the 
purchase vs. pooling of interests issue. Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 101, Sept., 1972, p. 33-42.
Eiteman, Dean S. Critical problems in accounting for good­
will. South African chartered accountant, v. 8, May 1972, p. 
157-61. (Reprinted from Journal of accountancy, v. 131, 
March 1971, p. 46-50.)
Flaherty, Richard E. Historical cost and purchase com­
binations. (Accounting and auditing) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Nov. 1972, p. 948-51.
Hamilton, Robert E. Accounting (planning) for business 
combinations, by Robert E. Hamilton and James W. Pratt. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 
1972, p. 82-3.
Hickok, Richard S. New accounting for business com­
binations, by Richard S. Hickok and Paul A. Pacter. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 99-112.) [226 M ]
Kitelinger, James C. Recent developments in accounting for 
business combinations, by James C. Kitelinger and Richard 
A. Primuth. Wisconsin law review, v. 1972, no. 1, p. 200-22.
Klein, Donald J. Future of mergers. Pittsburgh business review, 
v. 41, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 1-9.
Lee, T. A. Goodwill: an example of will-o’-the-wisp accoun­
ting. Accounting and business research, v. 1, Autumn 1971, p. 
318-28.
Libby, Robert. Early impact of APB opinions no. 16 and 17 - 
an empirical study. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 837-42.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: no pooling with 
wholly owned sub, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, May 1972, p. 74-5.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: Registration 
costs in a purchase, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 78.
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McLean, Alasdair T. Accounting for business combinations 
and goodwill. Edinburgh, Accountants’ Publishing Co., 
Ltd. for The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scot­
land, 1972. 85 p. [*143.61 M ]
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Consolidation practices. (Research) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, June 1972, p. 52-5.
Noonan, Edmund R. Business combinations, by Edmund R. 
Noonan and James M. Quigley. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, 
Spring 1972, p. 7-11.
Norby, William C. SEC adopts an activist role in accounting. 
(Accounting for financial analysis) Financial analysts jour­
nal, v. 28, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 96-7.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell And Company. Implementation of 
APB opinions on business combinations and intangible 
assets. New York, 1972. 90 p. (Accounting guidelines for 
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ECONOMY, 11th, New York, 1971
Antitrust problems and national priorities: competitive mea­
sures and competitive facts. New York, Conference Board,
1972. 37 p. (Transcript of conference.) [*236 C ]
CONFERENCE ON CHARITABLE FOUNDATIONS, 10th bien­
nial, New York University, 1971.
Proceedings..., edited by Henry Sellin. New York, Mathew 
Bender, 1971. 302 p. [250 Fou 2 ]
CONFERENCE ON EMPIRICAL RESEARCH IN ACCOUN­
TING, 6th, University of Chicago, 1971
Empirical research in accounting: selected studies 1971. 
Chicago, Institute of Professional Accounting, Graduate 
School of Business, University of Chicago, 1972 . 230 p. 
(Supplement to Journal of accounting research, v. 9, 1971.) 
[*102 C ]
CONFERENCE ON FORMULATING FINANCIAL STAND­
ARDS, Northwestern University, 1971.
Kripke, Homer. Objective of financial accounting should be 
to provide information for the serious investor. CPA 
journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 389-97. (Presented at Confer­
ence on Formulating Financial Standards, Oct. 1971.)
CONFERENCE ON PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY, 
Washington, 1971.
Nader, Ralph. , ed. Whistle blowing: the report of the 
Conference on professional responsibility. Edited by Ralph 
Nader, Peter J. Petkas and Kate Blackwell. New York, 
Grossman Publishers, 1972. 302 p. [209.4 N ]
CONFERENCES
See Also Accounting Conferences 
Conventions 
Corporations-Meetings 
Tax Conferences And Institutes
AICPA computer conference is slated for New York in May
1973. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 12.
American Finance Association. Papers and proceedings of 
the thirtieth annual meeting of the American Finance 
Association, New Orleans, Louisiana, December 27-29,
1971. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, entire issue.
Audit symposium reflects profession’s urgency. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 14-16.
Conference Addressed To The Thoughtful Businessman, 
10th, New York, 1971. Anatomy of opportunity. Proceed­
ings ... held on December 1, 1971. New York, J. K. Lasser 
& Co., 1972? 87 p. [*209.4 C ]
Conference Board. Business outlook 1972: a discussion by the 
Conference Board Economic Forum and guests held at the 
Waldorf-Astoria, New York City, Nov. 23, 1971. New York, 
c1972. 112 p. [*200 C]
Conference Board. Public affairs in the United States and 
Europe. Report on a Public affairs conference, Le Beau 
Rivage, Lausanne-Ouchy, Switzerland, March 16-17, 1971. 
New York, c1972. 79 p. [*223.9 C ]
Conference On Charitable Foundations, 10th biennial, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings..., edited by Henry 
Sellin. New York, Mathew Bender, 1971. 302 p. [250 Fou 2 ] 
Dratler, Louise H. Eighth annual AICPA computer confer­
ence. Management adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 44-50.
Elliott, A. Wright. How to reach 85% of 13,000 members. 
Association management, v. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 66-71, 73.
Featherstone, Robert M. New England trust conference 
features discussions of trust profitability and the economic 
outlook. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 1972, p. 124-5, 162.
Hayakawa, S. I. How to attend a conference. Armed forces 
comptroller, v. 16, Fall 1971, p. 32-5.
Hayakawa, S. I. How to attend a conference. (Education) 
Internal auditor, v. 29, May-June 1972, p. 58-63.
IFA congress in Madrid. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 26,
1972, p. 532.
Knowledge of computer emerges as accounting specialty. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 
9-10, 12-14.
Longest, Beaufort B. Problem-solving conferences . . . some 
executive introspection. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 44-7.
Ludlow, Hope. Board of directors faces challenge and 
change. Conference board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 39-41.
Midcontinent trust conference: highlights. Trusts and estates, 
v. 111, Feb. 1972, p. 108-16.
Midwinter trust conference. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 
1972, p. 288-92, 315-18.
Nader, Ralph. , ed. Whistle blowing: the report of the 
Conference on professional responsibility. Edited by Ralph 
Nader, Peter J. Petkas and Kate Blackwell. New York, 
Grossman Publishers, 1972. 302 p. [209.4 N ]
National Investor Relations Institute. Investor relations 1972, 
challenge and response: proceedings of the second annual 
national conference, Nov. 1, 2, 3, 1971. Washington, c1972. 
379 p.[*720 N ]
Plans for the AICPA computer conference are taking shape. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 1972, p. 11.
Speakers, topics announced for the AICPA computer confer­
ence. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, 
p. 7.
Story, William S. Budget planning: how to control conven­
tion costs. Association management, v. 24, June 1972, p. 70-2, 
75-6.
Walter Oliphant to address AICPA computer conference. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 9.
Canada
Munder, Barbara. They’re worried north of the border. 
Institutional investor, v. 6, Jan. 1972, p. 42-3.
CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS
See Privileged Communications
Professional Ethics-Confidential Communica­
tions
Taxation, United States-Privileged 
Communications
CONFIRMATION of trade accounts payable.
Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Study Group 
on Audit Techniques. Confirmation of trade accounts 
payable. Toronto, c1971. 23 p. (Audit technique. . . 
published under the general authority of the Accounting 
and auditing research committee.”) [*146.2 C ]
CONFIRMATIONS
See Also Accounts Payable
Accounts Receivable
Bank Confirmations 
Inventories 
Notes Payable 
Receivables
Hubbard, Thomas D. Positive and negative confirmation 
requests - a test, by Thomas D. Hubbard and Jerry B. 
Bullington. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 
48-56.
CONFLICT OF INTEREST
See Also Accountants-Independence
Agrawal, Surendra P. Auditor’s independence: a behavioral 
perspective. Florida certified public accountant, v. 12, July 
1972,p. 42-8.
Bretten, G. R. Competition by directors. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, March 16, 1972, p. 341-2.
Moskin, Morton. Conflicts of interest. (Directors’ liability 
problems) Conference board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 49.
Shenkir, William G. Auditing and management advisory 
services: a conflict of roles? By William G. Shenkir and 
Robert H. Strawser. Abacus (Sidney Univ., Australia), v. 8, 
June 1972, p. 13-20.
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CONFORMITY LETTERS
See Reports-To Securities And Exchange 
Commission
CONFORTI, JOHN J.
Project estimation can be easy. Journal of systems man­
agement, v. 23, Nov. 1972, p. 36-9.
CONFUSION between general price-level restatement and 
current value accounting.
Rosenfield, Paul. Confusion between general price-level 
restatement and current value accounting. Journal of ac­
countancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 63-8.
CONGENERIC BANKS
See Banks And Banking, One-Bank Holding 
Companies
CONGLOMERATES
See Diversified Companies
CONGLOMERCHANT cometh. (Management information) 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Jan. 27, 1972, p. 116.
CONGRESSIONAL staff directory.
Brownson, Charles B. Congressional staff directory. 14th ed. 
Washington, Congressional Staff Directory, 1972. 754, 52 p. 
[050 B ]
CONLEY, PATRICK.
Environmental and competitive information. (In Vancil, 
Richard F., ed. Financial executive's handbook. Homewood, 
Ill., 1970. p. 383-96.) [223.7 V ]
CONLON, JAMES R.
Capital budgeting and machine loading model. Industrial 
engineering, v. 4, June 1972, p. 16-18.
CONLY, GEORGE T.
Happiness is a management audit. (MAP - the name of the 
game) Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 54-7.
CONNARROE, RICHARD R.
How to plan and organize a public relations program. Public 
relations quarterly, v. 16, no. 3, 1972, p. 5-8, 20.
CONNECTICUT PUBLIC EXPENDITURE COUNCIL.
Local public school expenses and state aid in Connecticut, 
school years 1966-67 through 1970-71. Hartford, Conn.,
1972. 35 p. [*250 Sch ]
CONNECTICUT SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Annual report. Connecticut CPA, v. 35, June 1972, entire issue.
Brooks, Jack. (CSCPA news.) (Executive’s column) Connec­
ticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 7.
______ Federal Tax Committee.
Activities not engaged in for profit. (Tax roundtable) Connec­
ticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 39.
Amendment of Keogh plans may be necessary. (Tax 
roundtable) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 38.
Constructive receipt for controlling stockholder-employees. 
(Tax roundtable) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 39.
New earnings and profits computation goes into effect. (Tax 
roundtable) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 38.
CONNER, ROGER L.
Sax, Joseph L. Michigan’s environmental protection act of 
1970: a progress report, by Joseph L. Sax and Roger L. 
Conner. Michigan law review, v. 70, May 1972, p. 1003-1106.
CONNOLLY, D. H.
Making the most of exports: tax relief. Management (Irish) v. 
19, Sept. 1972, p. 43-5.
CONNOR, JOHN E.
Modular programming. Journal of systems management, v. 23, 
Jan. 1972, p. 37-9.
CONNOR, JOSEPH E.
Accounting for the upward float in foreign currencies. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 39-44.
International accounting. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial 
executive's handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 1103-19.) 
[223.7 V ]
New approach to the translation problem. Price Waterhouse 
review, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 8-16.
CONNORS, EDWARD J.
Delivery and financing of health care. Hospitals, v. 46, April 
1, 1972, p. 71-4.
CONNORS, MICHAEL M.
Distribution system simulator, by Michael M. Connors and 
others. Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 425-53.
CONRAD, HENRY F.
Hospital costs are a bargain. Hospital financial management, v. 
26, April 1972, p. 26-8.
CONRAD, P. E.
Pension funds: benefits of the self-administered scheme. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, April 1972, p. 32-3.
CONRAD, PAMELA.
Beach, Douglas W. Readers rate contract and staff cleaning, 
by Douglas W. Beach and Pamela Conrad. Buildings, v. 66, 
Feb. 1972, p. 50-3.
CONRARDY, WILLIAM N.
Accounting education: for what purpose? Journal of contempo­
rary business, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 39-46.
CONROY, ROBERT G.
Accounting principles board opinions and the motor carrier 
industry. Motor freight controller, Oct./Nov. 1972, p. 3-5.
CONSEQUENTIAL loss policies for property, by our insurance 
correspondent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 14, 1972, p. 
319-20.
CONSERVATISM IN ACCOUNTING
Blackie, William. Quality of earnings. Financial executive, v. 
40, July 1972, p. 24-7.
Copeland, Ronald M. Financial bath: is it common? By 
Ronald M. Copeland and Michael L. Moore. MSU business 
topics, v. 20, Autumn, 1972, p. 63-9.
Moore, Michael L. Conservatism. Texas CPA, v. 45, Oct. 
1972,p. 41-7.
CONSIGNMENTS
Duesenberg, Richard W. General provisions, sales, bulk 
transfers and documents of title. Business lawyer, v. 27, 
April 1972, p. 709-33.
Accounting
Accounting for consignments. (In Intermediate accounting, by 
Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch 
White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 1103-24.) [110 W ]
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CONSISTENCY
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Auditing Procedure. Reporting on consistency and 
accounting changes. New York, 1972. p. 211-28. (Statement 
on auditing procedure, no. 53. Supersedes Chapter 8 of 
Statement on auditing procedure no. 33.) [*170 A ]
Baskin, Elba F. Communicative effectiveness of consistency 
exceptions. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 38-51.
Carmichael, Douglas Roy. Look ahead at new SAPs. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 8.
Fogelberg, Graeme. Interim income determination: an exam­
ination of the effects of alternative measurement tech­
niques. Journal of accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 
215-35.
Institute exposes draft of SAP on consistency. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 14.
Institute publishes SAP No. 51 and exposes a draft statement 
on consistency. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 12.
CONSISTENCY in auditing and APB opinion no. 20.
Frishkoff, Paul. Consistency in auditing and APB opinion no. 
20. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 64-70.
CONSOLIDATED balance sheet values and other contentious 
matters.
Wimble, B. J. S. Consolidated balance sheet values and other 
contentious matters. 2nd ed. Cape Town, Juta & co., 1972. 
85 p. [151.2 W ]
CONSOLIDATED TAX RETURNS
See Tax Returns-Consolidated
CONSOLIDATIONS AND MERGERS
See Also Accountants’ Office-Mergers
Accounting Firms
Combinations
Holding Companies And Subsidiaries
Monopolies 
Reorganizations 
Statements, Financial-Consolidated 
Baumer, William H. Buy, sell, merge: how to do it, by 
William H. Baumer and Leo J. Northart. Englewood Cliffs, 
N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1971. 184 p. [230 B ]
Bock, Betty. Conglomerate and the hippogriff. Conference 
board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 6-16.
Davidowitz, Howard L. Conglomerates - the past and the 
future. (Management services notes) SDL newsletter, v. 9, 
Fall 1971, p. 7-8.
Ellmer, Robert E. Crossholdings in consolidations - three 
methods of computing the minority interest. South African 
chartered accountant, v. 8, March 1972, p. 90-1.
External growth: mergers and holding companies. (In Essen­
tials of managerial finance, by Weston and Brigham. 2nd ed. 
New York, 1971. p. 463-96.) [224 W ]
Haugen, Robert A. Rates of return to stockholders of ac­
quired companies, by Robert A. Haugen and Jon G. Udell. 
Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, 
p. 1387-98.
Hilton, Peter. Role of fractional acquisitions. Journal of 
commercial bank lending, v. 54, March 1972, p. 36-45.
How to manage merger of one or more Sub S corps. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 374-5.
Lev, Baruch. Microeconomic consequences of corporate 
mergers. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, Jan. 
1972, p. 85-104.
Loving, Rush. Railroad merger that worked. Fortune, v. 86, 
Aug. 1972, p. 128-33, 177, 180.
Melicher, Ronald W. Abstract: stock price movements of 
firms engaging in large acquisitions, by Ronald W. 
Melicher and Thomas R. Harter. Journal of financial and 
quantitative analysis, v. 7, March 1972, p. 1469-75.
Mergers are still going strong. E & E (Ernst and Ernst), v. 11, 
Summer 1972, p. 34-7.
Mergers still increasing, Ernst & Ernst tells Des Moines 
group; six guiding principles for mergers and acquisitions 
listed. (People, events, techniques) Management adviser, v. 
9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 5-6.
Mintern, John Wilson. Important factors to consider in 
mergers and acquisitions. Cost and management (Canada), 
v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 11-12, 14-18.
Perham, John C. New action in acquisitions. Dun’s review, v. 
99, June 1972, p. 46-9.
Perrie, Thomas D. Three-party mergers: the fourth form of 
corporate acquisition. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 57, 
Oct. 1971, p. 1242-54.
Pfeffer, Jeffrey. Merger as a response to organizational 
interdependence. Administrative science quarterly, v. 17, 
‘Sept. 1972, p. 382-94.
Reid, Frank T. Consolidations and intercorporate invest­
ments. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s 
handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 1120-41.) [223.7 V J
Securities law - Section 16(b) - a merger-exchange by an 
unsuccessful tender offeror is not a sale .... (Comments) 
New York University law review, v. 47, May 1972, p. 373-89.
Selling the corporation. (In Corporate and tax aspects of closely 
held corporations, by William H. Painter. Boston, 1971. p. 
313-54.) [220 P ]
Smith, James S. Acquiring a business, by James S. Smith and 
Frederick E. Nydegger. Management controls (P.M.M. & 
Co.), v. 19, March 1972, p. 45-7.
Solomon, Jerome. Mergers, conglomerates, and the lodging 
and food service industries. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, For­
ster), v. 29, Aug. 1972, p. 6, 8.
Tzoannos, J. Mergers and takeovers: the financial characteris­
tics of companies involved, by J. Tzoannos and J. M. 
Samuels. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Autumn 
1972, p. 5-16.
Accounting
Johnson, R. A. Audit of group accounts. Accountant’s mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 75, Dec. 1971, p. 652-63.
Klein, Donald J. Future of mergers. Pittsburgh business review, 
v. 41, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 1-9.
Libby, Robert. Early impact of APB opinions no. 16 and 17 - 
an empirical study. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 837-42.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Consolidation practices. (Research) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, June 1972, p. 52-5.
Savoie, Leonard M. Merger accounting. Address, before 
American Management Association’s Annual Financial 
Conference, New York, May 26, 1970. (New York) 1970. 24 
typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Spacek, Leonard P. Acquisition/merger accounting artificially 
discriminates against public investors and small bus­
inessmen. Address, before Financial Executives Institute, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Dec. 12, 1972. Chicago, 1972. 26 p. 
[*231 S ]
______ Great Britain
Business combinations and goodwill. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
167, July 6, 1972, p. 4-5.
Europe
Semler, Johannes. Prospect for mergers and acquisitions in 
Europe. Conference board record, v. 9, Jan. 1972, p. 54-8.
Stewart, Michael B. Transnational enterprise: the European 
challenge. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 5-13.
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Finance
Growth through merger or acquisition: financial aspects. (In 
Basic business finance, by Hunt, Williams and Donaldson. 
4th ed. Homewood, Ill., 1971. p. 538-59.) (205 H ]
Meek, Donald C. Mergers and acquisitions: their valuation 
and financing. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Nov. 
1972, p. 34-9.
Smith, James S. Financial aspects of acquisitions and merg­
ers, by James S. Smith and Larry L. Chamberlin. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 916-35.) [223.7 V ]
Government regulation
Exchange of stock pursuant to a “defensive merger” is not a 
“sale” within the meaning of section 16(b). (Recent devel­
opments) Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1090-1102.
Kintner, Earl W. Enforcement of the merger laws by private 
party litigation, by Earl W. Kintner and Merle F. Wilber- 
ding. Indiana law journal, v. 47, Winter 1972, p. 293-318.
Great Britain
Moon, Ronald W. Twenty years of take-overs. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, April 20, 1972, p. 503-6.
Rhys, David Garel. Anatomy of a merger. Accounting and 
business research (Eng.), no. 5, Winter 1972, p. 46-52.
Westwick, C. A. Profit forecasts in bid situations. Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 10-16.
Management
Kleger, David S. Merger peril: the management misfit. 
Business horizons, v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 61-6.
Lawrence, Jack. Managing the human aspects of a merger. 
Bankers magazine, v. 155, Spring 1972, p. 63-7.
New Zealand
Smith, W. G. Mergers and takeovers. Accountants’ journal 
(N.Z.), v. 50, July 1972, p. 435-43.
Statistics
Lev, Baruch. Microeconomic consequences of corporate 
mergers. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, Jan. 
1972, p. 85-104.
Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Consolidations And 
Mergers
Valuation
Curley, Anthony J. Conglomerate growth: the ostrich effect. 
(Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 
371-7.
Heath, John. Valuation factors and techniques in mergers 
and acquisitions. Financial executive, v. 40, April 1972, p. 
34-6, 38, 40, 42, 44.
Meek, Donald C. Mergers and acquisitions: their valuation 
and financing. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Nov. 
1972, p. 34-9.
Mintern, John Wilson. Important factors to consider in 
mergers and acquisitions. Cost and management (Canada), 
v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 11-12, 14-18.
Parker, John M. Key role of property appraisals in mergers 
and acquisitions. Financial executive, v. 40, Sept. 1972, p. 
20-3.
Reinhardt, U. E. Congolmerate earnings per share: im­
mediate and post-merger effects. (Correspondence) Accoun­
ting review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 360-70.
Shick, Richard, A. Analysis of mergers and acquisitions. 
Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 495-502.
Smith, James S. Acquiring a business, by James S. Smith and 
Frederick E. Nydegger. Management controls (P.M.M. & 
Co.), v. 19, March 1972, p. 45-7.
CONSTANTINE, HERBERT P.
Branson, Michael H. Designing multiphasic screening, by 
Michael H. Branson and Herbert P. Constantine. Hospitals, 
v. 46, May 1, 1972, p. 47-51.
CONSTANTINO, EMILIO F.
Substandard CPA practice. (Practitioner’s corner) Accoun­
tants’ journal (P.I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 157-9, 166.
What the CPA should know about the SEC requirements. 
(Practitioner’s comer) Accountants’ journal (P.I.), v. 21, Dec. 
1971, p. 225-33; v. 22, March 1972, p. 35-43.
CONSTITUTIONAL law - equal protection - state probate 
code discriminating in favor of males violates equal 
protection clause. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 
25, March 1972, p. 412-18.
CONSTRUCTION
See Also Building Construction 
Construction Companies 
Contractors 
Engineering
Sharma, K. L. Scrutiny and evaluation of tenders for con­
struction works. Management accountant (India), v. 7, June 
1972, p. 386-9.
Accounting
Acceptable ways of treating construction contracts by a 
corporation which is mainly in the retail business. (Man­
agement advisory services forum) Management adviser, v. 9, 
Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 4-5.
Management
Tishman, John L. Construction manager bids to replace the 
G.C. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 30-3.
CONSTRUCTION COMPANIES
See Also Contractors
Engineering
Hoffman, Alvin L. Future of construction in an environmen­
tal age. Mortgage banker, v. 32, June 1972, p. 50, 52, 53.
Ross, Stan. Look who’s going public. Footnotes (Kenneth 
Leventhal & Co.), Winter 1972, p. 2-6.
Cost accounting
Reiner, Laurence E. Handbook of construction management. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 339 p. (Partial 
contents: Job cost management, p. 73-101. Construction 
cost accounting, p. 189-94.) [250 Con ]
Costs
Volpe, S. Peter. Construction management practice. New 
York, Wiley-Interscience, 1972. 181 p. (Partial contents (p. 
77-96): Accounting and cost-keeping.) [250 Con ]
Management
Reiner, Laurence E. Handbook of construction management. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 339 p. (Partial 
contents: Job cost management, p. 73-101. Construction 
cost accounting, p. 189-94.) [250 Con ]
Volpe, S. Peter. Construction management practice. New 
York, Wiley-Interscience, 1972. 181 p. (Partial contents (p. 
77-96): Accounting and cost-keeping.) [250 Con ]
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
See Also Building Construction
Hoffman, Alvin L. Future of construction in an environmen­
tal age. Mortgage banker, v. 32, June 1972, p. 50, 52, 53.
Knapp, Paul T. DeMatteis unlocks doors to subsidized 
housing programs. Buildings, v. 65, Dec. 1971, p. 32-4.
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Reiner, Laurence E. Handbook of construction management. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 339 p. (Partial 
contents: Job cost management, p. 73-101. Construction 
cost accounting, p. 189-94.) [250 Con ]
What change orders are costing you and how to change all 
that. Buildings, v. 66, July 1972, p. 53-5.
CONSTRUCTION management practice.
Volpe, S. Peter. Construction management practice. New 
York, Wiley-Interscience, 1972. 181 p. (Partial contents (p. 
77-96): Accounting and cost-keeping.) [250-Con ]
CONSULTING agreement can facilitate sale of stock. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 125.
CONSUMER CREDIT
See Credit
Installments 
Loans
CONSUMER CREDIT CODE, UNIFORM
See Uniform Consumer Credit Code
CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT
See Also Truth In Lending Act
Flamion, Allen. Life insurance sales and the Fair credit 
reporting act. CLU journal, v. 26, Jan. 1972, p. 58-60.
Macey, Morris W. Award of attorney fees as a stimulant to 
private litigation under the Truth in lending act. Business 
lawyer, v. 27, Jan. 1972, p. 593-601.
Private remedies under the Truth-in-lending act: the relation­
ship between rescission and civil liability. (Comments) Iowa 
law review, v. 57, Oct. 1971, p. 199-214.
Warren, William D. Truth in lending: problems of coverage, 
by William D. Warren and Thomas R. Larmore. Stanford 
law review, v. 24, May 1972, p. 793-837.
CONSUMER FINANCE COMPANIES
See Finance Companies 
Loan Companies
CONSUMERS INSURANCE INFORMATION BUREAU.
Kobler, Jay. CIIB: public relations as a verb. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Aug. 1972, p. 28, 30, 32.
CONTAINER CORPORATION OF AMERICA.
Kefauver, James M. Legality of dissemination of market data 
by trade associations: what does Container hold? Cornell 
law review, v. 57, May 1972, p. 777-92.
CONTEMPORARY issues in cost accounting: a discipline in 
transition,
Anton, Hector R. , ed. Contemporary issues in cost accoun­
ting: a discipline in transition, edited by Hector R. Anton 
and Peter A. Firmin. 2nd ed. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 
c1972. 520 p. [160 A ]
CONTESTS
See Awards, Prizes And Contests
CONTINENTAL VENDING MACHINE CORPORATION.
Isbell, David B. Continental Vending case: lessons for the 
profession. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Oct. 1971, p. 
85-91. (Reprinted from Journal of accountancy, Aug. 1970, p. 
33-40.)
CONTINUING EDUCATION
See Education, Continuing
CONTINUING education - a professional requirement.
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utilities fortnightly, v. 89, May 11, 1972, p. 24-33.
COULSON, H. O. H.
Professional education and training: criticism of the English 
Institute’s proposals. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 
1972, p. 645-6.
COULSON, MICHAEL.
Investment scene. South African chartered accountant, v. 8, 
April 1972, p. 131.
COULT, CATHERINE.
FEI underscores need for interim reporting. (Digest) Finan­
cial executive, v. 40, Nov. 1972, p. 8-9.
Financial executive No. 1 after all. (Digest) Financial exec­
utive, v. 40, Nov. 1972, p. 8.
More money in executive pockets. (Digest) Financial exec­
utive, v. 40, Nov. 1972, p. 8.
SEC accounting fellow program. (Digest) Financial executive, 
v. 11, Dec. 1972, p. 8.
COUNCIL approves the Code restatement and the Wheat 
report. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 
1972, p. 1, 15.
COUNCIL by ballot for the English Institute. (Commentary) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 4-5.
COUNCIL changes contemplated. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
July 6, 1972, p. 2-3.
COUNCIL clears code restatement for vote. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 12, 16.
COUNCIL election returns are announced. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, p. 1,9.
COUNCIL elects seven to Trial Board. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
COUNCIL FOR MUTUAL ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE.
Weinrauch, J. Donald. Exploratory examination of the Coun­
cil for Mutual Economic Assistance. Business and public 
administration student review, v. 8, Spring 1972, p. 16-25.
COUNCIL FOR NATIONAL COOPERATION IN 
ACQUATICS.
Gabrielsen, M. Alexander. , ed. Swimming pools: a guide to 
their planning, design and operation. Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., Hoffman Publications, c1969, 1972. 223 p. (A project of 
the Council for National Cooperation in Acquatics. Partial 
contents: Administration and operation of pool, p. 174-87. 
Feasibility study, p. 211-22.) [250 Swi ]
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS.
Bergsten, Fred C. Reforming the dollar: an international 
monetary policy for the United States. New York, Council 
on Foreign Relations, 1972. 95 p. (Council papers on inter­
national affairs.) [*710 B ]
Smithsonian agreement and its aftermath: several views. 
New York, 1972. 80 p. (Council papers on international 
affairs.) (*710 C ]
COUNCIL resolution authorizing mail ballot to amend bylaws. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 4.
COUNCIL told of computerized data banks for accounting 
research and tax materials. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 8.
COUNTIES
Internal auditing
Williams, Louise R. Internal auditing: Hamilton county. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 49-51.
COUNTRY CLUBS
See Clubs
COUNTRYMAN, VERN.
Use of state law in bankruptcy cases (part I). New York 
University law review, v. 47, June 1972. p. 407-76.
COURNOYER, NORMAN G.
Hotel/motel room rates. Cornell hotel and restaurant adminis­
tration quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 90-3.
COURT, C. W. M.
Western Australia: current economic conditions and pros­
pects for the balance of the 1970s. Australian accountant, v. 
42, June 1972, p. 205-10.
COURT ACCOUNTING
See Executors And Trustees-Accounting 
Probate Court Accounting
COURT DECISIONS
See Abo Tax Decisions
Tax Litigation 
Also Under Name Of Case
Court quotes AICPA statement in reversing lower ruling. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 
13-14.
Dawson, Howard A. Small tax case procedures in the United 
States Tax Court. Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 132-7.
Unauthorized Practice Of Law
See Law-Unauthorized Practice
COURT quotes AICPA statement in reversing lower ruling. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, 
p. 13-14.
COURTNEY, HARLEY M.
Cumulative probabilistic sales forecasting, by Harley M. 
Courtney and Frederick V. Brooks. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 53, May 1972, p. 44-7.
COURTNEY, JAMES F.
Goal programming approach to urban-suburban location 
preferences, by James F. Courtney, Jr., Theodore D. 
Klastorin and Timothy W. Ruefli. Management science, v. 
18, Feb. 1972, p. 258-68.
COURTS
Ferguson, William Scott. Judicial financial autonomy and 
inherent power. (Note) Cornell law review, v. 57, July 1972, 
p. 975-90.
Auditing
Assignment: municipal court. E & E (Ernst and Ernst), v. 11, 
Summer 1972, p. 23-7.
Budgeting
Hazard, Geoffrey C. Court finance and unitary budgeting, by 
Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Martin B. McNamara and Irwin F. 
Sentilles, III. (Comment) Yale law journal, v. 81, June 1972, 
p. 1286-301.
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Data processing
Assignment: municipal court. E & E (Ernst and Ernst), v. 11, 
Summer 1972, p. 23-7.
Finance
Hazard, Geoffrey C. Court finance and unitary budgeting, by 
Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Martin B. McNamara and Irwin F. 
Sentilles, III. (Comment) Yale law journal, v. 81, June 1972, 
p. 1286-301.
COUSINS, JAMES H.
For professional integrity, by James H. Cousins for Con­
gressman Richard H. Hanna. National public accountant, v. 
17, Jan. 1972, p. 8-11.
COVENANT not to compete: still a troublesome problem. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 28-9.
COVENANTS NOT TO COMPETE
See Competition
Taxation, United States - Covenants Not To 
Compete
Koehn, William J. Employer protection against loss of the 
key employee, by William J. Koehn and Peter E. Ptacek. 
Iowa law review, v. 57, Oct. 1971, p. 75-124.
State decisions placing limits on forfeiture clauses. (Taxation 
of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 
108.
Survey of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: commercial 
law. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1527-40.
COVENTRY, A. D.
Obituaries: Birmingham’s loss. (Institute news) Management 
accounting (Eng.), v. 50, Sept. 1972, p. 279.
COVEY, RICHARD.
Byrum case and closely held stock: an analysis. Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 644-9.
COVEY, RICHARD B.
Possible changes in the basis rule tor property transferred by 
gift or at death. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, 
p. 831-50.
Recent developments concerning estate, gift and income 
taxation - 1971. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of 
Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972, 
Chapter 72-1.) 1750.2 I ]
Second look at the tax reform act of 1969. Richard B. Covey, 
moderator. Donald E. Aronson, et al, panelists. (In Institute 
On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 1972. 
Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-8.) (750.2 I ]
COWAN, DONALD D.
Interdependence of communications and data processing: 
issues in economies of integration and public policy, by 
Donald D. Cowan and Leonard Waverman. (Comments 
and reviews) Bell journal of economics and management 
science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 657-77.
COWAN, FREDERICK S.
Application of overhead. Australian accountant, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 31-2.
Wells, M. C. Application of overhead - why? Australian 
accountant, v. 42, April 1972, p. 112-13.
COWAN, GERALD T.
How to tell when your hospital is ready for a computer. 
Hospital financial management, v. 26, April 1972, p. 22-3, 38.
COWAN, MARTIN B.
Receipt of an interest in partnership profits in consideration 
for services: the Diamond case. Tax law review, v. 27, 
Winter 1972, p. 161-213.
COWAN, TOM KEITH.
Future of accounting and the accounting profession. Accoun­
tants’journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Feb. 1972, p. 215-20.
How well do companies report to workers and consumers? 
Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, July 1972, p. 349-53. 
(“Reproduced from the July 1971 issue of The Accountants’ 
Journal (New Zealand). ’’)
Misinformation: our contribution to industrial and social 
problems. Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, April 1972, p. 
297-9.
Progress through dilemma: a compromise solution to the 
problem of accounting for changing prices and values. 
Accounting and business research (Eng.), no. 5, Winter 1972, 
p. 38-45.
COWARD, LAURENCE E.
Canadian handbook of pension and welfare plans, by Will­
iam M. Mercer. Completely revised and rewritten by 
Laurence E. Coward. 4th ed. Don Mills, Ont., CCH 
Canadian Limited, 1972. 403 p. [208.9 C ]
COWDEN, C. F.
Estate planning for the ordinary man. Australian accountant, 
v. 42. July 1972, p. 247-50.
COWLEY, JAMES M.
Private foundation’s predicament - how to live with or avoid 
the dreaded epithet, by James M. Cowley and Robert A. 
DeWitt. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, 
University of Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major 
tax planning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 639-718.) [750.2 S]
COWPERTHWAITE, GORDON H.
Management - the new profession for the ’70s. Cost and 
management (Canada), v. 46, May-June 1972, p. 11-17.
Some thoughts on computer usage in the ’70s. Management 
controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, April 1972, p. 65-8.
COX, ALBERT H.
Inflationary resurgence in 1973? (Economics & Finance) 
Bankers monthly, v. 89, Sept. 1972, p. 4-5.
COX, ARCHIBALD.
Labor law pre-emption revisited. Harvard law review, v. 85, 
May 1972, p. 1337-77.
COX, DEREK E.
Betterment levy relief: a long time a-dying? Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, Jan. 13, 1972, p. 40-2.
Beware April 5th Check your tax time limits. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, March 9, 1972, p. 300-2.
Career opportunities: the medium-sized professional practice. 
(Student roundabout) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 7, 
1972, p. 300-1.
Report on how to simplify tax on land. British tax review, 
Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 273-7.
Taxable input and output: the new VAT legislation. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, April 6, 1972, p. 436-8.
COX, EDWIN B.
Now it’s the ‘less-check society’, by Edwin B. Cox and Paul E. 
Giese. (Special report) Harvard business review, v. 50, Nov.- 
Dec. 1972, p. 6-12,16-18, 148-9.
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COX, KENNETH A.
Appraisal of regulatory pricing policies in communications. 
(In Trebing, Harry M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and 
regulation. East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 317-32.) [504.6 T ]
COYNE, THOMAS J.
Economic impact of the wage-price freeze. Akron business and 
economic review, v. 3, Summer 1972, p. 20-6.
COYNER, RANDOLPH S.
Reader urges reappraisal of bylaw provisions on Council 
elections. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 
1972, p. 10.
CPA among 15 cited by Nixon for efficiency in government. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 
20.
CPA held liable for not finding embezzlement during write-up. 
National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, p. 14-17.
CPA JOURNAL
Block, Max. Writing for a public accounting practitioners’ 
magazine. (Academic notes) Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 
1972, p. 814-18.
CPA law examination review: materials, questions, answers,
Lakin, Leonard. CPA law examination review: materials, 
questions, answers, by Leonard Lakin and Howard J. 
Berger. St. Paul, Minn., West Pub. Co., 1972. 410 p. [107.2
L]
C.P.A.  law review
Frascona, Joseph L. C.P.A. law review: under the Uniform 
commercial code as amended. 4th ed. Homewood, Ill., Dow 
Jones Irwin, 1972. 1208 p. (Text, Uniform commercial code, 
other statutes, previous C.P.A. law examinations questions 
and model answers.) [107.2 F ]
CPA not now in public accounting and his relationship to the 
profession.
Ellis, Robert E. CPA not now in public accounting and his 
relationship to the profession. Seattle, 1971. 133 typewritten 
pages. (Research report (M.B.A.) - University of Washing­
ton.) [*103 E ]
CPA profession in Japan.
Japanese Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. CPA 
profession in Japan. Tokyo, 1972? 24 p. [*100.9 J ]
CPA review manual,
Miller, Herbert E. , ed. CPA review manual, edited by 
Herbert E. Miller and George C. Mead. 4th ed. Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 744 p. (Chapter 9, Taxation, 
published separately.) [107.2 M ]
CPA review manual.
Miller, Herbert E. , ed. Taxation, Chapter 9, C.P.A. review 
manual. Edited by Herbert E. Miller and George C. Mead. 
Revised by Prentice-Hall editorial staff. 7th ed. Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 204 p. [*107.2 M ]
CPA-SEA, NASBA and AAA presidents discuss common goals 
with AICPA Council. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
CPA-SOCIETY executives association.
CPA-SEA, NASBA and AAA presidents discuss common 
goals with AICPA Council. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
CPAS advance in federal government offices. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 20.
CPAS appointed to three SEC advisory committees. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 24.
CPA’S commended for work in Phase II price setting. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 20.
CPA’S independence an issue in forecasts. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 10, 12.
CPAS investigate financial reporting. Touche Ross tempo, v. 18, 
Winter 1971-72, p. 20-2.
CPAS move up in federal offices. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 18.
CPA’S public service activities are highlighted in the national 
press. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 
1972,p. 5.
CPAS suggest means to evaluate forecasts. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 20.
CPM
Bawly, Dan A. Using PERT in accounting reports, by Dan A. 
Bawly and Joseph M. Dotan. U. S. army audit agency 
bulletin, Fall 1971, p. 21-31.
Hershauer, James C. Estimating activity times, by Dr. James 
C. Hershauer and Gabriel Nabielsky. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Sept. 1972, p. 17-21.
Schrage, Linus. Solving resource-constrained network prob­
lems by implicit enumeration - preemptive case. Operations 
research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 668-77.
Sims, William Dale. CPM or PERT - tool for motivating data 
processing professionals. Data management, v. 10, Feb. 
1972, p. 20-3.
Subrayan, K. Catch up with C.P.M. (Students’ section) 
Management accountant (India), v. 6, Dec. 1971, p. 696-9.
Verma, R. C. Network-based management systems (PERT/ 
CPM). (Students’ section) Management accounting (India), 
v. 7, May 1972, p. 317-22.
CRACAS, DOROTHEA GARBER.
It pays to give to charity - with strings attached. Medical 
economics, v. 49, Nov. 6, 1972, p. 122-3, 127, 131, 135.
What if your wife died first? Medical economics, v. 49, Oct. 9, 
1972, p. 281-2, 285, 289.
CRACCO, ETIENNE F.
Boddewyn, Jean. Political game in world business, by Jean 
Boddewyn and Etienne F. Cracco. Columbia Journal of world 
business, v. 7, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 45-56.
CRAFTS
See Handcrafts
CRAIG, WILLIAM LAURENCE.
Torem, Charles. Developments in the control of foreign 
investment in France, by Charles Torem and William 
Laurence Craig. Michigan law review, v. 70, Dec. 1971, p. 
285-336.
CRAINE, ROGER.
Optimal distributed lag responses and expectations. (Com­
munications) American economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 
916-24.
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CRAMER, CURTIS A.
Peak responsibility in the natural gas pipeline industry. 
(Reports and comments) Land economics, v. 48, May 1972, 
p. 173-9.
CRAMER, GILBERT B.
Disc corporation. Conference board record, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 
59-61.
CRAMER, JOE J.
Divisional profit measurement: treatment of financing costs. 
Managerial planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 4-8, 13.
Incompatability of bad debt “expense” with contemporary 
accounting theory. (Education research and academic 
notes) Accounting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 596-8.
Perception of selected job related factors by black CPAs, by 
Joe L. Cramer, Jr. and Robert H. Strawser. CPA journal, v. 
42, Feb. 1972. p. 127-30.
CRAMTON, ROGER C.
Enforcing the National environmental policy act in federal 
agencies, by Roger C. Cramton and Richard K. Berg. 
Practical lawyer, v. 18, May 1972, p. 79-98.
CRANDALL, ARTHUR L.
Auditing the auditors. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 82-3.
CRANDALL, RICHARD E.
Key steps in profit planning. Management controls (PMM & 
Co.), v. 19, Jan. 1972, p. 7-12.
CRANDALL, ROBERT W.
FCC regulation, monopsony, and network television program 
costs. Bell journal of economics and management science, v. 3, 
Autumn 1972, p. 483-508.
CRANDELL, LARRY.
Corporate real estate development and management. New 
York, Presidents Publishing House, 1971. 294 p. [250 Rea 3 ]
Discount motels - low rates, high profits. (In Crandell, Larry, 
ed. Corporate real estate development and management. New 
York, 1971. p. 95-103.) [250 Rea 3 ]
CRANDELL, R. H.
Curriculum design for MIS. (Education) Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972, p. 42-6.
CRANE, A. C. W.
English of management. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, 
May 1972, p. 232-8.
CRANE, DWIGHT B.
Bradley, Stephen P. Dynamic model for bond portfolio 
management, by Stephen P. Bradley and Dwight B. Crane. 
Management science, v. 19, Oct. 1972, p. 139-51.
Who benefits from a floating prime rate? By Dwight B. Crane 
and William L. White. Harvard business review, v. 50, Jan.- 
Feb. 1972,p. 121-9.
CRANWELL, BERNARD C.
Nature of internal auditing. International accountant, v. 42, 
Sept. 1972, p. 97-9.
CRAVEN, JOHN.
On the choice of optimal time periods for a surplus-maximiz­
ing utility subject to fluctuating demand. Bell journal of 
economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 
495-502.
CRAWFORD, CHARLES T.
Are the courts expanding the scope of Code Section 482? 
(Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, p. 150- 
6.
Nad, Leon M. Supreme court’s decision in 482 case is not as 
limited as first appeared, by Leon M. Nad and Charles T. 
Crawford. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, 
p. 226-30.
Tax court in two new 482 decisions refuse to “create” income, 
but okays reallocations. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 
37, Nov. 1972, p. 277-80.
CRAWFORD, W. DONHAM.
Energy policy - the electric utility industry’s view. EEI 
bulletin, v. 40, July-Aug. 1972, p. 194-8.
CRAWLEY, RICHARD L.
Details concerning auditing and EDP. (Practice) Internal 
auditor, v. 29, May-June 1972, p. 64-8.
CREAMER, RONALD E.
FHA syndications under the microscope, by Ronald E. 
Creamer and Michael R. Deutschman. Real estate review, v. 
2, Fall 1972, p. 5-25.
CREAMER, THOMAS F.
Constructive use of financial information by commercial bank 
lending officers. (In American Institute Of Certified Public 
Accountants. Corporate financial reporting: ethical and other 
problems, New York, 1972. p. 180-5.) [104 A ]
CREAN, BERNARD.
Belief that curb on money growth is just ahead. (Focus on 
industry) Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 220.
That 5 pc growth rate is keystone of pay and prices policies. 
(Focus on industry) Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, 
Nov. 1972, p. 367.
CREATIVE thinking in financial management.
Staats, Elmer B. Creative thinking in financial management. 
Address . . . before the 20th annual national symposium. 
Federal Government Accountants Association, June 28, 
1971, Washington, D.C. Washington? 1971. 16 p.
(Photoreproduction of typescript.) [*314 S [
CREDIT
See Also Bankers And Credit Men
Loans 
Reports-For Credit Purposes
Davey, Patrick J. Managing trade receivables. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972. 100 p. [*142.3 D ]
Dilworth, A. A. More on credit insurance. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 84-5.
Fisher, Robert Moore. Patterns of housing experience during 
periods of credit restraint in industrialized countries, by 
Robert Moore Fisher and Charles J. Siegman. Journal of 
finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 193-205.
Greener, Richard. Watch your client credit practices. Law 
office economics and management, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 100- 
102.
Kingston, John A. Short-term financing. (In Vancil, Richard 
F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. 
p. 868-85.) [223.7 V ]
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Lane, Sylvia. Submarginal credit risk classification. Journal of 
financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 1379-85.
Lewellen, Wilbur G. Finance subsidiaries and corporate 
borrowing capacity. Financial management, v. 1, Spring 
1972, p. 21-31.
Litzenberger, Robert H. Effect of credit on the interest 
elasticity of the transaction demand for credit: comment. 
Journal of finance, v. 26, Dec. 1971, p. 1161-2.
Major sources of short-term financing. Intermediate-term 
financing. (In Essentials of managerial finance, by Weston 
and Brigham. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 317-60.) [224 W ]
Massaro, Vincent G. What next for interest rates? Conference 
board record, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 32-5.
Mehta, Dileep. Markov process and credit collection policy. 
Decision sciences, v. 3, April 1972, p. 27-43.
Melberg, William F. Benishayan time series as models for 
debt processes over time. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 
1972, p. 116-33.
Rao, D. C. Selective credit policy: is it justified and can it 
work? Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 473-9.
Reed, Ward L. Profits from better cash management. Finan­
cial executive, v. 40, May 1972, p. 40-2, 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 
56.
Reynolds, Donald G. Bank card delinquency statistics: tools 
for decision-making. Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, 
Feb. 1972, p. 44-6.
Rice, Joseph A. New device gives credit guidance to sales. 
Credit and financial management, v. 74, May 1972, p. 22-3, 
33.
Robertson, James L. Myth and reality in consumer credit rate 
regulation. Mississippi law journal, v. 43, no. 4, 1972, p. 429- 
60.
Roy, H. J. H. Why credit scoring? Burroughs clearing house, v. 
56, April 1972, p. 27, 56, 58, 60.
Smeal, Frank P. Overview of the credit and bond rating 
system. Governmental finance, v. 1, Aug. 1972, p. 10-13.
Smith, Vernon L. Theory and test of credit rationing: some 
generalizations. (Communications) American economic 
review, v. 62, June 1972, p. 477-83.
Smith, Wade S. Case for the present bond rating system. 
Governmental finance, v. 1, Aug. 1972, p. 5-8.
Spiecker, John S. Administering the corporate credit inquiry 
function. Bankers magazine, v. 155, Autumn 1972, p. 70-4.
Tulchin, Stanley. Improving credit collections. Business man­
agement, v. 40, May 1971, p. 26.
Webb, James A. Here’s how to score higher next time. 
Banking, v. 65, Oct. 1972, p. 24.
Wheeler, Linden E. Consumer credit appraisal, adminis­
tration, and collection. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial 
executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 745-62.) 
[223.7 V ]
Government regulation
Clontz, Ralph C. Truth-in-lending manual: 1972 cumulative 
supplement to the revised edition including official Federal 
Reserve Board position letters affecting truth-in-lending 
compliance, by Ralph C. Clontz, Jr. in collaboration with 
the editors of the Banking Law Journal, rev. ed. Boston, 
Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1972. 455, 355 p. [712.1 C ]
Direct loan financing of consumer purchases. (Notes) Harvard 
law review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1409-38.
Feld, Lipman G. How dealers are affected by the fair credit 
law. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 1971, p. 128-33.
Mandell, Lewis. Consumer perception of incurred interest 
rates: an empirical test of the efficacy of the Truth-in- 
lending law. Journal of finance, v. 26, Dec. 1971, p. 1143-53.
Private remedies under the Truth-in-lending act: the relation­
ship between rescission and civil liability. (Comments) Iowa 
law review, v. 57, Oct. 1971, p. 199-214.
Ray, Jordan B. Oldest consumer protection law: a new use of 
an old idea - State v. J. C. Penney. (Case comment) 
American business law Journal, v. 9, Winter 1972, p. 251-3.
Sartoris, William L. Effect of regulation, population charac­
teristics, and competition on the market for personal cash 
loans. Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, 
Sept. 1972, p. 1931-56.
Warren, William D. Truth in lending: problems of coverage, 
by William D. Warren and Thomas R. Larmore. Stanford 
law review, v. 24, May 1972, p. 793-837.
______ Great Britain
Oetking, Robert. Britain mulls a boost for consumer credit. 
Bankers monthly, v. 89, March 1972, p. 26,28-9.
Great Britain
Ling, Mary. How to make the most of your bank. Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 38-40, 42.
Oetking, Robert. Britain mulls a boost for consumer credit. 
Bankers monthly, v. 89, March 1972, p. 26, 28-9.
India
Ananthanarayanan, T. V. Credit control. Management accoun­
tant (India), v. 7, March 1972, p. 126-34.
CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS
See Collection Of Accounts
CREDIT BUREAUS
Garon, Lenore Cooper. Protecting privacy in credit reporting. 
(Notes) Stanford law review, v. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 550-67.
Government regulation
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contract environment. Financial executive, v. 40, June 1972, 
p. 22-7.
Pugh, D. S. Causal inference and the Aston studies, by D. S. 
Pugh and D. J. Hickson. (To the editor) Administrative 
science quarterly, v. 17, June 1972, p. 273-6.
Schramm, Richard. Neoclassical investment models and 
French private manufacturing investment. American eco­
nomic review, v. 62, Sept. 1972, p. 553-63.
Slesinger, Reuben E. Profit incentive: earnings less cost of 
capital, by Reuben E. Slesinger and Paul H. Jeynes. 
Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 2, Summer 1972, 
p. 163-76.
Slovic, Paul. Analyzing the use of information in investment 
decision making: a methodological proposal, by Paul 
Slovic, Dan Fleissner and W. Scott Bauman. Journal of 
business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, April 1972, p. 283-301.
Sterling, Robert R. Decision oriented financial accounting. 
Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 2, Summer 1972, 
p. 198-208.
Tarascio, Vincent J. Uncertainty, learning and dynamic utility 
theory, by Vincent J. Tarascio and James L. Murphy. 
Quarterly review of economics & business, v. 12, Autumn 1972, 
p. 19-33.
Tersine, Richard J. Organization decision theory - a synthesis. 
Managerial planning, v. 21, July/Aug. 1972, p. 18-26, 40.
Ziemba, William T. Solving nonlinear programming prob­
lems with stochastic objective functions. Journal of financial 
and quantitative analysis, v. 7, June 1972, p. 1809-27.
DECISION models and accounting measurement
Dyckman, Thomas R. Decision models and accounting mea­
surement: a challenge for accountants. Stanford, Calif., 
Graduate School of Business, Stanford University, 1971. 21 
p. (Stanford lectures in accounting, 1971) [*110.5 D ]
DECISION models, uncertainty, and the accountant. (In Cost 
accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 777-805.) [160 H ]
DECISION SCIENCES
Grawoig, Dennis E. Decision sciences at Georgia State 
University - a role of leadership. Atlanta economic review, v. 
22, June 1972, p. 91-20.
Miller, Daniel F. Decision sciences: the new frontier for the 
business and non-business world, by F. Daniel Miller and 
Walton Young. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, June 1972, p. 
16-7.
Tabor, Dwight. Educating the decision scientist, by Dwight 
Tabor and Merwyn Elliott. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, 
June 1972, p. 21-3.
Young, Walton. What are decision sciences? Atlanta economic 
review, v. 22, June 1972, p. 18.
DECISION TABLES
Ainslie, R. J. Decision tables - a tool for tax practitioners, by 
R. J. Ainslie, Alan A. Kenney and Keith R. Schwayder. 
Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 336-45.
Martin, Merle P. Systems analysis strategy. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, May 1972, p. 36-41.
DECISION THEORY
Broster, E. J. On cultivating decision trees. Certified accoun­
tant (Eng.), Feb. 1972, p. 102-5.
Carter, Phillip L. Bayesian approach to quality control. 
Management science, v. 18, July 1972, p. 647-55.
Childs, Martin. Decision and value approach to research 
personnel allocation, by Martin Childs and Harvey Wolfe. 
Management science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 269-78.
Cushing, Barry E. Statistical decision theory in tax practice, 
by Barry E. Cushing and Ron N. Bagley. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 16, Summer 1972, p. 251-65. (Reprinted from 
Tax executive, v. 24, Oct. 1971, p. 25.)
Demski, Joel S. Information analysis. Reading, Mass., Add- 
ison-Weslley, 1972. 144 p. [*201.8 D 1
Howard, Ronald A. Risk-sensitive Markov decision processes, 
by Ronald A. Howard and James E. Matheson. Man­
agement science, v. 18, March 1972, p. 356-69.
Kamien, Morton I. Direct approach to choice under uncer­
tainty, by Monon I. Kamien and Nancy L. Schwartz. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 470-77.
Keeney, Ralph L. Utility functions for multiattributed con­
sequences. Management science, v. 18, Jan. 1972, Part 1, p. 
276-87.
Lucas, William F. Overview of the mathematical theory of 
games. Management science, v. 18, Jan. 1972, Part 2, p. 3-19.
Manin, Merle P. Systems analysis strategy. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, May 1972, p. 36-41.
Mitroff, Ian I. Dialectical decision theory: a meta-theory of 
decision making, by Ian I. Mitroff and Frederick Betz. 
Management science, v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 11-24.
Mitroff, Ian I. On the social psychology of the safety factor: a 
case study in the sociology of engineering science. Man­
agement science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 454-69.
Parker, Robert H. Role for computers and probability in 
financial decision-making. Cost and management (Canada), 
v. 46, March-April 1972, p. 10-13.
Rados, David L. Selection and evaluation of alternatives in 
repetitive decision making. Administrative science quarterly, 
v. 17, June 1972, p. 196-206.
Shakun, Melvin F. Management science and management: 
implementing management science via situational nor­
mativism. Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 367-77.
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Shao, Stephen Pinyee. Statistics for business and economics. 
2nd ed. Columbus, O., Charles E. Merrill, 1972. 818 p. [180
S]
Shubik, Manin. On gaming and game theory. Management 
science, v. 18, Jan. 1972, Pan 2, p. 37-53.
Tarascio, Vincent J. Uncertainty, learning and dynamic utility 
theory, by Vincent J. Tarascio and James L. Murphy. 
Quarterly review of economics & business, v. 12, Autumn 1972, 
p. 19-33.
Tersine, Richard J. Organization decision theory - a synthesis. 
Managerial planning, v. 21, July/Aug. 1972, p. 18-26, 40.
White, D. J. Uncertain value functions. Management science, 
v. 19, Sept. 1972, p . 31-41.
Winkler, Robert L. Determination of partial moments, by 
Robert L. Winkler, Gary M. Roodman and Robert R. 
Britney. Management science, v. 19, Nov. 1972, p. 290-6.
DECISION TREES
Bierman, Harold. Resolution of investment uncertainty 
through time, by Harold Bierman, Jr. and Warren H. 
Hausman. Management science, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 654-62.
Broster, E. J. On cultivating decision trees. Certified accoun­
tant (Eng.), Feb. 1972, p. 102-5.
Buckley, Adrian A. Usefulness of decision tree analysis. 
(Finance) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 80-2.
Dascher, Paul E. Decision trees and accounting opinions. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 26-9.
Khumawala, Basheer M. Efficient branch and bound al­
gorithm for the warehouse location problem. Management 
science, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 718-31.
Mason, A. Thomas. Branch and bound algorithm for min­
imizing costs in project scheduling, by A. Thomas Mason 
and Colin L. Moodie. Management science, v. 18, Dec. 1971, 
Part I, p. B-158 - B-173.
Mock, Theodore J. Decision tree approach to the method­
ological decision process. (Academic notes) Accounting 
review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 826-9.
Moore, Peter. How to measure your risks, by Peter Moore 
and Howard Thomas. Management (Irish), v. 19, Feb. 1972, 
p. 47-9.
On the evaluation of shortage costs for inventory control of 
finished goods, by Muhittin Oral (and others). Management 
science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 344-51.
Shwimer, Joel. On the N-Job, one-machine, sequence-inde­
pendent scheduling problem with tardiness penalties: a 
branch-bound solution. Management science, v. 18, Feb. 
1972, p. 301-13.
Wilson, Robert. Computing equilibria of two-person games 
from the extensive form. Management science, v. 18, March 
1972, p. 448-60.
DECLINE in real profits: need for inflation accounting. Accoun­
tant (Eng ), v. 166, Feb. 17, 1972, p. 221.
DECLINING-BALANCE METHOD
See Depreciation Depletion And Obsolescence-De­
clining-Balance Method
DECLOEDT, HELEN.
Alindada, Carlos R. Do financial statements tell it like it is? 
by Carlos R. Alindada and Helen Decloedt. SVG group 
journal, no. 1, 1972, p. 18-24.
DECORATORS
What a good interior designer does for his fee. Buildings, v. 
65, Dec. 1971, p. 40-4.
DeCOSS, D. A.
How to control the teller’s cash differences. Magazine of bank 
administration, v. 48, Sept. 1972, p. 30-3.
DECREMENT COSTS
See Increment And Decrement Costs
DEDUCTIBILITY of expenses when selling a residence. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 37-8.
DEDUCTIBILITY of work clothes depends on type of garment. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 48.
DEDUCTING employment agency and job counselling fees. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 46-7.
DEDUCTION allowed practitioner on loss of purchased ac­
count. (Taxation) Arthur Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 
50-1.
DEDUCTIONS. (New tax developments this month) Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 1-2.
DEDUCTIONS FOR TAX PURPOSES
See Taxation, United States-Deductions
DEFALCATIONS
See Also Forgery
Fraud
Negligence
Jaspan, Norman. Fraud in business; problem/people/preven- 
tion. National public accountant, v. 17, May 1972, p. 26-33.
Lippincott, J. B. How to tighten control over collection 
agency referrals. Hospital financial management, v. 26, July 
1972, p. 18-19.
Porter, Dwight I. Employee fraud and defalcation. (Losses 
and claims) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, July 
1972, p. 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42.
DEFECTIVE WORK
See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage
DEFENSE
See National Defense
DEFENSE contract costing: state of the art.
Bulloch, James. Defense contract costing: state of the art. 
New York, National Association of Accountants. 1972. 83 
p. (Research study) [*850 B ]
DEFENSE CONTRACTS
See Contracts, Government
DEFENSE INDUSTRY
See Also Aerospace Industry
Adams, Walter. Military-industrial complex: a market struc­
ture analysis, by Walter Adams and William James Adams. 
American economic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 279-87.
Bums, Arthur E. Profit limitation: regulated industries and 
the defense-space industries. Bell journal of economics and 
management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 3-25.
Elliott-Jones, M. F. Economic impact of production decisions. 
Conference Board record, v. 9, May 1972, p. 54-9.
Kaufman, Richard F. MIRVing the boondoggle: contracts, 
subsidy, and welfare in the aerospace industry. American 
economic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 288-95.
Keller, Robert F. Defense industry profits in the USA. 
International journal of government auditing v. 1, Sept. 1971, 
p. 7-13.
Kurth, James R. Political economy of weapons procurement: 
the follow-on imperative. American economic review, v. 62, 
May 1972, p. 304-11.
Melman, Seymour. Ten propositions on the war economy. 
American economic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 312-18.
Reich, Michael. Does the U.S. economy require military 
spending? American economic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 
296-303.
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Data processing
Carabello, John M. Examining the cost/effectiveness of 
automated data systems. Armed forces comptroller, v. 16, 
Fall 1971, p. 7-12, 36.
Forecasting
Warren, D. S. Program choice in the aerospace industry. 
California management review, v. 14, Summer 1972, p. 87-93.
DEFERMENT of investment. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, June 1, 
1972, p. 711.
DEFERRED ASSETS
See Deferred Charges And Prepaid Expenses
DEFERRED CHARGES AND PREPAID EXPENSES
Doyle, Patrick J. Deferred interest accounting for rental 
properties. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Sept. 
1972, p. 54-7.
Intangible assets; deferred charges; insurance. (In Inter­
mediate accounting, by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlat­
kovich and John Arch White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. 
p. 569-607.) [110 W ]
Samaratunga, Y. A. D. S. Capital, revenue and deferred 
revenue expenditure re-examined. Accountancy Journal 
(Ceylon), July, 1971, p. 11-20.
DEFERRED COMPENSATION
See Taxation, United States-Compensation For Ser­
vices
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Deferred Compensation
Garian, Harry Z. No-compete forfeiture amendment to 
qualified employees’ plan upheld - except to extent retroac­
tive. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 111-12.
DEFERRED COMPENSATION CONTRACTS
Tritschler, Charles A. Dilution and counter-dilution in 
reporting for deferred equity. Accounting and business 
research, v. 1, Autumn 1971, p. 274-83.
DEFERRED compensation arrangements under Section 83 of 
the Internal revenue code: is restricted property still a 
viable means of compensation? (Notes) Michigan law 
review, v. 70, May 1972, p. 1202-18.
DEFERRED CREDITS
See Deferred Income
DEFERRED INCOME
Beaver, William H. Interperiod tax allocation, earnings 
expectations, and the behavior of security prices, by 
William H. Beaver and Roland E. Dukes. Accounting 
review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 320-32.
DEFERRED TAXES
See Taxes-Accounting
DEFINITIONS
See Terminology
DEFLIESE, PHILIP L.
AICPA gold medal citation lists Defliese’s achievements. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 7.
Changing accounting objectives for utilities discussed at 
accounting conference. EEI bulletin, v. 40, May-June 1972, 
p. 107, 142.
Changing accounting objectives - what about utilities? Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 90, July 20, 1972, p. 17-21.
Defliese itemizes APB’s agenda. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
Philip L. Defliese to receive distinguished service award. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, p. 1.
DEFLIESE itemizes APB’s agenda. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
DEFLIESE reports on Accounting Principles Board plans for 
next few months. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Nov. 1972, p. 5.
DEGREES
See Designations And Degrees
DE HAYES, DANIEL W.
Making “logistics” work in a firm; guidelines for man­
agement. by Daniel W. De Hayes, Jr. and Robert L. 
Taylor. Business horizons, v. 4, June 1972, p. 37-46.
DEININGER, ROLF A.
Su, Shiaw Y. Generalization of White’s method of successive 
approximations to periodic Markovian decision processes, 
by Shiaw Y. Su and Rolf A. Deininger. Operations research, 
v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 318-26.
DEITCH, STANLEY.
Pooled income fund trusts. (Estate and trust notes) SDL 
newsletter, v. 9, Fall 1971, p. 6-7.
DELANEY, JAMES J.
HSIC; the people who match health care economics, Phase 
II. Hospital financial management, v. 25, Nov. 1972, p. 14, 16, 
18.
DELAYED separation from service still nets capital gain. 
(Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 
25.
DELAYS in liquidation. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 27, 
1972, p. 534-5.
DEL COTTO, LOUIS A.
Proportionate interest test of Section 305 and the Supreme 
Court, by Louis A. Del Cotto and Edwin H. Wolf. Tax law 
review, v. 27, Fall 1971, p. 49-91.
de LEEUW, FRANK.
Supply of rental housing, by Frank de Leeuw and Nkanta F. 
Ekanem. American economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 806- 
17.
DELEGATES explore means to set world standards. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 16.
DELIVERY SCHEDULES
Gallia, James J. Finished goods movement, by James J. 
Gallia and Donald C. Anderson. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 54, Sept. 1972, p. 11-14.
Schruben, Leonard W. Improved wholesaler delivery 
systems. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, Oct. 1972, p. 8-12.
DELLINGER, ROY E.
Bookless bookkeeping. Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 26-9.
DELLORFANO, FRED M.
Questions and answers on the new Massachusetts tax act. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 7-8, 32.
DeLONG, JAMES L.
Compact record system. Hospitals, v. 46, Nov. 16, 1972, p. 56- 
8.
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Lachmann, Ole. Personnel administration in 1980: A Delphi 
study. Long range planning, v. 5, June 1972, p. 21-4.
Wright, James P. Delphi - systematic opinion-gathering. GAO 
review, Spring 1972, p. 20-7.
DE MARTINO, EDOARDO.
Operating on a global basis . . . today and tomorrow, by 
Edoardo De Martino and Bruce A. Searle. Columbia journal 
of world business, v. 7, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 51-61.
DeMATTEIS, ALFONSO.
How to build on a tight budget. Buildings, v. 65, Dec. 1971, p. 
36-8.
DeMATTEIS, FREDERICK.
Knapp, Paul T. DeMatteis unlocks doors to subsidized 
housing programs. Buildings, v. 65, Dec. 1971, p. 32-4.
DeMEO, J. N.
More dignified mini-letter. (Managing your practice) Practical 
accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 43-4.
DeMILLER, EDWARD A.
Institute elects officers. (News report) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 22.
DEMSKI, JOEL S.
Forecast evaluation, by Joel S. Demski and Gerald A. 
Feltham. Accounting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 533-48.
Information analysis. Reading, Mass., Addison-Weslley, 1972. 
144 p. [*201.8 D]
de NARAY, I. L.
Tapping the international market. LKHH accountant, v. 51, 
no. 4. 1971, p. 18-21.
DenBRABF.R, ROBERT N.
MACPA officers elected for 1972-1973. Michigan CPA, v. 24, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 20.
President’s page. (President’s page) Michigan CPA, v. 24, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 3.
Vice President’s report on committee activities. Michigan 
CPA, v. 24, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 33-5, 37.
DENENBERG, HERBERT S.
Alternative method of viewing life insurance costs, by Her­
bert S. Denenberg and Harwood Rosser. Best’s review 
(Life/health ed.), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 32, 34, 36.
Health insurance industry under fire. Best’s review (Life-health 
ed.), v. 73, June 1972, p. 14, 16, 18, 70-3.
How Herbert Denenberg sees health care issues, an inter­
view. Hospital financial management, v. 26, Oct. 1972, p. 5-8, 
10, 12, 14-15, 20.
DENMARK.
Ernst And Ernst. Denmark; a national profile. Cleveland, 
C1971. 34 p. (International business series) [*759.1 D ]
Emst And Ernst. Denmark: characteristics of business en­
tities. Cleveland, c1971. 36 p. (International business series) 
[*759.1 D ]
DENNING, BASIL W., ed.
Corporate planning: selected concepts. London, McGraw- 
Hill, 1971.373 p. [200.81 D]
DENONN, LESTER E.
Secured transactions under the UCC. rev. ed. New York, 
Practising Law Institute, 1970. 393 p. (Commercial law and 
practice, Practice handbook series, no. 2.) [751 P ]
DENSMORE, E. A.
Audit programs to reduce water pollution in the United 
States, by E. A. Densmore, Jr. and others. International 
journal of government auditing, v. 1, Sept. 1971, p. 32-45.
DENT, WILLIAM C.
Accounting principles - the CPA’s viewpoint. (In Conference 
Of Accountants, 26th, University of Tulsa, 1972. Accounting 
papers. Tulsa, 1972. p. 70-7.) [*102 C ]
DEPARTMENT and specialty store merchandising and operat­
ing results of 1971,
National Retail Merchants Association. Financial Executives 
Division. Department and specialty store merchandising 
and operating results of 1971, by Jay Scher. 47th ed. New 
York, 1972. 167 p. [*263 N ]
DEPARTMENT STORES
See Also Retail Trade
Specialty Stores
Accounting
Touche, Ross, Bailey And Smart. Mass merchandisers' guide 
to sales and expense reporting. Prepared under the direc­
tion of Touche, Ross, Bailey and Smart and in cooperation 
with Cornell University. New York, Mass Merchandising 
Research Foundation, 1969. 166 p. (looseleaf) [262 T ]
Data processing
Mass Retailing Institute. Data processing in mass retailing; 
application, results and trends, by Mass Retailing Institute 
in cooperation with Touche Ross and Company. New 
York, Mass Retailing Institute, 1971. 46 p. (MRI study 
report, no. 114) [*262 M ]
Vivian, Jack. Inventory management - utilizing E.D.P. in the 
independent department store. Retail control, v. 40, Jan. 
1972, p. 34-43.
Inventories
Golding, Jordan L. Retail inventories and the loan officer. 
Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 54, June, 1972, p. 19- 
26.
Touche, Ross, Bailey And Smart. Mass merchandisers’ guide 
to sales and expense reporting. Prepared under the direc­
tion of Touche, Ross, Bailey and Smart and in cooperation 
with Cornell University. New York, Mass Merchandising 
Research Foundation, 1969. 166 p. (looseleaf) [262 T ]
Vivian, Jack. Inventory management - utilizing E.D.P. in the 
independent department store. Retail control, v. 40, Jan. 
1972, p. 34-43.
Statistics
Cornell University. New York State College of Agriculture. 
Operating results of self-service discount department 
stores, 1971-72. by Wendell Earle and John Hughes. New 
York, Mass Retailing Institute, 1971. 99 p. [*262 C ]
Cornell University. New York State College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences. Operating results of self-service discount 
department stores, 1970-71, by Earl Brown and Panna 
Kulkarni. Ithaca, N. Y., 1971? 97 p. (“Project conducted in 
cooperation with and sponsored by the Mass Retailing 
Institute.”) [*262 C ]
National Retail Merchants Association. Financial Executives 
Division. Department and specialty store merchandising 
and operating results of 1971, by Jay Scher. 47th ed. New 
York, 1972. 167 p. [*263 N ]
Richards, Steven. Progress report, NRMA’s leased depart­
ment survey. Retail control, v. 40, March 1972, p. 17-30.
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Departmentalizing overhead costs. (In Cost accounting, by 
Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 80- 
93.) [160 B ]
Factory overhead, II: departmentalized. (In Cost accounting, 
by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 218-57.) 
[160 M]
DEPARTMENTALIZING overhead costs. (In Cost accounting, 
by Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 
80-93.) [160 B ]
DEPENDENT care deduction affects many more taxpayers. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 291.
DEPLETION
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence
DEPOSIT FUNDS
See Funds-Mutual
Investment Companies
DEPOSITS
Boyd, John H. Deposit rate setting by savings and loan 
associations: comment. Journal of finance, v. 26, Dec. 1971, 
p. 1155-7.
Goldfeld, Stephen M. Reply, by Stephen M. Goldfeld and 
Dwight M. Jaffee. (Comments) Journal of finance, v. 26, 
Dec. 1971, p. 1158-60.
Klein, Michael A. On the causes and consequences of savings 
and loan deposit rate inflexibility. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
March 1972, p. 79-87.
Government regulation
Colean, Miles L. Commission on financial structure and 
regulation. (Quarterly economic report) Mortgage banker, v. 
32, Feb. 1972, p. 31-4.
United States. President’s Commission on Financial Structure 
and Regulation. Recommendations. Mortgage banker, v. 32, 
Feb. 1972, p. 35-6, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46.
DEPRECIATION and amortization. (New tax developments 
this month) Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 2.
DEPRECIATION changes: what can be made and when? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 33-4.
DEPRECIATION, DEPLETION AND OBSOLESCENCE
See Also Replacements 
Taxation, Depreciation And Depletion 
Under Name Of Country
Barnea, Amir. Note on the cash-flow approach to valuation 
and depreciation of productive assets. Journal of financial 
and quantitative analysis, v. 7, June 1972, p. 1841-6.
Baumol, William J. Optimal depreciation policy: pricing the 
products of durable assets. (Comments and reviews) Bell 
Journal of economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 
1971, p. 638-56.
Baxter, W. T. Depreciation, replacement price, and cost of 
capital, by W. T. Baxter and N. H. Carrier. Journal of 
accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 189-214.
Bogdanow, George B. Cost of depreciation in the capital 
expenditure decision. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, 
May-June 1972, p. 35-41.
Financial Publishing Company. Basic discounted cash flow 
tables, Explanatory text by Charles H. Gushee. Boston, 
c1971. 494 p. [197 F ]
Harding, J. A. Planning at present levels of costs and prices. 
Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, June 1972, p. 173-5.
Leaves from Alan Breck’s notebook. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, Sept. 1972, p. 442-4.
Stauffer, Thomas R. Measurement of corporate rates of 
return: a generalized formulation. Bell journal of economics 
and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 434-69.
Accelerated
Barefield, Russell M. Depreciation policy and the behavior of 
corporate profits, by Russell M. Barefield and Eugene E. 
Comiskey. (Research reports) Journal of accounting research, 
v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 351-8.
Accounting
Archibald, T. Ross. Stock market reaction to the depreciation 
switch-back. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 22-30.
Brannon, Gerard M. Tax policy and depreciation: the case 
for ADR. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 525-33.
Depreciation changes: what can be made and when? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 33-4.
Forsyth, John D. Roles of the equal-life group depreciation 
method. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 33-7.
Goodwin, E. J. Replacement depreciation. (Letters) Man­
agement accounting (Eng.), v. 50, Oct. 1972. p. 319.
Gustafson, George A. Depreciation in governmental accoun­
ting. Federal accountant, v. 21, June 1972, p. 47-59.
Lamden, charles W. Depreciation - a reliability gap. 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 
1972, p. 67-70.
Mullen, Louis E. Estimated useful lives; their historical 
development in the United States and implications for the 
future. National public accountant, v. 17, July 1972, p. 8-14.
Venu, S. Depreciation accounting conventions and reported 
costs - a critique. Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, May 
1972, p. 963-7.
Viswanathan, P. H. Case for re-definition of ‘capital’ St 
‘revenue.’ Management accountant (India), v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 
14-18.
Williams, Jan Robert. Time and use depreciation. Man­
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Cash flow
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Research And Development
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agement (Irish), v. 19, May 1972, p. 29-32.
DEVINE, M. D.
Models for the minimum cost development of offshore oil 
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science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 378-87.
DeVORE, ROBERT W.
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de VOS, NIJS.
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Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, June 1972, p. 55-60.
de VRIES, MARGARET D.
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DeVRIES, RIMMER.
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DEW, R. BERESFORD.
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Beresford Dew and Kenneth P. Gee. Management accoun­
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101, Sept., 1972, p. 33-42.
Tax allocation reconsidered. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
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DEWHURST, R. F. J.
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4, 1972, p. 577.
DeWITT, FRANK.
Measuring management performance. Management accoun­
ting (NAA), v. 54, Nov. 1972, p. 18-22.
DeWITT, ROBERT A.
Cowley, James M. Private foundation’s predicament - how to 
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Center, 1971. Major tax planning for 1972. New York, 1972. 
p. 639-718.) [750.2 S]
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DIDRICHSEN, JON.
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(Reprinted from Appraisal journal, v. 39, April 1971, p. 178- 
93.)
ERB, ROBERT M.
Taylor, William H. Businessman’s guide to Phase 2, by 
William H. Taylor, Robert M. Erb and Michael W. 
Achziger. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 32- 
41.
ERBACHER, PHILIP J.
Is taxpayer’s refund suit necessarily moot if U.S. offers full 
refund? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, March 1972, p. 166- 
77.
Liquidating a Subchapter S corporation: what are the special 
factors to be considered? Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 
1972, p. 28-34.
Should IRS be bound by its own procedural rules in civil tax 
cases? (Effective tax procedures) Journal of taxation, v. 27, 
July 1972, p. 42-4.
ERICH, HELFERT A.
Techniques of financial analysis. Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones- 
Irwin. 1972. 245 p. [224 H ]
ERLER, RAYMOND L.
Rate of return on financial leverage: a paradigm for sensitiv­
ity analysis. Appraisal journal, v. 40, July 1972, p. 369-77.
Rejoinder on leverage. Real estate review, v. 2, Summer 1972, 
p. 81-2.
ERNST, ARMINE CAROL., ed.
Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation, 23rd, 
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings 
.... edited by Armine Carol Ernst. New York, Matthew 
Bender. 1972. 508 p. [250 Oil 2 ]
ERNST AND ERNST.
Clergy’s federal income tax guide. Nashville, Tenn., Abing­
don Press, 1972. 64 p. (For 1972 returns. 1973 edition.) [*250 
Cle 4 ]
Colombia: a digest of principal taxes. New York, 1972. 92 p. 
(International business series) [*759.1 C ]
Denmark; a national profile. Cleveland, c1971. 34 p. (Inter­
national business series) [*759.1 D ]
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Guide to U.S. taxes for U.S. citizens abroad. New York, 
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Ernst and Ernst, 1971. 214 p. [*439 E ]
Italy - a digest of principle taxes. New York, 1972. 88 p. 
(International business series) [*759.1 I ]
Southern Furniture Manufacturers Association. Cost Commit­
tee. Managerial accounting for the furniture manufacturer. 
Prepared by members of the Cost Committee, and Ernst & 
Ernst. 1971. 1 v. (various pagings) (Partial contents. - 
Uniform chart of accounts.) [250 Fur 4 ]
Spain: a national profile. New York, 1972. 38 p. (International 
business series) [*759.1 S ]
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Changes in accounting methods and estimates, errors and 
incomplete records. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn 
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3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 937-90.) [110 W ]
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smoothing problem. Decision sciences, v. 3, April 1972, p. 
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Errors and their correction. (In Intermediate accounting, by 
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ERRORS and their correction. (In Intermediate accounting, by 
Harry Simons. 5th ed. Cincinnati, 1972. p. 977-1015.) [110 
S]
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Aesthetics and the human factor in programming. Dat­
amation, v. 18, July 1972, p. 62, 64, 66-7.
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Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 4, 6.
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taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 194-8.
ESCOBAR LUIS.
Latin America and the international economy. Finance and 
development, v. 8, Dec. 1971, p. 47-51.
ESLEY, CAROLE E.
Medical records. Hospitals, v. 46, April 1, 1972, p. 135-7, 140.
ESSAYS on public utility pricing and regulation.
Trebing, Harry M. , ed. Essays on public utility pricing and 
regulation. East Lansing, Mich., Institute of public utilities, 
Division of research, Graduate school of business adminis­
tration, Michigan state university, 1971. 469 p. (MSU public 
utilities studies) [504.6 T ]
ESSENTIALS of managerial finance,
Weston, J. Fred. Essentials of managerial finance, by J. Fred 
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Rinehart and Winston, 1971. 578 p. [224 W ]
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July 1972, p. 3.
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American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. Establishing 
financial accounting standards; report of the Study on 
Establishment of Accounting Principles. New York, 1972. 
105 p. [*111.1 A]
ESTAFEN, BERNARD D.
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ical systems approach. Academy of management journal, v. 
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ESTATE beneficiaries can get hit from unpaid taxes. Taxation 
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Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 290.
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ing:
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(Estate planning) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 223-30.
Abelle, Barnie E. Settlement options and beneficiary desig­
nations under national service life insurance. (Trusts, 
estates & life insurance) Trusts and estates, v. 111, Aug. 
1972, p. 650-1.
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American Bar Association. Standing Committee on Unau­
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opinion A ..., August, 1959. Unauthorized practice news, v. 
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and minimum). (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of 
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Chapter 72-2.) [750.2 I ]
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p. 490-6.
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p. 20-3.
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flipping a coin. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 264- 
7, 329.
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v. 52, May 1972, p. PB 1-2.
O’Connell, Daniel H. Irrevocable trust with a power to 
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sequences to the grantor. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, 
Spring 1972, p. 31-69.
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Chapter 72-20.) [750.2 I ]
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72-11.) [750.2 I ]
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estates, v. 111, Oct. 1972, p. 770-3, 839-41.
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[*241.5 S]
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augment your estate plan. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 
6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Chapter 
72-6.) [750.2 I ]
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keting facts and ideas) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, 
May 1972, p. 52, 54.
Todorovich, B. J. Liquidity problem in estate planning and 
life insurance. CLU journal, v. 26, Jan. 1972, p. 18-26.
Walkow, Hyman. Estate planning for the handicapped: part 
II. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 284-7. (Part I, by 
C. R. Daughrity, in March 1972, p. 178-81, 244.)
Walsh, Judy W. What you always wanted to know about 
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CPA, v. 44, Jan. 1972, p. 14-23.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Estate planning opportunity for 
executives. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, 
p. 757-8.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Inter-vivos transfers and the 
Byrum case. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 758-9.
Wasserman, William E., ed. Utilization of the estate trust. 
(Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 851-2.
Weiss, Robert L. DISC: an international dimension for 
estates. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Aug. 1972, p. 606-9.
West, David A. Personal financial management, by David A. 
West and Glenn L. Wood. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1972. 
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Wormser, Rene A. Estate planning, the middle class, and 
economics. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of 
Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. 
Chapter 72-7.) [750.2 I ]
Wormser, Rene A. Planning for the protection of incom­
petents, young and old. by Rene A. Wormser, moderator. 
William P. Cantwell, et al, panelists. (In Institute On Estate 
Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. 
Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-15.) [750.2 I ]
Wright, Fredric H. Estate planning for agricultural interests. 
Oklahoma law review, v. 25, Feb. 1972, p. 1-53.
Canada
Silver, Sheldon. Some last-minute thoughts before tax 
reform, by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate 
planning in Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 
1971,p. 552-7.
Silver, Sheldon. Tax reform legislation: existing estate plans, 
by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in 
Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 
154-8; May-June 1972, p. 240-5.
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Weiss, Robert L. DISC: an international dimension for 
estates. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Aug. 1972, p. 606-9.
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Trusts and estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 392-3.
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and Trust Law. Committee on Legal Services for the 
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Nov. 1972, p. 886-87.
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Trusts & estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 882-4, 925-6.
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journal, v. 26, Oct. 1972, p. 41-4.
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by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.,
1972. p. 806-49.) [160 H ]
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the Indian case. Management accountant (India), v. 6, Oct.
1971, p. 557-62.
Lal, H. Foreign trade and economic development. Finance 
and commerce (India), v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 701-4.
McNamara, Robert S. Emphasis on export manufacture. 
Finance and commerce (India), v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 739-48.
Wali, B. M. Primary exports - prospects and problems. 
Finance and commerce (India), v. 15, April 1972, p. 191-6.
Ireland
Byrne, J. J. Now we are ten: the priorities for the Irish 
exporters. Management (Irish), v. 19, July/Aug. 1972, p. 19- 
22.
Garvey, T. J. Free trading in the market. Management (Irish), 
v. 19, July/Aug. 1972, p. 15-17.
Israel
Greenfield, Aryeh. Israeli economy: an investment opportuni­
ty. Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, June 1972, p. 18-19, 52-3.
Japan
Dialogue in print, by Shotaro Kamiya (and others). Fortune, 
v. 86, Aug. 1972, p. 43-85 (passim).
Hummer, William B. Japan still bent on rapid growth. 
Bankers monthly, v. 89, Jan. 1972, p. 22-3, 26-9.
Kawata, Fukuo. Patterns of the Japanese engineering trade 
(1951-1970). Kobe economic and business review, 18th annual 
report, 1971, p. 13-36.
Ozawa, Terutomo. Japan’s technology now challenges the 
West. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, March-April
1972, p. 41-9.
Ozawa, Terutomo. Multinationalism - Japanese style. Co­
lumbia journal of world business, v. 7, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 33- 
42.
Latin America
Escobar Luis. Latin America and the international economy. 
Finance and development, v. 8, Dec. 1971, p. 47-51.
New Zealand
Holmes, F. W. Trends, prospects, policies, with special 
reference to the E.E.C. Accountants’ journal (N. Z ), v. 50, 
Aug. 1971, p. 2-7.
Poland
Douglas, Andrew Ian. East-West trade: the accession of 
Poland to the GATT. (Notes) Stanford law review, v. 24, 
April 1972, p. 748-64.
Romania
Burgess, Jay A. Doing business in eastern Europe: a bus­
inessman’s look at Romania. Business lawyer, v. 27, Jan. 
1972, p. 491-530.
Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Export And Import 
Trade
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guaranteed or insured by eximbank or FCIA. Tax adviser, 
v. 3, July 1972, p. 394-9.
EXPROPRIATIONS
See Also Condemnation
Taxation, United States-Condemnation
Taxation, United States-Cuban Expropria­
tions
Taxation, United States-Expropriations 
Eminent domain. Washington law review, v. 47, Aug. 1972, p. 
732-42.
Sackman, Julius L. Rule of joinder - valuation and severance 
damages. Appraisal journal, v. 40, Oct. 1972, p. 572-87.
Stoebuck, William B. General theory of eminent domain. 
Washington law review, v. 47, Aug. 1972, p. 553-608.
Wesley, Roger C. Establishing minimum compensation 
criteria for use in expropriation disputes. Vanderbilt law 
review, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 939-74.
EXTENDED CARE FACILITIES
See Nursing Homes
EXTENDED unemployment compensation: early experience,
United States. Social Security Administration. Office of 
Research and Statistics. Extended unemployment compen­
sation: early experience, by Sophie R. Dales. Washington, 
1972. 5 p. ( Research and statistics note , no. 7) [*307 U ]
EXTERNAL growth: mergers and holding companies. (In 
Essentials of managerial finance, by Weston and Brigham. 
2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 463-96.) [224 W ]
EXTRACTIVE INDUSTRIES
See Also Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence- 
Extractive Industries
Also Under Specific Industry, 
E.G., Gas, Natural;
Mining And Metallurgy;
Oil Industry; 
Quarries And Quarrying;
Timberlands
Accounting
Johnson, Robert I. Examination of oil and gas reserves. 
(Accounting & auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 79-82.
Lourens, Roy. Financial reporting in the extractive industries: 
an Australian survey, by Roy Lourens and Susan Hender­
son. Melbourne, Australian Society of Accountants, 1972. 
82 p. [*250 Oil 2 ]
Cost accounting
Reed, W. Rowland. Problems in cost measurement extractive 
industries. (In Conference of Accountants, 26th, University 
of Tulsa, 1972. Accounting papers. Tulsa, 1972. p. 36-48.) 
[*102C]
Reports and statements
Lourens, Roy. Development of reporting standards for the 
extractive industries. Australian accountant, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 329-34.
EXTRAORDINARY ITEMS
See Statements, Financial-Income-Extraordinary 
Items
EYRES, RUSSELL R.
Building a hardware maintenance team, by Russell R. Eyres 
and James M. Howe. Datamation, v. 18, Nov. 1972, p. 92-5.
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FABRICANT, SOLOMON.
Rapp, John. Inflation and accounting. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 24-5.
Schwartz, Charles M. Inflation and accounting principles. 
CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 823-9.
Schwieger, Bradley J. Price-level changes. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 33.
FACE-TO-FACE: Ray Brady talks with Abraham Briloff. 
Accounting forum, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 17-22.
FACILITIES
Panet-Raymond, Robert. New approach to facilities plann­
ing. Journal of property management, v. 37, Nov./Dec. 1972, 
p. 277-80.
Sherman, Lawrence. Space facilities planning for tomorrow. 
(Management services) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
101, Aug. 1972, p. 56-9.
FACTORIES
Cost accounting
Factory overhead, I: planned, applied, and actual factory 
overhead with variance analysis. (In Cost accounting, by 
Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 183-217.) 
[160 M ]
Factory overhead, II: departmentalized. (In Cost accounting, 
by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 218-57.) 
[160 M ]
Factory overhead, III: responsibility accounting and report­
ing. (In Cost accounting, by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. 
Cincinnati, O., 1972, p. 258-84.) [160 M ]
Management
Kynaston Reeves, Tom. Theory of organization and behavior 
in batch production factories, by Tom Kynaston Reeves 
and Barry A. Turner. Administrative science quarterly, v. 17, 
March 1972, p. 81-98.
FACTORING
See Also Accounts Receivable-Financing 
Finance Companies
Adler, Marvin. Factoring and commercial financing - a 
mystery solved. National public accountant, v. 17, March 
1972, p. 26-30.
Fisher, David I. Factoring - an industry on the move. 
Conference board record, v. 9, April 1972, p. 42-5.
Ling, Mary. Focus on factoring. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
Jan. 1972, p. 41,43,47,49,51.
Seiler, Jacob. Commercial financing risks outlined for ban­
kers. Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, Jan. 1972, p. 22-3, 48, 
50.
FACTORY overhead, I: planned, applied, and actual factory 
overhead with variance analysis. (In Cost accounting, by 
Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 183-217.) 
[160 M ]
FACTORY overhead, II: departmentalized. (In Cost accounting, 
by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 218- 
57.) [160 M ]
FACTORY overhead. III: responsibility accounting and 
reporting. (In Cost accounting, by Mau and Curry. 5th ed. 
Cincinnati, O., 1972, p. 258-84.) [160 M ]
FAGERBERG, DIXON.
Concerning three mischievous accounts. Accounting review, v. 
47 July 1972, p. 454-7.
FAILURE, reorganization, and liquidation. (In Essentials of 
managerial finance, by Weston and Brigham. 2nd ed. New 
York, 1971. p. 497-522.) [224 W ]
FAILURE to file notices may turn involuntary conversion 
election into a tax disaster. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, 
Aug. 1972, p. 84-5.
FAILURES
See Business Failures
FAIR, RAY C.
Disequilibrium in housing models. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
May 1972, p. 207-21.
FAIR CREDIT BILLING ACT (PROPOSED)
Brock, William Emerson. Proposed Fair credit billing act - 
S.652. Retail control, v. 40, April-May 1972, p. 57-64.
FAIR CREDIT REPORTING ACT
Feld, Lipman G. How dealers are affected by the fair credit 
law. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 1971, p. 128-33.
Garon, Lenore Cooper. Protecting privacy in credit reporting. 
(Notes) Stanford law review, v. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 550-67.
FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT
Menagh, H. Beresford. When you must pay overtime. As­
sociation management, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 47, 49-50.
FAIR market value of inventory can be illusory. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 18.
FAIR VALUE
See Valuation
FAIRBROOK, PAUL.
New meal plan lets students take a ticket to lunch, brunch or 
munch. (Food management) College & university business, v. 
52, May 1972, p. 80.
FAIRCHILD, STEPHEN J.
Anticipated replacement cost theory of asset valuation. 
Managerial planning, v. 21, July/Aug. 1972, p. 27-32, 40.
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Goldston, Eli. Quantification of concern: some aspects of 
social accounting. New York, Carnegie-Mellon University; 
Distributed by Columbia University Press, 1972. 75 p. (1971 
Benjamin F. Fairless memorial lectures) [314.1 G ]
FAIRLEY, JINI.
Fairley, Mike. Tax benefit of cohabitation, by Mike Fairley 
and Jini Fairley. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 22-4.
FAIRLEY, MIKE.
Tax benefit of cohabitation, by Mike Fairley and Jini Fairley. 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 22-4.
FAIRNESS
Chan, Stephen. Present fairly...in conformity with GAAP. 
(Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 22, 24.
Dominiak, Geraldine F. “Present fairly” and generally ac­
cepted accounting principles, by Geraldine F. Dominiak 
and Joseph G. Louderback, III. CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 
1972, p. 45-9.
Fortunato, Frank A. Quest for fairness in accounting. Man­
agement accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 15-18.
Goldberg, Michael B. Fiduciary duty of parent to subsidiary 
corporation. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 57, Oct. 1971, p. 
1223-41.
Nelson, L. Bruce. Generally accepted accounting principles 
and fair presentation. (Comments) University of Colorado 
law review, v. 43, May 1971, p. 51-61.
Spacek, Leonard. Search for fairness in financial reporting to 
the public. Selected addresses looking toward the develop­
ment of sound accounting principles and a more mature 
public accounting profession, 1956-1969. Chicago, Arthur 
Andersen & Co., c1969. 599 p. [111 S ]
Zenor, John L. Fairness doctrine, the automobile, and ecolog­
ical awareness: an affirmative role for the electronic media 
in the pollution crisis. (Notes) Cornell law review, v. 57, 
Nov. 1971, p. 121-36.
FALICK, JAMES.
Cost controls and the design process. Hospitals, v. 46, Feb. 1, 
1972, p. 71-4, 76.
FALK, HAIM.
Financial statements and personal characteristics in invest­
ment decision making. Accounting and business research 
(Eng.), v. 2, Summer 1972, p. 209-22.
FALLOUT from the I.T.T. affair. (Editorial) Fortune, v. 85, May 
1972, p. 151-2.
FALLS, F. CROWDER.
CPA’s responsibility to management of a motor carrier. Motor 
freight controller, Feb. 1972, p. 1-2, 5-6.
FALSE AND MISLEADING STATEMENTS
See Fraud
Professional Ethics-False And Misleading 
Statements
Statements, Financial-False And Misleading 
Statements
FALTERMAYER, EDMUND.
Energy “joyride” is over. Fortune, v. 86, Sept. 1972, p. 98-101. 
178, 180, 182, 184, 186, 188, 191.
Metals: the warning signals are up. Fortune, v. 86, Oct. 1972, 
p. 108-12, 164, 169-70, 174, 176.
FAMA, EUGENE F.
Components of investment performance. Journal of finance, v. 
27, June 1972, p. 551-67.
Perfect competition and optimal production decisions under 
uncertainty. Bell journal of economics and management 
science, v. 3, Autumn 1972, p. 509-30.
FAMILY FOUNDATIONS
See Foundations
FAMILY owned business. Office products, v. 134, Aug. 1971, p. 
32-5.
FAMILY PARTNERSHIPS
See Taxation, United States-Family Partnerships
FAMILY TRANSACTIONS
See Taxation, United States-Family Transactions
FAMILY TRUSTS
See Taxation, United States-Family Trusts
FAMULARO, JOSEPH J., ed.
Handbook of modern personnel administration. New York, 
McGraw-Hill, 1972. 1 v. (various paging) [223.8 F ]
FAN, LIANG-SHING.
Pollution control and the behavior of the firm - a technical 
note, by Liang-Shing Fan and B. R. Froehlich. Engineering 
economist, v. 17, Summer 1972, July-Aug. 1972, p. 261-67.
FAN, S. C.
Postwar price indices of Hong Kong. Singapore accountant, v. 
7, 1972, p. 49-52.
FANTL, IRVING L.
International accounting: a curricular challenge. Collegiate 
news and views, v. 25, Winter 1971, p. 15-17.
FARAGO, PETER J.
Clinical training for underwriters. Best’s review (Life-health 
ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 37-8.
FARBER, DAVID J.
Networks; an introduction. Datamation, v. 18, April 1972, p. 
36-9.
FARBER, PAUL.
Area for deferral of income by adoption of accrual method. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 355.
Delay in Sec. 334(b) (2) liquidation may prove beneficial. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 354-5.
DISC as a subsidiary of a Subchapter S corporation. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 357-8.
Dividend preferable to long-term capital gain for corpo­
ration. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 358-9.
Don’t request permission to change fiscal year if consolidated 
return is contemplated. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 355-6.
Foreign corporations as collapsible corporations. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 356.
Little nonrecognition property can cause a large loss to be 
disallowed. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 353- 
4.
Minimum tax is never done. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 358.
Preserving NOLs by ADR and RA. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, June 1972, p. 358.
FARE thee well “true-and-fair”? (From the editor) South 
African chartered accountant, v. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 279, 281.
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Final word on the theory of dividend policy. Australian 
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FARLEY, JOHN U.
Davis, Otto A. Allocating sales force effort with commissions 
and quotas, by Otto A. Davis and John U. Farley. Man­
agement science, v. 18, Dec. 1971, Part II, p. P-55 - P-63.
FARLEY, MARILYN.
Executive head-hunting. Association and society manager, v. 4, 
Dec./Jan. 1972, p. 33-6, 78.
Helping hand from convention bureaus. Association and 
society manager, v. 4, Aug./Sept. 1972, p. 37-40, 140-2.
FARLEY, PETER J.
Catch that medical growth stock before it takes off. Medical 
economics, v. 49, Nov. 6, 1972, p. 140-1, 145-6, 151-2, 157.
FARLINGER, WILLIAM A.
When companies crash: Atlantic Acceptance, calamity or 
catalyst. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Jan. 1972, p. 12-16.
FARM COOPERATIVES
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FARM CREDIT
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FARMER, DAVID.
Impact of supply markets on corporate planning. Long range 
planning (Eng.), v. 5, March 1972, p. 10-15.
FARMER, GERALD.
Nonresident alien beneficiaries: tax responsibilities of the 
fiduciary. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 280-3, 334.
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION.
See United States. - Farmers Home Administration.
FARMS
See Agriculture 
Taxation, United States-Farmers
FARQUHAR, NORMAN J.
Four key areas of opportunity: the mortgage picture. Pension 
and welfare news, v. 8, April 1972, p. 19, 22, 50.
FARRAR, DONALD E.
Coming reform on Wall Street. Harvard business review, v. 50, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 108-17.
FARRELL, MAURICE L., ed.
Dow Jones And Company. Dow Jones averages, 1885-1970, 
edited by Maurice L. Farrell. Princeton, N. J., Dow Jones 
Books. 1972. 1 v. (unpaged) [724 D ]
FARRELL, RICHARD J.
Comments on the theme: “Why should anyone want to be a 
director?” By Richard J. Farrell and Robert W. Murphy. 
Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 7-22.
FARRELL, WILLIAM A.
Broad administrative powers - post-death rescue. Real prop­
erty, probate and trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 511-17.
FARRINGTON, LESTER C.
Reporting on major weapon systems. GAO review, Spring 
1972,p. 40-6.
FARRIS, GEORGE F.
Control theory in Brazilian organizations, by George F. Farris 
and D. Anthony Butterfield. Administrative science quarterly, 
v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 574-85.
FARRIS, ROBERT G.
Kornfeld, Leo, L. Simulation models: technic for juggling the 
what ifs. By Leo L. Kornfeld, Robert G. Farris, and David 
N. Olson. College & university business, v. 53, Nov. 1972, p. 
31-7.
FARROW, WILLIAM G.
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Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 81-2.
FARWELL, PETER M.
Debt and capital gains taxation. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, 
March-April 1972, p. 101-14.
FASS, AHARON E.
Challenges in international accounting. LKHH accountant, v. 
52, no. 2, 1972, p. 11-16.
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1971, p. 43-53.
FASS, PETER M.
Regulated world of the real estate syndicates. Real estate 
review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 52-6.
FAULSTICH, GEORGE L.
Banking, 1980 style. Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, 
Jan. 1972, p. 41-5.
FAULTY returns can be subjected to the negligence penalty. 
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 9-10.
FAUST, GEORGE R.
Twenty-twenty vision: a view of the future. Public utilities 
fortnightly, v. 90, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 24-32.
FAUX, GEOFFREY.
Politics and bureaucracy in community-controlled economic 
development. Law and contemporary problems, v. 36, Spring
1971, p. 277-96.
FAVA, RICHARD J.
Company-bank relations. Retail control, v. 40, April-May
1972, p. 43-9.
FAVETTA, GEORGE T.
How to integrate qualified plans with social security under 
today’s rules. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
549-65, v. 1)[751 N ]
FAWSETT, EDWARD H.
Newsprint: the slumbering giant. Newspaper controller, v. 25, 
Aug. 1972, p. 6-9, 15-16.
FAYERWEATHER, JOHN.
Attitudes of British and French elite groups toward foreign 
companies. MSU business topics, v. 20, Winter 1972, p. 14- 
24.
Internationalization of business. Annals of the American 
Academy of Political and Social Science, v. 403, Sept. 1972, p. 
1-11.
FAYOLLAT, PAUL D.
HOSPLAN: a financial planning model for hospitals. Arthur 
Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 17-25.
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Feldman, Stephen. , ed. Feasibility of a five year educational 
requirement for New York CPAs. Edited by Stephen 
Feldman and Joel Kaufman. Hempstead, N.Y., Hofstra 
University, 1971. 506 p. (Hofstra University yearbook of 
business, series 8, v. 2.) [107 F ]
FEASIBILITY STUDIES
Chye, Charles Wee Eng. Exponential smoothing technique 
for inventory and production feasibility control system. 
Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 94-9.
Laventhol, Krekstein, Horwath And Horwath. Case for 
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LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, on inside covers. (Also 
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projected information and feasibility studies.)
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Ernst), v. 10, Summer 1971, p. 29-34.
FEATHERSTONE, ROBERT M.
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profitability and the economic outlook. Trusts and estates, v. 
111, Feb. 1972, p. 124-5, 162.
FEDER, ARTHUR A.
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estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 44-51.
FEDERAL budget: its impact on the economy,
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omy, by Michael E. Levy and others. Fiscal 1973 ed. New 
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FEDERAL BUDGETS
See Budgets, National
FEDERAL common law and interstate pollution. (Notes) Har­
vard law review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1439-59.
FEDERAL companies act. (Editorial) Australian accountant, v. 
42, Sept. 1972, p. 325.
FEDERAL CONSUMER CREDIT PROTECTION ACT, 1968 
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FEDERAL CORPORATIONS
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(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 13- 
14.
FEDERAL DEBT
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FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION.
Gibson, William E. Deposit insurance in the United States: 
evaluation and reform. Journal of financial and quantitative 
analysis, v. 7, March 1972, p. 1575-94.
Janssen, Christian T. L. Comment: deposit insurance in the 
United States - evaluation and reform. Journal of financial 
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Journal of finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 637-51.
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GAO review, Fall 1972, p. 1-10. (Reprinted from Money 
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Strachan, Stan. FDIC rebuffed in merger case. Banking, v. 65, 
Sept. 1972, p. 34, 36.
FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT OF 1971
New responsibilities for GAO relating to federal elections. 
GAO review, Spring 1972, p. 68-70.
Webster, George D. New campaign law. (Legal) Association 
management, v. 24, April 1972, p. 24-6, 28.
FEDERAL employees - racial discrimination - back pay remedy 
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11,478. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 25, March 
1972, p. 445-53.
FEDERAL EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ACT
Mitchell, Ray. Federal employers’ liability act: apostasy of 
sufficiency of evidence policy. (Student notes) Mississippi 
law journal, v. 42, Summer 1971, p. 418-29.
FEDERAL estate and gift taxes - code and regulations - as of 
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Commerce Clearing House. Federal estate and gift taxes - 
code and regulations - as of May 1, 1972, Chicago, 1972. 
352 p.[*755 C ]
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the year ended June 30, 1972. Federal accountant, v. 21, 
Sept. 1972, p. 7-12.
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reporting, 1900-1970, annotated. Arlington, Va., F.G.A.A.; 
Distributed by McGregor & Werner, Washington, D.C., 
1971.229 p. [*311 F]
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p. 1-2.
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(Photoreproduction of typescript.) [*314 S ]
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Federal accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 13-19.
FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK BOARD.
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Mortgage banker, v. 32, Feb. 1972, p. 4, 6-8, 10, 13-14, 16, 18, 
20, 22-4.
Jensen, Raymond A. Mortgage standardization: history of 
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uments: FHLMC style. Real property, probate and trust 
journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 435-40.
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purpose? Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 27, 1972, p. 546-9.
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Responsibilities of directors: prospectuses and similar 
statements. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, March 23, 1972, p. 
379-81.
Systems approach to the British industrial training act of 
1964. Accounting and business research (Eng.), no. 5, Winter 
1972, p. 60-7.
Wilderness of mirrors: education for management. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, Jan. 20, 1972, p. 80-4.
GARCHITORENA, VICTORIA P.
Role of SGV in social development. SGV group journal, no. 4,
1971, p. 26-37.
GARCIA, KEN.
Sales prices and cash equivalents. Appraisal journal, v. 40, 
Jan. 1972, p. 7-16.
GARCIA, WILLIAM.
Internal auditing function and the management accountant. 
Management quarterly, v. 13, Summer 1972, p. 30-6.
Operational audits. Cooperative accountant, v. 24, Winter 1971, 
p. 17-27.
GARDNER. CHARLES.
Progress in Atlanta: automated payments plan may set U.S. 
pattern. Banking, v. 64, April 1972, p. 22-26, 50B.
Virginia banking today: what happens when a state lifts the 
lid? Banking, v. 64, June 1972, p. 21-4, 72-6.
What those new Fed rules mean to you: who gains, who 
loses? Banking, v. 64, May 1972, p. 30, 32, 34.
GARDNER, W. DAVID.
IBM vs. the press. (Editor’s readout) Datamation, v. 18, Nov.
1972, p. 57.
Information retrieval: all the news that fits on fiche. (News in 
perspective) Datamation, v. 18, Nov. 1972, p. 169, 172.
3270: where does it fit? (News in perspective) Datamation, v. 
18, Aug. 1972, p. 69.
GARIAN, HARRY Z.
Act of 1971 does not justify blanket consent to discontinue 
filing consolidated returns. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, p. 242-3.
Active business interest income does not bar subchapter S 
election. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 177- 
8.
Ad valorem taxes on mineral property paid by lessee usually 
depletable by lessor. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 375.
Administrative contest precludes current accrual of income 
tax deficiency in penalty tax computations. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 498.
“Administrative leave” payments to injured employee. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442.
Advance payments received for telephone “services” are 
deferrable under Rev. Proc. 71-21. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, May 1972, p. 308.
Alimony claims vs. estate valued on basis of actuarial tables 
not actual events. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 374-5.
Amount and kind of “specific bequest” property must be 
identifiable at death. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 566.
Annuity payments for release of mother’s dower interest in 
inherited property are nondeductible. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 444.
Any permissible depreciation method may be unilaterally 
adopted for first year upon disallowance of improper 
method. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 755.
APB 16-caused variation in financial accounting for acquired 
LIFO inventory, if disclosed, doesn’t terminate election. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 368-9.
Approval of new qualified plans should be requested 
promptly. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 700.
Arm’s length amounts, not negotiations, required for deduc­
tion of rents paid to stockholders. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, May 1972, p. 313.
Bad debt reserve recaptured on Sec. 337 sale of receivables 
for more than “net” (of bad debt reserve) tax basis. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 558-9.
Boot in recapitalization held capital gain to debenture 
holders (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 54.
Broker can borrow vendor’s long shares without closing his 
short sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 756- 
7.
1969 capital loss carryover is deductible up to $1,000 on 
married taxpayer’s separate 1970 return. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 250.
Capital provider for limited partner is not self-employed. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 376-7.
Cash basis corporation taxed on earned income distributed in 
liquidation as collected by shareholders. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 635-6.
Cash paid in lieu of fractional shares in recapitalization 
treated as redemption proceeds. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, July 1972, p. 439-40.
Change in ownership and liquidation of employer qualifies 
lump-sum distribution for capital gain treatment-substan­
tial change in employee make-up unnecessary. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 757-8.
Class life ADR system guidelines released. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 179.
Clearly unallowable items: will be corrected when returns are 
processed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 114.
Collapsible corporations: IRS agrees 1 /3 is “substantial part” 
of taxable income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. April 
1972, p. 252.
Compensatory damages for job discrimination held taxable 
as wages. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 567.
Comprehensive guidelines for disallowance of interest to 
carry tax exempts. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 240-1.
Condemnation award expenses offset against “amount reali­
zed.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 53.
Conformity of useful life for investment credit and deprecia­
tion purposes not required under prior law. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
Consequences of sale of one corporation’s stock to construc­
tively related corporation discussed. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 179-80.
Consolidated returns: integration of stock acquisition tran­
sactions results in reverse acquisition. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 312.
Consolidated return’s reverse acquisition rule applies alt­
hough “acquired” corporation was previously unaffiliated. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 695.
Consolidated returns: subsidiary bank’s dividends eliminated 
from separate PHC computations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, March 1972, p. 182.
Constructive ownership rules do not nullify complete 
redemption of stock. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 
1972, p. 186.
Contingent death benefit bars capital gain status for lump- 
sum distribution. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, 
p. 242.
Contingent payments held alimony despite brevity of in­
stallment period. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, 
p. 439.
Contributions by independent contractor to forfeitable retire­
ment plan are not current income to partnership or partic­
ipating partner. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 
56-7.
Contributions: notice of assignment to obligor not necessary 
to complete donation of debt. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Sept. 1972, p. 568-9.
“Contributions” to neighborhood charity deductible as bus­
iness expenses. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 
563.
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Corporate profit-sharing plan cannot give credit for services 
rendered to partners to predecessor partnership. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 112-13.
Corporation’s loss on sale of property held for stockholders’ 
personal use is nondeductible. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, April 1972, p. 243-4.
Country club costs may be deductible by corporate member. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 434.
Credit for taxes paid by foreign subsidiary on income 
reallocated to U.S. parent limited to latter’s actual foreign 
tax liability. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 639.
Dealer denied deduction for interest allocable to “resale” of 
municipal bonds. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, 
p. 52-3.
Deduction denied for loss of survivor annuity payments and 
related tax benefits due to forfeiture. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442.
Defer recapture of depreciation on Sec. 351 transfer to 
possession corporation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 185.
Deferral of voting rights bars “B” reorganization. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 309.
Deny deduction for legal fees attributable to Sec. 337 sale of 
assets. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 564.
Deny double estate tax deduction for expenses of secondary 
offering of stock. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, 
p. 508.
Depletion previously netted against bonus is not PHC income 
when restored to lessor’s income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 506.
Director fees are self-employment income. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
“Disaster area” casualty losses sustained in first 6 months of 
year can be deducted in prior year. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 500.
DISC can be elected while ID No. and taxable year un­
known. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 565.
DISC election procedures for 1972. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 49.
Discharge of indebtedness relating to partnership business 
property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 443.
Distribution not out of E&P to nonresident alien shareholder 
is subject to withholding. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Sept. 1972, p. 569-70.
Distribution to selling shareholder held dividend to purchas­
ing shareholder. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 
50-1.
Distribution to “shareholders’ trust” completes Sec. 337 
liquidation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 435- 
6.
Dividend arrearage portion of preferred stock redemption 
held capital gain, not dividend equivalent. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 440-1.
Dividend income of employees’ trust loses its character when 
distributed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
376.
Dividends paid within 2 1 /2 months after year-end do double 
duty. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 379.
Divorced parents: “clear preponderance of evidence” suffices 
for special exemption rule. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 124-5.
Domestic organization can conduct charitable activities in 
foreign country. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 
47.
Elected public official's costs of fighting recall are deductible. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972 p. 57-8.
Employee contributions to the U.S. civil service retirement 
fund. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 372.
Employer’s funding of nonqualified deferred compensation 
plan does not result in constructive income to employee. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245.
Entire proceeds of one-year policy included in gross estate 
where premiums paid in contemplation of death. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 180-2.
Estate tax on “capital gain in respect of decedent” deductible 
from capital gain and/or ordinary income. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 567-8.
Estate tax: only expenses of “necessary sales” are deductible 
as administrative expenses - Regs. upheld. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 507-8.
Estimated tax penalty exception; effect of investment credit 
termination. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 
248.
Estimated tax penalty: exception 2 can be based on prior 
year’s subchapter S income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Oct. 1972, p. 634.
Evidence of insurability may be required for group life 
insurance plan covering more than 10 employees. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 184.
Exchange of sole shareholder’s realty for corporation’s farm 
properties. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 568.
Exchange of solely stock warrants for all the stock of another 
corporation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 
571.
Excludability of personal injury damages depends on nature, 
not validity, of claim. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 
1972, p. 502-3.
Exemplify “solid waste disposal facility” exception to “indus­
trial development bonds.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Sept. 1972, p. 570-1.
Filing of amended returns waives privilege for workpapers of 
accountant employed by attorney. (Tax trends) Tax ad­
viser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 307.
“Finance charges” for deferred payments wholly deductible 
as interest by retailer’s customers. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 563-4.
Financial accounting requirements for investment credit. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 114-15.
Financial conformity won’t be required by “repair allowance” 
regs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 374
First 1972 IRB devoted to revised administrative revenue 
procedures. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
115-16.
Foreign tax adjustments extend limitation period for recom­
puting minimum distribution. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Feb. 1972, p. 116.
Foreign tax on exempt earned income can be carried back 
and over as credit. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, 
p. 309-10.
“Forfeitable deposits” on account of unidentified goods are 
deferrable by accrual basis manufacturer. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 374.
Form 1099 will be split up for 1972. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 55.
Form 3903 understates moving expense limitation on 
married- separate returns. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 119-20.
Form 4832 (1971) should be adapted to proposed class life 
ADR regs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 377.
Gain from Sec. 337 sale of prepaid expense item recognized 
under tax benefit rule - CA-3 & Ct. Cls. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 562-3.
Genera), not Sec. 151(e), rules apply when divorced parents 
don’t dispute exemption for children. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 250-1.
Generally, right-of-way pipeline easement costs are amortiz­
able - Rev. Rul. 65-264 revoked. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 121.
Gift tax: IRS guidelines on political organizations as separate 
donees. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 497-8.
Gross income attributes of merged corporation carry over to 
survivor for WHTC computations. (Tax trends) Tax ad­
viser, v. 3. Nov. 1972, p. 694-5.
“Guaranteed winnings” from skillful manipulation of slot 
machines held earned income. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3. July 1972. p. 432-3.
Guidelines: distribution of rights to buy debenture-warrant 
unit. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 570.
Holding period of realty acquired of tax sale. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 563.
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H.R. 10 plan: owner-employee can’t “prematurely” withdraw 
voluntary contributions. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 
1972, p. 315-16.
H.R. 10 plan: pre-3/6/72 voluntary contribution may be 
prematurely withdrawn by owner-employee. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 755-6.
If not required for merger, shareholders’ approval not 
required for assumption of stock option. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972 p. 53.
If return fraudulent, 50% penalty applies to all deficiencies. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 638.
Illustrate “automatic” long-term holding period for property 
sold by testamentary trust within 6 months. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 760.
Impact of Phases I-II dividend restrictions on Sec. 531 tax 
restated. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 377-8.
Improper deduction for closed year held “tax benefit” income 
in year credited to surplus via camouflaged Schedule M 
entry. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 311-12.
Incidental repair costs attributable to manufactured goods 
must be capitalized in inventory valuation. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 759.
“Income forecast” depreciation for films and “speculative 
income.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, P. 51-2.
Indefinite pre-retirement death benefit disqualifies employees’ 
plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 501-2.
Indemnity insurance premium deductible by nonprofessional 
trustee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 504.
Individual estimated tax penalty: use of standard deduction 
in expection 4 computation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 369-70.
Individuals generally must first use automatic extension 
procedure. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 
178.
Individual’s moving expenses are business expenses for NOL 
purposes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 373-4.
Initial disqualification of deferred compensation plan is not 
forever. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 365.
Installment method: convertible debenture is not year-of-sale 
payment - prior law. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 54.
Installment method election by subchapter S corporation. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p 314-15.
Installment reporting by personalty dealers: multi-year pay­
ment requirement tested on aggregate - not transactional - 
basis. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 185-6.
Insuring of municipal bonds does not affect interest exempt­
ion. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 375.
Intercompany debt loses character after lengthy default 
period - accrued interest deductions disallowed. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 122-3.
Interest on loans to carry key man life insurance (pre-1963 
policy) deductible - CA conflict. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, March 1972, p. 184.
Interest on Sec. 531 tax runs from notice and demand, not 
from due date of income tax return. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 116-17.
Intrafamily gift and leaseback upheld; guardian-donor-lessee 
allowed deduction for rental payments. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 636-8.
Investment credit recaptured from shareholder of subchapter 
S corporation after election terminated and stock interest 
reduced by 35%. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 379-80.
Investment management adviser to member-colleges held 
charitable organization. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 180.
Involuntary conversion does not include voluntary sale of 
timber uprooted by hurricane. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Oct. 1972, p. 638-9.
Involuntary guarantee of supervisor’s loan results in business 
bad debt to employee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972, p. 122.
IRS discusses separate entity and Sec. 482 aspects of DISCs. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 310-11.
IRS discusses tax aspects of tuition postponement plan. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 248-9.
IRS insists “contingent liability” to SUB plan is not currently 
accruable. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 242.
IRS insists: “head of household” and dependent son must 
have same “home.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 241.
IRS insists on inputing interest if patent transfer not within 
Sec. 1235 - but TC disagrees. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 501.
IRS insists political campaign contributions are taxable gifts. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 46-7.
IRS Limits limited partner’s tax basis. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245.
IRS proposes to recognize only “full” and “modified” ab­
sorption methods in inventory valuations. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 47-8.
IRS reconsidering proposed inventory regs. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 376.
Land lease payments disregarded in computing cost of new 
residence. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 561.
Land leashold used in subleasing business is Sec. 1231 
property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 308.
Lapse of intervening short period does not bar Sec. 531 
deduction for post-year-end dividends. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 564-5.
Lessee of condemned property can invoke nonrecognition 
provision. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 112.
Lift suspension on furnishing employee’s last W-2 form. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 439.
Liquidation distribution and like-kind exchange of partner­
ship property equated to sale of partnership interest. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 53-4.
Long-term contract accounting regulations reproposed. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 49-50.
Loss denied (CA-8) and allowed (CA-5) for “permissive 
demolition” of lessor’s building by lessee. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 436-7.
Loss denied for demolition permitted, but not required, by 
lease - CAs 7 and 9 conflict. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, p. 249-50.
Loss on sale of property accrued in year of contract, not 
closing. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 309.
Manufacturer’s “holdback” charge is not part of auto sale 
price. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 636.
Marital trust status denied because of 1-year delay in income 
distribution. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 
565-6.
Master trust retains exemption despite plan of one employer. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 113.
Mere authorization of salary results in constructive receipt by 
controlling shareholder of solvent corporation. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 696-8.
Momentary affiliation during split-up does not affect sub­
chapter S election. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 
1972, p. 503.
Mutual fund shares valued at bid, not asked, price - circuit 
courts equally divided. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 
1972, p. 441-2.
Net security losses reduce B&L’s E&P as recognized. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 696.
Ninety-day limitation on residential fixing-up expenses. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 378-9.
N.J. franchise tax accrues in “privilege-base” period - rev. rul. 
70-652 revoked. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 
48-9.
No-compete forfeiture amendment to qualified employees’ 
plan upheld - except to extent retroactive. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 111-12.
No interest on Sec. 531 tax before payment demanded - IRS 
concedes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 505- 
6.
No loss recognized when depreciated securities (not employ­
er’s stock) distributed by qualified plan. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119.
“No strings” contribution of 5-year leasehold held deductible 
only in year of transfer -pre-TRA. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 123.
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NOL carryback eliminates multiple surtax penalty. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 370.
Nonrecognition of gain limited where only remainder interest 
subject to involuntary conversion. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, March 1972, p. 184-5.
Nonrecourse, virtually unsecured, convertible “loan” to 
partnership held “really risk capital.” (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 561-2.
One-man personal service corporation can adopt pension 
plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 113.
Ordinary negligence in use of weed killer doesn’t bar casualty 
loss deduction for lawn damage. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, May 1972, p. 313-14.
Organization representing public interest in tax matters is 
exempt as social welfare organization. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 123-4.
Original issue discount “attributable to” conversion feature 
of bond is not amortizable by issuer - regs. upheld. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 437-9.
Original issue discount not affected by lapse of attached 
warrants. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 380.
Originated mortgages may be inventoried by dealer in such 
securities. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 759.
Partial liquidations: “5-year active business” test must be met 
when business sold. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 55-6.
“Party to a reorganization” defined. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, July 1972, p. 443-4.
Payment to employee’s widow held gift - CA-2 deplores TC’s 
post-Duberstein decisions. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 182-4.
Pension not taxable to widow of fireman killed while on duty. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 566.
Periodic payments not taxable “alimony” after obligation to 
pay terminates under state law. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, May 1972, p. 308-9.
PHC: capital gain deduction must be reduced by “attribut­
able to” tax even though not accrued. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 372-3.
PHC: FMV, not tax basis, of property distribution deductible 
as dividends paid. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, 
p. 433-4.
Political contribution guidelines for cost of tickets to fund- 
raising affairs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 
633-4.
Postpone application of “look through ” ruling to federated 
cooperatives. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 59.
Power to cancel group-term insurance by terminating em­
ployment is not incident of ownership - IRS concedes. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 500-1.
Pre-1954 Code adjustment limited where taxpayer and then 
IRS initiate changes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 250.
Pre-1969 TRA treatment of “convertible installment ob­
ligations” explicated. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 559-60.
Premium attributable to conversion feature of corporate note 
was (pre-TRA) deductible - 3 circuits agree. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 434-5.
Prerequisites for rulings on limited partnership with corpo­
rate general partner. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972,p. 121-2.
Private foundations: final regs. on valuation of noncharitable 
assets previewed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 
1972, p. 179.
Private foundations: 1972 minimum investment return rates. 
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Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Oct. 1971, p. 102.
Raby, William L. Chronicles of Sexat. (Back talk) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 97-8. (Reprinted from the 
prologue of Income tax and business decisions, Prentice-Hall, 
1964.)
Satirist, A. Embezzle - for fun and profit. (Seriously now ...) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Sept. 1972, p. 12, 14- 
15.
Sawyer, Lawrence B. How do you make oral reports, Grand­
father? (Grandfather series) Internal auditor, v. 29, Sept./ 
Oct. 1972, p. 47-52.
Stevenson, James. Communicating with your head. Colorado 
CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 3-5.
This is my life, by an Industrious Accountant, with illus­
trations by Finbow. London, Gee & Co., 1971. 159 p. (“A 
selection from the popular weekly feature in The Accoun­
tant. ”) [*980 T ]
Thomas, Arthur L. Chambers-Kennelly-McRae-Reilly-Welt­
mer thesis: an addendum. Abacus (Sydney Univ., Aus­
tralia), v. 8, June 1972, p. 75.
HUNT, E. K.
Sherman, Howard J. Pollution in radical perspective, by 
Howard J. Sherman and E. K. Hunt. Business and society 
review, Autumn 1972, p. 48-53.
HUNT, GEORGE E.
Audit preparation. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 84.
HUNT. J. G.
Leadership-style effects at two managerial levels in a sim­
ulated organization. Administrative science quarterly, v. 16, 
Dec. 1971, p. 476-85.
HUNT, LACY.
Black, Stanley W. Reply. (Comments) Journal of finance, v. 
27, March 1972, p. 134-5.
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HUNT, LACY H.
Valentini, John J. Eurodollar borrowing by New York banks 
and the rate of interest on Eurodollars: comment, by John 
J. Valentini and Lacy H. Hunt. (Comments) Journal of 
finance, v. 27, March 1972, p. 130-3.
HUNT, PEARSON,
Basic business finance: text and cases, by Pearson Hunt, 
Charles M. Williams and Gordon Donaldson. 4th ed. 
Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, 1971. 957 p. [205 H ]
HUNT COMMISSION.
See United States. - President’s Commission On 
Financial Structure
And Regulation.
HUNTER, ALLAN OAKLEY.
Year just past has been a year of uncertainty and change. 
Mortgage banker, v. 32, Dec. 1971, p. 38, 40, 42-3.
HUNTER, ROBERT D.
Concept of working capital. Journal of commercial bank 
lending, v. 54, March 1972, p. 24-30.
HURRICANES
See Disasters
HURST, BETH.
CPA: seen through the eyes of his teenage daughter. Georgia 
CPA, v. 13, no. 3, 1971-72, p. 24.
CPA: seen through the eyes of his teenage daughter. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, 
p. 106.
HURTADA, CORYDON D.
System to measure EDP. Journal of systems management, v. 23, 
Jan. 1972, p. 32-5.
HURWITZ, LAWRENCE N.
Spin-offs, shells and the brokerage role. (In William S. 
Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorganization. New 
York, 1972. p. 200-6.) [226 M ]
HURWOOD, DAVID L.
Marketing: spurred by the slump. Conference board record, v. 
9, Sept. 1972, p. 35-7.
Some guidelines for advertising budgeting, by David L. 
Hurwood and James K. Brown. New York, Conference 
Board, 1972. 65 p. (Conference Board report, no. 560) [*206.7 
H]
HUSSEY, D. E.
Corporate planning and budgetary control. Accountant (Eng ), 
V. 167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 203-4.
Corporate planning does work. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Aug. 3, 1972, p. 138-9.
Corporate planning: ethics and social responsibility. Accoun­
tant (Eng ), v. 167, Sept. 21, 1972, p. 355-7.
Corporate planning: problems and benefits. CGA, v. 6, Jan.- 
Feb. 1972, p. 9-12.
Corporate planning: some experiences with a company 
model. Accountant (Eng ), v. 167, Sept. 7, 1972, p. 289-90.
Corporate planning: some thought on profit objectives. 
Accountant (Eng ), v. 167, Oct. 12, 1972, p. 454-5.
Strategic planning for international business. Long range 
planning, v. 5, June 1972, p. 16-20.
Strategic planning in international business. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, March 9, 1972, p. 305-6.
HUSSIAN, VINCENT P.
RX for top management: a periodic checkup of EDP oper­
ations. California management review, v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 
31-7.
HUTCHINGS, T. DARRYL.
How four professionals see their role on the management 
team: the accountant. Cost and management (Canada), v. 
45, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 28-9.
HUTCHINSON, JACK.
Packaged software - what’s ahead for the insurance industry? 
Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, May 1972, p. 73- 
4, 76, 78, 80, 82.
Packaged software - what’s ahead for the insurance industry? 
(Methods and management) Best’s review (Life/health ed.), 
v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 88-95.
HUTCHISON, GORDON B.
Using a mini-computer in a small accounting office. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 49-51.
HUTNER, ALAN N.
Taxes and time sharing. Tax executive, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 80- 
116.
HUTTON, EDWIN H.
Business computer time-sharing. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 
45, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 26-7.
HUTTON, ROY F.
Highlights of ADR, by Roy F. Hutton and Jack Salomon. 
(Tax notes) SDL newsletter, v. 10, Fall 1972, p. 7-9.
HUYCK, PHILIP M.
Brazil vitalizes its capital market. Columbia journal of world 
business, v. 7, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 58-66.
HYDE, DAVID R.
Stockholder suit. (Directors’ liability problems) Conference 
board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 49-50.
HYDE, MACLAY R.
Domestic international sales corporation in perspective and 
operation, by Maclay R. Hyde and Michael E. Murphy. 
Business lawyer, v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 43-61.
HYLE, HOWARD H.
Ecology and the retail food business today. Atlanta economic 
review, v. 22, Oct. 1972, p. 25-31.
HYMAN, SIGMUND M.
Pension reform: a new coalition is needed. Pension and 
welfare news, v. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 30-2, 34.
HYNES, LEONARD.
Tomorrow’s opportunities for Canadian management talent. 
CGA, v. 6, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 4-8.
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And Control System
____ Legislative Audit Commission,
Fifteenth annual report, submitted to the members of the 
77th General assembly of the state of Illinois. Springfield, 
Ill., 1972. 57 p. [*322 I ]
IBM’S powerful partner: the Accounting Principles Board. 
Computers and automation, v. 21, April 1972, p. 31-2.
ICELAND.
Organisation For Economic Co-Operation And Development. 
Iceland. Paris, 1972. 59 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O]
ILLINOIS. UNIVERSITY.
______ Center for International Education and Research 
in Accounting.
Winjum, James Ole. Role of accounting in the economic 
development of England: 1500-1750. Urbana, Ill., Center 
for International Education and Research in Accounting, 
University of Illinois, 1972. 252 p. (Monograph 6) [109.2 G ]
ICMA elect FCA. (Commentary) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 
1972,p. 5.
IDLENESS
Tibrewala, R. Optimal scheduling of two consecutive idle 
periods, by R. Tibrewala, D. Philippe and J. Browne. 
Management science, v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 71-5.
IFA congress in Madrid. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 26, 1972, 
p. 532.
IGLEHART, DONALD L.
Inventory systems with imperfect asset information, by 
Donald L. Iglehart and Richard C. Morey. Management 
science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 388-94.
IGNALL, EDWARD J.
On experimental designs for computer simulation exper­
iments. (Notes) Management science, v. 18, March 1972, p. 
384-8.
IHRER, FRED C.
Benchmarking vs. simulation. Computers and automation, v. 
21, Nov. 1972, p. 8-10, 13.
IJIRI, YUJI.
Approximations to interest formulas. Journal of business (U. of 
Chicago), v. 45, July 1972, p. 398-401.
Chambers, Raymond J. Measurement in current accounting 
practice: a critique. Accounting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 
488-509.
Measurement in current accounting practices: a reply. Ac­
counting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 510-26.
ILERSIC, A. R.
Corporate tax reform a l’anglaise. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 453-7.
U.K. budget 1972. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 
1972, p. 159-65.
ILLUSTRATIONS of accounting policy disclosure:
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Illus­
trations of accounting policy disclosure: a survey of appl­
ications of APB opinion no. 22, edited by Hortense Good­
man. New York, 1972. 73 p. [* 111.1 A ]
ILLUSTRATIVE internal control questionnaires. (In Auditing 
for management, by John A. Edds. Toronto, 1971. p. 213- 
20.) [201 E ]
IMA director named. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, July 
1972, p. 63.
IMAI, YUTAKA.
Equilibrium in the pricing of capital assets, risk-bearing debt 
instruments, and the question of optimal capital structure: 
a comment. By Yutaka Imai and Mark Rubinstein. (Com­
munications) Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 
7, Sept. 1972, p. 2001-3.
Financial structure and the theory of production: comment. 
Journal of finance, v. 36, Dec. 1971. p. 1166.
Haugen, Robert A. Equilibrium in the pricing of capital 
assets, risk-bearing debt instruments, and the question of 
optimal capital structure: a reply. By Robert A. Haugen 
and James L. Pappas. (Communications) Journal of finan­
cial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Sept. 1972, p. 2005-8.
IMBERMAN, A. A.
RX for unionization threats: listen to your employees. Mag­
azine of bank administration, v. 48, March 1972, p. 26-9.
These executive traits cause personnel problems. Office, v. 74, 
Dec. 1971, p. 12-16.
What kinds of executives cause labor trouble? Best’s review 
(Life-health ed.), v. 72, Dec. 1971, p. 10, 12, 62-4.
IMES, I. E.
Guidelines for effective managers. Atlanta economic review, v. 
22, April 1972, p. 4-7.
ILLEGAL payments, kickbacks, etc., have extra high tax cost. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 176.
ILLINOIS.
______ Dept. of Insurance.
Illinois solidity tests. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, Jan. 
1972, p. 26, 28.
IMMEDIATE joint life and survivor annuities. By our insurance 
correspondent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 20, 1972, p. 
79-80.
IMMEDIATE life annuity costs (as of November 1, 1972.) 
(Best’s review study) Best’s review, (Life-health ed.), v. 73, 
Nov. 1972, p. 50-2.
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IMPACT of franchising on small business
United States. Senate. Select Committee on Small Business. 
Subcommittee on Urban and Rural Economic Develop­
ment. Impact of franchising on small business; hearings, 
ninety-first Congress, second session. Part 2, March 30 and 
April 24, 1970. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1970. p. 
505-882. [*209.5 U ]
IMPACT of OSHA. Association management, v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 
35-42.
IMPACT of the '69 Tax reform act on the fifteen largest U.S. 
foundations
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Banking and Currency. Subcommittee on Domestic 
Finance. Fifteen largest United States foundations; finan­
cial structure and the impact of the Tax reform act of 1969. 
Staff report, 92d Congress, first session, July 15, 1971. New 
York, Commerce Clearing House, 1971. 27 p. ( Committee 
print. Private foundations reporter, no. 3, supplement, July 
29, 1971. Cover title: Impact of the '69 Tax reform act on 
the fifteen largest U.S. foundations.) [*250 Fou 2 ]
IMPACTS of participative management: panel discussion, by 
Robert L. Froehlke (and others). Armed forces comptroller, 
v. 17, Summer 1972, p. 26-34.
IMPLEMENTATION of APB opinions nos. 16 and 17.
Pivar, Samuel. Implementation of APB opinions nos. 16 and 
17. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 58-65.
IMPLICATIONS of the Atlanta payment study; a dialogue, by 
Brown R. Rawlings (and others). Magazine of bank admin­
istration, v. 48, Oct. 1972, p. 16-22.
IMPORT TRADE
See Export And Import Trade
IMPORTANCE of budgeting. (In Financial and accounting guide 
for nonprofit organizations, by Malvern J. Gross. New 
York, 1972. p. 277-98.) [250 Non ]
IMPROPER ACCUMULATION OF SURPLUS
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits
IMPROPERLY filled in payroll tax returns keep the quarter 
open. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 378.
IMPROVING and updating your staff manual. (Managing your 
practice) Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, p. 36-7.
IMPROVING management for more effective government:
United States. General Accounting Office. Improving man­
agement for more effective government: 50th anniversary 
lectures of the United States General Accounting Office, 
1921-1971. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. 285 p. 
[*319.1 G ]
IMPROVING productivity with a three-day workweek. 
(Methods and management) Best’s review (Life-health 
ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 81.
IMPROVING the firm’s cash flow. (Practitioners’ forum) Ac­
countants’ Journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Oct. 1971, p. 106-7.
IN memoriam: Harry M. Beel, CPA. Louisiana certified public 
accountant, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 59.
IN search of identity:
Buckley, John W. In search of identity: an inquiry into 
identity issues in accounting. Los Angeles, California CPA
Foundation for Education and Research, 1972. 160 p. [107 
B]
INADVERTENT Sub S termination usually a tax disaster. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 11-12.
INCENTIVES
See Also Motivation
Also Under Specific Type, E.G., Bonus
Alaskin, Louis P. “Marshmallow” incentive pays off in 
dollars. Industrial engineering, v. 4, June 1972, p. 24-7.
Burdon, S. W. R. Share incentive schemes for executives: a 
survey of current practice. London, British Institute of 
Management, 1971. 40 p. (Management survey report, no. 6.) 
[*223.7 B ]
Cooley, John W. Federal accountant’s role in providing 
organizational incentives. Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec.
1971, p. 3-19.
Copeman, George. Share option boom boosts effort. Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 10-13.
Dearden, John. How to make incentive plans work. Harvard 
business review, v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 117-24.
Dooskin, Herbert P. Compensating the executive during 
Phase II. Financial executive, v. 40, June 1972, p. 28-32, 34.
Fein, Mitchell. Restoring the incentive to wage incentive 
plans. Conference board record, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 17-21.
Frank, Werner G. Evaluation of wage incentives: fixed costs, 
revisited. (Education research) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan.
1972, p. 155-60.
Giesler, Herbert C. Compensation and motivation. Financial 
executive, v. 40, June 1972, p. 16-20.
Glueck, William F. Worker management in Yugoslavia: an 
impressive incentive and participation system, by William 
F. Glueck and Dragoljub Kavran. Business horizons, v. 15, 
Feb. 1972, p. 31-9.
Greene, Charles N. Satisfaction-performance controversy - 
new developments and their implications. Business 
horizons, v. 15, Oct. 1972, p. 31-41.
Grela, John J. Executive compensation. (In Vancil, Richard 
F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. 
p. 75-101.) [223.7 V]
How a bad program cuts costs. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 54, Nov. 1972, p. 60-1.
Koehn, William J. Employer protection against loss of the 
key employee, by William J. Koehn and Peter E. Ptacek. 
Iowa law review, v. 57, Oct. 1971, p. 75-124.
Meager, Bert L. Does profit sharing pay? A comparative 
study of the financial performance of retailers with and 
without profit sharing programs, by Bert L. Meager and 
Jerome A. Colletti. Evanston, Ill., Profit Sharing Research 
Foundation, c1971. 115 p. [*208.5 M ]
Meyer, Carl S. Now requirements for sales compensation. 
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 17-20.
Murray, Paul. Do incentive schemes work? Management 
(Irish), v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 48-51.
Patton, Arch. Why incentive plans fail. Harvard business 
review, v. 50, May-June 1972, p. 58-66.
Peters, Donald H. Reward functions to reinforce a goal-based 
management process. Management science, v. 18, Aug. 1972, 
p. 663-75.
Rice, Denis, T. “Restricted stock” as executive incentives: 
interplay between IRC section 83 and SEC rule 144. 
Business lawyer, v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 127-34.
Rock, Milton L. , ed. Handbook of wage and salary adminis­
tration. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 1 v. (various pag­
ings) [208 R ]
Rosow, Jerome M. Now is the time for productivity bargain­
ing. Harvard business review, v. 50, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 78-89.
Shepard, Jon M. On Alex Carey’s radical criticism of the 
Hawthorne studies. Academy of management Journal, v. 14, 
March 1971, p. 23-32.
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Singer, Edwin J. Human resources: obtaining results from 
people at work, by Edwin J. Singer and John Ramsden. 
London, McGraw-Hill, 1972, 197 p. [223.8 S ]
Striker, Allan M. Executive incentive compensation, by Allan 
M. Striker and Julian L. Carr. Management adviser, v. 9, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 21-8.
von Kaas, H. K. Making wage incentives work, by H. K. von 
Kaas in collaboration with A. J. Lindemann. New York, 
American Management Association, 1971. 195 p. [208 V ]
Wilson, Sidney R. Incentive approach to executive develop­
ment; the management of controllable factors. Business 
horizons, v. 15, April 1972, p. 15-24.
Great Britain
Oetking, Robert. Executive incentives in Britain. (London 
finance) Bankers monthly, v. 89, May 1972, p. 28, 30-1.
Share incentive schemes: tax provisions in the new finance 
bill. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 27, 1972, p. 542-4; May 
4, 1972,p. 575-6.
Wilson, Henry A. V. Added value and money averages in 
company-wide incentive scheme. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 212-15.
South Africa
Putterill, M. S. Economic development area incentives. South 
African chartered accountant, v. 8, May 1972, p. 163-5.
INCOME
See Also Earnings
Statements, Financial-Income 
Taxation, United States-Income 
Wages, Fees, Salaries
Ball, Ray. Some time series properties of accounting income, 
by Ray Ball and Ross Watts. Journal of finance, v. 27, June 
1972, p. 663-81.
Barrett, M. Edgar. Case against one set of books for financial 
and tax accounting, by M. Edgar Barrett and Gerald J. 
Holtz. Financial executive, v. 40, Sept. 1972, p. 30-42, 
passim.
Bawly, Dan A. How inflation erodes income. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, May 4, 1972, p. 578-82.
Copeland, Ronald M. Financial bath: is it common? By 
Ronald M. Copeland and Michael L. Moore. MSU business 
topics, v. 20, Autumn, 1972, p. 63-9.
Crum, William F. Causes that underlie changes in corporate 
earnings. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Feb. 1972, 
p. 38-40.
Fogelberg, Graeme. Interim income determination: an exam­
ination of the effects of alternative measurement tech­
niques. Journal of accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 
215-35.
Gerber, Hans U. Games of economic survival with discrete- 
and continuous-income processes. Operations research, v. 20, 
Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 37-45.
Gilchrist, R. R. Managing for profit - the added value 
concept. London, George Allen and Unwin, 1971. 165 p. 
[205.3 G ]
Glautier, M. W. E. Theoretical consideration of accounting 
profit with particular reference to the assessment of operat­
ing efficiency. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, 
Summer 1972, p. 5-14.
Gonedes, Nicholas J. Income-smoothing behavior under 
selected stochastic processes. Journal of business (University 
of Chicago), v. 45, Oct. 1972, p. 570-84.
Hawkins, David F. Financial reporting practices of corpo­
rations. Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, c1971, 1972. 449 
p. [221 H]
Income effects of alternative product-costing methods. (In 
Cost accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 308-48.) [160 H ]
Mattessich, Richard. Market value method according to 
Sterling: a review article. Abacus (Sydney Univ., Australia) 
v. 7, Dec. 1971, p. 176-93.
Modifications of the distribution of income and control. (In 
Basic business finance, by Hunt, Williams and Donaldson. 
4th ed. Homewood, Ill., 1971. p. 452-70.) [205 H ]
Polinsky, A. Mitchell. Shortsightedness and nonmarginal 
Pareto optimal redistribution. (Communications) American 
economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 972-9.
Some special problems of income determination. (In Inter­
mediate accounting, by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlat­
kovich and John Arch White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. 
p. 885-936.) [110 W ]
Stamp, Edward. Income and value determination and chang­
ing price levels: an essay towards a theory. Accountants’ 
journal (N. Z.), v. 51, Aug. 1972, p. 15-30.
Sterling, Robert R. Market value method according to 
Sterling: a reply. (Books) Abacus (Sydney Univ., Australia), 
v. 8, June 1972, p. 91-101.
Styler, William F. Problems in income measurement - leasing. 
(In Conference of Accountants, 26th, University of Tulsa, 
1972. Accounting papers. Tulsa, 1972. p. 49-59.) [*102 C ]
Thomas, Arthur L. Chambers-Kennelly-McRae-Reilly-Welt­
mer thesis: an addendum. Abacus (Sydney Univ., Aus­
tralia), v. 8, June 1972, p. 75.
Thurow, Lester C. American distribution of income; a struc­
tural problem. A study prepared for the use of the Joint 
Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, by 
Lester C. Thurow and Robert E. B. Lucas. Washington, 
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 50 p. (Joint committee print, 
92d Congress, 2d session) [*933 T ]
Use of securities to allocate income, risk and control. (In 
Basic business finance, by Hunt, Williams and Donaldson. 
4th ed. Homewood, Ill., 1971. p. 364-84.) [205 H ]
Wright, F. K. Recognition of income from share investments, 
by F. K. Wright and G. B. Mitchell. Australian accountant, 
v. 41, Oct. 1971, p. 383-6.
Yoshihara, Kunio. Growth rate as a determinant of the 
savings ratio. Hitotsubashi journal of economics, v. 12, Feb. 
1972, p. 60-72.
Deferred
See Deferred Income
Government regulation
Hein, John. Aspects of incomes policies abroad. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972. 57 p. (Conference Board report, no. 
563.) [*200.1 H]
Marginal
Direct costing and the contribution margin. (In Cost accoun­
ting, by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 
585-610.) [160 M ]
Heywood, T. E. Contribution pictures can tell the basic story. 
Management accounting (Eng.), v. 49, Nov. 1971, p. 327-31.
National
See Also Social Accounting
Ruggles, Nancy. Design of economic accounts, by Nancy 
Ruggles and Richard Ruggles. New York, National Bureau 
of Economic Research; distributed by Columbia University 
Press, 1970. 184 p. (General series, no. 89.) [314.1 R ]
Seymour-Smith, L. Data which paints the picture: statistics 
about income. (Analysing the business scene) Certified 
accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 331-4.
Timberlake, Richard H. Money and banking, by Richard H. 
Timberlake and Edward B. Selby. Belmont, Calif., Wad­
sworth, 1972. 628 p. (Partial contents (p. 111-27): National 
income accounting and determination.) [610 T ]
______ Great Britain
Seymour-Smith, L. Standard at which we live. (Analysing the 
business scene) Certified accountant (Eng.), Nov. 1972, p. 
591-3, 635.
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United States. Office of Business Economics. 1971 business 
statistics. 18th biennial ed. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. 
Off., 1971. 1 v. (various pagings) “Biennial supplement to 
the Survey of current business. " [*317 U ]
Net
Beams, Floyd A. Income reporting: continuity with change. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Aug. 1972, p. 23-7.
Personal
Cutt, James. Comparative analysis of alternative income 
support programs in Canada, by James Cutt, John Tysall 
and Leigh Bailey. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 73-100.
Statistics
Linden, Fabian Surplus income. (Consumer markets) Confer­
ence board record, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 31-3.
Seymour-Smith, L. Data which paints the picture: statistics 
about income. (Analysing the business scene) Certified 
accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 331-4.
Unearned
See Deferred Income
INCOME effects of alternative product-costing methods. (In 
Cost accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Eng­
lewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 308-48.) [160 H ]
INCOME-IN-RESPECT-OF-A-DECEDENT deduction for items 
is quite broad. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 
107.
INCOME property valuation:
Kinnard, William N. Income property valuation: principles 
and techniques of appraising income-producing real estate. 
Lexington, Mass., Heath Lexington Books, 1971. 510 p. 
(Studies in business, industry and technology) [250 Rea ]
INCOMES policy for all. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 5, 1972, 
p. 409-11.
INCOMPLETE RECORDS
See Statements, Financial-From Incomplete Data
INCONSISTENT POSITIONS
See Taxation, United States-Inconsistencies
INCORPORATING the professional practice.
Ray, George E. Incorporating the professional practice. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 216 p. [250 Pro 
2]
INCORRECT power of attorney may delay settlement. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 262.
INCREASED benefits are available April 1 under AICPAIT 
group insurance plan. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, March 1972, p. 11.
INCREMENT AND DECREMENT COSTS
See Also Direct Costs
Marginal Costs
Baumol, William J. Rate making: incremental costing and 
equity considerations. (In Trebing, Harry M., ed. Essays on 
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sibility. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, Feb. 1972, p. 
52-4.
Wagner, John J. User involvement in management infor­
mation. Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, Jan. 1972, p. 26, 50- 
1.
Waiting for the data base, by Richard J. Brewer (and others). 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, Nov. 1972, p. 32-4.
Welke, Lawrence A. Review of file management systems. 
Datamation, v. 18, Oct. 1972, p. 52-4.
Williamson, Richard L. Systems approach in business. (Man­
agement services) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, 
Dec. 1971, p. 457-9.
Witt, Horst. Experiences gained in the organization of an 
integrated financial accounting and information system. 
Journal UEC, July 1972, p. 189-95.
Woodfin, Paul B. Should your company’s taxmen be using 
computer time-sharing? Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, 
Summer-Autumn 1972, p. 22-9.
Wyatt, Peter. Centralized information processing pays off for 
the Salvation Army. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, 
April 1972, p. 1, 4-5, 8.
Zaiden, Dennis J. Lewis College looked for an accounting 
method and found a computerized model. (Computer 
management) College & university business, v. 52, Jan. 1972, 
p. 10, 12, 15.
Zeitlin, Edgar G. Key-fact flash reports, by Edgar G. Zeitlin, 
Harold B. Stem and Rex F. Palmer. (Management services) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972, p. 69-71; Feb. 1972, p. 147-50.
Auditing
Matson, Morris C. Systems design and internal audit - an 
effective interface. Internal auditor, v. 29, March-April 1972,
P. 48-53.
Costs
Stone, James A. Integrated business systems, by James A. 
Stone and James Clark. Infosystems, v. 19, July 1972, p. 26- 
30.
Tyrnauer, Stuart. Information processing: management con­
trol of job failures and related reruns. Internal auditor, v. 
29, May-June 1972, p. 8-20.
Dictionaries
Millar, Victor E. Lexicon: an automation concept for business 
information systems. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 32, Sept. 
1972, p. 48-57.
India
Vitji, Nariman N. Electronic data processing for management 
information in a medium size industry. Chartered accoun­
tant (India), v. 20, May 1972, p. 947-55.
International
Bohos, Paul M. Management information systems for inter­
national operations. International accountant (Eng.), v. 42, 
Jan.-March 1972, p. 6-8.
Marketing
Ross, Joel E. Selling the system, by Joel E. Ross and Fred 
Schuster. Journal of systems management, v. 23, Oct. 1972, p. 
8-10.
INFORMATION systems for management,
Gruenberger, Fred. , ed. Information systems for man­
agement, edited by Fred Gruenberger; produced by infor­
matics inc. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 122 
p. [201.8 G]
INFORMATION technology and accounting. (Editors’ no­
tebook) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972 p. 31-2.
INFORMATION THEORY
Iselin, Errol R. Objectives of accounting in an accounting 
theory based on deductive methodology. St. Lucia, 
Queensland, University of Queensland Press, c1971. 72 p. 
(University of Queensland papers, v. 2, no. 1) [*110 I]
Kernan, Jerome B. Cross-cultural analysis of stimulus sampl­
ing, by Jerome B. Kernan and Lawrence L. Schkade. 
Administrative science quarterly, v. 17, Sept. 1972, p. 351-8.
Nakano, Isao. Noise and redundancy in accounting com­
munications. Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 693-708.
Nakano, Isao. On accounting communication. Kobe economic 
and business review, 18th annual report, 1971, p. 63-75.
Slovic, Paul. Analyzing the use of information in investment 
decision making: a methodological proposal, by Paul 
Slovic, Dan Fleissner and W. Scott Bauman. Journal of 
business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, April 1972, p. 283-301.
Umpleby, Stuart A. Information theory and consumer action. 
Business and society review, Autumn 1972, p. 62-7.
INFORMATION UTILITIES
See Computer Utilities
INFORMATIONAL guide for internal review in state highway 
departments.
Florida. Dept, of Transportation. Internal Audit Office- 
Informational guide for internal review in state highway 
departments. Tallahassee, 1971. 165 p. (Addendum (p. 77- 
165) - Typical internal audit manual section and audit 
reports.) [519.2 F ]
INFORMING (or not) the unions. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, Nov. 1972, p. 347.
INFOSYSTEMS salary survey report: 1972. Business au­
tomation, v. 19, June 1972, p. 9-17.
INFOSYSTEMS salary survey report: 1972. Infosystems, v. 19, 
July 1972, p. 44-7.
INGALLS, EDMUND F.
Chenok, Philip B. Databank; harnessing the information 
explosion. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 
46-9.
INGLIS. JOHN B.
AICPA Insurance trust: membership changes, progress in 
past eight years. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Jan. 1972, p. 2.
INGRAM, DAVID.
Effect on value of noise factors. Appraisal journal, v. 40, July 
1972,p. 420-4.
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INGRAM, JOHN W.
Interstate business tax comparisons: reflections on one state’s 
experience. (In Tax Institute of America. Business taxes in 
state and local governments. Lexington, Mass., 1972. p. 65- 
75.) [750.2 T ]
INGRAM, TIMOTHY H.
On muckrakers and whistle blowers. Business and society 
review, Autumn 1972, p. 21-30.
INMAN, ROBERT P.
Towards an econometric model of local budgeting. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
699-719.) [751 N ]
“INNOCENT” spouse must still know tax law. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 10.
INNOVATION
Ahmad, Imtiaz U. Gibrat law and change in the structure of 
innovating industries. A kron business and economic review, v. 
2, Winter 1971, p. 14-18.
American Society Of Military Comptrollers. National 
symposium, 1972. Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Summer 
1972, entire issue.
Copeland, Ronald M. LIFO and the diffusion of innovation, 
by Ronald M. Copeland and John K. Shank. (In Confer­
ence On Empirical Research In Accounting, 6th, University 
of Chicago, 1972. Empirical research in accounting. Chicago, 
1972. p. 196-227.) [*102 C ]
Gruber, William H. Step-by-step management innovation. 
Management adviser, v. 9, March-April 1972, p. 21-7.
Horn, C. A. Times change but change takes time. Man­
agement accounting (Eng.), v. 49, Nov, 1971, p. 319-21.
Kruse, Thomas M. Management and business: mutual sup­
port through renewal. Journal of business (Seton Hall 
Univ.), v. 10, May 1972, p. 31-7.
Slevin, Dennis P. Innovation boundary: a specific model and 
some empirical results. Administrative science quarterly, v. 
16, Dec. 1971, p. 515-31.
Sutton, Gerald D. Problems of small technological com­
panies. CGA, v. 6, June-July 1972, p. 30-3.
Tierney, John M. Need for innovation. Armed forces comptrol­
ler, v. 17, Summer 1972, p. 5-8.
Utterback, James M. Monitoring for technological opportu­
nities, by James M. Utterback and James W. Brown. 
(Profiles of the future) Business horizons, v. 15, Oct. 1972, p. 
5-15.
Utterback, James M. Process of technological innovation 
within the firm. Academy of management Journal, v. 14, 
March 1971, p. 75-88.
Why change is so difficult. Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 32, 
Dec. 1971, p. 40-1.
INPUT-OUTPUT ACCOUNTING
Bayliss, R. W. Input-output analysis as an aid to financial 
control. Accounting and business research (Eng.), no. 5, 
Winter 1972, p. 53-60.
Bondi, A. On production input intensities and production 
functions. Engineering economist, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 177- 
88.
Bromley, Daniel W. Alternative to input-output models: a 
methodological hypothesis. Land economics, v. 48, May 
1972,p. 125-33.
Dudick, Thomas S. Rises in productivity. Management adviser, 
v. 9, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 19-24.
Economic social and enterprise accounting and mathematical 
models, by A. Charnes and others. Accounting review, v. 47, 
Jan. 1972, p. 85-108.
Elliott-Jones, M. F. Economic impact of production decisions. 
Conference Board record, v. 9, May 1972, p. 54-9.
Glautier, M. W. E. Theoretical consideration of accounting 
profit with particular reference to the assessment of operat­
ing efficiency. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, 
Summer 1972, p. 5-14.
Han, Kang Hong. Process costing using input-output model. 
Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 104-10.
Lim, Antonio G. Input-output analysis; a modern tool for 
business planners, by Antonio G. Lim and Emmanuel 
Travino. SGV group journal, no. 3, 1972, p. 8-17.
McGrail, George R. Output account look at valuation con­
cepts. Pittsburgh business review, v. 42, March-April 1972, p.
6-14.
Merritt, Norman L. Why output measurement in the federal 
government? Air force comptroller, v. 6, July 1972, p. 26-9, 
36.
Rothe, James T. Reliability of input/output analysis for 
marketing. California management review, v. 14, Summer 
1972, p. 75-81.
Ulrey, Ivon William. Cost/output data for better man­
agement. Federal accountant, v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 93-100.
Whitin, T.M. Output dimensions and their implications for 
cost and price analysis. Journal of business, (U. of Chicago), 
v. 45, April 1972, p. 305-15.
INS and outs of IATA: improving the role of the United States 
in the regulation of international air fares. (Notes) Yale 
law Journal, v. 81, May 1972, p. 1102-53.
INSIDER TRANSACTIONS
See Also Corporations-Disclosure Of Information
Exchange of stock pursuant to a “defensive merger" is not a 
“sale” within the meaning of section 16(b). (Recent devel­
opments) Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1090-1102.
Finebaum, Murray L. Rule 144: objective standards for 
sellers of letter stock and corporate insiders. Trusts and 
estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 202-3.
Frome, Robert L. Sales of securities by corporate insiders, by 
Robert L. Frome and Victor M. Rosenzweig. New York, 
Practising Law Institute, 1972. 237 p. (Corporate law and 
practice, Practice handbook series, no. 5) [721 F ]
Gillis, John G. Metamorphosis of inside information. (Secur­
ities law and regulation) Financial analysts journal, v. 28, 
Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 8-10,98-100.
Investors Management Company and Rule 10b-5: the tippee 
at bay. (Comments) Columbia law review, v. 72, March 1972, 
p. 545-61.
Loomis, Phillip. Loomis on inside information: an interview, 
by George Bissell, John Gillis and Walter Stem. Financial 
analysts journal, v. 28, May-June 1972, p. 20-1, 24-5, 82-4, 
86-8.
Norby, William C. Inside information and professional 
investment research. (Editorial viewpoint) Financial analysts 
journal, v. 28, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 14.
Rapp, Robert N. Implied private right of action under 
section 16(a) of the Securities exchange act of 1934. (Notes) 
Case Western Reserve law review, v. 23, Nov. 1971, p. 155-72.
Securities law - Section 16(b) - a merger-exchange by an 
unsuccessful tender offeror is not a sale .... (Comments) 
New York University law review, v. 47, May 1972, p. 373-89.
Securities regulation - section 16(b) of Securities exchange act 
of 1934 - insider may sell enough stock to bring his 
holdings below ten percent and within six months of the 
original purchase sell the remainder without liability for 
short-swing profits. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 
25, April 1972, p. 660-80.
Shah, Nalinkant K. Dealing in shares by those in man­
agement. Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, June 1972, p. 
1033-5.
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Banking and Currency. Penn Central failure and the role of 
financial institutions. Staff report, 92d Congress, first ses­
sion, January 3, 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1972. 375 p. (Committee print) [*242 U ]
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INSOLVENCIES
See Also Bankruptcy
Business Failures
Liquidations And Receiverships
Jones, A. Morgan. Trade association: another forum. Credit 
and financial management, v. 74, Jan. 1972, p. 22-4.
Your corporate client is in financial difficulty and solicits your 
advice, by Jack Stutman and others. Business lawyer, v. 28, 
Nov. 1972, p. 253-74.
Law
Plumb, William T. Federal priority in insolvency: proposals 
for reform. Michigan law review, v. 70, Nov. 1971, p. 1-108.
INSTALLMENT reporting okay for some open-end sales. (Tax 
alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 12.
INSTALLMENT sales. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn A. 
Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch White. 3rd 
ed. Homewood, Ill, 1972. P. 1125-50.) [110 W ]
INSTALLMENTS
Direct loan financing of consumer purchases. (Notes) Harvard 
law review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1409-38.
Mandell, Lewis. Consumer perception of incurred interest 
rates: an empirical test of the efficacy of the Truth-in- 
lending law. Journal of finance, v. 26, Dec. 1971, p. 1143-53.
Melberg, William F. Benishayan time series as models for 
debt processes over time. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 
1972, p. 116-33.
Sturtevant, Frank C. Stormy days ahead for holder-in-due- 
course doctrine. Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, Dec. 1971, 
p. 23, 48-9.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Installment sales in contem­
plation of death. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 
1972, p. 945-6.
Willen, Kenneth A. Analysis of 1970 year end composite 
ratios of installment sales finance and small loan com­
panies. Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 54, July 1972, 
p. 18-29.
Accounting
Gillette, Charles G. Real estate profit recognition: new rules 
for a new era, by Charles G. Gillette, Ernest L. Hicks and 
John W. Nicholson. Real estate review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 
39-51.
Installment sales. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn A. 
Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch White. 3rd 
ed. Homewood, Ill, 1972. P. 1125-50.) [110 W ]
INSTITUTE brief on business corporation law. (News/events) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Sept. 1972, p. 8-9.
INSTITUTE elects officers. (News report) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 22.
INSTITUTE expels member. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Dec. 1972, p. 10.
INSTITUTE exposes draft of SAP on consistency. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 14.
INSTITUTE forms committee on social measurement. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 14.
INSTITUTE issues draft of insurance audit guide. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 22, 24.
INSTITUTE issues draft on auditing procedure. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 20.
INSTITUTE issues exposure draft of SAP on long-term invest­
ments. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 
1972. p. 1,5.
INSTITUTE members are invited to participate in the 1972 
quality review program. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 19.
INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS IN 
ISRAEL.
Somekh, Fred S. Development of public accountancy in 
Israel. Israel C.P.A., Oct. 1971, p. 6-16.
______ Central Committee.
Auditing standards. Israel C. P.A., Oct. 1971, p. 99-111.
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN 
AUSTRALIA.
Graham, A. W. Accountancy profession in Australia, by A. 
W. Graham and R. F. Munro. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 43, Oct. 1972, p. 3-5, 20; Australian accountant , 
v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 3-5, 20.
Member’s handbook. Sidney, 196-? - 1 v. (looseleaf) [106.9 A ] 
Taxation inquiry: the role of the Institute. (Editorial) Charte­
red accountant in Australia, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 3.
______ Accounting Principles Committee.
Balmford, John D. Depreciation of buildings - the accoun­
tant’s view. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 43, July 
1972, p. 4-7. (Reprinted from The Valuer , journal of the 
Commonwealth Institute of Valuers.)
Buckley, Noel W. Some aspects of the work of the Accoun­
ting Principles Committee. Chartered accountant in Aus­
tralia, v. 43, July 1972, p. 12-14, 16.
Thomas, H. O. Depreciation of buildings - a valuer’s view. 
Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 43, July 1972, p. 8-11.
______ Parliamentary and Laws Committee.
Australian Society Of Accountants. Legislation Review Com­
mittee. Comments on provisions in bills before the several 
state parliaments for amendments to the Companies acts - 
preparation of group accounts. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 42, Dec. 1971, p. 6. (Submitted to the Standing 
committee of attorneys-general, by the Legislation Review 
Committee, Australian Society of Accountants and the 
Parliamentary and Laws Committee, Institute of Chartered 
Accountants in Australia.)
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN ENG­
LAND AND WALES.
Academic education for accountancy. (Student roundabout) 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 31, 1972, p. 273-4.
Accountants Joint Parliamentary Committee. Value added 
tax. Certified accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 343-4, 346, 378.
Accounting for changes in the purchasing power of money. 
(Research) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, April 
1972,p. 68-72.
Allen, W. M. Conducting professional examinations. Accoun­
tant (Eng ), v. 167, Aug. 31, 1972, p. 259-62.
British institute announces retirement of secretary. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 16.
English Institute: a policy for education and training. Accoun­
tant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 270.
English Institute Council changes. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
July 13, 1972, p. 37.
English Institute’s new officers. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, June 
8, 1972, p. 743.
English Institute’s new officers: new deputy president. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 166, June 8, 1972, p. 743-4.
English Institute’s new officers: new vice-president. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, June 8, 1972, p. 744.
English Institute’s special meeting. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Oct. 5, 1972, p. 415-16.
Finance Bill 1972: business session at ICA annual meeting. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 1972, p. 643-4.
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Full agenda. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 24, 1972, p. 221-2.
Goodbye, Paddy. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 82, Dec. 1971, p. 702- 
3.
Holmes, Geoffrey. Expensive lesson of ICA computerisation. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Feb. 1972, p. 24-5.
Holmes, Geoffrey. Master gunner who became the president. 
Accountancy (Eng ), v. 83, Sept. 1972, p. 10-14.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Institute’s development policy: Council statement 
on Committee’s final report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 
10, 1972, p. 164-6.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Special Committee on Development Policy. Final report. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 12-20, 22-3. 
(Reprinted from Accountant (Eng ), v. 166, Feb. 24, 1972, p. 
236-42.)
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Rights and 
duties of auditors and changes in their appointment, by the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland and the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales. 
Accountant’s magazine. (Scot ), v. 76, Feb. 1972, p. 81-3.
Insurance company supervision. Accountant (Eng ), v. 166, 
May 1 1, 1972, p. 601-3.
Memorandum of taxation anomalies and practical difficulties. 
Certified accountant (Eng.), Feb. 1972, p. 94-6, 98, 100-1.
President’s statement accompanying the report and accounts 
for 1971. Accountant (Eng ), v. 166, April 20, 1972, p. 510-14. 
(Includes annual report.)
Scot takes the reins at the English Institute. (Commentary) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 4.
Scottish institute’s annual meeting in Glasgow. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, April 13, 1972, p. 468-70.
Stitt, I. P. A. What’s in a name? Thoughts on specialist 
diplomas. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 6, 1972, p. 440-2.
Strengthening the auditor’s hand. Accountant (Eng ), v. 166, 
Feb. 3, 1972, p. 133-5.
Taxation anomalies and practical difficulties: accountancy 
bodies* memorandum to the Revenue. Accountant’s mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 76, Jan. 1972, p. 23-9. (Submitted by “the 
English, Scottish and Irish Institutes, the Certified Accoun­
tants, the Cost and Works Accountants, and the Municipal 
Treasurers and Accountants.’)
Taxation anomalies and practical difficulties: accountancy 
bodies’ memorandum to the Revenue. Accountant (Eng.), v.
166, Jan. 6, 1972, p. 11-16. (Submitted by “the English, 
Scottish and Irish Institutes, the Certified Accountants, the 
Cost and Works Accountants, and the Municipal Treasur­
ers and Accountants.’)
Views on financial strategy: English Institute’s Brighton 
conference. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 19, 1972, p. 478-9.
Westwick, C. A. Interfirm comparison for accountants in 
public practice. Accountant (Eng ), v. 166, May 25. 1972, p. 
693-6.
______ Accounting Standards Steering Committee.
Accounting for extraordinary items. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
Aug. 1972, p. 114, 116.
Accounting for extraordinary items: exposure draft. Accoun­
tant’s magazine (Scot ), v. 76, July 1972, p. 343-5.
Accounting for extraordinary items: exposure draft. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 1972, p. 8-9.
Accounting for stocks. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 
1972, p. 637-8.
Allen, R. S. Accounting for stock and work in progress, 
commentary on ED6 - an investment analyst’s view. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 106-7.
Baxter, W. T. Accounting for stock and work in progress, 
commentary on ED6 - an academic view. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 110-12.
Beware the watchdogs, by J. F. (Below the line) Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 80.
Business combinations and goodwill. Accountant (Eng.), v.
167, July 6, 1972, p. 4-5.
Clayton, Jack. Inflation and accounts: j’accuse. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 2, 1971, p. 748-52.
Earnings per share. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, May 1972, p. 
114, 117, 119. (Statement of standard accounting practice)
Earnings per share statement issued by U.K. accountants. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 
16.
Edge-Partington, Patrick. Accounting for stock and work in 
progress, commentary on ED6 - an industrialist’s view. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 103-6.
ED7 on “extraordinary items.” Management accounting (Eng.), 
v. 50, Sept. 1972, p. 254-5.
Goch, Desmond. Accounting for associated companies. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 166, June 1, 1972, p. 716-7.
Grinyer, John R. Reconsider ED6. (Letters) Accountancy 
(Eng ), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 106.
Grinyer, John R. Related overheads and stock valuation - 
further thoughts on ED6. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 31, 
1972,p. 263-5.
Heywood, Thomas. ED6 stock and contract valuations: a 
critique. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 36-9.
Inflation and accounts. Accountancy Ireland, v. 3, Oct. 1971, p. 
19-23.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Technical Committee. Notes on accounting for corporation 
tax under the imputation system. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot ), v. 76, Oct. 1972, p. 492-7.
Lee, T. A. Recent British accounting developments - radical 
reform or change of tactics? Singapore accountant, v. 7, 
1972, p. 21-5.
London accountants discuss E D 6: long-term contracts a 
particular difficulty. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, June 15, 1972, 
p. 779.
Lyster, W. B. Accounting standards - the way ahead. Accoun­
tancy Ireland, April 72, Suppl. p. 3-5. (Reprint file, *A.)
Mepham, M. J. Relevance of managerial accounting to ED6. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 24, 1972, p. 227-9.
Morpeth, Douglas S. Development of accounting standards - 
a major step forward for U. K. financial statements. Journal 
UEC, April 1972, p. 141-5.
Prior year not extraordinary. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 
1972, p. 3.
Ross, Howard. Inflation accounting: a case of misplaced zeal. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, June 1972, p. 30-1.
Rutteman, P. J. Accounting for stock and work in progress, 
commentary on ED6 - a practitioner’s view. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 108-10.
Statement on disclosure of accounting policies in U.K. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 18.
Statements of standard accounting practice. Certified accoun­
tant (Eng.), Jan. 1972, p. 38-9.
Stocks and work in progress. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 
76, May 1972, p. 226-32.
Stocks and work in progress. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, June 
1972, p. 118-20, 125-6.
Stocks and work in progress: proposed statement of standard 
accounting practice. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 
1972, p. 653-7.
Why ED5 became ED7. (Leader) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
Aug. 1972, p. 3.
______ Advisory Board for Accountancy Education.
Educating tomorrow’s accountants. Accountant (Eng.) v. 166, 
May 25, 1972, p. 680.
Stamp, Edward. Divided we fall? Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
March 1972, p. 46-8.
—....Council.
Accountants’ reports for prospectuses and similar documents: 
absence of detailed stock records. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
Jan. 13, 1972, p. 52.
Audit of the accounts of stock exchange firms; joint mem­
orandum. Accountant’s magazine (Scot ), v. 75, Dec. 1971, p. 
650-2.
Coulson, H. O. H. Professional education and training: 
criticism of the English Institute’s proposals. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 1972, p. 645-6.
Council by ballot for the English Institute. (Commentary) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 4-5.
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Council changes contemplated. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 
6, 1972, p. 2-3.
Education and training. (Institute) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
Feb. 1972, p. 106-7.
EEC and the law. (Institute) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, April 
1972, p. 112-13.
Europe: the UK and company law in EEC. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, April 1972, p. 160-1.
Fundamental questions on education and training. (Leader) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 2-3.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Special Committee on Development Policy. Final report. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 12-20, 22-3. 
(Reprinted from Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 24, 1972, p. 
236-42.)
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales: 
size, composition and method of election of the Council. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 1972, p. 25-6.
Institute’s development policy: Council statement on Com­
mittee’s final report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 10, 
1972, p. 164-6.
Let’s have the necessary courage: a commentary on the 
Institute’s proposals for education and training. (Student 
roundabout) Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Oct. 1971, p. 602-4.
Policy for education and training; definitive proposals of ICA 
Council. Accountant (Eng.) v. 166, May 25, 1972, p. 687-92.
Professional liability of accountants and auditors. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 10, 1972, p. 162-4.
Professional liability under scrutiny. (Institute) Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, Sept. 1972, p. 110, 112, 114.
Ready response to criticisms. (Leaders) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, Feb. 1972, p. 3.
Reports for prospectuses and similar documents. (Institute) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Feb. 1972, p. 109.
Reshaping Institute policies. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 
24, 1972, p. 229-31.
Something old, something new. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
May 25, 1972, p. 677-9.
United Kingdom and company law in Europe. South African 
chartered accountant, v. 8, April 1972, p. 143.
--------- Education and Training Committee.
New moves in professional training. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Aug. 17, 1972, p. 189-90.
______ Library.
Current accounting literature, 1971: a catalogue of books, 
pamphlets, and periodicals of current interest in the 
members’ library of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in England and Wales at 31 August 1971. Edited by M. G. 
J. Harvey. London, Mansell, c1971. 586 p. [115 I ]
______ Special Committee on Development Policy.
Final report. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 12-20, 
22-3. (Reprinted from Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 24, 
1972, p. 236-42.)
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Institute’s development policy: Council statement 
on Committee’s final report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 
10, 1972, p. 164-6.
Reshaping Institute policies. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 
24, 1972, p. 229-31.
Scots and Irish oppose idea of chartered integration. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, March 2, 1972, p. 263.
______ Technical Committee.
Notes on accounting for corporation tax under the impu­
tation system. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Oct. 
1972, p. 492-7.
INSTITUTE of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales: 
size, composition and method of election of the Council. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 6, 1972, p. 25-6.
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS IN 
IRELAND.
Accountants Joint Parliamentary Committee. Value added 
tax. Certified accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 343-4, 346, 378.
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
London president for Irish Institute. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
May 11, 1972, p. 604.
Memorandum of taxation anomalies and practical difficulties. 
Certified accountant (Eng.), Feb. 1972, p. 94-6, 98, 100-1.
Scots and Irish oppose idea of chartered integration. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, March 2, 1972, p. 263.
______ Council.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Audit of the accounts of stock exchange firms; 
joint memorandum. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 75, 
Dec. 1971, p. 650-2.
Report ... to be presented to the annual general meeting, 
6th May, 1972. Dublin, 1972. 31 p. [106.4 I ]
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF INDIA.
Bhaduri, Rabindra Nath Role of chartered accountants in 
changing socio-economic conditions, by R. N. Bhaduri and 
O. P. Shah. Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, June 1972, p. 
1042-7.
______ Council.
23rd annual meeting. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Nov. 
1972, p. 297-304.
Exposure draft: rendering of management consultancy ser­
vices. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 204- 
6.
Payments to auditors for other services. Chartered accountant 
(India), v. 20, Nov. 1971, p. 473-6.
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS OF 
SCOTLAND.
Accountants Joint Parliamentary Committee. Value added 
tax. Certified accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 343-4, 346, 378.
Business combinations and goodwill. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
167, July 6, 1972, p. 4-5.
Catalogue of the central library . . . Glasgow. Glasgow, 1972. 
100 p. (Cover title: Central library catalogue 1972. “This 
catalogue contains details of books added to the library 
since 1964.”) [*115 I ]
McLean, Alasdair T. Accounting for business combinations 
and goodwill. Edinburgh, Accountants’ Publishing Co., 
Ltd. for The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scot­
land, 1972. 85 p. [*143.61 M ]
Memorandum of taxation anomalies and practical difficulties. 
Certified accountant (Eng.), Feb. 1972, p. 94-6, 98, 100-1.
New president, Mr. A.I. Mackenzie. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, April 1972, p. 168-9.
Rights and duties of auditors and changes in their appoint­
ment, by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scot­
land and the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Eng­
land and Wales. Accountant’s magazine. (Scot.), v. 76, Feb. 
1972, p. 81-3.
Scots and Irish oppose idea of chartered integration. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, March 2, 1972, p. 263.
Scottish institute’s annual meeting in Glasgow. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, April 13, 1972, p. 468-70.
Scottish institute’s new president. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
April 13, 1972, p. 465.
Scottish Institute’s 20th summer school 1972. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Oct. 1972, p. 471-8.
Strengthening the auditor's hand. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
Feb. 3, 1972, p. 133-5.
______ Council.
Extracts from the report of the Council. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, March 23, 1972, p. 391-2.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Audit of the accounts of stock exchange firms; 
joint memorandum. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 75, 
Dec. 1971, p. 650-2.
Limitation of professional liability. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, Sept. 1972, p. 445.
Report ... to be presented to the annual general meeting of 
the members of the Institute, 7th April 1972. Edinburgh, 
1972.75 p. [*106.61]
Scottish Institute vetoes amalgamation. (News report) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 16.
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Tomorrow’s CA: declaration of intent. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, March 1972, p. 111-13.
Tomorrow’s CA; declaration of intent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, March 16, 1972, p. 338-9.
----------Department of Pre-qualifying Education.
Scottish Institute’s new education department. (Current 
affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 14, 1972, p. 313.
______ Education and Training Committee.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Council. 
Tomorrow’s CA; declaration of intent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, March 16, 1972, p. 338-9.
--------- Research and Publications Committee.
Contracts of employment act 1963. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 75, Nov. 1971, P. 583-7.
--------- Special Committee on Parent and Subsidiary 
Company Auditor Relationships.
Parent and subsidiary company auditor relationships. Accoun­
tant’s magazine (Scot.), v.76, Oct. 1972, p. 483-92.
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS RESEARCH 
SOCIETY.
______ Queensland Division.
Audit work papers, prepared by an Audit Research Group. 
CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 383-8. (Presented at Feb. 
1971 meeting, Institute of Chartered Accountants Research 
Society, Queensland Division.)
INSTITUTE OF CHARTERED SECRETARIES AND 
ADMINISTRATORS.
Phillips, John F. Professional administrator: developing role 
of the chartered secretary. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 
10, 1972, p. 170-2.
INSTITUTE OF COST AND MANAGEMENT ACCOUN­
TANTS.
See Also Institute Of Cost And Works Accountants 
(Former Name).
Accountants Joint Parliamentary Committee. Value added 
tax. Certified accountant (Eng.), June 1972, p. 343-4, 346, 378.
Coates, J. B. Accountants in Holland and West Germany do 
not have benefits of an ICMA. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, May 1972, p. 111-12.
Emerging pattern for the profession? Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, April 6, 1972, p. 430-1.
ICMA elect FCA. (Commentary) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
July 1972, p. 5.
Informal talks between the Association and the ICMA. 
Accountant (Eng ), v. 166, April 27, 1972, p. 535.
New president 1972-73. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 203-4.
Risk, J. M. S. Accounting panorama. (Presidential address) 
Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 205- 
10.
Unsung, unpaid, these Fellows work for your interests. 
Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, April 1972, p. 77-8.
Vice-presidents of the Institute. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 204.
______ Accounting Standards Steering Committee.
Stocks and work in progress: exposure draft 6. Management 
accounting (Eng.), v. 50, June 1972, p. 158, 161-4.
______ Coventry Branch.
Coventry study group report, 2: issues of accounting for 
inflation. Management accounting (Eng ), v. 50, Oct. 1972, p. 
306-8, 311-2, 315-19.
Issues of accounting for inflation. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, Sept. 1972, p. 259-66.
INSTITUTE OF COST AND WORKS ACCOUNTANTS.
See Also Institute Of Cost And Management Ac­
countants (New Name).
Memorandum of taxation anomalies and practical difficulties. 
Certified accountant (Eng.), Feb. 1972, p. 94-6, 98, 100-1.
INSTITUTE OF COST AND WORKS ACCOUNTANTS OF 
INDIA.
Aims and objectives of professional research. Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, Aug. 1972, suppl., 5 p.
Datta, K. K. (Farewell letter.) (President’s page) Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, July 1972, p. 421-3.
Guide-lines on professional misconduct ... as it relates to 
advertisement for and solicitation of business by members 
in practice. (Institute news & notifications) Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, July 1972, p. 462-4.
Our new president and vice-president. (Editorial) Man­
agement accountant (India), v. 7, Aug. 1972, p. 471-2.
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS 
ENGINEERS.
IEEE standards manual. New York, 1970. 42 p. (“ ... incorpo­
rating the changes requested by the Standards committee 
as of December 21, 1970.”) [*202.6 I ]
INSTITUTE OF INTERNAL AUDITORS.
Ballard, John R. Better service to management. Internal 
auditor, v. 29, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 10-16.
Mints, Frederic E. Behavioral patterns in internal audit 
relationships. New York, Institute of Internal Auditors, 
1972. 119 p. (Research committee report, no. 17.) [*175 M ]
Responsibilities of the internal auditor. Chartered accountant 
in Australia, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 18-19.
Smith, William S. Certification - giant step. Internal auditor, 
v. 29, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 10-19.
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE.
Moorhead, E. J. Consumerism, cost comparisons and Project 
Two. Best’s review (Life/health ed.), v. 73, July 1972, p. 10, 
12, 64.
______ Division of Statistics and Research.
Life insurance fact book, 1972. New York, 1972. 126 p. [*430 
I]
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING.
Board of regents named to administer Institute of Man­
agement Accounting. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, 
April 1972, p. 11-12, 64-5.
Certificate in management accounting established by NAA. 
(News and views) CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 439-40.
IMA director named. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, 
July 1972, p. 63.
INSTITUTE OF MUNICIPAL TREASURERS.
New IMTA president. (Commentary) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, July 1972, p. 6.
INSTITUTE OF MUNICIPAL TREASURERS AND 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Accountants Joint Parliamentary Committee. Value added 
tax. Certified accountant (Eng ), June 1972, p. 343-4, 346, 378.
Memorandum of taxation anomalies and practical difficulties. 
Certified accountant (Eng ), Feb. 1972, p. 94-6, 98, 100-1.
Municipal Treasurers’ new president. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, June 8, 1972, p. 745.
INSTITUTE OF NEWSPAPER CONTROLLERS AND 
FINANCE OFFICERS.
______ Property Control Manual Committee.
Property control for newspapers: fixed asset records and 
perpetuation procedures. Fair Haven, N. J., c1972 . 63 p. 
[*250 New 2 ]
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FINANCE OFFICERS.
______ Reporting to Newspaper Management Manual 
Committee.
Reporting to newspaper management. Fair Haven, N. J., 
c1968. 56 p. [*250 New 2 ]
INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING.
See Chicago. University. - Graduate School Of Bus­
iness. Institute Of
Professional Accounting.
INSTITUTE OF REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT. 
______ Experience Exchange Committee.
Statistical compilation and analysis of actual 1970 income 
and expenses experienced in apartment building operation. 
Chicago, 1971. 128 p. (Cover title: Apartment building 
income/expense analysis.) [*250 Apa ]
INSTITUTE ON ESTATE PLANNING, 6th, University of Miami 
Law Center, 1972
Proceedings, edited by Philip E. Heckerling. Indianapolis, 
Newkirk Associates, 1972. 1 v. (various pagings) [750.2 I ]
INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION, 30th, New York 
University, 1971.
Proceedings . . . , edited by Henry Sellin. New York, 
Matthew Bender, c1972. 2 v. (1908 p.) [751 N ]
INSTITUTE ON OIL AND GAS LAW AND TAXATION, 23rd, 
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972
Proceedings .... edited by Armine Carol Ernst. New York, 
Matthew Bender, 1972. 508 p. [250 Oil 2 ]
INSTITUTE ON U.S. TAXATION OF FOREIGN INCOME. 
See International Tax Institute (New Name).
INSTITUTE publishes SAP No. 51 and exposes a draft 
statement on consistency. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 12.
INSTITUTE testifies on franchising proposal. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 7-8.
INSTITUTE to launch test run of automated accounting 
retrieval system. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
April 1972, p. 2.
INSTITUTIONAL INVESTOR STUDY REPORT (SEC)
Jones, Lawrence, D. Some contributions of the Institutional 
investor study. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 305-17.
Massaro, Vincent G. Future of the securities industry. Confer­
ence board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972, p. 55-60.
Posner, Daniel B. Developments in Federal securities reg­
ulation. Business lawyer v. 27, July 1972, p. 957-1045.
INSTITUTIONAL STOCKHOLDERS
See Stockholders, Institutional
INSTITUTIONALIZED adults. Economic resources of
United States. Social Security Administration. Office of 
Research and Statistics. Economic resources of institutio­
nalized adults, by Philip Frohlich. Washington, 1972. 25 p. ( 
Report, no. 3, April 1971. “From the Social security survey 
of institutionalized adults, 1967.") [*307 U ]
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INSTITUTIONS
See Hospitals
Libraries 
Mental Health Institutions 
Non-Profit Organizations 
Schools And Colleges
INSTRUMENT MANUFACTURERS
Kawata, Fukuo. Patterns of the Japanese engineering trade 
(1951-1970). Kobe economic and business review, 18th annual 
report, 1971, p. 13-36:
INSTRUMENTS
Townsend, D. H. Effective management of an instrument 
pool. Computers and automation, v. 21, May 1972, p. 8-11, 
30.
INSURANCE
See Also Insurance Companies 
Underwriters
Diehl, W. Private insurance will never be the same again. 
Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 10, 
12, 14, 94-8.
Dykhouse, David J. Grounding future shock - some random 
thoughts on the future of the insurance enterprise. Best’s 
review (Property/liability ed ), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 10, 85-8.
Kobler, Jay. CIIB: public relations as a verb. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed ), v. 73, Aug. 1972, p. 28, 30, 32.
Laughlin, Thomas C. Investment houses prepare to sell 
insurance, by Thomas C. Laughlin and Daniel P. Kedzie. 
(Management today) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
72, Jan. 1972, P. 66-8.
Laughlin, Thomas C. Investment houses prepare to sell 
insurance, by Thomas C. Laughlin and Daniel P. Kedzie. 
(Management today) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, 
Jan. 1972, p. 72-5.
Layne, Abner A. Don’t get caught with your deductibles 
down. Medical Economics, v. 49, April 24, 1972, p. 94-7.
McCall, John J. Probabilistic microeconomics. Bell journal of 
economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 
403-33.
Miller, Robert B. Insurance contracts as two-person games. 
Management science v. 18, March 1972, p. 444-7.
Rodgers, William W. Insurance in ail languages. Columbia 
journal of world business, v. 7, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 81-2.
Smith, Lloyd G. Should the government buy insurance? GAO 
review, Fall 1972, p. 11-21.
Todd, Jerry D. Effective risk and insurance management in 
municipal government. Austin, Institute of Public Affairs, 
University of Texas, 1970. 138 p. (Public affairs series, no. 
82) [*344.5 T ]
Unger, Maurice A. Personal finance, by Maurice A. Unger 
and Harold A. Wolf. 3rd ed. Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 
1972. 735 p. [250 Per ]
West, David A. Personal financial management, by David A. 
West and Glenn L. Wood. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1972. 
705 p. (Partial contents. - Chapter 18. The importance of 
estate planning.) [250 Per ]
Accounting
Insurance Accounting And Statistical Association. Proceed­
ings...1971. Kansas City, Mo., 1971.819 p. [400.06 I ]
Intangible assets; deferred charges; insurance. (In Intermedi­
ate accounting, by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich 
and John Arch White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 569- 
607.) [110W]
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Auditing
Institute issues draft of insurance audit guide. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 22, 24.
Great Britain
Valuation for insurance, by Our Insurance Correspondent. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, June 1, 1972, p. 722-4.
Law
Simon, Sidney I. Proximate cause in insurance. American 
business law Journal, v. 10, Spring 1972, p. 33-45.
Rates
Thome, Robert P. Selecting a plan for retrospective rating. 
(Update: insurance) Newspaper controller, v. 25, May 1972, 
p. 2-3, 9-10.
INSURANCE ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICAL 
ASSOCIATION.
Proceedings...1971. Kansas City, Mo., 1971.819 p. [400.061 ]
INSURANCE AGENCIES
Barrett. Francis D. What is the number one problem facing 
the property and casualty insurance industry? Best’s review 
(Property-liability ed.), v. 73, July 1972, p. 16, 18, 20.
Barrett, Francis D. Why are some insurance agencies profit­
able and others unprofitable? Best’s review (Property­
liability ed.), v. 72, March 1972, p. 18, 20, 22, 63.
Johnson, Richard E. Life Insurance Commission schedules: 
tool for motivation, by Richard E. Johnson and E. J. 
Leverett. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 
14, 16, 18.
Kobler, Jay. What makes an insurer go? Best’s review (Prop­
erty-liability ed.), v. 73, July 1972, p. 10, 64-6.
Lederer, R. Werner. Home office and field agency orga­
nization - life. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., Published for Life 
Office Management Association by Richard D. Irwin, 
c1971.287 p. [405 L]
Steffen, Richard. T-groups: the making of a better sales­
man. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 18, 
20.
Costs
Lederer, R. Werner. Home office and field agency orga­
nization - life. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., Published for Life 
Office Management Association by Richard D. Irwin, 
c1971. 287 p. [405 L ]
Personnel
Hewitt, Graves D. Personnel considerations in agency and 
brokerage mergers. Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 
73, Sept. 1972, p. 34, 36-8.
Statistics
Rough Notes Company. What it costs to run an agency: a 
guide to larger profits, edited by Carl O. Pearson. Indian­
apolis, Ind., c1971. 30 p. [*405 R ]
INSURANCE, AUTOMOBILE
Automobile insurance reform. (Opinion and comment) Amer­
ican Bar Association journal, v. 58, Oct. 1972, p. 1068-9.
Automobile insurance - 1971. Best’s review (Property/liability 
ed.), v. 73, Aug. 1972, p. 14-16, 64-6.
Beam, Burton T. No-fault automobile insurance: a compar­
ison of the new plans, by Burton T. Beam and Jordan B. 
Ray. American business law journal, v. 9, Winter 1972, p. 
225-39.
Croasdale, Robert. Markov chain models for motor insur­
ance. Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 2, Summer 
1972, p. 177-81.
Hammond, E. Wesley. Group auto insurance is popular with 
employees. (Update: insurance) Newspaper controller, v. 25, 
Jan. 1972, p. 6.
Hedges, Bob A. Insurers and “one-stop financial service” - a 
broadened view. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 
1972, p. 26.
Hensley, Chad L. Experience under voluntary no-fault insur­
ance. Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, June 1972, 
p. 24, 26, 28.
Libby, Robert H. CNA’s personal security plan. (Methods 
and management) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
72, Nov. 1971, p. 74-9.
Lilly, Claude C. Fragile bumpers. (Losses and claims) Best’s 
review (Property-liability ed.), v. 72, Feb. 1972, p. 46, 48, 52.
Oliver, Richard L. Threshold no fault: the insurance com­
panies’ bonanza. American Bar Association journal, v. 58, 
July 1972, p. 731-35.
Phillips, Bruce L. Automobile liability insurance - the volun­
tary-certified policy dichotomy. (Fourth circuit review) 
Washington and Lee law review, v. 29, Fall 1972, p. 426-37.
Review and preview. Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v.
72, Jan. 1972, p. 10, 12, 62-5.
Vincent, Norman L. Trends in the insurance industry and 
their effect on data processing. Best’s review (property­
liability ed.), v. 73, July 1972, p. 26, 28, 30.
Rates
Balcarek, R. J. Loss reserving in the sixties. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Sept. 1972, p. 10-12.
Statistics
Balcarek, R. J. Loss reserving in the sixties. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed ), v. 73, Sept. 1972, p. 10-12.
INSURANCE, BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
See Insurance, Health And Hospitalization
INSURANCE BROKERS
Hewitt, Graves D. Personnel considerations in agency and 
brokerage mergers. Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v.
73, Sept. 1972, p. 34, 36-8.
Holmes, Melvin A. Insurance brokerage business in the 
decade of the 70’s. Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
73, May 1972, p. 23-4, 26-7.
INSURANCE, BUSINESS
See Also Specific Types Of Insurance, E.G., 
Insurance, Business Interruption, 
Insurance, Casualty
Alarm/sprinkler systems decrease insurance for high risk 
businesses. Credit and financial management, v. 74, Oct. 
1972, p. 38.
Check your insurance; 200 pounds per day in default. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 16, 1971, p. 816.
Fischer, Niels. Forgotten American or underwriting the 
disability buy-out. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, May 
1972, p. 30, 32, 34.
Floreen, David A. National flood insurance act from 1968 to 
present day. Credit and financial management, v. 74, Oct. 
1972, p. 12.
Guterl, C. Jay. Commercial umbrella insurance seen as 
business need during present day. Credit and financial 
management, v. 74, Oct. 1972, p. 18-19.
Lombard, Arthur H. Insurance in the close corporation. 
Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 22-8.
Toelle, R. Maynard. Some thoughts on corporate coverage 
from a consultant's viewpoint. Best’s review (Property/ 
liability ed.), v. 73, Aug. 1972, p. 18, 22, 24.
Trautlein, Donald H. How to spot insurance buying frauds. 
Price Waterhouse review, v. 16, Winter 1971-72, p. 36-41.
INSURANCE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION
Banks, Robert L. Watch out: disaster has one, two punch. 
Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, Summer-Autumn 1972, p. 
4-12.
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Consequential loss policies for property, by our insurance 
correspondent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 14, 1972, p. 
319-20.
Davis, William P. Deductibles in property insurance. Retail 
control, v. 40, Jan. 1972, p. 44-6.
Guterl, C. Jay. Commercial umbrella insurance seen as 
business need during present day. Credit and financial 
management, v. 74, Oct. 1972, p. 18-19.
INSURANCE, CASUALTY
Consequential loss policies for property, by our insurance 
correspondent. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 14, 1972, p. 
319-20.
d’Alessio, Wagner. Private carriers can provide insurance 
against all catastrophe losses IF. Best’s review (Property­
liability ed.), v. 72, Feb. 1972, p. 10, 12, 66-8.
Paton, William A. “Do casualties accrue?” (Statement in 
quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 63-5. 
(Reprinted from Michigan business review, v. 23, Nov. 1971.) 
Questions and answers on disaster insurance. Credit and 
financial management, v. 74, Oct. 1972, p. 13-14, 34.
INSURANCE CLAIMS
Anderson, Clarence L. Per case loss reserves evaluation. 
(Methods and management) Best’s review (Property-liability 
ed.), v. 72, Feb. 1972, p. 79-80.
Chanslor, Bill. High cost of doing business with plaintiffs 
attorneys and what to do about it. (Losses and claims) 
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Leo. Australian accountant, v. 42, March 1972, p. 49-54.
LEON Sullivan helps the minorities help themselves. Touche 
Ross tempo, v. 18, Autumn 1972, p. 45-8.
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LEONARD M. Savoie leaving Institute position. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 20.
LEONARD M. Savoie to join Clark Equipment on July 1. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, p. 13.
LEONARD M. Savoie to leave Institute position June 30. CPA 
(American institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 1972, p. 2.
LEONE, ANTHONY
EDP education, an investment in the future. Data man­
agement, v. 10, Oct. 1972, p. 30-1, 33.
LEONE, ROBERT P.
What to do before the computer comes, by Robert P. Leone 
and Edwin Lederman. Managerial planning, v. 21, July/ 
Aug. 1972, p. 11-17.
LEONE, RUDOLPH L.
Accountant’s role in a controlled society, by Rudolph L. 
Leone and Allen Weiss. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 
1972, p. 2-7. (Reprinted from Management adviser, Sept.- 
Oct. 1972, p. 51-4.)
Accountant’s role in a controlled society. Management adviser, 
v. 9, Sept-Oct. 1972, p. 51-4.
LERNER, EUGENE M.
Breen, William J. On the use of B in regulatory proceedings, 
by William J. Breen and Eugene M. Lerner. (Comments 
and reviews) Bell Journal of economics and management 
science, v. 3, Autumn 1972, p. 612-21.
Rappaport, Alfred. Segment reporting for managers and 
investors, by Alfred Rappaport and Eugene M. Lerner. 
New York, National Association of Accountants, 1972. 99 
p. [223.1 R ]
Rappaport, Alfred. Segment reporting for managers and 
investors, by Alfred Rappaport and Eugene M. Lerner. 
New York, National Association of Accountants, 1971. 151 
typewritten pages. (Research study) [*223.1 R ]
LERNER, HERBERT J.
Are unrepaid advances to a subsidiary governed by Sec. 166 
or 1232? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466.
Cash basis banks can maintain books on accrual method. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 464.
Cash in lieu of fractional shares in a reorganization. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 465.
Curing defects of qualified plans after adverse ruling is 
published. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 465-6.
Determining interest earned on transfers from FSLIC secon­
dary reserves. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 
467-8.
Eliminating a deficiency in assets to a spin-off. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466-7.
Industrial development bond pitfail. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 467.
Interest in joint venture’s profits received for services - when 
taxable? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 464-5.
IRS reluctant to rule on contingent stock in Sec 351 transac­
tions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 467.
Modifications of installment note. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Aug. 1972, p. 466.
More on bootstrapping an acquisition. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 468.
LESLY, PHILIP.
Counsel: Instrument and object of change. Public relations 
quarterly, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 5-7.
LESSING, LAWRENCE.
Coming hydrogen economy. Fortune, v. 86, Nov. 1972, p. 138- 
42, 144, 146.
Microfilm emerges from its dusty comer. Fortune, v. 86, Aug. 
1972, p. 140-1, 196, 198, 200, 205, 206,208.
LESSINGER, JACK.
“Final” word on multiple regression and appraisal. Appraisal 
Journal, v. 40, July 1972, p. 449-58.
LESSO, W. G.
Devine, M. D. Models for the minimum cost development of 
offshore oil fields, by M. D. Devine and W. G. Lesso. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 378-87.
LEST we forget - lest we forget
Tansill, X. Bender. Lest we forget - lest we forget 1971. 8 
typewritten pages plus exhibits. [*992 T ]
LESTER, JOHN.
Helliwell, John. Reviewing the latest DISC: simulations of its 
aggregate impacts on Canada, by John Helliwell and John 
Lester. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, July-Aug. 1972, p. 291-8.
LESTER WITTE FOUNDATION OF CHICAGO.
See Witte (Lester) Foundation Of Chicago.
LESURE, JOHN D.
New tax laws can benefit you. Cornell hotel and restaurant 
administration quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 82-6.
LESWING, KIRK.
Marks, F. Raymond. Lawyer, the public, and professional 
responsibility, by F. Raymond Marks with Kirk Leswing 
and Barbara A. Fortinsky. Chicago, American Bar Found­
ation, 1972. 305 p. [250 Law 3 ]
LET your appraisers appraise. Savings & loan news, v. 93, Nov. 
1972, p. 56-8.
LET’S have the necessary courage: a commentary on the 
Institute’s proposals for education and training. (Student 
roundabout) Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Oct. 1971, p. 602-4.
LETT, R. A.
Accounting for VAT. (Tax) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, May 
1972, p. 94-6.
LETTER STOCK
See Stock - Restricted
LETTERS
More dignified mini-letter. (Managing your practice) Practical 
accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 43-4.
Strong, Kline D. Rapid communication technique: the mar­
ginal response. Practical lawyer, v. 18, May 1972, p. 99-101.
Costs
Orel, Harold Writing techniques. Internal auditor, v. 29, 
Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 31-9.
LETTERS OF CREDIT
Alston, J. John. Letter of credit financing in the federal 
government: a case study. Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec.
1971, p. 83-9.
Edmonds, John W. Commercial paper, bank deposits and 
collections, and letters of credit. Business lawyer, v. 27, April
1972, p. 735-50.
LETTERS OF REPRESENTATION
Hill, John K. Legal representation letters. Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972, p. 18-20.
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LETTERS OF SUGGESTION
See Reports, Accountants’-Supplementary Letter To 
Client
LEUTHOLD, RAYMOND M.
Random walk and price trends: the live cattle futures market. 
Journal of finance, v. 27, Sept. 1972, p. 879-89.
LEV, BARUCH.
Flamholtz, Eric G. On the use of the economic concept of 
human capital in financial statements: a comment. (Corre­
spondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 148-52.
Microeconomic consequences of corporate mergers. Journal of 
business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, Jan. 1972, p. 85-104.
On the use of the economic concept of human capital in 
financial statements: a reply, by Baruch Lev and Aba 
Schwartz. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 
1972, p. 153-4.
Thompson, Howard E. Behavioral test of adaptive forecas­
ting, by Howard E. Thompson and LeRoy J. Krajewski. 
(Tutorial and survey) Decision sciences, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 
108-19.
LEV, BENJAMIN.
Eilon, Samuel. On the loading problem - a rejoinder, by 
Samuel Eilon and Nicos Christofides. Management science, 
v. 18, March 1972, p. 432-3.
Noniterative algorithm for tridiagonal transportation prob­
lems and its generalization. Operations research, v. 20, Jan.- 
Feb. 1972, p. 109-25.
On the loading problem - a comment. Management science, v. 
18, March 1972, p. 428-31.
LEVERAGE
Austin, Arthur D. Antitrust implications of compensating 
balances, by Arthur D. Austin and Elinor Harris Solomon. 
Virginia law review, v. 58, Jan. 1972, p. 1-66.
Backman, Jules. Double leverage and the cost of equity 
capital, by Jules Backman and Jack B. Kirsten. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Sept. 28, 1972, p. 32-3.
Brown, Norman M. Return on investment and book accoun­
ting for leveraged lease investments. Journal of commercial 
bank lending, v. 54, Aug. 1972, p. 24-33.
Clark, William Dennison. Leverage: magnificent mover of 
real estate. Real estate review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 8-13.
Cohen, Sylvan M. REITS move to sunny spot on real estate 
scene. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, April 1972, p. 30, 32-4, 
36.
Erler, Raymond L. Rejoinder on leverage. Real estate review, 
v. 2, Summer 1972, p. 81-2.
Financial structure and the use of leverage. (In Essentials of 
managerial finance, by Weston and Brigham. 2nd ed. New 
York, 1971. p. 201-24.) [224 W ]
Hamada, Robert S. Effect of the firm’s capital structure on 
the systematic risk of common stocks. Journal of finance, v. 
27, May 1972, p. 435-52.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: “leveraged” 
lease accounting, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, April 1972, p. 77.
McKee, William S. Real estate tax shelter: a computerized 
expose. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, Summer 1972, p. 
129-89. (Reprinted from Virginia law review, v. 57, May
1971, p. 521.)
Sandberg, Carl M. Systematic tool for analysis of earning 
power and leverage. Mortgage banker, v. 32, Sept. 1972, p. 
37-40.
Scott, David F. Evidence on the importance of financial 
structure. Financial management, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 45- 
50.
Smith, Vernon L. Default risk, scale, and the homemade 
leverage theorem. American economic review, v. 62, March
1972, p. 66-76.
Stiles, Ned B. Leveraged lease financing of capital equip­
ment, by Ned B. Stiles and Mark A. Walker. Business 
lawyer, v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 161-78.
LEVERETT, E. J.
Johnson, Richard E. Life Insurance Commission schedules: 
tool for motivation, by Richard E. Johnson and E. J. 
Leverett. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 
14, 16, 18.
LEVIEN, LAWRENCE DAVID.
Structural model for a world environmental organization: the 
ILO experience. George Washington law review, v. 40, March 
1972, p. 464-95.
LEVIN, JACK S.
Krane, Howard G. Public hearings for private rulings: a 
dissent, by Howard G. Krane, Jack S. Levin and George B. 
Javaras. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, March 1972, p. 160- 
65.
Tax and accounting aspects of corporate acquisitions. Jack S. 
Levin and Richard Pugh, Chairmen. Selma S. Arnold, Staff 
ed. New York, Practising Law Institute, 1972. 523 p. (Tax 
law and practice, Transcript series, no. 8) [230 L ]
LEVIN, JESSE.
Growth rates - the bigger they come the harder they fall. 
Financial analysts Journal, v. 28, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 71-7.
LEVIN, SAM C.
Are you getting the most out of your practice? (Debits and 
credits) National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, p. 4.
LEVINE, AARON.
Current factors that distinguish between “employee” and 
“independent contractor”. (Payroll taxes) Journal of tax­
ation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 188-93.
Executive compensation: an inventory of alternatives, edited 
by Melvin L. Katten. )Tax practitioner’s workshop) 
National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, p. 30-2.
Katten, Melvin L. Preparing and submitting a request for an 
advance ruling, by Melvin L. Katten and Aaron Levine. 
(Tax notes) American Bar Association journal, v. 58, June 
1972, p. 647-50.
LEVINE, CHARLES H.
Black entrepreneurship in the ghetto: a recruitment strategy. 
(Reports and comments) Land economics, v. 48, Aug. 1972, 
p. 269-73.
LEVINE, RICHARD A.
Goldfein, Laurence. Tax Court proposes far reaching changes 
in its rules of practice and procedure, by Laurence Gold­
fein and Richard A. Levine. (Effective tax procedures) 
Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 66-71.
LEVINE, ROBERT E.
Inside the IRS computer center: what every CPA should 
know about the computer’s function. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 108-9.
LEVINE, STEPHEN A.
Developing innovative approaches to computerized property 
management. Journal of property management, v. 37, March- 
April 1972, p. 72-9.
LEVINGSTON, A. C.
Florida’s internal audit review plan ensures compliance with 
regulations. Highway research news, Spring 1972, p. 47-51. 
(*591 L)
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Internal review helps highway management improve oper­
ations. Better roads, March 1970, p. 42, 44, 46. (Reprint file, 
*B.)
LEVINSON, HARRY.
Changing conceptions of motivation in industry. Address, 
before American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 
Plenary Session II, Denver, Oct. 2, 1972. New York, 1972. 6 
typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
LEVINSON, WILLIAM A.
Coming: a better Keogh deal for doctors. Medical economics, 
v. 49, Feb. 14, 1972, p. 33, 36-7, 40, 44-5.
Don’t be bluffed out of entertainment deductions. Medical 
economics, v. 49, Feb. 14, 1972, p. 94-8, 103-4, 108, 112.
Picking the right tax shelter. Medical economics, v. 49, April 
10, 1972, p. 81-90.
What you’ve always wanted to know about bonds, but were 
too growth-stock-minded to ask. Medical economics, v. 49, 
June 5, 1972, p. 94-9, 103, 105-6, 109, 112, 114, 118-19.
LEVITAN, SAR A.
Emergency employment act: a progress report. Conference 
board record, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 46-9.
Our evolving national manpower policy. Conference Board 
record, v. 9, May 1972, p. 20-3.
LEVITT, ARTHUR.
Municipal bond ratings: introductory comments. Governmen­
tal finance, v. 1, Aug. 1972, p. 4-5.
LEVITT, THEODORE.
Production-line approach to service. Harvard business review, 
v. 50, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 41-52.
LEVOY, ROBERT P.
Fifteen ways to make your office a better place to work. 
Association management, v. 24, May 1972, p. 51-5.
How to motivate your staff. (Practitioners forum) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 87-9.
LEVY, DANIEL S.
ABC’s of shopping center leases. (In Crandell, Larry, ed. 
Corporate real estate development and management. New 
York, 1971. p. 29-44.) [250 Rea 3 ]
LEVY, ELBERT E.
Power and mechanism of staff organization. Nursing homes, v. 
21, Sept. 1972, p. 8-10, 33.
LEVY, FERDINAND K.
On the definition of a good decision or solution to a problem. 
Abacus (Sidney Univ., Australia), v. 8, June 1972, p. 61-7.
LEVY, FREDERICK A.
Tax aspects of recent accounting developments: tax and 
financial conformity. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 
30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, 
C1972. p. 1579-99, v. 2) [751 N ]
LEVY, HAIM.
Arditti, Fred D. Distribution moments and equilibrium: a 
comment, by Fred D. Arditti and Haim Levy. Journal of 
financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 1429-33.
Investment performance in an imperfect securities market 
and the case for mutual funds, by Haim Levy and Marshall 
Samat. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, March-April 1972, 
p. 77-81.
Jean, William H. Distribution moments and equilibrium: 
reply. Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 
1972,p. 1435-7.
Portfolio performance and the investment horizon. Man­
agement science, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 645-53.
Safety first - an expected utility principle, by Haim Levy and 
Marshall Sarnat. Journal of financial and quantitative anal­
ysis, v. 7, June 1972, p. 1829-34.
LEVY, LOUIS E.
Evaluating internal control, the impact of SAP 49, by Louis 
E. Levy and Donald P. Kern. World (PMM & co.), v. 6, 
Summer 1972, p. 44-7.
Letters for underwriters (comfort letters), by Louis E. Levy 
and Jerry W. Claiborne. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Summer 1972, p. 
81-5.
LEVY, MICHAEL E.
Conference Board. Federal budget: its impact on the econ­
omy, by Michael E. Levy and others. Fiscal 1973 ed. New 
York, 1972. 62 p. (Conference Board report, no. 550) [*314.4 
C[
From Phase 1 to Phase 3. Conference board record, v. 9, June 
1972, p. 11-14.
Political economy - the forgotten budget discipline. Confer­
ence board record, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 22-9.
LEVY, MICHAEL H.
Equities in the future of life insurance. (Marketing facts and 
ideas) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 38, 
40, 42.
Setting up a home office drug abuse program. Best’s review 
(Life-health ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 28-30, 33, 80-2.
Setting up a home office drug abuse program. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972. p. 22, 24, 80-2.
LEVY, ROBERT A.
Adjusting earnings for cash dividends. Financial executive, v. 
40, April 1972, p. 48-50.
LEWAK, D. S.
Computerised system of keeping time records. South African 
chartered accountant, v. 7, Sept. 1971, p. 322-5.
LEWELLEN, WILBUR G.
Better way to monitor accounts receivable, by Wilbur G. 
Lewellen and Robert W. Johnson. Harvard business review, 
v. 50, May-June 1972, p. 101-9.
Finance subsidiaries and corporate borrowing capacity. 
Financial management, v. 1, Spring 1972, p. 21-31.
Hettenhouse, George W. Tax reform and executive compens­
ation: revenue effects, by George W. Hettenhouse and 
Wilbur G. Lewellen. (In National Tax Association Confer­
ence On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceed­
ings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 211-38.) [751 N ]
Johnson, Robert W. Analysis of the lease-or-buy decision, by 
Robert W. Johnson and Wilbur G. Lewellen. Journal of 
finance, v. 27, Sept. 1972, p. 815-23.
Managerial pay and the tax changes of the 1960’s. National 
tax Journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 111-32.
Ownership income of management. New York, National 
Bureau of Economic Research, distributed by Columbia 
University Press, 1971. 204 p. (Fiscal studies, no. 14.) [223.7 
L]
Simulation versus single-value estimates in capital expend­
iture analysis, by Wilbur G. Lewellen and Michael S. Long. 
(Functional and behavioral application) Decision sciences, 
v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 19-33.
LEWIS, CHARLES E.
Health manpower. Hospitals, v. 46, April I, 1972, p. 107, 110- 
12, 114.
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LEWIS, CYNTHIA D.
Tenant selection in federally-subsidized housing. Journal of 
property management, v. 37, May-June 1972, p. 102-5.
LEWIS, D. ROGER.
Education for accountants: Deficiencies of the present 
system, pan 1, by D. Roger Lewis and John A. Stitt. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 17, 1972, 211-12; Feb. 24, 
1972, p. 245-6.
LEWIS, FRANK M.
Propst, Roben L. Managing coherent equipment, by Roben 
L. Propst and Frank M. Lewis. Hospitals, v. 46, Feb. 1, 
1972, p. 177, 120, 122-4.
LEWIS, GEORGE R.
Impact of a five-year accounting curriculum on private 
corporations, by George R. Lewis and Edward A. Payne. 
(In Feldman, Stephen, ed. Feasibility of c five-year education 
requirement for New York CPAs. Hempstead, N.Y., 1971. p. 
303-50.) [107 F ]
LEWIS, J. KENYON.
Life insurance - a valuable but often underrated tax-saving 
tool for executive compensation. (In Haskins & Sells. 
Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 268-80.) [110 H ]
LEWIS, RALPH F.
Nolan, James. CPA has editor’s chair at Harvard business 
review. (Profile) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, 
p. 26-8, 30.
LEWIS, RICHARD A.
Randall, Robert F. Look what’s happened to annual reports. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 61-3.
LEWIS, RICHARD W.
Grinyer, John R. Valuation and meaningful accounts, by 
John R. Grinyer and Richard W. Lewis. Accounting and 
business research (Eng.), v. 2, Autumn 1972, p. 275-83.
LEWIS, RONALD J.
How accountants can help physical distribution management. 
Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, May-June 1972, p. 
18-23.
LEWIS, STUART M.
Employee death benefit plans - a reappraisal. Taxes - the tax 
magazine, v. 50, Oct. 1972, p. 580-8.
LEY, ROLAND G.
Phase II: the summers of 1971 and 1972. Hospital financial 
management, v. 26, Nov. 1972, p. 5-6, 8, 10, 12.
LHERMITTE, P.
Caille, P. Marginal cost pricing in a random future as applied 
to the tariff for electrical energy by Electricite de France, 
by P. Caille with an introduction by P. Lhermitte. (In 
Trebing, Harry, M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and 
regulation. East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 99-121.) [504.6 T ]
LI, DAVID H., comp.
Design and management of information systems. Chicago, 
Science Research Associates, 1972. 312 p. [201.8 L ]
LIABILITIES
Heath, Loyd C. Distinguishing between monetary and non­
monetary assets and liabilities in general price-level ac­
counting. Accounting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 458-68.
Accounting
Cramer, Joe J. Divisional profit measurement: treatment of 
financing costs. Managerial planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, 
p. 4-8, 13.
Staunton, John. On pronouncements of professional bodies 
on accounting principles. Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, 
p. 44-52.
Wick, Merle S. Accounting for liabilities and capital. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 1084-1102.) [223.7 V ]
Contingent
Current and contingent liabilities. (In Intermediate accounting, 
by Harry Simons. Sth ed. Cincinnati, 1972. p. 577-611.) [110 
S]
Current and contingent liabilities. (In Intermediate accounting, 
by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch 
White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 632-55.) [110 W ]
Current
Current and contingent liabilities. (In Intermediate accounting, 
by Glenn A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch 
White. 3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 632-55.) [110 W ]
Current and contingent liabilities. (In Intermediate accounting, 
by Harry Simons. 5th ed. Cincinnati, 1972. p. 577-611.) [110 
S]
Fixed
See Liabilities-Long-Term
Long-term
Long-term liabilities. (In Intermediate accounting, by Harry 
Simons. 5th ed. Cincinnati, 1972. p. 612-58.) [110 S ]
LIABILITIES which can be covered under state statutes and 
corporate by-laws, by Frederic J. Klink (and others). 
Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 109-30.
LIABILITY (LEGAL)
Speidel, Richard E. Seller’s recovery of overhead under UCC 
section 2-708(2): economic cost theory and contract 
remedial policy, by Richard E. Speidel and Kendall O. 
Clay. Cornell law review, v. 57, May 1972, P. 681-718.
LIABILITY OF ACCOUNTANTS
See Accountants-Liability
LIABILITY of certified public accountants related to the 
auditing and accounting functions as indicated by a 
review of selected claims.
Bakay, Virginia Hicks. Liability of certified public accoun­
tants related to the auditing and accounting functions as 
indicated by a review of selected claims. University, Ala., 
1969, 1970. 332 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Alabama.) 
(Photocopy of typescript. Ann Arbor, Mich., University 
Microfilms, 1970.) [103.1 B ]
LIBBY, ROBERT.
Early impact of APB opinions no. 16 and 17 - an empirical 
study. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 837-42.
LIBBY, ROBERT H.
CNA’s personal security plan. (Methods and management) 
Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 72, Nov. 1971, p. 74- 
9.
LIBERTY Bell conference acclaimed. Management accounting 
v. 54. Aug. 1972, p. 52-5.
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LIBIN, JEROME B.
Accumulations after Bardahl: developments affecting the 
accumulated earnings tax. (In Institute On Federal Tax­
ation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New 
York. c1972. p. 1143-78, v. 2) [751 N ]
LIBRARIES
See Also Tax Libraries
Book-keeping. (Leader) South African chartered accountant, v. 
8, May 1972, p. 153.
Bruner, John M. Student knowledge, attitude, and use of the 
business library, by John M. Bruner and John W. Lee. 
Collegiate news and views, v. 25, Winter 1971, p. 1-2.
Copyright - fair use - photocopying and distribution of 
copyrighted journal articles by governmental library const­
itutes actionable infringement. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt 
law review, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 1093-1107.
Halpern, Jonathan. Ratios in planning-budgeting and bounds 
on resource requirements. Operations research, v. 20, Sept.- 
Oct. 1972, p. 974-83.
Massa, Donald J. Editorial library computer produces 
microfiche index. Newspaper controller, v. 26, Oct. 1972, p. 1, 
9-10.
Special Libraries Association. New York Chapter. Special 
libraries directory of Greater New York. 12th ed. New 
York, 1972. 177, 22 p. (With, as issued, Special Libraries 
Association. New York Chapter. Documentation Group. 
Automated functions and equipment in special libraries 
and information centers of Greater New York. Compiled 
and edited by Martha H. O’Leary. 2nd ed. New York, 
1972.) [*060 S ]
Todd, Alden. Finding facts fast: how to find out what you 
want to know immediately. New York, William Morrow, 
1972. 108 p. [010 T ]
Weinsieder, B. Gail. Cooperative venture proves successful. 
Hospitals, v. 46, Jan. 16, 1972, p. 52-5.
Data processing
AICPA contracts with computer company for literature 
indexing system. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Feb. 1972, p. 3.
Murphey, Wayne E. Controlling access to large tape files, by 
Wayne E. Murphey and Daniel V. Olson. Data processing 
magazine, v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 4-6.
Pohs, Henry A. Setting up specialized library retrieval 
systems. Data processing magazine, v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 11- 
14.
Special Libraries Association. New York Chapter. Special 
libraries directory of Greater New York. 12th ed. New 
York, 1972. 177, 22 p. (With, as issued, Special Libraries 
Association. New York Chapter. Documentation Group. 
Automated functions and equipment in special libraries 
and information centers of Greater New York. Compiled 
and edited by Martha H. O’Leary. 2nd ed. New York, 
1972.) [*060 S ]
Management
Allen, Albert H. Systems to manage the industrial library. 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, June 1972, p. 24-7.
LICENSING
McGuire, E. Patrick. Generating new-product ideas. New 
York, Conference Board, 1972. 70 p. [*161.8 M ]
LIEBERKNECHT, OTFRIED.
Antitrust law in West Germany. Business lawyer, v. 27, April 
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Accountants, 1971. 205 p. (NAA research studies in man­
agement planning and control, no. 2.) [201.8 S ]
______ Committee on Management Accounting Practices.
Capitalization of costs as opposed to charging the cost off as 
an expense. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, July 1972, 
p. 54-62.
Concepts for contract costing. Management accounting (NAA), 
v. 53, March 1972, p. 55-7.
Guidelines for interim financial reporting. Management ac­
counting (NAA), v. 54, Aug. 1972, p. 49-50.
Randall, Robert F. Accounting objectives aired at public 
hearings. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, July 1972, p. 
64-7.
______ Management Accounting Practices Committee.
Financial reporting by diversified companies. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 53-4, 59.
______ Special Committee On Accounting Principles.
Major changes urged in APB rules making. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 12-14, 58-9.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK ACCOUNTANTS.
400 attend first annual awards dinner. Spectrum (National 
Association of Black Accountants), v. 1, Spring 1972, p. 1.
Black experience in large public accounting firms; the results 
of a national survey conducted on behalf of NABA, by 
William Aiken. New York, 1971. 41 p. [*103.7 N ]
Committee plans NABA’s first annual meeting. Spectrum 
(National Association of Black Accountants), v. 1, Spring 
1972, p. 1,6.
First annual awards dinner to honor five prominent CPA’s. 
Spectrum (National Association of Black Accountants), v. 1, 
Jan. 1972, p. 1.
Formation and growth of NABA. Spectrum (National As­
sociation of Black Accountants), v. 1, Jan, 1972, p. 1, 4.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE AND UNIVER­
SITY BUSINESS OFFICERS.
Planning, budgeting and accounting, prepared by Peat, 
Marwick, Mitchell & co. Washington, 1970. 149 p. (Section 
II of “A College Operation Manual.” Under sponsorship of 
Howard University and Southern University, with the 
support of the Ford Foundation.) [*250 Sch ]
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CREDIT MANAGEMENT.
Bassett, W. H. Certification progress report. Credit and 
financial management, v. 74, Sept. 1972, p. 29.
Goodwin, Robert D. Updating the bankruptcy system in the 
U.S. Credit and financial management, v. 74, Sept. 1972, p. 
22-3.
Miller, Donald E. View of certification. Credit and financial 
management, v. 74, Sept. 1972, p. 32-3.
Graduate School of Credit and Financial 
Management.
Sophisticated approach to credit education. Credit and financ­
ial management, v. 74, March 1972, p. 24-7, 29.
„ Improved Construction Practices Committee.
Harms, John D. Where do we stand on construction payment 
bonds? Credit and financial management, v. 74, May 1972, p. 
18-20, 39-40.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS.
Annual statistics: NAIS member schools. Boston, 1972. 12 p. 
(NAIS report, no. 39, Jan. 1972) [*250 Sch ]
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE AGENTS.
Kobler, Jay. CUB: public relations as a verb. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Aug. 1972, p. 28, 30, 32.
Kobler, Jay. NAIA and the lessons of the past. Best’s review 
(Property-liability ed.), v. 72, Nov. 1971, p. 10-12, 64, 66, 68; 
Dec. 1971, p. 14, 16, 18, 73-4.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INSURANCE 
COMMISSIONERS.
Industry Advisory Committee on Medical Mal­
practice Insurance.
Medical malpractice insurance; report. Best’s review (Prop­
erty/liability ed.), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 40, 42, 44, 78, 80, 82, 
84.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECURITIES DEALERS.
Reprint of the Manual. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 
1972. 1 v. (various pagings) (“A Directory of Association 
officials and members which is pan of the complete 
Manual is not contained in this reprint.”) [*250 Bro 2 ]
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECURITIES DEALERS AU­
TOMATED QUOTATIONS.
Goodyear, W. Frederick. Birth of NASDAQ. Datamation, v. 
18, March 1972, p. 42-5.
Tinic, Seha M. Competition and the pricing of dealer service 
in the over-the-counter stock market, by Seha M. Tinic and 
Richard R. West. Journal of financial and quantitative 
analysis, v. 7, June 1972, p. 1707-27.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE BOARDS OF 
ACCOUNTANCY.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Uniform 
statistical information questionnaire data: 1970. A sup­
plementary report, prepared by Howard P. Sanders. New 
York, 1971. 24 p. (Project was performed by a joint 
committee of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants and the National Association of State Boards 
of Accountancy) [*107.2 A ]
CPA-SEA, NASBA and AAA presidents discuss common 
goals with AICPA Council. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
Financial statements, year ended August 31, 1972. Constitu­
tion and bylaws, as amended, Sept. 29, 1972. New York, 
1972. p. 11-18. (NASBA news, v. 2, Nov. 6, 1972.) [*106.3 N ] 
Know your State Board. (Editors' notebook) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 27.
NASBA endorses continuing education requirement (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 14, 20.
Thompson exposes tentative proposals for recognition and 
regulation of CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 2.
NATIONAL AUTOMATED ACCOUNTING RESEARCH 
SYSTEM.
See American Institute Of Certified Public Accoun­
tants. - National
Automated Accounting Research System.
NATIONAL BEER WHOLESALERS’ ASSOCIATION OF 
AMERICA.
Shapiro, Martin J. Data processing for beer wholesalers. 
Chicago, National Beer Wholesalers' Association of Amer­
ica, c1970. 8 p. [*250 Bee ]
NATIONAL BUDGETS
See Budgets, National
NATIONAL BUREAU OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH.
Lewellen, Wilbur G. Ownership income of management. 
New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, distrib­
uted by Columbia University Press, 1971. 204 p. (Fiscal 
studies, no. 14.) [223.7 L ]
Ruggles, Nancy. Design of economic accounts, by Nancy 
Ruggles and Richard Ruggles. New York, National Bureau 
of Economic Research; distributed by Columbia University 
Press, 1970. 184 p. (General series, no. 89.) [314.1 R ]
NATIONAL CAPITAL
See Capital - National
NATIONAL COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL 
ACCOUNTING.
Schramm, John E. Financial accounting and reporting for 
municipalities. CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 297-302.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC BISHOPS.
Diocesan accounting and financial reporting. Washington, 
1971. 142 p. (The Accounting and Financial Reporting 
project comprised the Bishops’ Ad hoc committee and the 
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. project team.) [*250 Chu ]
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 
(S.A.).
Art of the possible. (Leader) South African chartered accoun­
tant, v. 8, April 1972, p. 119.
Book-keeping. (Leader) South African chartered accountant, v. 
8, May 1972, p. 153.
South African chartered accountant’s handbook. Johannes­
burg, 1971. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [106.9 S ]
Accounting Principles Committee.
Jeffery, M. C. First exposure drafts by the Accounting 
principles committee. South African chartered accountant, v. 
7, Sept. 1971, p. 320-1.
South African CAs establish accounting principles committee. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 
16.
NATIONAL CREDIT UNION ADMINISTRATION.
Credit manual for federal credit unions. Washington, U.S. 
Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 44 p. [*683 N ]
NATIONAL DEBT
See Debt-Public
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See Also Armed Services
United States. Congress. Joint Economic Committee. 1972 
economic report of the President; hearings, ninety-second 
Congress, second session, February 7-29, 1972. Washington, 
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 5 v. (1063 p.) [*933 U ]
United States. Congress. Joint Economic Committee. 1972 
joint economic report; report on the January 1972 economic 
report of the President, together with minority and other 
views, March 23, 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1972. 150 p. ( Senate report, no. 92-708, 92d Congress, 2d 
session) [*933 U ]
Budgeting
Brazier, Don R. FY 73 defense budget: reality vs. image. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Summer 1972, p. 9-14.
Dawson, John E. PPBS: yesterday, today and tomorrow. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Summer 1972, p. 15-23.
Kanter, Arnold. Congress and the defense budget: 1960-1970. 
American political science review, v. 66, March 1972, p. 129- 
43.
Martin, Albert J. Developing resource management systems 
for Asian defense. Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Spring 
1972, p. 8-9, 38-9.
Moore, S. H. Trends in Navy program and budget planning. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 21-3, 34-5.
Moot, Robert C. FY 73 budget and defense spending trends. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 18-20, 40.
Wittbrodt, E. S. Thoughts on comptrollership. Armed forces 
comptroller, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 28-30.
Financial management
American Society Of Military Comptrollers. National 
symposium, 1972. Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Summer 
1972, entire issue.
Wittbrodt, E. S. Thoughts on comptrollership. Armed forces 
comptroller, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 28-30.
Management
Martin, Albert J. Developing resource management systems 
for Asian defense. Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Spring 
1972, p. 8-9, 38-9.
NATIONAL ECONOMIC ACCOUNTING
See Income-National
Social Accounting
NATIONAL ELECTRIC SIGN ASSOCIATION.
Buy or lease? A comparison of the actual “dollars and cents 
savings” on an advertising display for ... . Oak Brook, Ill., 
197? Folder. [*250 Sig 2 ]
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION.
Operation overhead 1967-71. 21st ed. Washington, 1972. 84 p. 
[*250 Ele ]
NATIONAL ENERGY COUNCIL (PROPOSED).
Crawford, W. Donham. Energy policy - the electric utility 
industry’s view. EEI bulletin, v. 40, July-Aug. 1972, p. 194-8.
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
Carrafiello, Vincent A. And now the earth: law and ecology. 
(Environmental law department) American business law 
journal, v. 9, Winter 1972, p. 193-223.
Cramton, Roger C. Enforcing the National environmental 
policy act in federal agencies, by Roger C. Cramton and 
Richard K. Berg. Practical lawyer, v. 18, May 1972, p. 79-98.
Environmental law - National environmental policy act of 
1969. (Recent decision) Virginia law review, v. 58, Jan. 1972, 
p. 177-87.
Environmental protection - National environmental policy 
act - federal agencies must give full and immediate 
consideration to environmental factors in their project 
plans, regardless of compliance with specific quality stan­
dards in other statutes. (Recent developments) Vanderbilt 
law review, v. 25, Jan. 1972, p. 258-71.
Evolving judicial standards under the National environmen­
tal policy act and the challenge of the Alaska pipeline. 
(Notes) Yale law Journal, v. 81, July 1972, p. 1592-1639.
Murphy, Arthur W. National environmental policy act and 
the licensing process: environmental magna carta or 
agency coup de grace? Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, 
p. 963-1007.
Schachter, Esther Roditti. Standards for evaluating a NEPA 
environmental statement. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Aug. 31, 1972, p. 29-32.
Tarlock, A. Dan. Balancing environmental considerations and 
energy demands: a comment on Calvert Cliffs’ Coordinat­
ing Committee, Inc. v. AEC. Indiana law journal, v. 47, 
Summer 1972, p. 645-79.
NATIONAL finances: an analysis of the revenues and expend­
itures of the Government of Canada 1971-72.
Canadian Tax Foundation. National finances: an analysis of 
the revenues and expenditures of the Government of 
Canada 1971-72. Toronto, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1972. 
319 p. [*759.1 C ]
NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE ACT OF 1968
Floreen, David A. National flood insurance act from 1968 to 
present day. Credit and financial management, v. 74, Oct. 
1972,p. 12.
Questions and answers on disaster insurance. Credit and 
financial management, v. 74, Oct. 1972, p. 13-14, 34.
NATIONAL FOUNDATION OF HEALTH, WELFARE AND 
PENSION PLANS.
Thornton, Sylvan E. National Foundation - unique orga­
nization with a singular mission. Pension & welfare news, v. 
8, Nov. 1972, p. 12-14, 110.
NATIONAL HOUSING ACT
Christopher, A. J. Effect of BMIR housing on property values. 
(Reports and comments) Land economics, v. 48, Aug. 1972, 
p. 282-6.
NATIONAL HOUSING PARTNERSHIP.
Freidberg, Sidney. For NHP, everything is coming up roses. 
Real estate review, v. 2, Fall 1972, p. 32-8.
NATIONAL INCOME
See Income - National
NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD.
Perspectives for the ’70s and ’80s: tomorrow’s problems 
confronting today’s management. An experimental 
forecast, conducted by the National Industrial Conference 
Board and the Opinion Research Corporation. Forecast 
Director, Charles M. Darling, III. Editor, DuBois S. Morris, 
Jr. New York, 1970. 124 p. [*200.8 N ]
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION (PROPOSED).
Brademas, John. National Institute of Education may be best 
hope for revolution. College and university business, v. 53, 
July 1972, p. 39-41.
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF FARM AND LAND BROKERS.
Federal taxes affecting real estate, by John O. McCoy and 
others. 3rd ed. Chicago, c1970. 385 p. [250 Rea ]
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Myers, Evelyn S. , ed. Financial administration and mental 
health services; based on an Exploratory Workshop held 
November 19-21, 1968, Silver Springs, Md. Lansing, Mich., 
Association of Mental Health Administrators, 1969. 46 p. 
(This work was supported by Public Health Service Con­
tract PH-43-68-1247 from the National Institute of Mental 
Health.) (*250 Ins 2 ]
Sorensen, James E. Cost-finding and rate-setting for com­
munity mental health centers, Prepared by James E. 
Sorensen and David W. Phipps, with the assistance of 
Richard M. Heath and others. 1st ed. Lansing, Mich., 
Association of Mental Health Administrators, 1971. 1 v 
(various pagings) (“This monograph was produced with the 
support of: National Institute of Mental Health Project 
Contract HSM 42-69-80 and Personal Service Contract 
Order No. PLD-9259-71 CSK.”) [*250 Ins 2 ]
NATIONAL INVESTOR RELATIONS INSTITUTE.
Investor relations 1972, challenge and response: proceedings 
of the second annual national conference, Nov. 1, 2, 3,
1971. Washington, c1972. 379 p. [*720 N ]
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS ACT
Bassen, Ned H. Effect of strikes upon vacations. (Notes) 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 633-48.
Bernhardt, Herbert N. Lockouts: an analysis of Board and 
court decisions since Brown and American Ship. Cornell law 
review, v. 57, Jan. 1972, p. 211-54.
Cox, Archibald. Labor law pre-emption revisited. Harvard law 
review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1337-77.
Edwards, Steven M. Rational approach to secondary boycotts 
and work preservation. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 57, 
Oct. 1971, p. 1280-1308.
Right of unions to fine members who have engaged in 
strikebreaking activities after resigning from the union 
during a strike. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 72, Nov.
1972, p. 1272-84.
Unfair labor practice strike: a critique and a proposal for 
change. (Notes) New York university law review, v. 46, Nov. 
1971, p. 988-1011.
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD.
Bassen, Ned H. Effect of strikes upon vacations. (Notes) 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 633-48.
Bernhardt, Herbert N. Lockouts: an analysis of Board and 
court decisions since Brown and American Ship. Cornell law 
review, v. 57, Jan. 1972, p. 211-54.
Cox, Archibald. Labor law pre-emption revisited. Harvard law 
review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1337-77.
O’Connor, Lawrence L. Judicial balancing of competing 
interests in labor management relations. Business lawyer, v. 
27, Jan. 1972, p. 627-40.
Pogrebin, Bertrand B. NLRB Bargaining orders since Gissel: 
wandering from a landmark. St. John’s law review, v. 46, 
Dec. 1971, p. 193-214.
Rosser, Alan Comstock. Deference of jurisdiction by the 
National Labor Relations Board and the arbitration clause. 
(Notes) Vanderbilt law review, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 1057-77.
NATIONAL OFFICE PRODUCTS ASSOCIATION.
NOPA and EDP, one year later. Office products, v. 134, Oct.
1971, p. 54-9.
NATIONAL PLANNING
Decentralized planning (Editorial) Management accountant 
(India), v. 7, Feb. 1972, p. 65-6.
East, R. J. Comparison of strategic planning in large corpo­
rations and government. Long range planning, v. 5, June
1972, p. 2-8.
Wildavsky, Aaron. Why planning fails in Nepal. Adminis­
trative science quarterly, v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 508-28.
Williams, Shirley. Frontiers of government. Long range 
planning (Eng.), v. 5, Sept. 1972. p. 21-4.
NATIONAL RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIATION. 
______ Controllers’ Congress.
Richards, Steven. Progress report, NRMA’s leased depart­
ment survey. Retail control, v. 40, March 1972, p. 17-30.
— Financial Executives Division.
Department and specialty store merchandising and operating 
results of 1971, by Jay Scher. 47th ed. New York, 1972. 167 
p. [*263 N ]
NATIONAL SHAREDATA.
Hughes, Peggy. National Sharedata. (Common stock anal­
ysis) Bankers monthly, v. 89, Sept. 1972, p. 32, 34-5.
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF ACCOUNTANTS FOR 
COOPERATIVES.
Accounting and financial reporting for agricultural cooper­
atives. Durham, N.C., 1972. 36 p. [*270.5 N ]
______ Research Committee.
Accounting and financial reporting for agricultural cooper­
atives. Cooperative accountant, v. 25, Spring 1972, p. 5-36. 
(Entire issue)
NATIONAL SOCIETY OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.
NSPA’s eight-point program for regulating tax return prepar­
ers. National public accountant, v. 17, May 1972, p. 16-18.
NATIONAL STUDENT MARKETING CORPORATION.
National Student Marketing, law firms and auditors sued. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, P. 
10, 12-13.
Not my brother’s keeper. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, March 9, 
1972, p. 293.
SEC finds some worthy new targets. Fortune, v. 85, March 
1972, p. 46.
NATIONAL STUDENT MARKETING CORPORATION, defen­
dant .
Gibson, Charles. Implications of National Student Marketing 
Corporation for the public accountant and the lawyer. Ohio 
CPA, v. 31, Summer 1972, p. 92-8.
NATIONAL Student Marketing, law firms and auditors sued. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, 
P. 10, 12-13.
NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION CONFERENCE ON TAX­
ATION, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971.
Proceedings ..., edited by Stanley J. Bowers. Columbus, Ohio, 
National Tax Association, 1972. 927 p. [751 N ]
NATIONAL TAX ASSOCIATION SEMINAR ON FINANCING 
THE SEVENTIES, Boston, 1972.
Proceedings, Sponsored by the National Tax Association and 
the Fund for Public Policy Research. National tax Journal, 
v. 25, Sept. 1972, entire issue.
NATIONAL Taxation Conference. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Sept. 21, 1972, p. 368-71.
NATIONALIZATION
See Government Ownership Of Business And 
Industry
NATURAL BUSINESS YEAR
Barth, Howard G. Three hundred and sixty-five days = one 
too many. Hospital financial management, v. 25, Dec. 1971, 
p. 34-7.
Guichard, Douglas E. Underrated importance of the right 
fiscal year. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz and co.), 1971, 2nd 
ed., p. 28-31.
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See Gas, Natural
NATURAL gas executives’ forum, complied by Francis X. 
Welch. (Special feature) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Oct. 1972, p. 75-100.
NATURAL gas - supply versus demand. (What others think) 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Oct. 1972, p. 58-60.
NATURAL RESOURCES
See Also Extractive Industries
Mining And Metallurgy
Oil Industry 
Timberlands
Faltermayer, Edmund. Metals: the warning signals are up. 
Fortune, v. 86, Oct. 1972, p. 108-12, 164, 169-70, 174, 176.
McLean, James H. Pollution control incentives, by James H. 
McLean and John E. Reger. National public accountant, v. 
17, Sept. 1972, p. 8-11.
Wallich, Henry C. How to live with economic growth. 
Fortune, v. 86, Oct. 1972, p. 114-16, 121-22.
Zavala, D. F. Maza. Effective public financing based on non­
replenishing resources. International journal of government 
auditing, v. 1, Sept. 1971, p. 14-23.
NATURE and effects of government regulation on long-term 
finance. (In Basic business finance, by Hunt, Williams and 
Donaldson. 4th ed. Homewood, Ill., 1971. p. 488-513.) [205 
H]
NAUHEIM, STEPHEN A.
B. Forman & Co., Inc. A crucial test of the future of section 
482. Tax lawyer, v. 26, Fall 1972, p. 107-23.
Guttentag, Joseph H. Proposed regs reflect treasury’s desire 
to make DISC work but questions remain, by Joseph H. 
Guttentag and Stephen A. Nauheim. (International trade) 
Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 56-60.
NAVALTA, GLORINO M.
Management and the systems function. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Feb. 1972, p. 40-1.
NAVEEN, RONALD S.
Small cases in the Tax Court, by Ronald S. Naveen and 
Lance Eisenber. (Tax notes) American Bar Association 
journal, v. 57, Dec. 1971, p. 1235-7.
NAVIES
Payrolls
Johnson, James R. Navy JUMPS at Navy finance center 
Cleveland. Armed forces comptroller, v. 16, Summer 1971, p. 
22-6; Fall 1971, p. 4-6, 40-2.
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
See Instruments
NAYLOR, EMORY S.
Some observations concerning the operation of a DISC, by 
Emory S. Naylor, Jr. and Richard A. Hanson. Taxes - the 
tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 783-92.
NAYLOR, THOMAS H.
Kleijnen, Jack P. C. Use of multiple ranking procedures to 
analyze simulations of management systems: a tutorial, by 
Jack P.C. Kleijnen, Thomas H. Naylor and Terry G. Seaks. 
Management science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 245-57.
NEARY, HUGH.
Industrial incentives and the EEC, by Hugh Neary and John 
O’Hagan. Management (Irish), v. 19, May 1972, p. 45-7.
NEAVE, EDWIN H.
Porteus, Evan L. Stochastic cash balance problem with 
charges levied against the balance, by Evan L. Porteus and 
Edwin H. Neave. (Notes) Management science, v. 18, July 
1972, p. 600-2.
NEBENZAHL, ITZHAK ERNST.
Some features of state control in Israel. Israel C.P.A., Oct.
1971. p. 17-24.
NEDOMA, JOSEF.
Gal, Tomas. Multiparametric linear programming, by Tomas 
Gal and Josef Nedoma. Management science, v. 18, March
1972, p. 406-22.
NEEDHAM, JAMES J.
James Needham selected chief executive of New York Stock 
Exchange. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July- 
Aug. 1972,p. 2.
Mr. Needham renews plea for automated exchanges. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 8, 10.
Temporizing, the major cause of uncertainty in the financial 
community. Address, before the New York Chamber of 
Commerce, New York, N.Y., March 2, 1972. New York, 
1972. 9 mimeo. pages. (Securities and Exchange Commission 
news) [*721 N ]
NEEDLES, BELVERD E.
Pollution control: a framework for decision making and cost 
control, by Belverd Needles, Jr., James C. Caldwell and 
Doyle Z. Williams. Management adviser, v. 9, May-June 
1972, p. 24-31.
NEEL, C. WARREN.
Counter conduct in mechanical systems. Journal of systems 
management, v. 22, Dec. 1971, p. 35-8.
NEGATIVE ASSURANCE LETTERS
See Comfort Letters
NEGATIVE INCOME TAX
See Taxation, United States-Income-Negative
NEGLIGENCE
See Also Court Decisions
Defalcations 
Fraud
Accountants’ liability for negligence: two American cases. By 
a legal correspondent. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, 
July 1972,p. 340-3.
Cary, William L. Standards of conduct under common law, 
present day statutes and the Model act, by William L. Cary 
and Sam Harris. Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 61-73.
Collier, Don. Negligence - accountants are liable to third 
parties for failure to exercise reasonable care. (Case notes) 
Texas Tech University law review, v. 3, Fall 1971, p. 210-15.
Court quotes AICPA statement in reversing lower ruling. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 
13-14.
Dickerson, Robert W. V. Pacific Acceptance Corporation 
Limited v. Forsyth et al. (Legal cases) Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972, p. 50-2. (Continued in every 
issue in 1972.)
Direct loan financing of consumer purchases. (Notes) Harvard 
law review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1409-38.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Council. Professional liability under scrutiny. (Institute) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Sept. 1972, p. 110, 112, 114.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of Scotland. Council. 
Limitation of professional liability. Accountant’s magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, Sept. 1972, p. 445.
Isbell, David B. How to get sued. California CPA quarterly, v. 
40, Sept. 1972, p. 13-14, 16, 36.
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Isbell, David B. Rules for being sued. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 84.
James, Fleming. Limitations on liability for economic loss 
caused by negligence: a pragmatic appraisal. Vanderbilt law 
review, v. 25, Jan. 1972, p. 43-58.
Maraist, Frank L. Mississippi products liability - a critical 
analysis, by Frank L. Maraist and Rhesa H. Barksdale. 
Mississippi law journal, v. 43, no. 2, p. 139-95.
Marinelli, Arthur J. Expanding scope of accountants’ liability 
to third parties. Case Western Reserve law review, v. 23, Nov.
1971, p. 113-39.
Miller, Richard L. Public accountants and attorneys: neg­
ligence and the third party. (Notes) Notre Dame lawyer, v. 
47, Feb. 1972, p. 588-609.
Mitchell, Ray. Federal employers’ liability act: apostasy of 
sufficiency of evidence policy. (Student notes) Mississippi 
law Journal, v. 42, Summer 1971, p. 418-29.
Mullendore, Robert G. Federal common law remedies under 
the Occupational safety and health Act of 1970. (Com­
ments) Washington law review, v. 47, Aug. 1972, p. 629-57.
National Student Marketing, law firms and auditors sued. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, P. 
10, 12-13.
Noel, Dix W. Defective products: abnormal use, contributory 
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______ Board of Research and Publications.
Tentative statement on auditing practice. Accountants’ Journal 
(N.Z.), v. 50, Feb. 1972, p. 212-14.
Council.
Important amendments to the code of ethics. Accountants’ 
journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 176-8.
NEWBOULD, G. D.
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agement) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 88, 90, 92.
NEWBURY, JAMES H.
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Bankers monthly, v. 89, July 15, 1972, p. 28-9, 31, 37.
NEWELL, GALE E.
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(NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 13-16.
NEWHOUSE, JOSEPH P.
Schnabel, Morton. Subsidy problem in hospital insurance: a 
comment. Journal of business (U. of Chicago), v. 45, April
1972, p. 302-4.
NEWLAND, D. ALDEN.
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taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 238-41.
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taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 26-9.
NEWLIN, CLARKE R.
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management, v. 10, Feb. 1972, p. 35-8.
NEWMAN, HOWARD N.
Medicare and medicaid. Annals of the American society of 
political and social science, v. 399, Jan. 1972, p. 114-24.
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Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 1972, p. 188-19, 171.
NEWMAN, WILLIAM A.
Uniform cost accounting standards. Address, before Federal 
Government Accountants Association, Washington Chap­
ter, Presidential Arms, Washington, D.C., Jan. 9, 1969. 
Washington, General accounting office, 1969. 16 typewrit­
ten pages. [*160 N ]
NEWS fit to print. Certified accountant (Eng.), Jan. 1972, p. 9.
NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS
Clark, Peter B. Opportunities, problems for newspapers in the 
70’s. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Jan. 1972, p. 2-3, 9.
Purcell, John R. Profit planning and cash management help 
chain control wide operations. Newspaper controller, v. 25, 
July 1972, p. 4.
Purcell, John R. Steps to take before buying or selling a 
newspaper. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Jan. 1972, p. 1.
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Institute Of Newspaper Controllers And Finance Officers. 
Property Control Manual Committee. Property control for 
newspapers: fixed asset records and perpetuation 
procedures. Fair Haven, N. J., c1972. 63 p. [*250 New 2 ]
Moore, Cecil H. Accounting for goodwill: impact on financial 
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controller, v. 26, Oct. 1972, p. 2-3.
Purcell, John R. Profit planning and cash management help 
chain control wide operations. Newspaper controller, v. 25, 
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Budgeting
Eisenbraun, Robert A. Factors to consider when budgeting 
revenue from ads. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Aug. 1972, p. 
2-3, 16.
McCarthy, Walter J. Using budgets and forecasts to attain 
circulation goals. Newspaper controller, v. 25, July 1972, p. 3, 
11.
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matching requirements and costs. Newspaper controller, v. 
25, Aug. 1972, p. 4-5.
Costs
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expedite examinations. Newspaper controller, v. 25, Aug. 
1972, p. 3.
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controller, v. 25, Aug. 1972, p. 10.
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Management
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p. 4-5, 9.
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NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
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Institutional investor, v. 6, Aug. 1972, p. 65-6, 77-9.
Doctors, Samuel I. Who uses social criteria in institutional 
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tional investor, v. 6, Aug. 1972, p. 53-8.
United States. Internal Revenue Service. Cumulative list of 
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Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. 680 p. (Publication 
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United States. Internal Revenue Service. How to apply for 
recognition of exemption for an organization. Washington,
1971. 24 p. (Private foundations reports, supplement to no. 4, 
Aug. 10, 1971. Publication 557 (6-71)) [*754.7 U ]
Accounting
American Accounting Association. Committee on Accounting 
Practice of Not-for-Profit Organizations. Accounting prac­
tices of not-for-profit organizations. (Accounting and audit­
ing) International journal of government auditing, v. 1, Sept. 
1971,p. 59-72.
Cameron, Douglas E. Actual accounting benefits to govern­
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Davidge, G. L. Accounting for non-profit organizations. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Nov. 1972, p. 30-3.
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Gross, Malvern J. Financial and accounting guide for non­
profit organizations. New York, Ronald Press, 1972. 541 p. 
[250 Non ]
Henke, Emerson O. Performance evaluation for not-for-profit 
organizations. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 
51-5.
Milkovich, Steven. Federal grants and contracts. Association 
& society manager, v. 4, Feb.-March 1972, p. 41-50.
Most, Kenneth S. Accounting for not-for-profit organisations. 
Singapore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 17-20.
Shelton, William F. Debits & credits. (Debits & credits) 
National public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 4.
Auditing
Henke, Emerson O. Audit reports for not-for-profit orga­
nizations. Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 20-4.
Independent audits. (In Financial and accounting guide for 
nonprofit organizations, by Malvern J. Gross. New York,
1972. p. 339-50.) [250 Non ]
Budgeting
Budget, II: the cash budget and forecast statements, budget­
ing for nonmanufacturing and nonprofit organizations, 
PERT/cost technique for planning and control. (In Cost 
accounting, by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. 
p. 433-62.) [160 M ]
Importance of budgeting. (In Financial and accounting guide 
for nonprofit organizations, by Malvern J. Gross. New York,
1972. p. 277-98.) [250 Nou ]
Robinson, Daniel D. Some reflections on the meaning of 
budgeting - for nonprofit institutions. Management controls 
(PMM & Co.), v. 19, May 1972, p. 86-9.
Cost accounting
American Accounting Association. Committee on Accounting 
Practice of Not-for-Profit Organizations. Accounting prac­
tices of not-for-profit organizations. (Accounting and audit­
ing) International Journal of government auditing, v. 1, Sept.
1971, p. 59-72.
Costs
Milkovich, Steven. Federal grants and contracts. Association 
& society manager, v. 4, Feb.-March 1972, p. 41-50.
Finance
Gross, Malvern J. Financial and accounting guide for non­
profit organizations. New York, Ronald Press, 1972. 541 p. 
[250 Non ]
Financial management
Crimmins, James C. Our friends in nonprofitland say a major 
financial crisis is on the way. Institutional investor, v. 6, Aug.
1972, p. 34-9.
Oppenheimer, Martin J. Should tax-exempt funds invest in 
real estate investment trusts? Some preliminary consider­
ations. Trusts and estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 354-7, 412.
Reeve, John T. So you’ve been elected treasurer. Management 
adviser, v. 9, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 36-42.
Government regulation
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Ways and Means. Legislative activity by certain types of 
exempt organizations. Hearings on H.R. 13720...May 3, 4, 
and 5. 1972. Washington U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 317 p. 
[*250 Non ]
Internal control
Small organizations - providing internal control. (In Financial 
and accounting guide for nonprofit organizations, by Malvern
J. Gross. New York, 1972. p. 324-38.) [250 Non ]
Law
Webster, George D. How state statutes affect non-profit 
corporations. Association management, v. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 
26-7.
Management
Nelson, Charles A. Trusteeship today. Management controls 
(PMM & Co ), v. 19, May 1972, p. 90-5.
Reimnitz, Charles A. Testing a planning and control model in 
nonprofit organizations. Academy of management journal, v. 
15, March 1972, p. 77-87.
Reports and statements
American Accounting Association. Committee on Accounting 
Practice of Not-for-Profit Organizations. Accounting prac­
tices of not-for-profit organizations. (Accounting and audit­
ing) International journal of government auditing, v. 1, Sept. 
1971, p. 59-72.
Gross, Malvern J. Financial and accounting guide for non­
profit organizations. New York, Ronald Press, 1972. 541 p. 
[250 Non ]
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, CHARITIES 
Data processing
Wyatt, Peter. Centralized information processing pays off for 
the Salvation Army. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, 
April 1972, p. 1, 4-5, 8.
Management
Wyatt, Peter. Centralized information processing pays off for 
the Salvation Army. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, 
April 1972, p. 1, 4-5, 8.
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, HEALTH AGENCIES
See Also Health Agencies, In Previous Indexes 
Mental Health Institutions
Feldstein, Martin S. Hospital cost inflation: study of nonprofit 
price dynamics. American economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, 
p. 853-72.
Accounting
Voluntary health and welfare organizations. (In Financial and 
accounting guide for nonprofit organizations, by Malvern J. 
Gross. New York, 1972. p. 179-220.) [250 Non ]
Finance
American Hospital Association. Statement on the financial 
requirements of health care institutions and services. 
Chicago, 1969. 40 p. (Approved by House of Delegates, 
February 12, 1969) [*250 Ins ]
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, HOMES FOR THE AGED 
See Also Homes For The Aged, In Previous Indexes
Auditing
Waldbaum, Steven H. Improved nursing and old age home 
reporting under “Medicaid”. CPA Journal, v. 42, July 1972, 
p. 542-51.
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, SOCIAL SERVICE AGEN­
CIES
See Also Social Service Agencies, In Previous 
Indexes
American Accounting Association. Committee on Measures 
of Effectiveness for Social Programs. Report. Accounting 
review, v. 47, Suppl., 1972, p. 337-96. (*106.3 A)
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS, WELFARE AGENCIES 
See Also Welfare Agencies, In Previous Indexes
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Voluntary health and welfare organizations. (In Financial and 
accounting guide for nonprofit organizations, by Malvern J. 
Gross. New York, 1972. p. 179-220.) [250 Non ]
Management
Elkin, Robert. Evaluating the effectiveness of social services, 
by Robert Elkin and Darrel J. Vorwaller. Management 
controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, May 1972, p. 104-11.
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Elkin, Robert. Evaluating the effectiveness of social services, 
by Robert Elkin and Darrel J. Vorwaller. Management 
controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, May 1972, p. 104-11.
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See Taxation, United States-Aliens
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1972, p. 319.
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NOONAN, EDMUND R.
Business combinations, by Edmund R. Noonan and James
M. Quigley. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, Spring 1972, p. 7-11.
Nina, Pinta, Santa Maria. World (PMM & co.), v. 6, Winter 
1972, p. 28-9.
NOPA and EDP, one year later. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 
1971, p. 54-9.
NORBY, WILLIAM C.
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July/Aug. 1972, p. 90-1.
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v. 42, May 1972, p. 361-2.
Disclosure requirements for first offerings. (Corporate infor­
mation & disclosure) Financial analysts journal, v. 28, May- 
June 1972, p. 96-8.
Inside information and professional investment research. 
(Editorial viewpoint) Financial analysts journal, v. 28, Nov./ 
Dec. 1972, p. 14.
Objectives of financial accounting and reporting from the 
viewpoint of the financial analyst, by William C. Norby 
and Frances G. Stone. (Research) Canadian chartered 
accountants, v. 101, Aug. 1972, p. 42-9. (Reprinted from 
Financial Analysts Federation newsletter, Special accounting 
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Executive incentives in Britain. (London finance) Bankers 
monthly, v. 89, May 1972, p. 28, 30-1.
Gambling big business in Britain today. Bankers monthly, v. 
89, April 1972, p. 29-31.
Summer brings new monetary weakness. (London finance) 
Bankers monthly, v. 89, July 15, 1972, p. 32-3.
OFFENSEND, FRED L.
Hospital admission system based on nursing work load. 
Management science, v. 19, Oct. 1972, p. 132-8.
OFFER to rent or sell former residence supports write-off. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 233.
OFFICE administration handbook.
Aspley, John Cameron., ed. Office administration handbook. 
Chicago, Dartnell, 1967. 1008 p. (At head of title: The 
Dartnell.) [202 A ]
OFFICE APPLIANCES
See Office Machinery And Equipment
OFFICE building experience exchange report.
Building Owners And Managers Association International. 
Fifty-first annual experience exchange report, office buil­
ding operations, calender year, 1970. Chicago, c1971. 76 p. 
(Cover title: 1970 office building experience exchange 
report.) [*250 Off ]
OFFICE BUILDINGS
See Also Real Estate Management
Higgins, James G. Constructing the office building lease. 
Journal of property management, v. 37, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 
198-204.
Olsen, John. What the manager should know: management 
procedures - owner management. Skyscraper management, 
v. 57, March 1972, p. 22-3.
Panet-Raymond, Robert. New approach to facilities plan­
ning. Journal of property management, v. 37, Nov./Dec. 1972, 
p. 277-80.
Rice, Curtis. Planning a new building. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Aug. 1972, p. 8-13; Sept. 1972, p. 26-30.
Thompson, Roger H. Office condominiums. Appraisal journal, 
v. 40, April 1972, p. 305-7.
What do you do with an old downtown hotel which is 
running a 40 percent occupancy? Hospitality, v. 11, June 
1972, p. 30-1.
Costs
Stone, Leon N. Plug the cost leaks in your maintenance 
operation. Buildings, v. 66, Feb. 1972, p. 46-9.
Management
Campbell, Wallace H. Maintaining prestige to meet com­
petition. Journal of property management, v. 37, March-April 
1972, p. 68-71.
Daniels, Irwin. Tenant services key to total office building 
environment Journal of property management, v. 37, March- 
April 1972, p. 87-9.
Statistics
Adreon, Leonard J. Occupancy continues downward trend. 
Skyscraper management, v. 57, Nov. 1972, p. 15-18.
Adreon, Leonard J. Occupancy trends downward. Skyscraper 
management, v. 57, June 1972, p. 9-12.
Building Owners And Managers Association International. 
Fifty-first annual experience exchange report, office buil­
ding operations, calender year, 1970. Chicago, c1971. 76 p. 
(Cover title: 1970 office building experience exchange 
report.) [*250 Off ]
Building Owners And Managers Association International. 
1971 office building experience exchange report. Chicago, 
c1972. 88 p. [*250 Off]
Buildings’ breakdown of the buildup in modernization. 
Buildings, v. 66, Oct. 1972, p. 44-45.
Well, at least 1970 was a good year. Buildings, v. 66, April 
1972, p. 80-1.
OFFICE filing procedures. (In Managing a profitable tax practice, 
by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapter 7.) [751.4 K ]
OFFICE FORMS
See Forms
OFFICE LAYOUT
See Also Accountants’ Office-Layout 
Plant Layout
Functional office arrangement. (Methods and management) 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 86-8.
Sherman, Lawrence. Space facilities planning for tomorrow. 
(Management services) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
101, Aug. 1972, p. 56-9.
Standard method of floor measurement. Skyscraper man­
agement, v. 57, June 1972, p. 13-17.
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Studley, Julien J. Space planning basics from a New York 
pro, by Julien J. Studley and Jack Freidin. Buildings, v. 66, 
Aug. 1972, p. 53-5.
Xavier, Alec. Planning the office environment. (Focus) Ac­
countancy (Eng.), v. 83, April 1972, p. 38-40.
Data processing
Rice, Curtis. Planning a new building. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Aug. 1972, p. 8-13; Sept. 1972, p. 26-30.
OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT
See Also Computers 
Data Processing 
Anand, Valerie. Conversing inter-office. (Machines in bus­
iness) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, June 1972, p. 60-2.
Anand, Valerie. Copiers for accountants. (Machines in bus­
iness) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, May 1972, p. 57-9.
Anand, Valerie. Focus on security. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
March 1972, p. 40-2.
Anand, Valerie. Machine age and the office. (Focus) Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 49-51, 53-4.
Anand, Valerie. Microfilm market. (Business machines) Ac­
countancy (Eng.), v. 83, Sept. 1972, p. 56, 58, 60.
Anand, Valerie. Telex systems: key to positive transmission. 
(Machines in business) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, 
p. 64-6.
Anderson, Howard M. How to select a facsimile system. 
Office, v. 76. July 1972, p. 11, 14, 18.
Asmus, Paul. Calculators vs. minis. Datamation, v. 18, April 
1972, p. 55-8.
Berezin, Evelyn. How technology is freeing the secretary. 
Computers and automation, v. 21, Oct. 1972, p. 15, 40.
Collating machines help in-plant shops meet deadlines. 
Office, v. 74, Aug. 1971, p. 44-7.
Dawson, F. Robertson. How to justify the purchase of new 
duplicating equipment. Office, v. 74, Aug. 1971, p. 41-3.
DiSanto, Frank J. Appraisal of facsimile methods. Office, v. 
74, July 1971, p. 12-14, 18,20.
Fitting out the office interior. (Focus) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, April 1972, p. 43-6.
Floyd, Howard A. Where do you put a copier? Law office 
economics and management, v. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 332-5.
Gevirtzman, Robert. Systems for business data processing: 
Wang 700. By Robert Gevirtzman and Henry A. Lavery, Jr. 
Management controls (PPM & Co.), v. 19, Oct. 1972, p. 249- 
51.
Hendel, Robert A. Minicomputer word processing: a two- 
year case history. Infosystems, v. 19, Aug. 1972, p. 35-7.
Hoadley, Howard W. Planning a microfilm information 
system. Office, v. 74, Oct. 1971, p. 59-63.
Holmes, Geoffrey. Programmable calculators. (Business 
machines) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 57-8, 60, 
62,64.
How dictating equipment serves modem business. Office, v. 
74, July 1971, p. 52, 56, 58, 60, 64.
How paper shredders protect business data. Office, v. 74, 
Sept. 1971, p. 58-60, 64.
Kibbee, Ralph W. How to use an adding machine for more 
than just adding. (Accounting shortcuts) Practical accoun­
tant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 26-8.
Marinara, Edward L. Minicomputer in every office. Office, v. 
76, Aug. 1972, p. 43-5.
Parkinson, Robert. Dvorak simplified keyboard: forty years 
of frustration. Computers and automation, v. 21, Nov. 1972, 
p. 18-25.
Smallwood, Lois. Exit girl Friday ... enter automated word 
processing, by Lois Smallwood and Gloria M. Stone. 
Infosystems, v. 19, Aug. 1972, p. 30-4.
Wells Fargo Bank “Mails it by phone.” Magazine of bank 
administration, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 50.
Wheat, George C. Case for electronic business machines, by 
George C. Wheat and W. Paul Woodson. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 20-2.
Costs
Poliski, Iris. Mounting cost of making copies. Law office 
economics and management, v. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 323-31.
Stafford, George F. Optimizing facsimile usage. Law office 
economics and management, v. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 336-8.
Statistics
Machines market. Office products, v. 134, July 1971, p. 34-9.
OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT RETAILERS
Adieu to an industry. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 1971, p. 82-
5.
Family owned business. Office products, v. 134, Aug. 1971, p. 
32-5.
Feld, Lipman G. How dealers are affected by the fair credit 
law. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 1971, p. 128-33.
Passing it on. Office products, v. 134, Aug. 1971, p. 40-1, 50-2.
Pick up the phone and sell. Office products, v. 134, Nov. 1971, 
p. 24-31.
Store planning: environments that merchandise your image. 
Office products, v. 136, Aug. 1972, p. 40-51.
Trafals, Thomas J. Co-op buying. Office products, v. 135, 
March 1972, p. 30-7, 40,44.
Victoria, Frank M. Why buy direct? Office products, v. 135, 
April 1972, p. 43-7.
Data processing
NOPA and EDP, one year later. Office products, v. 134, Oct. 
1971,p. 54-9.
Statistics
Supplies market: Survey. Office products, v. 135, June 1972, p. 
32-7.
OFFICE MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT WHOLESALERS
Victoria, Frank M. Why buy direct? Office products, v. 135, 
April 1972, p. 43-7.
OFFICE MANAGEMENT
See Also Accountants’ Office-Management
Clerical Work
Internal Control
Management 
Personnel Management
Aspley, John Cameron. , ed. Office administration handbook.
Chicago, Dartnell, 1967. 1008 p. (At head of title: The 
Dartnell.) [202 A ]
Functional office arrangement. (Methods and management) 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 86-8.
Gingenbach, M. Leonella. Evaluation paves the way to good 
office management. Hospital financial management, v. 26, 
Oct. 1972, p. 16, 18,20.
Heyel, Carl. , ed. Handbook of modern office management 
and administrative services. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 
1 v. (various pagings) [202 H ]
Hill, R. H. Links between office management and financial 
control. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, April 1972, p. 
92-3.
Levoy, Robert P. Fifteen ways to make your office a better 
place to work. Association management, v. 24, May 1972, p. 
51-5.
Longman, Harold H. How to cut office costs. London, Anbar 
Publications, 1967. 300 p. [202 L ]
Winter, Elmer L. Flexible office staff. Office, v. 74, Dec. 1971, 
p. 38-40.
Winter, Elmer L. Flexible work force a new concept for cost 
control. (Methods and management) Best’s review (Life/ 
health ed.), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 82, 84-7.
Winter, Elmer L. Flexible work force - a new concept for cost 
control. (Methods and management) Best’s review (Prop­
erty/liability ed.), v. 73, Sept. 1972, p. 96, 98-100.
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Young, Samuel L. Operations achievement program. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 36-43.
Auditing
Fuhro, Wilbur J. Auditing office operations by sampling. 
Office, v. 75, April 1972, p. 61-4.
OFFICE MANUALS
See Manuals
OFFICE PARKS
Knight, David B. Office parks: the Oak Brook example, by 
David B. Knight and Tatsuo Ito. (Reports and comments) 
Land economics, v. 48, Feb. 1972, p. 65-9.
OFFICE salaries. (Current affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Aug. 24, 1972, p. 223.
OFFICE SUPPLIES
See Forms
Office Machinery And Equipment
OFFICE work measurement,
Nance, Harold W. Office work measurement, by Harold W. 
Nance and Robert E. Nolan. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1971. 184 p. [201.2 N]
OFFICER, LAWRENCE H.
International aspects of the President’s new economic policy. 
MSU business topics, v. 20, Winter 1972, p. 25-9.
OFFICERS
See Controllers
Corporations-Officers 
Executives
Treasurers
OFFIT, MORRIS W.
Growing pension dollars challenge money managers. Pension
& welfare news, v. 8, Dec. 1972, p. 16-18.
OGDEN, JOHN.
“What happens if.” A planning system for utilities. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 89, March 16, 1972, p. 33-8.
OGDIN, JERRY L.
Designing reliable software. Datamation, v. 18, July 1972, p. 
71-2, 75, 78.
OGILVY, ALEX.
Role of financial adviser to client companies. (Management 
services) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, June 1972, 
p. 32-4.
O’GLOVE, THORNTON L.
No small issue - “materiality” may mean a great deal to 
investors, by Thornton L. O’Giove and Robert A. Olstein. 
Barron’s, July 17, 1972, p. 5, 24. (Reprint file, *B.)
OGREAN, RICHARD B.
Total commitment to utilization review. Hospitals, v. 46, June 
16, 1972, p. 42-6.
“OH what a tangled web ...” strange story of D. F. Bevan 
Holdings. (Finance and commerce) Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, April 20, 1972, p. 517-21.
O’HAGAN, JOHN.
Neary, Hugh. Industrial incentives and the EEC, by Hugh 
Neary and John O'Hagan. Management (Irish), v. 19, May
1972, p. 45-7.
O’HALLORAN, DONALD M.
Use of the Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate proposed 
capital investments. U. S. Army audit agency bulletin, 
Winter 1971, p. 39-46.
O’HARE, JAMES T.
Statutory nonrecognition of income and the overriding 
principle of the tax benefit rule in the taxation of corpo­
rations and shareholders. Tax law review, v. 27, Winter 
1972, p. 215-46.
OHIO income tax laws
Commerce Clearing House. New Ohio income tax laws with 
explanation: corporation franchise income tax, personal 
income tax, withholding tables. New York, c1971. 88 p. 
(Ohio tax reports, special report, Dec. 17, 1971. Includes 
‘H.B. 475 of the 1971 Legislature, awaiting action by the 
Governor.’) [*758.1 0 ]
OHIO SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBUC ACCOUNTANTS.
Savoie. Leonard M. Client-auditor relationship: is more 
independence needed? Address, before the Cleveland 
Chapter of the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accoun­
tants, Cleveland, Ohio, April 24, 1972. (New York) 1972. 16 
typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
OIL and gas federal income taxation.
Miller, Kenneth G. Oil and gas federal income taxation. 10th 
ed. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1972. 568 p. [*250 
Oil 2]
OIL DRILLING
Berger, Theodore. Non-recourse loans to partnership in oil 
deals, by Theodore Berger and Burton W. Kanter. (Shop 
talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 256-7.
Devine, M. D. Models for the minimum cost development of 
offshore oil fields, by M. D. Devine and W. G. Lesso. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 378-87.
Fromovitz, Stan. Game theoretic interpretation of non-profit 
objectives in a profit environment, by Stan Fromovitz and 
Chaiho Kim. Santa Clara business review, v. 3, Spring 1972, 
p. 43-9.
Greenhill. Robert F. Formation of an exploration fund by a 
major oil company - the Conoco Exploration Fund. (In 
Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 23rd, 
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dalls, 1972. Proceed­
ings. ... New York, 1972. p. 291-302.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Hershman, Arlene. Drilling funds: What risk? What reward? 
Dun’s review, v. 99, June 1972, p. 39-41, 116, 118, 120.
Hoster, Craig W. Oil and gas: interference with the lessee’s 
rights by surfacing a well on the leased premises and 
drilling directionally to bottom the well outside the leased 
land. Oklahoma law review, v. 25, May 1972, p. 289-94.
Jones, Preston. Oil and gas: what interest does the operator 
obtain from a non-participating party under a compulsory 
pooling order? Oklahoma law review, v. 25, May 1972, p. 
294-301.
Kleinman, Harold F. Regulatory scheme. (In Institute on Oil 
and Gas Law and Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal 
Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings.... New York, 1972. 
p. 277-89.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Sanders, David T. Financial analysis of oil and gas drilling 
programs, by David T. Sanders and S. Barnett Serio. Trusts 
and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 186-9.
Accounting
Christian, J. Roy. Oil properties in trust - profitable problem 
solving. Trusts and estates, v. 111, June 1972, p. 454-7, 511- 
12.
Johnson, Robert T. Full-cost vs. conventional accounting in 
the petroleum industry. CPA Journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 
479-84.
Stephens, Lowell W. Guidelines for the registration of oil 
and gas drilling programs. (Accounting and auditing 
procedure) Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 51-3.
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Weathers, Henry T. Eclectic accounting approach. Man­
agement accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 36-8.
Reports and statements
Johnson, Robert T. Full-cost vs. conventional accounting in 
the petroleum industry. CPA Journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 
479-84.
OIL DRILLING FUNDS
See Funds-Oil Drilling
OIL INDUSTRY
Barger, Thomas C. Middle Eastern oil since the Second 
World War. Annals of the American Academy of Political and 
Social Science, v. 401, May 1972, p. 31-44.
Buchanan, Robert H. Exploration and production today: 
environmental restrictions and responsibilities. (In Institute 
on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern 
Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings.... New York,
1972. p. 1-17.) [250 Oil 2]
Crawford, W. Donham. Energy policy - the electric utility 
industry’s view. EEI bulletin, v. 40, July-Aug. 1972, p. 194-8.
Donaldson, Richard M. Transportation and the environment 
- traffic jam or sensible accommodation? (In Institute on Oil 
and Gas Law and Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal 
Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings.... New York, 1972. 
p. 69-98.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Faltermayer, Edmund. Energy “joyride” is over. Fortune, v. 
86, Sept. 1972, p. 98-101, 178, 180, 182, 184, 186, 188, 191.
Jacobs, Robert A. Current developments in the taxation of 
corporate organizations and reorganizations involving oil 
and gas interests. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and 
Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 
1972. Proceedings. . . . New York, 1972. p. 303-27.) [250 Oil 
2]
Lambin, Jean-Jacques. Is gasoline advertising justified? 
Journal of business (University of Chicago), v. 45, Oct. 1972, 
p. 585-619.
Miller, Otto N. Fuel situation - oil. EEI bulletin, v. 40, July- 
Aug, 1972, p. 188-90.
Rhodabarger, T. Dale. Those oil stocks are starting to gush. 
Medical economics, v. 49, Nov. 6, 1972, p. 87.
Stelzer, Irwin M. Fuel situation. EEI bulletin, v. 40, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 178-82.
Wolf, Jordon B. International oil: the power balance shifts. 
Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz and co.), 1971, 2nd ed., p. 38-43.
Accounting
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. APB public hearing on 
accounting and reporting practices in the petroleum indus­
try. Chicago, 1972. 894 p. (Cases in public accounting 
practice, v. 10.) [250 Acc ]
Christian, J. Roy. Oil properties in trust - profitable problem 
solving. Trusts and estates, v. 111, June 1972, p. 454-7, 511- 
12.
Johnson, Robert I. Examination of oil and gas reserves. 
(Accounting & auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. .134, Nov. 1972, p. 79-82.
Johnson, Robert T. Full-cost vs. conventional accounting in 
the petroleum industry. CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 
479-84.
Lourens, Roy. Development of reporting standards for the 
extractive industries. Australian accountant, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 329-34.
Lourens, Roy. Financial reporting in the extractive industries: 
an Australian survey, by Roy Lourens and Susan Hender­
son. Melbourne, Australian Society of Accountants, 1972. 
82 p. [*250 Oil 2 ]
Most, Kenneth S. Cost center problem in the oil industry. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 39-41.
Pouring oil on troubled auditors, from our New York corre­
spondent. (Letter from America) Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
Feb. 10, 1972, p. 181.
Alaska
Louis, Arthur M. Escalating war for Alaskan oil. Fortune, v. 
86, July 1972, p. 80-4, 110, 112.
Cost accounting
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. FPC rulemaking on ac­
counting for gas and oil exploration and development 
costs. Chicago, 1972. 362 p. (Cases in public accounting 
practice, v. 9.) [250 Acc ]
Most, Kenneth S. Cost center problem in the oil industry. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 39-41.
Said, Omar H. M. Ways to joint product costing of refined oil 
stocks. Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 78-83.
Costs
Devine, M. D. Models for the minimum cost development of 
offshore oil fields, by M. D. Devine and W. G. Lesso. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 378-87.
Griffin, James M. Process analysis alternative to statistical 
cost functions: an application to petroleum refining. Amer­
ican economic review, v. 62, March 1972, p. 46-56.
Finance
Hall, Charles W. New techniques for the financing and 
development of oil and gas, properties by Charles W. Hall 
and Steven E. Segal. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and 
Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 
1972. Proceedings. . . . New York, 1972. p. 329-59.) [250 Oil 
2]
Sanders, David T. Financial analysis of oil and gas drilling 
programs, by David T. Sanders and S. Barnett Serio. Trusts 
and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 186-9.
Government regulation
Energy: a policy to avert a crisis. (Editorial) Fortune, v. 86, 
Sept. 1972, p. 81-2.
Evolving judicial standards under the National environmen­
tal policy act and the challenge of the Alaska pipeline. 
(Notes) Yale law Journal, v. 81, July 1972, p. 1592-1639.
History
Pugach, Noel H. Standard Oil and petroleum development in 
early republican China. Business History review, v. 45, 
Winter 1971, p. 452-73.
Insurance
McGillicuddy, Dan W. Insurance coverage in oil and gas 
operations. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 111-43.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Law
Bledsoe, Robert, C. Selected creditor problems - joint interest 
operations. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 215-48.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Lawson, Frederick J. Recent developments in pooling and 
unitization. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings .... New York, 1972. p. 145-213.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Wittmann, Phillip A. Selecting an entity for ownership and 
development of oil and gas properties. (In Institute on Oil 
and Gas Law and Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal 
Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings.... New York, 1972. 
p. 361-410.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Pricing
Saad, Farid W. Fuel oil purchasing in the 1970’s. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 89, Feb. 3, 1972, p. 36-9.
Reports and statements
Johnson, Robert T. Full-cost vs. conventional accounting in 
the petroleum industry. CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 
479-84.
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Scotland
Mackay, G. A. North Sea oil and the Scottish economy. 
Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 278-82.
Statistics
American Petroleum Institute. Petroleum facts & figures. 
Washington, 1971. 604 p. (1971 edition.) [*250 Oil 2 ]
Gibson, Ray G. Refining and marketing margins for domestic 
gasoline. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, Jan./Feb. 1972, p. 
38-42, 88-90.
Taxation
See Taxation, Oil Industry, Under Name Of Country
Valuation
Christian, J. Roy. Oil properties in trust - profitable problem 
solving. Trusts and estates, v. 111, June 1972, p. 454-7, 511- 
12.
OIL LEASES
Hoster, Craig W. Oil and gas: interference with the lessee’s 
rights by surfacing a well on the leased premises and 
drilling directionally to bottom the well outside the leased 
land. Oklahoma law review, v. 25, May 1972, p. 289-94.
Jones, Preston. Oil and gas: what interest does the operator 
obtain from a non-participating party under a compulsory 
pooling order? Oklahoma law review, v. 25, May 1972, p. 
294-301.
Lawson, Frederick J. Recent developments in pooling and 
unitization. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings .... New York, 1972. p. 145-213.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Cost accounting
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. FPC rulemaking on ac­
counting for gas and oil exploration and development 
costs. Chicago, 1972. 362 p. (Cases in public accounting 
practice, v. 9.) [250 Acc ]
OIL MARKETING
See Oil Trade
OIL PROPERTY VALUATION
See Oil Industry-Valuation
OIL REFINERIES
Gibson, Ray G. Refining and marketing margins for domestic 
gasoline. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, Jan./Feb. 1972, p. 
38-42, 88-90.
Griffin, James M. Process analysis alternative to statistical 
cost functions: an application to petroleum refining. Amer­
ican economic review, v. 62, March 1972, p. 46-56.
Van Ert, Jess W. Refining, marketing, and the environment. 
(In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 23rd, 
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceed­
ings. ... New York, 1972. p. 19-68.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Cost accounting
Said, Omar H. M. Ways to joint product costing of refined oil 
stocks. Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 78-83.
OIL TRADE
Gibson, Ray G. Refining and marketing margins for domestic 
gasoline. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, Jan./Feb. 1972, p. 
38-42, 88-90.
Saad, Farid W. Fuel oil purchasing in the 1970’s. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 89, Feb. 3, 1972, p. 36-9.
Accounting
Henwood, Bill. Accounting: ‘the dealer who tries to operate 
his business by “feel” instead of “facts” is heading for 
failure.’ Fueloil & oil heat, v. 31, March 1972, p. 60-1.
O’KEEFE, HERBERT A.
Local government accounting, auditing and financial 
reporting in Georgia. Georgia CPA, v. 14, no. 2, 1972-1973, 
p. 12-17.
O’KEEFE, JOHN P.
Good records enable redemption of stock in family corpo­
ration to qualify as complete termination of interest. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 738-9.
How to get maximum benefits from the new ADR deprecia­
tion rules, by John P. O’Keefe and Robert W. Buesser. (In 
Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 
179-99.) [110 H ]
OKLAHOMA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Conference Of Accountants, 26th, University of Tulsa, 1972. 
Accounting papers of the twenty-sixth annual conference 
of accountants, sponsored by Oklahoma Society of Cer­
tified Public Accountants (and others). Tulsa, Okla., 1972. 
82 p. [*102 C]
Federally-based Oklahoma income tax, 1971. Oklahoma City, 
1971? 38 p. (Sequel to: “Major differences in federal and 
Oklahoma income tax laws.”) [*758.1 0 ]
OKUN, ARTHUR M.
Have fiscal and/or monetary policies failed? American eco­
nomic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 24-30.
OLA, C. S.
Nigerian decision on interest paid to a foreign investor. 
(Current notes) British tax review, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 329- 
31.
OLD-AGE BENEFITS
See Pensions
Social Security
OLD age benefits and the dependency deduction. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 63-4.
OLD-AGE HOMES
See Non-Profit Organization, Homes For The Aged
OLD KENT BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
Radius, David A. Clerical work measurement. Journal of 
systems management, v. 23, May 1972, p. 28-31.
OLD Tax court blues: the need for uniformity in tax litigation. 
(Notes) New York university law review, v. 46, Nov. 1971, p. 
970-87.
O’LEARY, GEORGE F.
Optical reader speeds data entry. (Methods and man­
agement) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, March 1972, 
p. 82-3.
O’LEARY, JAMES J.
Behavior of interest rates: is an upturn in the making? Trusts 
and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 194-7.
Current trends in the real estate and financial markets. 
Appraisal journal, v. 40, July 1972, p. 425-33.
Expectation of inflation - a continuing force in economic 
investment decisions. (Economics and finance) Bankers 
monthly, v. 89, June 1972, p. 5-7.
O’LEARY, MARTHA H., comp.
Special Libraries Association. New York Chapter. Special 
libraries directory of Greater New York. 12th ed. New 
York, 1972. 177, 22 p. (With, as issued, Special Libraries
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Association. New York Chapter. Documentation Group. 
Automated functions and equipment in special libraries 
and information centers of Greater New York. Compiled 
and edited by Martha H. O’Leary. 2nd ed. New York, 
1972.) [*060 S ]
OLENICK, ARNOLD J.
Dangers ahead for professional corporations. CPA Journal, v. 
42, Nov. 1972, p. 915-20.
OLEWINE, LAURENCE E.
Cooley, John W. PPBS...alive and well, by John W. Cooley, 
Calvin R. Nelson and Laurence E. Olewine. Federal accoun­
tant, v. 21, June 1972, p. 14-21.
OLIGOPOLIES
Barber, Richard J. Where is the American corporation going - 
oligopoly? Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, P. 47-9.
Bock, Betty. Dialogue on concentration, oligopoly, and profit: 
concepts vs. data. New York, Conference Board, 1972. 79 p. 
(Conference Board report, no. 556) [*236 B ]
OLIKER, L. RICHARD.
External degree in business administration. Collegiate news 
and views, v. 25, Spring 1972, p. 7-10.
OLIN, HAROLD B.
No heat, no houses. Savings & loan news, v. 93, Nov. 1972, p. 
74-9.
OLIPHANT, WALTER J.
Accounting education fund for disadvantaged students. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 9-10.
AICPA directors urge adoption of Wheat Study proposals. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 
9-10.
European challenge: how can American business meet it? 
Address, before the Economic Club of Detroit, April 17, 
1972. New York, American Institute Of Certified Public 
Accountants, 1972. 18 typewritten pages. [*938 O ]
Financial accounting foundations appointees. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 10, 12.
Inaugural speech. Address, before American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, 84th annual meeting, Detroit, 
Oct. 11, 1971. New York, 1971. 18 mimeo. pages. [*106.1 A ]
Invitation to members to comment on the Code restatement. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 1972, p. 2, 
10.
Major developments loom for the accounting profession. 
(Guest editor’s column) CPA Journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 
267-9.
Outgoing President Oliphant advises of areas in need of 
change. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 
1972, p. 6.
President’s address, American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants Annual meeting, Denver, Colorado, OCt. 4, 
1972. New York, 1972. 10 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Search for accounting principles. (In Conference On Empir­
ical Research In Accounting, 6th, University of Chicago, 
1972. Empirical research in accounting. Chicago, 1972. p. 93-
8.)  [*102 C]
Walter Oliphant to address AICPA computer conference. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 9.
OLIVER, FRED M.
Auditing of public programs as viewed by the public accoun­
ting profession. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. 
New York, 1972. p. 120-32.) [110 H ]
OLIVER, JOSEPH R.
Statement of changes in financial position. National public 
accountant, v. 17, Aug. 1972, p. 20-4.
OLIVER, RICHARD L.
Threshold no fault: the insurance companies’ bonanza. 
American Bar Association journal, v. 58, July 1972, p. 731-35.
OLKEN, CHARLES E.
Economic development in the model cities program. Law and 
contemporary problems, v. 36, Spring 1971, p. 205-26.
OLSEN, ALFRED J.
Pinney, Charles A. Farmers’ prepaid feed expenses, by 
Charles A. Pinney, Jr. and Alfred J. Olsen. Tax lawyer, v. 
25, Spring 1972, p. 537-50.
OLSEN, EDWIN G.
MACPA officers elected for 1972-1973. Michigan CPA, v. 24, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 20.
OLSEN, HANS P.
Final regulations point the way to effectively use charitable 
remainder trusts, by Hans P. Olsen and James R. Ledwith. 
(Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Dec. 1972, 
p. 368-72.
OLSEN, HARVEY O.
Accounting for estates and trusts. (Taxes - of local interest) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 29-30.
OLSEN, JOHN.
What the manager should know: management procedures - 
owner management. Skyscraper management, v. 57, March 
1972, p. 22-3.
OLSON, BOB M.
Enough data for the computer. Best’s review (Property- 
liability ed.), v. 73, May 1972, p. 62, 64.
Enough data for the computer. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), 
v. 73, May 1972, p. 40, 42.
OLSON, CHARLES E.
Mattheiss, Theodore H. Industrial airpark - still untested: 
findings not favorable to concept, by Theodore H. Mat­
theiss and Charles E. Olson. Business horizons, v. 15, Feb. 
1972, p. 69-74.
Output unit in transportation revisited, by Charles E. Olson 
and Terence A. Brown. (Reports and comments) Land 
economics, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 280-1.
OLSON, DANIEL V.
Murphey, Wayne E. Controlling access to large tape files, by 
Wayne E. Murphey and Daniel V. Olson. Data processing 
magazine, v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 4-6.
OLSON, DAVID N.
Kornfeld, Leo, L. Simulation models: technic for juggling the 
what ifs. By Leo L. Kornfeld, Robert G. Farris, and David 
N. Olson. College & university business, v. 53, Nov. 1972, p. 
31-7.
OLSON, JOSEPHINE E.
Price discrimination by regulated motor carriers. (Com­
munications) American economic review, v. 62, June 1972, p. 
395-402.
OLSON, MYRON L.
Materials management. Hospitals, v. 46, April 1, 1972, p. 145- 
6, 129-30, 132.
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OLSON, WALLACE E.
AICPA’s new chief. (Current affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
July 27, 1972, p. 102.
American Institute - Executive Vice-President. (Notes and 
comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Aug. 1972, 
p. 378.
CPA’s opportunity to serve. (From the executive vice pres­
ident) CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, 
p. 2-3.
Ethical problems of the auditor in financial reporting. (In 
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Corpo­
rate financial reporting: ethical and other problems, New 
York, 1972. p. 145-58.) [104 A ]
Higgins, Thomas G. Restating the ethics code: a decision for 
the times, by Thomas G. Higgins and Wallace E. Olson. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 33-9.
Is what they see what we are? California CPA quarterly, v. 40, 
June 1972, p. 9-12.
New AICPA executive. (News/events) Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 101, Aug. 1972, p. 6.
Nolan, James. “I couldn’t be more bullish on the prospects 
for the accounting profession.” (Profile) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 30, 32, 34, 37.
Nolan, James. Wheat study members assess product. (News 
feature) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, P. 18, 20, 
22, 24.
Olson named chief staff officer of institute. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 12, 14.
Time for change in changing times. (From the Executive Vice 
President) CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 
1972, p. 14, 19-21.
Time for change in changing times. Address, before Amer­
ican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Council 
meeting, Denver, Colorado, Sept. 30, 1972. New York, 
1972. 19 typewritten pages. [*106.1 A ]
Wallace E. Olson appointed Institute’s new Executive Vice 
President. Michigan CPA, v. 24, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 48.
Wallace E. Olson is appointed Institute’s new executive vice 
president. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 3.
OLSON named chief staff officer of institute. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 12, 14.
OLSTEIN, ROBERT A.
O’Glove, Thornton L. No small issue - “materiality” may 
mean a great deal to investors, by Thornton L. O’Giove 
and Robert A. Olstein. Barron’s, July 17, 1972, p. 5, 24. 
(Reprint file, *B.)
O’MEARA, J. ROGER.
Corporate moves to the suburbs: problems and opportunities. 
New York, Conference Board, 1972, 29 p. [*200 O ]
ON-LINE subscription fulfillment improves service, cuts costs. 
Data management, v. 9, Dec. 1971, p. 26-7.
ON the evaluation of shortage costs for inventory control of 
finished goods, by Muhittin Oral (and others). Man­
agement science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 344-51.
ON-THE-JOB TRAINING
See Accountants’ Office-Staff Training 
Education-On-The-Job Training
ONCOST
See Overhead
ONE approach to bank protection. Burroughs clearing house, v. 
56, May 1972, p. 20, 54.
ONE-SHOT sales situations can benefit by Subchapter S. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 372-3.
O’NEAL, CURTIS H.
Clifford trust still good, despite 1971 amendments. (What’s 
new about taxes) Newspaper controller, v. 25, March 1972, p. 
3, 12.
O’NEIL, MILTON.
All-TV banking catches on. Banking, v. 65, Sept. 1972, p. 38, 
40, 116.
O’NEILL, EILEEN CREAMER.
Case study: Creating and promoting a code of ethics. Associa­
tion management, v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 44-9.
O’NIELL, WILLIAM G.
What constitutes “trade or business” for bad debt purposes; 
stockholder, employee, promoter; investment vs. loan. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University,
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 283-98, v. 1) [751 N ]
OPELKA, F. GREGORY.
Condominium conversion - appraisal considerations. Ap­
praisal journal, v. 40, Oct. 1972, p. 588-99.
Market value is inappropriate for lenders? (Appraisal report) 
Savings & loan news, v. 93, Oct. 1972, p. 114-17.
OPEN-END INVESTMENT COMPANIES
See Funds - Mutual
OPERA COMPANIES
See Musical Enterprises
OPERATING results of food chains, 1970-71,
Cornell University. New York State College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences. Operating results of food chains, 1970- 
71, by Earl Brown and Panna Kulkarni. Ithaca, N. Y., 1971? 
79 p. [*267 C ]
OPERATING results of self-service discount department 
stores, 1970-71,
Cornell University. New York State College of Agriculture 
and Life Sciences. Operating results of self-service discount 
department stores, 1970-71, by Earl Brown and Panna 
Kulkarni. Ithaca, N. Y., 1971? 97 p. (“Project conducted in 
cooperation with and sponsored by the Mass Retailing 
Institute.”) [*262 C ]
OPERATING STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial - Income
OPERATION BREAKTHROUGH.
Love, Terrence L. Modular housing’s impact upon real estate 
appraisal. Appraisal Journal, v. 40, April 1972 p. 208-16.
OPERATION of a multi-national enterprise.
McFadzean, F. S. Operation of a multi-national enterprise. 
London, Industrial Educational and Research Foundation,
1971. 17 p. (Prepared for a seminar to be held on October 
14, 1971. At head of cover title: The company and its 
responsibilities.) [*938 M ]
OPERATIONS achievement program
Young, Samuel L. Operations achievement program. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 36-43.
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See Management Audit
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
See Also Management Science 
Mathematical Models
Abernathy, William J. Spatial-allocation model for regional 
health-services planning, by William J. Abernathy and 
John C. Hershey. Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, 
p. 629-42.
Bhat, U. Narayan. Statistical technique for the control of 
traffic intensity in the queuing systems M/G/1 and GI/ 
M/1, by U. Narayan Bhat and S. Subba Rao. Operations 
research, v. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 955-66.
Brown, Kenneth S. Management science - its role in the 
organization. Managerial planning, v. 21, July/Aug. 1972, p. 
6-10, 38.
Browne, William G. Techniques of operations research. 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, Sept. 1972, p. 8-13.
Coppinger, Richard J. Non-use of advanced mathematical 
techniques, by Richard J. Coppinger and E. Stewart Epley. 
Managerial planning, v. 20, May/June 1972, p. 12-15.
Distribution system simulator, by Michael M. Connors and 
others. Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 425-53.
Financing mental-health services in the state of New York, 
by Lawrence D. Bodin and others. Operations research, v. 
20, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 942-54.
Gaver, Donald P. Allocation resources between research and 
development: a macro analysis, by Donald P. Gaver and 
V. Srinivasan. Management science, v. 18, May 1972, p. 492- 
501.
Goyal, S. K. Five fallacies “put operational research under 
suspicion”. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, March 
1972, p. 67-8.
Gran, Bradford H. Objective measurements: the key to 
operations analysis. Internal auditor, v. 29, July-Aug. 1972, 
p. 10-16.
Hall, William K. Application of multifunction stochastic 
service systems in allocating ambulances to an urban area. 
Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 558-70.
Hewgill, J. C. R. Management accountant and OR scientist 
should speak each other’s language. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, Nov. 1972, p. 363-4.
Katcher, David A. Consulting from within. California man­
agement review, v. 14, Summer 1972, p. 36-44.
Keeney, Ralph L. Method for districting among facilities. 
Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 613-18.
Larson, Richard C. Insensitivities in urban redistricting and 
facility location, by Richard C. Larson and Keith A. 
Stevenson. Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 
595-612.
Masson, Robert Tempest. Creation of risk aversion by 
imperfect capital markets. American economic review, v. 62, 
March 1972, p. 77-86.
Moore, Peter. How to measure your risks, by Peter Moore 
and Howard Thomas. Management (Irish), v. 19, Feb. 1972, 
p. 47-9.
Nadler, Paul S. Human side of M.I.S. Bankers magazine, v. 
155, Winter 1972, p. 52-8.
Ramanauskas, Helene M. A. New dimensions of accoun­
tancy. Women CPA, v. 34, Jan. 1972, p. 5-10, 19.
Rivett, Patrick. Art of operations research. Organizational 
dynamics, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 32-42.
Seiler, Robert E. Changing information technology and its 
impact upon the internal audit function. Internal auditor, v. 
29, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 40-7.
Souder, William E. Scoring methodology for assessing the 
suitability of management science models. Management 
science, v. 18, June 1972, p. 526-43.
Szanton, Peter L. Systems problems in the city. Operations 
research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 465-73.
Turban, Efraim. Sample survey of operations-research activ­
ities at the corporate level. (Technical notes) Operations 
research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 708-21.
Vickers, Geoffrey. Management and the new specialists. 
Organizational dynamics, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 2-11.
Young, Samuel L. Operations achievement program. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 36-43.
Peru
Sagasti, Francisco R. Management sciences in an underdevel­
oped country: the case of operations research in Peru. 
Management science, v. 19, Oct. 1972, p. 121-31.
OPIC insurance - $2.4 billion of political risk coverage. Best’s 
review (Property-liability ed.), v. 72, March 1972, p. 24, 26, 
29-30.
OPINION
See Certificate Or Opinion
OPINION RESEARCH CORPORATION.
National Industrial Conference Board. Perspectives for the 
’70s and '80s: tomorrow’s problems confronting today’s 
management. An experimental forecast, conducted by the 
National Industrial Conference Board and the Opinion 
Research Corporation. Forecast Director, Charles M. Dar­
ling, III. Editor, DuBois S. Morris, Jr. New York, 1970. 124 
p. [*200.8 N ]
OPINIONS OF THE ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES BOARD
See Accounting Principles Board Opinions
OPPENHEIM, S. CHESTERFIELD.
Antitrust immunity for joint efforts to influence adjudication 
before administrative agencies and courts - from Noerr- 
Pennington to Trucking Unlimited. Washington and Lee law 
review, v. 29, Fall 1972, p. 209-34.
Antitrust policy and third-party prepaid prescription drug 
plan. George Washington law review, v. 40, Dec. 1971, P. 244- 
73.
OPPENHEIMER, MARTIN J.
REITs seeking equity kickers travel a perilous sea. Real estate 
review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 31-6.
Should tax-exempt funds invest in real estate investment 
trusts? Some preliminary considerations. Trusts and estates, 
v. 111, May 1972, p. 354-7, 412.
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE ACCOUNTANT
See Accountancy Profession-As A Career
OPPORTUNITY COSTS
Barron, Michael J. Application of linear programming dual 
prices in management accounting - some cautionary obser­
vations. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Spring 1972, 
p. 51-69.
Chasteen, Lanny Gordon. Graphical approach to linear 
programming shadow prices. (Academic notes) Accounting 
review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 819-23.
Dittman, David A. Transfer pricing and decentralization. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Nov. 1972, p. 47-50.
Hanna, Mark. Corporate bankruptcy potential, stockholder 
returns and share valuation: comment. (Comments) Journal 
of finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 711-17.
Hoistrum, Gary L. Effect of budget adaptiveness and tight­
ness on managerial decision behavior. Journal of accounting 
research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 268-77.
Lea, Richard B. Note on the definition of cost coefficients in a 
linear programming model. Accounting review, v. 47, April 
1972, p. 346-50.
Melitz, Jacques. On the optimality of satiation in money 
balances. Journal of finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 683-98.
Opportunity costs in gas production. (Washington and the 
utilities) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, July 20, 1972, p. 37.
Rayburn, Letricia Gayle. Opportunity cost approach to 
evaluating and ranking proposed alternative actions. (Man­
agement services) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 845-9.
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Rayburn, Letricia Gayle. Opportunity costs - their application 
in business decision making. Georgia CPA, v. 14, no. 2, 
1972-1973, p. 20-3.
OPPORTUNITY costs in gas production. (Washington and the 
utilities) Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, July 20, 1972, p. 
37.
OPPORTUNITY FUNDING CORPORATION.
Doctors, Samuel I. Opportunity Funding Corporation: an 
analysis, by Samuel I. Doctors and Sharon Lock wood. Law 
and contemporary problems, v. 36, Spring 1971, p. 227-37.
OPTICAL SCANNING
See Data Processing-Optical Scanning
OPTICAL scanning and MICR forms. (In Business forms, by 
Joseph L. Kish. New York, 1971. p. 113-24.) [202.9 K ]
OPTIMIZATION THEORY  
Albright, Chris. Asymptotic optimal policies for the stochastic 
sequential assignment problem, by Chris Albright and 
Cyrus Derman. Management science, v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 46- 
51.
Anderson, Dennis. Models for determining least-cost invest­
ments in electricity supply. Bell Journal of economics and 
management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 267-99.
Berretta, Juan Carlos. Optimal strategy for capacity expan­
sion, by Juan Carlos Berretta and Fereidoun Mobasheri. 
Engineering economist, v. 17, Winter 1972, p. 79-98.
Blackburn, Joseph D. Optimal control of a single-server 
queue with balking and reneging. Management science, v. 
19, Nov. 1972, p. 297-313.
Carter, Phillip L. Bayesian approach to quality control. 
Management science, v. 18, July 1972, p. 647-55.
Dyer, James S. Interactive goal programming. Management 
science, v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 62-70.
Henin, Claude. Optimal replacement policies for a single 
loaded sliding standby. Management science, v. 18, July 
1972, p. 706-15.
Jensen, Michael C. Corporate investment under uncertainty 
and Pareto optimality in the capital markets, by Michael C. 
Jensen and John B. Long, Jr. Bell journal of economics and 
management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 151-74.
Jorgenson, Dale W. Investment behavior and the production 
function. Bell journal of economics and management science, 
v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 220-51.
Knight, W. D. Working capital management - satisficing 
versus optimization. Financial management, v. 1, Spring 
1972, p. 33-40.
Mohring, Herbert. Optimization and scale economies in 
urban bus transportation. American economic review, v. 62, 
Sept. 1972, p. 591-604.
Nolan, Richard L. Recursive optimization and simulation 
approach to analysis with an application to transportation 
systems, by Richard L. Nolan and Michael G. Sovereign. 
Management science, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 676-90.
Roth, Timothy P. Subjective production function: An ap­
proach to its determination. Engineering economist, v. 17, 
Summer 1972, July-Aug. 1972, p. 249-59.
Wallinford, Buckner A. Inter-temporal approach to the 
optimization of dividend policy with predetermined invest­
ments. Journal of finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 627-35.
Weisman, Joel. Engineering design optimization under risk, 
by Joel Weisman and A.G. Holzman. Management science, 
v. 19, Nov. 1972, p. 235-49.
ORCHESTRAS
See Musical Enterprises
ORDERS
Cavner, J. Paul. Systems study of COM. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Sept. 1972, p. 24-5.
More, John R. Forecasting and scheduling for past-model 
replacement parts. Management science, v. 18, Dec. 1971, 
Part I, p. B-200 - B-213.
Data processing
Sobczak, Thomas V. Order entry - prelude to a management 
information system. Data processing magazine, v. 13, Winter
1971, p. 24-5.
ORDINARY income or capital gain? Traditional tests applied. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 217-18.
ORDONA, JULIUS.
Problems in marketing livestock. SGV group journal, no. 2,
1972, p. 6-13.
O’REGAN, WILLIAM G.
Zusman, Pinhas. Optimal sorting in industrial operations, by 
P. Zusman and W. G. O’Regan. Management science, v. 18, 
Dec. 1971, Part I, p. B-145 - B-154.
O’REILLY, EUGENE H.
Eliminating claims bottlenecks ... the insurer’s view. Hospital 
financial management, v. 26, June 1972, p. 12-15.
OREL, HAROLD
Writing techniques. Internal auditor, v. 29, Sept./Oct. 1972, p.
31-9.
ORES
See Mining And Metallurgy
ORGAN, DENNIS W.
Linking pins between organizations and environment. Bus­
iness horizons, v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 73-80.
ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND 
DEVELOPMENT.
Canada. Paris, 1971.65 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O ] 
France. Paris, 1972. 83 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O ] 
Iceland. Paris, 1972. 59 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O ] 
Ireland. Paris, 1972. 43 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O [ 
Netherlands. Paris, 1971. 75 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 
O]
Norway. Paris, 1972. 82 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O ] 
Spain. Paris, 1972. 79 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 0 ] 
Sweden. Paris, 1972. 87 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 0 ] 
Switzerland. Paris, 1972. 78 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 
O]
Turkey. Paris, 1972. 51 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 O ] 
United Kingdom. Paris, 1971. 43 p. (OECD economic surveys) 
[*933 O ]
ORAL, MUHITTIN.
On the evaluation of shortage costs for inventory control of 
finished goods, by Muhittin Oral (and others). Management 
science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 344-51.
ORGANIZATION change: perceptions and realities.
McFeely, Wilbur M. Organization change: perceptions and 
realities. New York, Conference Board, 1972. 56 p. (Confer­
ence Board report, no. 561.) [*201 M ]
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ORGANIZATION CHARTS
See Also Flow Charts
Accountant’s role in the organization. (In Cost accounting, by 
Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. 
p. 3-19.) [160 H ]
Concept of management, the controller’s function, and the 
nature of cost accounting. (In Cost accounting, by Mau and 
Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 1-13.) [160 M ]
De Martino, Edoardo. Operating on a global basis . . . today 
and tomorrow, by Edoardo De Martino and Bruce A. 
Searle. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, Sept.-Oct. 
1972, p. 51-61.
Prenger, Al J. Divisional controllership. Management accoun­
ting (NAA), v. 54, Nov. 1972, p. 29-32.
ORGANIZATION EXPENSES
Mennell, Robert L. Primer for starting a law office. Law office 
economics and management, v. 12, March 1972, p. 485-95.
ORGANIZATION MANUALS
See Manuals
ORGANIZATION & operation of broadcast stations.
Hoffer, Jay. Organization & operation of broadcast stations. 
Blue Ridge Summit, Pa., Tab Books, 1971. 251 p. [250 Rad 
5]
ORGANIZATION THEORY
See Also Management
Beckhard, Richard. Optimizing team-building efforts. Journal 
of contemporary business, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 23-32.
Bowers, David G. Survey-guided development: using human 
resources measurement in organizational change, by David 
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tant. National public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, p. 27-8.
Nader, Ralph. , ed. Whistle blowing: the report of the 
Conference on professional responsibility. Edited by Ralph 
Nader, Peter J. Petkas and Kate Blackwell. New York, 
Grossman Publishers, 1972. 302 p. [209.4 N ]
Oliphant, Walter J. Major developments loom for the ac­
counting profession. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, 
v. 42, April 1972, p. 267-9.
Olson, Wallace E. Ethical problems of the auditor in financial 
reporting. (In American Institute Of Certified Public Ac­
countants. Corporate financial reporting: ethical and other 
problems, New York, 1972. p. 145-58.) [104 A ]
Olson, Wallace E. Time for change in changing times. (From 
the Executive Vice President) CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 14, 19-21.
Ruder, David S. Standards of conduct under the federal 
securities acts, by David S. Ruder, Franics M. Wheat and 
Louis Loss. Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 75-93.
Savoie, Leonard M. Opportunity to raise standards of profes­
sional ethics. (Guest editor’s column) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Jan. 1972, p. 14-15.
Seidler, Lee J. Auditors labor under mighty handicaps. (News 
and views) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 185-9.
Winters, Alan J. Ethics, professionalism, and the wonderful 
world of CPA, by Alan J. Winters and Dan M. Guy. Texas 
CPA, v. 45, Oct. 1972, p. 48-51.
Advertising
Capitman, William G. Selling of the American public. Bus­
iness and society review, Summer 1972, p. 42-6.
Ethics reminder. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Sept. 1972, p. 2.
Greyser, Stephen A. Advertising: attacks and counters. 
(Special report) Harvard business review, v. 50, March-April
1972, p. 22-4, 26, 28, 140-6.
Institute Of Cost And Works Accountants Of India. Guide­
lines on professional misconduct ... as it relates to 
advertisement for and solicitation of business by members 
in practice. (Institute news & notifications) Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, July 1972, p. 462-4.
Punch and others look at certified accountants. Certified 
accountant (Eng.), March 1972, p. 154-5.
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Venkatesan, R. Prasanna. How do we make our services 
known? Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 
481-4.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. (Notes 
and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, July 
1972,p. 331.
American institute’s ethics committee answers members’ 
queries. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 
1972, p. 12.
Automatic disciplinary provisions of bylaws are invoked 
against three members. CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, May 1972, p. 5.
Automatic disciplinary provisions of bylaws invoked against 
six members. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
March 1972, p. 8.
Baskerville, Gerald M. Debits and credits. (Debits & credits) 
National public accountant, v. 17, Sept. 1972, p. 4-5.
Code restatement sent to members. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 7.
Cole, Howard R. Proposed restatement of the AICPA code of 
professional ethics. (Current developments and issues) 
Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Sept. 1972, p. 28-30.
Council approves the Code restatement and the Wheat 
report. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, May 1972, 
p. 1, 15.
Council clears code restatement for vote. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 12, 16.
Dupre, Donald R. Revised code of professional ethics. (From 
our president) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 
1972,p. 5.
Ethics committee answers member’s query. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 4.
Ethics committee answers members’ queries. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 4.
Ethics committee answers members’ queries on independence 
and incorporation. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
52, May 1972, p. 3.
Ethics suit for AICPA. (Commentary) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, July 1972, p. 8.
Federal court voids Institute’s competitive bidding rule. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 13-
14.
Graese, Clifford E. Code of ethics. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, 
Spring 1972, p. 26-35.
Higgins, Thomas G. Restating the ethics code: a decision for 
the times, by Thomas G. Higgins and Wallace E. Olson. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 33-9.
Highlights of the spring Council meeting. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 1.
Jacobs, Earle E. (Annual meeting of the AICPA.) (President’s 
message) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 5.
Kolesar, John E. Standards of professional ethics. 
Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, June 1972, p. 4-6, 17.
Loeb, Stephen E. Enforcement of the code Accounting review, 
v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 1-10.
Loeb, Stephen E. Survey of ethical behavior in the accoun­
ting profession. Journal of accounting research, v. 9, Autumn
1971, p. 287-306.
Nolan, James. Evolution of a code of ethics: Tom Higgins 
was there. (Profile) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April
1972, p. 22-4.
Oliphant, Walter J. Invitation to members to comment on the 
Code restatement. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, March 1972, p. 2, 10.
Ourso, Alvin J. Ethics of public practice. Louisiana certified 
public accountant, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 54-6.
Petty, Marvin. Comments on proposed code of ethics. (Ac­
counting and auditing developments) Oklahoma CPA, v. 
10, Jan. 1972, p. 32-3.
Pope, Charles W. Responsibilities in tax practice. (Tax topics) 
Texas CPA, v. 45, Oct. 1972, p. 64-7.
Revised text of the proposed Code restatement as approved 
by Council. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 
1972, p. 9-12.
Savoie, Leonard M. Client-auditor relationship: is more 
independence needed? CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, May 1972, p. 12-15.
Savoie, Leonard M. Opportunity to raise standards of profes­
sional ethics. (Guest editor’s column) CPA Journal, v. 42, 
Jan. 1972, p. 14-15.
Skinner discusses current prospects for legislative changes in 
Code. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, 
p. 12.
Thompson exposes tentative proposals for recognition and 
regulation of CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 2.
Trial board disciplines seven members. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, Jan. 1972, p. 4, 7.
U.S. Justice department files antitrust suit against the AICPA. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 4-5.
United States. District Court (District of Columbia). Final 
judgment, United States of America, plaintiff, v. American 
Institute Of Certified Public Accountants, inc., defendant. 
Civil no. 1091-72, filed July 6, 1972. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 14-15.
Who cares about restating the Code? (Editors’ notebook) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 31-2.
Wright, Edward L. Outsider’s view of the proposed code 
restatement. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Oct. 1972, p. 41.
Yeargan, Percy. Membership of AICPA to vote on re­
statement of the Code of professional ethics. Georgia CPA, 
v. 14, no. 2, 1972-1973, p. 6-8.
Bidding
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. (Notes 
and comments) Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, July 
1972, p. 331.
Federal court voids Institute’s competitive bidding rule. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 13- 
14.
U.S. Justice department files antitrust suit against the AICPA. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 4-5.
United States. District Court (District of Columbia). Final 
judgment, United States of America, plaintiff, v. American 
Institute Of Certified Public Accountants, inc., defendant. 
Civil no. 1091-72, filed July 6, 1972. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 14-15.
Canada
Reesor, Lome J. Matter of confidence. (Editorial) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972, p. 15. (Also in 
French, p. 17.)
Clients’ records
Lipton, Paul P. Facing the potential fraud case: a practical 
guide for practitioners. (Fraud & negligence) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 242-4.
Computer services
Ethics committee answers members’ questions on electronic 
data processing. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Dec. 1972, p. 11.
Parker, Donn B. Antisocial use of computers. Computers and 
automation, v. 21, Aug. 1972, p. 22-4, 36.
Savoie, Leonard M. Public interest aspects of the perfor­
mance of computer services by CPAs. Talk for the fourth 
semi-annual National Conference of CPA Computer Users, 
Washington, D.C., November 13, 1968. (New York) 1968. 
17 typewritten pages. [*100 S ]
Walker, Glenn M. Ethics committee issues opinion - encour­
ages practitioner cooperation. (Practitioner’s notebook) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 31-2.
Confidential communications
Lipton, Paul P. Facing the potential fraud case: a practical 
guide for practitioners. (Fraud & negligence) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 242-4.
Corporate Practice
See Professional Corporations And Associations
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Discipline
Automatic disciplinary provisions of bylaws are invoked 
against eight members. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 5.
Automatic disciplinary provisions of bylaws are invoked 
against three members. CPA (American institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, May 1972, p. 5.
Automic disciplinary provisions of bylaws are invoked 
against three members. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 11.
Institute expels member. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, Dec. 1972, p. 10.
Loeb, Stephen E. Enforcement of the code Accounting review, 
v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 1-10.
Member is suspended from Institute. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 2.
Sub-boards discipline six members. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 4, 11.
Executors and trustees
Trustee’s duty of loyalty. Real property, probate and trust 
journal, v. 6, Winter 1971, p. 528-49.
Florida Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Williams, Ellis M. Report from the FICPA Committee on 
practice review. Florida certified public accountant, v. 11, 
Jan. 1972, p. 30-6.
Forecasts
See Also Business Forecasting
Statements, Financial - Forecasts
Audit symposium reflects profession’s urgency. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 14-16.
Brown, R. Gene. Ethical and other problems in publishing 
financial forecasts. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, March- 
April 1972, p. 38-45, 86-7.
CPA’s independence an issue in forecasts. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 10, 12.
CPAs suggest means to evaluate forecasts. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 20.
Davidson, Sidney. Should companies be required to publish 
their earnings forecasts? Yes. Institutional investor, v. 6, 
April 1972, p. 56-9.
Gillis, John G. Forecasting: realism and responsibility. 
(Securities law and regulation) Financial analysts journal, v. 
28, July-Aug. 1972, p. 10, 12-13, 102.
Hagaman, T. Carter. Should companies be required to 
publish their earnings forecasts? No. Institutional investor, 
v. 6, April 1972, p. 56-9.
Kapnick, Harvey E. Financial forecasts and the role of the 
independent accountant. Chicago, Arthur Andersen & Co., 
1972. 14 p. (Statement before the Securities and Exchange 
Commission in the matter of the hot issues securities 
market, March 22, 1972. File no. 4-148.) [*721 K ]
Lembark, Daniel. Financial projections - an expanding CPA 
service. California CPA quarterly, v. 40, Sept. 1972, p. 9-11.
France
Barbier, Guy. Accounting in France. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, Oct. 1972, p. 10-17.
Independence
See Accountants-Independence
India
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India. Council. Ex­
posure draft: rendering of management consultancy servi­
ces. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 204-6.
Institute Of Cost And Works Accountants Of India. Guide- 
lines on professional misconduct ... as it relates to 
advertisement for and solicitation of business by members 
in practice. (Institute news & notifications) Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, July 1972, p. 462-4.
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In Australia. Member’s 
handbook. Sidney, 196-? - 1 v. (looseleaf) [106.9 A ]
Institute of Chartered Accountants of India
Venkatesan, R. Prasanna. How do we make our services 
known? Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 
481-4.
Israel
Joseph, Dov. Regulations concerning conduct derogatory to 
the profession (Auditors law, 5715-1955). Israel C.P.A., 
Oct. 1971, p. 97-8.
Lawyers
Advertising, solicitation and the profession’s duty to make 
legal counsel available. (Notes) Yale law journal, v. 81, May 
1972, p. 1181-208.
Marks, F. Raymond. Lawyer, the public, and professional 
responsibility, by F. Raymond Marks with Kirk Leswing 
and Barbara A. Fortinsky. Chicago, American Bar Found­
ation, 1972. 305 p. [250 Law 3 ]
State Bar Of California. Committee on Professional Ethics. 
Formal opinion no. 1971-25: Ethical propriety of the use by 
a law firm of the services of an outside data processing 
center in view of lawyer-client privilege and lawyer’s duty 
to preserve the secrets of his clients. Law office economics 
and management, v. 12, March 1972, p. 578-87.
Stoddard, Sanford M. Income tax offenses by lawyers: an 
ethical problem, by Sanford M. Stoddard and Carl A. 
Stutsman, Jr. American Bar Association Journal, v. 58, Aug. 
1972, p. 842-45.
Management services
Hartley, Ronald V. MAS and audit independence: an image 
problem, by Ronald V. Hartley and Timothy L. Ross. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 42-51.
Oed, G. V. Management services. Accountants’ journal (N. Z.), 
v. 50, March 1972, p. 250-2.
Philippine Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Professional Ethics. Opinion no. 5 - self-designating 
title “Management consultant.” (Ethics forum) Accountants’ 
journal (P. I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 152-3.
Shenkir, William G. Auditing and management advisory 
services: a conflict of roles? By William G. Shenkir and 
Robert H. Strawser. Abacus (Sidney Univ., Australia), v. 8, 
June 1972, p. 13-20.
______ India
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India. Council. Ex­
posure draft: rendering of management consultancy servi­
ces. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 204-6.
New Zealand Society of Accountants
Christmas, A. W. Professional ethics. (Editorial comment) 
Accountants’ journal (N. Z.), v. 50, Nov. 1971, p. 113.
New Zealand Society Of Accountants. Council. Important 
amendments to the code of ethics. Accountants’ journal 
(N.Z.), v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 176-8.
Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Kolesar, John E. Standards of professional ethics. 
Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, June 1972, p. 4-6, 17.
Philippine Institute of Certified Public Accountants
Philippine Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Professional Ethics. Opinion no. 6 - legality of non­
CPA BIR examiners performing audit of the books of 
accounts of taxpayers. (Ethics forum) Accountants’ Journal 
(P.I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 153-6.
Philippine Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Professional Ethics. Opinion no. 5 - self-designating 
title “Management consultant.” (Ethics forum) Accountants’ 
journal (P. I.), v. 21, Sept. 1971, p. 152-3.
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Philippines
Festin, Benjamin B. Proposed pronouncements on the rules 
of professional conduct. (Ethics forum) Accountants’ Journal 
(P.I.), v. 21, Dec. 1971, p. 215-24.
Vera, Luis P. Wanted: a more equitable code of ethics for 
CPAs. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, Nov. 1972, p. 305- 
7.
Physicians
Bardarson, Baird M. Turn away welfare patients? We made it 
unethical. Medical economics, v. 49, Sept. 25, 1972, p. 170-71, 
173-74.
Privileged Communications
See Professional Ethics-Confidential
Communications
Professional Corporations And Associations
See Professional Corporations And Associations
Professional Fees
See Taxation, United States-Professional Fees 
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Accountants’ Fees 
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Lawyers 
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Physicians
Reliance On Other Auditors
See Reliance On Other Auditors
Security analysts
Parker, C. Reed. Ethical issues for the financial analyst. (In 
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Corpo­
rate financial reporting: ethical and other problems, New 
York, 1972. p. 159-71.) [104 A ]
Solicitation
Walker, Glenn M. Ethics committee issues opinion - encour­
ages practitioner cooperation. (Practitioner’s notebook) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 31-2.
Specialization
See Specialization
Unaudited Financial Statements
See Also Statements, Financial - Unaudited 
Grundstad, Arne J. Waning euphoria in the preparation of 
unaudited financial statements. Nebraska C.P.A., v. 7, 
Spring 1972, p. 9-14.
Unaudited financial statements. (Editors’ notebook) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 39-40.
Williams, Ellis M. Report from the FICPA Committee on 
practice review. Florida certified public accountant, v. 11, 
Jan. 1972, p. 30-6.
Virginia Society of Certified Public Accountants
Virginia Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Ethics 
Committee. Summaries of ethics ruling Q’s and A’s. Vir­
ginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 7-10.
PROFESSIONAL MEN
See A bo Accountants
Lawyers
Physicians
Taxation, United States-Professional Men 
Wages, Fees, Salaries-Professional Men 
Fields, Charles L. Black professionals: the gap is not closing, 
by Charles L. Fields and Evelyn S. Freeman. MBA, v. 6, 
Jan. 1972, p. 73, 78, 82, 84.
Hrebiniak, Lawrence G. Personal and role-related factors in 
the development of organizational commitment, by Law­
rence G. Hrebiniak and Joseph A. Alutto. Administrative 
science quarterly, v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 555-73.
Richmond, Robert L. Achieve professional identity. Internal 
auditor, v. 29, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 17-22.
Rosica, Gabriel A. Organized professionals: a management 
dilemma? Reducing the incentive to unionize. Business 
horizons, v. 4, June 1972, p. 59-65.
Seney, Wilson. Use of professional services. (In Vancil, 
Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood,
Ill., 1970. p. 247-65.) [223.7 V ]
Stone, Milt. In search of an identity. Datamation, v. 18, 
March 1972, p. 52-7, 59.
Walsh, W. Agency shop agreements: industrial relations and 
the professional man. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, March 30, 
1972, p. 412-13.
Corporate Practice
See Professional Corporations And Associations
PROFESSIONAL specialization in perspective.
Graber, Dean E. Professional specialization in perspective. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 58-62.
PROFESSIONS
See Also Accountancy Profession
Engineers
Lawyers 
Physicians
Cowperthwaite, Gordon H. Management - the new profes­
sion for the ’70s. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, 
May-June 1972, p. 11-17.
Stone, Milt. In search of an identity. Datamation, v. 18, 
March 1972, p. 52-7, 59.
Uustal, John. What professions do CPA graduates ultimately 
enter? (In Feldman, Stephen, ed. Feasibility of a five-year 
educational requirement for New York CPAs. Hempstead, 
N.Y., 1971. p. 61-84.) [107 F]
Weinstein, Mark J. Why professionals need disability plan­
ning. (Producers’ department) Pension and welfare news, v. 
8, April 1972, p. 51-4, 62.
PROFESSIONS at risk in EEC. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 
19, 1972, p. 475-6.
PROFESSOR Frese retires at Harvard. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 14.
PROFILE ... A. Bruce Gage. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 40.
PROFILE: B. Kenneth Sanden. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, 
Spring 1972, p. 6-7.
PROFILE for profitability:
Dudick, Thomas S. Profile for profitability: using cost control 
and profitability analysis. New York, John Wiley & Sons, 
1972. 253 p. [205.2 D ]
PROFILE: Mr. D. G. Paech. Australian accountant, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 361.
PROFILE of the CPA in tax practice,
Solari, Jerome P. Profile of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 45-50.
PROFILE: Walter M. Baird. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, 
Summer-Autumn 1972, p. 41-3.
PROFILES ’72: investment banking and corporate financing, 
the first six months. Corporate financing, special issue. 
Autumn 1972, p. 47-79.
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PROFIT AND LOSS
See Also Income
Losses
Profits
Statements, Financial-Income
Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses
Crum, William F. Causes that underlie changes in corporate 
earnings. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Feb. 1972, 
p. 38-40.
Griffiths, P. L. Price and quantity variances. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 10, 1972, p. 178-80.
Practical cash management, by K. Greig and others. Aust­
ralian accountant, v. 42, July 1972, p. 238-44.
Tholiya, B. L. Profit & loss account in a better shape - a 
forward leap in profit & loss account. Chartered accountant 
(India), v. 20, Feb. 1972, p. 645-57.
PROFIT by mutual fund investment adviser upon transfer of 
advisory office is a breach of fiduciary duty. (Recent 
developments) Columbia law review, v. 72, March 1972, p. 
580-93.
PROFIT CENTERS
Decentralization and measurement of performance. (In Cost 
accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 691-728.) [160 H ]
Holden, Donald B. Approach to bank profit center reporting 
and control, by Donald B. Holden, Lawrence Prier and 
Robert Vegeler. Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Dec. 
1972, p. 19-23.
Stillman, Richard N. Measuring divisional performance. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 646-63.) [223.7 V ]
PROFIT from figures: a manager’s guide to statistical 
methods.
Anson, Cyril J. Profit from figures: a manager’s guide to 
statistical methods. London, McGraw-Hill, 1971. 272 p. [180 
A]
PROFIT performance measurements, intra-company transfer 
pricing, and product pricing methods. (In Cost accounting, 
by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincinnati, O., 1972. p. 793- 
827.) [160 M ]
PROFIT planning. (In Essentials of managerial finance, by 
Weston and Brigham. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 69-87.) 
[224 W ]
PROFIT SHARING
Flood, John J. Big changes predicted in employee benefits. 
Newspaper controller, v. 25, Dec. 1971, p. 3.
Garian, Harry Z. Corporate profit-sharing plan cannot give 
credit for services rendered to partners to predecessor 
partnership. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
112-13.
Goodman, Isidore. Establishing a successful retirement 
program. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 46-59.
Herget, Charles E. Transferring your personal life insurance 
policy. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 19-22.
Melone, Joseph J. Pension planning: pensions, profit sharing, 
and other deferred compensation plans, by Joseph J. 
Melone and Everett T. Allen, rev. ed. Homewood, Ill. Dow 
Jones Irwin, 1972. 432 p. [208.9 M ]
Metzger, Bert L. Does profit sharing pay? A comparative 
study of the financial performance of retailers with and 
without profit sharing programs, by Bert L. Meager and 
Jerome A. Colletti. Evanston, Ill;, Profit Sharing Research 
Foundation, c1971. 115 p. [*208.5 M ]
Morton, C. P. Profit sharing for industry - a new proposal. 
Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Summer 1972, p. 47- 
53.
Pollard, James H. Pensions and profit-sharing plans: are we 
all talking about the same thing? National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 24-6.
Saviu, Samuel J. Evaluating pension and profit-sharing plans 
for the one best suited to a particular client. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 270-5.
Seal, Hilary L. Ralph Nader’s profit-sharing plan for employ­
ees. (Employee benefit trends) Trusts and estates, v. 111, 
Jan. 1972, p. 70-2.
Stone, Richard H. Right to incorporate: new opportunities 
for professionals. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz and Co.), 1971, 
2nd ed., p. 2-5.
Tarver, Norman H. Portability - preservation of pension 
benefits, Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 13-14, 
16-18.
Wilson, Henry A. V. Added value and money averages in 
company-wide incentive scheme. Management accounting 
(Eng.), v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 212-15.
Government regulation
Burrows, Edward E. Tax act poses nightmare for profit- 
sharing accounting. Pension & welfare news, v. 8, Dec. 1972, 
p. 40.
Miller, Elliot Ira. Primer on pension and profit sharing plans - 
a perspective for the general practitioner. Business lawyer, 
v. 27, Jan. 1972, p. 451-68.
Lawyers
Cantor, Daniel J. How to cut a plump melon. Law office 
economics and management, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 13-20.
Moldenhauer, Howard H. Formula and nonformula systems 
for distributing partnership net income. Law office econom­
ics and management, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 21-52.
Management
Mendenhall, Ernest D. Big approach for small plans. Pension 
& welfare news, v. 8, Nov. 1972, p. 24-6, 108.
Self-employed
Miller, Elliot Ira. Primer on pension and profit sharing plans - 
a perspective for the general practitioner. Business lawyer, 
v. 27, Jan. 1972, p. 451-68.
Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Profit Sharing
PROFIT SHARING RESEARCH FOUNDATION.
Meager, Bert L. Does profit sharing pay? A comparative 
study of the financial performance of retailers with and 
without profit sharing programs, by Bert L. Meager and 
Jerome A. Colletti. Evanston, Ill., Profit Sharing Research 
Foundation, c1971. 115 p. [*208.5 M ]
PROFITABILITY ACCOUNTING
Brown, Thomas F. Cost accounting and profitability reporting 
for the bank trust division. Magazine of bank administration, 
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New York, c1972. 79 p. [*223.9 C ]
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Jain, S. K. Problems of consolidation of accounts in public 
sector undertakings. (Students’ section) Management ac­
countant (India), v. 7, Feb. 1972, p. 83-5.
India
Action on public sector undertakings. Finance and commerce 
(India), v. 15, Feb. 1972, p. 55-6.
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and commerce (India), v. 14, Aug. 1971, p. 511-12.
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Rama Brahmam, M. Management problems in public sector. 
Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, Jan. 1972, p. 569-71, 573- 
7, 579-82.
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Etzioni, Amitai. Untapped potential of the “third sector.” 
Business and society review, Spring 1972, p. 39-44.
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Whitman, George E. Right turn in planning? Certified accoun­
tants Journal (Eng.), Nov. 1971, p. 553-4, 559-61.
PUBLIC DEBT
See Debt-Public
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
See Government Employment And Employees
PUBLIC FINANCE
See Government-Finance 
Municipalities-Finance 
States-Finance
PUBLIC finance,
Davie, Bruce F. Public finance, by Bruce F. Davie and Bruce 
F. Duncombe. New York, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
1972. p. 528 p. [314 D]
PUBLIC FUNDS
See Funds-Government
PUBLIC INTEREST DOCTRINE
Finn, David. Modifying opinions in the new human climate. 
Public relations quarterly, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 12-15, 26-27.
Gaskill, William J. Wising and widening of the new counsel. 
Public relations quarterly, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 8-11,25-26.
Howard, A. E. Dick. State constitutions and the environment. 
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Waterman, Sterry R. Whither the concept “affected with a 
public interest”? Vanderbilt law review, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 
927-37.
PUBLIC LAW 87-653
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
See Aho Accountancy Profession-Public Relations
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Oct. 1972, p. 73-6.
Bhargava, Charan Adhari. Public relations: its growth and its 
role in administration. Finance and commerce (India), v. 15, 
April 1972, p. 197-9.
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and Anthony D. Hughes. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. 
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Burson, Harold. Public relations and the multinational public. 
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Caminker, Jack. Making public relations happen. Journal of 
property management, v. 37, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 218-23.
Carlson, Robert O. Public image problem. (In American 
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cial reporting: ethical and other problems, New York, 1972. p. 
133-42.) [104 A ]
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tancy (Eng.), v. 83, Feb. 1972, p. 8-9.
Finn, David. Modifying opinions in the new human climate. 
Public relations quarterly, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 12-15, 26-27.
Fleischer, Arthur. Twelve pillars of corporate public relations. 
Corporate financing, v. 4, July-Aug. 1972, p. 28-34.
Gaskill, William J. Wising and widening of the new counsel. 
Public relations quarterly, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 8-11,25-26.
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Lesly, Philip. Counsel: Instrument and object of change. 
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Merims, Arthur M. Marketing’s stepchild: product publicity. 
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Wood, Robert J. Challenges of consumerism and environ­
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16-17,27-28.
PUBLIC RELATIONS FIRMS
Cost accounting
Paulson, Alfred G. Cost accounting in the public relations 
firm. Public relations quarterly, v. 16, no. 3, 1972, p. 14-15, 25.
Paulson, Alfred G. Cost accounting in the public relations 
firm. Public relations quarterly, v. 16, No. 4, p. 22-3.
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
See Schools And Colleges, Public
PUBLIC sector and productivity. (Editorial) Chartered accoun­
tant (India), v. 20, Feb. 1972, p. 635-6.
PUBLIC sector banks and cost and management accountants. 
(Editorial) Management accountant (India), v. 7, June 1972, 
p. 373-4.
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McMasters, M. H. Formula for making a speech. (Com­
munications clinic) Association management, v. 24, Feb. 
1972,p. 35-6.
Morris, John O. Make yourself clear New York, McGraw- 
Hill, 1972. 226 p. [209.6 M ]
Sawyer, Lawrence B. How do you make oral reports, Grand­
father? (Grandfather series) Internal auditor, v. 29, Sept./ 
Oct. 1972, p. 47-52.
Telpner, Zeph. Are your speeches yawn proof? (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, P. 86.
PUBLIC UTILITIES
See Abo Under Specific Utility, E.G., 
Electric Light And Power
Brandon, Paul S. Electric side of combination gas-electric 
utilities. (Comments and reviews) Bell Journal of economics 
and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 688-703.
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v. 40, July-Aug. 1972, p. 203-8.
Webbink, Douglas W. Should cable TV be regulated as a 
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p. 32-5.
Welch, Francis X. Washington outlook for utilities in 1972. 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, Jan. 6, 1972, p. 23-30.
Accounting
Bullock, Clayton L. Depreciation practices - an independent 
accountant’s viewpoint. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, 
Feb. 17, 1972, p. 42-6.
Bullock, Clayton L. Public utility depreciation practices - an 
independent accountant’s viewpoint. (In Haskins & Sells. 
Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 59-67.) [110 H ]
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p. 107, 142.
Corey, Gordon R. Utility accounting in a changing society. 
EEI bulletin, v. 40, May-June 1972, p. 98-101.
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p. 17-21.
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tancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 20.
Heim, Gordon F. Contributions in aid of construction and the 
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1972, p. 44-7.
Litke, Arthur L. Aged accounting concepts underlying finan­
cial statements. Federal accountant, v. 21, March 1972, p. 34- 
41.
Litke, Arthur L. Impact of FPC reporting and accounting 
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21.
Peter, Frank A. Interest during construction - accounting or 
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Feb. 17, 1972, p. 35-41.
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Capitalization
Myers, Stewart C. Application of finance theory to public 
utility rate cases. Bell Journal of economics and management 
science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 58-97.
Prey, Merle. Capitalized earnings as evidence of value - 
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Ring, Alfred A. Determining the rate of capitalization for 
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National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 292-309.
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Backman, Jules. Double leverage and the cost of equity 
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utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Sept. 28, 1972, p. 32-3.
Baumol, William J. Rate making: incremental costing and 
equity considerations. (In Trebing, Harry M., ed. Essays on 
public utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, Mich.,
1971. p. 137-50.) [504.6 T]
Brookman, Robert L. Phase 2 1/2 - where away? Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 90, July 6, 1972, p. 13-15.
Fleischmann, Edwin. Customer component of utility costs.
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Loehman, Edna. New theory of pricing and decision-making 
for public investment, by Edna Loehman and Andrew 
Whinston. Bell journal of economics and management science, 
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Nissell, Hans E. Do across-the-board rate increases yield 
reasonable rates? Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, June 8,
1972, p. 62-8.
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Sage, David M. Utility planning for EDP, by David M. Sage 
and John O. Todd. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, March 
16, 1972, p. 27-32.
Sager, Mary A. Electric utility corporate models, by Mary A. 
Sager and Allen J. Wood. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Aug. 3, 1972, p. 30-4.
Depreciation
See Depreciation, Depletion And Obsolescence-Pub­
lic Utilities
Dividends
Myers, Stewart C. Application of finance theory to public 
utility rate cases. Bell journal of economics and management 
science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 58-97.
Finance
Benjamin, Richard N. Who invented rate of return, anyway? 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Oct. 1972, p. 44-7.
Curran, Ward S. Preferred stock in public utility finance - a 
reconsideration. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, March- 
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McDiarmid, Fergus J. Interest coverage and bond ratings. 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, May 11, 1972, p. 19-23.
McDonald, John G. Required return on public utility equi­
ties: a national and regional analysis, 1958-1969. Bell 
journal of economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 
1971, p. 503-14.
Sager, Mary A. Electric utility corporate models, by Mary A. 
Sager and Allen J. Wood. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Aug. 3, 1972, p. 30-4.
Sample of new and creative approaches to financing. (Playing 
the instruments) Corporate financing, v. 4, Sept.-Oct. 1972, 
p. 21,70.
Welch, Francis X. Washington outlook for utilities in 1972. 
Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, Jan. 6, 1972, p. 23-30.
Government regulation
Areeda, Phillip E. Antitrust laws and public utility regulation. 
Bell journal of economics and management science, v. 3, 
Spring 1972, p. 42-57.
Bernstein, Marver H. Independent regulatory agencies: a 
perspective on their reform. Annals of the American academy 
of political and social science, v. 400, March 1972, p. 14-26.
Breen, William J. On the use of B in regulatory proceedings, 
by William J. Breen and Eugene M. Lerner. (Comments 
and reviews) Bell journal of economics and management 
science, v. 3, Autumn 1972, p. 612-21.
Brookman, Robert L. Phase 2 1/2 - where away? Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 90, July 6, 1972, p. 13-15.
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Eastman, L. J. Allocation of unit value. National tax journal, 
v. 25, June 1972, p. 321-30.
Field, William R. Market value of stock and debt as evidence 
of value. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 243-58.
Kuehnle, Walter R. Public utility valuation. Appraisal journal, 
v. 40, April 1972, p. 195-207.
McDonald, John G. Required return on public utility equi­
ties: a national and regional analysis, 1958-1969. Bell 
journal of economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn
1971, p. 503-14.
Prey, Merle. Capitalized earnings as evidence of value - 
amount to be capitalized. National tax journal, v. 25, June
1972, P. 259-62.
Ring, Alfred A. Determining the rate of capitalization for 
conversion of utility company’s earnings into value. 
National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 292-309.
Samuels, Warren J. On the effect of regulation of value. 
National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 311-19.
Wellemeyer, Marilyn. , ed. Suddenly powerful utilities. 
(Personal investing) Fortune, v. 86, Dec. 1972, p. 65-6, 68.
PUBLIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANY ACT
Samuels, Warren J. Public utility holding companies and 
housing. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, May 25, 1972, p. 
16-24.
PUBLIC WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS
See Hospitals 
Non-Profit Organizations
PUBLIC WORKS
Finance
Hubbard, Ariane. Taxation of land value increments, by 
Ariane Hubbard and Elbert Hubbard. Atlanta economic 
review, v. 22, May 1972, p. 26-8.
India
Murthy, S. C. Narayana. Cost consciousness in river valley 
projects. Management accountant (India), v. 7, April 1972, p. 
211-18.
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PUBLISHED financial statements for CPAs,
Davidson, H. Justin. Published financial statements for CPAs, 
by H. Justin Davidson and Thomas R. Hofstedt. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 31-45.
PUBUSHERS
See Also Magazine Publishers
Newspaper Publishers
Copyright - fair use - photocopying and distribution of 
copyrighted journal articles by governmental library const­
itutes actionable infringement. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt 
law review, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 1093-1107.
Hentoff, Nat. Capitalism and free expression: two views, by 
Nat Hentoff and Robert Bernstein. Business and society 
review, Spring 1972, p. 76-81.
Nielsen, Robert A. Educational publishing, by Robert A. 
Nielsen and Susan T. Goodman. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, 
Spring 1972, p. 36-41.
PUCCINELLI, O. RALPH.
Highlights of changes in the Virginia tax laws for 1972. 
Virginia accountant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 11-17.
PUGACH, NOEL H.
Standard Oil and petroleum development in early republican 
China. Business history review, v. 45, Winter 1971, p. 452-73.
PUGH, D. S.
Causal inference and the Aston studies, by D. S. Pugh and D. 
J. Hickson. (To the editor) Administrative science quarterly, 
v. 17, June 1972, p. 273-6.
PUGH, RICHARD.
Levin, Jack S. Tax and accounting aspects of corporate 
acquisitions. Jack S. Levin and Richard Pugh, Chairmen. 
Selma S. Arnold, Staff ed. New York, Practising Law 
Institute, 1972. 523 p. (Tax law and practice, Transcript 
series, no. 8) [230 L ]
PUGH, RICHARD C.
United States taxation of foreign borrowings by United 
States corporations. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 1972, p, 229- 
51.
PULEO, JOSEPH A.
Small company systems don’t have to be bad. Connecticut 
CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 14-19.
PUNCH, J. A.
January-July jitters (or April-October doldrums), by J. A. 
Punch and R. P. Foltz. (Practitioners’ forum) Chartered 
accountant in Australia, v. 43, Aug. 1972, p. 35.
PUNCH and others look at certified accountants. Certified 
accountant (Eng.), March 1972, p. 154-5.
PUNCHED CARDS
See Data Processing-Tabulating And Sorting
PUNTIL, RONALD M.
Computer and real(i)ty. Skyscraper management, v. 57, Sept. 
1972, p. 8-9, 26.
PURCELL, JOHN R.
Profit planning and cash management help chain control 
wide operations. Newspaper controller, v. 25, July 1972, p. 4.
Steps to take before buying or selling a newspaper. 
Newspaper controller, v. 25, Jan. 1972, p. 1.
PURCELL, THEODORE V.
Blodgett, Timothy B. ‘Borderline black’ revisited. (Probing 
opinions) Harvard business review, v. 50, March-April 1972, 
p. 132-4, 136, 138-9.
Young black workers speak their minds, by Theodore V. 
Purcell and Irene W. Rodgers. California management 
review, v. 14, Summer 1972, p. 45-51.
PURCHASE AGREEMENTS
See Also Taxation, United States-Purchase 
Agreements
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: Forced sales of 
stock, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. (Accounting and 
auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, 
P. 77-8.
Regan, R. R. Buy-sell agreements for legalus smarticus. Law 
office economics and management, v. 12, March 1972, p. 496- 
507.
Stock repurchase agreements: close corporation use of desig­
nee provision permits repurchase despite insufficient 
earned surplus. (Notes) Duke law journal, Sept. 1971, p. 
821-32.
Waldbaum, Rodney J. Buy-sell agreements: how to use them 
to best advantage. Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 17-25.
PURCHASE OR MANUFACTURE
See Make Or Buy
PURCHASED goodwill deductible when retail business relo­
cates. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972, p. 6.
PURCHASING. (In Auditing for management, by John A. Edds. 
Toronto, 1971. p. 173-8.) [201 E ]
PURCHASING
Balachandran, K. R. Purchasing priorities in queues. Man­
agement science, v. 18, Jan. 1972, Part 1, p. 319-26.
De Hayes, Daniel W. Making “logistics” work in a firm; 
guidelines for management, by Daniel W. De Hayes, Jr. 
and Robert L. Taylor. Business horizons, v. 4, June 1972, p. 
37-46.
Dornoff, Ronald J. Legal environment of industrial purchas­
ing, by Ronald J. Dornoff and Guy R. Banville. Atlanta 
economic review, v. 22, July-Aug. 1972, p. 8-12.
Farmer, David. Impact of supply markets on corporate 
planning. Long range planning (Eng.), v. 5, March 1972, p. 
10-15.
Herniter, Jerome. Probabilistic market model of purchase 
timing and brand selection. Management science, v. 18, Dec. 
1971, Part II, p. P-102 - P-113.
Lane, Mary Margaret. Nursing home administrators may be 
well advised to look at group purchasing. Nursing homes, v. 
21, Feb. 1972, p. 26-7.
Pegram, Roger M. Purchasing practices in the smaller com­
pany. New York, Conference Board, 1972. 34 p. [*206.1 P ]
Auditing
Purchasing. (In Auditing for management, by John A. Edds. 
Toronto, 1971. p. 173-8.) [201 E ]
Data processing
Trux, Walter R. Data processing for purchasing and stock 
control. English-language edition translated by Rosemary 
Bentley. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1971, c1968. 368 p. [142.4 
T]
Management
Bacon, Paul A. Buying methods: planning for periods of no 
growth is as difficult as planning for growth. College and 
university business, v. 52, June 1972, p. 12, 14, 16.
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PURCHASING a Sub S corporation with bootstrap financing. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 373-4.
PURCHASING AGENTS
See Purchasing
PURCHASING of materials. Storing and issuing materials. (In 
Cost accounting, by Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. 
New York, 1971. p. 26-47.) [160 B ]
PURCHASING practices in the smaller company.
Pegram, Roger M. Purchasing practices in the smaller comp­
any. New York, Conference Board, 1972. 34 p. [*206.1 P ]
PURCHES, WALTER G.
Bridging the communications gap. Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 22-7.
PURYEAR, ALVIN N.
Oxendine, John E. Profit motivation and management assis­
tance in community economic development, by John E. 
Oxendine and Alvin N. Puryear. Law and contemporary 
problems, v. 36, Winter 1971, p. 136-44.
PUSCHECK, HERBERT C.
Developing resource management systems in Thailand. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 16, Fall 1971, p. 18-21, 25.
PUSKER, HENRI.
Malandro, Rudolph. Accounting education - internees’ views, 
by Rudolph Malandro and Henri Pusker. (Notes and 
announcements) Ohio CPA, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 159-63.
PUSKER, HENRI C.
New Ohio tax act. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 15-22.
PUT AND CALL OPTIONS
See Ako Taxation, United States-Put And Call 
Options
Black, Fischer. Valuation of opinion contracts and test of 
market efficiency, by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes. 
Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 399-417.
Elton, Edwin J. Economic value of the call option, by Edwin 
J. Elton and Martin J. Gruber. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
Sept. 1972, p. 891-901.
PUTNEY, F.
Ference, Thomas P. Information system that teaches educa­
tors, by Thomas P. Ference, F. Putney and M. Uretsky. 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, July 1972, p. 26-30.
PUTTERILL, M. S.
Diagnosing the weak spots in information and control 
systems. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, Nov. 1972, p. 
358-60.
Economic development area incentives. South African charte­
red accountant, v. 8, May 1972, p. 163-5.
How to sell abroad and prosper: export opportunities fall 
into three categories. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, 
April 1972, p. 87-8.
PUTTING my bank where my mouth is. (Profile) Business and 
society review, Autumn 1972, p. 60-1.
PUZEY, RUSSELL V.
East-West trade forecast: fair and warmer. Viewpoint (Main 
Lafrentz and co.), 1971, 2nd ed., p. 6-10.
PYE, GORDON.
Elton, Edwin J. Economic value of the call option, by Edwin 
J. Elton and Martin J. Gruber. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
Sept. 1972, p. 891-901.
Minimax portfolio policies. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, 
March-April 1972, p. 56-60.
PYES, N. RICHARD.
Planning a data communications system. Datamation, v. 18, 
Nov. 1972, p. 74-80.
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QQUAINTON, RODNEY F.
Berg, Anthony R. Banking in the global village, by Anthony 
R. Berg and Rodney F. Quainton. Burroughs clearing house, 
v. 56, Feb. 1972, p. 22-3, 64-6.
QUALIFIED RETIREMENT PLANS
See Retirement Plans, Qualified 
Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, 
Qualified
QUALITY CONTROL
Berkwitt, George J. Quality control: the newest executive. 
Dun’s review, v. 100, Dec. 1972, p. 93-7.
Carter, Phillip L. Bayesian approach to quality control.
Management science, v. 18, July 1972, p. 647-55.
Latzko, William J. Quality control of system for banks.
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Nov. 1972, p. 17-23.
Montgomery, Douglas C. Economic design of T control 
charts to maintain current control of a process, by Douglas 
C. Montgomery and Phillip J. Klatt. Management science, v. 
19, Sept. 1972, p. 76-89.
Tested system for achieving quality control. (Entrepreneur) 
Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, May-June 1972, p. 
51-5.
QUALLS, HERBERT.
Capital structure. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 19-23.
Morris, Jan. Australian short-term money market, by Jan 
Morris and Herbert Qualls. Australian accountant, v. 42, 
May 1972, p. 163-7.
QUAM, MARY E.
Evaluating convenience products. (Food service) Hospitals, v. 
46, Nov. 16, 1972, p. 78-80.
QUANDT, RICHARD E.
Malkiel, Burton G. Supply of money and common stock 
prices: comment, by Burton G. Malkiel and Richard E. 
Quandt. (Comments) Journal of finance, v. 27, Sept. 1972, p. 
921-6.
QUANTIFICATION of concern: some aspects of social 
accounting.
Goldston, Eli. Quantification of concern: some aspects of 
social accounting. New York, Carnegie-Mellon University; 
Distributed by Columbia University Press, 1972. 75 p. (1971 
Benjamin F. Fairless memorial lectures) [314.1 G ]
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Bhada, Yezdi. Dynamic relationships for accounting analyses. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 53-7.
Kahl, Alfred L. Quantitative analysis at the University of 
Tunis, by Alfred L. Kahl, Jr. and Robert K. Zimmer. 
(Curricula and state of profession) Decision sciences, v. 3, 
Oct. 1972, p. 120-4.
McCarthy, Daniel J. Using the systems analyst in preparing 
corporate financial models, by Danial J. McCarthy and 
Charles A. Morrissey. Financial executive, v. 40, June 1972, 
p. 40-2, 44, 46, 50, 52.
Scott, Richard A. Integrating quantitative analysis into 
marketing courses. (Curricula and state of the profession) 
Decision sciences, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 125-8.
Valentine, Jerome L. Quantitative techniques for financial 
analysis, by Jerome L. Valentine and Edmund A. Mennis. 
Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, c1971. 284 p. (C.F.A. 
series) [199V ]
QUANTITATIVE METHODS
Alsaker, Edwin T. Management sciences in practice. Georgia 
CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 9-13, 28.
Burford, Roger L. Quantitative methods in the undergradu­
ate curricula of AACSB member institutions, by Roger L. 
Burford and Donald R. Williams. (Curricula and state of 
the profession) Decision sciences, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 111-27.
Cushing, Barry E. Statistical decision theory in tax practice, 
by Barry E. Cushing and Ron N. Bagley. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 16, Summer 1972, p. 251-65. (Reprinted from 
Tax executive, v. 24, Oct. 1971, p. 25.)
Hubbard, Charles L. Programmed decision structures - 
functional approach to quantitative undergraduate core, by 
Charles L. Hubbard and Arthur Kraft. Decision sciences, v.
3, April 1972, p. 127-38.
Mepham, M. J. Use of models in accounting. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, June 1972, p. 282-9.
Quantitative tools and concepts for financial managers. (In 
Analysis for financial management, by Louis K. Brandt. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 51-114.) [224 B ]
Thomas, Howard. Basic numeracy for managers and accoun­
tants: a review article. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v.
4, Autumn 1972, p. 95-102.
Valentine, Jerome L. Quantitative techniques for financial 
analysis, by Jerome L. Valentine and Edmund A. Mennis. 
Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, c1971. 284 p. (C.F.A. 
series) [199V ]
QUANTITATIVE models for materials planning and control. 
(In Cost accounting, by Matz and Curry. 5th ed. Cincin­
nati, O., 1972. p. 320-47.) [160 M ]
QUANTITATIVE techniques for financial analysis,
Valentine, Jerome L. Quantitative techniques for financial 
analysis, by Jerome L. Valentine and Edmund A. Mennis. 
Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, c1971. 284 p. (C.F.A. 
series) [199V ]
QUANTITATIVE tools and concepts for financial managers. (In 
Analysis for financial management, by Louis K. Brandt. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 51-114.) [224 B ]
QUARTERS of coverage. (Social security news) National public 
accountant, v. 17, Aug. 1972, p. 37.
QUASI-REORGANIZATIONS
See Also Recapitalization
Valuation-Asset Revaluation
Corporations - retained earnings; Corporations - appropria­
tions of retained earnings, reporting retained earnings, 
quasi-reorganization. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn 
A. Welsch, Charles T. Slatkovich and John Arch White. 3rd 
ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 801-52.) [110 W ]
QUEENAN, JOHN W.
CPA and the Price Commission. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Fall 1972, 
p. 150-5.
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McCathie, Ian. University of Queensland, by Ian McCathie, 
John Shorten and Lyn Mahoney. (The) Arthur Andersen 
chronicle, v. 32, Dec. 1971, p. 26-39.
QUESTIONS and answers on disaster insurance. Credit and 
financial management, v. 74, Oct. 1972, p. 13-14, 34.
QUEUES
Carter, Grace M. Queues with service in random order, by 
Grace M. Carter and Robert B. Cooper. Operations re­
search, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 389-405.
Allen, Albert H. Systems to manage the industrial library. 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, June 1972, p. 24-7.
Bahary, Emil. Multilevel bulk service queues, by Emil Bahary 
and Peter Kolesar. Operations research, v. 20, March-April 
1972, p. 406-20.
Balachandran, K. R. Purchasing priorities in queues. Man­
agement science, v. 18, Jan. 1972, Part 1, p. 319-26.
Beja, Avraham. Optimality of connected policies for 
Markovian systems with two types of service. Management 
science, v. 18, July 1972, p. 683-6.
Bhat, U. Narayan. Statistical technique for the control of 
traffic intensity in the queuing systems M/G/1 and GI/ 
M/1, by U. Narayan Bhat and S. Subba Rao. Operations 
research, v. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 955-66.
Bhat, U. Narayan. Two measures for describing queue 
behavior. Operations research, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 
357-72.
Blackburn, Joseph D. Optimal control of a single-server 
queue with balking and reneging. Management science, v. 
19, Nov. 1972, p. 297-313.
Browne, William G. Techniques of operations research. 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, Sept. 1972, p. 8-13.
Bruggeman, Jeffrey M. Methodology for measuring passen­
ger terminal impedances, by Jeffrey M. Bruggeman and 
Richard D. Worrall. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v.
19, Oct. 1972, p. 229-40. (Adapted from a paper published 
in Highway Research Board, Record no. 322.)
Carbill, Thomas B. Optimal control of a service facility with 
variable exponential service times and constant arrival 
rate. Management science, v. 18, May 1972, p. 560-6.
Disney, Ralph L. Matrix solution for the two server queue 
with overflow. Management science, v. 19, Nov. 1972, p. 254- 
65.
Distribution system simulator, by Michael M. Connors and 
others. Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 425-53.
Eisenberg, Martin. Queues with periodic service and 
changeover time. Operations research, v. 20, March-April 
1972, p. 440-51.
Hooke, John A. Priority queue with low-priority arrivals 
general. Operations research, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 373- 
80.
Hooke, John A. Some heavy-traffic limit theorems for a 
priority queue with general arrivals. Operations research, v.
20, March-April 1972, p. 381-8.
Jaiswal, N. K. Optimal operating policies for the finite-source 
queuing process, by N. K. Jaiswal and P. S. Simba. 
Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 698-707.
Neuts, Marcel F. Infinite-server queue with poisson arrivals 
and semi-Markovian services, by Marcel F. Neuts and 
Shun-Zer Chen. Operations research, v. 20, March-April 
1972, p. 425-33.
O’Donovan, Thomas M. Queue M/G/I with the 
semipreemptive-priority queuing discipline. Operations re­
search, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 434-9.
Paul, Robert J. Staffing service activities with waiting line 
models - a reply, by R. J. Paul and R. E. Stevens. (Notes 
and comments) Decision sciences, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 142.
Rothstein, Marvin. Simulation versus analysis in waiting line 
problems. (Notes and comments) Decision sciences, v. 3, 
Oct. 1972, p. 137-41.
Scott, Meckinley. Queuing with two servers working in shifts. 
Operations research, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 421-4.
Washburn, Alan. Particular two-priority queue. (Technical 
notes) Operations research, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 1760-4.
Wismer, D. A. Solution of the flowshop-scheduling problem 
with no intermediate queues. Operations research, v. 20, 
May-June 1972, p. 689-97.
Wyman, F. Paul. Comment on simulation versus analysis. 
(Notes and comments) Decision sciences, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 
143-4.
Yechiali, Uri. Customers’ optimal joining rules for the GI/ 
M/s queue. Management science, v. 18, March, 1972, p. 434- 
43.
QUIGG, PHILIP W.
Organizing for global environmental management. Columbia 
journal of world business, v. 7, May-June 1972, p. 26-30.
QUIGLEY, JAMES M.
Noonan, Edmund R. Business combinations, by Edmund R. 
Noonan and James M. Quigley. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, 
Spring 1972, p. 7-11.
QUIGLEY, JOHN M.
Kain, John F. Housing market discrimination, homeowner­
ship, and savings behavior, by John F. Kain and John M. 
Quigley. American economic review, v. 62, June 1972, p. 263- 
77.
QUIMBY, WILLIAM H.
CPA-SEA, NASBA and AAA presidents discuss common 
goals with AICPA Council. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 15.
State of state societies. Texas CPA, v. 45, July 1972, p. 35-7.
QUINLAN, WILLIAM K.
Small business services, Los Angeles style. H & S reports, v. 9, 
Spring 1972, p. 24-7.
QUINLEY, WARREN W.
Converting hospital accounts receivable to cash. Transcript 
(Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, Feb.-March 1972, p. 4-5.
QUINN, JAMES J.
Proposed changes in registration requirements for securities 
issued in business combinations. (SEC highlights) Financial 
executive, v. 40, July 1972, p. 12-14, 16.
SEC procedures to curtail time in registration. (SEC 
highlights) Financial executive, v. 40, May 1972, p. 62-4.
QUINN, JOHN P.
Creating an effective system of retail inventory control. Retail 
control, v. 40, Jan. 1972, p. 20-9.
QUIRIN, G. DAVID.
Mathewson, G. Franklin. Metering costs and marginal cost 
pricing in public utilities, by G. Franklin Mathewson and 
G. David Quirin. (Comments and reviews) Bell journal of 
economics and management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 335-
9.
QUITEL, HARVEY B.
Budgeting and forecasting. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 
43. Oct. 1972, p. 12-14.
QURESHI, MAHMOOD A.
Uses and limitations of price indices in adjusting corporate 
financial reports for price-level changes. Industrial accoun­
tant (Pakistan), v. 10, July-Sept. 1971, p. 135-8.
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Control personnel costs through manhours budgeting. Hos­
pital financial management, v. 26, March 1972, p. 24-5.
RAAUM, RONELL B.
O’Connor, Thomas F. Can cost accounting help manage the 
rising costs of ADP operations? By Thomas F. O’Connor 
and Ronell B. Raaum. GAO review, Fall 1972, p. 46-52.
RABADI, A. B.
Diversification of professional services. Chartered accountant 
(India), v. 20, March 1972, p. 713-18.
RABAL, CELINA.
• Women in mortgage banking. Mortgage banker, v. 33, Oct. 
1972, p. 92, 94.
RABUN, DICKEY PLOWDEN.
Cooperative apartments and the UCC. (Case comments) 
Washington and Lee law review, v. 29, Spring 1972,-p. 189-96.
RABY, WILLIAM L.
Advocacy vs. independence in tax liability accrual. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 40-7.
Back to basics: advocacy vs. independence in audits of tax 
accrual. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 17-23. 
(Reprinted from Journal of accountancy, March 1972, p. 40- 
7)
Chronicles of Sexat. (Back talk) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
Jan. 1972, p. 97-8. (Reprinted from the prologue of Income 
tax and business decisions, Prentice-Hall, 1964.)
Conversation with a long-haired student. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 83-4.
Income tax and business decisions. 2nd ed. Englewood Cliffs, 
N. J., Prentice-Hall, c1972. 496 p. [751 R ]
Income tax ‘insurance’ - and how to ‘buy’ it. LKHH accoun­
tant, v. 51, no. 4, 1971, p. 2-7, 48.
van Pelt, John V. Tax practice and auditing. (Letters) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 33.
When can the tax court be used to obtain a refund of an 
overpayment? by William L. Raby and Albert B. Ellentuck. 
(Effective tax procedures) Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 
1972, p. 332-4.
RACE DISCRIMINATION IN ACCOUNTING
See Also Accountants-Negro
Aiken, William. Black experience in large public accounting 
firms. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 60-3.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Minority Recruitment and Equal Opportunity. 
Integration in fact as well as in ideal - the program of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants for 
helping to bring about the racial integration of the ac­
counting profession. New York, 1972? 29 p. [*103.7 A ]
Campfield, William L. Needed: that extra effort in recruiting 
and developing staff from disadvantaged groups. Maryland 
CPA quarterly, v. 11, Spring 1972, p. 43-52.
Lang, Edwin R. Integration in fact - a test of the professional 
accountant as a citizen, by Edwin R. Lang and John 
Ashworth. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New 
York, 1972. p. 31-41.) [110 H ]
National Association Of Black Accountants. Black experience 
in large public accounting firms; the results of a national 
survey conducted on behalf of NABA, by William Aiken. 
New York, 1971. 41 p. [*103.7 N ]
Richroath, Donald B. Negroes and the accounting profession. 
(In Feldman, Stephen, ed. Feasibility of a five-year education 
requirement for New York CPAs. Hempstead, N.Y., 1971. p. 
159-82.) [107 F ]
RACE DISCRIMINATION IN BUSINESS
America, Richard. Antitrust and race. Business and society 
review, Summer 1972, p. 47.
Bell, Duran. Occupational discrimination as a source of 
income differences: lessons of the 1960’s. American economic 
review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 363-72.
Blodgett, Timothy B. ‘Borderline black’ revisited. (Probing 
opinions) Harvard business review, v. 50, March-April 1972, 
p. 132-4, 136, 138-9.
Brown, William H. EEOC Chairman Brown: “I submit there 
is more racial animosity in America today than ever 
before.” MBA, v. 6, Jan 1972, p. 10-11, 16, 104.
Domm, Donald R. Assimilating blacks into the organization, 
by Donald R. Domm and James E. Stafford. California 
management review, v. 15, Fall 1972, p. 46-51.
Easlick, D. K. New face to the world of work. Public utilities 
fortnightly, v. 90, Oct. 12, 1972, p. 24-6.
Fields, Charles L. Black professionals: the gap is not closing, 
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Developing priorities for fund distribution. Hospitals, v. 46, 
June 16, 1972, p. 47-9, 118.
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SCHRAMM, JOHN E.
Financial accounting and reporting for municipalities. CPA 
journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 297-302.
SCHRAMM, RICHARD.
Damon, William W. Simultaneous decision model for 
production, marketing and finance, by William W. Damon 
and Richard Schramm. Management science, v. 19, Oct. 
1972, p. 161-72.
Neoclassical investment models and French private manufac­
turing investment. American economic review, v. 62, Sept. 
1972, p. 553-63.
SCHREIBER, IRVING., ed.
How to handle tax audits, requests for rulings, fraud cases, 
and other procedures before I.R.S. Edited by Irving Schrei­
ber; associate editor, Irving Beinhart. rev. ed. Greenvale, 
N. Y., COAP/Panel, 1972. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Based on a Tax 
Conference of the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long 
Island University.) [751.4 S ]
Tax savings today for the individual and his closely-held 
business. Edited by Irving Schreiber; associate editor, 
Irving Beinhart. Greenvale, N.Y., COAP/Panel, 1972. 1 v. 
(looseleaf) (Based on a Tax conference of the Tax Institute 
of C.W. Post College, Long Island University.) [753 S ]
SCHREINER, ERNST H.
Contracted EDP in a small business. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 54, July 1972, p. 25-8, 46.
SCHROEDER, JOAN GAGNON.
Systems and electronic data processing courses in the accoun­
ting curriculum. (Academic notes) Accounting review, v. 47, 
April 1972, p. 387-9.
SCHROEDER, LEILA O.
French, Warren A. Package information legislation: trends 
and viewpoints, by Warren A. French and Leila O. Schroe­
der. MSU business topics, v. 20, Summer 1972, p. 39-44.
SCHROEDER, WALTER J.
How to shop for soft ware. Business automation, v. 19, May 
1972, p. 20-3.
SCHROER, BERNARD J.
Interactive computer graphics. Journal of systems management, 
v. 23, May 1972, p. 17-21.
SCHROLL, EDWARD.
Workmen’s compensation. (Tenth survey of Florida law) 
University of Miami law review, v. 26, Winter 1972, p. 387- 
417.
SCHRUBEN, LEONARD W.
Improved wholesaler delivery systems. Atlanta economic 
review, v. 22, Oct. 1972, p. 8-12.
SCHUBERT, RICHARD F.
Basic concepts in data base management systems. Dat­
amation, v. 18, July 1972, p. 42-7.
SCHUCHART, J. A.
Pension fund considerations, by J. A. Schuchart and W. L. 
Sanders, Jr. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, March 
1972,p. 49-52.
SCHULARICK, WALTER J.
Building industrial facilities. (In Crandell, Larry, ed. Corpo­
rate real estate development and management. New York, 
1971. p. 173-80.) [250 Rea 3 ]
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SCHULKIN, PETER A.
Real estate investment trusts in an era of innovation. Real 
estate review, v. 2, Fall 1972, p. 48-58.
SCHULTZE, JAMES A.
Administering business interests in estates and trusts. (Focus 
on probate & estate administration) Trusts & estates, v. 111, 
Nov. 1972, p. 882-4, 925-6.
SCHULTZE, ROBERT L.
Comparability is the key for outpatient unit cost mea­
surement. Hospital financial management, v. 26, March 1972, 
p. 17, 20-2.
SCHULZINGER, AVRUM.
Understanding the insurance contract. Burroughs clearing 
house, v. 57, Oct. 1972, p. 24, 57, 59-60.
SCHUSSEL, GEORGE.
Data base: a new standard for insurance EDP. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 26, 28, 30, 86, 88, 
90,92.
Data base: new standard for insurance EDP. Best’s review 
(Life-health ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 42-4, 90-5, passim.
SCHUSTER, FRED.
Ross, Joel E. Selling the system, by Joel Ross and Fred 
Schuster. Journal of systems management, v. 23, Oct. 1972, p. 
8-10.
SCHUTZ, FRED.
Governmental accounting legislation. Colorado CPA report, v. 
36, Fall 1972, p. 16-22.
SCHUTZER, A. I.
As of right now, what’s your practice worth? Medical econom­
ics, v. 48, Dec. 20, 1971, p. 50-4.
Mutual fund advisor services: Can they make you a winner? 
Medical economics, v. 49, Oct. 23, 1972, p. 183, 186-92.
Recommended now: stocks to pace the postwar boom. 
Medical economics, v. 49, July 17, 1972, p. 17-18, 25, 29, 35, 
41.
What if you were disabled in the near future? Medical 
economics, v. 49, Aug. 14, 1972, p. 93, 95-9.
SCHWAB, BERNHARD.
Nicol, Robert E. G. Alternative in mortgage lending, by 
Robert E. G. Nicol, Bernhard Schwab, and Peter Lusztig. 
Quarterly review of economics and business, v. 12, Spring 
1972, p. 31-42.
SCHWAB, CHARLES M.
Hessen, Robert. Transformation of Bethlehem Steel, 1904- 
1909. Business history review, v. 44, Autumn 1972, p. 339-60.
SCHWAB, J. DONALD.
CPA and the local school district: management advisory 
services. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 
10-12.
SCHWAIT, ALLEN L.
Garbis, Marvin J. Accountant’s duties when served with an 
I.R.S. summons - the Maryland District Court issues a 
warning, by Marvin J. Garbis and Allen L. Schwait. 
Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, Spring 1972, p. 3, 5-6, 8, 10.
SCHWARTZ, ABA.
Flamholtz, Eric G. On the use of the economic concept of 
human capital in financial statements: a comment. (Corre­
spondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 148-52.
Lev, Baruch. On the use of the economic concept of human 
capital in financial statements: a reply, by Baruch Lev and 
Aba Schwartz. (Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, 
Jan. 1972, p. 153-4.
SCHWARTZ, CHARLES M.
Inflation and accounting principles. CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 
1972, p. 823-9.
SCHWARTZ, DAVID S.
Impact of technological change on pricing in the energy 
industries and the regulatory response. (In Trebing, Harry 
M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. East 
Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 255-89.) [504.6 T ]
SCHWARTZ, DENNIS R.
Soldofsky, Robert M. How companies manage cash, by 
Robert M. Soldofsky and Dennis R. Schwartz. Financial 
executive, v. 40, Oct. 1972, p. 40-2, 44, 46.
SCHWARTZ, DONALD E.
1972 annual meetings: active season but signs of decline. 
Business and society review, Autumn 1972, p. 54-9.
Reforming the corporation from within. Business and society 
review, Spring 1972, p. 63-8.
SCHWARTZ, FREDERICK A.
Establishing the “actual value” of capital stock. (State tax 
topics) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 43, Oct. 1972, p. 16.
SCHWARTZ, HOWARD.
Are you controlling employee theft? Cornell hotel and restau­
rant administration quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 12. 
(Reprinted from Club management, 51, Feb. 1972, p. 24.)
SCHWARTZ, MURRAY L.
Mitchell, Daniel J. B. Theoretical implications of contingent 
legal fees, by Daniel J. B. Mitchell and Murray L. 
Schwartz. Quarterly review of economics and business, v. 12, 
Spring 1972, p. 69-76.
SCHWARTZ, NANCY L.
Kamien, Morton I. Direct approach to choice under uncer­
tainty, by Morton I. Kamien and Nancy L. Schwartz. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 470-77.
SCHWARTZ, ROBERT J.
Cold eye on guilt-edged investing. Business and society review, 
Autumn 1972, p. 81-4.
SCHWARTZ, SHELDON.
How to find tax shelter as a limited partner. (Real estate 
transactions) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Sept. 1972, p. 18-23, 
36.
Key problems in real estate syndications. Real estate review, 
v. 2, Summer 1972, p. 100-5.
No more tax-free corporate distributions from accelerated 
depreciation. (Tax topics) Real estate review v. 1, Winter 
1972,p. 93-5.
Section 333 revisited. (Real estate tax topics) Real estate 
review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 108-11.
Selection of wrong depreciation method does not restrict 
taxpayer to straight line depreciation. (Tax topics) Real 
estate review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 95-7.
Three-year rule narrowed for collapsible corporation. (Tax 
topics) Real estate review, v. I, Winter 1972, p. 97-8.
Using corporate nominees in real estate transactions. (Real 
estate tax topics) Real estate review, v. 2, Fall 1972, p. 91-5.
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SCHWARTZ, STEVEN J.
Paperwork - the problem no one can escape. Infosystems, v. 
19, Nov. 1972, p. 48-9, 69-70, 76, 78.
SCHWARTZ, WARREN F.
Regulation of subsidies affecting international trade, by 
Warren F. Schwartz and Eugene W. Harper, Jr. Michigan 
law review, v. 70, April 1972, p. 831-58.
SCHWARTZ, WILLIAM
Convertible bonds. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
Jan. 1972, p. 28-9.
SCHWARTZMAN, PETER.
Thomas Jefferson. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
June 1972, p. 30, 33.
SCHWARZ, FREDERICK A.
Pennsylvania tax reform code of 1971. (State tax topics) 
Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, Aug. 1971, p. 20; Dec. 
1971, p. 12.
SCHWAYDER, KEITH R.
Ainslie, R. J. Decision tables - a tool for tax practitioners, by 
R. J. Ainslie, Alan A. Kenney and Keith R. Schwayder. 
Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 336-45.
SCHWEID, PAUL.
Should you install a no-iron laundry? Cornell hotel and 
restaurant administration quarterly, v. 13, Aug. 1972, p. 39-43, 
32.
SCHWEIGER, JAMES J.
Continuing education of a young accountant - a short short 
story. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 50- 
2.
SCHWEITZER, DONALD L.
Earnings and profits: decisions, rulings offer guidance to 
computation and planning. (Corporations, stockholders) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 102-7.
Tenant-stockholders may deduct “points” paid to cooper­
ative. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 17.
SCHWEITZER, G. M.
Collections and collection agencies: keys to bank profits. 
Bankers magazine, v. 155, Autumn 1972, p. 41-5.
SCHWEITZER, ROBERT.
Maximizing NOL mileage from a consolidated return. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 277.
SCHWIEGER, BRADLEY J.
Price-level changes. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, 
May 1972, p. 33.
SCIARRINO, JOSEPH A.
Hobgood, George. Management looks at audit services, by 
George Hobgood and Joseph A. Sciarrino. Financial exec­
utive, v. 40, April 1972, p. 26-32.
Hobgood, George. Management looks at audit services (Part 
II), by George Hobgood and Joseph A. Sciarrino. Financial 
executive, v. 40, Aug. 1972, p. 24-5.
SCIENTISTS
See Also Professional Men, In Previous Indexes
Harrison, E. Frank. Professional norms and organizational 
goals: an illusory dichotomy, by E. Frank Harrison and 
James E. Rosenzweig. California management review, v. 14, 
Spring 1972, p. 38-48.
Weiss, Yoram. Investment in graduate education. American 
economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 833-52.
SCOMA, LOUIS.
Catastrophe prevention in the computer complex. Retail 
control, v. 40, Aug. 1972, p. 48-55.
Protecting your EDP. Office, v. 74, Sept. 1971, p. 53-4.
SCOT takes the reins at the English Institute. (Commentary) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 4.
SCOTLAND, JOHN E.
Auditing and the accountancy profession in Japan. Accoun­
tancy Ireland, v. 4, June 1972, p. 8-13.
Profession in Japan. Accountancy Ireland, v. 4, Feb. 1972, p. 
9-14.
SCOTLAND
Statistics
Mackay, G. A. Recent Scottish statistics. Accountant's mag­
azine (Scot.), v. 76, Jan. 1972, p. 29-30.
SCOTS and Irish oppose idea of chartered integration. Accoun­
tant (Eng.), v. 166, March 2, 1972, p. 263.
SCOTT, CHARLES K.
Richy, John W. Development of system specifications, by 
John W. Richy and Charles K. Scott. (In Vancil, Richard 
F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. 
p. 524-38.) [223.7 V ]
SCOTT, CHARLES W.
Bank accounting and the annual report. Magazine of bank 
administration, v. 48, May 1972, p. 24-7.
SCOTT, DAVID F.
Evidence on the importance of financial structure. Financial 
management, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 45-50.
Investing and financing behavior of small manufacturing 
firms, by David F. Scott, Otha L. Gray and Monroe M. 
Bird. MSU business topics, v. 20, Summer 1972, p. 29-38.
SCOTT, DONALD A.
Enforcement of ethical standards in corporate financial 
reporting. (In American Institute Of Certified Public Ac­
countants. Corporate financial reporting: ethical and other 
problems, New York, 1972. p. 107-32.) [104 A ]
SCOTT, GEORGE C.
Eligibility of ineligible acceptances. Bankers magazine, v. 155, 
Autumn 1972, p. 60-2.
SCOTT, GEORGE M.
Business economics foundation for accounting: the Dutch 
experience. Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 1, 
Autumn 1971, p. 309-17.
SCOTT, JOHN.
Accounting curriculums. (In Feldman, Stephen, ed. Feasibility 
of a five-year education requirement for New York CPAs. 
Hempstead, N.Y., 1971. p. 184-218.) [107 F ]
SCOTT, JOHN W.
Federal income taxation of corporate reorganizations and 
divisions. New York, Practising Law Institute, 1972. 145 p. 
(Tax practice handbook series, no. 4) [230 S ]
SCOTT, MECKINLEY.
Queuing with two servers working in shifts. Operations 
research, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 421-4.
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SCOTT, OMAR W.
Personnel profiles. Professional management bulletin, v. 12, 
Feb. 1972, p. 19-24.
SCOTT, RICHARD A.
Integrating quantitative analysis into marketing courses. 
(Curricula and state of the profession) Decision sciences, v. 
3, Oct. 1972, p. 125-8.
Study of partnership accounting through role playing. (Ed­
ucation research and academic notes) Accounting review, v. 
47, July 1972, p. 610-12.
SCOTTISH Institute vetoes amalgamation. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 16.
SCOTTISH institute’s annual meeting in Glasgow. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, April 13, 1972, p. 468-70.
SCOTTISH Institute’s new education department. (Current 
affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 14, 1972, p. 313.
SCOTTISH institute’s new president. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
April 13, 1972, p. 465.
SCOTTISH Institute’s 20th summer school 1972. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Oct. 1972, p. 471-8.
SCOTTO, JOHN A.
Utilization of timesharing by the CPA. (Management ser­
vices) Louisiana certified public accountant, v. 31, Fall 1972, 
p. 51-3. (Reprinted from Connecticut CPA, March 1972.)
Utilization of timesharing by the CPA. (Management advis­
ory services) Connecticut CPA, v. 35, March 1972, p. 31-2.
SCOVILLE, S. SAMUEL.
Estate planning for the handicapped: powers and duties of 
guardians respecting ward’s life insurance. Trusts and 
estate, v. 111, Aug. 1972, p. 614-14, 669.
SCRAP, WASTE, SPOILAGE
Accounting for scrap, spoiled goods, and defective goods. (In 
Cost accounting, by Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New 
York, 1971. p. 127-38.) [160 B ]
Gunn, William N. Packagers and the environmental chal­
lenge. Harvard business review, v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 103- 
111.
Spoilage, waste, defective units, and scrap. (In Cost accoun­
ting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. 
J., 1972. p. 620-49.) [160 H ]
SCRIGGINS, L. P.
Business combinations - developments in combining tech­
niques and constraints in accounting rules. Business lawyer, 
v. 27, July 1972, p. 1245-57.
SCRIVEN, DONALD D.
Give the newly annointed some help. Infosystems, v. 19, Sept. 
1972, p. 26-8.
SCRUTINY of taxation. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 21, 
1972, p. 341-2.
SEAGLE, JOHN P.
Frankfurter, George M. Estimation risk in the portfolio 
selection model: a comment, by George M. Frankfurter, 
Herbert E. Phillips, and John P. Seagle. Journal of financial 
and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 1423-4.
Frankfurter, George M. Portfolio selection: the effects of 
uncertain means, variances, and covariances, by Georage 
M. Frankfurter, Herbert E. Phillips and John P. Seagle. 
Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 6, Dec. 1971, 
p. 1251-62.
SEAGO, W. E.
Freitag, William. Medicare. (Letters) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, March 1972, p. 26, 28.
Medicare: accounting methods and social goals. Hospital 
financial management, v. 25, Dec. 1971, p. 28-33. (Reprinted 
from Journal of accountancy, v. 132, Aug. 1971, p. 46-53.)
SEAGO, W. EUGENE.
Capital as a material income-producing factor for purposes of 
the maximum tax. Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 408-14.
Crumbley, D. Larry. Proper planning shifts gift tax to donee, 
by D. Larry Crumbley and W. Eugene Seago. Trusts and 
estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 358-60.
Investing in ships: Amendments to Merchant Marine Act 
open up new tax shelter. (Special tax treatment) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 306-11.
SEARS, TERRY G.
Kleijnen, Jack P. C. Use of multiple ranking procedures to 
analyze simulations of management systems: a tutorial, by 
Jack P.C. Kleijnen, Thomas H. Naylor and Terry G. Seaks. 
Management science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 245-57.
SEAL, HILARY L.
ABC of integration with social security. (Employee benefit 
trends) Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 302, 344.
Extraordinary variability of the private pension population. 
(Employee benefit trends) Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 
1972, p. 138-41.
Ralph Nader’s profit-sharing plan for employees. (Employee 
benefit trends) Trusts and estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 70-2.
SEAMAN, ROBERT E.
Estate planning for the real estate investor. Trusts & estates, 
v. 111, Oct. 1972, p. 794-6, 805, 851-2.
SEAR, C. D.
Introducing mathematics to accountants. Australian accoun­
tant, v. 42, June 1972, p. 203-4.
SEARCH for fairness in financial reporting to the public.
Spacek, Leonard. Search for fairness in financial reporting to 
the public. Selected addresses looking toward the develop­
ment of sound accounting principles and a more mature 
public accounting profession, 1956-1969. Chicago, Arthur 
Andersen & Co., c1969. 599 p. [111 S ]
SEARLE, BRUCE A.
De Martino, Edoardo. Operating on a global basis . . . today 
and tomorrow, by Edoardo De Martino and Bruce A. 
Searle. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, Sept.-Oct. 
1972, p. 51-61.
SEASONAL BUSINESS
Hausman. Warren H. Multiproduct production scheduling for 
style goods with limited capacity, forecast revisions and 
terminal delivery, by Warren H. Hausman and Rein Peter­
son. Management science, v. 18, March 1972, p. 370-83.
Inventories
Ravindran, Arunachalam. Management of seasonal style­
goods inventories. Operations research, v. 20, March-April 
1972,p. 265-75.
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Reports and statements
Bollom, Williams J. Examination of some interim reporting 
theories for a seasonal business, by William J. Bollom and 
Jerry J. Weygandt. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 
75-84.
SEASS, ROBERT P.
Egan, Richard J. Integrated system reports on income, 
expense, profits, by Richard J. Egan and Robert P. Seass. 
Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, Aug. 1972, p. 24-5, 65-8.
SEASTONE, DON.
Selected policy issues related to the regional dependency 
effect of federal land ownership. Land economics, v. 48, 
May 1972, p. 151-9.
SEA VIEW SYMPOSIUM, 2ND, 1971.
See Symposium On Ethics In Corporate Financial 
Reporting, Seaview, 1971
SEAWELL, L. VANN.
Introduction to hospital accounting. Chicago, Hospital 
Financial Management Association, 1971. 200 p. [250 Ins ]
SEC ACCOUNTING
Kellogg, Howard L. Accountants SEC practice manual, by 
Howard L. Kellogg and Morton Poloway. Chicago, Com­
merce clearing house, 1971. 1 v. (various pagings) [721 K ]
SEC accounting practice and procedure.
Rappaport, Louis H. SEC accounting practice and procedure. 
3rd ed. New York, Ronald Press, 1972. 1 v. (various paging) 
[721 R ]
SEC adopts procedures to expedite registrations. (News 
Report) journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 12, 
14.
SEC adopts “substantive” changes in regulation S-X. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 7-8.
SEC advice from Andrew Barr available from Washington 
office. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 1972, 
p. 10.
SEC and the auditor’s independence. (Editors’ notebook) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 37.
SEC asks delay in life insurance accounting change. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 8.
SEC asks greater disclosure of nonrecurring items. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 22.
SEC begins study on new business ventures. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 14, 16.
SEC calls for cash budget forecasts for new issues. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 12, 14.
SEC chairman Casey suggests new goals for profession. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 9-14.
SEC chairman Casey to address American Institute annual 
meeting. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, April 
1972, p. 4.
SEC chief accountant retires. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 
76, June 1972, p. 273.
SEC developments, (Accounting and auditing) Arthur Young 
journal, Winter 1972, p. 44-5.
SEC endorses Institute’s pooling interpretation. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 24.
SEC endorses outsiders for audit committees. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 15-16.
SEC establishes accounting fellowship. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, Dec. 1972, p. 12.
SEC expands, separates regulation, enforcement. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 12.
SEC finds evidence of “hot issue” wave starting anew. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 10.
SEC finds some worthy new targets. Fortune, v. 85, March 1972, 
p. 46.
SEC further describes independence of auditor. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 8.
SEC guidelines for investment company registration 
statements.
United States. Securities and Exchange Commission. SEC 
guidelines for investment company registration statements. 
Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1972. 94 p. (Contents: 
- Investment company act of 1940, Releases 7219, 7220 
7221.) [*250 Inv ]
SEC launches accounting fellowship program. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 10.
SEC: new chief accountant. (Notes and comments) Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, July 1972, p. 331-2.
SEC plans for future of securities industry. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 10.
SEC pressing for forecasts, Chairman Casey announces. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 9-10.
SEC proposes auditor change rule for brokers. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 10.
SEC proposes greater broker/dealer disclosure. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 16, 20.
SEC proposes to amend form 10-K. (News report) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 17.
SEC reminds defense contractors of duties. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 8, 10.
SEC revises regulations S-X as it applies to banks. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 24.
SEC rules on audit objectivity. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 
13, 1972, p. 35.
SEC taking new look at profit forecast policy. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 12.
SEC to expand accounting staff. CPA (American Institute of 
CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 5.
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SEC to recruit CPAs. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 
133, Feb. 1972, p. 8, 10.
SEC urged to establish top-level planning panel. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 10.
SEC urges greater care in disclosing financial data. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 16-17.
SEC warns companies on stock distributions. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 18, 20.
SECHIYAMA, SATOSHI.
On the Nash solution. Kyoto university economic review, v. 41, 
April 1972, p. 29-48.
SECOND change for new towns? Savings and loan news, v. 93, 
Feb. 1972, p. 30-5.
SECOND-HAND DEALERS
See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage
SECOND look at the initial tax course. H & S reports, v. 9, 
Autumn 1972, p. 20-1.
SECOND RCA professor of accounting established at Dillard 
University. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 
1972,p. 9.
SECRETARIES (CORPORATION)
See Corporations-Secretaries
SECTION 333 liquidation lost due to failure to file correct IRS 
forms. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 12.
SECTION 441 of the Tax reform act of 1969 permits a Public 
utilities commission to impute the benefits of accelerated 
depreciation with flow-through. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1102-13.
SECTION 482 not applicable to interest-free loans. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 8-10.
SECTION 1033 election on partnership property must be made 
by partnership. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
June 1972, p. 381.
SECURED TRANSACTIONS
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 17. Practical lawyer, v. 
18, Feb. 1972, p. 83-90.
Denonn, Lester E. Secured transactions under the UCC. rev. 
ed. New York, Practising Law Institute, 1970. 393 p. 
(Commercial law and practice, Practice handbook series, no. 
2.) [751 P]
Elliott, Eugene M. Perfection of purchase money security 
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See Refuse
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Interest incurred to carry life insurance: “four out of seven” 
rule. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 610-11.
SOLLENBERGER, HAROLD M.
Management control of information systems development. 
New York, National Association of Accountants, 1971. 205 
p. (NAA research studies in management planning and control, 
no. 2.) [201.8 S]
SOLOMON, ELINOR HARRIS.
Austin, Arthur D. Antitrust implications of compensating 
balances, by Arthur D. Austin and Elinor Harris Solomon. 
Virginia law review, v. 58, Jan. 1972, p. 1-66.
SOLOMON, JEROME.
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SOLOMON, JEROME P.
To the graduate: there’s glamour in captive feeding. Tran­
script (Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, July 1972, p. 5, 7-8.
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Chazen, Charles. “Unaudited” state of affairs, by Charles 
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134, Dec. 1972, p. 41-5.
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p. 51-2.
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17-19.
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p. 578-80.
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Educating tomorrow’s accountants. Accountant (Eng.) v. 166, 
May 25, 1972, p. 680.
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Solomons and James Millen. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 
1972, p. 26-9.
Establishing standards in the US. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
Oct. 1972, p. 18-20.
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22, 24.
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United States-European competition in the common market. 
Conference board record, v. 9, Jan. 1972, p. 38-41.
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valuation problem. Toronto, 1972. 53 p. [*141.1 C ]
SOMANI, G. D.
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SOME evolving issues in financial reporting.
Welsch, Glenn A. Some evolving issues in financial reporting. 
Richmond, Va., Virginia society of certified public accoun­
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SOME guidelines for advertising budgeting,
Hurwood, David L. Some guidelines for advertising budget­
ing, by David L. Hurwood and James K. Brown. New 
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Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 735-46.
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SORENSEN, JIM L.
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SOUDER, WILLIAM E.
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17.
SOULE, DON M.
Park, Seung Oh. Tax exporting and the fallacy of taxes per 
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by Seung Oh Park, Stephen E. Lile and Don M. Soule. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 224-31.
SOURCEBOOK on data processing. College & university bus­
iness, v. 52, May 1972, p. 49-64.
SOUTH African CAs establish accounting principles commit­
tee. (News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 
1972, p. 16.
SOUTH African chartered accountant’s handbook.
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African chartered accountant’s handbook. Johannesburg, 
1971. 1 v. (loose-leaf) [106.9 S ]
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1972, p. 401-2.
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(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 
13.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TAX INSTITUTE, 24th, University 
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Major tax planning for 1972. Edited by Richard H. Forster. 
New York, Matthew Bender, 1972. 871 p. [750.2 S ]
SOUTHERN FEDERAL TAX INSTITUTE, 6th, Atlanta, 1971.
Berall, Frank S. Inter vivos trusts are still excellent estate 
planning tools, despite recent changes. (Estates, trusts & 
gifts) Journal of taxation, 36, May 1972, p. 258-64. (Paper 
from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
Lehrfeld, William J. Private foundations in the post-69 era: 
have controls spawned a trend to orthodoxy? (Tax-exempt 
institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 292-7. 
(Paper from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax 
Institute.)
Long, Clay C. Tax shelter in real estate partnership: an 
analysis of tax hazards that still exist. Journal of taxation, v. 
36, May 1972, p. 312-18. (Paper from the Sixth Annual 
Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
Moore, Malcolm A. Handling income tax problems of trust 
fundings and terminations. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal 
of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 264-8. (Paper from the Sixth 
Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
Williams, Richard A. Effective estate planning for sharehol­
ders of professional corporations, by Richard A. Williams 
and Terry L. Mathews. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 269-71. (Paper from the Sixth 
Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
SOUTHERN FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS 
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______ Cost Committee.
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pared by members of the Cost Committee, and Ernst & 
Ernst. 1971. 1 v. (various pagings) (Partial contents. - 
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Nolan, Richard L. Recursive optimization and simulation 
approach to analysis with an application to transportation 
systems, by Richard L. Nolan and Michael G. Sovereign. 
Management science, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 676-90.
SOVEREIGNTY at bay: the multinational spread of U.S. 
enterprises.
Vernon, Raymond. Sovereignty at bay: the multinational 
spread of U.S. enterprises. New York, Basic Books, c1971. 
326 p. (Harvard multinational enterprise series) [938 V ]
SOWELL, WALDO.
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CPA, v. 14, no. 1, 1972-73, p. 15-18, 20-2.
SOYSTER, A. L.
Kortanek, K. O. On refinements of some duality theorems in 
linear programming over cones, by K. O. Kortanek and A. 
L. Soyster. Operations research, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 137- 
42.
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SPACER, LEONARD.
Acquisition/merger accounting artificially discriminates 
against public investors and small businessmen. Address, 
before Financial Executives Institute, Milwaukee, Wiscon­
sin, Dec. 12, 1972. Chicago, 1972. 26 p. [*231 S ]
No benefits flow to public stockholders from one-year earn­
ings forecasts. Address, before Financial Executives Inst­
itute, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Dec. 12, 1972. Chicago, 1972. 
34 p. [*150 S]
Search for fairness in financial reporting to the public. 
Selected addresses looking toward the development of 
sound accounting principles and a more mature public 
accounting profession, 1956-1969. Chicago, Arthur Ander­
sen & Co., c1969. 599 p. [111 S ]
Utilizing what is new in accounting. (In United States. 
General Accounting Office. Improving management for more 
effective government. Washington, 1971. p. 235-54.) [*319.1 
G]
SPAIN.
Organisation For Economic Co-operation And Development. 
Spain. Paris, 1972. 79 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 0 ]
SPANGLER, EUGENE W.
Mergers of accounting firms, edited by Martin M. Prague. 
(Administration of accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 
42, Jan. 1972, p. 75-7.
SPARROW, F. T.
Davis, Blaine E. Valuation models in regulation, by Blaine E. 
Davis and F. T. Sparrow. Bell journal of economics and 
management science, v. 3, Autumn 1972, p. 544-67.
SPAULDING, WILLARD.
Hummel, Errett. How to get politics out of budget decisions, 
by Errett Hummel and Willard Spalding. (Guest editorial) 
College & university business, v. 53, Sept. 1972, p. 30, 32.
SPEAKERS, topics announced for the AICPA computer confer­
ence. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, 
p. 7.
SPEAKING
See Public Speaking
SPECIAL AUDITS
See Investigations
SPECIAL CHARGES OR CREDITS
See Statements, Financial-Income-Extraordinary 
Items
SPECIAL election available for property not eligible for ADR. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 331.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION.
______ New York Chapter.
Special libraries directory of Greater New York. 12th ed. 
New York, 1972. 177, 22 p. (With, as issued, Special 
Libraries Association. New York Chapter. Documentation 
Group. Automated functions and equipment in special 
libraries and information centers of Greater New York. 
Compiled and edited by Martha H. O’Leary. 2nd ed. New 
York, 1972.) [*060 S ]
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Special Libraries Association. New York Chapter. Special 
libraries directory of Greater New York. 12th ed. New 
York, 1972. 177, 22 p. (With, as issued. Special Libraries 
Association. New York Chapter. Documentation Group. 
Automated functions and equipment in special libraries 
and information centers of Greater New York. Compiled 
and edited by Martha H. O’Leary. 2nd ed. New York, 
1972.) [*060 S ]
SPECIAL measurements based upon stockholders* equity. (In 
Intermediate accounting, by Harry Simons. 5th ed. Cincin­
nati, 1972. p. 778-808.) [110 S ]
SPECIAL purpose funds. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn 
A. Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch White. 
3rd ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 608-31.) [110 W ]
SPECIAL-PURPOSE REPORTS
See Hospitals-Reports And Statements 
Municipalities-Reports And Statements 
Non-Profit Organizations-Reports And 
Statements
Reports, Accountants’-Special Purpose
Schools And Colleges-Reports And Statements
SPECIALIZATION
Graber, Dean E. Professional specialization in perspective. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 58-62.
“Independent projection accountant” - a proposed new 
accounting specialty. (Comment) Practical accountant, v. 5, 
Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 69.
Maryland State Bar Association. Special Committee on 
Specialization in the Legal Practice. Report. Law office 
economics and management, v. 12, March 1972, p. 600-2.
Mellichamp, Joseph M. Specialization syndrome, by Joseph 
M. Mellichamp and J. Donald Phillips. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, July 1972, p. 38-41.
Virginia Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Committee 
to Review the Stone Report on the Nature of Accounting 
Services. Report. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 
18,20-1.
Walker, Glenn M. Ethics committee issues opinion - encour­
ages practitioner cooperation. (Practitioner’s notebook) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 31-2.
SPECIALTY STORES
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Statistics
National Retail Merchants Association. Financial Executives 
Division. Department and specialty store merchandising 
and operating results of 1971, by Jay Scher. 47th ed. New 
York, 1972. 167 p. [*263 N ]
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
Smith, V. Kerry. Time series analysis of post-accord interest 
rates, by V. Kerry Smith and Richard G. Marcis. Journal of 
finance, v. 27, June 1972, p. 589-605.
SPECULATION
Securities law - Section 16(b) - a merger-exchange by an 
unsuccessful tender offeror is not a sale .... (Comments) 
New York University law review, v. 47, May 1972, p. 373-89.
Simonson, Donald G. Speculative behavior of mutual funds. 
Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 381-91.
Stone, Walter E. Stock market forecasting: using technical 
analysis to measure investor psychology. Trusts and estates, 
v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 47-53.
Walker, Mabel. Land tax isn’t the way to more rational land 
use. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 100-7. 
(Reprinted from Tax policy, v. 38, June-July 1971, p. 3-24.)
Wellemeyer, Marilyn. , ed. New issues: off and running 
again. (Personal investing) Fortune, v. 86, Sept. 1972, p. 59- 
60.
SPEIDEL, RICHARD E.
Seller’s recovery of overhead under UCC section 2-708(2): 
economic cost theory and contract remedial policy, by 
Richard E. Speidel and Kendall O. Clay. Cornell law review, 
v. 57, May 1972, P. 681-718.
SPELMAN, EVERETT C.
Isn’t it time for us to stand and be counted? Mortgage banker, 
v. 32. Dec. 1971, p. 24, 26, 28.
SPELMAN, LAURENCE A.
Application of section 2036 to transfers not in trust. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University,
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 609-22, v. 1) [751 N ]
SPENCE, JOHN EDWARD.
Tax management. Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 54-63.
SPENCER, HOLLISTER.
Dangers of social responsibility - another perspective. Confer­
ence board record, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 54-7.
Salesmen and sales managers look at the district manager. 
California management review, v. 15, Fall 1972, p. 98-105.
SPERRY, JOHN B.
New dimension in introductory accounting. (From the halls 
of ivy) Virginia accountant, v. 24, March 1972, p. 49-50.
New night in Richmond. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 
1972, p. 33-5.
SPERRY, ROBERT.
Classified, selective bibliography on the administration and 
operations of the Internal Revenue Service. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 65-93.
SPIECKER, JOHN S.
Administering the corporate credit inquiry function. Bankers 
magazine, v. 155, Autumn 1972, p. 70-4.
SPIN-OFFS, SPLIT-OFFS, AND SPUT-UPS
Berkwitt, George J. Big staff services spinoff. Dun’s review, v. 
99, April 1972, p. 70-2, 76.
Casparian, Haig M. SEC view of spin-offs and shells. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 131-45.) [226 M ]
Chottiner, Sherman. Test of the AICPA differentiation 
between stock dividends and stock splits, by Sherman 
Chottiner and Allan Young. (Research reports) Journal of 
accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 1971, p. 367-74.
Cohen, Manuel F. Key issues of spin-offs and shells. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 146-52.) [226 M ]
Hayes, Robert H. New emphasis on divestment opportu­
nities. Harvard business review, v. 50, July-Aug. 1972, p. 55- 
64.
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Hickman, John H. Spin-offs as a management tool. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 188-94.) [226 M ]
Hurwitz, Lawrence N. Spin-offs, shells and the brokerage 
role. (In William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate 
reorganization. New York, 1972. p. 200-6.) [226 M ]
Kalb, Barrett F. Spin-off - step by step. (In William S. 
Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorganization. New 
York, 1972. p. 153-61.) [226 M ]
Lamont, Lawrence M. Academic entrepreneurship: problems 
and prospects. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, April 1972, p. 
21-3.
Mishkin, William S. , ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization: selling and divesting, spin-offs and shells, mul­
tiple corporations. New York, Presidents Pub. House, 1972. 
297 p. [226 M ]
Sass, Martin D. Impact of the spin-off on investment values. 
(In William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 195-99.) [226 M ]
Securities regulation - Section 5 of the Securities act of 1933 - 
registration of spin-off distributions of subsidiary’s stock 
required. (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 25, March 
1972, p. 454-60.
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Nicholson, John W. Pro rata stock distributions to sharehol­
ders. (SEC commentary) CPA Journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 
660-1.
SPIN-OUTS
Soden, John V. Planning for the computer services spin-out. 
Harvard business review, v. 50, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 69-79.
SPINDEL, DONALD T.
Case for and against uniform international accounting. 
Virginia accountant, v. 24, March 1972, p. 31-5.
SPINDELL, ROBERT J.
Repairs and maintenance performance control. Transcript 
(Harris Kerr Forster), v. 28, Dec. 1971, p. 3, 6-7.
SPINNEY, KATHERINE R.
Bibliography for hotel and restaurant administration and 
related subjects. Cornell hotel and restaurant administration 
quarterly, v. 13, Aug. 1972, p. 47-115.
SPINNEY, WILLIAN R.
Estate planning: quick reference outline. 19th ed. Chicago, 
Commerce Clearing House, 1972. 128 p. [*241.5 S ]
SPITZ, STEPHEN J.
Childres, Robert. Status in the law of contract, by Robert 
Childres and Stephen J. Spitz. New York university law 
review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 1-31.
SPITZER, HUGH.
Business and students. California management review, v. 13, 
Winter 1970, p. 83-8.
SPITZER, M. JAMES.
Legal aspects of commercial real estate. (In Crandell, Larry, 
ed. Corporate real estate development and management. New 
York, 1971. p. 275-87.) [250 Rea 3 [
SPIVAK, JONATHAN M.
Regulation of medical devices. Annals of the American Acad­
emy of Political and Social Science, v. 400, March 1972, p. 82- 
94.
SPIVEY, W. ALLEN.
Currin, David L. Note on “Management decision and integer 
programming’ by David L. Currin and W. Allen Spivey. 
(Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 
144-6.
Dunn, Douglas M. Analysis and prediction of telephone 
demand in local geographical areas, by Douglas M. Dunn, 
William H. Williams and W. Allen Spivey. Bell Journal of 
economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 
561-76.
Glover, Fred. Comment on a note by Currin and Spivey. 
(Correspondence) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 147.
SPLIT-DOLLAR INSURANCE
See Insurance, Split-Dollar
SPLIT-UPS
See Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, And Split-Ups 
Taxation, United States-Spin-Offs, Split-Offs, 
And Split-Ups
SPOILAGE
See Scrap, Waste, Spoilage
SPOILAGE, waste, defective units, and scrap. (In Cost accoun­
ting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. 
J., 1972. p. 620-49.) [160 H]
SPOLIANSKY, LEON G. R.
Practice and procedures for takeovers in England, by Leon 
G. R. Spoliansky and B. N. Buckley. Business lawyer, v. 28, 
Nov. 1972, p. 63-93.
SPONSORING social change, by the editors. Burroughs clearing 
house, v. 56, July 1972, p. 22, 53.
SPORTING GOODS RETAILERS
Bank Of America. Independent sporting goods stores. San 
Francisco, 1972. 15 p. (Small business reporter, v. 10, no. 11.) 
[*250 Spo ]
SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS
Garian, Harry Z. Pro football teams’s disproportionate share 
of payments upon merger of leagues held capital gain. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 178-9.
Randall, Robert F. Sports accountants: they watch team’s 
bottom line. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 
1972, p. 56-9.
SPOTLIGHT on tax reform.
Canadian Institute Of Chartered Accountants. Spotlight on 
tax reform. Toronto, 1972. 61 p. (Collection of articles from 
the Canadian chartered accountant, updated to cover Bill 
C-259 as Anally passed on Dec. 17, 1971.) [*759.1 C ]
SPRAGUE, RALPH H.
System support for a financial planning model. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, June 1972, p. 29-34.
SPRINGER, BARTON J.
Have states overextended their rights to collect use tax from 
out-of-state sellers? By Barton J. Springer and John C. 
O’Byrne. (State and local taxation) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, Jan. 1972, p. 58-62.
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tant, v. 24, June 1972, p. 19-28.
SPROUSE, ROBERT T.
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for inventory and production feasibility control system. 
Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 94-9.
Iglehart, Donald L. Inventory systems with imperfect asset 
information, by Donald L. Iglehart and Richard C. Morey. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 388-94.
Inventories and stores operations. (In Auditing for man­
agement, by John A. Edds. Toronto, 1971. p. 126-45.) [201 E] 
Morton, Thomas E. Near-myopic nature of the lagged- 
proportional-cost inventory problem with lost sales. Oper­
ations research, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 1708-16.
STORRS, THOMAS I.
Directors direct; managers manage: a discussion of the 
liability, responsibilities and retirement of bank directors. 
Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 54, July 1972, p. 30-6.
Evaluation of the Hunt Commission report: commentary on 
financial institution recommendations. Magazine of bank 
administration, v. 48, Feb. 1972, p. 17-19.
STORY, WILLIAM S.
Budget planning: how to control convention costs. Association 
management, v. 24, June 1972, p. 70-2, 75-6.
STOTT, BERNARD T.
Bank Administration Institute. Accounting Commission. SEC 
to require audited bank financial statements. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, Feb. 1972, p. 6.
STOUT, LARRY D.
Problems of management information systems: why they fail. 
GAO review, Fall 1972, p. 40-5.
STOYANOFF, ROBERT.
Productivity measurement - the work sampling way, by 
Robert Stoyanoff and Billy C. Bowles. GAO review, 
Summer 1972, p. 7-19.
STRACHAN, STAN.
Argument for separate management of the holding company. 
Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, May 1972, p. 22, 54-5.
Bankers studying domestic international sales corporation. 
Burroughs clearing house, v. 57, Oct. 1972, p. 20-1, 50, 52, 54.
FDIC rebuffed in merger case. Banking, v. 65, Sept. 1972, p. 
34, 36.
International banking: not in it? You may be soon. Banking, 
v. 65, July 1972, p. 46-9.
STRAHLEM, RICHARD E.
Introduction to accounting. Belmont, Calif., Dickenson Pub. 
Co., 1972.733 p. [110 S]
STRAHOTA, ROBERT D.
Problems in processing periodic reports, proxy statements 
and registration statements. Florida certified public accoun­
tant, v. 12, July 1972, p. 10-21.
STRAIGHT-LINE depreciation for computing E and P. (Tax 
alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 8, 10.
STRANG, WILLIAM A.
Minority economic development: the problem of business 
failures Law and contemporary problems, v. 36, Winter 1971, 
p. 119-35.
STRANGE, WILLIAM O.
Equalizing tax equalization. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, 
Feb. 1972, p. 105-13.
Equalizing tax equalization. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected 
papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 247-60.) [110 H ]
STRASZHEIM, DONALD H.
Before-tax profit margin guidelines and Phase 2 pricing 
policy. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, March-April 1972, p. 
27-32, 83-5.
STRASZHEIM, MAHLON R.
Researching the role of transportation in regional develop­
ment. Land economics, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 212-19.
STRAUS, IRVING L.
No-load funds - growth in a stagnant industry. Pension & 
welfare news, v. 8, Nov. 1972, p. 34-38.
STRAUS, J. PENNINGTON.
Is the uniform probate code the answer? (Focus on probate & 
estate administration) Trusts & estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 
870-3, 917-18.
STRAUSS, ROBERT P.
Rationales for revenue sharing. (In National Tax Association 
Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. 
Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 63-5.) [751 N ]
STRAWSER, ROBERT H.
Brenner, Vincent C. CPAs’ views on required continuing 
education, by Vincent C. Brenner and Robert H. Strawser. 
(Education and professional training) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 86-9.
Brenner. Vincent C. How Virginia CPAs view required 
continuing education, by Vincent C. Brenner and Robert 
H. Strawser. Virginia accountant, v. 24, March 1972, p. 9-13.
Brenner, Vincent C. Some observations on required continu­
ing education, by Vincent C. Brenner and Robert H. 
Strawser. CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 469-74.
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stock, by Ronald M. Copeland, Robert H. Strawser and 
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40, 42, 44, 46.
Cramer, Joe J. Perception of selected job related factors by 
black CPAs, by Joe L. Cramer, Jr. and Robert H. Strawser. 
CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 127-30.
Dascher, Paul E. Taxing role for most CPAs, by Paul E. 
Dascher and Robert H. Strawser. Taxes - the tax magazine, 
v. 50, Nov. 1972, p. 666-70.
Francia, Arthur J. Attitudes of management accountants on 
the state of the art, by Arthur J. Francia and Robert H. 
Strawser. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, May 1972, 
p.21-4.
Hubbard, Thomas D. Statistical sampling and the Virginia 
CPA, by Thomas D. Hubbard and Robert H. Strawser. 
Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 37-42.
Kokkila, Leonard M. Survey of selected financial reporting 
practices of investment companies, by Leonard M. Kokkila 
and Robert H. Strawser. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Summer 1972, p. 
99-110.
Ross, Timothy L. Comment on accountants’ job satisfaction, 
by Timothy L. Ross and Edwin C. Bomeli. (Capsules and 
comments) Journal of accounting research, v. 9, Autumn 
1971, p. 383-8.
Shenkir, William G. Auditing and management advisory 
services: a conflict of roles? By William G. Shenkir and 
Robert H. Strawser. Abacus (Sidney Univ., Australia), v. 8, 
June 1972, p. 13-20.
Shenkir, William G. Opinions of Virginia CPA’s on the 
method of establishing accounting principles, by William 
G. Shenkir and Robert H. Strawser. Virginia accountant, v. 
24, March 1972, p. 37-8,41.
STRENG, WILUAM P.
DISC qualified assets - obligations issued, guaranteed or 
insured by eximbank or FCIA. Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, 
p. 394-9.
STRENGTHENING the auditor’s hand. Accountant (Eng.), v. 
166, Feb. 3, 1972, p. 133-5.
STREULING, G. FRED.
New household service expense and dependent care expense 
deduction: who will benefit? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, 
Oct. 1972, p. 589-94.
Teaching machines versus lectures in accounting education: 
an experiment, by G. Fred Streuling and Gary L. Hoi­
strum. (Education research and academic notes) Accounting 
review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 806-10.
STRICKLAND, appellant.
Baxt, Robert. Legal developments: the Concrete Pipes case, a 
“revolution” in Australian constitutional law? (Company 
law and secretarial section) Chartered accountant in Aus­
tralia, v. 42, Dec. 1971, p. 28-30.
STRICT bad-debt rule for stockholder loans. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 6.
STRIKER, ALLAN M.
Executive incentive compensation, by Allan M. Striker and 
Julian L. Carr. Management adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 
21-8.
STRIKES
Anton, F. R. Are strike ballots necessary? California man­
agement review, v. 13, Winter 1970, p. 5-11.
Bassen, Ned H. Effect of strikes upon vacations. (Notes) 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 633-48.
Bernhardt, Herbert N. Lockouts: an analysis of Board and 
court decisions since Brown and American Ship. Cornell law 
review, v. 57, Jan. 1972, p. 211-54.
Bernstein, Merton C. Alternatives to the strike in public labor 
relations. (Comments) Harvard law review, v. 85, Dec. 1971, 
p. 459-75.
Cox, Archibald. Labor law pre-emption revisited. Harvard law 
review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1337-77.
Foegen, J. H. If everybody strikes, will be band wagon stop? 
Business horizons, v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 17-20, 22.
Hershfield, David C. An end to emergency labor disputes? 
Conference board record, v. 9, Dec. 1972, p. 35-7.
Right of unions to fine members who have engaged in 
strikebreaking activities after resigning from the union 
during a strike. (Notes) Columbia law review, v. 72, Nov. 
1972, p. 1272-84.
Tax Foundation, Inc. Unions and government employment. 
New York, 1972. 45 p. [*301 T ]
Unfair labor practice strike: a critique and a proposal for 
change. (Notes) New York university law review, v. 46, Nov. 
1971,p. 988-1011.
STRIP MINING
See Mining And Metallurgy, Coal
STROBLE, KILLIUS AND VORBRUGG.
CCH-Germany Verlag GmbH. CCH business guide to Ger­
many. In association with Stroble, Killius & Vorbrugg and 
others. Frankfurt/Main, 1971. 149 p. [*759.1 G ]
STRONG, KUNE D.
Professional corporations, by Kline D. Strong and K. Jay 
Holdsworth. Philadelphia, Joint Committee on Continuing 
Legal Education of the American Law Institute and the 
American Bar Association, 1971, c1970. 94 p. (Business 
associations/practice handbook, no. 5.) [*250 Pro 2 ]
Rapid communication technique: the marginal response. 
Practical lawyer, v. 18, May 1972, p. 99-101.
STRONG, MAURICE F.
Quality of life. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, May- 
June 1972, p. 5-11.
STRONG, SALLY.
Ad budgets ’72: showing promise of a better year. Industrial 
marketing, v. 57, April 1972, p. 28, 30, 32-3.
Warder, Rita. New products: out of the lab and into the 
market, by Rita Worder and Sally Strong. Industrial mar­
keting, v. 56, Dec. 1971, p. 18-20, 22-3.
STRONK, MARY E.
Modest growth in the number of blacks in business schools. 
MBA, v. 6, Jan. 1972, p. 41-2.
STROUD, WILLIAM M.
Section 1244 stock: a no-cost insurance policy against failure 
of a corporation. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, 
p. 94-9.
STRUNK, NORMAN.
Look at FHLBB finances, by Norman Strunk and John 
Stafford. Savings and loan news, v. 93, April 1972, p. 28-34.
STUART, F. CRAIG.
Bigelow, Paul J. Making computers work; computerizing 
preventive maintenance for cost control. By Paul J. Bigelow 
and F. Craig Stuart. (Sourcebook) College & university 
business, v. 52, May 1972, p. 64.
STUDDY, JOHN B.
Audit report. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Oct. 19, 1972, p. 486-8. 
(Presented, in substance, at the 10th International Congress 
of Accountants.)
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Cook, Gail C. A. Student aid: a proposal and its implications, 
by Gail C. A. Cook and David A. A. Stager. Canadian tax 
journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 558-64.
Tax shelter for students: Yale's tuition postponement option. 
(Notes) Yale law journal, v. 81, June 1972, p. 1392-1410.
STUDLEY, JULIEN J.
Space planning basics from a New York pro. by Julien J. 
Studley and Jack Freidin. Buildings, v. 66, Aug. 1972, p. 53- 
5.
STUDY GROUP ON INTRODUCTORY ACCOUNTING.
See Price Waterhouse Foundation. - Study Group 
On Introductory Accounting.
STUDY of a program budget for a small city.
Lawrence, Charles. Study of a program budget for a small 
city. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 52-7.
STUDY of the securities industry.
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. Subcommittee on Com­
merce and Finance. Study of the securities industry. 
Hearings, ninety-second Congress, first session. August 2 - 
November 17, 1971. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1971.9 v. (Serial no. 92-37) [*721 U ]
STUDY ON ESTABLISHMENT OF ACCOUNTING PRIN­
CIPLES.
See American Institute Of Certified Public Accoun­
tants. - Study On
Establishment Of Accounting Principles.
STULTS, ALLEN P.
American Bankers Association president to address annual 
meeting. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Sept. 
1972, p. 1.
Notes on remarks. Address, before American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, Denver, Colorado, Oct. 3, 
1972. New York, 1972. 12 typewritten pages. [*105.1 A ]
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Lumber Industry 
Timberlands
STUMPF, WALTER S.
Director calls for high ethical standards. (Federal taxation) 
Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Summer 1972, p. 9.
Examinations of pension and profit-sharing trusts. (Federal 
taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Fall 1972, p. 9.
Federal taxation. (Federal taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, 
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New ADR system. (Federal taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 
23, Fall 1971, p. 15-16.
STURDIVANT, FREDERICK D.
Community development corporations: the problem of mixed 
objectives. Law and contemporary problems, v. 36, Winter 
1971, p. 35-50.
STURM, DONALD L.
Revenue act of 1971 class life system and investment tax 
credit. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1601-49, 
v. 2)[751 N ]
STURTEVANT, FRANK C.
Stormy days ahead for holder-in-due-course doctrine. Bur­
roughs clearing house, v. 56, Dec. 1971, p. 23, 48-9.
STUTLER, DON C.
Cost accounting for sand castings. Management accounting 
(NAA), v. 53, April 1972, p. 27-30.
STUTMAN, JACK.
What’s new in bankruptcy and what’s not so new. Journal of 
commercial bank lending, v. 54, Feb. 1972, p. 19-27.
Your corporate client is in financial difficulty and solicits your 
advice, by Jack Stutman and others. Business lawyer, v. 28, 
Nov. 1972, p. 253-74.
STUTSMAN, CARL A.
Stoddard, Sanford M. Income tax offenses by lawyers: an 
ethical problem, by Sanford M. Stoddard and Carl A. 
Stutsman, Jr. American Bar Association journal, v. 58, Aug. 
1972,p. 842-45.
Triangular mergers, Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, 
p. 820-30.
STUTTS, CLYDE L.
“We joined eight other banks to set up our own EDP center.” 
Banking, v. 64, April 1972, p. 20-1.
STUTZMAN, BYRON W.
Meaning of the IBM 3705. Datamation, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 
28-30.
STYLER, WILLIAM F.
Problems in income measurement - leasing. (In Conference 
of Accountants, 26th, University of Tulsa, 1972. Accounting 
papers. Tulsa, 1972. p. 49-59.) [*102 C ]
SU, SHIAW Y.
Generalization of White’s method of successive approx­
imations to periodic Markovian decision processes, by 
Shiaw Y. Su and Rolf A. Deininger. Operations research, v. 
20, March-April 1972, p. 318-26.
SUANBERG, LANCE C.
McElvany, Leon H. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects 
international business by Leon H. McElvany, Alan S. Getz 
and Lance C. Suanberg. Practical accountant, v. 5, Jan.- 
Feb. 1972, p. 27-30.
SUB-BOARDS discipline six members. CPA (American Institute 
of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 4, 11.
SUB S election can avoid accumulated earnings penalty. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 375-6.
SUBAK, JOHN T.
Some cases and other materials relating to the impact of 
antitrust laws on foreign agreements. Business lawyer, v. 27, 
April 1972, p. 823-5.
SUBCHAPTER S CORPORATIONS
See Also Taxation, United States-Subchapter S 
Corporations
Mankoff, Ronald M. Three deadly dangers of Subchapter 
“S” - non-elections, terminations and non-deductible 
losses. Texas CPA, v. 44, Jan. 1972, p. 5-13.
Myers, Jerry L. Suggests Subchapter S audit steps addition. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 
1972, p. 106.
Partnership or Sub S - which route for a family business? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 376-7.
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Crumbley, D. Larry. Audit steps for subchapter S corpo­
rations, by D. Larry Crumbley and Michael Davis. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, 
p. 84-6.
SUBCHAPTER S: how to avoid investment credit recapture. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 307.
SUBCHAPTER S: the mechanics of getting and keeping the 
tax benefits. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 
208-9.
SUBDIVISIONS
See Real Estate Subdivisions
SUBRAHMANYA, Y. K.
Estimation of foundry costs and the point of rating system. 
Management accountant (India), v. 7, July 1972, p. 426-41.
SUBRAHMANYAM, G.
Mohandas, V. Bala. Conversion of loans into equity - a 
caution, by V. Bala Mohandas and G. Subrahmanyam. 
Finance and commerce (India), v. 14, Oct.-Nov. 1971, P. 641- 
5.
SUBRAYAN, K.
Catch up with C.P.M. (Students’ section) Management accoun­
tant (India), v. 6, Dec. 1971, p. 696-9.
SUBSIDIARIES
See Consolidations And Mergers 
Holding Companies And Subsidiaries
SUBSIDIARIES or associates? (Students’ section) Certified 
accountant (Eng.), July/Aug. 1972, p. 437-8.
SUBSIDIARY can’t accumulate for parent’s business needs. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 8.
SUBSIDIES
See Also Government Loans And Grants 
Investment Grants (Great Britain) 
Tax Subsidies
Breckenfeld, Gurney. Housing subsidies are a grand delusion. 
Fortune, v. 85, Feb. 1972, p. 136-9, 163-4, 166, 171.
Grey, Francis J. New mechanics of government-sponsored 
real estate. Lybrand journal, v. 53, Fall 1972, p. 3-15.
Taubman, P. Subsidies, economic lives, and complete re­
source misallocation, by P. Taubman and R. Rasche. 
(Communications) American economic review, v. 61, Dec. 
1971, p. 938-45.
SUBSTANDARD REPORTS
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SUBTLE problems - human error, accidents, responsive con­
trols - may be the most critical for EDP installation, says 
Diebold executive. (People, events, techniques) Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 10-11.
SUCCESSFUL management of the small and medium-sized 
business.
Dickson, Franklyn J. Successful management of the small 
and medium-sized business. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Pren­
tice-Hall, 1971. I v. (looseleaf, various pagings) [209.5 D ]
SUCCESSFUL profit planning for banks.
Price Waterhouse And Company. Successful profit planning 
for banks, Prepared for B.A.I.’s Accounting commission by 
Price Waterhouse and Co. Park Ridge, Ill., Bank Adminis­
tration Institute, c1970. 65 p. [*603 P ]
SUCCESSFUL tax planning for real estate.
Lasser (J. K.) Tax Institute. J. K. Lasser’s successful tax 
planning for real estate, edited by Bernard Greisman, rev. 
ed. Garden City, N.Y. Doubleday, 1972. 374 p. [250 Rea ]
SUCCESSION DUTIES
See Taxation-Estates And Trusts, Under Name Of 
Country
SUDDEN death of Cliff Andersen. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, 
May 4, 1972, p. 571.
SUELFLOW, JAMES E.
Utility economics and management instruction at higher 
education levels, by James E. Suelflow and Stevan R. 
Holmberg. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Aug. 3, 1972, p. 
18-23.
SUGAR PLANTATIONS
Accounting
Maravilla, Francisco E. Accounting problems in sugar plan­
tation operations. Accountants’ journal (P.I.), v. 21, Sept. 
1971, p. 136-43.
SUGARMAN, NORMAN A.
Bromberg, Robert S. Characterization problems of nonex­
empt charitable trusts, by Robert S. Bromberg and Nor­
man A. Sugarman. Trusts and estates, v. Hi, July 1972, p. 
522-5, 585-7.
Bromberg, Robert S. Termination of private foundations, by 
Robert S. Bromberg and Norman A. Sugarman. Taxes - the 
tax magazine, v. 50, July 1972, p. 388-419.
How a community foundation may augment your state plan. 
(In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law 
Center, 1972. Proceedings. Chapter 72-6.) [750.2 I ]
SUGGESTED guidelines for the structure and content of audit 
guides prepared by federal agencies for use by CPAs.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Auditing for Federal Agencies. Suggested guidelines 
for the structure and content of audit guides prepared by 
federal agencies for use by CPAs. New York, c1972. 16 p. 
(Appendices (p. 11-16): -A. Explanatory discussion of 
operational auditing, management auditing and perfor­
mance evaluation. -B. Illustrative auditor’s opinions.) [*312 
A]
SULLIVAN, DAVID H.
White, William P. Two ways of looking at the real value of 
correspondent banking, by William P. White and David H. 
Sullivan. Banking, v. 65, Nov. 1972, p. 24-94, passim.
SULLIVAN, FRANK C.
Japan embraces natural gas. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, 
June 22, 1972, p. 15-18.
Watchman, what of the night? Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Sept. 14, 1972, p. 42-5.
SULLIVAN, JOHN P., ed.
Keypunch operation study focuses on potential for higher 
productivity. (Management services) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Sept. 1972, p. 754-6, 778.
Sundry management notes. (Management services) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 939-44.
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R. Radhakrishnan and William G. Sullivan. Journal of 
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SULLIVAN, WILLIAM J.
Budget reports at YSU. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, 
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estate review, v. 2, Summer 1972, p. 52-7.
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Acquisitions by use of “reverse mergers.” (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan.1972, p. 18.
Affiliated group with a common profit-sharing plan. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 17-18.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Working 
with the revenue code, 1972, edited by Don J. Summa. 
New York, 1971. 271 p. [*751 A ]
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journal, Spring/Summer 1972, p. 2-6.
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(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 18-19.
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clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 19.
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ryovers. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 19.
Solari, Jerome P. Profile of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
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Solari, Jerome P. Profile of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 45-50.
Solari, Jerome P. Profiles of the CPA in tax practice, by 
Jerome P. Solari and Don J. Summa. Attorney - CPA, Oct. 
1972, p. 3.
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nization. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 17.
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Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 20.
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sion. Pakistan accountant, v. 8, Jan.-June 1971, p. 45-50.
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Committee on Unemployment. Finance and commerce 
(India), v. 15, March 1972, p. 121-5.
SUMMARY of the directives and ordinances on company law 
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UEC, Jan. 1972, p. 3-5.
SUMMER CAMP
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SUMMER RESORTS
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SUMMERS, EDWARD L.
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ysis. Accounting review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 443-53.
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Dodson. Austin, Graduate School of Business, University 
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SUMMERS, WARREN D.
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Philip E. Fess and Warren D. Summers. CPA journal, v. 42, 
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Suojanen. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, June 1972, p. 35.
Jurkus, Anthony F. Technology assessment, by Anthony F. 
Jurkus, Donald R. Hudson and Waino W. Suojanen. 
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Savings and loan news, v. 93, May 1972, p. 34-9.
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Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
Lootens, Donald M. Changes in food retailing are affecting 
property values. Real estate review, v. 2, Fall 1972, p. 78-82.
Markin, Rom J. Supermarket today - and tomorrow Atlanta 
economic review, v. 22, Oct. 1972, p. 20-4.
Smith, Robert M. Food: its past victories, its current prob­
lems. Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 33-7.
Costs
Fox, Harold W. Food retailing needs a systems approach. 
Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
Data processing
Fox, Harold W. Food retailing needs a systems approach. 
Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
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Myers. Edith. Retail: supermarkets seek systems solution to 
profit squeeze. (News in perspective) Datamation, v. 18, 
Nov. 1972, p. 142-3, 147-8.
Management
Fox, Harold W. Food retailing needs a systems approach. 
Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
Myers, Edith. Retail: supermarkets seek systems solution to 
profit squeeze. (News in perspective) Datamation, v. 18, 
Nov. 1972, p. 142-3, 147-8.
Rados, David L. Selection and evaluation of alternatives in 
repetitive decision making. Administrative science quarterly, 
v. 17, June 1972, p. 196-206.
Marketing
Fox, Harold W. Food retailing needs a systems approach. 
Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
Pricing
Fox, Harold W. Food retailing needs a systems approach. 
Management adviser, v. 9, July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
SUPERVISORS
See Foremen And Supervisors
SUPPLEMENTARY LETTER TO CLIENT
See Reports, Accountants’-Supplementary Letter To 
Client
SUPPLIES market: Survey. Office products, v. 135, June 1972, p. 
32-7.
SUPPLY and demand up for accounting grads. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 13-14.
SUPPLY of accounting graduates and the demand for public 
accounting recruits.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Supply of 
accounting graduates and the demand for public account­
ing recruits. Prepared by Eric N. Melgren. New York, 1972, 
48 p. [*103.2 A ]
SUPREME Court resolves agricultural cooperative investment 
question. (Special industries) Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
May 1972, p. 273.
SURGEONS
See Physicians
SURPRISE. The statewide service corporation lives. Savings 
and loan news, v. 93, Jan. 1972, p. 38-42.
SURREY, STANLEY S.
Tax subsidies as a device for implementing government 
policy. Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 196-204.
SURVEY of audit software,
Adams, Donald L. Survey of audit software, by Donald L. 
Adams and John F. Mullarkey. Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Sept. 1972, p. 39-66.
SURVEY of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: business 
associations. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1541- 
51.
SURVEY of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: commercial 
law. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1527-40.
SURVEY of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: taxation. 
Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1618-35.
SURVEY of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: wills, trusts 
and estates. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1494- 
1500.
SURVEY of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: workmen’s 
compensation. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 
1520-6.
SURVEYS
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Supply of 
accounting graduates and the demand for public account­
ing recruits. Prepared by Eric N. Melgren. New York, 1972, 
48 p. [*103.2 A ]
Beckner, Ralph Edward. Empirical study of compulsory 
continuing education for certified public accountants. 
Lubbock, Tex., 1971. 83 typewritten pages. (Thesis (B.Sc.) - 
Texas Tech University.) [107 B ]
Guy, Dan M. Unaudited financial statements: a survey, by 
Dan M. Guy and Alan J. Winters. Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 46-53.
Hubbard, Thomas D. Statistical sampling and the Virginia 
CPA, by Thomas D. Hubbard and Robert H. Strawser. 
Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 37-42.
Klein, Stuart M. Employee reactions to attitude survey 
feedback: a study of the impact of structure and process, 
by Stuart M. Klein, Allen I. Kraut and Alan Wolfson. 
Administrative science quarterly, v. 16, Dec. 1971, p. 497-514.
Loeb, Stephen E. Code of ethics for CPAs in industry: 
survey. Certified accountant (Eng.), Nov. 1972, p. 619-20, 
623-25, 636.
Loeb, Stephen E. Enforcement of the code Accounting review, 
v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 1-10.
Michigan Association Of Certified Public Accountants. Public 
Service and Information Committee. MACPA public 
relations: statistical background. A summary of a report, 
by Mike Brooks. Michigan CPA, v. 23, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 29- 
30.
National Association Of Black Accountants. Black experience 
in large public accounting firms; the results of a national 
survey conducted on behalf of NABA, by William Aiken. 
New York, 1971. 41 p. [*103.7 N ]
Profession comes out well in press survey. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 9.
Ross, Timothy L. Use of statistical sampling in auditing; an 
empirical study, by Timothy Ross, Hugh Hoyt and Herb 
Shaw. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 5-14.
Sanford, Aubrey. Attitude surveys - a tool for improving 
management effectiveness. Magazine of bank administration, 
v. 48, Oct. 1972, p. 32-4.
Watson, John H. Biennial survey of company contributions. 
New York, Conference Board, c1972. 14 p. (Studies in public 
affairs. Conference Board report, no. 542.) [*754.7 W ]
SURVIVING spouse protection in the abatement scheme in 
Iowa. (Comments) Iowa law review, v. 57, June 1972, p. 
1394-1408.
SUSSMAN, PAUL E.
Documentation for wage/price compliance: implications for 
the CPA, by Paul E. Sussman and Samuel M. Watson. CPA 
journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 225-8.
Mruk, Edwin S. Executive compensation under the economic 
controls program (Phase II), by Edwin S. Mruk and Paul E. 
Sussman. Arthur Young journal, Spring/Summer 1972, p. 
20-6.
SUTHERLAND, C. I.
Auditor as a listener. (Young professional) South African 
chartered accountant, v. 7, Nov. 1971, p. 407-10.
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SUTHERLAND, WILLIAM R.
LIFO, a challenge to my fellow tax practitioners. (Notes and 
announcements) Ohio CPA, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 29-35.
SUTRO, ROBERT.
Make way for mortgage and real estate placements. Pension 
and welfare news, v. 8, April 1972, p. 41-2, 44-6, 48-9.
SUTTON, GERALD D.
Problems of small technological companies. CGA, v. 6, June- 
July 1972, p. 30-3.
SVANBERG, LANCE C.
McElvany, Leon H. New tax law - how it will affect inter­
national business, by Leon H. McElvany, Alan S. Getz and 
Lance C. Svanberg. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 
1971. New York, 1972. p. 261-7.) [110 H ]
SWADENER, PAUL.
Comment: portfolio performance of property-liability insur­
ance companies. Journal of financial and quantitative anal­
ysis, v. 7, March 1972, p. 1619-23.
SWAN, DENNIS G.
Ratcliff, Richard U. Getting more from comparables by 
rating and regression, by Richard U. Ratcliff and Dennis 
G. Swan. Appraisal journal, v. 40, Jan.1972, p. 68-75.
SWAN, HAROLD F.
Personnel induced frustration: an instrument for the selection 
of senior executives. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, 
April 1972, p. 48-54.
SWANSON, CARL.
Ma Bell has company, by Carl Swanson, and Martin Judge, 
editor. Hospitality, v. 11, June 1972, p. 19-23.
SWANSON, DAVID H.
Merger alternative: service company. Public utilities fort­
nightly, v. 90, Nov. 1972, p. 34-7.
SWANSON, E. BURTON.
Binary web. Journal of systems management, v. 23, July 1972, p. 
22-5.
SWAP FUNDS
See Funds-Mutual
Investment Companies
SWARTZ, MARTIN R., ed.
California - new regulations on deductibility of corporate 
interest, bond discount and bad debts. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 595-6.
California - tax forgiveness for 1971, status of non-residents. 
(State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 420.
Dakin, Robert A. Connecticut: revival of capital gains tax, 
adds tax on dividends, edited by Martin R. Swartz, Jr. 
(State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972, p. 84-7.
Florida - new income tax law. (State taxation) CPA journal, 
v. 42, April 1972, p. 335-6, 344.
Interstate commerce - imposition of state taxes on corpo­
rations engaged in interstate commerce. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 162-4.
Multistate tax compact - a brief summary. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 250-1.
New Jersey emergency transportation tax (non-resident 
income tax). (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, 
p. 679-80.
Ohio - omnibus bill adopted. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 
42, Sept. 1972, p. 767-9.
Pennsylvania - personal income tax. (State taxation) CPA 
Journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 247-50.
Various states - gift tax law provisions. (State taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 420-1.
SWARUP, KANTI.
Kirby, Michael J. L. Extreme point mathematical program­
ming, by Michael J. L. Kirby, Harry R. Love and Kanti 
Swarup. Management science, v. 18, May 1972, p. 540-9.
SWAYZE, W. S.
Lease, rent, or buy decisions. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. 
Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 
364-80.) [223.7 V ]
SWEARINGEN, EUGENE L.
 Putting a price on a country bank. Banking, v. 65, Nov. 1972, 
p. 26, 78, 80.
SWEDEN.
Organisation For Economic Co-Operation And Development. 
Sweden. Paris, 1972. 87 p. (OECD economic surveys) [*933 0 ]
SWEENEY, DANIEL L.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Unofficial 
answers to the Uniform Certified Public Accountant exam­
inations of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants, May 1969 to November 1971, by Daniel L. 
Sweeney and H. S. Hendrickson. New York, 1972. 325 p. 
[107.2 A ]
How to take an examination. South African chartered accoun­
tant, v. 7, Aug. 1971, p. 299.
SWEENEY, DONALD A.
Mann, George J. Systems building lowers cost, coordinates 
planning, by George J. Mann, Frederick J. Trost, and 
Donald A. Sweeney. (Construction) Hospitals, v. 46, Oct. 1, 
1972,p. 73-5.
SWEENY, ALLEN.
Accounting fundamentals for nonfinancial executives. New 
York, American Management Association, 1972. 147 p. [110 
S]
SWEENY, H. W. ALLEN.
Protective measures against devaluation. (In Kapoor and 
Grub, eds. Multinational enterprise in transition. Princeton,
N. J., 1972. p. 270-8.) [938 K ]
SWEETMAN, MICHAEL.
Eurocompany. (Euro view) Management (Irish), v. 19, Jan. 
1972, p. 31.
Euroview: the cost of EEC living. Management (Irish), v. 19, 
May 1972, p. 15.
SWEGAN, DONALD B.
Consortia colleges pool talent, dollars. College & university 
business, v. 53, Aug. 1972, p. 33-7, 41.
SWEIG, HOWARD B.
Guide to U.S. income taxation of West German investors, by 
Howard B. Sweig and Terry Satinover. Taxes - the tax 
magazine, v. 50, Sept. 1972, p. 544-63.
SWENNEN, JEAN-PIERRE.
Radoff, Phillip L. Securities regulation - mutual funds - under 
the Investment company act of 1940 an investment com­
pany adviser is prohibited from profiting on the transfer of 
its advisory contract - Rosenfeld v. Black, by Phillip L. 
Radoff and Jean-Pierre Swennen. (Recent decisions) George 
Washington law review, v. 40, Dec. 1971, p. 312-22.
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SWENSON, JAMES B.
Value-added tax explained. (What’s new about taxes) 
Newspaper controller, v. 26, Nov. 1972, p. 14-15.
SWENSON, NORMAN E.
IRS collection division: how it works, how the accountant can 
deal with it effectively. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 
1972, p. 86-91.
SWERDLOW, GERTRUDE K.
Problems approach to the introductory economics course. 
Collegiate news and views, v. 25, Summer 1972, p. 15-18.
SWICK, MYRA A.
Basic principles and methods for valuation of capital expend­
itures. Woman CPA, v. 34, Nov. 1972. p. 5-10-18.
SWIDLER, JOSEPH C.
Public stake in energy R&D. EEI bulletin, v. 40, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 203-8.
SWIERINGA, ROBERT J.
Behavioral approach to internal control valuation. Internal 
auditor, v. 29, March-April 1972, p. 30-45.
SWIMMING POOLS
Gabrielsen, M. Alexander. , ed. Swimming pools: a guide to 
their planning, design and operation. Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., Hoffman Publications, c1969, 1972. 223 p. (A project of 
the Council for National Cooperation in Acquatics. Partial 
contents: Administration and operation of pool, p.174-87. 
Feasibility study, p. 211-22.) [250 Swi ]
Judge, Martin. Poolside profits. Hospitality (Food and 
lodging), v. 11, April 1972, p. 23-9.
Sherry, John H. Legal side of operating a pool. Hospitality 
(Food and lodging), v. 11, April 1972, p. 32-5.
Costs
Gabrielsen. M. Alexander. , ed. Swimming pools: a guide to 
their planning, design and operation. Fort Lauderdale, 
Fla., Hoffman Publications, c1969, 1972. 223 p. (A project of 
the Council for National Cooperation in Acquatics. Partial 
contents: Administration and operation of pool, p. 174-87. 
Feasibility study, p. 211-22.) [250 Swi ]
SWITZERLAND.
Organisation For Economic Co-Operation And Development. 
Switzerland. Paris. 1972. 78 p. (OECD economic surveys) 
[*933 O]
SYFERT, ROBERT K.
Unwilling market for earthquake insurance. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed ), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 14, 16, 18.
SYKES, ALLEN.
Corporate planning: ‘inescapably the responsibility of top 
management Management accounting (Eng.), v. 50, Oct. 
1972, p. 301-3. (Edited version of paper given at the 
Institute of Cost and Management Accountants’ Summer 
School, September 1972.)
SYLVAIN, FERNAND.
Rationalisation des choix budgetaires. Canadian chartered 
accountant, v. 100, May 1972, p. 47-9; June 1972, p. 37-40.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAS
See Musical Enterprises
SYMPOSIUM: administrative law and the environment, 
national fuels policy. Indiana law journal, v. 47, Summer 
1972, p. 603-79.
SYMPOSIUM ON ETHICS IN CORPORATE FINANCIAL 
REPORTING, Seaview, N. J., 1971.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Corpo­
rate financial reporting: ethical and other problems, a 
symposium...Nov. 17-19, 1971. Sponsored by the A.I.C.P.A. 
and others. Edited by John C.Burton. New York, 1972. 293 
p. [104 A ]
Burton, John C. Ethics in corporate financial disclosure. 
Financial analysts journal, v. 28, Jan./Feb. 1972, p. 49-53.
Burton, John C. Report from the Symposium on Ethics in 
Corporate Financial Reporting. Journal of commercial bank 
lending, v. 54, Jan. 1972, p. 51-8.
Burton, John C. Report on the Symposium on ethics in 
corporate financial reporting. Financial executive, v. 40, Jan. 
1972, p. 28-30, 32, 34.
Burton, John C. Symposium on ethics in corporate financial 
reporting. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 46-50.
Ethics in corporate financial reporting: the Seaview 
Symposium at a glance. (News feature) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, P. 22-3.
Ethics in reporting - the interdisciplinary approach. (Editors’ 
notebook) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 32.
SYNDICATING tax savings and virtue. (RER comment) Real 
estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 72.
SYNOPSIS of APB opinion no. 21.
Pacter, Paul Allen. Synopsis of APB opinion no. 21. Journal of 
accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 57-67.
SYNTHETIC FIBERS
See Chemical Industry
SYSTEM DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
See Accounting-System Design And Installation
SYSTEM records drug orders, drug effects, by Philip Wizwer 
and others. (Pharmacy) Hospitals, v. 46, Sept. 16, 1972, p. 
86, 88, 92-4.
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
Brookfield, Kenneth L. Scale charting. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Aug. 1972, p. 14-17.
David, Beatrice Donaldson. Model for decision making . . . 
coordination and control of the hospital food service 
department .... Hospitals, v. 46, Aug. 1, 1972, p. 50-5.
Koudry, Herbert J. Techniques of interviewing. Journal of 
systems management, v. 23, May 1972, p. 22-3.
Mantell, Leroy H. Systems approach and good management 
- an argument for the “whole” approach. Business horizons, 
v. 15, Oct. 1972, p. 43-51.
Martin, Merle P. Systems analysis strategy. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, May 1972, p. 36-41.
Narayanan, S. L. Computer based management information 
system and system analysis. (Students’ section) Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, July 1972, p. 442-7.
New product development. (Management information) Ac­
countant (Eng ), v. 167, July 6, 1972, p. 14-15.
Rice, Curtis. Planning a new building. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Aug. 1972, p. 8-13; Sept. 1972, p. 26-30.
Shell, Richard L. Systems analysis: aid to decision making, 
by Richard L. Shell and David F. Stelzer. Business horizons, 
v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 67-72.
Stevens, Robert I. Time distribution chart: a technique for 
job analysis. (Systems briefs) Journal of systems man­
agement, v. 23, Oct. 1972, P. 40-1.
Zoppoth, Raymond C. Use of systems analysis in new 
product development. Long range planning (Eng.), v. 5, 
March 1972, p. 23-36.
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SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
See Also Data Processing Consultants
Ameiss, Albert P. Trends in systems education, by Albert P. 
Ameiss and Warren A. Thompson. Journal of systems 
management, v. 22, Dec. 1971, p. 18-20.
Boer, Germain. Decision oriented information system. Jour­
nal of systems management, v. 23, Oct. 1972, p. 36-9.
Lassiter, Herbert B. Improving the productivity of systems 
analysts and programmers. Data management, v. 10, Sept. 
1972, p. 56-8.
McCarthy, Daniel J. Using the systems analyst in preparing 
corporate financial models, by Danial J. McCarthy and 
Charles A. Morrissey. Financial executive, v. 40, June 1972, 
p. 40-2, 44, 46, 50, 52.
Morchower, Donald L. Management advisory services and 
the EDP consultant. H & S reports, v. 9, Summer, 1972, p. 
18-21.
Oyer, Paul D. Peopleware and motivation: how to assure 
successful business information systems. Retail control, v. 
40, Dec. 1971, p. 2-25.
SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES
See Also Accounting-System Design And Installation 
Computer Systems
Data Processing - Systems 
Office Management 
Also Subheading, Accounting 
Under Name Of Special Business, E.G., 
Hotels-Accounting
Akula, William G. Systems planning tomorrow’s hospitals 
today, by William G. Akula and Jay A. Vora. Managerial 
planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-5.
Association For Systems Management. Auditing for systems 
improvement. Cleveland, 1972. 49 p. [*201.8 A ]
Association For Systems Management. Management science 
and systems. Cleveland, O., 1972. 80 p. [‘203.9 A ]
Bayley, W. J. Method change at BOC. Long range planning, v. 
5, June 1972, p. 40-3.
Bennie, L. M. Systems design: an appreciation. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 75, Dec. 1971, p. 672-6.
Buckley, John W. Goal process-system interaction in man­
agement. Business horizons, v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 81-92.
Carlisle, Howard M. Developing the adaptive organization. 
Management adviser, v. 9, May-June 1972, p. 40-3.
Casey, James H. Is your business too complicated? Accoun­
tancy Ireland, v. 4, Feb. 1972, p. 18-21.
Clark, Frank J. Business systems and data processing 
procedures, by Frank J. Clark, Ronald Gale and Robert 
Gray. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 333 p. 
(Appendices (p. 283-321): - A. Principal data processing 
hardware devices. - B. Computer program documentation. -
C. Proposal for a computer system.) [203.9 C ]
Clay, Michael. Measurement of performance: production 
planning. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, March- 
April 1972, p. 20-5.
Conforti, John J. Project estimation can be easy. Journal of 
systems management, v. 23, Nov. 1972, p. 36-9.
Croxall, John R. Systems (plural) approach (singular). Federal 
accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 41-56.
Dahle, Robert D. Systems analysis and simulation, by Robert
D. Dahle and S. M. Zivan. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. 
Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p.
269-87.) [223.7 V ]
Garbutt, Douglas. Systems approach to the British industrial 
training act of 1964. Accounting and business research (Eng.), 
no. 5, Winter 1972, p. 60-7.
Gorospe, Alejandro R. Systems analysis: an effective man­
agement tool for planning and control. Accountants’ journal 
(P.I.), v. 21, Dec. 1971, p. 200-7.
Graziano, Vincent J. Integrated logistics planning and con­
trol. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Feb. 1972, p. 
26-32.
Hough, Granville W. Helping students learn systems man­
agement. Collegiate news and views, v. 25, Winter 1971, p. 
23-7.
Jacobs, Richard A. Putting “manage” into project man­
agement. Journal of systems management, v. 23, Jan. 1972, p.
20-5.
Johnson, Eugene A. Controllership function. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, March 1972, p. 45-8.
Jordan, Ronald J. How the total systems approach can solve 
hospital administration problems. Hospital financial man­
agement, v. 26, May 1972, p. 16, 18, 20.
Kubicek, Thomas. Organization planning: what it is and how 
to do it. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 33-41; March-April 1972, p. 33-42.
Larson, W. R. Meaning of an integrated data system. Com­
puters and automation, v. 21, April 1972, p. 35-6.
Lee, Sang M. Goal programming model for academic re­
source allocation, by Sang M. Lee and Edward R. Clayton. 
Management science, v. 18, April 1972, p. 395-408.
Mantell, Leroy H. Systems approach and good management 
- an argument for the “whole” approach. Business horizons, 
v. 15, Oct. 1972, p. 43-51.
McMillan, Charles J. Accounting and the internal com­
munications system. Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, 
Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 24-32.
Navalta, Glorino M. Management and the systems function. 
Journal of systems management, v. 23, Feb. 1972, p. 40-1.
Neumann, Peter. Peopleware in systems. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, Jan. 1972, p. 12-15.
Nichols, Gerald E. Think system Federal accountant, v. 21, 
March 1972, p. 82-92.
Nugent, Christopher E. Framework for the system design 
process, by Christopher E. Nugent and Thomas E. 
Vollmann. (Tutorial and survey) Decision sciences, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 83-109.
Puleo, Joseph A. Small company systems don’t have to be 
bad. Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 14-19.
Schmidt, L. Lee. Systems flow charting. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 85-8.
Shaeffer, Ruth G. Staffing systems: managerial and profes­
sional jobs. New York, Conference Board, 1972. 121 p. 
[‘223.7 S ]
Sistek, Walter. Corporate systems: problem solving team. 
Burroughs clearing house, v. 56, Jan. 1972, p. 15-17, 56.
Staggs. Earl W. Maybe it’s your forms. Journal of systems 
management, v. 23, March 1972, p. 8-12.
Starr, Martin K. Production management: systems and 
synthesis. 2nd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Ptentice-Hall, 
2971.525 p. [201.8 S]
Williamson, Richard L. Systems approach in business. (Man­
agement services) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, 
Dec. 1971, p. 457-9.
Witt, Horst. Experiences gained in the organization of an 
integrated financial accounting and information system. 
Journal UEC, July 1972, p. 189-95.
Wright, M. G. Systems and their characteristics. Certified 
accountant (Eng.), May 1972, p. 279-81.
Young, Samuel L. Operations achievement program. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 36-43.
SYSTEMS design, responsibility accounting, and motivation. 
(In Cost accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 153-85.) [160 H ]
SYSTEMS for business data processing: Burroughs B6700. 
Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, May 1972, p. 
112-15.
SYSTEMS for business data processing - Honeywell 6030. 
Management controls (PPM & Co.), v. 19, June 1972, p. 146-
8.
SYSTEMS for business data processing: Phillips P 350. Man­
agement controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Aug. 1972, p. 200-2.
SYSTEMS for business data processing: ULTIMACC disc 
computer. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, July 
1972, p. 174-6.
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SYSTEMS for business data processing: UNIVAC 9700. Man­
agement controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 220-3.
SZABAD, GEORGE M.
Inside vs. outside counsel, by George M. Szabad and Daniel 
Gersen. Business lawyer, v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 235-51.
SZABO, ZOLTAN S.
How computers are affecting the real estate decision process. 
Real estate review, v. 2, Summer 1972, p. 96-9.
SZAKASITS, GEORGE D.
Selection of mission oriented technical programmes. Long 
range planning (Eng.), v. 5, Sept. 1972, p. 58-9.
SZANTON, PETER L.
Systems problems in the city. Operations research, v. 20, May- 
June 1972, p. 465-73.
SZATROWSKI, TED.
Designing an efficient computer center building. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, June 1972, p. 14-17.
Upgrading dp center performance. Data processing magazine, 
v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 22-3.
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TTABB, WILLIAM K.
Cost-benefit analysis of location subsidies for ghetto neigh­
borhoods. Land economics, v. 48, Feb. 1972, p. 45-52.
Viewing minority economic development as a problem in 
political economy. American economic review, v. 62, May 
1972, p. 31-8.
TABLES
See Also Inwood Tables
Attwood, C. Compound interest tables. New York. Per­
gamon, 1967. 220 p. (Practical tables series, no. 8.) [*197 A ]
Financial Publishing Company. Basic discounted cash flow 
tables. Explanatory text by Charles H. Gushee. Boston. 
c1971. 494 p. [197 F ]
Lyon, James B. Effect on estate planning of the new valua­
tion tables of life estates, etc. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University. 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 669-93, v. 1) [751 N ]
Steele, Jimmy L. Depreciation decimal equivalents. (Prac­
titioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 
84-5.
Zeyher, Lewis R. Production manager’s handbook of for­
mulas and tables. Englewood Cliffs. N.J. Prentice-Hall, 
1972. 368 p. [197 Z ]
TABOR, DWIGHT.
Educating the decision scientist, by Dwight Tabor and 
Merwyn Elliott. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, June 1972. p.
21-3.
TACKER. HERBERT R.
United States. Social Security Administration. Office of 
Research and Statistics. Social security numbers issued. 
1937-71, by Herbert R. Tacker. Washington, 1972. 6 p. ( 
Research and statistics note , no. 10) [*307 U ]
TAFFS, ALFRED J.
Auditing accounts of stock exchange firms. Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83. July 1972, p. 30-1, 33
TAHA, HAMDY A.
Balasian-based algorithm for zero-one polynomial program­
ming. Management science, v. 18. Feb. 1972, p. 328-43.
TAIT. ALAN A.
Value added tax. New York, McGraw-Hill. 1972. 184 p. [759.1 
E ]
TAIT, ALAN F.
Value added taxation. International accountant, v. 42. Sept. 
1972, p. 87-9.
TAKAMORI, HIROSHI.
Klein, Morton. Parallel line assignment problems, by Monon 
Klein and Hiroshi Takamori. Management science, v. 19, 
Sept. 1972, p. 1-10.
TAKE action now to preserve a future loss deduction. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972. p. 144.
TAKE-OVER BIDS
Aranow, Edward Ross. Essential ingredients of the cash 
tender invitation, by Edward Ross Aranow and Herbert A. 
Einhorn. Business lawyer, v. 27, Jan. 1972. p. 415-28.
Buckley, Adrian A. Takeover in the context of a capital 
budgeting framework. Journal of business finance. (Eng.), v. 
4, Summer 1972. p. 37-46.
Cheney, Richard E. What’s new on the corporate takeover 
scene. Financial executive, v. 40, April 1972. p. 18-21.
Securities law - Section 16(b) - a merger-exchange by an 
unsuccessful tender offeror is not a sale .... (Comments) 
New York University law review, v. 47, May 1972. p. 373-89.
Smith. J. E. Two approaches to assess price of a takeover, by 
J. E. Smith and G. H. Ray. Management accounting (Eng.), 
v. 49, Dec. 1971, p. 351-4. (Case study series. 8)
Stiglitz, Joseph E. Some aspects of the pure theory of 
corporate finance: bankruptcies and take-overs. Bell Journal 
of economics and management science, v. 3. Autumn 1972. p. 
458-82.
Travers. Nicholas. Trafalgar House's Nelson touch. Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83. Jan. 1972, p. 17-20, 23-4, 27.
Trivoli. George William. Market mechanisms for restricting 
corporate discretionary behavior. Akron business and eco­
nomic review, v. 3, Fall 1972, p. 8-14.
Tzoannos, J. Mergers and takeovers: the financial characteris­
tics of companies involved, by J. Tzoannos and J. M. 
Samuels. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Autumn 
1972, p. 5-16.
Young. Michael D. Judicial enforcements of the William 
amendments: the need to separate the questions of vio­
lation and relief. Business lawyer, v. 27, Jan. 1972, p. 391- 
414.
Government regulation
Aranow, Edward Ross. Essential ingredients of the cash 
tender invitation, by Edward Ross Aranow and Herbert A. 
Einhorn. Business lawyer, v. 2,', Jan. 1972. p. 415-28.
Fleischer, Arthur. Expansion of form S-16. (Regulation) 
Institutional investor, v. 6. Feb. 1972, p. 11, 63.
Robinson, J. William. Schedule 13-D: wild card in the 
takeover deck, by J. William Robinson and J. Daniel 
Mahoney. Business lawyer, v. 27, July 1972, p. 1107-35.
Young. Michael D. Section 13(D) - a new element in the 
battles for control of corporate managements: the implica­
tions of GAF Corporation v. Milstein. Business lawyer, v. 
27, July 1972. p. 1137-52.
__ —__ Australia
Baxt. Robert. Legal developments: the N.S.W. Companies 
bill. 1971. Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42. Feb. 1972, 
p. 35-7; May 1972. p. 27-8, 30.
Ryan. F. J. O. Take-overs. (Company law and secretarial 
section) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 42. June 1972, 
p. 29-31. (Reprinted from Australian director, April 1972.)
Great Britain
Assumptions and profits forecasts. Accountant's magazine 
(Scot.), v. 76, Jan. 1972, p. 13-20.
Bretten, G. R. Expropriation of minority shareholders. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 166, Feb. 10, 1972, p. 174-6.
Buckley. Adrian A. How to put a price on a takeover target. 
(Finance) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83. Sept. 1972, p. 76-8, 80.
Edwards, K. Buckley. Responsibilities of directors. (Law) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 92, 94.
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Garbutt, Douglas. Responsibilities or directors: prospectuses 
and similar statements. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, March 23. 
1972, p. 379-81.
Moon, Ronald W. Twenty years of take-overs. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 166, April 20, 1972, p. 503-6.
Rhys, David Garel. Anatomy of a merger. Accounting and 
business research (Eng.), no. 5, Winter 1972. p. 46-52.
Spoliansky, Leon G. R. Practice and procedures for takeovers 
in England, by Leon G. R. Spoliansky and B. N. Buckley. 
Business lawyer, v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 63-93.
Westwick, C. A. Profit forecasts in bid situations. Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 10-16.
TAKING the guesswork out of long range planning.
Goodman, Sam R. Taking the guesswork out of long range 
planning. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.. Prentice-Hall. c1971. 56 
p. (*224 G ]
TAMPA international airport. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, Spring 
1972, p. 46-52.
TAMURA, MASANORI.
Functionalist’s “systems concept” in marketing. Annals of the 
School of Business Administration, Kobe University, no. 16, 
1972, p. 73-84.
TANDAN, A. B.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India. Council. 23rd 
annual meeting. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21. Nov. 
1972, p. 297-304.
New dimensions for the financial manager. (Editorial) Charte­
red accountant (India), v. 21, Aug. 1972, p. 73-6.
TANDEM tax court decisions suggest Section 482 may create 
income. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, 
p. 230-1.
TANDON, PRASKASH LAL.
Maturing of business in India. California management review, 
v. 14. Spring 1972, p. 67-81.
TANGIBLE fixed assets - acquisition, utilization, and retire­
ment; Tangible fixed assets - depreciation, depletion, and 
restatement. (In Intermediate accounting, by Glenn A. 
Welsch, Charles T. Zlatkovich and John Arch White. 3rd 
ed. Homewood, Ill., 1972. p. 469-568.) [110 W ]
TANIMURA, CUNTON T.
State approaches to performance auditing. (Auditing) Govern­
mental finance, v. 1, Aug. 1972. p. 24-5.
TANK, RONALD P.
Silverman, Isadore. Summary of sales and use tax rules as 
revised, effective June 1, 1972, by Isadore Silverman and 
Ronald P. Tank. Michigan CPA, v. 24, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
7-9.
TANKER performance and cost: measurement, analysis and 
management.
Gannett, Ernest. Tanker performance and cost: mea­
surement, analysis and management. Cambridge, Md.. 
Cornell Maritime Press, 1969. 109 p. [564.2 G ]
TANKOOS, S. JOSEPH.
Approach of a real estate pro. (In Crandell. Larry, ed. 
Corporate real estate development and management. New 
York, 1971. p. 145-54.) [250 Rea 3 ]
TANNIAN, PHILIP G.
Address, before American Institute of Certified Public Ac­
countants. 84th annual meeting, Detroit, Oct. 12. 1971. New 
York, 1971. 9 mimeo. pages. [*106.1 A ]
“How public accountants and consultants can serve our 
cities.” (Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 
133, June 1972, p. 65-7.
TANSILL, X. BENDER.
Lest we forget - lest we forget 1971. 8 typewritten pages plus 
exhibits. [*992 T ]
X. Bender Tansill's study of the AICPA membership 
highlights long-time members. CPA (American institute of 
CPAs), v. 52. April 1972, p. 3.
TAPIA. H. H.
Reporting to board of directors in the course of statutory 
audits - its usefulness and patterns. Chartered accountant 
(India), v. 20, March 1972, p. 760-4.
TAPIERO, CHARLES S.
Theory of graphs in behavioral science. (Tutorial and survey) 
Decision sciences, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 57-81.
TARANTINO, DOMINIC A.
Another chapter for the best seller “tax on marriage”. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 401.
Consolidated returns and ADR elections. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 403.
District directors will not suspend inventory issues. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 400-1.
Employer reimbursement of employee’s casualty loss. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 401.
Fifty per cent maximum tax is a “tax rate change.” (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 403.
IRS examination of offshore captive insurance companies. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 403-4.
No double-barrelled effect from Sec. 367 failure. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3. July 1972, p. 402.
Pollution control facilities - plant additions affect fast write­
off. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 404-5.
“Reorganization” has broad meaning for Form 959 filing 
requirements. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 
403.
Reporting moving expenses on separate returns in com­
munity property states. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3. July 
1972, p. 404.
TARASCIO, VINCENT J.
Uncertainty, learning and dynamic utility theory, by Vincent 
J. Tarascio and James L. Murphy. Quarterly review of 
economics & business, v. 12, Autumn 1972. p. 19-33.
TARIFF
Barcelo, John J. Antidumping laws as barriers to trade - the 
United States and the International antidumping code. 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 491-560.
Bertrand, Trent J. Theory of tariffs, taxes, and subsidies: 
some aspects of the second best, by Trent J. Bertrand and 
Jaroslav Vanek. (Communications) American economic 
review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 925-31.
Craven, John. On the choice of optimal time periods for a 
surplus-maximizing utility subject to fluctuating demand. 
Bell journal of economics and management science, v. 2, 
Autumn 1971, p. 495-502.
Fulda. Carl H. Adjustment to hardship caused by imports: 
the new decisions of the Tariff commission and the need 
for legislative clarification. Michigan law review, v. 70, April 
1972, p. 791-830.
Gaedeke, Ralph M. How multinational businessmen view 
trade restrictions, by Ralph M. Gaedeke and Alan E. 
Lazar. California management review, v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 
7-12.
Johnson, F. Elmer, Canadian customs duty. Canadian charte­
red accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972, p. 34-41.
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Kreinin, Mordechai E. Factor substitution and effective 
protection reconsidered, by Mordechai E. Kreinin, James 
B. Ramsey and Jan Kmenta. American economic review, v. 
61, Dec. 1971, p. 891-900.
Res judicata - judgment fixing value for customs tariff's 
operates as collateral estoppel in subsequent importation 
of identical merchandise by same importer. (Recent cases) 
Harvard law review, v. 85, May 1972, p. 1478-82.
Trade act of 1971: a fundamental change in United States 
foreign trade policy. (Notes) Yale taw Journal, v. 80, June
1971, p. 1418-55.
Travis, William P. Production, trade, and protection when 
there are many commodities and two factors. American 
economic review, v. 62, March 1972, p. 87-106.
Waverman, Leonard. Preventive tariff* and the dual in linear 
programming. American economic review, v. 62, Sept. 1972, 
p. 620-9.
Developing countries
Kakoza, Joseph. Common external tariff and development in 
the East African Community. Finance and development, v. 9, 
March 1972, p. 22-9.
TARLOCK, A. DAN.
Balancing environmental considerations and energy 
demands: a comment on Calvert Cliffs’ Coordinating 
Committee, Inc. v. AEC. Indiana law journal, v. 47, Summer
1972, p. 645-79.
TARR, HERBERT L.
Basic guide to the new rules governing private foundations. 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 62-8.
Estate planning for an investor in a rehabilitation housing 
project, by Herbert L. Tarr, Norman R. Milefsky and 
Joshua J. Grauer. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42. 
April 1972, p. 331-2.
Marital deduction - its loss by too much planning, by Herbert
L. Tarr, Norman R. Milefsky and Joshua J. Grauer. (Estate 
planning) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 330-31.
Term life insurance assignments - a valuable estate planning 
technique, by Herbert L. Tarr, Norman R. Milefsky and 
Joshua J. Grauer. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, 
April 1972, p. 332-3.
TARTER, DAVID ALBERT.
Choosing the best form of doing business. Tax executive, v. 
24, Jan. 1972, p. 117-29.
TARVER, NORMAN H.
Mandatory vesting schedules. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, 
Jan. 1972, p. 23, 25-8, 48.
Portability - preservation of pension benefits. Pension and 
welfare news, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 13-14, 16-18.
Preservation of pension benefits. Best’s review (Life-health 
ed.). v. 72, March 1972, p. 20, 22, 24, 68-71.
TASCA, A. J.
’Godfather’ must be doing something right. (People, events, 
techniques) Management adviser, v. 9, Nov.-Dec. 1972. p. 13.
TASKER, GORDON.
Concurrent membership? Nay for now, Tasker tells Council. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 1972, p. 14.
TASTE of the wry in VAT ’73. Management accounting (Eng.), v. 
50, Sept. 1972, p. 251.
TASUGI, KISOU.
Modernization of the functions of the assemblers in each 
local producing area in Japan. Kyoto university economic 
review, v. 41, April 1972, p. 1-28.
TATHAM, LAURA.
Value of VRCs. (Focus) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83. Aug. 1972, 
p. 64, 66, 68.
TATRO, EDWARD A.
Improving trust profits in the 1970’s. Magazine of bank 
administration, v. 48, Jan. 1972, p. 34-40.
TAUBE, STANLEY.
Silver. Sheldon. New estate planning. I, by Sheldon Silver 
and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in Canada) Canadian 
tax journal, v. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 433-6.
Silver. Sheldon. Some last-minute thoughts before tax 
reform, by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate 
planning in Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec.
1971, p. 552-7.
Silver. Sheldon. Tax reform legislation: existing estate plans, 
by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in 
Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 
154-8: May-June 1972. p. 240-5.
Silver, Sheldon. Tax reform legislation: existing estate plans. 
3, by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning 
in Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
343-6.
Silver. Sheldon. Trusts and the tax reform legislation, by 
Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in 
Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Sept.-Oct. 1971, p. 443-
7.
Silver. Sheldon. Trusts and the tax reform legislation: part 2. 
by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in 
Canada) Canadian tax Journal, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972. p. 40-4.
TAUBENHAUS, LEON J.
Emergency services. Hospitals, v. 46, April I, 1972. p. 81-4, 86.
TAUBER, MARK.
Acheson, Eleanor D. Limits of FTC power to issue consumer 
protection orders, by Eleavnor D. Acheson and Mark 
Tauber. (Notes) George Washington law review, v. 40, March
1972, p. 496-526.
TAUBERT, WILLIAM H.
Buffa, Elwood Spencer. Production-inventory systems: plan­
ning and control, by Elwood S. Buffa and William H. 
Taubert. rev. ed. Homewood, Ill., Richard D. Irwin, 1972. 
616 p. [201.8 B]
TAUBMAN, MORTON S.
Social Security benefits: another fertile area for accountants’ 
use in tax planning. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 
1972. p. 82-8.
TAUBMAN, P.
Subsidies, economic lives, and complete resource misalloca­
tion, by P. Taubman and R. Rasche. (Communications) 
American economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 938-45.
TAUBMAN, PAUL.
Economics of the Asset depreciation range system: the case 
against ADR. Journal of finance, v. 27. May 1972, p. 511-24.
TAUSSIG, RUSSELL A.
Vance. Lawrence L. Accounting principles and control, by 
Lawrence L. Vance and Russell A. Taussig. 3rd ed. New 
York. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1972. 700 p. [110 V ]
TAX accounting for part-business, part-pleasure auto. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 282-3.
TAX ACCOUNTING V. BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Accounting methods for shareholders and tax returns differ. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972. p. 120.
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Barrett, M. Edgar. Case against one set of books for financial 
and tax accounting, by M. Edgar Barrett and Gerald J. 
Holtz. Financial executive, v. 40, Sept. 1972, p. 30-42, 
passim.
Benson, James W. Conforming tax accounting to financial 
accounting. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 2, 1971, p. 4-5, 28.
Copeland, Benny R. Rejoinder, by Benny R. Copeland and 
Thomas P. Klammer. CPA journal, v. 42. July 1972, p. 530.
Dixon, James E. Financial accounting vs. tax accounting: 
which shall control? Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972, p. 40-2.
Klein, Michael F. Disagreement on advocacy of complete 
segregation of tax and financial accounting. CPA journal, v. 
42, July 1972, p. 529-30.
Kuhn, Harold A. Strange case of Yenoom spelled backwards. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Aug. 1972, p. 497-505.
Levy, Frederick A. Tax aspects of recent accounting develop­
ments: tax and financial conformity. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1579-99, v. 2) [751 N ]
Meyer, Philip E. Accounting entity and income taxation. 
Federal accountant, v. 21, June 1972, p. 101-5.
Nolan, John S. Merit in conformity of tax to financial 
accounting. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 
761-70.
Phillips. Lawrence C. Recent Treasury proposals and their 
impact upon business investment decisions and financial 
accounting practices. Michigan CPA, v. 23, Jan.-Feb. 1972, 
p. 5-7. (Reprinted from Texas CPA, v. 44, Oct. 1971, p. 6, 8, 
10-12, 14.)
Sanders, Michael I. When does a taxpayer’s method of 
accounting change for tax purposes? Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 154-8.
Sellers, James H. Conformity enigma. National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Dec. 1972. p. 8-13.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Proposed regulations limit freedom of 
choice in accounting for long-term contracts. (Washington 
report) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972 p. 290-2.
Skinner, Robert G. Pressures for tax conformity. Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 708-13.
Skinner sees new flexibility in Treasury position on tax 
conformity. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, June 
1972, p. 6.
Stauffer, Thomas R. Measurement of corporate rates of 
return: a generalized formulation. Bell journal of economics 
and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 434-69.
Summa, Don J. Conformity of tax to financial accounting. 
Arthur Young journal, Spring/Summer 1972, p. 2-6.
Canada
McGregor, Gwyneth. Matching to suit. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 203-6.
TAX ADMINISTRATION
See Taxation, United States-Administration
TAX ADVISER (JOURNAL)
Tax Adviser to publish results of IRS-Tax division meeting 
on tax administration. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), 
v. 52, March 1972, p. 7.
TAX Adviser to publish results of IRS-Tax division meeting on 
tax administration. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, March 1972, p. 7.
TAX ADVISERS
See Tax Practice
TAX ALLOCATION
See Taxes-Accounting
TAX allocations and international business:
Duerr, Michael G. Tax allocations and international bus­
iness: corporate experience with Sec. 482 of the Internal 
revenue code. New York. Conference Board. 1972. 97 p. 
[*754.8 D ]
TAX and accounting aspects of corporate acquisitions.
Levin, Jack S. Tax and accounting aspects of corporate 
acquisitions. Jack S. Levin and Richard Pugh. Chairmen. 
Selma S. Arnold, Staff ed. New York, Practising Law 
Institute. 1972. 523 p. (Tax law and practice, Transcript 
series, no. 8) [230 L ]
TAX and practical considerations in the negotiation for the 
purchase/sale of a going business: a panel discussion. By 
Irving E. Evall and Irving Rosenzweig, co-chairmen, and 
panelists. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
893-959, v. 1) [751 N ]
TAX and trade guide, Brazil.
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide. 
Brazil. Chicago. c1972. 81 p. [*759.1 B ]
TAX and trade guide, Sweden
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide, 
Sweden. Chicago, 1972. 103 p. [*759.1 S ]
TAX and trade guide. United States
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide. 
United States. Chicago, 1972. 255 p. [*751 A ]
TAX APPEALS
See Also Tax Litigation 
Tax Practice
Bowman. K. B. Role of the expert accounting witness in 
income tax appeals, by K. B. Bowman and P. Howard 
Lyons. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, Nov. 1972, p.
22-5.
Caplin, Mortimer M. How to handle a federal income tax 
audit. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, Spring 1972. p. 1-30.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS - AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 
1972, p.167-76.
Forster, Joel M. , ed. IRS and AICPA discuss tax adminis­
tration matters. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 134. 
Oct. 1972. p. 84-91.
Hackney. David. Federal tax appeal procedure. Louisiana 
certified public accountant, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 39-44.
Lenrow, Gerald I. Alternatives available when examined by 
the Internal Revenue Service. (Insurance taxation) Best’s 
review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, June 1972, p. 51, 54, 56, 
58.
Schreiber, Irving. , ed. How to handle tax audits, requests for 
rulings, fraud cases, and other procedures before I.R.S. 
Edited by Irving Schreiber; associate editor. Irving Bein­
hart. rev. ed. Greenvale, N. Y., COAP/Panel. 1972. 1 v. 
(looseleaf) (Based on a Tax Conference of the Tax Institute 
of C.W. Post College, Long Island University.) [751.4 S ]
Great Britain
Blackshaw, Ian S. Income tax appeals: notice of dissatisfact­
ion. International accountant, v. 41, July-Aug. 1971, p. 89.
TAX aspects of patents. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) National 
public accountant, v. 17, May 1972, p. 34-5.
TAX AUDITS
See Tax Investigations
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TAX AVOIDANCE
See Also Tax Planning 
Taxation, United States-Estate Planning 
Armstrong, Richard. Right kind of tax reform. Fortune, v. 86, 
Dec. 1972, p. 86-186, passim.
Balter, Harry Graham. Practitioner’s guide to avoidance v. 
evasion: basic concepts change. (Fraud & negligence) 
Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972. p. 12-16.
Balter, Harry Graham. Tax avoidance v. tax evasion: a 
critical distinction that may be changing. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 146-52.
Behrenfeld, William H. How the tax advantages of investing 
in subsidized housing work, by William H. Behrenfeld and 
Richard H. Stone. Taxation for accountants, v. 8. June 1972. 
p. 324-7.
Biderman, Charles. Shelter for whom? (RER briefs) Real 
estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 114-16.
Bond, Robert L. Maximum tax on earned income. (Tax 
notes) American Bar Association journal, v. 58, April 1972. p. 
413-6.
Bum. David L. Netherlands Antilles - weapon in the tax 
planner’s arsenal. Tax executive, v. 25, Oct. 1972. p. 1-11.
Chandler, Everett C. Problems ahead for tax shelters. (Tax 
thoughts) Florida certified public accountant, v. 12. July 1972. 
p. 55-8.
Corporation as conduit causes consternation and trouble. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 313.
Cummings, James R. How to use the limited partnership for 
tax sheltered investment. Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./ 
Oct. 1972. p. 34-42.
Doyle, Michael C. New developments in taxation and finan­
cing real estate ventures. Maryland CPA quarterly, v. II. 
Spring 1972, p. 18, 20-2, 24-32, 34, 36-8.
Elliott, Patricia C. Farming operations: are there any tax 
shelter opportunities left after tax reform? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 58-63.
Ellis, Dennis J. Maximum tax on earned income: an alter­
native to tax shelter arrangements, by Dennis J. Ellis and J. 
Allen Kosowsky. Taxation for accountants, v. 8. Feb. 1972, 
p. 114-18.
Feldman, Ira S. How to plan around the Service’s new rules 
on hobby losses. Taxation for accountants, v. 9. Oct. 1972. p. 
196-9.
Forester, Burton N. Professional’s own practice: an over­
looked tax minimization opportunity. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 196-201.
Forester, Burton N. Tax tactics for professional men. Price 
Waterhouse review, v. 16, Winter 1971-72. p. 22-9.
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Form 1099-OID
IRS indicates how original issue discount is reported. Journal 
of taxation, v. 36. Jan. 1972, p. 26-7.
Form 1118
Lefkowitz, Howard W. Computing the foreign tax credit - a 
step by step analysis. Practical accountant, v. 5, March- 
April 1972, p. 16-25.
O’Connor, Walter F. Tax considerations of banking abroad, 
by Walter F. O’Connor and Harold L. Sirkin. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, Oct. 1972, p. 26-31, 93; Nov. 1972, 
p. 28-32, 62.
Form 1120
Management Reports. Incorporated. Federal income tax 
specimen filled-in bank return, completely worked out for 
filing in 1972. Prepared by A. W. Dieffenbach Boston, 
c1972. 55 p. (Bank auditing and accounting report. Special 
report) [*605 M ]
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Corporation, partnership and fiduciary 
federal income tax specimen returns for filing in 1972. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., c1972. 64 p. (Accountant's weekly 
report, Jan. 31, 1972) [*751.3 P ]
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Corporation, partnership and fiduciary 
federal income tax specimen returns for filing in 1972. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., c1972. 64 p. ( Federal taxes report 
bulletin no. 3. Extra issue, Jan. 26, 1972) [*751.3 P ]
Singer, Arthur H. Corporate tax return: checklist for avoiding 
problems. Taxation for accountants, v. 9. Nov. 1972, p. 270- 
8.
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Form 1120X
New law permits “instant refunds” due to disaster losses. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9. Aug. 1972, p. 123-4.
Form 1128
Farber, Paul. Don’t request permission to change fiscal year if 
consolidated return is contemplated. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 355-6.
Form 1139
Taylor, Carlton E. Carry-overs: how to get tax benefit in 
another year for deductions not allowable this year. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 102-5.
Form 2210
Elder, Peter. Erroneous underestimation penalties. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 206.
Form 2848
Incorrect power of attorney may delay settlement. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 262.
Form 2848-D
Incorrect power of attorney may delay settlement. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 262.
Form 3093
, Moving expenses: IRS revises instructions for Form 3093. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 137.
Form 3115
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Benefits of a voluntary shift from the 
cash to the accrual basis. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 
42, Oct. 1972, p. 860-1.
Form 3468
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Corporation, partnership and fiduciary 
federal income tax specimen returns for filing in 1972. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., c1972. 64 p. ( Federal taxes report 
bulletin no. 3. Extra issue, Jan. 26, 1972) (*751.3 P ]
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Corporation, partnership and fiduciary 
federal income tax specimen returns for filing in 1972. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.. c1972. 64 p. (Accountant’s weekly 
report, Jan. 31, 1972) [*751.3 P ]
Form 3903
Garian, Harry Z. Form 3903 understates moving expense 
limitation on married- separate returns. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119-20.
Tarantino, Dominic A. Reporting moving expenses on sep­
arate returns in community property states. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 404.
Form 4625
Commerce Clearing House. Individuals’ filled-in tax return 
forms, including sample filled-in forms, rate tables, work 
sheets, check lists. 1972 ed. New York. c1972. 80 p. (Stan­
dard federal tax reports, v. 59, no. 4. Extra ed.. Jan. 3, 1972) 
[*751.3 C ]
Form 4684
Frank, Walter C. Reminder on casualty losses. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 611.
Form 4720
Buratt, William D. Completing and filing Form 990: accoun­
ting and legal issues and determinations. (In Conference 
on charitable foundations, 10th biennial. New York univer­
sity, 1971. Proceedings, p. 155-206.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Field, Arthur Norman. Problems on Internal Revenue Service 
audit. (In Conference on charitable foundations. 10th 
biennial. New York university. 1971. Proceedings. p. 233- 
50.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Form 4797
Commerce Clearing House. Individuals’ filled-in tax return 
forms, including sample filled-in forms, rate tables, work 
sheets, check lists. 1972 ed. New York. c1972. 80 p. (Stan­
dard federal tax reports, v. 59, no. 4. Extra ed., Jan. 3, 1972) 
[*751.3 C ]
Form 4832
Garian, Harry Z. Form 4832 (1971) should be adapted to 
proposed class life ADR regs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, June 1972, p. 377.
Form 4848
Borghese, Phyllis. IRS clarifies schedule for Form 4848. (Tax 
talk) National public accountant, v. 17. Oct. 1972. p. 31.
IRS eases paperwork on some union-negotiated pension 
plans. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972. p. 180.
Stumpf. Walter S. Examinations of pension and profit- 
sharing trusts. (Federal taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, 
Fall 1972, p. 9.
Form 4849
Stumpf, Walter S. Examinations of pension and profit- 
sharing trusts. (Federal taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23. 
Fall 1972. p. 9.
Form 4868
Commerce Clearing House. Individuals’ filled-in tax return 
forms, including sample filled-in forms, rate tables, work 
sheets, check lists. 1972 ed. New York. c1972. 80 p. (Stan­
dard federal tax reports, v. 59, no. 4. Extra ed., Jan. 3, 1972) 
[*751.3 C ]
Garian, Harry Z. Individuals generally must first use au­
tomatic extension procedure. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. 
March 1972. p. 178.
IRS commissioner announces automatic tax filing extension 
for individuals. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52. 
Jan. 1972. p. 2.
IRS grants individuals automatic filing extension. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133. Jan. 1972. p. 10. 12.
Form 4876
Borsuk. Michael L.. ed. New York - Corporation Tax Bureau 
requests advance indentification of DISC taxpayers. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept, 1972. p. 767.
Gift
Mansfield, Harry K. Accelerated payment for gift and estate 
taxes, planning and administrative problems. (In Institute 
On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center. 1972. 
Proceedings. Indianapolis. 1972. Chapter 72-3.) [750.2 I ]
Government regulation
AICPA Tax Division proposes tax return preparer rules. 
(News report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133. May 1972, p. 
14-15.
AICPA tax division testifies on proposals for the regulation of 
tax return preparers. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 
52, April 1972, p. 9.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Division 
of Federal Taxation. Statement by Robert G. Skinner, 
CPA. on proposed legislation to regulate tax return prep­
aration. (Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
349-52.
Simonetti. Gilbert. , ed. Regulating tax return preparers - the 
Commissioner’s views. (Working with the IRS) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, July 1972, p. 415-19.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Regulation of tax return preparers - it’s on 
the way. (Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 346-8.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Regulation of tax return preparers - it’s on 
the way. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 
1972, p. 78-80.
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Great Britain
Allen, D. G. MacDonald. Wife’s earnings election and the 
small taxpayer. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 13. 1972. p. 
47-8.
Macnair, H. S. A. Tax management: when penalties may be 
incurred. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 13, 1972. p. 472-4.
Joint
Allen. D. G. MacDonald. Wife’s earnings election and the 
small taxpayer. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167. July 13, 1972. p. 
47-8.
Trusts
Research Institute Of America. Fiduciary tax return guide. 
1971: to be filed in 1972. New York. c!972. 64 p. (Tax 
coordinator, Jan. 20, 1972, section 3) [*755 R ]
TAX REVISION
See Taxation, United States-Revision
TAX RULINGS
Borghese, Phyllis. File early for determination letter. (Tax 
talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 30-1.
Dreier, Ronald. Meeting the problem of the Section 367 
ruling. (In Institute On Federal Taxation. 30th. New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York. c1972. p. 1073-94. 
v. 2) [751 N ]
Garian, Harry Z. IRS reconsidering proposed inventory regs. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 376.
Katten, Melvin L. Preparing and submitting a request for an 
advance ruling, by Melvin L. Katten and Aaron Levine. 
(Tax notes) American Bar Association journal, v. 58. June 
1972, p. 647-50.
Krane, Howard G. Public hearings for private rulings: a 
dissent, by Howard G. Krane. Jack S. Levin and George B. 
Javaras. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, March 1972. p. 160-
65.
Kurlander, Neil S. Internal Revenue Service advance rulings. 
Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11. Winter 1972, p. 3-4, 6. 8. 10, 
12, 14-16.
Popkin William D. Critique of the rule-making process in 
federal income tax law with special reference to conglom­
erate acquisitions. Indiana law journal, v. 45. Summer 1970. 
p. 453-513.
Raby, William L. Income tax ’insurance’ - and how to ’buy’ 
it. LKHH accountant, v. 51. no. 4. 1971. p. 2-7, 48.
Schreiber, Irving. , ed. How to handle tax audits, requests for 
rulings, fraud cases, and other procedures before I.R.S. 
Edited by Irving Schreiber: associate editor. Irving Bein­
hart. rev. ed. Greenvale. N. Y., COAP/Panel. 1972. 1 v. 
(looseleaf) (Based on a Tax Conference of the Tax Institute 
of C.W. Post College. Long Island University.) [751.4 S ]
Simonetti, Gilbert. IRS explores changes in ruling policies. 
(Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3. Sept. 1972. p. 540-3.
Tarantino. Dominic A. No double-barrelled effect from Sec. 
367 failure. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3. July 1972. p. 402.
TAX SAVING
See Tax Avoidance 
Tax Planning 
Taxation, United States-Estate Planning
TAX savings today for the individual and his closely-held 
business.
Schreiber, Irving., ed. Tax savings today for the individual 
and his closely-held business. Edited by Irving Schreiber: 
associate editor, Irving Beinhart. Greenvale. N.Y., COAP/ 
Panel, 1972. 1 v. (looseleaf) (Based on a Tax conference of 
the Tax Institute of C.W. Post College, Long Island 
University.) [753 S ]
TAX scene: pumping the oil deals dry. (Taxes) College & 
university business, v. 53, Oct. 1972, p. 84.
TAX SETTLEMENT
See Also Tax Litigation 
Tax Rulings 
Taxes-Collection And Delinquency
Caplin, Mortimer M. How to handle a federal income tax 
audit. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16. Spring 1972. p. 1-30.
Incorrect power of attorney may delay settlement. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 262.
Macnair. H. S. A. Tax management: when penalties may be 
incurred. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, April 13, 1972, p. 472-4.
Wasserman. William E. , ed. When is an estate tax case 
“closed”? (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42. Sept. 1972. 
p. 759-60.
TAX SHARING
Aaron. Henry. Honest citizen’s guide to revenue sharing. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus. O., 1972. p. 
18-24.) [751 N ]
Dresch, Stephen P. Federalism, tax-transfer substitutions and 
the distribution of income. (In National Tax Association 
Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo.. 1971. 
Proceedings. Columbus. O., 1972. p. 25-44.) [751 N]
Fisher, Glenn W. Tax deterrents: political and economic. 
Governmental finance, v. 1, May 1972, p. 2-4, 32.
Goldberg. Daniel B. Some programs for financing local 
government. Governmental finance, v. 1, Feb. 1972. p. 23-5.
Greytak, David. Revenue-stabilizing grants: a proposal. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 64th. 
Kansas City, Mo.. 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
47-54.) [751 N ]
Herber. Bernard P. Role of revenue sharing in an intergov­
ernmental fiscal reform program. MSU business topics, v. 20, 
Summer 1972, p. 19-27.
Kust, Leonard E. How should state and local governments 
tax business. The impact of institutional failure. (In Tax 
Institute of America. Business taxes in state and local 
governments. Lexington, Mass., 1972. p. 165-73.) [750.2 T ]
MacDougall, William R. Fiscal centralization and federalism. 
(In National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 
64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus. O., 
1972. p. 71-7.) [751 N]
Morris. Thomas D. Dilemma for federalism. GAO review. 
Summer 1972, p. 1-6.
Moscovitch. Edward. State graduated income taxes - a state- 
initiated form of federal revenue sharing. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 53-64.
Shannon. John. Mismatches in our federal system - revenue 
sharing and other cures. (In National Tax Association 
Conference On Taxation. 64th Kansas City. Mo., 1971. 
Proceedings. Columbus. O., 1972. p. 44-6.) [751 N]
Simonetti. Gilbert. Revenue sharing or share the wealth - it's 
on the way. (Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972. p. 103-5.
Strauss. Robert P. Rationales for revenue sharing. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
63-5.) [751 N ]
United States. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations. State-local finances: significant features and 
suggested legislation. 1972 ed. Washington, U.S. Govt. 
Print. Off., 1972. 420 p. ( M -74) [*314.6 U ]
United States. House of Representatives. Intergovernmental 
fiscal coordination act of 1971. H.R. 11950, November 30.
1971. a bill. Washington. 1971.44 p. [*314.6 U]
Weidenbaum. Murray L. Case for revenue sharing. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 64th. 
Kansas City. Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus. O., 1972. p. 
77-81.) [751 N ]
Weidenbaum, Murray L. Decentralizing the public sector: 
implications for the business firm. (In Tax Institute of 
America. Business taxes in stale and local governments. 
Lexington. Mass., 1972. p. 153-61.) [750.2 T ]
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Young, John H. Tax reform - the next stage. Tax law review, 
v. 27, Winter 1972, p. 247-300.
Canada
Bums, Ronald M. Federal-provincial relations: the problem 
of fiscal adjustment. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June
1972, p. 246-55.
Perry, David B. Federal-provincial fiscal relations: the last six 
years and the next five. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 349-60.
TAX SHELTER
See Tax Avoidance
TAX shelter for students: Yale’s tuition postponement option. 
(Notes) Yale law Journal, v. 81, June 1972, p. 1392-1410.
TAX sophistication by counsel may weigh against NOL car­
ryover deduction. Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 
39.
TAX SUBSIDIES
See Also Taxation, United States-Subsidies, In 
Previous Indexes
Baumol, William J. On taxation and the control of external­
ities. American economic review, v. 62, June 1972, p. 307-22.
Bertrand, Trent J. Theory of tariffs, taxes, and subsidies: 
some aspects of the second best, by Trent J. Bertrand and 
Jaroslav Vanek. (Communications) American economic 
review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 925-31.
Biderman, Charles. Shelter for whom? (RER briefs) Real 
estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 114-16.
Nagan, Peter S. Move to tax tax-exempts faces a showdown 
in Congress next year. (Focus on investments) Banking, v. 
65, Sept. 1972, p. 6, 16.
Salomon, Jack. WIN: a new tax credit. (Tax notes) SDL 
newsletter, v. 9, Winter 1971-72, p. 9-10.
Surrey, Stanley S. Tax subsidies as a device for implementing 
government policy. Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 196-204.
Tabb, William K. Cost-benefit analysis of location subsidies 
for ghetto neighborhoods. Land economics, v. 48, Feb. 1972. 
p. 45-52.
Canada
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Current federal tax reforms - accounting 
implications. (Research) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
100, May 1972, p. 71-4.
TAX system in Sweden,
Norr, Martin. Tax system in Sweden, by Martin Norr, Claes 
Sandels and Nils G. Hornhammar. Stockholm, Skan­
dinaviska Enskilda Banken, 1972. 152 p. [*759.1 S ]
TAX TREATIES
See Taxation-International Double
TAX treatment for special stock market transactions. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 156-7.
TAX treatment of business expenses. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 92-3.
TAXATION
Reid, Don. Who wants to be rich? (Taxation notes) Accoun­
tancy Ireland, v. 3, Dec. 1971, p. 31-2.
Added-Value Tax
See Taxation - Value-Added Tax
Corporations
Overseas company tax rates. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166. Jan.
13, 1972, p. 43-8.
Overseas tax developments. International accountant, v. 52, 
April-June 1972, p. 60-3.
Corporations, Multinational
Chown. John. Tax reform and the international company. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 24-5, 27.
Dividends
Overseas withholding taxes in dividends. Accountant (Eng.), 
v. 165, Nov. 18, 1971, p. 686-8.
Estates and trusts
Pepper. H. W. T. Taxing the quick and the dead: conflict of 
death duties and investment incentives. Tax adviser, v. 3. 
Oct. 1972, p. 600-7.
Export and import trade
Bertrand, Trent J. Theory of tariffs, taxes, and subsidies: 
some aspects of the second best, by Trent J. Bertrand and 
Jaroslav Vanek. (Communications) American economic 
review, v. 61. Dec. 1971, p. 925-31.
Schindler, Guenter. Introduction to the value added tax. Tax 
executive, v. 24, April 1972, p. 158-67.
Foreign operations
Gordon, Nathan N. International fiscal arrangements dis­
torted by foreign tax policies; new rules needed. (Inter­
national trade) Journal of taxation, v. 37. Aug. 1972. p. 113-
14.
General agreement on tariffs and trade (GATT)
Barcelo, John J. Antidumping laws as barriers to trade - the 
United States and the International antidumping code. 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 491-560.
Douglas, Andrew Ian. East-West trade: the accession of 
Poland to the GATT. (Notes) Stanford law review, v. 24, 
April 1972. p. 748-64.
Fulda. Carl H. Adjustment to hardship caused by imports: 
the new decisions of the Tariff commission and the need 
for legislative clarification. Michigan law review, v. 70. April 
1972, p. 791-830.
Gaedeke. Ralph M. How multinational businessmen view 
trade restrictions, by Ralph M. Gaedeke and Alan E. 
Lazar. California management review, v. 14, Spring 1972, p. 
7-12.
Hudec, Robert E. GATT or GABB? The future design of the 
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. Yale law journal, 
v. 80, June 1971, p. 1299-1386.
Kaplan, Robert P. Canadian imports of U.S.A, problems. Tax 
executive, v. 24, July 1972, p. 213-21.
Kirgis, Frederic L. Effective pollution control in industrialized 
countries: international economic disincentives, policy 
responses, and the GATT. Michigan law review, v. 70, April 
1972. p. 859-918.
Naylor, Emory S. Some observations concerning the oper­
ation of a DISC, by Emory S. Naylor, Jr. and Richard A. 
Hanson. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 783- 
92.
Norman, Arthur. Future of world trade. Conference board 
record, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 18-21.
Schwartz. Warren F. Regulation of subsidies affecting intern­
ational trade, by Warren F. Schwartz and Eugene W. 
Harper. Jr. Michigan law review, v. 70, April 1972, p. 831-58.
Trade act of 1971; a fundamental change in United States 
foreign trade policy. (Notes) Yale law Journal, v. 80, June 
1971, p. 1418-55.
Value added tax gains acceptance. International accountant, v. 
41, July-Aug. 1971, p. 84-5.
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Indirect taxes
Atkinson, A. B. Structure of indirect taxation and economic 
efficiency, by A. B. Atkinson and Joseph E. Stiglitz. Journal 
of public economics, v. 1, April 1972, p. 97-119.
Shekhar, A. K. Chandra. Economics of indirect taxation. 
International accountant (Eng.), v. 42, Jan.-March 1972. p. 
24-9.
International
Allen, D. G. MacDonald. Place in the sun? Accountant (Eng.), 
v. 167, Aug. 24, 1972, p. 231-4.
Gordon, Nathan N. International fiscal arrangements dis­
torted by foreign tax policies; new rules needed. (Inter­
national trade) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 113- 
14.
International Fiscal Association. British lax review, Nov.-Dec. 
1971, p. 384-6.
International double
Block, Julian. New United States-Belgian income tax treaty. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 25-45.
Borini, Mario P. Exercise of stock options by US. executives 
employed abroad. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, 
p. 537-8.
Brecher, Stephen M. Relationship of, and conflicts between 
income tax treaties and the Internal revenue code. Tax 
executive, v. 24, April 1972, p. 175-97.
Chown, John. Tax reform and the international company. 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, March 1972, p. 24-5, 27.
Debatin, Helmut. German corporate tax reform. Tax exec­
utive, v. 24, July 1972, p. 222-34.
Garian, Harry Z. US-UK tax treaty: deferred bonus pay­
ments are not “pensions.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. 
Feb. 1972, p. 117.
Gordon, Nathan N. International fiscal arrangements dis­
torted by foreign tax policies; new rules needed. (Inter­
national trade) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 113- 
14.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Contributions to Canadian charities 
may be deductible. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v.42, 
Feb. 1972, p. 165.
Klein, Susan F. Tax consequences of a corporate investment 
in Israel, by Susan F. Klein and Roben N. Kaplan. Taxes - 
the tax magazine, v. 50, June 1972, p. 359-68.
McGregor, Gwyneth. Treaty is law. (Around the couns) 
Canadian tax Journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 208-10.
O’Connor, Walter F. Death tax problems of U.S. citizens 
living abroad, by Walter F. O'Connor and Eugene G. 
Schorr. Trusts & estates, v. 111, Sept. 1972, p. 682-5, 755-6.
O’Connor, Walter F. Tax considerations of banking abroad, 
by Walter F. O’Connor and Harold L. Sirkin. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, Oct. 1972, p. 26-31, 93; Nov. 1972, 
p. 28-32, 62.
Pepper, H. W. T. Developed and developing countries: tax 
treaties and incentives. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 9,
1971, p. 784-7.
Pugh, Richard C. United States taxation of foreign borrow­
ings by United States corporations. Tax lawyer, v. 25. 
Winter 1972, p, 229-51.
Spuehler, Donald R. Foreign client - a transactional approach 
with special emphasis on nonbusiness activities - basic 
United States statutory concepts and United States trea­
ties. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, University 
of Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major tax plan­
ning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 233-81.) [750.2 S ]
Strange, William O. Equalizing tax equalization. Taxes - the 
tax magazine, v. 50, Feb. 1972, p. 105-13.
Sweig, Howard B. Guide to U.S. income taxation of West 
German investors, by Howard B. Sweig and Terry Sati­
nover. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Sept. 1972. p. 544-63.
Toder, Jerome. Possible tax trap for foreign corporate partner 
in U. S. partnership. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May
1972, p. 278.
Property
Mieszkowski, Peter. Property tax; an excise tax or a profits 
tax? Journal of public economics, v. 1, April 1972, p. 73-96.
Statistics
Overseas tax developments. International accountant, v. 52. 
April-June 1972, p. 60-3.
Teaching
See Tax Courses
Value-added tax
Lindholm, Richard W. Taxing retailing and service with the 
value added tax. Conference board record, v. 9, Feb. 1972. p. 
17-20.
Motekat, Ula K. Value added tax. Massachusetts CPA review, 
v. 46, March-April 1972, p. 18, 20-3.
Sanden, B. Kenneth. Value-added tax - its advantages and 
disadvantages. Tax policy, v. 39, May-June 1972, p. 3-12.
Schindler, Guenter. Introduction to the value added tax. Tax 
executive, v. 24, April 1972, p. 158-67.
Tait, Alan A. Value added tax. New York, McGraw-Hill. 
1972. 184 p. [759.1 E ]
Value added tax gains acceptance. International accountant, v.
41. July-Aug. 1971. p. 84-5.
Wilkins, Donald C. Value-added tax. Australian accountant, v.
42. March 1972. p. 46-8.
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Withholding
Overseas withholding taxes in dividends. Accountant (Eng.), 
v. 165, Nov. 18, 1971, p. 686-8.
TAXATION: alimony taxation. St. John’s law review, v. 46, 
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Beaubier. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 
275-90.
Gustavson Drilling case
McGregor, Gwyneth. No survival. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 210-13.
Horseowners
Getz (Joseph) And Company. Tax guide for horsemen, rev. 
ed. Westbury, N.Y., Standardbred Owners Association, 
1972. 222 p. [*250 Rac ]
Icanda case
McGregor, Gwyneth. Legal but unfair. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 213-14.
Incentives
McLeod, W. M. E. Notes on government financial assistance 
available for clients. (Practitioners forum) Canadian char­
tered accountant, v. 100, June 1972, p. 50-2.
Income
Seltzer, John. Canadian income tax reform and employee 
benefits. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, 
May-June 1972, p. 48-50.
_____Corporate
Bucovetsky, Meyer. Tax reform in Canada: a progress report, 
by Meyer Bucovetsky and Richard M. Bird. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 15-41.
Murray, L. C. Tax reform: corporate distributions. (Tax talk) 
Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 53- 
5.
Perry, David B. Corporation income tax rates. 1971 to 1973. 
(Fiscal figures) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, 
p. 230-2.
Verchere, Bruce. New Canadian tax law: a summary of how 
it operates, by Bruce Verchere and Richard W. Pound. 
(International trade) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972. p. 
220-3.
Walton, Peter. Corporations and shareholders under the 1972 
Canadian Act. Tax executive, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 25-9.
_____Individual
Bucovetsky, Meyer. Tax reform in Canada: a progress report, 
by Meyer Bucovetsky and Richard M. Bird. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 15-41.
Cutt. James. Comparative analysis of alternative income 
support programs in Canada, by James Cutt. John Tysall 
and Leigh Bailey. Canadian tax journal, v. 20. Jan.-Feb. 
1972. p. 73-100.
McDonnell. T. E. J. Capital gains: tax planning for the 
individual. (Tax essay) Canadian tax journal, v. 20. July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 381-95.
McGregor, Gwyneth. Treaty is law. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax Journal, v. 20, May-June 1972. p. 208-10.
Sheedy, J. Brian. Advance planning for tax reform. Cost and 
management (Canada), v. 45. Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 34-7.
Verchere. Bruce. New Canadian tax law: a summary of how 
it operates, by Bruce Verchere and Richard W. Pound. 
(International trade) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 
220-3.
_____Negative
Cutt. James. Comparative analysis of alternative income 
support programs in Canada, by James Cutt, John Tysall 
and Leigh Bailey. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 73-100.
Income tax act
Bucovetsky, Meyer. Tax reform in Canada: a progress report, 
by Meyer Bucovetsky and Richard M. Bird. National tax 
Journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 15-41.
Davie, John. Professional partnerships, goodwill and other 
nothings, by John Davie. David F. R. Heron and David W. 
Beaubier. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 
275-90.
Goodison, Don. Ineligible investments under the new Income 
tax act. CGA, v. 6, Oct. 1972. p. 22-5.
Grant, Carl T. Valuation: the role of the expert valuator. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, July 1972, p. 41-3.
Silver. Sheldon. Trusts and the tax reform legislation: pan 2. 
by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in 
Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 40-4.
Turnbull. Roben M. Mineral exploration agreements: the 
effect of the new income tax act. Canadian tax journal, v. 
20. May-June 1972. p. 220-9.
Intergovernmental
Burns, Ronald M. Federal-provincial relations: the problem 
of fiscal adjustment. Canadian tax Journal, v. 20. May-June 
1972, p. 246-55.
International Double
See Taxation-International Double
Investments
Goodison, Don. Ineligible investments under the new Income 
tax act. CGA, v. 6, Oct. 1972, p. 22-5.
Litman. Leslie S. Tax on ineligible investments, by Leslie S. 
Litman and Paul D. Wright. Canadian chartered accountant, 
v. 101, Nov. 1972, p. 43-7.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Current federal tax reforms - accounting 
implications. (Research) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
100, May 1972, p. 71-4.
Seltzer, John. Canadian income tax reform and employee 
benefits. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 46. 
May-June 1972, p. 48-50.
Timbrell, D. Y. Note on non-superficial losses. Canadian tax 
journal, v. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 430-2.
Wright. Graham W. Fair market value and security valua­
tions under the Tax reform bill. Canadian tax journal, v. 19. 
Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 500-7.
Joint ventures
Turnbull, Robert M. Mineral exploration agreements: the 
effect of the new income tax act. Canadian tax journal, v. 
20, May-June 1972, p. 220-9.
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Kallos case
McGregor, Gwyneth. Domicile tests for residence? (Around 
the courts) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 
125-8.
Kirkby case
McGregor, Gwyneth. Domicile tests for residence? (Around 
the courts) Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 1972, p. 
125-8.
Land
CCH Canadian Limited. Rental income and undeveloped 
land. Don Mills. Ont., 1972. 6 p. (Tax reform and you) 
[*759.1 C ]
Madill (S.) Limited case
McGregor, Gwyneth. Group is a group. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 1972. p. 120-1.
Mergers
See Taxation, Canada-Consolidations And Mergers
Mines
Bucovetsky, Meyer. Tax reform in Canada: a progress report, 
by Meyer Bucovetsky and Richard M. Bird. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 15-41.
Huggett, Donald R. Senate report continued. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, May 1972. p. 62-4.
Moving and housing expenses
CCH Canadian Limited. Moving expenses. Don Mills. Ont., 
1972. 7 p. (Tax reform and you) [*759.1 C ]
Municipalities
Martin, Joe. Real property taxation: stirrings of reform. 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1972. p. 437-52.
Oil industry
Huggett. Donald R. Senate report continued. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100. May 1972. p. 62-4.
Partnerships
CCH Canadian Limited. Professionals: income calculation. 
Don Mills, Ont., 1972. 7 p. (Tax reform and you) [*759.1 C ]
Davie, John. Professional partnerships, goodwill and other 
nothings, by John Davie. David F. R. Heron and David W. 
Beaubier. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972. p. 
275-90.
Huggett, Donald R. Joint Committee (is not) brief. (Tax­
ation) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100. June 1972. p. 
46-8.
Pintea, Hans O. Partnerships and professionals and Canadian 
tax reform, by H. O. Pintea and D. J. McMullin. 2nd ed. 
Don Mills, Ont., CCH Canadian Limited. 1972. 155 p. 
[*759.1 C ]
Sheedy. J. Brian. Advance planning for tax reform. Cost and 
management (Canada), v. 45. Nov.-Dec. 1971. p. 34-7.
Pensions
McGregor, Gwyneth. Shut-out. (Around the courts) Canadian 
tax journal, v. 20. March-April 1972, p. 117-19.
Seltzer. John. Canadian income tax reform and employee 
benefits. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, 
May-June 1972, p. 48-50.
Professional men
CCH Canadian Limited. Professionals: income calculation.
Don Mills, Ont.. 1972. 7 p. (Tax reform and you) [*759.1 C ]
Pintea, Hans O. Partnerships and professionals and Canadian 
tax reform, by H. O. Pintea and D. J. McMullin. 2nd ed. 
Don Mills. Ont., CCH Canadian Limited. 1972. 155 p. 
[*759.1 C ]
Profit sharing
Huggett, Donald R. Senate report continued. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, May 1972, p. 62-4.
Property
Boyd. L. Jane. Realty and business assessment. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 101, Aug. 1972. p. 17-21.
Martin. Joe. Real property taxation: stirrings of reform. 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20. Sept.-Oct. 1972. p. 437-52.
Provinces
Bums. Ronald M. Federal-provincial relations: the problem 
of fiscal adjustment. Canadian tax journal, v. 20. May-June 
1972. p. 246-55.
Goodman, Wolfe D. Effect of recent Canadian death tax 
legislation on non-Canadians. Real property, probate and 
trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972. p. 451-66.
Martin. Joe. Real property taxation: stirrings of reform. 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 437-52.
Perry. David B. Federal-provincial fiscal relations: the last six 
years and the next five. Canadian tax journal, v. 20. July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 349-60.
Perry. David B. Tax reform and provincial tax revenues. 
(Fiscal figures) Canadian tax journal, v. 20. March-April 
1972, p. 138-43.
Purchases and sales
O'Brien. Martin L. Corporate acquisitions and amal­
gamations - Canada. Tax executive, v. 24, July 1972. p. 235- 
74.
Walker. Philip H. G. Acquisitions from non-residents: Seaion 
116. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, March-April 1972. p. 131-7.
Racing
Getz (Joseph) And Company. Tax guide for horsemen, rev. 
ed. Westbury. N.Y., Standardbred Owners Association, 
1972. 222 p. [*250 Rac ]
Real estate
Beaton. J. Wallace. Sun of Valuation day. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99. Dec. 1971, P. 455-7.
Refunds and credits
Mulcahy. Gertrude. Current federal tax reforms - accounting 
implications. (Research) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
100. May 1972, p. 71-4.
Related taxpayers
Huggett. Donald R. Senate report. (Taxation) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972. p. 55-8.
Rental income
CCH Canadian Limited. Rental income and undeveloped 
land. Don Mills, Ont., 1972. 6 p. (Tax reform and you) 
[*759.1 C ]
Reorganizations
Huggett. Donald R. Joint Committee (is not) brief. (Tax­
ation) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, June 1972. p. 
46-8.
O’Brien. Martin L. Corporate acquisitions and amal­
gamations - Canada. Tax executive, v. 24. July 1972. p. 235- 
74.
Restricted property transfer plans
Mogan. Murray A. Valuation of business - a lawyer’s view. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100. April 1972. p. 34-8.
Revision
Bale. Gordon. Tax reform bill and the problem of income 
fluctuation. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, P. 
487-99.
Bucovetsky, Meyer. Tax reform in Canada: a progress report, 
by Meyer Bucovetsky and Richard M. Bird. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 15-41.
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Canadian Institute Of Chartered Accountants. Spotlight on 
tax reform. Toronto, 1972. 61 p. (Collection of articles from 
the Canadian chartered accountant, updated to cover Bill 
C-259 as finally passed on Dec. 17, 1971.) [*759.1 C ]
CCH Canadian Limited. Explanation of Canadian tax 
reform. Don Mills, Ont., c1972. 372 p. (Canadian tax reports, 
no. 4, Feb. 29, 1972. Extra ed.) [*759.1 C ]
Huggett, Donald R. Joint Committee (is not) brief. (Tax­
ation) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, June 1972, p. 
46-8.
Huggett, Donald R. Senate report. (Taxation) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 55-8.
Huggett, Donald R. Senate report continued. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, May 1972, p. 62-4.
Huggett, Donald R. Tax reform changes. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, Jan. 1972. p. 48-50.
Krieger. Eugene I. Proposed Canadian tax changes. (In 
International tax institute, inc. DISC, intercompany pric­
ing. ... New York, 1972. p. 183-8.) [754.8 I ]
Lachance, Roland A. Canadian tax reform. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th. New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1519-78, v. 2) [751 N ]
Langford, J. A. Tax reform bill and the death of a taxpayer. 
Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 508-16.
Macdonald, W. A. Proposed competition act. (Publisher’s 
forum) Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, March-April 
1972, p. 4, 6-8.
MacGillivray, C. K. Plans for tax reform. SDL newsletter, v. 9. 
Fall, 1971, p. 10.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Current federal tax reforms - accounting 
implications. (Research) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
100. May 1972, p. 71-4.
Murray, L. C. Tax reform: corporate distributions. (Tax talk) 
Cost and management (Canada), v. 46. Jan.-Feb. 1972. p. 53- 
5.
O’Brien, Martin L. Corporate acquisitions and amal­
gamations - Canada. Tax executive, v. 24, July 1972, p. 235- 
74.
Perry, David B. Tax reform and provincial tax revenues. 
(Fiscal figures) Canadian tax Journal, v. 20, March-April 
1972, p. 138-43.
Seltzer, John. Canadian income tax reform and employee 
benefits. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 46. 
May-June 1972, p. 48-50.
Sheedy, J. Brian. Advance planning for tax reform. Cost and 
management (Canada), v. 45. Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 34-7.
Sheinin, Saunder N. Tax reform - the small business deduc­
tion. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 45, Nov.- 
Dec. 1971, p. 49-52.
Silver. Sheldon. Tax reform legislation: existing estate plans, 
by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning in 
Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 20. March-April 1972. p. 
154-8, May-June 1972. p. 240-5.
Silver. Sheldon. Tax reform legislation: existing estate plans, 
3, by Sheldon Silver and Stanley Taube. (Estate planning 
in Canada) Canadian tax journal, v. 20. July-Aug. 1972, p. 
343-6.
Tax reform and international business: Canadian Institute's 
annual conference, by our Canadian correspondent. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 7, 1972, p. 282-3.
Wright. Graham W. Fair market value and security valua­
tions under the Tax reform bill. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, 
Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 500-7.
Roads and highways
Bryan. Nancy. More taxes and more traffic. Toronto. 
Canadian Tax Foundation. 1972 . 246 p. (Canadian tax 
papers, no. 55) [*759.1 C ]
Sales and use taxes
Due. John F. Development of retail sales taxes in the 1960s 
and the 1970s. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, 
p. 545-51.
Section 83
McGregor, Gwyneth. No survival. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax Journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 210-13.
Section 116
Walker. Philip H. G. Acquisitions from non-residents: Section 
116. Canadian tax journal, v. 20. March-April 1972. p. 131-7.
Securities
Wright. Graham W. Fair market value and security valua­
tions under the Tax reform bill. Canadian tax Journal, v. 19. 
Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 500-7.
Small business
Goodison, Don. Ineligible investments under the new Income 
tax act. CCA, v. 6, Oct. 1972, p. 22-5.
Litman. Leslie S. Tax on ineligible investments, by Leslie S. 
Litman and Paul D. Wright. Canadian chartered accountant, 
v. 101, Nov. 1972, p. 43-7.
Sheinin. Saunder N. Tax reform - the small business deduc­
tion. (Tax talk) Cost and management (Canada), v. 45. Nov.- 
Dec. 1971, p. 49-52.
Smerchanski case
McGregor, Gwyneth. Waiver is a waiver. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20. May-June 1972, p. 206-8.
Stickel case
McGregor. Gwyneth. Treaty is law. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20. May-June 1972. p. 208-10.
Stockholders
Walton. Peter. Corporations and shareholders under the 1972 
Canadian Act. Tax executive, v. 25. Oct. 1972, p. 25-9.
Tower Investment case
McGregor, Gwyneth. Matching to suit. (Around the courts) 
Canadian tax journal, v. 20, May-June 1972, p. 203-6.
Undistributed profits
Huggett. Donald R. Senate report. (Taxation) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 55-8.
Mulcahy, Gertrude. Current federal tax reforms - accounting 
implications. (Research) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 
100, May 1972. p. 71-4.
Valuation factors
Anson-Cartwright. Ronald M. Valuation of the privately 
owned business interest, by R. M. Anson-Cartwright and 
M. P. Hirsch. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, Feb. 
1972, p. 22-8.
Beaton. J. Wallace. Sun of Valuation day. (Taxation) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, Dec. 1971, P. 455-7.
Boyd. L. Jane. Realty and business assessment. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 101. Aug. 1972. p. 17-21.
Campbell. Ian R. Valuation of elusive intangibles, by Ian R. 
Campbell and John D. Taylor. Canadian chartered accoun­
tant, v. 100, May 1972, p. 39-46.
Campbell. Ian R. Valuation of the privately owned business 
interest. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 99, Dec. 1971, p. 
429-36.
Grant. Carl T. Valuation: the role of the expert valuator. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, July 1972. p. 41-3.
Huggett. Donald R. Weil, it’s here. (Taxation) Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, Feb. 1972, p. 58-61.
Mogan. Murray A. Valuation of business - a lawyer’s view. 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, April 1972, p. 34-8.
Wright. Graham W. Fair market value and security valua­
tions under the Tax reform bill. Canadian lax journal, v. 19. 
Nov.-Dec. 1971. p. 500-7.
TAXATION, CAYMAN ISLANDS
Gazzo, Marino. Palmy days in tomorrow’s tax havens. Inter­
national accountant, v. 41, July-Sept. 1971, p. 68-71.
Price Waterhouse And Company. Information guide for 
doing business in the Cayman Islands. New York, c1971. 14 
p. [*759.1 C ]
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TAXATION, CEYLON
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759.1 A]
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1971. Tokyo, 1972. 231 
p. [*759.1 A]
TAXATION, CHANNEL ISLANDS
Gazzo, Marino. Palmy days in tomorrow’s tax havens. Intern­
ational accountant, v. 41. July-Sept. 1971, p. 68-71.
TAXATION, CHINA, PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC
Duffy, Frank J. Tax aspects of trade with the Republic of 
China and the People’s Republic of China. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University. 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1507-18, v. 2) [751 N ]
TAXATION, CHINA, REPUBLIC OF
Duffy, Frank J. Tax aspects of trade with the Republic of 
China and the People’s Republic of China. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University. 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, C1972. p. 1507-18, v. 2) [751 N ]
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1970. Tokyo. 1971. 229 
p. [*759.1 A ]
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1971. Tokyo. 1972. 231 
p. [*759.1 A ]
TAXATION, COLOMBIA
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - 
Colombia. 2nd ed. Chicago. 1972. 272 p. (Appendix A. 
Classification of accounts for purposes of financial 
statements.) [*759.1 C ]
Ernst And Ernst Colombia: a digest of principal taxes. New 
York, 1972. 92 p. (International business series) [*759.1 C ]
Touche Ross International. Colombia. New York, 1969. 27 p. 
(Executive digest) [*759.1 C ]
Property
Berry, R. Albert. Presumptive income tax on agricultural 
land: the case of Columbia. National tax Journal, v. 25. 
June 1972, p. 169-81.
TAXATION, COLORADO
Exchanges and transfers
Dunham, Charles D. Federal and Colorado gift tax rules 
compared, by Charles D. Dunham and Guy R. James. 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972, p. 15-20.
Gifts
Dunham, Charles D. Federal and Colorado gift tax rules 
compared, by Charles D. Dunham and Guy R. James. 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Winter 1972. p. 15-20.
Surtax
Lutz, Howard D. Fiduciary’s distributable net income and 
Colorado surtax. (Taxes - of local interest) Colorado CPA 
report, v. 36. Fall 1972, p. 28-9.
TAXATION, COMMON MARKET COUNTRIES
See Taxation, European Economic Community
TAXATION, CONNECTICUT
Acquisitions
Price Waterhouse And Company. Employment taxes and 
identification numbers. (Labor law and the employee) 
Connecticut CPA, v. 35. March 1972. p. 18-21.
Corporations
Dakin, Robert A. Connecticut - dividends received deduction 
available to parent corporation. (State tax notes) Connec­
ticut CPA, v. 35, March 1972, p. 33, 36.
Dividends
Dakin. Robert A. Connecticut - dividends received deduction 
available to parent corporation. (State tax notes) Connec­
ticut CPA, v. 35, March 1972, p. 33, 36.
Dakin, Robert A. Connecticut: revival of capital gains tax, 
adds tax on dividends, edited by Martin R. Swartz. Jr. 
(State taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972, p. 84-7.
Gains and losses
Crowson. Robert F. Connecticut: income tax law passed, 
then repealed. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45. Nov.-Dec. 
1971, p. 31-2.
Dakin. Robert A. Connecticut: revival of capital gains tax, 
adds tax on dividends, edited by Martin R. Swartz. Jr. 
(State taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, Jan. 1972. p. 84-7.
Income
Crowson. Robert F. Connecticut: income tax law passed, 
then repealed. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45. Nov.-Dec. 
1971, p. 31-2.
Insurance, Unemployment
LaChapelle, Philip H. Unemployment tax liability and filing 
requirements. (Labor law and the employee) Connecticut 
CPA. v. 35, March 1972, p. 14-17.
Sales and use taxes
Crowson, Robert F. Connecticut: income tax law passed, 
then repealed. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Nov.-Dec. 
1971, p. 31-2.
Withholding
Price Waterhouse And Company. Employment taxes and 
identification numbers. (Labor law and the employee) 
Connecticut CPA, v. 35, March 1972, p. 18-21.
TAXATION: controlled corporations - allocation of income. St. 
John’s law review, v. 46, March 1972, p. 550-3.
TAXATION, CURACAO
Gazzo, Marino. Palmy days in tomorrow’s tax havens. Intern­
ational accountant, v. 41. July-Sept. 1971, p. 68-71.
Reid. Peter C. , ed. Corporate and executive tax sheltered 
investments, edited by Peter C. Reid; tax consultant. 
Gustave Simons. New York. Presidents Pub. House, c!972. 
297 p. [753 R ]
TAXATION: deductions - business expenses. St. John’s law 
review, v. 46, March 1972. p. 537-47.
TAXATION - deductions - cost of union executive’s campaign 
for reelection nondeductible as business expense under 
Section 162(a). (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 24, 
Nov. 1971, p. 1305-12.
TAXATION, DENMARK
Touche Ross International. Denmark. New York. 1970. 40 p. 
(Executive digest) [*759.1 D ]
TAXATION. DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Chelvathurai. Inthiran. Fiscal policy for development. Ac­
countancy journal (Ceylon), July 1971, p. 25-30.
Pepper, H. W. T. Developed and developing countries; tax 
treaties and incentives. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 9, 
1971, p. 784-7.
Incentives
Pepper. H. W. T. Developed and developing countries: tax 
treaties and incentives. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165. Dec. 9, 
1971, p. 784-7.
TAXATION. EIRE
See Taxation. Ireland. Republic Of
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TAXATION: estate taxation. St. John’s law review, v. 46, March 
1972, p. 553-8.
TAXATION, EUROPE
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Pocket guide to European 
corporate taxes. 2nd ed. Chicago, 1972. 87 p. [*759.1 E ]
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Pocket guide to European 
individual taxes. Chicago, 1972. 85 p. [*759.1 E ]
Lynch, Thomas D. Trends in European taxation. Accountant’s 
magazine (Scot.), v. 76, Sept. 1972, p. 427-41.
Value-added tax
Deakin, B. Country by country aspects of VAT. (Tax) Accoun­
tancy (Eng.), v. 83, Feb. 1972, p. 76-7, 79.
Lindholm, Richard W. Taxing retailing and service with the 
value added tax. Conference board record, v. 9. Feb. 1972, p. 
17-20.
TAXATION, EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Chown, John. Towards tax unification. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, June 1972, p. 23-5.
Debatin, Helmut. German corporate tax reform. Tax exec­
utive, v. 24, July 1972. p. 222-34.
Macnair, H. S. A. Stamp duties on capital: consequences of 
accession to EEC. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166. March 23, 1972, 
p. 377-9.
VAT - further outlook uncertain. Accountant, (Eng.), v. 166, 
March 30, 1972, p. 401-2.
Corporations
Broin, Joseph O. Harmonsiation of company taxation in the 
E.E.C. Accountancy Ireland, v. 4, June 1972, p. 33-4.
European Communities capital duty, by J. G. M. (Current 
Notes) British tax review, May-June 1972, p. 125-8.
Value-added tax
Tait, Alan A. Value added tax. New York, McGraw-Hill, 
1972. 184 p. [759.1 E ]
TAXATION, FINLAND
Price Waterhouse And Company. Information guide for 
doing business in Finland. New York. 1971. 46 p. (Super­
sedes the guide dated March 1969.) [*759.1 F ]
TAXATION, FLORIDA
Associations
Swartz, Manin R. Florida - new income tax law. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 335-6, 344.
Corporations
Swartz, Martin R. Florida - new income tax law. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972. p. 335-6, 344.
Intangibles tax
Goetz, Billy E. Florida intangible tax. Florida certified public 
accountant, v. 12, July 1972, p. 49-51.
Professional corporations and associations
Swartz, Martin R. Florida - new income tax law. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 335-6, 344.
Revision
Swartz, Martin R. Florida - new income tax law. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 335-6, 344.
Sales and use taxes
Whitaker, William M. Cost of collecting the Florida sales tax, 
by William M. Whitaker, W. Bruce Weale, and Robert G. 
Turner. Atlanta economic review, v. 22, May 1972, p. 29-33.
TAXATION, FRANCE
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6, 28-30, 32-4. (Reprinted, with updating, from Michigan 
State Bar Journal, Aug. 1971.)
Commerce Clearing House. Guidebook to Michigan taxes. 
Chicago, c1972. 204 p. [*758.1 M ]
Franchise
Getz, Ernest. Current developments in the Michigan annual 
franchise privilege fee. (State tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 
23, Jan. -Feb. 1972, p. 32-4.
Michigan. Department of Treasury. Corporation Franchise 
Fee Division. Michigan franchise tax investment in subsid­
iary accounts. (State tax clinic) Michigan CPA, v. 24. July- 
Aug. 1972, p. 6-7.
Municipalities
Rewalt, Richard E. City of Pontiac income tax allocation 
formula: reasonable - unreasonable. (State tax clinic) 
Michigan CPA, v. 24, July-Aug. 1972, p. 4, 6.
Sales and use taxes
Silverman, Isadore. Summary of sales and use tax rules as 
revised, effective June 1, 1972, by Isadore Silverman and 
Ronald P. Tank. Michigan CPA, v. 24, July-Aug. 1972, p. 
7-9.
TAXATION, MISSOURI
Missouri tax. Asset (Missouri society of CPAs), v. 20, Nov.- 
Dec. 1971, p. 7-9.
TAXATION. NEPAL
Gold, Ronald B. Measuring equity in the taxation of agricul­
tural land: a case study of Nepal, by Ronald B. Gold and 
Edward Foster. (Reports and comments) Land economics, 
v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 277-80.
TAXATION, NETHERLANDS
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - the 
Netherlands. 2nd ed. Chicago, 1972. 135 p. [*759.1 N ]
Touche Ross International. Netherlands. New York, 1971. 167 
p. (Business study) [*759.1 N ]
TAXATION, NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Bum, David L. Netherlands Antilles - weapon in the tax 
planner’s arsenal. Tax executive, v. 25, Oct. 1972, p. 1-11.
TAXATION, NEW HAMPSHIRE
Crowson, Robert F. New Hampshire: a unique tax structure. 
(New England taxation) Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, 
March-April 1972, p. 32-3.
TAXATION, NEW JERSEY
Commerce Clearing House. Guidebook to New Jersey taxes. 
Chicago, c1972. 204 p. [*758.1 N ]
Franchise
Garian. Harry Z. N.J. franchise tax accrues in “privilege­
base” period - rev. rul. 70-652 revoked. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 48-9.
Residency
Swartz, Manin R., ed. New Jersey emergency transportation 
tax (non-resident income tax). (State taxation) CPA jour­
nal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 679-80.
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TAXATION, NEW YORK (CITY)
Wishman, Harvey B. , ed. New York City tax abatement on 
certain rent controlled property. (Local taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42. Nov. 1972, p. 955.
Wishman. Harvey B., ed. New York City unincorporated 
business tax vs. New York City general corporation tax. 
(Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972. p. 954-5.
Cigarette tax
Weiss, Allan I., ed. New York City - increased tax on 
cigarettes. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. May 1972. p. 
429.
Estates and trusts
Bottiglieri, Thomas J., ed. New York City - resident trust 
beneficiaries of complex trusts. (Local taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 765.
Foreign tax credit
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York State and New York City
- deductibility of foreign income taxes. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42. Feb. 1972, p. 160-1.
Hotels
Harris. Kerr, Forster And Company. Tax calendar - 1972 
(New York City). New York. 1972. 1 p. [*250 Hot ]
Income
Bottiglieri, Thomas J., ed. New York City - unincorporated 
business income tax. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. 
Sept. 1972, p. 764.
_____Corporate
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York State and New York City
- deductibility of foreign income taxes. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42. Feb. 1972. p. 160-1.
Professional persons
Bottiglieri, Thomas J. . ed. New York City - unincorporated 
business income tax. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. 
Sept. 1972, p. 764.
Property
Wishman, Harvey B. , ed. New York City tax abatement on 
certain rent controlled property. (Local taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 955.
Residency
Weiss, Allan I. , ed. New York City - limitation on nonres­
ident earnings tax. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. July 
1972, p. 587-8.
Unincorporated businesses
Bottiglieri, Thomas J. , ed. New York City - unincorporated 
business income tax. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Sept. 1972, p. 764.
Weiss, Allan I., ed. New York City - unincorporated business 
tax broadened. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, May 
1972, p. 417.
Wishman, Harvey B., ed. New York City unincorporated 
business tax vs. New York City general corporation tax. 
(Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 954-5.
TAXATION, NEW YORK (STATE)
Commerce Clearing House, Guidebook to New York taxes. 
Chicago, c1972. 351 p. [*758.1 N ]
Moscovitch, Edward. State graduated income taxes - a state- 
initiated form of federal revenue sharing. National tax 
journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 53-64.
Casualty losses
McAndrew, John J. , ed. New York - flood losses may be 
claimed on 1971 returns. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 
42, Oct. 1972, p. 856.
Corporations
Smolowitz. Sidney., ed. New York - net operating loss 
deduction. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. Aug. 1972, p. 
677-8.
Deductions
Borsuk, Michael L. . ed. New York - modification for non­
public school tuition. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. 
Sept. 1972, p. 766-7.
Domestic international sales corporations
Borsuk, Michael L., ed. New York - Corporation Tax Bureau 
requests advance identification of DISC taxpayers. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 767.
Foreign tax credit
Smolowitz. Sidney.. ed. New York State and New York City
- deductibility of foreign income taxes. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42. Feb. 1972, p. 160-1.
Franchise
Smolowitz. Sidney., ed. New York - requesting permission to 
file a combined New York State franchise tax report. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972. p. 161-2.
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York State and New York City
- deductibility of foreign income taxes. (State taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 160-1.
Gains and losses
McAndrew. John J. , ed. New York - tax on the sale of 
personal residence, an inequity. (State taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42. Oct. 1972. p. 855-6.
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York - minimum tax on tax 
preferences, treatment not consistent with proposed federal 
regulations. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972. 
p. 594-5.
Smolowitz. Sidney.,  ed. New York - net operating loss 
deduction. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. Aug. 1972. p. 
677-8.
Gifts
New York (State). Tax Commission. Gift tax: amending the 
Tax law under Article 26-A on the transfer of property by 
gift on or after January 1. 1972. Albany. 1972. 19 p. [x 
*758.1 N ]
Seltzer, Stephen., ed. New York State gift tax law. (Estate 
planning) CPA journal, v. 42. May 1972. p. 416.
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York State - gift tax enacted. 
(State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 418-19.
Smolowitz, Sidney. New York: changes enacted January 5. 
1972. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. March 1972, p. 
246-7.
Hotels
Harris. Kerr. Forster And Company. Tax calendar - 1972 
(New York state). New York, 1972. 1 p. [*250 Hot]
Income
Borsuk. Michael L. , ed. New York - modification for non­
public school tuition. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. 
Sept. 1972. p. 766-7.
McAndrew. John J., ed. New York - work at home not 
eligible for allocations. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Oct. 1972. p. 855.
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York - minimum tax on tax 
preferences, treatment not consistent with proposed federal 
regulations. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. July 1972. 
p. 594-5.
Smolowitz, Sidney. , ed. New York - termination of New 
York State residence. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. 
May 1972. p. 419.
Smolowitz, Sidney. New York: changes enacted January 5, 
1972. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. March 1972. p. 
246-7.
Noa-Resideats
See Taxation, New York (State) - Residency
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Residency
McAndrew, John J. , ed. New York - work at home not 
eligible for allocations. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Oct. 1972, p. 855.
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York - termination of New 
York State residence. (State taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42. 
May 1972, p. 419.
Residential property
McAndrew, John J. , ed. New York - tax on the sale of 
personal residence, an inequity. (State taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 855-6.
Sales and use taxes
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York - a transfer of property to 
a corporation may result in sales tax liability. (State 
taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 162.
Smolowitz, Sidney. , ed. New York - sales tax reporting 
requirements. (State taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, May 
1972, p. 419-20.
Securities
Smolowitz, Sidney., ed. New York - stock transfer tax. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 596.
TAXATION. NEW ZEALAND
Muldoon, R. D. Thoughts on taxation. Accountants’ journal 
(N.Z.), v. 50, May 1972, p. 342-4.
Depreciation and depletion
Douglas, R. O. Thoughts on taxation. Accountants' Journal (N. 
Z.), v. 50, March 1972, p. 260-2.
Estates and trusts
Berg, Christian Peter. Estate and gift duties amendment act. 
(New taxation legislation) Accountants’ journal, (N.Z.), v. 
50, Feb. 1972, p. 224.
Exploration and development
Berg, Christian Peter. “Mining provisions.” (New taxation 
legislation) Accountants’ journal, (N.Z.), v. 50, Feb. 1972. p. 
221-4.
Gifts
Berg, Christian Peter. Estate and gift duties amendment act. 
(New taxation legislation) Accountants’ journal, (N.Z.), v. 
50, Feb. 1972, p. 224.
Douglas. R. O. Thoughts on taxation. Accountants’ Journal (N. 
Z.), v. 50, March 1972, p. 260-2.
Income
Berg, Christian Peter. Land and income tax amendment act,
1971. (New taxation legislation) Accountants’ Journal (N.Z.), 
v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 162-7.
Cain, G. Income tax - you’re not in business if you don’t 
intend to make a profit. Accountants' Journal (N.Z.). v. 50, 
May 1972, p. 344-5.
_____ Corporate
Douglas, R. O. Thoughts on taxation. Accountants’ journal (N. 
Z.), v. 50, March 1972, p. 260-2.
Individual
Douglas, R. O. Thoughts on taxation. Accountants’ Journal (N. 
Z.), v. 50, March 1972, p. 260-2.
Land
Berg, Christian Peter. Land and income tax amendment act.
1971. (New taxation legislation) Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), 
v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 162-7.
Russell, J. G. Property syndication: past, present and future. 
Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 158-9.
Mines
Berg. Christian Peter. “Mining provisions.” (New taxation 
legislation) Accountants’ journal, (N.Z.), v. 50, Feb. 1972, p. 
221-4.
Property
Berg, Christian Peter. Land and income tax amendment act.
1971. (New taxation legislation) Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), 
v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 162-7.
Russell. J. G. Property syndication: past, present and future. 
Accountants’ journal (N.Z). v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 158-9.
Real estate syndicates
Russell, J. G. Property syndication: past, present and future. 
Accountants’ journal (N.Z.), v. 50, Dec. 1971, p. 158-9.
TAXATION, NIGERIA
Ola. C. S. Nigerian decision on interest paid to a foreign 
investor. (Current notes) British tax review, Nov.-Dec. 1971, 
p. 329-31.
TAXATION, NORTH CAROLINA
Income
North Carolina. Department of Revenue. Intangibles Tax 
Division. Stock and bond values as of December 31, 1971, 
for computing intangible personal property tax and income 
tax. Includes taxable precentages for income and intangi­
bles tax purposes. Chicago. Commerce Clearing House,
1972. 95 p. (North Carolina tax reports. Special report.) 
[*758.1 N ]
Property
North Carolina. Department of Revenue. Intangibles Tax 
Division. Stock and bond values as of December 31. 1971, 
for computing intangible personal property tax and income 
tax. Includes taxable precentages for income and intangi­
bles tax purposes. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House.
1972. 95 p. (North Carolina tax reports. Special report.) 
[*758.1 N ]
Securities
North Carolina. Department of Revenue. Intangibles Tax 
Division. Stock and bond values as of December 31, 1971, 
for computing intangible personal property tax and income 
tax. Includes taxable percentages for income and intangi­
bles tax purposes. Chicago. Commerce Clearing House.
1972. 95 p. (North Carolina tax reports. Special report.) 
[*758.1 N ]
TAXATION. NORWAY
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - 
Norway. 2nd ed. Chicago. 1972. 76 p. [*759.1 N ]
TAXATION of awards in damage suits varies with type of 
action. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for 
lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972, p. 54-5.
TAXATION of prepaid income revisited. (Taxation) Arthur 
Young Journal, Winter 1972, p. 51.
TAXATION of the closely-held corporation,
Ness. Theodore. Taxation of the closely-held corporation, by 
Theodore Ness and Eugene L. Vogel, rev. ed. New York. 
Ronald Press. 1972. 1 v. (various pagings) [754.2 N ]
TAXATION of the shipping industry.
Madigan. Richard E. Taxation of the shipping industry. 
Cambridge. Md.. Cornell Maritime Press, c197l. 59 p. (*565
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TAXATION, OHIO
Corporations
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: franchise taxes 
based on income, by Richard C. Lytle an J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, April 1972, p. 76-7.
Pusker, Henri C. New Ohio tax act. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Winter 
1972, p. 15-22.
Swartz, Martin R. , ed. Ohio - omnibus bill adopted. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. Sept. 1972, p. 767-9.
Franchise
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: franchise taxes 
based on income, by Richard C. Lytle an J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, April 1972. p. 76-7.
Swartz, Martin R. , ed. Ohio - omnibus bill adopted. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. Sept. 1972. p. 767-9.
Income
Commerce Clearing House. New Ohio income tax laws with 
explanation: corporation franchise income tax, personal 
income tax, withholding tables. New York, c!971. 88 p. 
(Ohio tax reports, special report, Dec. 17, 1971. Includes 
‘H.B. 475 of the 1971 Legislature, awaiting action by the 
Governor.') [*758.1 0 ]
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: franchise taxes 
based on income, by Richard C. Lytle an J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, April 1972, p. 76-7.
______ Individual
Pusker, Henri C. New Ohio tax act. Ohio CPA, v. 31. Winter 
1972, p. 15-22.
Property
Swartz, Martin R. , ed. Ohio - omnibus bill adopted. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 767-9.
Real estate
Swartz, Manin R. , ed. Ohio - omnibus bill adopted. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. Sept. 1972, p. 767-9.
Revision
Kosydar, Robert J. Modernization of state tax systems: the 
Ohio experience, by Robert J. Kosydar and John H. 
Bowman. National tax journal, v. 25, Sept. 1972. p. 379-90.
Swartz, Martin R. , ed. Ohio - omnibus bill adopted. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. Sept. 1972, p. 767-9.
Withholding
Commerce Clearing House. New Ohio income tax laws with 
explanation: corporation franchise income tax. personal 
income tax, withholding tables. New York, c1971. 88 p. 
(Ohio tax reports, special report. Dec. 17, 1971. Includes 
'H.B. 475 of the 1971 Legislature, awaiting action by the 
Governor.') [*758.1 0 ]
TAXATION, OKLAHOMA
Estates and trusts
Wright, Fredric H. Estate planning for agricultural interests. 
Oklahoma law review, v. 25, Feb. 1972, p. 1-53.
Income
Oklahoma Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Feder­
ally-based Oklahoma income tax, 1971. Oklahoma City. 
1971? 38 p. (Sequel to: “Major differences in federal and 
Oklahoma income tax laws”) [*758.1 0 ]
TAXATION, ONTARIO
Revision
Davis, William G. Ontario government and tax reform. CGA, 
v. 6, April-May 1972. p. 4-6.
TAXATION, PAKISTAN
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759.1 A]
Japan Tax Association^ Asian taxation 1971. Tokyo. 1972. 231 
p. [*759.1 A ]
Summary of interim recommendations of Taxation commis­
sion. Pakistan accountant, v. 8, Jan.-June 1971, p. 45-50.
TAXATION, PANAMA
Touche Ross International. Panama. New York. 1968. 8 p. 
(Executive digest) [*759.1 P ]
Corporations
Allen. Macdonald D. G. International tax havens; the 
Republic of Panama. International accountant, v. 42. April- 
June 1972. p. 51-7.
Depreciation and depletion
Zilly. Fabio T. Some aspects of tax depreciation: a study of 
the system used in Panama. Panama. Inter-American 
Center of Tax Administrators. Executive Secretariat. 1971? 
21 p. (Studies on tax administration, no. 3. Report on a 
course sponsored by the Ministry of Finance of Panama.) 
[*759.1 P]
Income
Panama. Income tax law of the Republic of Panama. Pan­
ama, International Service Co., (n. d.) 29 p. [*759.1 P ]
TAXATION, PENNSYLVANIA
Commerce Clearing House. Guidebook to Pennsylvania 
taxes. 1972. Chicago. C197I. 222 p. [*758.1 P ]
Bonds
Commerce Clearing House. Stock values and dividends for 
1972 tax purposes; market values, par values and dividends 
of listed or regularly quoted stocks for 1972 federal, state 
and local tax purposes; including special supplement on 
the Pennsylvania tax status of bonds. Chicago. c1972. 189 
p. plus 16 p. [*724 C ]
Corporations
Ingram, John W. Interstate business tax comparisons: reflec­
tions on one state’s experience. (In Tax Institute of Amer­
ica. Business taxes in stale and local governments. Lexington. 
Mass.. 1972. p. 65-75.) [750.2 T ]
Schwartz. Frederick A. Establishing the “actual value” of 
capital stock. (State tax topics) Pennsylvania CPA spokes­
man, v. 43. Oct. 1972, p. 16.
Schwarz, Frederick A. Pennsylvania tax reform code of 1971. 
(State tax topics) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42. Aug. 
197), p. 20; Dec. 1971, p. 12.
Income
Swartz, Martin R. Pennsylvania - personal income tax. (State 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972. p. 247-50.
______ Individual
Schwarz. Frederick A. Pennsylvania tax reform code of 1971. 
(State tax topics) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42, Aug. 
1971, p. 20; Dec. 1971, p. 12.
Property
Steiger. Martin L. Attempts at property tax reform in 
Pennsylvania. (In National Tax Association Conference On 
Taxation, 64th. Kansas City. Mo.. 1971. Proceedings. Co­
lumbus. O., 1972. p. 426-31.) [751 N ]
Revision
Schwarz, Frederick A. Pennsylvania tax reform code of 1971. 
(State tax topics) Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 42. Aug.
1971. p. 20; Dec. 1971. p. 12.
TAXATION, PHILIPPINES
Gutierrez, Melquiades C. Determining the tax consequences 
of revaluation. SVG group Journal, no. 1, 1972, p. 36-40.
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TAXATION, PHILIPPlNES-(Continued) ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
Gison, Cornelio. Livestock farmer as taxpayer. SGV group 
Journal, no. 2, 1972, p. 20-31.
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759.1 A J
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1971. Tokyo. 1972. 231 
p. [*759.1 A ]
Price Waterhouse And Company. Information guide for 
doing business in the Philippines. New York, 1972. 57 p. 
(Supersedes the guide dated January 1969.) [*759.1 P ]
Roda, Alfredo Pio de. Industry-to-industry basis of tax 
investigation. Accountants’ Journal (P.I.), v. 22. March 1972, 
p. 16-18.
Touche Ross International. Philippines. New York. 1968. 12 
p. (Executive digest) [*759.1 P ]
TAXATION, PUERTO RICO
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - 
Puerto Rico. 2nd ed. Chicago. 1972. 179 p. [*759.1 P ]
O’Connor. Walter F. Tax planning for the most effective use 
of Puerto Rico tax-exempt profits, by Walter F. O’Connor 
and Ralph J. Sierra, Jr. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, May 
1972, p. 310-16.
TAXATION, RHODE ISLAND
Income
______ Individual
Crowson, Robert F. Rhode Island: temporary personal in­
come tax made permanent. (New England taxation) Mas­
sachusetts CPA review, v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972. p. 30.
TAXATION, SINGAPORE
Hong. Lee Fook. Some notes on tax reliefs. Singapore accoun­
tant, v. 7, 1972, p. 79-83.
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1970. Tokyo, 1971. 229 
p. [*759.1 A ]
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1971. Tokyo, 1972. 231 
p. [*759.1 A ]
Administration
Spence. John Edward. Tax management. Singapore accoun­
tant, v. 6, 1971, p. 54-63.
Employee benefits
Hong, Lee Fook. Fringe benefits and taxation in the Republic 
of Singapore. International accountant (Eng.), v. 42, Jan.- 
March 1972, p. 9-14.
Income
Dhawn, Sohan Lal. Singapore income tax, by Sohan Lal 
Dhawn and Awther Singh. Singapore accountant, v. 6. 1971, 
p. 40-2.
TAXATION, SOUTH AFRICA
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - 
Republic of South Africa. Chicago, 1972. 93 p. [*759.1 S ]
Price Waterhouse And Company. Information guide for 
doing business in South Africa. New York. 1972. 57 p. 
(Supersedes the guide dated Feb. 1969.) [*759.1 S ]
Touche Ross International. South Africa. New York, 1968. 20 
p. (Executive digest) [*759.1 S ]
Foreign income
Gans. Ernest. Implications in the change-over from a source 
to a world-wide basis of taxation. South African chartered 
accountant, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 9-14.
Foreign operations
Gans, Ernest. Implications in the change-over from a source 
to a world-wide basis of taxation. South AJrican chartered 
accountant, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 9-14.
TAXATION, SPAIN
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - 
Spain. 2nd ed. Chicago. 1972. 160 p. [*759.1 S ]
Price Waterhouse And Company. Information guide for 
doing business in Spain. New York, 1971. c 1972. 97 p. 
(Supersedes the guide dated April 1969.) [*759.1 S ]
Touche Ross International. Spain. New York. 1968. 95 p. 
(Business study) [*759.1 S ]
TAXATION, SWEDEN
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide. 
Sweden. Chicago. 1972. 103 p. [*759.1 S ]
Norr, Martin. Tax system in Sweden, by Martin Norr, Claes 
Sandels and Nils G. Hornhammar. Stockholm. Skan­
dinaviska Enskilda Banken, 1972. 152 p. [*759.1 S ]
Touche Ross International. Sweden. New York, 1970. 37 p. 
(Executive digest) [*759.1 S ]
Value-added tax
Lindholm, Richard W. Sophisticated Swedish tax policy. 
California management review, v. 15. Fall 1972, p. 75-8.
TAXATION, SWITZERLAND
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide - 
Switzerland. 2nd ed. Chicago, 1972. 169 p. [*759.1 S ]
Gazzo. Marino. Palmy days in tomorrow’s tax havens. Inter­
national accountant, v. 41, July-Sept. 1971. p. 68-71.
Touche Ross International. Switzerland. New York, 1969. 105 
p. (Business study) [*759.1 S ]
TAXATION, THAILAND
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1970. Tokyo. 1971. 229 
p. [*759.1 A ]
Japan Tax Association. Asian taxation 1971. Tokyo. 1972. 231 
p. [*759.1 A]
TAXATION - the new look. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Sept. 28. 
1972, p. 401-2.
TAXATION. UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
See Taxation, Developing Countries 
Also Taxation, Under Name Of Specific Country
TAXATION, UNITED KINGDOM
See Taxation. Great Britain
TAXATION. UNITED STATES
American Bar Association. Section of Taxation. Annual 
report. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Summer 1972. p. 575-930.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Working 
with the revenue code, 1972. edited by Don J.' Summa. 
New York. 1971. 271 p. [*751 A ]
Andersen (Arthur) And Company. Tax and trade guide. 
United States. Chicago, 1972. 255 p. [*751 A ]
Commerce Clearing House. U.S. master tax guide for returns 
of 1971 income. New York, c197l. 544 p. (Standard federal 
lax reports, v. 58. no. 57. Second extra ed.. Dec. 10. 1971.) 
(At head of title: 1972.) [*751 C ]
Garnet. Donald. Federal and state revenue systems; thrust 
and counter thrust. Michigan CPA, v. 23. Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 
12, 14-15, 17-18. (Reprinted from Ohio CPA, v. 30, Autumn 
1971, p. 136-43.)
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University,
1971. Proceedings .... edited by Henry Sellin. New York. 
Matthew Bender, c!972. 2 v. (1908 p.) [751 N ]
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Kess, Sidney. Kess tax planning manual 1971-1972: planning 
under the Tax reform act. Boston, Warren. Gorham and 
Lamont, 1971. 299 p. (Including special section on new 
legislative developments) [753 K ]
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings .... edited by Stanley
J. Bowers. Columbus. Ohio. National Tax Association.
1972. 927 p. [751 N ]
Prentice-Hall. Inc. Federal tax handbook. 1972. Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J., c1972. 629 p. [*751 P ]
Sommerfeld, Ray M. Introduction to taxation, by Ray M. 
Sommerfeld, Hershel M. Anderson and Horace R. Brock. 
2nd ed. New York, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.. 1972. 
607 p. (Harbrace Series in Business and Economics) [751 S ]
Southern California Tax Institute. 24th, University of Southern 
California Law Center, 1971. Major tax planning for 1972. 
Edited by Richard H. Forster. New York, Matthew Bender,
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O’Connor, Walter F. Study of corporate experience with Sec. 
482, by Walter F. O’Connor and Samuel M. Russo. Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 526-33.
Saltoun, Andre M. Tax consequences of asset valuation in 
arm’s length agreements between unrelated parties, by 
Andre M. Saltoun and Neal J. Block. (Notes) Tax law 
review, v. 27. Fall 1971, p. 145-57.
Art Collectors
See Taxation, United States-Collectors
Artists
Hoffman, Arthur S. Artists may have unexpectedly large 
estates. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 
499-500.
Assessments
See Taxes-Collection And Delinquency
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Assets
Customer list can be amortized, but IRS often objects. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 37.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Capital loss trap on retirement of 
indebtedness. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v 42, June 
1972, p. 501, 504-4. (Correction: Aug. 1972, p. 686.)
Klein, Michael F., ed. Ordinary rather than capital loss - the 
business tie-in doctrine expanded. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 501.
Thrower, Randolph W. Investment credit and ADR provide 
a new look in asset cost recovery. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 88-91.
Assets, Fixed
Basis of self-constructed assets include allocated overhead. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 64.
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 1231-1245 applied to sales of retired 
assets from closed, multiple asset account. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442-3.
Assets, Intangible
Customer list can be amortized, but IRS often objects. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 37.
Assignment of income
Garian, Harry Z. Cash basis corporation taxed on earned 
income distributed in liquidation as collected by sharehol­
ders. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 635-6.
O’Hare, James T. Statutory nonrecognition of income and the 
overriding principle of the tax benefit rule in the taxation 
of corporations and shareholders. Tax law review, v. 27, 
Winter 1972, p. 215-46.
Associations
Webster, George D. What to do when the IRS audits your 
association. (Legal) Association management, v. 24, Sept. 
1972, p. 22, 25.
Athletes
Randall, Gary C. Athletic scholarships and taxes: or a 
touchdown in taxes. Gonzaga law review, v. 7, Spring 1972, 
p. 297-309.
Attorney’s Fees
See Taxation, United States-Lawyers 
Taxation, United States-Professional Fees
Attribution rules
Katten, Melvin L. Review of stock redemption. (Tax prac­
titioner’s workshop) National public accountant, v. 17, April 
1972. p. 26-7.
O’Donnell, Wilfred A. Attribution rules can cause tax prob­
lems when family members own stock. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 264-9.
Wolfberg, Stephen. Understanding the attribution rules: a 
guide through a confusing area; a checklist. (In Institute 
On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University. 1971. 
Proceedings. New York. c1972. p. 1313-45, v. 2) [751 N ]
Automobile expenses
Getting the most tax mileage from your car. Medical econom­
ics, v. 49, Feb. 28, 1972, p. 133, 136, 140.
Tax accounting for part-business, part-pleasure auto. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 282-3.
Automobile manufacturers
Garian, Harry Z. Manufacturer’s “holdback” charge is not 
part of auto sale price. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. Oct. 
1972, p. 636.
Averaging income
Schechter, David A. Interaction of maximum, capital gain, 
and 7-year averaging taxes. Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972. 
p. 138-44.
Slavitt, David W. Planning for distribution from qualified 
plans: a comparative analysis, by David W. Slavitt and 
David L. Brady. Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972 p. 281-9.
Slavitt, David W. Problems in distributions from qualified 
plans. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 276-9, 319-22.
Awards and prizes
Performance of services will destroy scholarship exclusion. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 36-7.
Prizes: when excludable gifts, when taxable income? Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 285.
Randall, Gary C. Athletic scholarships and taxes: or a 
touchdown in taxes. Gonzaga law review, v. 7, Spring 1972, 
p. 297-309.
Bad Debts
See Also Taxation, United States-Deductions
Bad debt from loan to client may be deductible. (Technical 
notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 21.
Cohen. Jonathan S. Supreme Court restricts business bad 
debt treatment of stockholder-corporate loans. (Personal 
tax problems) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 194-6.
Effect of bad debt reserve of 337 liquidation. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 238.
Federal income taxation - Section 165(c) loss allowed for 
securities loaned ... Stahl v. United States. (Recent devel­
opments) Michigan law review, v. 70, Dec. 1971, p. 400-14.
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3. Jan. 1972, p. 20-2.
Funds taken by jilting fiancee. (How would you rule?) 
Taxation for lawyers, v. 1. July-Aug. 1972, p. 62.
Garian, Harry Z. Bad debt reserve recaptured on Sec. 337 
sale of receivables for more than “net” (of bad debt 
reserve) tax basis. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. Sept. 1972, 
p. 558-9.
Garian. Harry Z. Intercompany debt loses character after 
lengthy default period - accrued interest deductions disall­
owed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 122-3.
Garian. Harry Z. Involuntary guarantee of supervisor’s loan 
results in business bad debt to employee. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 122.
Garian, Harry Z. 7-year refund period for worthless bad 
debts applies to reserve as well as charge-off method. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 698-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Sup. Ct.: Unless employment was dominant 
motivation for office-shareholder’s corporate loan, loss is 
nonbusiness bad debt. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. April 
1972, p. 247-48.
Gilbert, John W. Has Black Motor run out of gas? By John 
W. Gilbert. Jules I. Whitman and Peter J. Picotte, II. (In 
Haskins A Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York. 1972. p. 
161-78.) [110 H]
Krystopa, Roger J. Supreme court clarifies test for business 
and non-business classification of bad debts, by Roger J. 
Krystopa and Anthony R. Lorenzo. (Tax roundtable) 
Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Sept. 1972, p. 35-6.
Lerner, Herbert J. Are unrepaid advances to a subsidiary 
governed by Sec. 166 or 1232? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3. 
Aug. 1972, p. 466.
O’Niell. William G. What constitutes “trade or business” for 
bad debt purposes; stockholder, employee, promoter; 
investment vs. loan. (In Institute On Federal Taxation. 
30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, 
c1972. p. 283-98, v. 1) [751 N ]
Refund opportunities expanded on bad debts reserve 
method. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 
1972, p. 12-14.
Some practical tax planning tips for debts that go bad. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 254-5.
Strict bad-debt rule for stockholder loans. (Tax alert) Prac­
tical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 6.
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Varady, G. George. How individuals can achieve maximum 
ordinary loss deductions. Practical accountant, v. 5, July/ 
Aug. 1972, p. 16-22.
Young, John H. Income tax consequences of investment 
losses of individuals. Tax law review, v. 27, Fall 1971, p. 
1-48.
Bailouts
See Taxation, United States-Stock Bailouts
No 482 allocation if income not legally receivable. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 8, 10.
O’Connor, Walter F. Tax considerations of banking abroad, 
by Walter F. O’Connor and Harold L. Sirkin. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, Oct. 1972, p. 26-31. 93; Nov. 1972. 
p. 28-32, 62.
Teschner, Paul A. First Security Bank of Utah: taxpayer 
disability and the Supreme Court. Taxes - the tax magazine, 
v. 50, May 1972, p. 260-73.
Bank deposits method
Hochman, Bruce I. Income tax evasion and other fraud 
problems. Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972. p. 212-17; May 1972, 
p. 266-74.
Bankruptcy problems
Blattner, David J. Debt concellation. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 237-81, v. 1) 1751 N ]
Federal income taxation - Section 165(c) loss allowed for 
securities loaned ... Stahl v. United States. (Recent devel­
opments) Michigan law review, v. 70, Dec. 1971, p. 400-14.
Kirschbaum, Ronald I. One hundred per cent penalty for 
failure to pay withholding taxes: you must protect your 
client Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 40-4.
Lee, Lawrence J. Certain tax aspects of business failures. (In 
Southern California Tax Institute. 24th, University of 
Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major tax planning 
for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 161-232.) [750.2 S ]
Refund claims are affected by impending bankruptcy. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 14-15.
Stroud, William M. Section 1244 stock: a no-cost insurance 
policy against failure of a corporation. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 94-9.
Zampino, Joseph M. Right of subrogation in bankruptcy to 
the claims of taxing authorities where officers of a corpo­
ration personally pay the taxes. (In Institute Of Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University. 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 299-308, v. 1) [751 N ]
Banks
Buesser, Robert W. Banking and the Revenue act of 1971, by 
Robert W. Buesser and James E. Power. Bankers magazine, 
v. 155, Spring 1972, p. 22-32.
Garian, Harry Z. Consolidated returns: subsidiary bank’s 
dividends eliminated from separate PHC computations. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 182.
Goldstine, Richard A. Wedding bells for banks: tax-free 
mergers and consolidations. Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, 
p. 151-6.
Hale, Matthew. Review and appraisal of FRS board of 
governors’ recommendations concerning commercial banks. 
(In National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 
64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus. O., 
1972. p. 335-41.) [751 N]
Halperin, Daniel I. Federal income taxation of banks. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation. 64th. 
Kansas City. Mo.. 1971. Proceedings. Columbus. O., 1972. p. 
307-34.) [751 N ]
Hellerstein, Jerome R. Federal constitutional limitations on 
state taxation of multistate banks. (In National Tax As­
sociation Conference On Taxation, 64th. Kansas City, Mo..
1971. Proceedings. Columbus. O., 1972. p. 341-65.) [751 N ]
Junk, Paul E. Comparative analysis of the tax treatment of 
competing savings institutions. (In National Tax Associa­
tion Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City. Mo., 1971. 
Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 365-74.) [751 N ]
Management Reports, Incorporated. Federal income tax 
specimen filled-in bank return, completely worked out for 
filing in 1972. Prepared by A. W. Dieffenbach Boston, 
C1972. 55 p. (Bank auditing and accounting report. Special 
report) [*605 M ]
Nadler, Paul S. Bank investments - are tax swaps dead? 
Bankers monthly, v. 89, Aug. 15, 1972, p. 15-16.
Bardahl Manufacturing case
Keller, Jack A. Accumulated earnings tax still a potential 
problem despite effect of freeze. Taxation for accountant, v. 
8. March 1972, p. 166-76.
Libin, Jerome B. Accumulations after Bardahl: developments 
affecting the accumulated earnings tax. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1143-78, v. 2) [751 N ]
Bargain sales
Lehrfeld. William J. Charitable contribution deductions for 
gifts of appreciated property. Real property, probate and 
trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 564-72.
Whitaker, Meade. Dealing with outright gifts to charity in 
kind. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 45-85, v. 
1)[751 N ]
Basis
Basis of inherited property can be elusive and troublesome. 
(Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 1972, 
p. 370
Basis of self-constructed assets include allocated overhead. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 64.
Berger, Theodore. What is proper basis for the state death 
tax credit? By Theodore Berger and Burton W. Kanter. 
(Shop talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, P. 191.
Bibart, Richard L. Partnership taxation. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 16, Spring 1972, p. 70-127.
Covey, Richard B. Possible changes in the basis rule for 
property transferred by gift or at death. Taxes - the tax 
magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 831-50.
Reorganizations - transferor’s note payable to controlled 
corporation held to have no basis - Velma W. Alderman. 
(Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 85, Feb. 1972, p. 880-9.
Schwartz, Sheldon. Section 333 revisited. (Real estate tax 
topics) Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 108-11.
Bituminous Casualty case
Lenrow, Gerald I. Does the annual statement determine 
taxable income? What does the Bituminous Casualty case 
mean? (Insurance taxation) Best's review (Property-liability 
ed.), v. 72, Jan. 1972, p. 53-6.
Bond redemptions
Ostarch, Gerald W. Use of treasury bonds can substantially 
reduce impact of estate tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, 
Nov. 1972, p. 280-2.
Bonds
See Also Taxation. United States, Under Subhead­
ings:
Government Bonds
Municipal Bonds 
Revenue Bonds
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Toder, Jerome. Avoiding tax on repurchase of own bonds at 
discount. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972. p. 278-9.
When will owner of tax-exempt bonds lose an interest 
deduction? (Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/ 
Aug. 1972, p. 35-6.
Bonus
Collins, Adrian Anthony. Federal income taxation of em­
ployee benefits. New York, Clark Boardman. c1971. 1 v. 
(loose-leaf) [754.4 C ]
Fries, Joseph M. Change in qualified plan rules reduces but 
doesn’t eliminate benefit of such plans, by Joseph M. Fries 
and Richard G. Stoll, Jr. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 
1972, p. 342-7.
Garian, Harry Z. US-UK tax treaty: deferred bonus pay­
ments are not “pensions.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 117.
Boot provisions
Davis, La Vaughn T. Dividend treatment for boot in reorga­
nization is not “automatic.” Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 
1972, p. 36-8.
Klein, Michael F., ed. Contemplated public offering may 
present a “boot” problem in a tax-free reorganization. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 681, 
683.
Bootstrap
Garian, Harry Z. Distribution to selling shareholder held 
dividend to purchasing shareholder. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 50-1.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. More on bootstrap acquisitions. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 958-9.
Lerner, Herbert J. More on bootstrapping an acquisition. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 468.
Metzer, Particia Ann. “New” Section 305. Tax law review, v. 
27, Fall 1971, p. 93-142.
Miller, Jack. Bootstrap acquisitions require careful planning. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 742-3.
Purchasing a Sub S corporation with bootstrap financing. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 373-4.
Toder, Jerome. Bootstrapping an acquisition. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 277-8
Bribes
Sirowitz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects bus­
iness clients, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 18-22.
Brother-sister corporations
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 303, 304, 318 interplay in stock 
redemption involving family owned brother-sister corpo­
rations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245-6.
Kringel, Jerome H. Multiple corporation proposed reg­
ulations raise more questions than they answer. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 1972, 
p. 358-60.
Lunsford, W. Bruce. Tax planning for overlapping controlled 
groups (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 98-9.
Building And Loan And Savings Associations
See Taxation. United States-Savings And Loan 
Associations
Bunched Income
See Taxation. United States-Averaging Income
Business Combinations
See Taxation, United States-Combinations
Business Form
See Also Taxation, United States, Under Specific 
Form. E.G., Corporations
Call, Merlin W. Structuring the business entity as part of 
estate planning. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, 
University of Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major 
tax planning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 375-408.) [750.2 
S]
Greene, Alan K. Effective tax planning with close corpo­
rations in light of the Tax reform act of 1969. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 20-6.
Tarter, David Albert. Choosing the best form of doing 
business. Tax executive, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 117-29.
Business location
New York State Bar Association. Tax Section. Committee on 
Interstate Taxation. Proposals for improvement of inter­
state taxation bills (H.R. 1538 and S. 317). Tax lawyer, v. 25, 
Spring 1972, p. 433-72.
Business purpose doctrine
IRS will take a close look at convention junkets. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 77.
Johnson. Tom G. Taxation: United States v. Davis - stock 
redemptions “essentially equivalent to a dividend.” 
Oklahoma law review, v. 25, May 1972, p. 301-7.
Leasing to parent may be active business: regulations crit­
icized. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v.
27. July 1972. p. 37.
O’Hare, James T. Statutory nonrecognition of income and the 
overriding principle of the tax benefit rule in the taxation 
of corporations and shareholders. Tax law review, v. 27, 
Winter 1972, p. 215-46.
Silverman, Saul S. Tax consequences of spin-offs and shells. 
(In William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972, p. 168-87.) [226 M ]
Business Separations
See Also Taxation, United States-Spin-Offs, Split- 
Offs, And Split-Ups
Glassberg, Carl L. Tax aspects of selling and divesting. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 94-8.) [226 M ]
Littenberg, Robert L. Deconglomeration - tax and business 
problems associated with the divestiture of a recently 
acquired business, by Robert L. Littenberg and Todd 
Russell Reinstein. (In Southern California Tax Institute. 
24th, University of Southern California Law Center, 1971. 
Major tax planning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 101-59.) 
[750.2 S ]
Odell, Stuart I. Terminating corporate marriages: divorce or 
annulment. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th. New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
961-1017, v. 2) [751 N ]
Scott. John W. Federal income taxation of corporate reorga­
nizations and divisions. New York, Practising Law Inst­
itute, 1972. 145 p. (Tax practice handbook series, no. 4) [230 
S]
Buy-Sell Agreements
See Taxation, United States-Purchase Agreements
Byrum case
Clark. John A. Supreme Court says grantor may retain voting 
control of stock placed in trust. (Estates, trusts & gifts) 
Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 138-40.
Covey, Richard. Byrum case and closely held stock: an 
analysis. Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 644-9.
Farrell. William A. Broad administrative powers - post-death 
rescue. Real property, probate and trust journal, v. 7. Fall
1972. p. 511-17.
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Wasserman, William E., ed. Inter-vivos transfers and the 
Byrum case. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 758-9.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Inter-vivos transfers and the 
Byrum case. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 758-9.
Campaign expenses
Commerce Clearing House. Revenue act of 1971, as signed 
by the President on December 10, 1971; law and ex­
planation. New York, c1971. 383 p. (Standard federal tax 
reports, v. 58, no. 57. 3rd extra ed.. Dec. 11, 1971) (*751 U ]
Feinschreiber, Robert. Tax accounting requirements for 
political candidates and committees. CPA journal, v. 42, 
Aug. 1972, p. 654-6, 664.
Garian, Harry Z. Elected public official’s costs of lighting 
recall are deductible. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972 p. 57-8.
Running for public office can create private tax problems. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 26-7.
Taxation - deductions - cost of union executive’s campaign 
for reelection nondeductible as business expense under 
Section 162(a). (Recent cases) Vanderbilt law review, v. 24, 
Nov. 1971, p. 1305-12.
United States. Congress. Revenue act of 1971. Conference 
report, to accompany H.R. 10947, December 4, 1971. 
Washington, 1971. 59 p. (House report, no. 92-708. 92d 
Congress, 1st session.) [*751 U ]
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Revenue act of 1971. 
Public law 92-178, 92d Congress, H.R. 10947, Dec. 10, 1971. 
Washington, 1971. 78 p. [*75l U ]
Cancellation Of Indebtedness
See Taxation, United States-Debt Cancellation
Capital assets
Seago, W. Eugene. Capital as a material income-producing 
factor for purposes of the maximum tax. Tax adviser, v. 3, 
July 1972, p. 408-14.
Capital contributions
Rothenberg, Waldo G. Stockholder loans to insolvent corpo­
rations face unfavorable tax consequences. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 358-65.
Capital Exchange Funds
See Taxation, United States-Investment Companies 
Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds
Capital Gains And Losses
See Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses
Capitalization
Dillon, Thomas A. Internal control: capital improvement 
versus repair expense. Tax executive, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 
130-5.
Krug, Arthur J. Listing and registration fees: deductible or 
not? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, June 1972, p. 353-8.
Carry-Back And Carry-Over
See Also Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses 
Taxation, United States-Refunds And 
Credits
Dominguez, Daniel. Converting unused charitable con­
tribution into NOL. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 
1972, p. 280.
Farber, Paul. Minimum tax is never done. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 358.
Ferrero. Henry J. Corporate carryovers can turn one year's 
misfortune into another year’s tax boon, by Henry J. 
Ferrero. Jr. and Sidney Meyer. Taxation for accountants, v. 
8. Jan. 1972, p. 48-54.
Garian, Harry Z. 1969 capital loss carryover is deductible up 
to $1,000 on married taxpayer’s separate 1970 return. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972. p. 250.
Garian, Harry Z. Foreign tax on exempt earned income can 
be carried back and over as credit. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 309-10.
Gerver, Eli. No 10-year spread for this negative adjustment. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 147.
Grant, Keith E. Accounting for deferred income tax debits. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Feb. 1972, p. 45-7.
Hazard. Victor J. NOL + multiple surtax exemptions “ 
additional possible refund. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3. 
March 1972, p. 146.
House, Ronald A. Switching from Lifo to Fifo - with NOL 
carryovers. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 
149.
Klein, Michael F., ed. Consolidated return taxable years. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 601-2.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Corporate capital loss carrybacks - a 
mixed blessing. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 
1972, p. 863.
Klein, Michael F., ed. Effect of net operating loss carryback 
on foreign tax credit limitations. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 861-2.
Lehrfeld, William J. Charitable contribution deductions for 
gifts of appreciated property. Real property, probate and 
trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 564-72.
Leighton, Richard V. New investment credit: a tax-saving 
device every accountant must be able to work with. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 332-7.
Lenrow, Gerald I. Highlights of the Revenue act of 1971. 
(Insurance taxation) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
73, May 1972, p. 50, 52, 54, 56.
McSorley, Raymond E. Varied effects of capital loss carr­
ybacks, by Raymond E. McSorley, Martha M. Egan and 
Paul Mullin. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 
205-6.
Medicare “carry-over” helps patients with 1972 and 1973 
deductible. (Social security news) National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 29.
Minnick, John T. How and when the accountant should seek 
a refund of income taxes. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, 
March 1972, p. 132-5.
Nicholson. Frederic A. Proposed regs fail to resolve problem 
on five-year carryover of Section 4942. (Tax-exempt institu­
tions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, p. 164-5.
Paul. Herbert M. The 1969 act and the charitable taxpayer: 
individual limitations, including type of donee instructions: 
carryovers. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York. c1972. p. 21- 
44. v. 1) [751 N ]
Pratt, William H. Proposed capital loss carryover rules are 
restrictive: bristle with complexity. (Personal tax problems) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 203-6.
Proposed Regs would limit pre-1970 capital loss carryovers 
for some individuals. (Personal tax problems) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 50.
Salomon. Jack. Investment credit revived. (Tax notes) SDL 
newsletter, v. 10, Summer 1972, p. 8-9, 16.
Schweitzer. Robert. Maximizing NOL mileage from a consol­
idated return. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 
277.
Silverman. Saul S. Tax consequences of spin-oifs and shells. 
(In William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972, p. 168-87.) [226 M )
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accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 313.
Epstein, Richard A. Consumption and loss of personal 
property under the Internal revenue code. Tax counselor's 
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Stanford law review, v. 23, Feb. 1971, p. 454-72.)
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See Taxation, United States-Contributions
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Ashby, Robert S. Charitable remainder trusts: the new look. 
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Dillon. Douglas. Role of private philanthropy in modern 
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Durchslag, Melvyn R. Charitable community development 
corporations and the Tax reform act of 1969. Case Western 
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itable activities in foreign country. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 47.
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Chib dues
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Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 120.
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Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 656-66.
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section 3. 1971 return, “to be filed in 1972.”) [*751.3 R ]
Sanden, B. Kenneth. Value added tax: substitute or new 
source of revenue? Tax executive, v. 24, April 1972. p. 168- 
74.
Singer, Arthur H. Corporate tax return: checklist for avoiding 
problems. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 270- 
8.
Watch those debts to related taxpayers. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 34-5.
Correction Of Errors
See Taxation, United States-Errors
Cost recovery accounting
Klein, Michael F., ed. Installment basis not available on sale 
of property for a contingent price. (Federal taxation) CPA 
Journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 165, 167.
Counties
Cordtz, Dan. Word for the property tax. (Fortune’s viewpo­
int) Fortune, v. 85, May 1972, p. 105-6, 110, 112.
Court Holding Company case
Galant, Jeffrey A. Section 337 and the Rushing case. Taxes - 
the tax magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 216-23.
Covenants not to compete
Convenant not to compete can reduce tax cost of buying a 
business. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for 
lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972, p. 53-4.
Covenant not to compete: still a troublesome problem. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9. July 1972, p. 28-9.
Damages
Bank (i.e., back) pay is subject to withholding taxes. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9. Nov. 1972, p. 312-13.
Brockhouse, John D. Litigation awards and expenses: tax 
consequences to defendants and plaintiffs, by John D. 
Brockhouse and Jacob R. Brandzel. Tax adviser, v. 3. Oct. 
1972, p. 624-32.
Garian, Harry Z. Compensatory damages for job discrim­
ination held taxable as wages. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3. Sept. 1972, p. 567.
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Garian, Harry Z. Excludability of personal injury damages 
depends on nature, not validity, of claim. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 502-3.
Proposed regulations: NOL's preserved to offset related 
damages. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972. 
p. 5.
Taxation of awards in damage suits varies with type of 
action. (Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawy­
ers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972. p. 54-5.
Davis (Maclin P.) case
Johnson, Tom G. Taxation: United States v. Davis - stock 
redemptions “essentially equivalent to a dividend.” 
Oklahoma law review, v. 25, May 1972. p. 301-7.
Day Care Centers
See Also Day Care Centers
Feinschreiber, Robert. Child care facilities - some unan­
swered questions. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Aug. 
1972, p. 453-8.
Merriam, Kemper W. What the tax incentives of the Rev­
enue act of 1971 mean to you. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 
35, May 1972, p. 32, 34.
Death Benefits
See Taxation, United States-Employee Benefits
Debt
Cornfeld, Dave L. Intercorporate transactions in stock or 
debt of an affiliate, including the effect of transactions with 
non-related parties. (In Institute On Federal Taxation. 
30th, New York University. 1971. Proceedings. New York. 
c1972. p. 1347-74, v. 2) [751 N ]
Debt instruments under seal carry no consideration. (Estates, 
trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 37. Aug. 1972. p. 104-
5.
Loan guaranteed by stockholders is not equity investment - 
this time. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5. March-April 
1972, p. 6. 8.
Debt cancellation
Blattner, David J. Debt concellation. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th. New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 237-81, v. 1)[751 N ]
Loan forgiveness has some tax ramifications. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 252.
Debt, Convertible
Garian, Harry Z. Installment method: convertible debenture 
is not year-of-sale payment - prior law. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 54.
Garian, Harry Z. Nonrecourse, virtually unsecured, conver­
tible “loan” to partnership held "really risk capital.” (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972. p. 561-2.
Garian, Harry Z. Original issue discount “attributable to” 
conversion feature of bond is not amortizable by issuer - 
regs, upheld. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972. p. 
437-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Premium attributable to conversion feature 
of corporate note was (pre-TRA) deductible - 3 circuits 
agree. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. July 1972, p. 434-5.
Debt v. equity
Doxsee, Lawrence E. Thin incorporation and Section 385. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation. 30th, New York University.
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1213-24, v. 2) [751 
N]
Loan guaranteed by stockholders is not equity investment - 
this time. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5. March-April
1972. p. 6. 8.
Deductions
See Also Taxation. United States. Under Specific 
Deduction.
E.G., Bad Debts
Excess Deductions Account
Alimony v. child support: when may deduction be taken? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972. p. 37.
Askari. Hossein. Federal taxes and the internal rate of return 
on owner occupied housing. National tax journal, v. 25. 
March 1972, p. 101-5.
Beiderman. Kenneth R. Comparison of the various proposals 
for a minimum tax and allocation of deductions, by 
Kenneth R. Beiderman, Gary A. Robbins and Emil M. 
Sunley, Jr. (In National Tax Association Conference On 
Taxation. 64th, Kansas City. Mo.. 1971. Proceedings. Co­
lumbus, O., 1972. p. 148-78.) [751 N ]
Bond. Robert L. Maximum tax on earned income. (Tax 
notes) American Bar Association journal, V. 58, April 1972, p. 
413-6.
Chandler. Everett C. Problems ahead for tax shelters. (Tax 
thoughts) Florida certified public accountant, v. 12, July 1972. 
p. 55-8.
Client a guardian? Itemized bill equals an extra deduction. 
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1. 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 31.
Deductions. (New tax developments this month) Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 1-2.
Federal income taxation - Section 165(c) loss allowed for 
securities loaned ... Stahl v. United States. (Recent devel­
opments) Michigan law review, v. 70, Dec. 1971. p. 400-14.
Garian, Harry Z. Arm’s length amounts, not negotiations, 
required for deduction of rents paid to stockholders. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 313.
Garian. Harry Z. Clearly unallowable items: will be corrected 
when returns are processed. (Tax trends) 7iax adviser, v. 3. 
Feb. 1972. p. 114.
Garian, Harry Z. Divorced parents: “clear preponderance of 
evidence” suffices for special exemption rule. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3. Feb. 1972. p. 124-5.
Garian, Harry Z. Elected public official's costs of fighting 
recall are deductible. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972 p. 57-8.
Garian, Harry Z. “No strings” contribution of 5-year 
leasehold held deductible only in year of transfer -pre- 
TRA. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. Feb. 1972. p. 123.
Gerver, Eli. Who deducts liabilities of a cash basis unincorpo­
rated entity after incorporation? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
3. March 1972. p. 147-8.
Hjorth, Roland L. Tax subsidy for child care: sec. 210 of the 
revenue act of 1971. Taxes - the tax machine, v. 50. March 
1972,p. 133-145.
Income-in-respect-of-a-decedent deduction for items is quite 
broad. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972. p. 107.
IRS liberalizes stance on interest deduction. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972. p. 188.
Is preservation of reputation a valid business deduction? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972. p. 91-2.
Klein, Michael F., ed. Hidden cost of higher investment 
interest deductions. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42. 
Nov. 1972. p. 957-8.
Lehrfeld. William J. Charitable contribution deductions for 
gifts of appreciated property. Real property, probate and 
trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972. p. 564-72.
Lindsay. C. M. Two theories of tax deductibility. National tax 
journal, v. 25. March 1972, p. 43-52.
Merriam. Kemper W. What the tax incentives of the Reve­
nue act of 1971 mean to you. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 35, 
May 1972, p. 32, 34.
No deduction for willful payments exceeding Phase II limits. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5. Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 14-
15.
Oehring. Thomas S. Loss on sale of part-business assets. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 1972. p. 742.
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Old age benefits and the dependency deduction. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 63-4.
Payment to a charity may not be a “contribution.” Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 143-4.
Rent to shareholders need not be lower than rent to outsid­
ers. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 216-17.
Sefferino, Joseph R. Problems of obtaining tax benefits from 
unprofitable subsidiaries. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972, p. 101.
Sirowtiz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects individ­
uals, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical accoun­
tant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-7.
Some employee expenses can be deducted off the top. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 44-5.
Stone, Richard H. Trusts for dependents - 1971 act limits tax 
savings, by Richard H. Stone, Milton Pickman and Herbert 
Sitver. (Estate planning) CPA Journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 
245.
Take action now to preserve a future loss deduction. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 144.
Tax treatment of business expenses. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 92-3.
Taxation: deductions - business expenses. St. John’s law 
review, v. 46, March 1972, p. 537-47.
Woodrow, Raymond J. Making tax deductions really work. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Aug. 1972, p. 477-91.
Deferred Compensation
See Taxation, United States-Compensation For 
Services
Deferred income
Farber, Paul. Area for deferral of income by adoption of 
accrual method. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
355.
Grant, Keith E. Accounting for deferred income tax debits. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Feb. 1972, p. 45-7.
Martin, John H. Self-employed retirement plan: a useful tax 
planning tool for the professional. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 8, April 1972, p. 220-5.
Oehring, Thomas S. How to achieve maximum tax savings 
under the new prepaid income rules. Practical accountant, 
v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972. p. 47-52.
Sandstrom, Frederick H. Idea: taxpayer trusts in deferred 
compensation. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, May 1972. p. 
38, 40, 72.
Deferred Taxes
See Taxes-Accounting
Demolition losses
Garian, Harry Z. Loss denied (CA-8) and allowed (CA-5) for 
“permissive demolition” of lessor’s building by lessee. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 436-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Loss denied for demolition permitted, but 
not required, by lease - CAs 7 and 9 conflict. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 249-50.
Seventh Circuit differs now from Ninth on demolition loss 
reduction due to lease. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 235-6.
Departments
Garian, Harry Z. General, not Sec. 151(e), rules apply when 
divorced parents don’t dispute exemption for children. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3. April 1972, p. 250-1.
Dependents
Can head-of-household be claimed if dependent lives 
elsewhere? (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 12, 14.
Dependent care deduction affects many more taxpayers. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 291.
Divorced husband wins dependency exemption a new way. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5. May-June 1972, p. 8, 
10.
Flater, Morris E. Burden of proof required of a parent 
claiming child exemption. (Notes) Washington and Lee law 
review, v. 29, Spring 1972, p. 29-43.
Frank. Walter C. Dependent children with unearned income 
become a problem. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, 
p. 615.
Garian. Harry Z. IRS insists: “head of household” and 
dependent son must have same “home." (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 241.
Garian, Harry Z. State welfare benefits not necessarily used 
entirely for dependent’s support. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 118.
When is a dependent a member of taxpayer’s household? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 164-5.
Deposit Funds
See Taxation. United States-Investment Companies 
Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds
Depreciation and depletion
Commerce Clearing House. Revenue act of 1971, as signed 
by the President on December 10, 1971; law and ex­
planation. New York, c!971. 383 p. ( Standard federal tax 
reports, v. 58, no. 57. 3rd extra ed., Dec. 11, 1971) (*751 U ]
Connecticut Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Federal 
Tax Committee. New earnings and profits computation 
goes into effect. (Tax roundtable) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, 
Dec. 1972. p. 38.
Depreciation and amortization. (New tax developments this 
month) Taxation for accountants, v. 8. Jan. 1972, p. 2.
Depreciation changes: what can be made and when? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 33-4.
Ellett, John S. New Section 312(m) adversely effects Sub­
chapter S corporations. Louisiana certified public accountant, 
v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 31, 35-8.
Feinschreiber. Robert. New depreciation regulations alter 
first year averaging conventions. Massachusetts CPA review, 
v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 25-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Any permissible depreciation method may 
be unilaterally adopted for first year upon disallowance of 
improper method. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, 
p. 755.
Hanford, William E. Allowing for technological depletion. 
Conference board record, v. 9, Jan. 1972, p. 21-2.
Lees, Charles R. How to live with tax reform, by Charles R. 
Lees and Richard Heller. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 
53-61.
Lenrow, Gerald I. Highlights of the Revenue act of 1971. 
(Insurance taxation) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
73, May 1972, p. 50, 52, 54, 56.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Revenue act of 1971: complete ex­
planation, code sections as amended, committee reports, 
index. Data of enactment: December 10, 1971, Public Law 
92-178. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., c1972. 574 p. (Federal taxes 
report bulletin, v. 52, sect. 2, Dec. 16, 1971) [*751 P ]
Sirowitz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects bus­
iness clients, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972. p. 18-22.
United States. Congress. Revenue act of 1971. Conference 
report, to accompany H.R. 10947, December 4, 1971. 
Washington, 1971. 59 p. (House report, no. 92-708. 92d 
Congress, 1st session.) [*751 U ]
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Revenue act of 1971. 
Public law 92-178, 92d Congress, H.R. 10947, Dec. 10, 1971. 
Washington. 1971. 78 p. [*751 U ]
_____Accelerated
Hewitt, James O., ed. Benefit of accelerated depreciation in 
Sub S corporation neutralized by Section 312(m). (Partner­
ships) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 248-9.
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Leener, Gerald A. How to reduce or eliminate the minimum 
tax on tax preference items, by Gerald A. Leener and Dale 
K. Humiston. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 
132-7.
Schwartz, Sheldon. No more tax-free corporate distributions 
from accelerated depreciation. (Tax topics) Real estate 
review v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 93-5.
Sefferino, Joseph R. Retroactive change of depreciation 
method. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 99.
Simon, Martin. Proposed regulations on tax preferences give 
clues on how to avoid them. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 92-6.
_____ Asset depreciation range system
Brannon, Gerard M. Tax policy and depreciation: the case 
for ADR. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 525-33.
Buesser, Robert W. Banking and the Revenue act of 1971, by 
Robert W. Buesser and James E. Power. Bankers magazine, 
v. 155, Spring 1972, p. 22-32.
Clemens, Peter J. Asset depreciation range system...versus 
investment credit. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, 
Jan. 1972, p. 25-7.
Cullen, Michael. ADR and small business. (Tax topics) Texas 
CPA, v. 44, Jan. 1972, p. 51-3.
Dillon, Thomas A. Internal control: capital improvement 
versus repair expense. Tax executive, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 
130-5.
Doyle. Michael C. New developments in taxation and 
financing real estate ventures. Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 
11, Spring 1972, p. 18, 20-2, 24-32, 34, 36-8.
Farber, Paul. Preserving NOLs by ADR and RA. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 358.
Feinschreiber, Robert. Revenue act of 1971 contains many 
little noticed but far-reaching provisions. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 5-10.
Feinschrieber, Robert. How new first-year convention under 
ADR can speed up depreciation. Practical accountant, v. 5, 
Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 39-40.
Garian, Harry Z. Class life ADR system guidelines released. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 179.
Garian, Harry Z. Financial conformity won’t be required by 
“repair allowance” regs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 374
Garian, Harry Z. Form 4832 (1971) should be adapted to 
proposed class life ADR regs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, June 1972, p. 377.
Harris, Arthur F. M. Implications of new revenue act. Associa­
tion management, v. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 79-81.
Horvitz, Selwyn A. Proposed regulations amplify new class 
life system of depreciation. (Accounting) Journal of tax­
ation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 274-81.
Horvitz, Selwyn A. Tax planning techniques under the new 
class life system of depreciation. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, June 1972, p. 338-48.
How to handle ADR election while rules are in state of flux. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 249.
Hutton, Roy F. Highlights of ADR. by Roy F. Hutton and 
Jack Salomon. (Tax notes) SDL newsletter, v. 10. Fall 1972, 
p.7-9.
Kapnick, Harvey E. “Accounting for tax incentives - recon­
sideration of objectives required.” (Statements in quotes) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 71-8.
Klein, Michael F. ADR depreciation - obtaining maximum 
benefit from the first year averaging convention. (Federal 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 340.
Lesure, John D. New tax laws can benefit you. Cornell hotel 
and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 13. May 1972, p. 
82-6.
Lyon. James T. New approach to depreciation. Tax executive, 
v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 59-79.
O’Keefe, John P. How to get maximum benefits from the new 
ADR depreciation rules, by John P. O’Keefe and Robert 
W. Buesser. (In Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New 
York, 1972. p. 179-99.) [110 H J
Phillips, Lawrence C. Recent Treasury proposals and their 
impact upon business investment decisions and financial 
accounting practices. Michigan CPA, v. 23, Jan.-Feb. 1972,
TAXATION, UNITED STATES-Depreciation and depletion- 
Accelerated
p. 5-7. (Reprinted from Texas CPA, v. 44, Oct. 1971, p. 6, 8, 
10-12, 14.)
Raddie. Michael. Leasing arrangements: a tax shelter for 
both parties to the transaction. Taxation for accountants, v. 
8, June 1972, p. 366-9.
Smith, Ephraim P. Analysis of ADR. National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, March 1972, p. 22-5.
Special election available for property not eligible for ADR. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 331.
Stumpf. Walter S. Federal taxation. (Federal taxation) Wis­
consin C.P.A., v. 23, Spring 1972, p. 16.
Stumpf, Walter S. New ADR system. (Federal taxation) 
Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Fall 1971, p. 15-16.
Tarantino, Dominic A. Consolidated returns and ADR elect­
ions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3. July 1972, p. 403.
Taubman, Paul. Economics of the Asset depreciation range 
system: the case against ADR. Journal of finance, v. 27, 
May 1972, p. 511-24.
Thrower, Randolph W. Investment credit and ADR provide 
a new look in asset cost recovery. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 88-91.
Weinstein, Marvin W. Equipment purchasing and leasing: is 
this tax shelter suitable for your clients? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 162-8. (“Adapted from a 
talk given at the Second Annual Tax Conference on Tax 
Shelters, sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Continuing 
Legal Education.”)
Wilkinson. Bruce W. Recent American tax concessions to 
industry and Canadian economic policy. Canadian tax 
journal, v. 20. Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 1-14.
Intangible
Garian, Harry Z. Public utility’s costs of converting custom­
er’s equipment discussed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 113-14.
 Class life system
Bryson, Bruce. Making the most of the class life depreciation 
system for a major acquisition. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Nov. 1972, p. 672.
Horvitz, Selwyn A. Proposed regulations amplify new class 
life system of depreciation. (Accounting) Journal of tax­
ation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 274-81.
Horvitz, Selwyn A. Tax planning techniques under the new 
class life system of depreciation. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, June 1972, p. 338-48.
Oehring. Thomas S. Removal costs of non-class life property 
may be deductible currently. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3. 
Dec. 1972, p. 739.
Steinmetz, C. Dale. Fully utilizing the class life depreciation 
rules. Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 516-25.
Steinmetz, C. Dale. Making the new class-life depreciation 
rules work for you. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17. Spring 
1972, p. 50-63.
Sturm, Donald L. Revenue act of 1971 class life system and 
investment tax credit. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 
30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, 
c1972. p. 1601-49, v. 2) [751 N ]
Wittenbach, James L. Maximizing cash flow benefits provi­
ded by new tax incentives. (Accounting and auditing 
developments) Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, April 1972. p. 21-4.
Declining-balance method
Hazard, Victor J. Depreciation methods: DDB - SYD vs. 
DDB + SL. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 
148.
McGuire, John A. Is purchaser first user of building after 
temporary rental by builder? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 149-50.
Seflerino, Joseph R. Retroactive change of depreciation 
method. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 99.
Steinmetz. C. Dale. Making the new class-life depreciation 
rules work for you. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, Spring 
1972, p. 50-63.
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Flow-through method
_____ Flow-through method
Investment tax credit. (Editor's notebook) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 29.
Housing
Behrenfeld, William H. How the tax advantages of investing 
in subsidized housing work, by William H. Behrenfeld and 
Richard H. Stone. Taxation for accountants, v. 8. June 1972. 
p. 324-7.  
Guido, Kenneth J. Impact of the Tax reform act of 1969 on 
the supply of adequate housing. Vanderbilt law review, v. 
25. March 1972. p. 289-322.
— Machinery and equipment
Equipment leases: who gets depreciation and investment 
credit? Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972. p. 316-17.
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 1231-1245 applied to sales of retired 
assets from closed, multiple asset account. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442-3.
_____Motels
Merriam, Kemper W. What the tax incentives of the Rev­
enue act of 1971 mean to you. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 
35, April 1972. p. 37-9.
Thrower, Randolph W. Do you really have a chance with the 
IRS? Interview with Randolph W. Thrower, by Kemper W. 
Merriam and A. Reginald Evans. Motel/ motor inn journal, 
v. 35, Feb. 1972. p. 7. 10-12; March 1972, p. 22, 24-8, 30.
——Motion picture films
Garian, Harry Z. “Income forecast” depreciation for films 
and “speculative income.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Jan. 1972, P. 51-2.
_____Office buildings
Riopelle, James H. Proposal: accelerated depreciation allow­
ance on fire protection features in buildings. Skyscraper 
management, v. 57, May 1972, p. 18-19.
_____Oil industry
Garian, Harry Z. Depletion previously netted against bonus 
is not PHC income when restored to lessor's income. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 506.
Miller, Kenneth G. Oil and gas federal income taxation. 10th 
ed. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House. 1972. 568 p. [*250 
Oil 2 ]
_____Property
Kroncke, Charles O. Depreciating residential property under 
the new tax rules, by Charles O. Kroncke and Karel J. 
Clettenberg. Realestate review, v. 2, Summer 1972. p. 49-51.
White, Wayne. Depreciation under the tax reform act of 
1969. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Oct. 1972, p. 29- 
33.
_____ Public utilities
Section 441 of the Tax reform act of 1969 permits a Public 
utilities commission to impute the benefits of accelerated 
depreciation with flow-through. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1102-13.
_____Real estate
Clark, Aimer Byron. Tax aspects of realty. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 39-40,45.
Feder, Arthur A. How real estate is faring under the federal 
income tax. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 44-51.
Klein, Michael F., ed. Cooperative apartment corporations. 
(Federal taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 597, 599- 
600.
Klein, Michael F. Depreciation of buildings- (Federal tax­
ation) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 256-7.
Klein, Michael F. Tax shelters in real estate. Price Waterhouse 
review, v. 17, Summer-Autumn 1972, p. 30-40.
Lane, Bruce S. Final regs on depreciation and rehabilitation 
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ations, 10th biennial, New York university, 1971. Proceed­
ings. p. 207-31.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Smith, William H. Over-kill: must there be a pound of flesh? 
(In Conference on charitable foundations, 10th biennial, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings, p. 91-107.) [250 
Fou 2 ]
Investment interest
Feder, Arthur A. How real estate is faring under the federal 
income tax. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 44-51.
Klein, Michael F. 1971 changes in excess investment interest 
rules may present refund opportunities. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 253-4.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Hidden cost of higher investment 
interest deductions. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Nov. 1972, p. 957-8.
Leener, Gerald A. How to reduce or eliminate the minimum 
tax on tax preference items, by Gerald A. Leener and Dale
K. Humiston. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 
132-7.
Lemlech, Bernard. Investment tax planning - beware of the 
investment interest limitations. Footnotes (Kenneth Leven­
thal & Co ), Winter 1972, p. 10-15.
Reichler, Richard. Proposed rules on Section 1348: an anal­
ysis of the 50% earned income maxi-tax. (Taxation of 
compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 1972, p. 322- 
6.
Simon, Martin. Proposed regulations on tax preferences give 
clues on how to avoid them. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 92-6.
Sirowtiz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects individ­
uals, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical accoun­
tant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-7.
Smith, Dennis R. Disallowed investment interest and tax- 
sheltered investments. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, 
Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 10-12, 15.
Investment trusts
Garian, Harry Z. Investment management adviser to 
member-colleges held charitable organization. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 180.
Investments
Friedman, Wilbur H. Expenses of investigating prospective 
investments are rarely deductible. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 121-3. (Adapted from article by the New 
York County Lawyers Association Committee on Group 
Insurance, New York State Bar journal, June 1972.)
Garian, Harry Z. Original issue discount not affected by lapse 
of attached warrants. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 380.
Kopple, Robert C. Some investments cause tax problems. 
Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 27-9, 46.
Rossbach, Laurence B. Client “suitability” - six questions 
every tax-shelter investor should ask. Trusts and estates, v. 
111, June 1972, p. 442-4, 510.
Young, John H. Income tax consequences of investment 
losses of individuals. Tax law review, v. 27, Fall 1971, p. 
1-48.
Investments, Foreign
Pugh, Richard C. United States taxation of foreign borrow­
ings by United States corporations. Tax lawyer, v. 25, 
Winter 1972, p, 229-51.
Involuntary conversions
Failure to file notices may turn involuntary conversion 
election into a tax disaster. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, 
Aug. 1972, p. 84-5.
Garian, Harry Z. Involuntary conversion does not include 
voluntary sale of timber uprooted by hurricane. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 638-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Nonrecognition of gain limited where only 
remainder interest subject to involuntary conversion. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 184-5.
Garian, Harry Z. Reliance on tax advisers excuses untimely 
Sec. 1033 extension request. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, 244-5.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Continuing saga of involuntary 
conversions. (Federal taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, June 
1972, p. 505-6.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Involuntary conversions - replacement 
by stock purchase. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Feb. 1972, p. 167-8.
Parsons, Thomas C. Involuntary conversion: purchase of 
replacement property from related party. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 102.
Replacing involuntarily converted property; time can be 
elusive. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 296.
Jeopardy investments
Shrekgast, Wallace E. Problems on Internal Revenue Service 
audit of foundations. (In Conference on charitable found­
ations, 10th biennial, New York university, 1971. Proceed­
ings. p. 207-31.) [250 Fou 2 ]
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Joint Tenants
See Taxation, United States-Tenancy
Joint ventures
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 482: interest income “created” (im­
puted) for unrelated stockholders of “incorporated joint 
venture”. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 186- 
8.
Lerner, Herbert J. Interest in joint venture’s profits received 
for services - when taxable? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 464-5.
Park, Richard L. New APB opinions 23 and 24: what they 
mean. Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 28-31.
Realty co-owners can pick up their gain in separate years. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 27-8.
Young, John H. Income tax consequences of investment 
losses of individuals. Tax law review, v. 27, Fall 1971, p. 
1-48.
Know-how
Tax effects of the transfer of patents know-how. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 268-9.
Lammerts, Estate of, case
Hobbet, Richard D. Liquidation-reincorporation: a recent 
development. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, Dec. 1971, p. 
424-50.
Land
Sandison, Robert W. More on tax planning for land develop­
ers: allocations, deductions, reporting income, by Robert 
W. Sandison and Duane E. Waters. (Real estate) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 154-9.
Sandison, Robert W. Tax planning for the land developer: 
cost allocations of land and improvements, by Robert W. 
Sandison and Duane E. Waters. (Real Estate) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 80-6.
Walker, Mabel. Land tax isn’t the way to more rational land 
use. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 100-7. 
(Reprinted from Tax policy, v. 38, June-July 1971, p. 3-24.)
Lawyers
Are funds advanced to clients expenses or loans? (Technical 
notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 46-7.
Bigelow, Robert P. Unfair IRS practice. Law office economics 
and management, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 89-90.
Lease or purchase
Batkin, Alan. Leasing versus buying ... a guide for the 
perplexed. Lybrand journal, v. 53, Fall 1972, p. 16-23.
Crowell, Glen L. Purchase versus lease. National public 
accountant, v. 17, Aug. 1972, p. 18-19.
Edwards, James B. Tax implications in lease agreements. 
Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 4, 1971-72, p. 10-12.
Kirchenbaum, Bruce J. Lease-or-buy decisions without tears: 
the present-value approach. Financial executive, v. 40, Feb. 
1972, p. 30-4.
Mariscal, Richard. Investment credit dilemma when a “les­
sor” reports a “lease” as a sale. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Nov. 1972, p. 668.
Shapiro, Harvey D. Just because you like beer why buy a 
brewery? Corporate financing, v. 4, March-April 1972, p. 37- 
9, 58-60.
Warner, Allyn. IRS changes ruling policy on lease transac­
tions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 668-9.
What happens when a "lease” turns out to be a sale? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 201.
Leaseback Transactions
See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: 
Gift And Leaseback;
Sale And Leaseback;
ACCOUNTANTS’ INDEX
Leaseholds
Is a leasehold Section 1231 property? Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 378-9.
Leases
Anderson, Sally. Leasing parade, by Sally Anderson, Robert 
Peterson and Gordon Player. World (PMM & co.), v. 6, 
Winter 1972, p. 40-3.
Doenges, R. Conrad. Cost of leasing. Engineering economist, 
v. 17, Fall 1971, p. 31-44.
Edwards, James B. Tax implications in lease agreements. 
Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 4, 1971-72, p. 10-12.
Equipment leases: who gets depreciation and investment 
credit? Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 316-17.
Garian, Harry Z. Land leashold used in subleasing business 
is Sec. 1231 property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 
1972,p. 308.
Garian, Harry Z. Loss denied for demolition permitted, but 
not required, by lease - CAs 7 and 9 conflict. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 249-50.
Lytle, Richard C. Accounting interpretations: “leveraged” 
lease accounting, by Richard C. Lytle and J. T. Ball. 
(Accounting and auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, April 1972, p. 77.
Raddie, Michael. Leasing arrangements: a tax shelter for 
both parties to the transaction. Taxation for accountants, v. 
8, June 1972, p. 366-9.
Reid, Peter C. , ed. Corporate and executive tax sheltered 
investments, edited by Peter C. Reid; tax consultant, 
Gustave Simons. New York, Presidents Pub. House, c1972. 
297 p.[753 R ]
Seventh Circuit differs now from Ninth on demolition loss 
reduction due to lease. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 235-6.
Warner, Allyn. IRS changes ruling policy on lease transac­
tions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 668-9.
Weinstein, Marvin W. Equipment purchasing and leasing: is 
this tax shelter suitable for your clients? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 162-8. (“Adapted from a 
talk given at the Second Annual Tax Conference on Tax 
Shelters, sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Continuing 
Legal Education.”)
Legal Fees
See Taxation, United States-Professional Fees
Liens
Lee, Lawrence J. Certain tax aspects of business failures. (In 
Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, University of 
Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major tax planning 
for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 161-232.) [750.2 S ]
Plumb, William T. Federal priority in insolvency: proposals 
for reform. Michigan law review, v. 70, Nov. 1971, p. 1-108.
Plumb, William T. Priorities of federal taxes over state and 
local taxes - revisited. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, 
p. 133-45.
Plumb, William T. Relative priority of federal and business 
claims: yesterday, today and tomorrow. Business lawyer, v. 
27, July 1972, p. 1195-1221.
Riddle, Suzan. Ambiguities of Section 17 (a) of the 
Bankruptcy act of 1966. (Statutory notes) Texas Tech 
University law review, v. 3, Fall 1971, p. 135-42.
Zampino, Joseph M. Right of subrogation in bankruptcy to 
the claims of taxing authorities where officers of a corpo­
ration personally pay the taxes. (In Institute Of Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 299-308, v. 1) [751 N ]
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Lifo Inventories
See Taxation, United States-Inventories, Lifo
Lilly,Eli and Co. case
Morrione, Melchior S. Lilly to Lufkin - an interpretation of 
court thinking on intercompany pricing. Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 74-82.
Liquidations
Bonovitz, Sheldon M. Current liquidation problems under 
Section 334(b)(2) and Section 337 distributions and re­
serves. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1095- 
1142, v. 2) [751 N ]
Brode, George. Planning to use NOL carryovers in acqui­
sitions: today’s opportunities outlined. (Corporations, 
stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 32-6.
Burke, Frank M. Partial liquidations under section 346: 
planning, problems and procedures, by Frank M. Burke 
and Byron A. Parker. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, Fall 
1972, p. 337-402.
Deadlock and dissolution of the closely held corporation. (In 
Corporate and lax aspects of closely held corporations, by 
William H. Painter. Boston, 1971. p. 257-312.) (220 P ]
Dillenschneider, John J. How to determine the best way to 
sell a corporate business: a step-by-step approach. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 46-51.
Dissolution of corporation requires attention to details. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 46-7.
Dixon, James E. Liquidation of an insolvent subsidiary. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Sept. 1972, p. 514-24.
Dreier, Ronald. Meeting the problem of the Section 367 
ruling. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1073-94, 
v. 2) [751 N ]
Effect of bad debt reserve of 337 liquidation. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 238.
Elder, Peter. Sec. 334 (b)-(2) avoided by two-year delay in 
liquidation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 208.
Erbacher, Philip J. Liquidating a Subchapter S corporation: 
what are the special factors to be considered? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 28-34.
Farber, Paul. Delay in Sec. 334(b) (2) liquidation may prove 
beneficial. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 354-5.
Flynn, Joseph M. Combining a 12-month liquidation with an 
installment sale. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Nov. - 
Dec. 1971, p. 33.
Galant, Jeffrey A. Section 337 and the Rushing case. Taxes - 
the tax magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 216-23.
Garian, Harry Z. Bad debt reserve recaptured on Sec. 337 
sale of receivables for more than “net” (of bad debt 
reserve) tax basis. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, 
p. 558-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Deny deduction for legal fees attributable 
to Sec. 337 sale of assets. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Sept. 1972, p. 564.
Garian, Harry Z. Distribution to “shareholders’ trust” com­
pletes Sec. 337 liquidation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
July 1972, p. 435-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Gain from Sec. 337 sale of prepaid expense 
item recognized under tax benefit rule - CA-3 & Ct. Cls. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 562-3.
Garian, Harry Z. Liquidation distribution and like-kind 
exchange of partnership property equated to sale of 
partnership interest. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 53-4.
Garian, Harry Z. Partial liquidations: “5-year active bus­
iness” test must be met when business sold. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 55-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 337 unavailable to collapsible corpo­
ration aLthough taint removed from stock by 3-year rule. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 117-18.
Getz, Alan S. Time of sale can be tax trap in 12-month 
liquidation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 737- 
8.
Hanson, James P. Partnership optional basis adjustment in a 
Sec. 334 (b) (2) liquidation, by James P. Hanson and 
Donald S. Ricart. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, 
p. 669-70.
Hobbet, Richard D. Liquidation-reincorporation: a recent 
development. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, Dec. 1971, p. 
424-50.
Income tax - corporate liquidations - gain on a Section 337 
liquidation may be deferred by an installment sale of stock 
to an irrevocable trust. (Notes) Texas law review, v. 50, Jan. 
1972, p. 390-8.
Investment credit for assets received in corporate liquidation? 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 
4.
Katten, Melvin L. Purchase of corporate stock charged with 
dividend income. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) National 
public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, p. 29-30.
Katten, Melvin L. Reducing the gain on sale from corporate 
liquidation. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) National public 
accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 28.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Continuing saga of involuntary 
conversions. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, June 
1972, p. 505-6.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. More on bootstrap acquisitions. 
(Federal taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 958-9.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Section 337 liquidations - establishing 
that the corporation is not collapsible. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 863-4.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Section 337 - more holes in the dike. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 771-2.
Kruger, Daniel F. Partial liquidation of a subsidiary. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 206-7.
Levin, Jack S. Tax and accounting aspects of corporate 
acquisitions. Jack S. Levin and Richard Pugh, Chairmen. 
Selma S. Arnold, Staff ed. New York, Practising Law 
Institute, 1972. 523 p. (Tax law and practice, Transcript 
series, no. 8) [230 L ]
Morris, Joe Scott. Disposition of partnership interests: 
achieving capital gains treatment. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Spring 
1972, p. 473-98.
Schwartz, Sheldon. Section 333 revisited. (Real estate tax 
topics) Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 108-11.
Schwartz, Sheldon. Three-year rule narrowed for collapsible 
corporation. (Tax topics) Real estate review, v. 1, Winter 
1972, p. 97-8.
Schweitzer, Donald L. Earnings and profits: decisions, rulings 
offer guidance to computation and planning. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, 
p. 102-7.
Section 333 liquidation lost due to failure to file correct IRS 
forms. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 12.
Stroud, William M. Section 1244 stock: a no-cost insurance 
policy against failure of a corporation. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 94-9.
Tax court rules on litigation fees in liquidation. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Dec. 1972, 
p. 382-3.
Terry, George M. Partial liquidation: “termination” vs. 
“contraction” of business. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, p. 207.
Toder, Jerome. Maximizing benefits of Sec. 334(bX?) liqui­
dation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 279-80.
Tying up the loose ends of a corporate liquidation. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 44-5.
Unsettled tax liabilities can be a liquidation problem. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 176-7.
Litigation Expense
See Tax Litigation
Livestock
See Taxation, United States-Ranches
Living Trusts
See Taxation, United States-Inter Vivos Trusts
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Loans
Berger, Theodore. Interest on loan to pay gift tax subject to 
attack, by Theodore Berger and Burton W. Kanter. (Shop 
talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 255.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Treatment of loan repayment to 
shareholders of a Subchapter S corporation. (Federal 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 773.
Rothenberg, Waldo G. Stockholder loans to insolvent corpo­
rations face unfavorable tax consequences. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 358-65.
Section 482 not applicable to interest-free loans. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 8-10.
Tandem tax court decisions suggest Section 482 may create 
income. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 
230-1.
Wiseman, Joseph A. Interest deduction for life insurance 
loans still available with proper planning. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 138-40.
Loss companies
Blum, Walter J. Corporate acquisitions under the income tax: 
another approach. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Feb. 
1972, p. 85-104.
Brode, George. Planning to use NOL carryovers in acqui­
sitions: today’s opportunities outlined. (Corporations, 
stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 32-6.
Martin, Spencer J. Can net operating losses be carried over in 
corporate mergers and sellouts? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 
50, March 1972, p. 178-86.
Sefferino, Joseph R. Problems of obtaining tax benefits from 
unprofitable subsidiaries. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972,p. 101.
Sinrich, Norman. How to preserve a loss carryover when a 
business is acquired. Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 
1972, p. 48-54.
Low income allowance
Stone, Richard H. Trusts for dependents - 1971 act limits tax 
savings, by Richard H. Stone, Milton Pickman and Herbert 
Sitver. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 
245.
Lucas v. Earl
Lucas v. Earl & Helvering v. Horst. (Landmark tax cases) 
Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972, p. 20.
Lufkin Foundry and Machine Co. case
Morrione, Melchior S. Lilly to Lufkin - an interpretation of 
court thinking on intercompany pricing. Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 74-82.
Lump-sum distributions
Burrows, Edward E. New rules place a premium on good 
record keeping for profit-sharing plans. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 248-52.
Delayed separation from service still nets capital gain. 
(Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 
25.
Distribution from a qualified plan may result in a loss. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 190.
Fries, Joseph M. Change in qualified plan rules reduces but 
doesn’t eliminate benefit of such plans, by Joseph M. Fries 
and Richard G. Stoll, Jr. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 
1972, p. 342-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Change in ownership and liquidation of 
employer qualifies lump-sum distribution for capital gain 
treatment-substantial change in employee make-up unnec­
essary. (Tax trends) 7iax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 757-8.
Garian, Harry Z. Contingent death benefit bars capital gain 
status for lump-sum distribution. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, April 1972, p. 242.
Katten, Melvin L. Cost of premature distributions from self- 
employed pension plans. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) 
National public accountant, v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 32.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Retiring executive’s consulting duties 
can jeopardize special tax treatment of lump-sum dis­
tributions. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, 
p. 777-8.
Lump-sum distribution from terminated plan: capital gain. 
(Taxation of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 
1972, p. 151.
Simmons, Sherwin P. Tax treatment of distributions from, 
qualified plans: strategy and tactics. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 475-548, v. 1) [751 N ] 
Slavitt, David W. Planning for distribution from qualified 
plans: a comparative analysis, by David W. Slavitt and 
David L. Brady. Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972 p. 281-9.
Stone, Richard H. Use of trust as beneficiary of a qualified 
plan, by Richard H. Stone, Milton Pickman and Herbert 
Sitver. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 
243-5.
Lump-Sum Income
See Taxation, United States, Under Subheadings: 
Authors;
Averaging Income; 
Inventors
Machinery and equipment
Weinstein, Marvin W. Equipment purchasing and leasing: is 
this tax shelter suitable for your clients? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 162-8. (“Adapted from a 
talk given at the Second Annual Tax Conference on Tax 
Shelters, sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Continuing 
Legal Education.”)
Maintenance And Replacements
See Taxation, United States-Repairs And 
Replacements
Malat v. Ridell
Landmark tax cases: Malat. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, 
Jan. 1972, p. 27.
Marital Deduction
See Taxation, United States-Husbands And Wives
Marital deduction trusts
Antin, Michael. Vanishing marital trust - after,the Tax 
Reform Act. Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 218-22.
Antin, Michael. Will the vanishing marital trust survive? 
Trusts and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 182-4.
Garian, Harry Z. Marital trust status denied because of 
1-year delay in income distribution. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 565-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Trustees’ control over widow’s lifetime 
power to divert corpus not fatal to marital trust. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 499.
Hecox, Stuart D. Community property estate plan. (Trusts, 
estates and life insurance) Trusts and estates, v. 111, May 
1972, p. 402.
Marital deduction disallowed for delayed income payout. 
(Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, 
p. 143.
Milefsky, Norman R. Estate tax marital deduction: pitfalls, 
problems and planning. Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 469- 
76.
McGlotten v. Connally
Internal revenue code and racial discrimination. (Notes) 
Columbia law review, v. 72, Nov. 1972, p. 1215-48.
Meals And Lodging
See Taxation, United States-Food And Lodging
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Medical expenses
Automobile as medical expense continues to run into TC 
roadblock. (Personal tax problems) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 207.
Block, Julian. Medical expenses; some unfamiliar tax-deduc­
tion possibilities of a familiar deduction. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 298-304.
Garian Harry Z. Treatment for drug addiction qualifies as 
medical care. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 
568.
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Tax breaks on health bills after you 
incorporate. Medical economics, v. 49, Jan. 17, 1972, p. 217, 
220-1, 223, 225.
Holzman, Robert S. New look in medical deductions. (Per­
sonal memo) Dun’s review, v. 100, Nov. 1972, p. 101, 104.
Medical expenses in caring for sick persons at home. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 369.
Sherman, Samuel J. Anatomy of medical expense deductions. 
CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 205-15.
Treatment of mental illnesses may yield unusual deductions. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 57.
Medical reimbursement plans
Anderson, R. Lanier. Compensation in professional corpo­
rations - a survey of opportunities and obstacles. Practical 
lawyer, v. 18, March 1972, p. 13-32.
Garian, Harry Z. Sole proprietor’s employee - wife includable 
in H & A plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
114.
Greenberg, Les. Salary with the fringe on top. Tax adviser, v. 
3, Aug. 1972, p. 457-63.
Medical reimbursement plans can help high-paid personnel. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 283-4.
Skolnick, Richard B. Employee-stockholders can benefit from 
medical reimbursement plans. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 
50, Oct. 1972, p. 595-600.
Skolnick, Richard B. What should a medical expense reim­
bursement plan contain to withstand IRS scrutiny? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 204-9.
Medicare
See Taxation, United States-Social Security
Mergers
See Taxation, United States-Consolidations And 
Mergers
Mines
Bennett, R. C. Federal income tax policy and the mining 
industry. (The) Arthur Andersen chronicle, v. 32, Dec. 1971, 
p. 17-25.
Fiske, Leland E. Gross income from mining property: present 
attitudes of the courts and the IRS. (Special tax treatment) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 114-17.
Garian, Harry Z. Ad valorem taxes on mineral property paid 
by lessee usually depletable by lessor. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 375.
Minimum Tax
See Tax Preferences
Mortgage companies
Garian, Harry Z. Originated mortgages may be inventoried 
by dealer in such securities. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Dec. 1972, p. 759.
Mortgage Investment Trusts
See Taxation, United States - Real Estate Invest­
ment Trusts
Mortgages
Andelman, David R. Mortgage foreclosure: effects upon 
mortgagor, mortgagee, receiver in possession; deed in lieu 
of foreclosure. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. 
p. 309-28, v. 1) [751 N ]
Engel, Morris. Effect of a wrap-around mortgage on installm­
ent sale reporting. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 
40-5.
Engel, Morris. How to use a wrap-around mortgage in 
planning installment sales. Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./ 
Dec. 1972, p. 52-6.
McKeon, Kevin J. Accounting and tax aspects of GNMA 
mortgage-backed securities, by Kevin J. McKeon and 
Robert I. Chainick. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 
1972, p. 41-7.
Tuggle, Richard J. Sale-and-leaseback v. mortgaging of 
property; tax analysis of user’s position. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 260-7.
Motels
Merriam, Kemper W. What the tax incentives of the Rev­
enue act of 1971 mean to you. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 
35, April 1972, p. 37-9.
Thrower, Randolph W. Do you really have a chance with the 
IRS? Interview with Randolph W. Thrower, by Kemper W. 
Merriam and A. Reginald Evans. Motel/ motor inn journal, 
v. 35, Feb. 1972, p. 7, 10-12; March 1972, p. 22, 24-8, 30.
Motion picture industry
Garian, Harry Z. Producer’s own films qualify as property, 
not services - contribution deduction allowed. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 188.
Motor trucks
Borghese, Phyllis. Internal Revenue checks compliance of 
truck and bus owners with federal highway use tax. (Tax 
talk) National public accountant, v. 17, July 1972, p. 33.
Moving and housing expenses
Collins, Adrian Anthony. Federal income taxation of em­
ployee benefits. New York, Clark Boardman, c1971. 1 v. 
(loose-leaf) [754.4 C ]
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 20-2.
Garian, Harry Z. Form 3903 understates moving expense 
limitation on married- separate returns. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119-20.
Garian, Harry Z. Individual’s moving expenses are business 
expenses for NOL purposes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 373-4.
Lee, Stanley B. Tax reform act and employee moving ex­
penses. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 
31-2,38.
Millett, Francis N. Proposed regulations on moving expenses: 
planning opportunities to watch for. (Personal tax prob­
lems) Journal of taxation v. 36, March 1972, p. 176-80.
Moving expenses: IRS revises instructions for Form 3093. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 137.
Tarantino, Dominic A. Reporting moving expenses on sep­
arate returns in community property states. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 404.
Yablon, Asher J. Job-related moving expenses, by Asher J. 
Yablon and Warren S. Shine. (Tax notes) SDL newsletter, 
v. 9, Fall 1971, p. 9, 15.
Moving picture industry
Hershman, Arlene. They’re back in movies. Dun’s review, v. 
100, Nov. 1972, p. 62-4.
Multiple entities
Bersch, Neil R. Multiple benefits of multiple corporations, by 
Neil R. Bersch and Frank V. Calaba. Tax executive, v. 25, 
Oct. 1972, p. 55-72.
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Borini, Mario P. Tax advantages of multiple corporations. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 246-61.) (226 M ]
Briloff, Abraham J. Multi-corporate benefits: an overview. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 237-45.) [226 M ]
Burke, Frank M. Multi-corporate operations: joint use of 
assets, management and employees. (In Institute On Fed­
eral Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceed­
ings. New York, c1972. p. 1283-1311, v. 2) [751 N ]
Dreher, Lloyd W. Federal income tax aspects of multiple 
corporations. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, Dec. 1971, p. 
451-505.
Gorton, Ralph S. Multiple corporations: former tax benefits 
now ebbing away. Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972, 
p. 24-30.
Hoffman, Arnold J. Creating a multi-corporate structure. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 222-34.) [226 M ]
Holzman, Robert S. Uses of a multiple corporation. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 211-21.) [226 M ]
IRS continues to attack multiple corps during phase-out. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 227-8.
Kadish, Stephen L. Related corporations increasingly to lose 
tax benefits as new law becomes effective, by Stephen L. 
Kadish and David B. Goshien. Taxation for accountants, v. 
9, July 1972, p. 50-5.
Kringel, Jerome H. Multiple corporation proposed reg­
ulations raise more questions than they answer. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 1972, 
p. 358-60.
Lee, John W. Section 482 and the integrated business 
enterprise. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, P. 1376- 
1434.
Ranzal, Gerald H. F reorganization: how it can be used to 
advantage to combine multiple corporations. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, 
p. 168-70.
Related corporations - it's not what you do but how you do 
it. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 56-7.
Weiner, Herbert Specialized affiliate. (In William S. Mishkin, 
ed. Techniques in corporate reorganization. New York, 1972. 
p. 262-9.) [226 M ]
Multiple trusts
Stone, Richard H. Are multiple trusts still useful? By Richard 
H. Stone, Milton Pickman and Herbert Sitver. (Estate 
planning) CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 243.
Multistate Tax Compact
See Taxation, United States-Interstate Commerce
Municipal Bonds
See Also Taxation, United States-Revenue Bonds
Garian, Harry Z. Dealer denied deduction for interest allo­
cable to “resale” of municipal bonds. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 52-3.
Garian, Harry Z. Insuring of municipal bonds does not affect 
interest exemption. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 375.
Hershman, Arlene. Watch out for a misdeal in municipal 
bonds. Medical economics, v. 49, Jan. 17, 1972, p. 211, 213-15.
Lerner, Herbert J. Industrial development bond pitfail. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 467.
Market: the “municipals,” the good and bad of tax-free 
bonds. (Personal business) College & university business, v. 
53, Nov. 1972, p. 90, 92.
Nagan, Peter S. Move to tax tax-exempts faces a showdown 
in Congress next year. (Focus on investments) Banking v. 
65, Sept. 1972, p. 6, 16.
Reinsdorf, Jerry. Municipal bonds. (Tax practitioner's 
workshop) National public accountant, v. 17, June 1972, p. 
32, 34.
Ritter, C. Willis. Analysis of the new Proposed Regs on 
arbitrage bonds under Section 103 (d). (Tax-exempt institu­
tions) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 164-8.
When will owner of tax-exempt bonds lose an interest 
deduction? (Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/ 
Aug. 1972, p. 35-6.
Municipalities
Black, David E. Nature and extent of effective property tax 
rate variation within the city of Boston. National tax 
journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 203-10.
Cordtz, Dan. Word for the property tax. (Fortune’s viewpo­
int) Fortune, v. 85, May 1972, p. 105-6, 110, 112.
Etter, Wayne E. Municipal credit quality and the property 
tax. (Bond market) Governmental finance, v. 1, May 1972, p. 
20-1.
Fisher, Glenn W. Tax deterrents: political and economic. 
Governmental finance, v. 1, May 1972, p. 2-4, 32.
Gribbs, Roman S. Political considerations in the structure of 
local taxation. (In Tax Institute of America. Business taxes 
in state and local governments. Lexington, Mass., 1972. p. 
139-46.) [750.2 T ]
Hamilton, Lee. Courts and the future of the local school 
property tax. Tax executive, v. 24, April 1972, p. 151-7.
Janata, Jerrold F. How to combat property tax discrimination 
against the corporate tax payer. Retail control, v. 40, Jan. 
1972, p. 52-64.
Kent, Calvin A. Users’ fees for municipalities. Governmental 
finance, v. 1, Feb. 1972, p. 2-3, 5-7.
Markgren, Paul F. Should non-profit hospitals pay property 
taxes? Hospital financial management, v. 26, July 1972, p. 8, 
10, 12, 14, 16.
Orr, Larry L. Incidence of differential property taxes on 
urban housing: reply. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, 
p. 217-20.
Phares, Donald. Equity in state-local taxation: an interstate 
analysis. (In National Tax Association Conference On 
Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Co­
lumbus, O„ 1972. p. 623-50.) [751 N ]
Phillips, John D. Framing an operating budget within the 
local economic climate. Governmental finance, v. 1, May 
1972, p. 18-19.
Plumb, William T. Priorities of federal taxes over state and 
local taxes - revisited. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, 
p. 133-45.
Smith, R. S. Are nonresidents contributing their share to core 
city revenues? Land economics, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 240-7.
Tax Institute Of America. Business taxes in state and local 
governments; Symposium conducted by the Tax Institute 
of America, November 5-6, 1970. Lexington, Mass., D. C. 
Heath, 1972. 176 p. [750.2 T ]
United States. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations. State-local finances; significant features and 
suggested legislation. 1972 ed. Washington, U.S. Govt. 
Print. Off., 1972. 420 p. (M-74) [*314.6 U ]
Walker, Mabel. Fiscal problems of fractionated governments; 
with special reference to property taxation. Tax policy, v. 
38, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 2-24.
Music enterprises
Shemel, Sidney. This business of music, by Sidney Shemel 
and M. William Krasilovsky. Edited by Paul Ackerman, 
rev. and enl. ed. New York, Billboard Publications, 1971. 
575 p. [250 Mus 5 ]
Mutual funds
Garian, Harry Z. Mutual fund shares valued at bid, not 
asked, price - circuit courts equally divided. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 441-2.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Should mutual funds continue the 
deemed capital gain distribution election. (Federal tax­
ation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 683-4.
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Rhodabarger, T. Dale. How to save tax dollars on mutual 
fund redemptions. Medical economics, v. 49, Feb. 14, 1972, 
p. 200.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Valuation of mutual fund 
shares. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 
853.
Natural gas
Bloomenthal, Harold S. Current developments in oil and gas 
taxation. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 451-86.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Carruth, John G. Practical aspects of oil and gas taxation, by 
John G. Carruth, Jr. and W. Theron Roberts, Jr. Louisiana 
certified public accountant, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 14-19.
Fiske, Leland E. Gross income from mining property: present 
attitudes of the courts and the IRS. (Special tax treatment) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 114-17.
Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation, 23rd, 
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings 
.... edited by Armine Carol Ernst. New York, Matthew 
Bender, 1972. 508 p. [250 OU 2 ]
Negative Income Tax
See Taxation, United States-Income-Negative
Net worth method
Hochman, Bruce I. Income tax evasion and other fraud 
problems. Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 212-17; May 1972, 
p. 266-74.
Thurow, Lester C. Net worth taxes. National tax journal, v. 
25, Sept. 1972, p. 417-23.
Wellbury, William. Net worth of corporate general partner in 
limited partnership. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 535.
Newi, George, case
Kelly, Peter M. Newi v. Commissioner: home office deduc­
tions and equal treatment for employees. (Notes) Indiana 
law journal, v. 47, Spring 1972, p. 546-58.
Newspaper publishers
Garian, Harry Z. Unearned newspaper subscriptions taxes to 
compensated buyer of business. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 58.
Terry, Joseph G. Citing intangible services reduced Sec. 531 
recovery. (What’s new about taxes) Newspaper controller, v. 
25, April 1972, p. 4, 12.
Nominees
Schwartz, Sheldon. Using corporate nominees in real estate 
transactions. (Real estate tax topics) Real estate review, v. 2, 
Fall 1972, p. 91-5.
Tax implications of nominee status. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 179-80.
Non-profit organizations
Garian, Harry Z. Investment management adviser to 
member-colleges held charitable organization. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 180.
Garian, Harry Z. Organization representing public interest in 
tax matters is exempt as social welfare organization. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 123-4.
Gross, Malvern J. Financial and accounting guide for non­
profit organizations. New York, Ronald Press, 1972. 541 p. 
[250 Non ]
Gross, Malvern J. Useful tax primer for nonprofit orga­
nizations to follow. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, 
p. 220-7.
Markgren, Paul F. Should non-profit hospitals pay property 
taxes? Hospital financial management, v. 26, July 1972, p. 8, 
10, 12, 14, 16.
Oppenheimer, Manin J. Should tax-exempt funds invest in 
real estate investment trusts? Some preliminary consider­
ations. Trusts and estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 354-7, 412.
Webster, George D. Why you should keep your federal tax 
exemption. (Legal) Association management, v. 24, July 
1972, p. 22, 24.
Non-Qualified Retirement Plans
See Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, 
Non-Qualified
Non-Resident Aliens
See Taxation, United States-Aliens
Non-Resident Citizens
See Taxation, United States-Foreign Residents
Oil drilling
Close, Michael J. Tax aspects of public oil and gas drilling 
funds. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 249-75.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Service continues to restrict oil drilling venture investments. 
(Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 231-2.
Tax scene: pumping the oil deals dry. (Taxes) College & 
university business, v. 53, Oct. 1972, p. 84.
Oil Industry
See Also Taxation, United States-Exploration And 
Development
Benjamin, Edward B. Oil and gas interests in estate planning, 
by Edward B. Benjamin and Edward F. Martin. (In Inst­
itute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 
1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-16.) [750.2 
I]
Berger, Theodore. Non-recourse loans to partnership in oil 
deals, by Theodore Berger and Burton W. Kanter. (Shop 
talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 256-7.
Bloomenthal, Harold S. Current developments in oil and gas 
taxation. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 451-86.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Carruth, John G. Practical aspects of oil and gas taxation, by 
John G. Carruth, Jr. and W. Theron Roberts, Jr. Louisiana 
certified public accountant, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 14-19.
Close, Michael J. Tax aspects of public oil and gas drilling 
funds. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 249-75.) [250 Oil 2 1
Fiske, Leland E. Gross income from mining property: present 
attitudes of the courts and the IRS. (Special tax treatment) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 114-17.
Fox, G. Douglas. Oil and gas as a tax shelter: dead or alive? 
Texas CPA, v. 45, July 1972, p. 17-23.
Garian, Harry Z. Voluntarily prepaid intangible drilling costs 
not currently deductible under cash method. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 120-1.
Institute On Oil And Gas Law And Taxation, 23rd, 
Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. Proceedings 
.... edited by Armine Carol Ernst. New York, Matthew 
Bender, 1972. 508 p. [250 Oil 2 ]
Jacobs, Robert A. Current developments in the taxation of 
corporate organizations and reorganizations involving oil 
and gas interests. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and 
Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 
1972. Proceedings. . . . New York, 1972. p. 303-27.) [250 Oil 
2]
Johnson, Robert T. What CPAs should know about oil and 
gas tax shelters. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 
56-62.
Miller, Kenneth G. Oil and gas federal income taxation. 10th 
ed. Chicago, Commerce Clearing House, 1972. 568 p. [*250 
Oil 2 ]
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Reid, Peter C. , ed. Corporate and executive tax sheltered 
investments, edited by Peter C. Reid; tax consultant, 
Gustave Simons. New York, Presidents Pub. House, c1972. 
297 p. [753 R ]
Shelburne, George A. Tax shelters via limited partnerships in 
the oil and gas area. (Taxation of oil & gas) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 246-9.
OU leases
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1033: oil royalty interest is “kind of 
like” unimproved realty. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
May 1972, p. 314.
Service continues to restrict oil drilling venture investments. 
(Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 231-2.
Operating Losses
See Taxation, United States-Gains And Losses
Orchards
See Taxation, United States-Fruit Growers
Ordinary And Necessary Expenses
See Taxation, United States-Expenses-Ordinary And 
Necessary
Original Issue discount
Final regs on original issue discount retain objectionable 
provisions. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 
1972,p. 95
Garian, Harry Z. Original issue discount not affected by lapse 
of attached warrants. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 380.
IRS indicates how original issue discount is reported. Journal 
of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 26-7.
New York State Bar Association. Tax section. Committee on 
International Finance and Investment. Subcommittee on 
Original Issue discount. Taxation of and withholding for 
original issue discount realized by nonresident aliens and 
foreign corporations. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 1972, p. 201- 
28.
Overpayments
Minnick, John T. How and when the accountant should seek 
a refund of income taxes. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, 
March 1972, p. 132-5.
Partnerships
See Also Taxation, United States-Family 
Partnerships
Balleisen, Carolyn K. How Woodhall, Quick decisions will 
affect basis adjustments to unrealized receivables. (Partner­
ships) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 46-8.
Bibart, Richard L. Partnership taxation. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 16, Spring 1972, p. 70-127.
Borghese, Phyllis. Gain from sale of partnership property. 
(Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 31.
Borghese, Phyllis. Partner’s advance constitutes capital. (Tax 
talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Sept. 1972, p. 29.
Commerce Clearing House. Corporation, partnership, 
fiduciary filled-in tax return forms. 1972 ed. Chicago, c1972. 
88 p. (Standard federal tax reports, v. 59, no. 10, Jan. 17, 
1972. Suppl.) [*751.3 C]
Cowan, Martin B. Receipt of an interest in partnership profits 
in consideration for services: the Diamond case. Tax law 
review, v. 27, Winter 1972, p. 161-213.
Forester, Burton N. Professional’s own practice: an over­
looked tax minimization opportunity. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 196-201.
Forester, Burton N. Tax tactics for professional men. Price 
Waterhouse review, v. 16, Winter 1971-72, p. 22-9.
Garian Harry Z. Contributions by independent contractor to 
forfeitable retirement plan are not current income to 
partnership or participating partner. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 56-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Discharge of indebtedness relating to 
partnership business property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, July 1972, p. 443.
Garian, Harry Z. Liquidation distribution and like-kind 
exchange of partnership property equated to sale of 
partnership interest. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 53-4.
General partnership interests exchanged tax-free. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 12, 14.
Gerver, Eli. Deceased member of fiscal year partnership. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 147.
Gerver, Eli. Who deducts liabilities of a cash basis unincorpo­
rated entity after incorporation? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
3, March 1972, p. 147-8.
Goldstein, Eve H. Developments in the law of partnerships - 
1965 to 1971. Business lawyer, v. 27, Jan. 1972, p. 603-14.
Hanson, James P. Partnership optional basis adjustment in a 
Sec. 334 (b) (2) liquidation, by James P. Hanson and 
Donald S. Ricart. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, 
p. 669-70.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Investment partnerships - how to 
handle the problem of a withdrawing [tanner. (Federal 
taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 959-60.
Koff, Howard M. Partnerships and the special allocation: the 
winds of change. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Jan. 1972, 
p. 5-9.
Korner, Jules G. Issues and problems in valuing closely held 
business interests for estate tax purposes, especially part­
nership interests. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. 
p. 185-207, v. 1) [751 N ]
Lerner, Herbert J. Interest in joint venture’s profits received 
for services - when taxable? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 464-5.
McGuire, John A. When will a special allocation among 
partners be recognized? (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, 
v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 74-8.
Morris, Joe Scott. Disposition of partnership interests: 
achieving capital gains treatment. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Spring 
1972, p. 473-98.
Partnership or Sub S - which route for a family business? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 376-7.
Pennell, John S. Quick Trust decision: an analysis of its effect 
on partnership taxation, by John S. Pennell and Don S. 
Harnack. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Nov. 
1972, p. 284-9.
Research Institute Of America Business tax return guide. 
New York, c1972. 80 p. (Tax coordinator, Jan. 6, 1972, 
section 3. 1971 return, “to be filed in 1972.”) [*751.3 R ]
Robinson, C. H. Calendar year partnership with a 52-53-week 
taxable year partner. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, P. 16-17.
Section 1033 election on partnership property must be made 
by partnership. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
June 1972, p. 381.
Stein, Bernard. Partnership taxation for the limited partner­
ship with a corporate general partner - it can be done. 
University of Miami law review, v. 25, Spring 1971, p. 435-49.
Partnerships, Collapsible
Morris, Joe Scott. Disposition of partnership interests: 
achieving capital gains treatment. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Spring 
1972, p. 473-98.
Partnerships, Limited
Ben-Horin, Giora Real estate syndications, limited partner­
ships. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, Univer­
sity of Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major tax 
planning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 71-100.) [750.2 S ] 
Berger, Theodore. Change in partnership percentages — 
basis problems, by Theodore Berger and Burton W. 
Kanter. (Shop talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 
256.
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Bibart, Richard L. Partnership taxation. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 16, Spring 1972, p. 70-127.
Close, Michael J. Tax aspects of public oil and gas drilling 
funds. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 249-75.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Cummings, James R. How to use the limited partnership for 
tax sheltered investment. Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./ 
Oct. 1972, p. 34-42.
Feder, Arthur A. How real estate is faring under the federal 
income tax. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 44-51.
Fraser, O’Hear W. Taxing the limited partnership as a 
corporation. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, June 1972, p. 
333-42.
Garian, Harry Z. Capital provider for limited partner is not 
self-employed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
376-7.
Garian, Harry Z. IRS Limits limited partner’s tax basis. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245.
Garian, Harry Z. Prerequisites for rulings on limited partner­
ship with corporate general partner. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 121-2.
Green, Leonard. Can Subchapter S corporations find hap­
piness in tax-sheltered limited partnerships? (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 148-9.
Halperin, Jerome Y. Low income housing (FHA 236) 
programs, by Jerome Y. Halperin and Stefan F. Tucker. 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 2-7; Feb. 1972, p. 80-
7.
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Pinney, Charles A. Farmers’ prepaid feed expenses, by 
Charles A. Pinney, Jr. and Alfred J. Olsen. Tax lawyer, v. 
25, Spring 1972, p. 537-50.
Prepaid expenses will often be non-deductible deposits. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 210-11.
Silk, Jules. Advance payments - prepaid income: recent 
developments; an old problem put to rest. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1651-75, v. 2) [751 N ]
Taxation of prepaid income revisited. (Taxation) Arthur 
Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 51.
Present interest trusts
Trusts for minors and gift tax. (New tax developments this 
month) Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. (i).
Pricing, Transfer
Bagley, Ron N. DISC: how the latest tax incentive works and 
when it should be used. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, 
March 1972, p. 150-6.
Hammer, Richard M. Concepts and techniques in determin­
ing the reasonableness of intercompany pricing between 
United States corporations and their overseas subsidiaries, 
by Richard M. Hammer, Melchior S. Morrione and Edward 
D. Ryan. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
1407-40, v. 2) (751 N ]
Morrione, Melchior S. Lilly to Lufkin - an interpretation of 
court thinking on intercompany pricing. Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 74-82.
Priority For Tax Claims
See Taxation, United States-Liens
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Privilege against self-incrimination
Lipton, Paul P. Facing the potential fraud case: a practical 
guide for practitioners. (Fraud & negligence) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 242-4.
Privileged communications
Garian, Harry Z. Filing of amended returns waives privilege 
for workpapers of accountant employed by attorney. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 307.
Garian, Harry Z. Sup. Ct. will decide if taxpayer’s records in 
accountant’s custody are subject to Special Agent’s 
summons. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 307-
8.
Greenberg, Bernard E. When can the Internal Revenue 
Service examine the workpapers of an accountant? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 182-4.
Lipton, Paul P. Facing the potential fraud case: a practical 
guide for practitioners. (Fraud & negligence) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 242-4.
Prizes
See Taxation, United States-Awards And Prizes
Professional corporations and associations
Anderson, R. Lanier. Compensation in professional corpo­
rations - a survey of opportunities and obstacles. Practical 
lawyer, v. 18, March 1972, p. 13-32.
Beck, Leif C. Coping with new developments affecting 
qualified plans of small and professional corporations. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University,
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 567-88, v. 1) [751 N ]
Brown, Eugene L. Professional incorporation: is it right for 
the accountant’s practice now? Taxation for accountants, v. 
8, April 1972, p. 202-5.
Caplin, Lee Evan. Tax parity for self-employed retirement 
plans. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 58, Feb. 1972, p. 338- 
70.
Capouano, Albert D. Tax advantages and disadvantages of 
professional corporations. (Tax notes) American Bar As­
sociation Journal, v. 58, July 1972, p. 758-61.
Commerce Clearing House. Professional corporations hand­
book. Chicago, 1971. 1074 p. [250 Pro 2 ]
Connecticut Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Federal 
Tax Committee. Constructive receipt for controlling 
stockholder-employees. (Tax roundtable) Connecticut CPA, 
v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 39.
Egerton, Charles H. Reallocation of income: a new threat to 
professional corporations? (Tax notes) American Bar As­
sociation journal, v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 979-83.
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Heading off tax problems after you 
incorporate. Medical economics, v. 49, June 5, 1972, p. 203, 
107-9.
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Hiring relatives after you incorporate. 
Medical economics, v. 49, March 27, 1972, p. 193, 195-8.
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Strip away practice assets after you 
incorporate. Medical economics, v. 49, Sept. 25, 1972, p. 129- 
30, 134.
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Tax breaks on health bills after you 
incorporate. Medical economics, v. 49, Jan. 17, 1972, p. 217, 
220-1,223, 225.
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Where I.R.S. agents will probe after you 
incorporate. Medical economics, v. 49, Sept. 11, 1972, p. 213, 
216, 221,225,229, 232.
Lamon, Harry V. Merge Keogh into a corporate retirement 
plan? Medical economics, v. 49, Feb. 28, 1972, p. 128.
Mulock, John. Maximum trusts in the professional corpo­
ration: a study in “critical mass”. CLU Journal, v. 26, Jan.
1972, p. 40-8.
Newland, D. Alden. Should today’s professional corporations 
be liable for the PHC penalty tax? (Taxation of compen­
sation) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 26-9.
Olenick, Arnold J. Dangers ahead for professional corpo­
rations. CPA Journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 915-20.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES-Privilege against self­
incrimination
Pension plan okay for sole stockholder-employer. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, p. 4, 6.
Ray, George E. Incorporating the professional practice. 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 216 p. [250 Pro 
21
Rector, Harold C. Professional corporation. (Tax topics) 
Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 63-5.
Stone, Richard H. Right to incorporate: new opportunities 
for professionals. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz and Co.), 1971, 
2nd ed., p. 2-5.
Strong, Kline D. Professional corporations, by Kline D. 
Strong and K. Jay Holdsworth. Philadelphia, Joint Com­
mittee on Continuing Legal Education of the American 
Law Institute and the American Bar Association, 1971, 
c1970. 94 p. (Business associations/practice handbook, no. 5.) 
[*250 Pro 2 ]
Warren, Joseph. Accountant’s role in professional corpo­
rations. Practical accountant, v. 5, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 20-30.
Weinstein, George. Tax aspects of professional corporations. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 19-24.
Williams, Richard A. Effective estate planning for sharehol­
ders of professional corporations, by Richard A. Williams 
and Terry L. Mathews. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 269-71. (Paper from the Sixth 
Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
Wolper, Marshall I. Professional corporations prove 
worthwhile and are withstanding the test of time. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 138-43.
Professional fees
Aitken, Thomas D. Handling reorganization expenses: ac­
counting and legal fees, brokerage or finder fees, etc.; who 
pays the bills. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
1053-71, v. 2) [751 N ]
Deducting employment agency and job counselling fees. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 46-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Deny deduction for legal fees attributable 
to Sec. 337 sale of assets. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Sept. 1972, p. 564.
Gibbs, Lawrence B. Developing patterns in the deduction of 
professional fees. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, 
p. 771-82.
Itemized bills can save deduction for guardian’s fees. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 94.
Legal fees should be itemized in condemnation fights. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 251.
TC okays deduction of legal fees in fighting condemnation. 
(Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 237.
Professional Men
See Also Taxation, United States-Professional Cor­
porations And
Associations
Forester, Burton N. Professional’s own practice: an over­
looked tax minimization opportunity. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 196-201.
Forester, Burton N. Tax tactics for professional men. Ohio 
CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 45-52.
Forester, Burton N. Tax tactics for professional men. Price 
Waterhouse review, v. 16, Winter 1971-72, p. 22-9.
Martin, John H. Self-employed retirement plan: a useful tax 
planning tool for the professional. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 8, April 1972, p. 220-5.
Profit sharing
Berwick, Glen. New pension and profit-sharing plan report­
ing requirements. Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Sept. 1972, p. 37-
9.
Borghese, Phyllis. IRS clarifies schedule for Form 4848. (Tax 
talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 31.
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Borghese, Phyllis. Withdrawal of employee contributions 
does not disqualify profit-sharing plans. (Tax talk) National 
public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 31.
Burrows, Edward E. New rules place a premium on good 
record keeping for profit-sharing plans. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 248-52.
Burrows, Edward E. Tax act poses nightmare for profit- 
sharing accounting. Pension & welfare news, v. 8, Dec. 1972, 
p. 40.
Collins, Adrian Anthony. Federal income taxation of em­
ployee benefits. New York, Clark Boardman, c1971. 1 v. 
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Distribution from a qualified plan may result in a loss. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 190.
Fields, Irwin. Cutting estate taxes for professional corpo­
rations. (Producers’ department) Pension and welfare news, 
v. 8, May 1972, p. 34-6.
Flickinger, James B. Discrimination in qualified pension, 
profit sharing and stock bonus plans. Business lawyer, v. 27, 
Jan. 1972, p. 429-50.
Frank, Walter C. Profit-sharing plan vesting - five years or 
longer. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 614.
Fries, Joseph M. Change in qualified plan rules reduces but 
doesn’t eliminate benefit of such plans, by Joseph M. Fries 
and Richard G. Stoll, Jr. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 
1972, p. 342-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Corporate profit-sharing plan cannot give 
credit for services rendered to partners to predecessor 
partnership. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
112-13.
Garian, Harry Z. Dividend income of employees’ trust loses 
its character when distributed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, June 1972, p. 376.
Garian, Harry Z. No loss recognized when depreciated 
securities (not employer’s stock) distributed by qualified 
plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119.
Garian, Harry Z. Profit-sharing plan disqualified for permit­
ting participants to withdraw optional contributions. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 499.
Garian, Harry Z. Profit-sharing plan may permit employees 
to withdraw certain optional contributions. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 639.
Garian, Harry Z. “Voluntary” vs. “required” employee’s 
contributions to profit-sharing plan. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 635.
Gerver, Eli. Liability in time saves deduction for profit- 
sharing plan contribution. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 146.
Goodman, Isidore. Non-discrimination requirements for 
pension and profit-sharing plans. Practical lawyer, v. 17, 
Dec. 1971, p. 45-67.
Kopple, Robert C. Misdealings of a trust of a qualified plan 
can destroy many otherwise available tax benefits. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 30-3.
Kopple, Robert C. Tax considerations in pension and profit- 
sharing trust investments. Trusts A estates, v. 111, Sept. 
1972, p. 686-8.
Mulock, John. Maximum trusts in the professional corpo­
ration: a study in “critical mass”. CLU journal, v. 26, Jan. 
1972, p. 40-8.
Now is the time to check Sub S profit-sharing plans. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 120-1.
Pollard, James H. Merger or acquisition can cause loss of 
qualified plan benefits if not careful. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 178-83.
Pollard, James H. Pensions and profit-sharing plans: are we 
all talking about the same thing? National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 24-6.
Savitz, Samuel J. Evaluating pension and profit-sharing plans 
for the one best suited to a particular client. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 270-5.
Slavitt, David W. Planning for distribution from qualified 
plans: a comparative analysis, by David W. Slavitt and 
David L. Brady. Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972 p. 281-9.
Slavitt, David W. Problems in distributions from qualified 
plans. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 276-9, 319-22.
Some thrift-type employee plans may not qualify. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Noy. 1972, p. 314.
Steinfeld, Gerhard. Hint for securing approval under section 
401 (a) VIII. (IRS qualification) Pension A welfare news, v. 8, 
Nov. 1972, p. 109-10.
Steinfeld, Gerhard. Prohibited transactions have adverse 
consequences for employee as well as employer. (Taxation 
of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 35, Dec. 1971, p. 
352-5.
Stumpf, Walter S. Examinations of pension and profit- 
sharing trusts. (Federal taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, 
Fall 1972, p. 9.
Summa, Don J. Affiliated group with a common profit- 
sharing plan. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 17- 
18.
Tarver, Norman H. Portability - preservation of pension 
benefits. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 13-14, 
16-18.
United States. Internal Revenue Service. Guides for qualifi­
cation of pension, profit-sharing, and stock bonus plans. 
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 31 p. ( Publication 
778 (2-72)) (*754.4 U ]
Profit sharing, Self-employed
Garian, Harry Z. H.R. 10 plan: owner-employee can’t 
“prematurely” withdraw voluntary contributions. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 315-16.
Tarver, Norman H. Portability - preservation of pension 
benefits. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 13-14, 
16-18.
Property
See Also Taxation, United States - Personal Property 
Taxation, United States - Replacement 
Property
Black, David E. Nature and extent of effective property tax 
rate variation within the city of Boston. National tax 
journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 203-10.
Coen, Robert M. Theory and measurement of the incidence 
of differential property taxes on rental housing, by Robert
M. Coen and Brian J. Powell. National tax journal, v. 25, 
June 1972, p. 211-16.
Cordtz, Dan. Word for the property tax. (Fortune’s view­
point) Fortune, v. 85, May 1972, p. 105-6, 110, 112.
Epstein, Richard A. Consumption and loss of personal 
property under the Internal revenue code. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 15, Sept. 1971, p. 301-25. (Reprinted from 
Stanford law review, v. 23, Feb. 1971, p. 454-72.)
Etter, Wayne E. Municipal credit quality and the property 
tax. (Bond market) Governmental finance, v. 1, May 1972, p. 
20-1.
Fisher, Glenn W. Tax deterrents: political and economic. 
Governmental  finance, v. 1, May 1972, p. 2-4, 32.
Gaffney, M. Mason. Property tax is a progressive tax. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
408-26.) [751 N ]
Gage, Martin A. Treasury’s tough new final regs on partly- 
rented vacation home deductions: analysis. (Personal tax 
problems) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 312-15.
Hamilton, Lee. Courts and the future of the local school 
property tax. Tax executive, v. 24, April 1972, p. 151-7.
Harriss, C. Lowell State-local taxation: an overview. Taxes - 
the tax magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 232-50.
Heinberg, John D. Incidence of differential property taxes on 
rental housing: an addendum, by John D. Heinberg and 
Wallace E. Oates. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972. p. 
221-2.
Janata, Jerrold F. How to combat property tax discrimination 
against the corporate tax payer. Retail control, v. 40, Jan. 
1972, p. 52-64.
Losses on non-business property face disallowance. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 157.
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various types of property and ownership. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 623-68, v. 1) [751 N ]
Markgren, Paul F. Should non-profit hospitals pay property 
taxes? Hospital financial management, v. 26, July 1972, p. 8, 
10, 12, 14, 16.
Miles, Catherine E. Business and personal taxes, by Cather­
ine E. Miles and Joseph E. Lane, Jr. rev. ed. Boston, Allyn 
and Bacon, c1972. 1 v. (various pagings) (1973 revision) [754 
M ]
Orr, Larry L. Incidence of differential property taxes on 
urban housing: reply. National tax Journal, v. 25, June 1972, 
p. 217-20.
Patchin, Peter J. Estimating property taxes. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 54, Oct. 1972, p. 39-42.
Peters, William H. Property tax problems of railroads. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
816-21.) [751 N ]
Ring, Alfred A. Ad valorem property tax problems in the 
pipe line industry. (In National Tax Association Confer­
ence On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceed­
ings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 832-5.) [751 N ]
Schoettle, Ferdinand P. Judicial requirements for school 
finance and property tax redesign: the rapidly evolving 
case law. National tax journal, v. 25, Sept. 1972, p. 455-72.
Shannon, John. Characteristics of a high quality state and 
local tax system. (In Tax Institute of America. Business 
taxes in state and local governments. Lexington, Mass., 1972. 
p. 3-17.) [750.2 T]
Simonetti, Gilbert. Property tax reform: preliminary ACIR 
report. (Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 
673-8.
Statistical analysis of the school finance decisions: on winning 
battles and losing wars. (Notes) Yale law Journal, v. 81, 
June 1972, p. 1303-41.
Theiss, William R. Validity of financing public education 
through local property taxes. (Appraisal docket) Appraisal 
journal, v. 40, Oct. 1972, p. 650-4.
Travis, Broley E. Property tax problems of electric utilities. 
(In National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 
64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 
1972. p. 837-46.) [751 N ]
United States. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations. State-local finances; significant features and 
suggested legislation. 1972 ed. Washington, U.S. Govt. 
Print. Off., 1972. 420 p. ( M -74) [*314.6 U ]
Walker, Mabel. Fiscal problems of fractionated governments; 
with special reference to property taxation. Tax policy, v. 
38, Oct.-Dec. 1971, p. 2-24.
Walker, Mabel. Present and future shock in property tax­
ation. Tax policy, v. 39, July-Sept. 1972, p. 3-36.
Ward, William A. Marshlands conversions tax: problems and 
prospects of using property taxes to control environmental 
degradation, by William A. Ward and Jack L. Knetsch. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 64th 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
384-96.) [751 N ]
Proprietorships
Garian, Harry Z. Sole proprietor’s employee - wife includable 
in H & A plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
114.
Pseudo Corporations
See Taxation, United States-Subchapter S 
Corporations
Public utilities
Brendel, John G. Unit appraisal process: a critique. National 
tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 237-41.
Garian, Harry Z. Public utility’s costs of converting custom­
er’s equipment discussed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 113-14.
Hanes, Paul L. Valuation of telephone companies for ad 
valorem taxation - the impossible dream. (In National Tax 
Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, 
Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 823-8.) [751 
N]
Peters, William H. Property tax problems of railroads. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
816-21.) [751 N ]
Ring, Alfred A. Ad valorem property tax problems in the 
pipe line industry. (In National Tax Association Confer­
ence On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceed­
ings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 832-5.) [751 N ]
Section 441 of the Tax reform act of 1969 permits a Public 
utilities commission to impute the benefits of accelerated 
depreciation with flow-through. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1102-13.
Travis, Broley E. Property tax problems of electric utilities. 
(In National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 
64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 
1972. p. 837-46.) [751 N ]
Wheeler, James. Investment credit and regulated companies. 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, P. 106-10.
Purchase agreements
Waldbaum, Rodney J. Buy-sell agreements: how to use them 
to best advantage. Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 17-25.
Purchases and sales
Borghese, Phyllis. Gain from sale of partnership property. 
(Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 31.
Colson, Earl M. Federal taxation of sales, exchanges and 
other transfers. Ann Arbor, Mich., Institute of Continuing 
Legal Education, 1971. 235 p. [754.3 C ]
Consulting agreement can facilitate sale of stock. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 125.
Covenant not to compete: still a troublesome problem. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 28-9.
Customer list can be amortized, but IRS often objects. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 37.
Dillenschneider, John J. How to determine the best way to 
sell a corporate business: a step-by-step approach. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 46-51.
Garian, Harry Z. Sales under “sale or return” contract are 
taxable when title passes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 115.
Garian, Harry Z. Unearned newspaper subscriptions taxes to 
compensated buyer of business. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 58.
Glassberg, Carl L. Tax aspects of selling and divesting. (In 
William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972. p. 94-8.) [226 M ]
How to fix contingent sales price for installment reporting. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 184-5.
Katten, Melvin L. Purchase of corporate stock charged with 
dividend income. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) National 
public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, p. 29-30.
Klein, Michael F., ed. Installment basis not available on sale 
of property for a contingent price. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 165, 167.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Section 337 - more holes in the dike. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 771-2.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Troublesome Section 483. (Federal 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 961-2.
McGaffey, Jere D. Deferral of tax on a taxable sale of a 
business. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 1972, p. 343-67.
Myers, Max. , ed. Buying or selling a practice: determining 
the price. (Managing your tax practice) Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 63-4.
Popkin William D. Critique of the rule-making process in 
federal income tax law with special reference to conglom­
erate acquisitions. Indiana law Journal, v. 45, Summer 1970, 
p. 453-513.
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Sale of contract rights: capital gain or ordinary income? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 47.
Tax and practical considerations in the negotiation for the 
purchase/sale of a going business: a panel discussion. By 
Irving E. Evall and Irving Rosenzweig, co-chairmen, and 
panelists. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
893-959, v. 1) [751 N ]
Weinstein, Marvin W. Equipment purchasing and leasing: is 
this tax shelter suitable for your clients? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 162-8. (“Adapted from a 
talk given at the Second Annual Tax Conference on Tax 
Shelters, sponsored by the Illinois Institute of Continuing 
Legal Education.”)
Zimmerman, Philip. Accounting, tax and economic aspects of 
the purchase and sale of radio and television stations, by 
Philip Zimmerman and William I. Leffler. (Industry ac­
counting) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 572-7.
Put and call options
Tax treatment for special stock market transactions. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 156-7.
Wash sale rules can knock out deduction for market losses. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 229-30.
Qualified Retirement Plans
See Taxation, United States - Retirement Plans, 
Qualified
Racing
Garian, Harry Z. TRA regulations on racing horses appl­
icable to pre-TRA years. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 51.
Getz (Joseph) And Company. Tax guide for horsemen, rev. 
ed. Westbury, N.Y., Standardbred Owners Association, 
1972. 222 p. [*250 Rac ]
Radio and television broadcasting
Zimmerman, Philip. Accounting, tax and economic aspects of 
the purchase and sale of radio and television stations, by 
Philip Zimmerman and William I. Leffler. (Industry ac­
counting) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 572-7.
Railroads
BR on the right lines. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Oct. 28, 1971, 
p. 578-9.
Lees, Charles R. How to live with tax reform, by Charles R. 
Lees and Richard Heller. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 
53-61.
Peters, William H. Property tax problems of railroads. (In 
National Tax Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, 
Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 
816-21.) [751 N ]
Ranches
Butler, Sam. Should the corporate route be chosen for farm 
and ranch operations? Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 
1972, p. 16-24. (Adapted from Texas certified public accoun­
tant, April 1972.)
Butler, Sam. Taxation of the farm and ranch corporation: 
recent developments. Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 32, 
37-49.
Pinney, Charles A. Farmers’ prepaid feed expenses, by 
Charles A. Pinney, Jr. and Alfred J. Olsen. Tax lawyer, v. 
25, Spring 1972, p. 537-50.
Reid, Peter C. , ed. Corporate and executive tax sheltered 
investments, edited by Peter C. Reid; tax consultant, 
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Stutsman, Carl A. Triangular mergers, Taxes - the tax mag­
azine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 820-30.
Summa, Don J. Reorganizations involving sizeable net 
operating loss carryovers. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 19.
Tarantino, Dominic A. “Reorganization” has broad meaning 
for Form 959 filing requirements. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, July 1972, p. 403.
Vrooman, Edward A. Proposed regulations increase utility of 
the triangular A reorganization. (Corporations, stockhol­
ders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 128-30.
Repairs And Replacements
See Also Taxation, United States - Replacement 
Property
Dillon, Thomas A. Internal control: capital improvement 
versus repair expense. Tax executive, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 
130-5.
Garian, Harry Z. Financial conformity won’t be required by 
“repair allowance” regs. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 374
Garian, Harry Z. Incidental repair costs attributable to 
manufactured goods must be capitalized in inventory 
valuation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 759.
Lesure, John D. New tax laws can benefit you. Cornell hotel 
and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 
82-6.
Replacing involuntarily converted property; time can be 
elusive. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 296.
Replacement Property
See Also Taxation, United States - Property 
Taxation, United States - Repairs And 
Replacements
CA-4 upholds reinvestment of condemnation award by 
testamentary trustee. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 238.
Condemnation gain tax-free though replacement made after 
death. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, 
p. 10.
Garian, Harry Z. Land lease payments disregarded in com­
puting cost of new residence. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Sept. 1972, p. 561.
Garian, Harry Z. Lessee of condemned property can invoke 
nonrecognition provision. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 112.
Garian, Harry Z. Reliance on tax advisers excuses untimely 
Sec. 1033 extension request. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, 244-5.
Garian, Harry Z. SEc. 1033(a) applies to post-death replace­
ment of condemned property by testamentary trustee. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 315.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1034: alien can reinvest sale proceeds 
of U.S. residence in foreign residence. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 112.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 1033: oil royalty interest is “kind of 
like” unimproved realty. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
May 1972, p. 314.
Parsons, Thomas C. Involuntary conversion: purchase of 
replacement property from related party. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 102.
Section 1033 election on partnership property must be made 
by partnership. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
June 1972, p. 381.
Reports and information retrieval activity
Vinal, Richard P. Information data retrieval system and 
centiphone system. (Federal taxation) Nebraska C.P.A., v. 
7, Spring 1972, p. 6-7.
Repossession Of Real Property
See Taxation, United States-Property 
Taxation, United States-Section 1038
Research and development
Garian, Harry Z. Recovery of R&E-expended costs of pilot 
model recaptured as ordinary income. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 757.
Hanford, William E. Allowing for technological depletion. 
Conference board record, v. 9, Jan. 1972, p. 21-2.
Katten, Melvin L. Research and development expenses as a 
tax shelter. (Tax practitioners workshop) National public 
accountant, v. 17, July 1972, p. 30-2.
Reserve Ratio Test
See Taxation, United States - Depreciation And 
Depletion - Reserve Ratio Test
Reserves
Effect of bad debt reserve of 337 liquidation. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 238.
Some practical tax planning tips for debts that go bad. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 254-5.
Residential Property
See Also Taxation, United States-Cooperative Apart­
ments
Taxation, United States-Housing
Deductibility of expenses when selling a residence. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 37-8.
Garian, Harry Z. Ninety-day limitation on residential fixing- 
up expenses. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
378-9.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. New regulations jeopardize tax losses 
on resort homes. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Sept. 1972, p. 775-6.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Sale of residence - three observations. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 425-7.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Tax-planning opportunities for depar­
ting resident aliens. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Nov. 1972, p. 960-1.
Kroncke, Charles O. Depreciating residential property under 
the new tax rules, by Charles O. Kroncke and Karel J. 
Clettenberg. Real estate review, v. 2, Summer 1972, p. 49-51.
Lane, Bruce S. Final regs on depreciation and rehabilitation 
of residential property clarify many areas. (Real estate) 
Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 18-24.
Offer to rent or sell former residence supports write-off. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 233.
Records of improvements can cut gain on residence. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 377.
Robinson, Gerald J. Syndication of low- and moderate­
income housing - federal tax aspects. Practical lawyer, v. 18, 
Feb. 1972, p. 15-36.
Restricted property transfer plans
Borini, Mario P. “Restricted” deferred compensation - fun­
ding with listed stock. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 535-6.
Deferred compensation arrangements under Section 83 of the 
Internal revenue code: is restricted property still a viable 
means of compensation? (Notes) Michigan law review, v. 70, 
May 1972, p. 1202-18.
Engel, Morris. Nontraditional forms of compensation. (In 
Southern California Tax Institute, 24th, University of 
Southern California Law Center, 1971. Major tax planning 
for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 587-618.) [750.2 S ]
Engel, Morris. Nontraditional forms of executive compen­
sation. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 34-42.
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Field, Stephen R. Payments in restricted property: recent 
developments. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. 
p. 385-441, v. 1) [751 N ]
Friedlob, Raymond L. Employer transfers of restricted prop­
erty. (Tax notes) American bar association Journal, v. 58, 
Aug. 1972, p. 870-2.
Gollinger, Stuart. How to use the corporation as a tax shelter 
for the high-bracket stockholder-employee. Taxation for 
lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972, p. 4-9.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Payment of compensation with 
restricted property - timing of Section 83 tax consequences 
to employee and employer. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, 
v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 684-5.
Schapiro, Donald. Proposed Treasury regulations under Code 
Section 83. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 1972, p. 281-98.
Restricted stock
Schweitzer, Donald L. Earnings and profits: decisions, rulings 
offer guidance to computation and planning. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, 
p. 102-7.
Restricted trusts
Engel, Morris. Nontraditional forms of executive compen­
sation. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 34-42.
Retail trade
Berk, Richard N. Numerous changes in tax provisions affec­
ting retailers. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 
234-8.
Glassberg, Carl L. Coupon book sales qualify for installment 
method. (Tax talk) Retail control, v. 41, Sept. 1972, p. 31-5.
Glassberg, Carl L. Value added tax. (Tax talk) Retail control, 
v. 40, Aug. 1972, p. 36-7.
Lifschultz, Phillip. Is value-added tax good or bad for 
retailers? Retail control, v. 40, June-July 1972, p. 2-13.
Retirement
Garian Harry Z. Contributions by independent contractor to 
forfeitable retirement plan are not current income to 
partnership or participating partner. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 56-7.
Glassberg, Carl L. Proposed new legislation affecting individ­
ual retirement benefits. (Tax talk) Retail control, v. 40, Feb. 
1972, p. 34-7.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Retiring executive’s consulting duties 
can jeopardize special tax treatment of lump-sum dis­
tributions. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, 
p. 777-8.
No accumulations penalty on earnings retained for retire­
ment. (Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972, p. 10, 12.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Pension reform: will it become an election 
issue? (Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 
231-4.
Thurman, Edwin B. Duck, fellas, here it comes again (Mar­
keting facts and ideas) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, 
May 1972, p. 52, 54.
Retirement plans, Non-qualified
Borini, Mario P. “Restricted” deferred compensation - fun­
ding with listed stock. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 535-6.
Gannet, Herbert M. Contractual death benefits under non­
qualified plans: income and estate tax considerations. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University,
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 329-48, v. 1) [751 N ]
Garian, Harry Z. Indefinite pre-retirement death benefit 
disqualifies employees’ plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 501-2.
Garian, Harry Z. Initial disqualification of deferred compen­
sation plan is not forever. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Oct. 1972, p. 365.
Garian, Harry Z. Profit-sharing plan disqualified for permit­
ting participants to withdraw optional contributions. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 499.
TAXATION, UNITED STATES—Restricted property transfer 
plans
Garian, Harry Z. Self-employed’s coverage in money pur­
chase plan must be fixed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 505.
Retirement Plans, Qualified
See Also Retirement Plans, Qualified
Bachelder, Joseph E., III. Tax and accounting aspects of costs 
of nonqualified compensation plans. (In Institute On Fed­
eral Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceed­
ings. New York, c1972. p. 443-74, v. 1) [751 N ]
Beck, Leif C. Coping with new developments affecting 
qualified plans of small and professional corporations. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University,
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 567-88, v. 1) [751 N ] 
Cohan, John R. Hidden assets and latent liabilities: non­
employee spouse’s community interest in qualified deferred 
compensation plans, by John R. Cohan and Albert J. Fink. 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 656-66.
Delayed separation from service still nets capital gain. 
(Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Otx. 1972, p. 
25.
Dutton, Diana. Wife’s community interest in her husband’s 
qualified or profit-sharing plan. Texas law review, v. 50, Jan.
1972, p. 334-50
Favetta, George T. How to integrate qualified plans with 
social security under today’s rules. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 549-65, v. 1) [751 N ]
Fries, Joseph M. Change in qualified plan rules reduces but 
doesn’t eliminate benefit of such plans, by Joseph M. Fries 
and Richard G. Stoll, Jr. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 
1972, p. 342-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Approval of new qualified plans should be 
requested promptly. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 
1972, p. 700.
Garian, Harry Z. Change in ownership and liquidation of 
employer qualifies lump-sum distribution for capital gain 
treatment-substantial change in employee make-up unnec­
essary. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 757-8.
Garian, Harry Z. H.R. 10 plan: pre-3/6/72 voluntary con­
tribution may be prematurely withdrawn by owner-em­
ployee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 755-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Indefinite pre-retirement death benefit 
disqualifies employees’ plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 501-2.
Garian, Harry Z. Profit-sharing plan disqualified for permit­
ting participants to withdraw optional contributions. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 499.
Garian, Harry Z. Qualified plans: excess of employee’s 
contributions over lump sum cash distribution is deductible 
loss. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 506-7.
Greenberg, Les. Salary with the fringe on top. Tax adviser, v. 
3, Aug. 1972, p. 457-63.
Kopple, Robert C. Some investments cause tax problems. 
Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 27-9, 46.
Kopple, Robert C. Tax considerations in pension and profit- 
sharing trust investments. Trusts & estates, v. 111, Sept. 
1972, p. 686-8.
Lerner, Herbert J. Curing defects of qualified plans after 
adverse ruling is published. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 465-6.
Lump-sum distribution from terminated plan: capital gain. 
(Taxation of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 
1972, p. 151.
Melone, Joseph J. Pension planning: pensions, profit sharing, 
and other deferred compensation plans, by Joseph J. 
Melone and Everett T. Allen, rev. ed. Homewood, Ill. Dow 
Jones Irwin, 1972. 432 p. [208.9 M ]
Metzer, Patricia Ann. Are the courts returning to the IRS’s 
definition of “separation from service”? (Taxation of 
compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 148- 
51.
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Metzer, Patricia Ann. Comparability under Sec. 401 (a): of 
theoretical or practical value? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 
50, Aug. 1972, p. 459-67.
Simmons, Sherwin P. Tax treatment of distributions from 
qualified plans: strategy and tactics. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 475-548, v. 1) [751 N ]
State decisions placing limits on forfeiture clauses. (Taxation 
of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 
108.
Revenue act of 1971
Aaron, Henry. Tax reform and the composition of invest­
ment. by Henry Aaron, Frank S. Russek, Jr. and Neil M. 
Singer. National tax journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 1-13.
Buesser, Robert W. Banking and the Revenue act of 1971, by 
Robert W. Buesser and James E. Power. Bankers magazine, 
v. 155, Spring 1972, p. 22-32.
Commerce Clearing House. Revenue act of 1971, as signed 
by the President on December 10, 1971; law and ex­
planation. New York, c1971. 383 p. (Standard federal tax 
reports, v. 58, no. 57. 3rd extra ed., Dec. 11, 1971) [*751 U ]
Emory, Meade. “New” investment credit. Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Jan. 1972, p. 31-45.
Feinschreiber, Robert. Revenue act of 1971 contains many 
little noticed but far-reaching provisions. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 5-10.
Feinschreiber, Robert. Tax benefits for domestic international 
sales corporations (DISCs) - how to qualify, part I. CPA 
journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 131-7.
Flynn, Joseph M. Revenue act of 1971. (Federal taxation) 
Massachusetts CPA review, v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 26-7, 36.
Harris, Arthur F. M. Implications of new revenue act. Associa­
tion management, V. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 79-81.
How the new return disclosure rules will work. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 135-6.
Klein, Michael F. 1971 changes in excess investment interest 
rules may present refund opportunities. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 253-4.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Effect of the Revenue act of 1971 on 
shifting income among family members. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 169.
Lenrow, Gerald I. Highlights of the Revenue act of 1971. 
(Insurance taxation) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
73, May 1972, p. 50, 52, 54, 56.
Lesure, John D. New tax laws can benefit you. Cornell hotel 
and restaurant administration quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 
82-6.
Lyon, James T. New approach to depreciation. Tax executive, 
v. 24. Jan. 1972, p. 59-79.
McElvany, Leon H. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects 
international business by Leon H. McElvany, Alan S. Getz 
and Lance C. Suanberg. Practical accountant, v. 5, Jan.- 
Feb. 1972, p. 27-30.
Merriam, Kemper W. What the tax incentives of the Rev­
enue act of 1971 mean to you. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 
35. May 1972, p. 32, 34.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Concise explanation of the Revenue act of 
1971. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1971. 46 p. (Accountant’s 
weekly report, v. 29, no. 51, Dec. 20, 1971) [* P ]
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Revenue act of 1971: complete ex­
planation, code sections as amended, committee reports, 
index. Data of enactment: December 10, 1971, Public Law 
92-178. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., c1972. 574 p. (Federal taxes 
report bulletin, v. 52, sect. 2, Dec. 16, 1971) [*751 P ]
Research Institute of America. Revenue act, '71: an in-depth 
analysis, featuring a complete explanation of the restored 
investment credit, fully updated to reflect all changes. New 
York, c1971. 202 p. (Tax coordinator, v. 17, Dec. 22, 1971) 
[*751 R ]
Simonetti, Gilbert. Accounting for the investment credit. 
(Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 75-7.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Accounting for the investment tax credit. 
(Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 27-30.
Sirowitz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects bus­
iness clients, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 18-22.
Sirowitz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971 - tax reductions, 
incentives and other changes, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol 
Coffino. Touche Ross tempo, v. 18, Winter 1971-72, p. 30-4, 
43-7.
Sirowtiz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects individ­
uals, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical accoun­
tant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-7.
Steinmetz, C. Dale. Making the new class-life depredation 
rules work for you. Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, Spring 
1972, p. 50-63.
Thrower, Randolph W. Investment credit and ADR provide 
a new look in asset cost recovery. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 88-91.
Tomasula, Nicholas. Revenue act of 1971 makes significant 
changes to many parts of the code, by Nicholas Tomasula 
and Meade Emory. (Personal tax problems) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 66-75.
United States. Congress. Revenue act of 1971. Conference 
report, to accompany H.R. 10947, December 4, 1971. 
Washington, 1971. 59 p. (House report, no. 92-708. 92d 
Congress, 1st session.) [*751 U ]
United States. House of Representatives. Committee on 
Ways and Means. Brief summary of principal provisions of 
H.R. 10947, “The revenue act of 1971,” as passed by the 
House of Representatives on October 6, 1971. Washington, 
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. 7 p. ( Committee print, 92d 
Congress, 1st session) (*751 U ]
United States. Laws, statutes, etc. Revenue act of 1971. 
Public law 92-178, 92d Congress, H.R. 10947, Dec. 10, 1971. 
Washington, 1971. 78 p. [*751 U ]
WIN: the overlooked credit added by the ’71 revenue act. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 235.
Revenue Bonds
See Also Taxation, United States-Municipal Bonds
Revenue procedure 64-12
Sanders, Thomas A. New record retention requirements for 
federal tax purposes. Magazine of bank administration, v. 47, 
Dec. 1971, p. 15-17.
Revenue procedure 67-10
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Benefits of a voluntary shift from the 
cash to the accrual basis. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 
42, Oct. 1972, p. 860-1.
Revenue procedure 67-40
Depreciation changes: what can be made and when? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 33-4.
Revenue procedure 68-23
Dreier, Ronald. Meeting the problem of the Section 367 
ruling. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1073-94, 
v. 2) [751 N]
Revenue procedure 69-1
Raby, William L. Income tax ‘insurance’ - and how to ‘buy’ 
it. LKHH accountant, v. 51, no. 4, 1971, p. 2-7, 48.
Revenue procedure 70-4
New revenue act no escape from consolidated filing. (Tax 
alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 12.
Revenue procedure 70-21
Taxation of prepaid income revisited. (Taxation) Arthur 
Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 51.
Revenue procedure 10-27
Sanders, Michael I. When does a taxpayer’s method of 
accounting change for tax purposes? Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 154-8.
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Revenue procedure 71-17
Morgan, Lawrence P. Learning to live with the Tax reform 
act. Club management, v. 51, May 1972, p. 19, 56-7.
Revenue procedure 71-19
Ballard, Frederic L. Nonqualified deferred compensation: 
elective plans and other developments. Tax lawyer, v. 25, 
Winter 1972, p. 229-316.
Revenue procedure 71-21
Farber, Paul. Area for deferral of income by adoption of 
accrual method. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
355.
Garian, Harry Z. Advance payments received for telephone 
“services” are deferrable under Rev. Proc. 71-21. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 308.
Taxation of prepaid income revisited. (Taxation) Arthur 
Young Journal, Winter 1972, p. 51.
Revenue procedure 72-3
Katten, Melvin L. Preparing and submitting a request for an 
advance ruling, by Melvin L. Katten and Aaron Levine. 
(Tax notes) American Bar Association journal, v. 58, June 
1972, p. 647-50.
Revenue procedure 72-6
Lerner, Herbert J. Curing defects of qualified plans after 
adverse ruling is published. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Aug. 1972, p. 465-6.
Revenue procedure 72-11
Excess dividends must be repaid to avoid 531 tax. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 282.
How dividend guidelines affect the accumulated eamings tax. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 6, 8.
Revenue procedure 72-12
Feinschreiber, Robert. Electing DISC benefits. Taxes - the tax 
magazine, v. 50, May 1972, p. 304-9.
Klein, Michael F. Discs - some problems and considerations 
in selecting an accounting period. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 337, 339.
Revenue procedure 72-13
Fraser, O’Hear W. Taxing the limited partnership as a 
corporation. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, June 1972, p. 
333-42.
Garian, Harry Z. Prerequisites for rulings on limited partner­
ship with corporate general partner. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 121-2.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. General partner’s net worth. (Federal 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 427-8.
Weiler, Henry. Limited partnerships with corporate general 
partners: beyond Rev. Proc. 72-13. (Partnerships) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 306-11.
Wellbury, William. Net worth of corporate general partner in 
limited partnership. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 535.
Welter, Robert J. Limited partnerships with a corporate 
general partner - Rev. Proc. 72-13. Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972,p. 329-35.
Revenue procedure 72-18
Garian, Harry Z. Comprehensive guidelines for disallowance 
of interest to carry tax exempts. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, April 1972, p. 240-1.
McCollom, William G. Rev. Proc. 72-18, IRS seriously limits 
interest deductions of tax-exempt holders. (Personal tax 
problems) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 197-202.
Revenue procedure 72-23
New revenue act no escape from consolidated filing. (Tax 
alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 12.
Revenue procedure 72-29
Garian, Harry Z. APB 16-caused variation in financial ac­
counting for acquired LIFO inventory, if disclosed, doesn’t 
terminate election. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 368-9.
Revenue procedure 72-42
Excess dividends must be repaid to avoid 531 tax. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 282.
Revenue ruling 53-239
Raiborn, Mitchell H. Critical analysis of private annuity 
taxation, by Mitchell H. Raiborn and Frank E. Watkins, Jr. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 11-24.
Revenue ruling 55-81
Garian, Harry Z. One-man personal service corporation can 
adopt pension plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972, p. 113.
Revenue ruling 56-104
Farber, Paul. Foreign corporations as collapsible corpo­
rations. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 356.
Revenue ruling 59-60
Martin, Spencer J. Accounting and nonaccounting factors in 
valuing stock of closed corporations, by Spencer J. Martin 
and Gerald P. Votta. CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 901- 
5, 962.
Revenue ruling 59-64
Moloughney, W. J. Sec. 691 not applicable to Sec. 911 
income. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 19.
Revenue ruling 60-31
Rustigan, Edward C. Compensation planning techniques that 
can be used in the present tax climate. (Taxation of 
compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 212- 
16.
Revenue ruling 62-180
Karachale, Anthony. Deduction for office-at-home expenses 
by employees. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, June 1972, p. 
343-6.
Revenue ruling 63-136
Garian, Harry Z. Welfare agency’s work - training payments 
are not taxable “wages.” (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Feb. 1972, p. 120.
Revenue ruling 64-102
Lerner, Herbert J. Eliminating a deficiency in assets to a spin­
off. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466-7.
Revenue ruling 64-177
Tarantino, Dominic A. No double-barrelled effect from Sec. 
367 failure. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 402.
Revenue ruling 64-329
Tarantino, Dominic A. Employer reimbursement of employ­
ee’s casualty loss. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 
401.
Revenue ruling 65-264
Garian, Harry Z. Generally, right-of-way pipeline easement 
costs are amortizable - Rev. Rul. 65-264 revoked. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 121.
Revenue ruling 66-49
Lerner, Herbert J. Determining interest earned on transfers 
from FSLIC secondary reserves. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Aug. 1972, p. 467-8.
Revenue ruling 66-365
Lerner, Herbert J. Cash in lieu of fractional shares in a 
reorganization. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 
465.
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Revenue ruling 67-54
Newman, Lawrence. Transfers of corporate securities by 
persons in control of corporate policy, by Lawrence New­
man and Albert Kalter. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 1972, 
p. 188-19, 171.
Revenue ruling 67-74
Weinberg, M. H. New case for private annuities. Tax counsel­
or’s quarterly, v. 16, Summer 1972, p. 190-250. (Reprinted 
from Nebraska law review, v. 51, Fall 1971, p. 9.)
Revenue ruling 67-225
Lenrow, Gerald I. Does the annual statement determine 
taxable income? What does the Bituminous Casualty case 
mean? (Insurance taxation) Best’s review (Property-liability 
ed.), v. 72, Jan. 1972, p. 53-6.
Revenue ruling 67-338
Schwartz, Sheldon. Selection of wrong depreciation method 
does not restrict taxpayer to straight line depreciation. (Tax 
topics) Real estate review, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 95-7.
Revenue ruling 67-463
IRS concedes payment-of-premium test is wrong. Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 15.
Katten, Melvin L. Non-inclusion of insurance proceeds for 
federal estate tax purposes. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) 
National public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, p. 30.
Revenue ruling 68-139
Shelburne, George A. Tax shelters via limited partnerships in 
the oil and gas area. (Taxation of oil & gas) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 246-9.
Revenue ruling 68-419
Lerner, Herbert J. Modifications of installment note. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466.
Revenue ruling 69-36
Garian, Harry Z. Corporate profit-sharing plan cannot give 
credit for services rendered to partners to predecessor 
partnership. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
112-13.
Revenue ruling 69-54
Garian, Harry Z. Power to cancel group-term insurance by 
terminating employment is not incident of ownership - IRS 
concedes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 500- 
1.
Hetzel, Frederick J. Assignment of group term life insurance. 
(What’s new about taxes) Newspaper controller, v. 25, Feb. 
1972,p. 8-9.
Revenue ruling 69-74
Midgley, James W. Federal income taxation of private 
annuitants. George Washington law review, v. 40, May 1972, 
p. 679-708.
O’Connell, John J. Private annuity or installment sale. CLU 
journal, v. 26, July 1972, p. 20-3.
Raiborn, Mitchell H. Critical analysis of private annuity 
taxation, by Mitchell H. Raiborn and Frank E. Watkins, Jr. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 11-24.
Revenue ruling 69-93
Gerver, Eli. Elimination of imputed interest - installment 
closings of sales contracts. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 149.
Revenue ruling 69-272
McGuire, John A. Is purchaser first user of building after 
temporary rental by builder? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 149-50.
Revenue ruling 69-299
Newland, D. Alden. Should today’s professional corporations 
be liable for the PHC penalty tax? (Taxation of compen­
sation) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 26-9.
Revenue ruling 69-428
Baker, Edwin H. Tandem stock options: modification prob­
lem still clouds the usefulness of this tool, by Edwin H. 
Baker and Allan M. Rosenbloom. Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
Jan. 1972, p. 44-7.
Revenue ruling 69-570
Summa, Don J. Affiliated group with a common profit- 
sharing plan. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 17-
18.
Revenue ruling 69-594
Domingos, John. Post-mortem estate planning for Sec. 303 
redemptions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 
671-72.
Revenue ruling 69-647
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Retiring executive’s consulting duties 
can jeopardize special tax treatment of lump-sum dis­
tributions. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, 
p. 777-8.
Revenue ruling 70-92
Schweitzer, Donald L. Tenant-stockholders may deduct 
“points” paid to cooperative. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v, 3, 
Jan. 1972, p. 17.
Revenue ruling 70-652
Garian, Harry Z. N.J. franchise tax accrues in “privilege­
base” period - rev. rul. 70-652 revoked. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 48-9.
Revenue ruling 71-20
Feldman, Saul D. (Retention of machine readable records.) 
(Taxes and business) Fairleigh Dickinson university business 
review, v. 11, Fall 1971, p. 37-8.
Forster, Joel M. , ed. IRS and AICPA discuss tax adminis­
tration matters. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, 
Oct. 1972. p. 84-91.
Sanders, Thomas A. New record retention requirements for 
federal tax purposes. Magazine of bank administration, v. 47, 
Dec. 1971, p. 15-17.
Revenue ruling 71-51
Thomas, Myron. Joint wills and their effect on the federal 
estate tax. (Trusts, estates and life insurance) Trusts and 
estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 68-9.
Revenue ruling 71-62
Baker, Edwin H. Tandem stock options: modification prob­
lem still clouds the usefulness of this tool, by Edwin H. 
Baker and Allan M. Rosenbloom. Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
Jan. 1972, p. 44-7.
Revenue ruling 71-81
Baker, Edwin H. Tandem stock options: modification prob­
lem still clouds the usefulness of this tool, by Edwin H. 
Baker and Allan M. Rosenbloom. Journal of taxation, v. 36, 
Jan. 1972, p. 44-7.
Revenue ruling 71-232
Crumbley, D. Larry. Proper planning shifts gift tax to donee, 
by D. Larry Crumbley and W. Eugene Seago. Trusts and 
estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 358-60.
Revenue ruling 71-251
Garian, Harry Z. No loss recognized when depreciated 
securities (not employer’s stock) distributed by qualified 
plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119.
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Revenue ruling 71-252
Garian, Harry Z. Voluntarily prepaid intangible drilling costs 
not currently deductible under cash method. (Tax trends) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 120-1.
Shelburne, George A. Tax shelters via limited partnerships in 
the oil and gas area. (Taxation of oil & gas) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 246-9.
Revenue ruling 71-309
King, Kernan F. Policy transfers under the “4 out of 7” rule. 
(Trusts, estates and life insurance) Trusts and estates, v. 111, 
Feb. 1972, p. 142-3.
Revenue ruling 71-372
Newland, D. Alden. Should today’s professional corporations 
be liable for the PHC penalty tax? (Taxation of compen­
sation) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 26-9.
Revenue ruling 71-381
Reid, John B. Matter of planning. (Life insurance taxation) 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, Jan. 1972, p. 56-60.
Revenue ruling 71-446
New integration rules issued by IRS. Pension and welfare 
news, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 39-40,46-8.
Revenue ruling 71-448
Garian, Harry Z. Generally, right-of-way pipeline easement 
costs are amortizable - Rev. Rul. 65-264 revoked. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 121.
Revenue ruling 71-460
Garian, Harry Z. Domestic organization can conduct char­
itable activities in foreign country. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 47.
Revenue ruling 71-463
Corporate owned insurance can increase estate tax. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 35-6.
Hill, Stanfield D. Corporate-owned life insurance under new 
IRS attack; may be included in estate of stockholder. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 146-8.
IRS backs down on estate tax insurance ruling. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 8.
Miller, Elliot Ira. Decision making in estate planning: try 
flipping a coin. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 264- 
7, 329.
Newman, Lawrence. Transfers of corporate securities by 
persons in control of corporate policy, by Lawrence New­
man and Albert Kalter. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 1972, 
p. 188-19, 171.
Simmons, Sherwin P. How to handle the IRS’s 71-463 attack 
on corporate-owned life insurance. (Estates, trusts & gifts) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, p. 142-5.
Revenue ruling 71-468
Garian, Harry Z. State welfare benefits not necessarily used 
entirely for dependent’s support. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 118.
Revenue ruling 71-497
IRS concedes payment-of-premium test is wrong. Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 15.
Katten, Melvin L. Non-inclusion of insurance proceeds for 
federal estate tax purposes. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) 
National public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, p. 30.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Premium payments on term life 
insurance. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, 
p. 852-3.
Revenue ruling 71-522
Garian, Harry Z. Subchapter S: state-imposed subordination 
of rights of “promotional shares” results in two classes of 
stock. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119.
Revenue ruling 71-531
Shenkin, Arthur F. Consolidated returns - the variable PHC 
test. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 356-7.
Revenue ruling 71-537
Garian, Harry Z. Tax attributes of U. S. Postal Service 
obligations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 121.
Revenue ruling 71-549
Garian, Harry Z. Untimely subchapter S election considered 
an absolute nullity. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972, p. 118-19.
Revenue ruling 71-561
Garian, Harry Z. Involuntary guarantee of supervisor’s loan 
results in business bad debt to employee. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 122.
Revenue ruling 72-2
Garian, Harry Z. IRS discusses tax aspects of tuition 
postponement plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 248-9.
Revenue ruling 72-3
Garian, Harry Z. Qualified plan cannot provide 200% pen­
sions. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 246-7.
Revenue ruling 72-4
IRS okays one-man deferred compensation plans. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, March 1972, p. 148.
Revenue ruling 72-13
Shapiro, Daniel D. Tax planning for equity financing by real 
estate developers. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Sept. 
1972,p. 530-43.
Revenue ruling 72-15
Garian, Harry Z. No loss recognized when depreciated 
securities (not employer’s stock) distributed by qualified 
plan. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 119.
Revenue ruling 72-24
Farber, Paul. Foreign corporations as collapsible corpo­
rations. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 356.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 314 (e)(1) exception applies to foreign 
collapsible corporation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 246.
Revenue ruling 72-25
Garian, Harry Z. Employer’s funding of nonqualified defer­
red compensation plan does not result in constructive 
income to employee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 245.
Revenue ruling 72-27
Garian, Harry Z. Reliance on tax advisers excuses untimely 
Sec. 1033 extension request. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, 244-5.
Revenue ruling 72-43
Garian, Harry Z. IRS insists: “head of household” and 
dependent son must have same “home.” (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 241.
Revenue ruling 72-46
Garian, Harry Z. Original issue discount not alfected by lapse 
of attached warrants. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 380.
Revenue ruling 72-48
Farber, Paul. Foreign corporations as collapsible corpo­
rations. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 356.
Revenue ruling 72-49
Garian, Harry Z. Advance payments received for telephone 
“services” are deferrable under Rev. Proc. 71-21. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 308.
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Revenue ruling 72-57
Lerner, Herbert J. Cash in lieu of fractional shares in a 
reorganization. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 
465.
Revenue ruling 72-58
Garian, Harry Z. Qualified plans: employee contribution 
provisions cannot operate to detriment of lower-paid 
employees. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 312- 
13.
Revenue ruling 72-61
Garian, Harry Z. Property distributions to nonresident for­
eign corporations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 378.
Revenue ruling 72-72
Garian, Harry Z. Deferral of voting rights bars “B” reorga­
nization. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 309.
Revenue ruling 72-76
Garian, Harry Z. Conformity of useful life for investment 
credit and depreciation purposes not required under prior 
law. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
Revenue ruling 72-78
Reid, John B. What are we trying to do? (Life insurance 
taxation) Best's review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, May 1972, p. 
69-71.
Revenue ruling 72-80
Garian, Harry Z. Deduction denied for loss of survivor 
annuity payments and related tax benefits due to forfeit­
ure. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442.
Revenue ruling 72-81
Garian, Harry Z. Annuity payments for release of mother’s 
dower interest in inherited property are nondeductible. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 444.
Revenue ruling 72-82
Garian, Harry Z. Pre-1954 Code adjustment limited where 
taxpayer and then IRS initiate changes. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 250.
Revenue ruling 72-83
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 851 (d) exception to diversified invest­
ment requirements not applicable to first quarter in year of 
election. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 498-9.
Revenue ruling 72-85
Garian, Harry Z. Land leasehold used in subleasing business 
is Sec. 1231 property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 
1972, p. 308.
Revenue ruling 72-86
Garian, Harry Z. Director fees are self-employment income. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
Revenue ruling 72-98
Connecticut Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Federal 
Tax Committee. Amendment of Keogh plans may be 
necessary. (Tax roundtable) Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 
1972, p. 38.
Garian, Harry Z. H.R. 10 plan: pre-3/6/72 voluntary con­
tribution may be prematurely withdrawn by owner-em­
ployee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 755-6.
No withdrawal of HR-10 voluntary contributions. (Taxation 
of compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 1972, p. 
326.
Revenue ruling 72-99
Garian, Harry Z. Dividend income of employees’ trust loses 
its character when distributed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, June 1972, p. 376.
Revenue ruling 72-100
Rule of 78’s can provide higher interest deduction earlier. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 268.
Revenue ruling 72-105
Garian, Harry Z. 1969 capital loss carryover is deductible up 
to $1,000 on married taxpayer’s separate 1970 return. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 250.
Revenue ruling 72-112
Ransom payments are deductible “theft” losses. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 10.
Revenue ruling 72-115
Reid, John B. What are we trying to do? (Life insurance 
taxation) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, May 1972, p. 
69-71.
Revenue ruling 72-118
Garian, Harry Z. Ninety-day limitation on residential fixing- 
up expenses. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
378-9.
Revenue ruling 72-126
Garian, Harry Z. Foreign tax on exempt earned income can 
be carried back and over as credit. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 309-10.
Revenue ruling 72-127
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 1311-1315 applicable to erroneous 
foreign tax credit carryback due to change in limitation 
method. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 376.
Revenue ruling 72-134
Garian, Harry Z. Insuring of municipal bonds does not affect 
interest exemption. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 375.
Revenue ruling 72-135
Garian, Harry Z. IRS Limits limited partner’s tax basis. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245.
Revenue ruling 72-136
Garian, Harry Z. “Administrative leave” payments to injured 
employee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442.
Revenue ruling 72-137
Garian, Harry Z. Distribution to “shareholders’ trust” com­
pletes Sec. 337 liquidation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
July 1972, p. 435-6.
Revenue ruling 72-141
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 1231-1245 applied to sales of retired 
assets from closed, multiple asset account. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442-3.
Revenue ruling 72-152
Garian, Harry Z. Dividends paid within 2 1/2 months after 
year-end do double duty. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 379.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Dividends doing “double duty.” 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 597.
Revenue ruling 72-161
How to save on FICA and FUTA taxes. (Comments) Practi­
cal accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 55.
Revenue ruling 72-165
Garian, Harry Z. Ad valorem taxes on mineral property paid 
by lessee usually depletable by lessor. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 375.
Revenue ruling 72-167
Garian, Harry Z. Who “owns” corporate-owned policy on 
controlling stockholder’s life? (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
May 1972, p. 307.
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IRS backs down on estate tax insurance ruling. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 8.
Revenue ruling 72-172
Borghese, Phyllis. Gain from sale of partnership property. 
(Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 31.
Revenue ruling 72-201
Garian, Harry Z. Subchapter S election and “B” reorga­
nization. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 373.
Revenue ruling 72-205
Garian, Harry Z. Discharge of indebtedness relating to 
partnership business property. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, July 1972, p. 443.
Revenue ruling 72-208
Garian, Harry Z. “Forfeitable deposits” on account of 
unidentified goods are deferrable by accrual basis man­
ufacturer. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 374.
Revenue ruling 72-210
Garian, Harry Z. Individual estimated tax penalty: use of 
standard deduction in expection 4 computation. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 369-70.
Revenue ruling 72-236
Garian, Harry Z. Willful overceiling wage, price and rent 
payments are not deductible as business expenses. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 373.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Economic controls violations can pose 
serious tax problems. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, 
Oct. 1972, p. 862.
No deduction for willful payments exceeding Phase II limits. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 14- 
15.
Revenue ruling 72-250
Garian, Harry Z. Employee contributions to the U.S. civil 
service retirement fund. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 372.
Revenue ruling 72-257
Garian, Harry Z. Subchapter S: subscription to stock begins 
first election period. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 
1972, p. 444.
Revenue ruling 72-273
IRS rules on deductibility of club dues by corporations. Club 
management, v. 51, Sept. 1972, p. 16.
Revenue ruling 72-282
Garian, Harry Z. Value of the original property transferred in 
contemplation of death included in gross estate. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 502.
Revenue ruling 72-315
Borghese, Phyllis. Finance charges deductible as interest. 
(Tax talk) National public accountant, v. 17, Aug. 1972, p. 30.
Revenue ruling 72-317
Connecticut Society Of Certified Public Accountants. Federal 
Tax Committee. Constructive receipt for controlling 
stockholder-employees. (Tax roundtable) Connecticut CPA, 
v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 39.
Revenue ruling 72-333
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Utilization of the estate trust. 
(Estate planning) CPA Journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 851-2.
Revenue ruling 72-355
Garian, Harry Z. Gift tax: IRS guidelines on political 
organizations as separate donees. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 497-8.
Revenue ruling 72-367
Borghese, Phyllis. Withdrawal of employee contributions 
does not disqualify profit-sharing plans. (Tax talk) National 
public accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 31.
Revenue ruling 72-411
Political dinners (but not raffles) may be deductible. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 315-16.
Revenue ruling 72-412
Political dinners (but not raffles) may be deductible. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 315-16.
Revenue ruling 72-491
Garian, Harry Z. Any permissible depreciation method may 
be unilaterally adopted for first year upon disallowance of 
improper method. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, 
p. 755.
Revenue Sharing
See Tax Sharing
Reversionary Trusts
See Taxation, United States-Short Term Trusts
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Brockhouse and Jacob R. Brandzel. Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 
1972, p. 624-32.
Proposed regulations: NOL’s preserved to offset related 
damages. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 27. July 1972, 
p. 5.
Section 210
Hjorth, Roland L. Tax subsidy for child care: sec. 210 of the 
revenue act of 1971. Taxes - the tax machine, v. 50, March 
1972, p. 133-145.
Section 212
Client a guardian? Itemized bill equals an extra deduction. 
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 31.
Deductibility of expenses when selling a residence. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 37-8.
Friedman, Wilbur H. Expenses of investigating prospective 
investments are rarely deductible. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 121-3. (Adapted from article by the New 
York County Lawyers Association Committee on Group 
Insurance, New York State Bar journal, June 1972.)
Gage, Martin A. Treasury’s tough new final regs on partly- 
rented vacation home deductions: analysis. (Personal tax 
problems) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 312-15.
Section 214
Dependent care deduction affects many more taxpayers. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 291.
Feld, Alan L. Deductibility of expenses for child care and 
household services: new Section 214. Tax law review, v. 27, 
Spring 1972, . p. 415-47.
Frank, Walter C. Accrual basis calculations for baby-sitter 
deductions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 613- 
14.
Hjorth, Roland L. Tax subsidy for child care: sec. 210 of the 
revenue act of 1971. Taxes - the tax machine, v. 50, March 
1972, p. 133-145.
Streuling, G. Fred. New household service expense and 
dependent care expense deduction: who will benefit? Taxes 
- the tax magazine, v. 50, Oct. 1972, p. 589-94.
Section 215
Graves, Edwards S. Federal taxation in separation and 
divorce. Washington and Lee law review, v. 29, Spring 1972, 
p. 1-25.
Section 216
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Cooperative apartment corporations. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 597, 599- 
600.
Miller, Joel E. Tax problems of the housing cooperative 
under the 80 per cent income rule. Practical lawyer, v. 18, 
April 1972, p. 81-93.
Section 217
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 20-2.
Garian, Harry Z. Individual’s moving expenses are business 
expenses for NOL purposes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
June 1972, p. 373-4.
Lee, Stanley B. Tax reform act and employee moving ex­
penses. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, Jan. 1972, p. 
31-2, 38.
Millett, Francis N. Proposed regulations on moving expenses: 
planning opportunities to watch for. (Personal tax prob­
lems) Journal of taxation v. 36, March 1972, p. 176-80.
Tarantino, Dominic A. Reporting moving expenses on sep­
arate returns in community property states. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 404.
Section 218
Feinschreiber, Robert. Political contributions now provide tax 
benefits. Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 452-6.
Oelbaum, Harold. IRS guidelines on political contributions, 
deduction and credit. (Personal tax problems) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 302.
Section 249
Garian, Harry Z. Premium attributable to conversion feature 
of corporate note was (pre-TRA) deductible - 3 circuits 
agree. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 434-5.
Section 263
Lyon, James T. New approach to depreciation. Tax executive, 
v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 59-79.
Shelburne, George A. Tax shelters via limited partnerships in 
the oil and gas area. (Taxation of oil & gas) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 246-9.
Section 264
Soil, Roy. Interest incurred to carry life insurance: “four out 
of seven” rule. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 
610-11.
Wiseman, Joseph A. Interest deduction for life insurance 
loans still available with proper planning. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 138-40.
Section 265
Berger, Theodore. Interest on loan to pay gift tax subject to 
attack, by Theodore Berger and Burton W. Kanter. (Shop 
talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 255.
Garian, Harry Z. Comprehensive guidelines for disallowance 
of interest to carry tax exempts. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, April 1972, p. 240-1.
Interest deductions in peril if taxpayer owns tax exempts. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 231.
McCollom, William G. Rev. Proc. 72-18, IRS seriously limits 
interest deductions of tax-exempt holders. (Personal tax 
problems) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 197-202.
Section 267
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Novel defense against Section 267 
attack. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 
962.
O’Donnell, Wilfred A. Attribution rules can cause tax prob­
lems when family members own stock. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 264-9.
Related taxpayers must use care to avoid disallowance. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 380.
Watch those debts to related taxpayers. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 34-5.
Section 269
Borini, Mario P. Utilizing NOLs in consolidated returns. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 538. (Correction, 
Nov. 1972, p. 700.)
Brode, George. Planning to use NOL carryovers in acqui­
sitions: today’s opportunities outlined. (Corporations, 
stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 32-6.
Ferrero, Henry J. Corporate carryovers can turn one year’s 
misfortune into another year’s tax boon, by Henry J. 
Ferrero, Jr. and Sidney Meyer. Taxation for accountants, v. 
8, Jan. 1972, p. 48-54.
Martin, Spencer J. Can net operating losses be carried over in 
corporate mergers and sellouts? Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 
50, March 1972, p. 178-86.
Tax sophistication by counsel may weigh against NOL 
carryover deduction. Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p.
39.
Section 270
Reversal of 183 presumption by agents does not accord with 
Congressional intent. (Personal tax problems) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, p. 51-2.
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Section 274
IRS concession on club dues may be like snow in January. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 120.
Simmons, Sherwin P. Lawyers’ entertainment expenses - the 
long road to deduction. (Increasing your internal revenue) 
Law office economics and management, v. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 
341-8.
Taxation: deductions - business expenses. St. John’s law 
review, v. 46, March 1972, p. 537-47.
Section 277
Webster, George D. Why you should keep your federal tax 
exemption. (Legal) Association management, v. 24, July 
1972, p. 22, 24.
Section 301
Farber, Paul. Dividend preferable to long-term capital gain 
for corporation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
358-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Property distributions to nonresident for­
eign corporations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 378.
Section 302
Garian, Harry Z. Dividend arrearage portion of preferred 
stock redemption held capital gain, not dividend equiv­
alent. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 440-1.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Beware of Section 304 in combining 
corporations prior to going public. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 773-5.
Lerner, Herbert J. Eliminating a deficiency in assets to a spin­
off. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466-7.
O’Keefe, John P. Good records enable redemption of stock in 
family corporation to qualify as complete termination of 
interest. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 738-9.
Waldbaum, Rodney J. Buy-sell agreements: how to use them 
to best advantage. Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 17-25.
Section 303
Big tax break when estate redeems close corporation stock, 
but Section 303 must be handled with care. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 328-9.
Domingos, John. Post-mortem estate planning for Sec. 303 
redemptions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 
671-72.
Emmanuel, Michel G. Death on the installment plan (or 
financing estate taxes using sections 303 and 6166). (In 
Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law 
Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72- 
4.) (750.2 I ]
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 303, 304, 318 interplay in stock 
redemption involving family owned brother-sister corpo­
rations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245-6.
Katten, Melvin L. Recapitalization as a useful tax planning 
service. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) National public ac­
countant, v. 17, Sept. 1972, p. 26-8.
Katten, Melvin L. Review of stock redemption. (Tax prac­
titioner’s workshop) National public accountant, v. 17, April 
1972, p. 26-7.
O’Connell, John J. Stock redemptions with appreciated 
property - variable annuities. CLU journal, v. 26, April 
1972, p. 39-42.
Thurman, Edwin B. New problems for Section 303 stock 
redemptions. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, Dec. 
1971, p. 38, 40.
Section 304
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 303, 304, 318 interplay in stock 
redemption involving family owned brother-sister corpo­
rations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245-6.
How to use related corporations to bail out earnings. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 228-9.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Beware of Section 304 in combining 
corporations prior to going public. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 773-5.
Section 305
Del Cotto, Louis A. Proportionate interest test of Section 305 
and the Supreme Court, by Louis A. Del Cotto and Edwin 
H. Wolf. Tax law review, v. 27, Fall 1971, p. 49-91.
Metzer, Particia Ann. “New” Section 305. Tax law review, v. 
27, Fall 1971, p. 93-142.
Parsons, Thomas C. New tax treatment for cash paid in lieu 
of fractional shares? (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972,p. 99-100.
Section 306
O’Donnell, Wilfred A. Attribution rules can cause tax prob­
lems when family members own stock. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 264-9.
Section 311
O’Connell, John J. Stock redemptions with appreciated 
property - variable annuities. CLU journal, v. 26, April 
1972, p. 39-42.
Thornburg, James F. Salvation through redemption (an 
examination of redemption with appreciated property 
under new code section 311), by James F. Thornburg and 
Nelson J. Vogel. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. 
of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 
1972. Chapter 72-5.) [750.2 I ]
Section 312
Ellett, John S. New Section 312(m) adversely effects Sub­
chapter S corporations. Louisiana certified public accountant, 
v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 31, 35-8.
Straight-line depreciation for computing E and P. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 8, 10.
Section 314
Kalish, Richard H. Tax relief for leasors of ships and aircraft 
used in foreign commerce. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, p. 207-8.
Section 318
Garian, Harry Z. Secs. 303, 304, 318 interplay in stock 
redemption involving family owned brother-sister corpo­
rations. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 245-6.
O’Donnell, Wilfred A. Attribution rules can cause tax prob­
lems when family members own stock. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 264-9.
Waldbaum, Rodney J. Buy-sell agreements: how to use them 
to best advantage. Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 
1972, p. 17-25.
Section 331
Erbacher, Philip J. Liquidating a Subchapter S corporation: 
what are the special factors to be considered? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 28-34.
Garian, Harry Z. Distribution to “shareholders’ trust” com­
pletes Sec. 337 liquidation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
July 1972, p. 435-6.
Hewitt, James O. Titles are part of the Internal Revenue code 
too, says Fifth Circuit. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 250.
Hobbet, Richard D. Liquidation-reincorporation: a recent 
development. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 15, Dec. 1971, p. 
424-50.
Schwartz, Sheldon. Section 333 revisited. (Real estate tax 
topics) Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 108-11.
Tying up the loose ends of a corporate liquidation. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 44-5.
Section 332
Brode, George. Planning to use NOL carryovers in acqui­
sitions: today’s opportunities outlined. (Corporations, 
stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 32-6.
Dixon, James E. Liquidation of an insolvent subsidiary. 
Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Sept. 1972, p. 514-24.
Sefferino, Joseph R. Problems of obtaining tax benefits from 
unprofitable subsidiaries. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 
1972, p. 101.
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Section 333
Dissolution of corporation requires attention to details. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 46-7.
Erbacher, Philip J. Liquidating a Subchapter S corporation: 
what are the special factors to be considered? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 28-34.
Schwartz, Sheldon. Section 333 revisited. (Real estate tax 
topics) Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 108-11.
Section 333 liquidation lost due to failure to file correct IRS 
forms. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 12.
Section 334
Bonovitz, Sheldon M. Current liquidation problems under 
Section 334(b)(2) and Section 337 distributions and re­
serves. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1095- 
1142, v. 2) [751 N]
Elder, Peter. Sec. 334 (b)-(2) avoided by two-year delay in 
liquidation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 208.
Farber, Paul. Delay in Sec. 334(b) (2) liquidation may prove 
beneficial. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 354-5.
Hanson, James P. Partnership optional basis adjustment in a 
Sec. 334 (b) (2) liquidation, by James P. Hanson and 
Donald S. Ricart. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, 
p. 669-70.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. More on bootstrap acquisitions. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 958-9.
Toder, Jerome. Maximizing benefits of Sec. 334(b)(2) liqui­
dation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 279-80.
Section 337
Bonovitz, Sheldon M. Current liquidation problems under 
Section 334(b)(2) and Section 337 distributions and re­
serves. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1095- 
1142, v. 2) [751 N ]
Dillenschneider, John J. How to determine the best way to 
sell a corporate business: a step-by-step approach. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 46-51.
Dissolution of corporation requires attention to details.
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 46-7.
Effect of bad debt reserve of 337 liquidation. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 238.
Erbacher, Philip J. Liquidating a Subchapter S corporation: 
what are the special factors to be considered? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 28-34.
Flynn, Joseph M. Combining a 12-month liquidation with an 
installment sale. Massachusetts CPA review, v. 45, Nov. - 
Dec. 1971, p. 33.
Galant, Jeffrey A. Section 337 and the Rushing case. Taxes - 
the tax magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 216-23.
Garian, Harry Z. Bad debt reserve recaptured on Sec. 337 
sale of receivables for more than “net” (of bad debt 
reserve) tax basis. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, 
p. 558-9.
Garian, Harry Z. Deny deduction for legal fees attributable 
to Sec. 337 sale of assets. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Sept. 1972, p. 564.
Garian, Harry Z. Distribution to “shareholders’ trust” com­
pletes Sec. 337 liquidation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
July 1972, p. 435-6.
Garian, Harry Z. Gain from Sec. 337 sale of prepaid expense 
item recognized under tax benefit rule - CA-3 & Ct. Cis. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 562-3.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 337 unavailable to collapsible corpo­
ration aLthough taint removed from stock by 3-year rule. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 117-18.
Getz, Alan S. Time of sale can be tax trap in 12-month 
liquidation. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 737-
8.
Income tax - corporate liquidations - gain on a Section 337 
liquidation may be deferred by an installment sale of stock 
to an irrevocable trust. (Notes) Texas law review, v. 50, Jan. 
1972, p. 390-8.
Katten, Melvin L. Reducing the gain on sale from corporate 
liquidation. (Tax practitioner’s workshop) National public 
accountant, v. 17, Oct. 1972, p. 28.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Section 337 liquidations - establishing 
that the corporation is not collapsible. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 863-4.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Section 337 - more holes in the dike. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 771-2.
Schwartz, Sheldon. Three-year rule narrowed for collapsible 
corporation. (Tax topics) Real estate review, v. 1, Winter 
1972, p. 97-8.
Tying up the loose ends of a corporate liquidation. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 44-5.
Section 341
Erbacher, Philip J. Liquidating a Subchapter S corporation: 
what are the special factors to be considered? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 28-34.
Farber, Paul. Foreign corporations as collapsible corpo­
rations. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 356.
Garian, Harry Z. Collapsible corporations: IRS agrees 1/3 is 
“substantial part” of taxable income. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 314 (e)(1) exception applies to foreign 
collapsible corporation. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 
1972, p. 246.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 337 unavailable to collapsible corpo­
ration aLthough taint removed from stock by 3-year rule. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 117-18.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Section 337 liquidations - establishing 
that the corporation is not collapsible. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, p. 863-4.
Lefkowitz, Stephen R. “Section 341” or “manufactured” 
assets: an important distinction for collapsibles. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, 
p. 172-4.
Section 346
Burke, Frank M. Partial liquidations under section 346: 
planning, problems and procedures, by Frank M. Burke 
and Byron A. Parker. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, Fall 
1972, p. 337-402.
Kruger, Daniel F. Partial liquidation of a subsidiary. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 206-7.
Terry, George M. Partial liquidation: “termination” vs. 
“contraction” of business. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, p. 207.
Section 351
Butler, Sam. Should the corporate route be chosen for farm 
and ranch operations? Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 
1972, p. 16-24. (Adapted from Texas certified public accoun­
tant, April 1972.)
Butler, Sam. Taxation of the farm and ranch corporation: 
recent developments. Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 32, 
37-49.
Frank, Walter C. Public offering after Sec. 351 transfer. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 614-15.
Garian, Harry Z. Defer recapture of depreciation on Sec. 351 
transfer to possession corporation. (Tax trends) Tax ad­
viser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 185.
Landis, William B. Future of Section 367, by William B. 
Landis and Thomas S. Currier. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 
1972, p. 253-79.
Lerner, Herbert J. IRS reluctant to rule on contingent stock in 
Sec. 351 transactions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 
1972, p. 467.
Mullin, James E. Planning for Lifo inventory in Sec. 351 
transactions. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p.
536.
Reorganizations - transferor’s note payable to controlled 
corporation held to have no basis - Velma W. Aiderman. 
(Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 85, Feb. 1972, p. 880-9.
Tax effects of the transfer of patents know-how. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 268-9.
Token transfer disregarded - Section 351 treatment denied. 
(Taxation) Arthur Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 51-2.
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Section 354
King, John C. How to combat the current IRS attack on 
validity of B reorganization. (Corporations, stockholders) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 286-9.
New York State Bar Association. Tax Section. Committee on 
Corporate Taxation. Comments on proposed and final 
regulations on income tax treatment of corporate debt 
issued at discount. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, May 
1972, p. 274-303.
Section 355
CA-1 rejects personal estate planning motive as sufficient for 
spin-off. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, 
p. 236-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 355 applies where control of split-off 
corporation acquired upon value-equalization transfer of 
assets. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 241-2.
Leasing to parent may be active business: regulations crit­
icized. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 
27, July 1972, p. 37.
Lee, John W. “Active conduct” distinguished from “conduct” 
of a rental real estate business. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 
1972, p. 317-33.
Lerner, Herbert J. Eliminating a deficiency in assets to a spin­
off. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466-7.
Silverman, Saul S. Tax consequences of spin-offs and shells. 
(In William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972, p. 168-87.) [226 M ]
Section 356
Davis, La Vaughn T. Dividend treatment for boot in reorga­
nization is not “automatic.” Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 
1972, p. 36-8.
Section 357
Reorganizations - transferor’s note payable to controlled 
corporation held to have no basis - Velma W. Aiderman. 
(Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 85, Feb. 1972, p. 880-9.
Section 367
Cole Robert T. Treasury view of progress and problems in 
the international tax field. (International trade) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 124-6.
Dreier, Ronald. Meeting the problem of the Section 367 
ruling. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York 
University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1073-94, 
v. 2) [751 N ]
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 367 ruling not necessary for Nether­
lands public corporation going private. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 693-4.
Landis, William B. Future of Section 367, by William B. 
Landis and Thomas S. Currier. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 
1972, p. 253-79.
O’Connor, Walter F. U.S. tax aspects of international oper­
ations: complexities aplenty for accountant and client. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 238-43.
Tarantino, Dominic A. No double-barrelled effect from Sec. 
367 failure. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 402.
Section 368
Berger, Theodore. Acquisitions of financially troubled busi­
nesses. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 809-19.
Borini, Mario P. Prescription for selling a business - the 
modified “C” reorganization. Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 
68-73.
Garian, Harry Z. Cash paid in lieu of fractional shares in 
recapitalization treated as redemption proceeds. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 439-40.
Garian, Harry Z. “Party to a reorganization” defined. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 443-4.
Herzel, Leo. Analysis of the negotiation of an acquisition 
agreement. Business lawyer, v. 27, July 1972, p. 1223-43.
King, John C. How to combat the current IRS attack on 
validity of B reorganization. (Corporations, stockholders) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 286-9.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. “B” reorganization - effect of protec­
tive options. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 
1972, p. 168-9.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Contemplated public offering may 
present a “boot” problem in a tax-free reorganization. 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 681, 
683.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Triangular “C” reorganization - 
pitfalls for the acquiring corporation. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 600-1.
Lucid, John. Controlling corporation is not required to meet 
corporation law requirements for triangular “A” reorga­
nization. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 402.
New York State Bar Association. Tax Section. Committee on 
Corporate Taxation. Comments on proposed and final 
regulations on income tax treatment of corporate debt 
issued at discount. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, May 
1972, p. 274-303.
Phelan, Marilyn. Analysis of certain statutory restrictions on 
the “A” and “C” reorganizations. Taxes - the tax magazine, 
v. 50, Nov. 1972, p. 648-59.
Ranzal, Gerald H. F reorganization: how it can be used to 
advantage to combine multiple corporations. (Corpo­
rations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, 
p. 168-70.
Rosen, Richard D. Preemptive right violation may bar 
favorable “B” reorganization ruling. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 99.
Summa, Don J. Acquisitions by use of “reverse mergers.” 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Jan.1972, p. 18.
Vrooman, Edward A. Proposed regulations increase utility of 
the triangular A reorganization. (Corporations, stockhol­
ders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 128-30.
Section 371
Berger, Theodore. Acquisitions of financially troubled busi­
nesses. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 809-19.
Section 381
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accountancy, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 130-1.
Section 2011
Berger, Theodore. What is proper basis for the state death 
tax credit? By Theodore Berger and Burton W. Kanter. 
(Shop talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, P. 191.
Section 2035
Freeland, James J. Planning for the large single-asset estate: 
a guide for practitioners, by James J. Freeland and Steven 
W. Phillips. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 218-25.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Gifts from a joint bank account. 
(Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 947.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Gifts in contemplation of death 
save tax. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, 
p. 946-7.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Premium payments on term life 
insurance. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, 
p. 852-3.
Section 2036
Clark, John A. Supreme Court says grantor may retain voting 
control of stock placed in trust. (Estates, trusts & gifts) 
Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 138-40.
Covey, Richard. Byrum case and closely held stock: an 
analysis. Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 644-9.
Farrell, William A. Broad administrative powers - post-death 
rescue. Real property, probate and trust journal, v. 7, Fall 
1972, p. 511-17.
Katten, Melvin L. Retention of voting control does not cause 
inclusion of the stock for Federal estate tax. (Tax prac­
titioner’s workshop) National public accountant, v. 17, Nov. 
1972, p. 31-2.
Moore, Malcolm A. Tax importance of ascertainable stan­
dards in estate planning. Trusts & estates, v. 111, Dec. 1972 
p. 946-9, 998.
Newman, Lawrence. Transfers of corporate securities by 
persons in control of corporate policy, by Lawrence New­
man and Albert Kalter. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 1972, 
p. 188-19, 171.
O’Connell, Daniel H. Irrevocable trust with a power to 
accumulate income or invade principal: federal tax con­
sequences to the grantor. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, 
Spring 1972, p. 31-69.
Parent-child transfer ineffectual in excluding home from 
gross estate. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, June 1972, p. 371-2.
Spelman, Laurence A. Application of section 2036 to transfers 
not in trust. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
609-22, v. 1) [751 N ]
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Inter-vivos transfers and the 
Byrum case. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 758-9.
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Wasserman, William E. , ed. Inter-vivos transfers and the 
Byrum case. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 
1972, p. 758-9.
Section 2038
Moore, Malcolm A. Tax importance of ascertainable stan­
dards in estate planning. Trusts & estates, v. 111, Dec. 1972 
p. 946-9, 998.
O’Connell, Daniel H. Irrevocable trust with a power to 
accumulate income or invade principal: federal tax con­
sequences to the grantor. Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, 
Spring 1972, p. 31-69.
Section 2040
Freeland, James J. Planning for the large single-asset estate: 
a guide for practitioners, by James J. Freeland and Steven 
W. Phillips. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 218-25.
Section 2042
Garian, Harry Z. Power to cancel group-term insurance by 
terminating employment is not incident of ownership - IRS 
concedes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 500- 
1.
Wasserman, William E. , ed. Premium payments on term life 
insurance. (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Oct. 1972, 
p. 852-3.
Section 2053
Debt instruments under seal carry no consideration. (Estates, 
trusts and gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 104-
5.
TC severely limits estate’s selling expense deduction over 
strong dissent. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, 
v. 36, June 1972, p. 373.
Section 2054
Freeland, James J. Planning for the large single-asset estate: 
a guide for practitioners, by James J. Freeland and Steven 
W. Phillips. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 218-25.
Section 2055
Taxation: estate taxation. St. John’s law review, v. 46, March 
1972, p. 553-8.
Section 2056
Ebbott, John F. Allocatory trusts may cause the marital 
deduction to be elusive. Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, 
p. 11-14.
Garian, Harry Z. Trustees’ control over widow’s lifetime 
power to divert corpus not fatal to marital trust. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 499.
Thomas, Myron. Joint wills and their effect on the federal 
estate tax. (Trusts, estates and life insurance) Trusts and 
estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 68-9.
Section 2503
Fiore, Owen G. New possibilities and old pitfalls in irrev­
ocable living trusts. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 
8-11.
Garian, Harry Z. Gift tax: IRS guidelines on political 
organizations as separate donees. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 497-8.
Making a non-taxable gift is not as easy as it sounds. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 209-10.
Trusts for minors and gift tax. (New tax developments this 
month) Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. (i).
Section 2513
Vollman, Stanton H. Maximum use of quarterly election to 
split gifts. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 98.
Section 2524
Elder, Peter. Gift tax alert on quarterly inter-spouse gifts of 
less than $6,000. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 
209.
Section 3402
Withholding rates geared to special circumstances. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 158-9.
Section 4842
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Private foundations - distribution 
reminder. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, 
p. 602.
Section 4912
New York State Bar Association. Tax section. Committee on 
International Finance and Investment. Subcommittee on 
Original Issue discount. Taxation of and withholding for 
original issue discount realized by nonresident aliens and 
foreign corporations. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 1972, p. 201- 
28.
Pugh, Richard C. United States taxation of foreign borrow­
ings by United States corporations. Tax lawyer, v. 25, 
Winter 1972, p, 229-51.
Section 4940
Elder, Peter. Private foundation - 4% excise tax on capital 
gains. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 208.
Liles, Kenneth H. Operating and terminating private found­
ations. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Dec. 1972, p. 851-68.
Section 4941
Lehrfeld, William J. Private foundations in the post-69 era: 
have controls spawned a trend to orthodoxy? (Tax-exempt 
institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 292-7. 
(Paper from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax 
Institute.)
Mulreany, Robert H. Self-dealing and disqualified persons 
under chapter 42 of the Internal revenue code, by Robert 
H. Mulreany and Robert L. Duncan, Jr. (In Conference on 
charitable foundations, 10th biennial, New York Univer­
sity, 1971. Proceedings, p. 265-72.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Section 4942
Fleischman, Donald. “Private foundations’ mandatory in­
come distributions.” Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Fall 1971, p. 
17-18.
Garian, Harry Z. Private foundations: final regs, on valuation 
of noncharitable assets previewed. (Tax trends) Tax advi­
ser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 179.
Garian, Harry Z. Private foundations: 1972 minimum invest­
ment return rates. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, 
p. 379.
Lehrfeld, William J. Private foundations in the post-69 era: 
have controls spawned a trend to orthodoxy? (Tax-exempt 
institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 292-7. 
(Paper from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax 
Institute.)
Nicholson, Frederic A. Proposed regs fail to resolve problem 
on five-year carryover of Section 4942. (Tax-exempt institu­
tions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, March 1972, p. 164-5.
Section 4943
Hochberg, Lester. Classification as a private foundation has 
many tax ramifications, by Lester Hochberg and Malcolm 
L. Stein. (Tax-exempt institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 
37, Aug. 1972, p. 88-94.
Lehrfeld, William J. Private foundations in the post-69 era: 
have controls spawned a trend to orthodoxy? (Tax-exempt 
institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 292-7. 
(Paper from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax 
Institute.)
Section 4944
Lehrfeld, William J. Private foundations in the post-69 era: 
have controls spawned a trend to orthodoxy? (Tax-exempt 
institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 292-7. 
(Paper from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax 
Institute.)
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Section 4945
Lehrfeld, William J. Private foundations in the post-69 era: 
have controls spawned a trend to orthodoxy? (Tax-exempt 
institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 292-7. 
(Paper from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax 
Institute.)
Section 4946
Mulreany, Robert H. Self-dealing and disqualified persons 
under chapter 42 of the Internal revenue code, by Robert 
H. Mulreany and Robert L. Duncan, Jr. (In Conference on 
charitable foundations, 10th biennial. New York Univer­
sity, 1971. Proceedings, p. 265-72.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Section 4947
Bromberg, Robert S. Characterization problems of nonex­
empt charitable trusts, by Robert S. Bromberg and Nor­
man A. Sugarman. Trusts and estates, v. 111, July 1972, p. 
522-5, 585-7.
Buratt, William D. Completing and filing Form 990: accoun­
ting and legal issues and determinations. (In Conference 
on charitable foundations, 10th biennial. New York univer­
sity, 1971. Proceedings, p. 155-206.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Section 6001
Sanders, Thomas A. New record retention requirements for 
federal tax purposes. Magazine of bank administration, v. 47, 
Dec. 1971, p. 15-17.
Section 6012
When must a fiduciary file a tax return? Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 218.
Section 6013
Tarantino, Dominic A. Another chapter for the best seller 
“tax on marriage”. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, 
p. 401.
Zahn, Donald J. Innocent spouse rule. (Tax notes) American 
Bar Association journal, v. 58, Nov. 1972, p. 1228, 1230-1.
Section 6031
Finkston, Herbert. TRA proposed regulations: comments. 
(Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 90-5.
Section 6033
Hochberg, Lester. Classification as a private foundation has 
many tax ramifications, by Lester Hochberg and Malcolm 
L. Stein. (Tax-exempt institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 
37, Aug. 1972, p. 88-94.
Section 6046
Tarantino, Dominic A. “Reorganization” has broad meaning 
for Form 959 filing requirements. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, July 1972, p. 403.
Section 6051
Garian, Harry Z. Suspend requirement to issue W-2 forms 
upon termination of employment in 1972. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 124.
Section 6166
Emmanuel, Michel G. Death on the installment plan (or 
financing estate taxes using sections 303 and 6166). (In 
Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law 
Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-
4.)  [750.2 I ]
Freeland, James J. Planning for the large single-asset estate: 
a guide for practitioners, by James J. Freeland and Steven 
W. Phillips. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 218-25.
Section 6303
District offices discuss collection practices. Taxation for ac­
countants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 269.
Section 6653
Zahn, Donald J. Innocent spouse rule. (Tax notes) American 
Bar Association journal, v. 58, Nov. 1972, p. 1228, 1230-1.
Section 6654
Garian, Harry Z. Individual estimated tax penalty: use of 
standard deduction in expection 4 computation. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 369-70.
Tarantino, Dominic A. Fifty per cent maximum tax is a “tax 
rate change.” (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 
403.
Section 6672
Withholding tax “penalty” doesn’t die with taxpayer. (Tax 
alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 10.
Section 7121
Wasserman, William E. , ed. When is an estate tax case 
“closed”? (Estate planning) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, 
p. 759-60.
Section 7203
Orlando, Samuel P. Use of inconsistent standards of “willfull­
ness” under Section 7203 creates confusion. (Fraud & 
negligence) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 214-17.
Section 7216
AICPA proposals to IRS would permit disclosure of tax 
return information. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, March 1972, p. 1, 7.
Section 7441
Shores, David F. Article I status for the Tax court. Tax 
lawyer, v. 25, Winter 1972, p. 355-42.
Section 7463
Naveen, Ronald S. Small cases in the Tax Court, by Ronald
S. Naveen and Lance Eisenber. (Tax notes) American Bar 
Association journal, v. 57, Dec. 1971, p. 1235-7.
Section 7602
Garian, Harry Z. Filing of amended returns waives privilege 
for workpapers of accountant employed by attorney. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 307.
Section 7701
Welter, Robert J. Limited partnerships with a corporate 
general partner - Rev. Proc. 72-13. Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972,p. 329-35.
Securities
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Capital loss trap on retirement of 
indebtedness. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v 42, June 
1972, p. 501, 504-4. (Correction: Aug. 1972, p. 686.)
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Ordinary rather than capital loss - the 
business tie-in doctrine expanded. (Federal taxation) CPA 
journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 501.
Leimberg, Stephan R. What to look out for in setting a value 
on assets for estate tax purposes. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 108-20. (Adapted from CLU journal.)
Securities transactions
Garian, Harry Z. Dealer denied deduction for interest allo­
cable to “resale” of municipal bonds. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Jan. 1972, p. 52-3.
Self-dealing
Hochberg, Lester. Private foundations: a tour through the 
labyrinth created by the ’69 act, by Lester Hochberg and 
Malcolm L. Stein. (Tax-exempt institutions) Journal of 
taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 49-54.
Mulreany, Robert H. Self-dealing and disqualified persons 
under chapter 42 of the Internal revenue code, by Robert 
H. Mulreany and Robert L. Duncan, Jr. (In Conference on 
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charitable foundations, 10th biennial. New York Univer­
sity, 1971. Proceedings, p. 265-72.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Shrekgast, Wallace E. Problems on Internal Revenue Service 
audit of foundations. (In Conference on charitable found­
ations, 10th biennial. New York university, 1971. Proceed­
ings. p. 207-31.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Self-employed
Caplin, Lee Evan. Tax parity for self-employed retirement 
plans. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 58, Feb. 1972, p. 338- 
70.
Garian, Harry Z. Capital provider for limited partner is not 
self-employed. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 
376-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Director fees are self-employment income. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
TC exempts retired executive’s fees from self-employment 
tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 106.
Separation Agreements
See Taxation, United States - Divorce Settlements 
And
Separation Agreements
Separation from service
Delayed separation from service still nets capital gain. 
(Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 
25.
Metzer, Patricia Ann. Are the courts returning to the IRS’s 
definition of “separation from service”? (Taxation of 
compensation) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 148- 
51.
Service enterprises
Personal service corporation’s income is taxed to employee. 
(Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 
47.
Ships and shipping
Hall, Joe. Representation without taxation. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 53, March 1972, p. 36-8,41.
Kalish, Richard H. Tax relief for leasors of ships and aircraft 
used in foreign commerce. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
April 1972, p. 207-8.
Madigan, Richard E. Taxation of the shipping industry. 
Cambridge, Md., Cornell Maritime Press, c1971. 59 p. [*565 
MJ
Seago, W. Eugene. Investing in ships: Amendments to 
Merchant Marine Act open up new tax shelter. (Special tax 
treatment) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 306-11.
Short sales
Garian, Harry Z. Broker can borrow vendor’s long shares 
without closing his short sale. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Dec. 1972, p. 756-7.
Johnson, Gordon H. Commodity futures: critical tax con­
sequence of closing a short position. Taxes - the tax 
magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 207-15.
Whitmarsh, Theodore F. When to sell securities short against 
the box. Financial analysts journal, v. 28. May-June 1972, p. 
80-1, 78.
Short Term Trusts
See Also Taxation, United States-Clifford Trusts, 
In Previous Indexes
Barnett, Bernard. Short-term trusts are not dead. (Estate 
planning) Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 83-9.
O’Neal, Curtis H. Clifford trust still good, despite 1971 
amendments. (What’s new about taxes) Newspaper control­
ler, v. 25, March 1972, p. 3, 12.
Weinstock, Harold. Short-term trust: a worthwhile tax saving 
tool. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, March 1972, p. 153-59.
Sick pay
Garian, Harry Z. “Administrative leave” payments to injured 
employee. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, p. 442.
Garian, Harry Z. “Return to work” defined for sick pay 
purposes. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 695- 
6.
Sick pay is exempt from FICA and FUTA. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 379.
Simplification
Mills, Wilbur D. Some important tax issues that still need to 
be solved. Practical accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, p. 34-
6.
Small Business
See Also Taxation, United States-Subchapter S 
Corporations
Goodman, Richard A. Aiding the small business in achieving 
its goals, by Richard A. Goodman and Clinton B. Hender­
son. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 60-3.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Loss on small business stock - a 
reminder. (Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, 
p. 685.
Korn, S. Winston. Section 1244 stock can be a potential tax 
break for the individual shareholder. Taxation for accoun­
tant, v. 8, March 1972, p. 158-63.
Newland, D. Alden. How Section 1244 benefits can be lost 
through premature asset transfers. (Corporations, 
stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Oct. 1972, p. 238-41.
Rosenkranz, Stanley W. Subchapter S - an illusory promise? 
Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, Fall 1972, p. 267-336.
Small business corporation stock takes some risk out of risk 
capital. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 119-20.
Step up in IRS small business examinations. (Managing your 
tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 
320.
Stroud, William M. Section 1244 stock: a no-cost insurance 
policy against failure of a corporation. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 94-9.
Small Tax Division
See United States. - Tax Court. Small Tax Case 
Division.
Smoot Sand & Gravel, case
Keller, Jack A. Accumulated earnings tax still a potential 
problem despite effect of freeze. Taxation for accountant, v. 
8, March 1972, p. 166-76.
Social security
Dixon, Jim. How advance planning can maximize Social 
Security benefits after retirement. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 8, April 1972, p. 212-19.
Favetta, George T. How to integrate qualified plans with 
social security under today’s rules. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 549-65, v. 1) [751 N ]
Frank, Barry H. Are they employees or independent contrac­
tors? A practical example for distinguishing the two. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 350-4.
Gelber, Arthur. Increases in social security benefits and taxes, 
by Arthur Gelber and John J. Pearl. (Payroll taxes and 
controls) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 762-3, 778.
Gelber, Arthur. Payroll taxes and controls, by Arthur Gelber 
and John J. Pearl. (Payroll taxes and controls) CPA journal, 
v. 42, July 1972, p. 589-93.
How to save on HCA and FUTA taxes. (Comments) Prac­
tical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 55.
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Margulies, William. How to work 132 days and get paid for 
58. (Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972, p. 14-15.
Massa, Andrea H. Employer - employee liabilities under 
Social security acts. (Labor law and the employee) Connec­
ticut CPA, v. 35, March 1972, p. 10-13.
Medicare “carry-over” helps patients with 1972 and 1973 
deductible. (Social security news) National public accoun­
tant, v. 17, Dec. 1972, p. 29.
Old age benefits and the dependency deduction. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 63-4.
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Federal withholding tax tables, effective 
January 16, 1972; federal percentage withholding tables; 
social security tax calculator. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., c1972. 
48 p. (Federal taxes report bulletin, v. 52, no. 52, extra issue, 
Dec. 30, 1971) [*754.11 P]
Report all your earnings for social security protection. (Social 
security news) National public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, 
p. 31.
Rhodabarger, T. Dale. Surprise bonanza: your new Social 
Security benefits. Medical economics, v. 49, Aug. 14, 1972, p. 
127, 129, 131, 133, 136-7.
Seal, Hilary L. ABC of integration with social security. 
(Employee benefit trends) Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 
1972, p. 302, 344.
Sick pay is exempt from FICA and FUTA. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 379.
Steinfeld, Gerhard. Hints for securing approval under Section 
401(a) v. (IRS qualification) Pension and welfare news, v. 8, 
May 1972, p. 65-6.
Taubman, Morton S. Social Security benefits: another fertile 
area for accountants* use in tax planning. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 82-8.
Software
See Taxation, United States-Computer Software
Spin-offs, split-offs, and split-ups
CA-1 rejects personal estate planning motive as sufficient for 
spin-off. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, 
p. 236-7.
Garian, Harry Z. Momentary affiliation during split-up does 
not affect subchapter S election. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 503.
Garian, Harry Z. Sec. 355 applies where control of split-off 
corporation acquired upon value-equalization transfer of 
assets. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 241-2.
Lerner, Herbert J. Eliminating a deficiency in assets to a spin­
off. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Aug. 1972, p. 466-7.
Littenberg, Robert L. Deconglomeration - tax and business 
problems associated with the divestiture of a recently 
acquired business, by Robert L. Littenberg and Todd 
Russell Reinstein. (In Southern California Tax Institute, 
24th, University of Southern California Law Center, 1971. 
Major tax planning for 1972. New York, 1972. p. 101-59.) 
[750.2 S ]
McElvany, Leon H. Service issues favorable spin-off ruling 
despite shareholder benefits. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
Dec. 1972, p. 741.
Odell, Stuart I. Terminating corporate marriages: divorce or 
annulment. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
961-1017, v. 2) [751 N]
Silverman, Saul S. Tax consequences of spin-offs and shells. 
(In William S. Mishkin, ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization. New York, 1972, p. 168-87.) [226 M ]
Terry, George M. Corporate vs. shareholder business purpose 
for a spin-off. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 
208.
Toder, Jerome Variation of split-off technique. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 279.
Sports organizations
Garian, Harry Z. Pro football teams’s disproportionate share 
of payments upon merger of leagues held capital gain. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 178-9.
States
See Also Taxation, Under Name Of State 
Taxation, United States-Intergovernmental
States
Anderson, John. Tax policy and state legislative capabilities. 
National tax journal v. 25, Sept. 1972, p. 369-72.
Cordtz, Dan. Word for the property tax. (Fortune’s view­
point) Fortune, v. 85, May 1972, p. 105-6, 110, 112.
Donovan, John F. Impact of Federal tax reform act of 1969 
on state income taxation. (In National Tax Association 
Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. 
Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 206-10. [751 N ]
Due, John F. Identification of business and nonbusiness state 
and local taxes and its policy implications. (In Tax Institute 
of America. Business taxes in state and local governments. 
Lexington, Mass., 1972. p. 57-64.) [750.2 T ]
Fisher, Glenn W. Tax deterrents: political and economic. 
Governmental finance, v. 1, May 1972, p. 2-4, 32.
Garnet, Donald. Federal and state revenue systems; thrust 
and counter thrust. Michigan CPA, v. 23, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 
12, 14-15, 17-18. (Reprinted from Ohio CPA, v. 30, Autumn 
1971, p. 136-43.)
Gorlick, Sheldon H. Hiring relatives after you incorporate. 
Medical economics, v. 49, March 27, 1972, p. 193, 195-8.
Harriss, C. Lowell State-local taxation: an overview. Taxes - 
the tax magazine, v. 50, April 1972, p. 232-50.
Hellerstein, Jerome R. Federal constitutional limitations on 
state taxation of multistate banks. (In National Tax As­
sociation Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo.,
1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 341-65.) [751 N ]
Hill, Lee. Business appraisal of new developments in local 
taxation. (In Tax Institute of America. Business taxes in 
state and local governments. Lexington, Mass., 1972. p. 105- 
115.) [750.2 T]
Janata, Jerrold F. How to combat property tax discrimination 
against the corporate tax payer. Retail control, v. 40, Jan.
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and Lee law review, v. 29, Fall 1972, p. 404-17.
Myers, Jerry L. Suggests Subchapter S audit steps addition. 
(Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 
1972, p. 106.
New corporation may run afoul of limits on Sub S election. 
 (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Sept. 1972, p. 187.
Now is the time to check Sub S profit-sharing plans. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 120-1.
One-shot sales situations can benefit by Subchapter S. Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 372-3.
Partnership or Sub S - which route for a family business? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 376-7.
Purchasing a Sub S corporation with bootstrap financing. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 373-4.
Rosenkranz, Stanley W. Subchapter S - an illusory promise? 
Tax counselor’s quarterly, v. 16, Fall 1972, p. 267-336.
Seltzer, Stephen. , ed. Timing Subchapter S dividends to an 
estate. (Estate planning) CPA Journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 
416, 429.
Sub S election can avoid accumulated earnings penalty. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 375-6.
Subchapter S: how to avoid investment credit recapture. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 307.
Subchapter S: the mechanics of getting and keeping the tax 
benefits. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 208-9.
Vignola, Leonard R. Tax aspects of the Subchapter S corpo­
ration. (From the thoughtful tax man) Taxes - the tax 
magazine, v. 50, June 1972, p. 372-5.
Welter, Robert J. Limited partnerships with a corporate 
general partner - Rev. Proc. 72-13. Tax adviser, v. 3, June 
1972, p. 329-35.
Westheimer, Alan D. Are you overlooking some of the 
positive tax-saving possibilities of Subchapter S? Taxation 
for accountants, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 68-73.
Subpart F
See Also Taxation, United States-Foreign Corpo­
rations, Controlled
O’Connor, Walter F. U.S. tax aspects of international oper­
ations: complexities aplenty for accountant and client. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 238-43.
Subsidiaries
See Taxation, United States Under Subheadings: 
Foreign Subsidiaries
Holding Companies And Subsidiaries
Subsidies
See Tax Subsidies
Substance v. form
Watch out for form as well as substance. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 199-200.
Support obligation
Alimony v. child support: when may deduction be taken? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 37.
Borini, Mario P. Trust and grantor’s obligation to support 
beneficiary after age 18. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 
1972, p. 534.
Mims, Burke. Tax planning - “all in the family” style. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Sept. 1972, p. 539.
Valuation of the right to support for purposes of the federal 
tax system. Columbia law review, v. 72, Jan. 1972, p. 132-61.
Surtax
Farber, Paul. Don’t request permission to change fiscal year if 
consolidated return is contemplated. (Tax clinic) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 355-6.
Garian, Harry Z. NOL carryback eliminates multiple surtax 
penalty. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, June 1972, p. 370.
Hazard, Victor J. NOL + multiple surtax exemptions = 
additional possible refund. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
March 1972, p. 146.
Swap Funds
See Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds 
Taxation, United States-Investment Companies
Tax benefit rule
Effect of bad debt reserve of 337 liquidation. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 238.
Garian, Harry Z. Recovery of R&E-expended costs of pilot 
model recaptured as ordinary income. (Tax trends) Tax 
adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 757.
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(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 771-2.
O’Hare, James T. Statutory nonrecognition of income and the 
overriding principle of the tax benefit rule in the taxation 
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Winter 1972, p. 215-46.
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See Taxation, United States-Exempt Organizations 
Also Under Specific Subheadings, E.G. 
Cooperatives
Tax-Free Exchange Funds
See Taxation, United States-lnvestment Companies 
Taxation, United States-Mutual Funds
Tax-Free Exchanges
See Taxation, United States-Exchanges And 
Transfers
Tax home concept
Where is a taxpayer’s “home” when he travels? (Technical 
notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 38-9.
Tax Liens
See Taxation, United States-Liens
Tax Limitation
See Tax Limitation
Tax Option Corporations
See Taxation, United States-Subchapter  S 
Corporations
Tax reform act of 1969
Aaron, Henry. Tax reform and the composition of invest­
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Singer. National tax journal, v. 25, March 1972, p. 1-13.
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and related matters under the Tax reform act of 1969, by 
Arthur W. Andrews and James J. Freeland. Tax counselor’s 
quarterly, v. 15, Sept. 1971, p. 326-409.
Covey, Richard B. Second look at the tax reform act of 1969. 
Richard B. Covey, moderator. Donald E. Aronson, et al, 
panelists. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of 
Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. 
Chapter 72-8.) [750.2 I ]
Dillon, Douglas. Role of private philanthropy in modern 
American society. Tax policy, v. 39, Jan. 1972, p. 3-8.
Donovan, John F. Impact of Federal tax reform act of 1969 
on state income taxation. (In National Tax Association 
Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. 
Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 206-10. [751 N ]
Elliott, Patricia C. Farming operations: are there any tax 
shelter opportunities left after tax reform? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 58-63.
Greene, Alan K. Effective tax planning with close corpo­
rations in light of the Tax reform act of 1969. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 20-6.
Gross, Malvern J. Useful tax primer for nonprofit orga­
nizations to follow. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, 
p. 220-7.
How the maximum tax and long-term capital gains lim­
itations work. (Taxes in figures) Taxation for accountants, v.
8, May 1972, p. 280-1.
Kadish, Stephen L. Related corporations increasingly to lose 
tax benefits as new law becomes effective, by Stephen L. 
Kadish and David B. Goshien. Taxation for accountants, v.
9, July 1972, p. 50-5.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. New throwback rules for trust 
distributions - can some deduction be taken twice? (Federal 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 506, 508.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Should mutual funds continue the 
deemed capital gain distribution election. (Federal tax­
ation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 683-4.
Klein, Michael F. Tax shelters in real estate. Price Waterhouse 
review, v. 17, Summer-Autumn 1972, p. 30-40.
Leener, Gerald A. How to reduce or eliminate the minimum 
tax on tax preference items, by Gerald A. Leener and Dale 
K. Humiston. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 
132-7.
Lees, Charles R. How to live with tax reform, by Charles R. 
Lees and Richard Heller. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 
53-61.
Luttrell, Jordan D. Effect of the private foundation provisions 
of the Tax reform act of 1969 on community development 
corporations. Law and contemporary problems, v. 36, Spring
1971, p. 238-76.
Lynch, William B. Government by complexification and 
rumor. Pension and welfare news, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 15-18.
MacBain, Gavin K. Philosophy of corporate philanthropy. 
Tax policy, v. 39, Feb. 1972, p. 3-7.
Moore, Malcolm A. Private foundations - their present tax 
status. Real property, probate and trust journal, v. 7, Fall
1972, p. 573-84.
Morgan, Lawrence I. Tax treatment of clubs under the 1969 
Tax reform act. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, 
June 1972, p. 1, 4, 6.
Old Tax court blues: the need for uniformity in tax litigation. 
(Notes) New York university law review, v. 46, Nov. 1971, p. 
970-87.
Replacing involuntarily converted property; time can be 
elusive. Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 296.
Section 441 of the Tax reform act of 1969 permits a Public 
utilities commission to impute the benefits of accelerated 
depreciation with flow-through. (Recent developments) 
Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, p. 1102-13.
Steinfeld, Gerhard. Unrelated business income tax: an 
increased hazard for qualified trust. (Taxation of compen­
sation) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 110-13.
Unfunded deferred compensation: TRA requires hard look. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 252-3.
White, Stuart E. Tax reform act of 1969. Asset (Missouri 
society of CPAs), v. 20, July-Aug. 1971, p. 8-10.
Wilson, Margaret. Maximum tax on earned income. (Tax 
forum) Woman CPA, v. 34, Jan. 1972, p. 14-16.
Teachers
Martin, Donald D. Educational expense deductions for 
teachers and instructors. National public accountant, v. 17, 
Feb. 1972, p. 8-12.
Telephone and telegraph
Hanes, Paul L. Valuation of telephone companies for ad 
valorem taxation - the impossible dream. (In National Tax 
Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, 
Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 823-8.) [751 
N]
Ten-Year Trusts
See Taxation, United States-Short Term Trusts
Tenancy
See Ako Taxation, United States-Joint Ownership 
In 1965-1966 Index
Joint ownership; short-cut to woe. (Personal business) College 
& university business, v. 52, May 1972, p. PB 14.
Joint property: its virtues and vices, by Robert L. Klein and 
others. Trusts and estates, v. 111, June 1972, p. 446-53, 490-6.
Thomas, Myron. Joint wills and their effect on the federal 
-estate tax. (Trusts, estates and life insurance) Trusts and 
estates, v. 111, Jan. 1912, p. 68-9.
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Hewitt, James O. Titles are part of the Internal Revenue code 
too, says Fifth Circuit. (Partnerships) Journal of taxation, v. 
36, April 1972, p. 250.
Testamentary trusts
Care needed in timing the funding of testamentary trust. 
(Technical notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 47.
Garian, Harry Z. Illustrate “automatic” long-term holding 
period for property sold by testamentary trust within 6 
months. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Dec. 1972, p. 760.
Garian, Harry Z. Results of trust’s termination distribution of 
partnership interest. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 
1972, p. 635.
Theft losses
Ransom payments are deductible “theft” losses. (Tax alert) 
Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 10.
Take action now to preserve a future loss deduction. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 144.
Thin incorporations
Danger of thin incorporation by Sub S corp increased. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 307.
Doxsee, Lawrence E. Thin incorporation and Section 385. (In 
Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 
1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1213-24, v. 2) [751 
NJ
McLean, James H. Effect of thin capitalization on a Subchap­
ter S election, by James H. McLean and Thomas L. 
Souders. National public accountant, v. 17, July 1972, p. 15- 
17.
Thrift Plans
See Taxation, United States-Savings And Thrift 
Plans
Throwback rule
Antin, Michael. Vanishing marital trust - after the Tax 
Reform Act. Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 218-22.
Barnett, Bernard. Final accumulation trust regulations: expl­
ained, evaluated and exemplified. Tax adviser, v. 3, Oct. 
1972, p. 580-97.
Hobbet, Richard D. Flaw in the throwback rules for capital 
gain distributions. Duke law journal Sept. 1971, P. 745-50.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. New throwback rules for trust 
distributions - can some deduction be taken twice? (Federal 
taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 506, 508.
McDonald, James L. Accumulation trusts - avoiding capital 
gain throwback rules. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 
1972, p. 402-3.
Sirowtiz, Herbert. Revenue act of 1971: how it affects individ­
uals, by Herbert Sirowitz and Sol Coffino. Practical accoun­
tant, v. 5, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-7.
Timberlands
Georges, Maurice O. Timber as a tax shelter: what are the 
benefits and are there drawbacks? (Special tax treatment) 
Journal of taxation, v. 36, June 1972, p. 364-8.
Tips
Malane, David L. Tips: what must be reported, to whom 
must they be reported, by whom, and when? Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 58-61.
Massa, Andrea H. Employer - employee liabilities under 
Social security acts. (Labor law and the employee) Connec­
ticut CPA, v. 35, March 1972, p. 10-13.
Report all your earnings for social security protection. (Social 
security news) National public accountant, v. 17, Feb. 1972, 
p. 31.
Tourist Courts And Motels
See Taxation, United States - Motels
Trade-marks and trade-names
Reich, Laurence. Planning guide to franchise transfers in 
light of Treasury’s proposed regs. (Accounting) Journal of 
taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 232-5.
“Trade or business” concept
Lee, John W. “Active conduct” distinguished from “conduct” 
of a rental real estate business. Tax lawyer, v. 25, Winter 
1972, p. 317-33.
O’Niell, William G. What constitutes “trade or business” for 
bad debt purposes; stockholder, employee, promoter; 
investment vs. loan. (In Institute On Federal Taxation. 
30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, 
c1972. p. 283-98, v. 1) [751 N ]
TC exempts retired executive’s fees from self-employment 
tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972. p. 106.
Trading Stamps
See Taxation, United States-Premium 
Merchandising
Traveling And Entertainment Expenses
See Also Taxation, United States-Food And Lodging
Are educational summer travel expenses deductible? Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 47-8.
Blackman, Irving L. Your client can succeed in deducting 
business entertainment expenses. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 76-80.
Clinching your travel deductions. Medical economics, v. 49, 
March 13, 1972, p. 189, 192, 197, 201.
Forester, Burton N. Tax tactics for professional men. Ohio 
CPA, v. 31, Spring 1972, p. 45-52.
Garian, Harry Z. Country club costs may be deductible by 
corporate member. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, July 1972, 
p. 434.
Glassberg, Carl L. Reporting and substantiation procedures 
for travel and entertainment expenses. (Tax talk) Retail 
control, v. 40, Nov. 1971, p. 27-31.
Holzman, Robert S. New deductions for executives. (Personal 
memo) Dun’s review, v. 100, Aug. 1972, p. 71-73.
“Home” means residence for travel expense deduction. 
(Personal tax problems) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, 
p. 50-1.
IRS concession on club dues may be like snow in January. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 120.
IRS will take a close look at convention junkets. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 77.
Levinson, William A. Don’t be bluffed out of entertainment 
deductions. Medical economics, v. 49, Feb. 14, 1972, p. 94-8, 
103-4, 108, 112.
Moss, Philip W. Traveling to work is not always a non­
deductible commuting expense. Taxation for accountants, v. 
9, Aug. 1972, p. 80-3. (Adapted from Kentucky law journal, 
Winter 1972.)
Mullock, Philip. Misplaced bracket and a spurious question: 
Sec. 162(a) (2). Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Aug. 1972, p. 
473-6.
Simmons, Sherwin P. Lawyers* entertainment expenses - the 
long road to deduction. (Increasing your internal revenue) 
Law office economics and management, v. 12, Dec. 1971, p. 
341-8.
Snodgrass, Anne D. (Substantiation of travel and entertain­
ment expenses.) (Tax forum) Woman CPA, v. 34, March 
1972, p. 15-17.
Taxation: deductions - business expenses. St. John’s law 
review, v. 46, March 1972, p. 537-47.
TC: no deductions for away-from-home expenses on recur­
ring seasonal job. (Personal tax problems) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 122.
Travel expense deductions may be easier to get. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 54-5.
Travel expenses to second job can be deducted. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 244-5.
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Webster, George D. Tax aspects of foreign convention travel. 
(Legal) Association management, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 17-18.
What is “home” for purpose of travel expense deductions? 
(Comments) Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 
53-4.
Where is a taxpayer’s “home” when he travels? (Technical 
notes and comments) Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 
1972, p. 38-9.
Treble Damages
See Taxation, United States-Damages
Trust-custodian accounts
Funds taken by jilting fiancee. (How would you rule?) 
Taxation for lawyers, v. 1, July-Aug. 1972, p. 62.
Trust funds
Moore, Malcolm A. Handling income tax problems of trust 
fundings and terminations. (Estates, trusts & gifts) Journal 
of taxation, v. 36, May 1972, p. 264-8. (Paper from the Sixth 
Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
Tuition Tax Credit Plan
See Taxation, United States-Education Expense
Undistributed profits
Accumulated earnings penalty suspended during phase I; II? 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, Jan. 1972, p. 10.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Accoun­
ting Principles Board. APB opinion no. 23: accounting for 
income taxes - special areas. (Official releases) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 61-6.
Anderson, R. Lanier. Compensation in professional corpo­
rations - a survey of opportunities and obstacles. Practical 
lawyer, v. 18, March 1972, p. 13-32.
Excess dividends must be repaid to avoid 531 tax. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 282.
Gilliam, Dale E. Penalty tax on undistributed earnings. (In 
Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 
229-35.) [110 H]
How dividend guidelines affect the accumulated earnings tax. 
(Tax alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 6, 8.
How to bail out undistributed earnings before ending Sub S. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 100.
Keller, Jack A. Accumulated earnings tax still a potential 
problem despite effect of freeze. Taxation for accountant, v. 
8, March 1972, p. 166-76.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Accumulated earnings tax - a matter 
of spirit. (Federal taxation) CPA Journal, v. 42, May 1972, 
p. 425.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Dividends doing “double duty.” 
(Federal taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, July 1972, p. 597.
Klein, Michael F. New developments aid planning against 
the accumulated earnings penalty tax. (Federal taxation) 
CPA journal, v. 42, March 1972, p. 255-6.
Klein, Michael F. , ed. Should mutual funds continue the 
deemed capital gain distribution election. (Federal tax­
ation) CPA journal, v. 42, Aug. 1972, p. 683-4.
Libin, Jerome B. Accumulations after Bardahi: developments 
affecting the accumulated earnings tax. (In Institute On 
Federal Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 1143-78, v. 2) [751 N ]
Park, Richard L. New APB opinions 23 and 24: what they 
mean. Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 28-31.
Penalty tax on surplus: what are “reasonable needs”? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 185-6.
Possible new attack by IRS on unreasonable accumulations. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 29.
Service throws a curve in new Section 531 ruling. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 317-18.
Silver, Stephen E. Previously “safe” corporations face danger 
of accumulated earnings tax. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, 
Nov. 1972, p. 260-2.
Sub S election can avoid accumulated earnings penalty. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, June 1972, p. 375-6.
Subsidiary can’t accumulate for parent’s business needs. (Tax 
alert) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 8.
Tierney, Joseph E. Tax court’s Golconda Mining decision: 
What are its implications in the 531 area? by Joseph 
Tierney, Jr. and Dennis E. Torkko. (Corporations, stockhol­
ders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 290-2.
“Unitary business” concept
New York State Bar Association. Tax Section. Committee on 
Interstate Taxation. Proposals for improvement of inter­
state taxation bills (H.R. 1538 and S. 317). Tax lawyer, v. 25, 
Spring 1972, p. 433-72.
“Unitrusts”
Teitell, Conrad. Charitable remainder unitrusts under the tax 
reform act. Trusts & Estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 858-61, 
913-16.
Unreasonable Accumulation Of Surplus
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits
Unrelated business income
Final regulations issued on unrelated business income of 
exempt organizations. (Tax-exempt institutions) Journal of 
taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 54-5.
Gross, Malvern J. Useful tax primer for nonprofit orga­
nizations to follow. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Oct. 1972, 
p. 220-7.
Hochberg, Lester. Classification as a private foundation has 
many tax ramifications, by Lester Hochberg and Malcolm 
L. Stein. (Tax-exempt institutions) Journal of taxation, v. 
37, Aug. 1972, p. 88-94.
Kassel, Mason. Excess business holdings and unrelated 
business income, by Mason Kassel and S. Theodore Rei­
ner. (In Conference on charitable foundations, 10th bien­
nial, New York University, 1971. Proceedings, p. 257-64.) 
[250 Fou 2 ]
Mahrle, Benjamin C. Social clubs: accounting for unrelated 
business income. Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, July 
1972, p. 21-4.
Morgan, Lawrence P. Learning to live with the Tax reform 
act. Club management, v. 51, May 1972, p. 19, 56-7.
Shrekgast, Wallace E. Problems on Internal Revenue Service 
audit of foundations. (In Conference on charitable found­
ations, 10th biennial, New York university, 1971. Proceed­
ings. p. 207-31.) [250 Fou 2 ]
Simonetti, Gilbert. Advertising income of exempt orga­
nizations. (Taxation) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 
1972, p. 79-81.
Steinfeld, Gerhard. Unrelated business income tax: an 
increased hazard for qualified trust. (Taxation of compen­
sation) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, p. 110-13.
Stiff record-keeping rules present problems for country clubs. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 243-4.
Valuation factors
Field, William R. Market value of stock and debt as evidence 
of value. National tax Journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 243-58.
Garian, Harry Z. Private foundations: final regs, on valuation 
of noncharitable assets previewed. (Tax trends) Tax ad­
viser, v. 3, March 1972, p. 179.
Garian, Harry Z. Quasi-blockage rule used in valuing large 
block of decedent’s sculptures. (Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 
3, Aug. 1972, p. 504-5.
Garibaldi, Marie L. Some final problems for the charitable 
taxpayer: gift annuities; pooled income funds; split interest 
trusts; valuation of charitable gift. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 117-62, v. 1) [751 N ]
Hamack, Donald S. Techniques in preparing a valuation 
case; a check list of do’s and don’ts; selection of an expert; 
dealing at the service level; with the Department of 
Justice; preparation for trial; qualifying witnesses; el­
ements to consider. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c!972. 
p. 163-84, v. 1) [751 N ]
Korner, Jules G. Issues and problems in valuing closely held 
business interests for estate tax purposes, especially part­
nership interests. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. 
p. 185-207, v. 1) [751 N ]
Leimberg, Stephan R. Asset valuation for federal estate tax 
purposes. CLU journal, v. 26, April 1972, p. 53-69.
Leimberg, Stephan R. What to look out for in setting a value 
on assets for estate tax purposes. Taxation for accountants, 
v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 108-20. (Adapted from CLU Journal.)
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Luckett, J. E. Appraisal from the viewpoint of a state tax 
administrator. (In Tax Institute of America. Business taxes 
in state and local governments. Lexington, Mass., 1972. p. 19- 
26.) [750.2 T ]
Lyon, James B. Effect on estate planning of the new valua­
tion tables of life estates, etc. (In Institute On Federal 
Taxation, 30th, New York University, 1971. Proceedings. 
New York, c1972. p. 669-93, v. 1) [751 N ]
McCarthy, George D. Valuing a company: practices and 
procedures, by George D. McCarthy and Robert E. Healy. 
New York, Ronald Press, 1971. 521 p. [141.1 M ]
Rice, Henry Hart. New approaches to appraising real estate: 
the appraiser’s art reappraised. (Issues and interpretations) 
Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 7-9.
Skinner, Robert G. Valuation of inventories: choosing and 
changing methods. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, 
New York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. 
p. 1769-88, v. 2) [751 N]
Smith, Edward S. Issues and problems in the valuation of 
real estate. (In Institute On Federal Taxation, 30th, New 
York University, 1971. Proceedings. New York, c1972. p. 
209-35, v. 1) [751 N ]
Walker, Mabel. Land tax isn’t the way to more rational land 
use. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 100-7. 
(Reprinted from Tax policy, v. 38, June-July 1971, p. 3-24.)
Value-added tax
American Bar Association. Section of Taxation. Committee 
on General Tax Problems. Should the United States adopt 
the value-added tax? A survey of the policy considerations 
and the data base. Tax lawyer, v. 26, Fall 1972, p. 45-76.
Barker, Phyllis A. Value-added tax - the cost to the bus­
inessman. Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 75-9.
Bossons, John. Economic and redistributive effects of a value- 
added tax. (In National Tax Association Conference On 
Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Co­
lumbus, O., 1972. p. 254-65.) [751 N ]
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Bird, Monroe M. Costs and benefits of teaching through 
research, by Monroe M. Bird and Irwin Weinstock. Col­
legiate news and views, v. 25, Winter 1971, p. 7-9.
Carpenter, Harrell H. Formal organizational structural factors 
and perceived job satisfaction of classroom teachers. 
Administrative science quarterly, v. 16, Dec. 1971, p. 460-5.
Chambers, Raymond J. Anguish of accountants. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, May 1972, p. 154-61.
Gamer, Don E. New student rights and academic freedom in 
the classroom. (Academic notes) Accounting review, v. 47, 
April 1972, p. 393-4.
George, Julius R. Relationship of organizational structure 
and teacher personality characteristics to organizational 
climate, by Julius R. George and Lloyd K. Bishop. Adminis­
trative science quarterly, v. 16, Dec. 1971, p. 467-75.
Kenneth Perry reports on his term as visiting professor at 
Florida A&M. CPA (American institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
May 1972, p. 11.
RCA sponsors visiting professorship at Dillard University. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, March 1972, p. 5.
Second RCA professor of accounting established at Dillard 
University. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct.
1972, p. 9.
Tyra, Anita I. Accounting education at the community 
college. Journal of contemporary business, v. 1, Winter 1972, 
p. 27-38.
Williams is AICPA distinguished professor. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 12.
TEACHING
See Accounting Courses 
Accounting-Teaching 
Education
Tax Courses
Teachers
TEACHING MACHINES
See Programmed Learning
TEAGUE, BURTON W.
Foreign compensation problems of U.S. companies. Confer­
ence board record, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 27-30.
TEAR, DANIEL G.
Personality and management style. (Methods and man­
agement) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, June 
1972, p. 89-93.
Personality and management style. (Methods and man­
agement) Best’s review (Life/health ed.), v. 73, July 1972, p. 
74, 76-7.
TECHNICAL PROGRESS
Commoner, Barry. Businessman’s primer on ecology. Business 
and society review, Spring 1972, p. 45-53.
Elliott, Robert K. “Accounting in the technological age.” 
(Statements in quotes) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 
1972, p. 70-3. (Reprinted from World (PMM), Winter 1972.)
Elliott, Robert K. Accounting in the technological age. World 
(PMM & co.), v. 6, Winter 1972, p. 22-7.
Felix, William Leroy. Estimating the relationship between 
technical change and reported performance. Accounting 
review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 52-63.
Giggey, Frederick W. Technology assessment. World (PMM 
& co.), v. 6, Winter 1972, p. 8-21.
Jurkus, Anthony F. Technology assessment, by Anthony F. 
Jurkus, Donald R. Hudson and Waino W. Suojanen. 
Atlanta economic review, v. 22, Feb. 1972, p. 22-5; March 
1972, p. 28-31.
Mohr, Lawrence B. Organizational technology and orga­
nizational structure. Administrative science quarterly, v. 16, 
Dec. 1971, p. 444-59.
Saint-Pierre, Jacques. Rentabilite et changement 
technologique. Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, Feb. 
1972, p. 49-51.
Schwartz, David S. Impact of technological change on pricing 
in the energy industries and the regulatory response. (In 
Trebing, Hany M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and 
regulation. East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 255-89.) [504.6 T ]
Utterback, James M. Process of technological innovation 
within the firm. Academy of management Journal, v. 14, 
March 1971, p. 75-88.
TECHNICIAN education - who chooses it?
Rhine, Shirley H. Technician education - who chooses it? 
New York, Conference Board, 1972. 45 p. (Conference Board 
report, no. 543) [*207.31 R ]
TECHNIQUES in corporate reorganization:
Mishkin, William S. , ed. Techniques in corporate reorga­
nization: selling and divesting, spin-offs and shells, mul­
tiple corporations. New York, Presidents Pub. House, 1972. 
297 p. [226 M ]
TECHNIQUES of financial analysis.
Erich, Helfert A. Techniques of financial analysis. 
Homewood, Ill., Dow Jones-Irwin, 1972. 245 p. [224 H ]
TECHNIQUES of squeeze-out of minority shareholders and 
planning to prevent a squeeze-out. (In Corporate and tax 
aspects of closely held corporations, by William H. Painter. 
Boston, 1971. p. 138-52.) [220 P ]
TECHNIQUES of value analysis and engineering.
Miles, Lawrence D. Techniques of value analysis and engi­
neering. 2nd ed. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 366 p. 
[161.8 M]
TECHNOLOGICAL COMPANIES
See Also Research And Development
Management
Sutton, Gerald D. Problems of small technological com­
panies. CGA, v. 6, June-July 1972, p. 30-3.
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING
Currill, D. L. Technological forecasting in six major U.K. 
companies. Long range planning (Eng.), v. 5, March 1972, p. 
72-7.
Horn, C. A. Times change but change takes time. Man­
agement accounting (Eng.), v. 49, Nov, 1971, p. 319-21.
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Kieser, P. J. Planning for heavy industry in South Africa. 
Long range planning (Eng.), v. 5, March 1972, p. 78-81.
Lenz, Ralph C. Substitution phenomenon, no. 4: technolog­
ical forecasting, by Ralph C. Lenz, Jr. and H. W. Lanford. 
Business horizons, v. 15, Feb. 1972, p. 63-8.
Wetjen, John F. Ten commandments ... of evaluating change. 
Infosystems, v. 19, Aug. 1972, p. 24-5.
TEITELL, CONRAD.
Charitable remainder unitrusts under the tax reform act. 
Trusts i. Estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 858-61, 913-16.
TeKOLSTE, ELTON.
Prospects for prospective payment. Hospitals, v. 46, May 16, 
1972, p. 56-8.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
See Also Data Processing-Transmission Systems
Cowan, Donald D. Interdependence of communications and 
data processing: issues in economies of integration and 
public policy, by Donald D. Cowan and Leonard Waver­
man. (Comments and reviews) Bell Journal of economics and 
management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 657-77.
Jones, William K. Future of the telecommunications industry: 
prospects and problems. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Oct. 12, 1972, p. 27-36.
Pyes, N. Richard. Planning a data communications system. 
Datamation, v. 18, Nov. 1972, p. 74-80.
Stutzman, Byron W. Meaning of the IBM 3705. Datamation, 
v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 28-30.
Theis, D. J. Communications processors. Datamation, v. 18, 
Aug. 1972, p. 31-44.
Government regulation
Phillips, Charles F. Domestic telecommunications policy: an 
overview. Washington and Lee law review, v. 29, Fall 1972, p. 
235-52.
Japan
Endo, Teruo. Bank data telecommunication system in Japan. 
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Dec. 1972, p. 24-8.
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
Chaddha, Roshan L. “Generalization” of the logistic curves 
and long-range forecasts (1966-1991) of residence tel­
ephones, by Roshan L. Chaddha and Sharad S. Chit­
gopekar. Bell journal of economics and management science, 
v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 542-60.
Dunn, Douglas M. Analysis and prediction of telephone 
demand in local geographical areas, by Douglas M. Dunn, 
William H. Williams and W. Allen Spivey. Bell Journal of 
economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 
561-76.
Dunn, John C. Profile of the independent telephone industry, 
1961-70, by John C. Dunn, Paul J. Vajdic and Ronald L. 
Shackelford. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, May 11, 1972, 
p. 34-41.
Galloway, J. K. Bright future - with challenges. Public utilities 
fortnightly, v. 90. Oct. 12, 1972, p. 21-3.
Thompson, Howard E. Analysis of telephone data: a case 
study of forecasting seasonal time series, by Howard E. 
Thompson and George C. Tiao. Bell journal of economics 
and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 515-41.
Zakarian, Z. V. Mad mad world of data communication. 
Infosystems, v. 19, Aug. 1972, p. 18-21.
Canada
Telephone communications in Canada: demand, production, 
and investment decisions, by A. Rodney Dobell and others. 
Bell Journal of economics and management science, v. 3, 
Spring 1972, p. 175-219.
Costs
Froggatt, A. M. Incremental costing in practice. (In Trebing, 
Harry M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. 
East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 151-66.) [504.6 T ]
Mathewson, G. Franklin. Metering costs and marginal cost 
pricing in public utilities, by G. Franklin Mathewson and 
G. David Quirin. (Comments and reviews) Bell journal of 
economics and management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 335- 
9.
Melody, William H. Interservice subsidy: regulatory stan­
dards and applied economics. (In Trebing, Harry M., ed. 
Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, 
Mich., 1971, p. 167-210.) [504.6 T ]
Swanson, Carl. Ma Bell has company, by Carl Swanson, and 
Martin Judge, editor. Hospitality, v. 11, June 1972, p. 19-23.
Finance
Dunn, John C. Profile of the independent telephone industry, 
1961-70, by John C. Dunn, Paul J. Vajdic and Ronald L. 
Shackelford. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, May 11, 1972, 
p. 34-41.
Scanlon, John J. Bell system financial policies. Financial 
management, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 16-26.
Government regulation
Cox, Kenneth A. Appraisal of regulatory pricing policies in 
communications. (In Trebing, Harry M., ed. Essays on public 
utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 
317-32.) [504.6 T ]
Melody, William H. Interservice subsidy: regulatory stan­
dards and applied economics. (In Trebing, Harty M., ed. 
Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, 
Mich., 1971, p. 167-210.) [504.6 T ]
Pricing
Cox, Kenneth A. Appraisal of regulatory pricing policies in 
communications. (In Trebing, Harry M., ed. Essays on public 
utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 
317-32.) [504.6 T ]
Mathewson, G. Franklin. Metering costs and marginal cost 
pricing in public utilities, by G. Franklin Mathewson and 
G. David Quirin. (Comments and reviews) Bell journal of 
economics and management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 335- 
9.
Melody, William H. Interservice subsidy: regulatory stan­
dards and applied economics. (In Trebing, Harry M., ed. 
Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, 
Mich., 1971, p. 167-210.) [504.6 T ]
Rates
Backman, Jules. Double leverage and the cost of equity 
capital, by Jules Backman and Jack B. Kirsten. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 90, Sept. 28, 1972, p. 32-3.
Froggatt, A. M. Incremental costing in practice. (In Trebing, 
Harry M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. 
East Lansing, Mich., 1971. p. 151-66.) [504.6 T ]
Melody, William H. Interservice subsidy: regulatory stan­
dards and applied economics. (In Trebing, Hany M., ed. 
Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. East Lansing, 
Mich., 1971, p. 167-210.) [504.6 T ]
TELEPHONE communications in Canada: demand, produc­
tion, and investment decisions, by A. Rodney Dobell and 
others. Bell journal of economics and management science, v. 
3, Spring 1972, p. 175-219.
TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT MANUFACTURERS
See Communication Equipment Manufacturers
TELEVISION
See Community Antenna Television Companies
TELPNER, ZEPH.
Are your speeches yawn proof? (Practitioners forum) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, P. 86.
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TEMPELAAR, A. F.
Reorganization of the U. E. C. Journal UEC, April 1972, p. 
85-94.
TEMPORAL principle of translation.
Lorensen, Leonard. Temporal principle of translation. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 48-54.
TEMPORIZING, the major cause of uncertainty in the finan­
cial community.
Needham, James J. Temporizing, the major cause of uncer­
tainty in the financial community. Address, before the New 
York Chamber of Commerce, New York, N.Y., March 2, 
1972. New York, 1972. 9 mimeo. pages. (Securities and 
Exchange Commission news) (*721 N ]
1136 TENANTS’ CORPORATION.
Bab, Donald Stuart. Unaudited statements. Massachusetts 
CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 15-18,20.
Chazen, Charles. “Unaudited” state of affairs, by Charles 
Chazen and Kenneth I. Solomon. Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Dec. 1972, p. 41-5.
Guy, Dan M. Unaudited financial statements: a survey, by 
Dan M. Guy and Alan J. Winters. Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 46-53.
McReynolds, Richard W. Certified public accountants’ liabil­
ity for unaudited financial statements. (Notes) California 
Western law review, v. 8, Winter 1972, p. 368-75.
Unaudited statements: what to do after the Rothenberg case. 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 25-7.
Rosenbaum, Allan. 1136 Tenants’ Corp. (Random sampling) 
Colorado CPA report, v. 36, Fall 1972, p. 24-6.
1136 TENANTS’ CORPORATION, appellant.
CPA held liable for not finding embezzlement during write­
up. National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, p. 14-17.
1136 TENANTS’ CORPORATION, plaintiff.
Chan, Stephen. Hazards of write-up work. CPA journal, v. 42, 
Aug. 1972, p. 635-8.
Saxe, Emanuel. Unaudited financial statements: rules, risks 
and recommendations. CPA journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 
457-64, 509-11.
Schneiderman, Irwin. 1136 Tenants* Corporation v. Max 
Rothenberg & Co. - some legal considerations. CPA jour­
nal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 465-7, 512.
1136 TENANTS’ CORPORATION, plaintiff-appellee.
Saxe, Emanuel. Accountants* responsibility for unaudited 
financial statements. Texas CPA, v. 45, July 1972, p. 8, 10, 
12, 14-16.
1136 TENANTS’ CORPORATION, plaintiff-respondant.
1136 Tenants’ corporation v. Max Rothenberg & company. 
Accounting forum, v. 41, Dec. 1971, p. 30-2.
TENDER OFFERS
See Take-Over Bids
TENNANT, GORDON J.
Accounting action towards cost control. South African char­
tered accountant, v. 8, July 1972, p. 243-8.
TENTH International Congress of Accountants. Chartered 
accountant in Australia, v. 42, Dec. 1971, p. 50-1.
TERMINAL takeover. Business automation, v. 19, March 1972, 
p. 22-8; April 1972, p. 26-8, 60.
TERMINOLOGY
See Also Taxation, United States-Terminology
Chan, Stephen. Mis-use of “present fairly.” (To the editor) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Feb. 1972, p. 105-6.
Dominiak, Geraldine F. “Present fairly” and generally ac­
cepted accounting principles, by Geraldine F. Dominiak 
and Joseph G. Louderback, III. CPA journal, v. 42, Jan. 
1972, p. 45-9.
Guthrie, Art. Language of accounting. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 37.
Guthrie, Art. Modem semantics can help accounting. Journal 
of accountancy, v. 133, June 1972, p. 56-63.
Henke, Emerson O. Audit reports for not-for-profit orga­
nizations. Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 20-4.
Introduction to cost terms and purposes. (In Cost accounting, 
by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 
1972. p. 20-46.) [160 H |
Johnson, Keith W. Language of accounting. (Letters) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 34, 37.
Mattessich, Richard. Methodological preconditions and prob­
lems of a general theory of accounting. Accounting review, 
v. 47, July 1972, p. 469-87.
TERRE, NORBERT C.
Accounting’s cost/benefit analysis for evaluation of today’s 
programs assisting America’s disadvantaged and low- 
income families, by Norbert C. Terre and Albert P. Ameiss. 
National public accountant, v. 17, May 1972, p. 8-14.
New simplified approach to helping management make 
profitability decisions. Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 
1972, p. 61-3.
TERRELL, FOSTER W.
Association finance: a fresh look at investment opportunities. 
Association management, v. 24, May 1972, p. 32-7.
TERRELL, WILLIAM T.
Interest rates, portfolio behavior, and marketable govern­
ment securities, by William T. Terrell and William J. 
Frazer. Journal of finance, v. 27, March 1972, p. 1-35.
TERRY, GEORGE M.
Corporate vs. shareholder business purpose for a spin-off. 
(Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 208.
Partial liquidation: “termination” vs. “contraction” of bus­
iness. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 207.
TERRY, H. P. BALDWIN.
Self-insurance playing larger media risk role. Newspaper 
controller, v. 25, Feb. 1972, p. 3.
TERRY, JOSEPH G.
Citing intangible services reduced Sec. 531 recovery. (What’s 
new about taxes) Newspaper controller, v. 25, April 1972, p. 
4, 12.
TERRY, WILLIAM H.
Company contributions, 1971. Ottawa, Conference Board In 
Canada, 1972. 15 p. [*250 Cha ]
TERSINE, RICHARD J.
Bivariate stochastic approach to capital investment decisions, 
by Richard J. Tersine and William Rudko. Engineering 
economist, v. 17, Spring 1972, p. 157-76.
Organization decision theory - a synthesis. Managerial plann­
ing, v. 21, July/Aug. 1972, p. 18-26, 40.
TESCHNER, PAUL A.
First Security Bank of Utah: taxpayer disability and the 
Supreme Court. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, May 1972, 
p. 260-73.
TEST COSTING
See Estimating
TEST run of AICPA’s computerized information retrieval 
program begins. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
Oct. 1972, p. 3.
TESTED system for achieving quality control. (Entrepreneur) 
Cost and management (Canada), v. 46, May-June 1972, p. 
51-5.
TESTIMONY
See Evidence
Taxation, United States-Expert Witnesses
TESTING AND SAMPLING
See Also Statistics
Work Sampling
Aiyar, Shankar A. Test and sample check methods in the 
audit of large corporations. Chartered accountant (India), v. 
20, March 1972, p. 719, 721-3.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Commit­
tee on Statistical Sampling. Ratio and difference es­
timation. New York, Professional Development Division, 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 1972. 74 
p. plus suppl. (53 p.) (Auditor’s approach to statistical 
sampling, v. 5.) [*170 A ]
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Bhargava, K. P. Need and application of test check and 
sample check methods in audits of large corporations. 
Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, March 1972, p. 725-31.
Canadian Institute Of Chartered Accountants. Committee on 
Accounting and Auditing Research. Statistical sampling in 
an audit context, by Giles R. Meikle. Toronto, 1972. 43 p. 
(Audit technique) [*170 C ]
Corless, John C. Assessing prior distributions for applying 
Bayesian statistics in auditing. Accounting review, v. 47, July 
1972, p. 556-66.
Elliott, Robert K. Relating statistical sampling to audit 
objectives, by Robert K. Elliott and John R. Rogers. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 46-55.
Fyffe, Joseph B. Some thoughts on selecting a random 
sample. (Auditing theory & practice) Massachusetts CPA 
review, v. 46, May/June 1972, p. 28-9, 33.
Gurry, Edward James. Audit of multi-plant costs using 
statistical sampling techniques. Internal auditor, v. 29, May- 
June 1972, p. 26-32.
Hubbard, Thomas D. Statistical sampling and the Virginia 
CPA, by Thomas D. Hubbard and Robert H. Strawser. 
Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 37-42.
Loebbecke, James K. Statistical sampling. (Letters) Journal of 
accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 22-3.
Mandel, B. J. Statistical innovation in accounting and audit­
ing. Federal accountant, v. 21, March 1972, p. 73-81.
Maskell, Roy E. C. “Significance.” Australian accountant, v. 
41, Oct. 1971, p. 408-11.
Mattessich, Richard. Methodological preconditions and prob­
lems of a general theory of accounting. Accounting review, 
v. 47, July 1972, p. 469-87.
Ried, Glenda E. Theory of probability sampling. Woman 
CPA, v. 34, Sept. 1972, p. 8-12; Nov. 1972, p. 11-14.
Ross, Timothy L. Use of statistical sampling in auditing; an 
empirical study, by Timothy Ross, Hugh Hoyt and Herb 
Shaw. Ohio CPA, v. 31, Winter 1972, p. 5-14.
Sanathanan, Lalitha. On an allocation problem with mul­
tistage constraints. Operations research, v. 19, Nov.-Dec.
1971, p. 1647-63.
Sauls, Eugene H. Nonsampling errors in accounts receivable 
confirmation. Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 1972, p. 109-115.
Schweiger, James J. Continuing education of a young ac­
countant - a short short story. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & 
Co.), 1972, 1st ed., p. 50-2.
Smith, Kenneth A. Relationship of internal control evalua­
tion and audit sample size. Accounting review, v. 47, April
1972, p. 260-9.
Statistical sampling. In Auditing for management, by John A. 
Edds. Toronto, 1971. p. 46-59.) [201 E ]
Stoker, R. Wayne. Using statistics in auditing. (In Haskins & 
Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 133-40.) [110 
H]
Sully, J. M. Statistical sampling in auditing: mathematical 
establishment of error rates. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 
13, 1972, p. 45-7.
Tummins, Marvin. Enriching audit data, by Marvin Tummins 
and Hugh J. Watson. (Practice) Internal auditor, v. 29, 
Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 63-73.
Data processing
Lawrenson, H. D. Key to the computer, by H. D. Lawrenson 
and W. E. Kuntz. South African chartered accountant, v. 8, 
March 1972, p. 85-9.
Lawrenson, Henry Denman. Key to the computer, by H. D. 
Lawrenson and W. E. Kuntz. South African chartered 
accountant, v. 8, March 1972, p. 85-9; April 1972, p. 127-30.
TESTS
See Accounting Testing Program 
Examinations
Testing And Sampling
TEVELOW, ROSEMARIE.
Norr, David. “Abandon hope all ye who enter,” by David 
Norr and Rosemarie Tevelow. (News and views) CPA 
Journal, v. 42, June 1972, p. 441-2.
TEWELES, RICHARD J.
Harlow, Charles V. Commodities and securities compared, by 
Charles V. Harlow and Richard J. Teweles. Financial 
analysts journal, v. 28, Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 64-70.
TEXAS GULF SULFUR COMPANY, defendant.
Fleischer, Arthur. Twelve pillars of corporate public relations. 
Corporate financing, v. 4, July-Aug. 1972, p. 28-34.
Investors Management Company and Rule 10b-5: the tippee 
at bay. (Comments) Columbia law review, v. 72, March 1972, 
p. 545-61.
TEXAS & PACIFIC RAILWAY, plaintiff.
Mullendore, Robert G. Federal common law remedies under 
the Occupational safety and health Act of 1970. (Com­
ments) Washington law review, v. 47, Aug. 1972, p. 629-57.
TEXAS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.
Rea, Richard C. , ed. Practice continuation agreement checkl­
ist. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, 
Nov. 1972, p. 89.
______ Committee on Taxation.
Welsch, Godfrey William. Report of the Subcommittee on 
Relations with the Internal Revenue Service. (Tax topics) 
Texas CPA, v. 44, Jan. 1972, p. 57-63.
TEXT of the AICPA Board of Directors resolution honoring 
Andrew Barr. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, 
June 1972, p. 13.
TEXTILE MAINTENANCE INDUSTRY
See Laundries
Linen Supply Business
TEXTILES
Tasugi, Kisou. Modernization of the functions of the assem­
blers in each local producing area in Japan. Kyoto university 
economic review, v. 41, April 1972, p. 1-28.
THACKRAY, JOHN.
America’s hot pants accountants. Management today (Eng.), 
March 1972, 8 p. (Reprint file, *M)
Management consulting industry has this problem. Corporate 
financing, v. 4, March-April 1972, p. 30-3, 54, 56.
Regional investment banking digs in. Corporate financing, v. 
4, May-June 1972, p. 27-36.
Why your investment banker is switching firms. Corporate 
financing, v. 4, Nov.-Dec. 1972, p. 25-9, 86-7, 97, 99-100.
THAIN, GERALD J.
Consumer protection: advertising - the FTC response. Bus­
iness lawyer, v. 27, April 1972, p. 891-906.
THAIN, RICHARD J.
Placement phenomenon of the decade. Journal of college 
placement, v. 32, Jan. 1972, p. 54-61.
THAU, WILLIAM A.
Turning raw land into pay dirt. Real estate review, v. 2, Spring 
1972, p. 73-83.
THE 500 leading companies in total premium income - 1971. 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, July 1972. p. 30-3.
THEATERS
See Also Moving Picture Theaters
Auditing
Curtain call in Columbus. E & E, (Ernst and Ernst), v. 11, 
Summer 1972, p. 38-44.
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THEFT
See Aho Taxation, United States-Theft Losses
Anand, Valerie. Focus on security. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, 
March 1972, p. 40-2.
Astor, Saul D. Preventing retail theft, rev. ed. Washington, 
Small business administration, 1971. 7 p. (Small marketers 
aids no. 119) [*209.5 A ]
Should you let employees steal? ... a little bit...? Association 
management, v. 24, Feb. 1972, p. 38-42.
THEIL, HENRI.
Substitution effects in geometric programming. Management 
science, v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 25-30.
THEIS, D. J.
Communications processors. Datamation, v. 18, Aug. 1972, p. 
31-44.
THEISS, WILLIAM R.
Validity of financing public education through local property 
taxes. (Appraisal Docket) Appraisal journal, v. 40, Oct. 1972, 
p. 650-4.
THEORY of cost and production functions.
Shephard, Ronald W. Theory of cost and production 
functions. Princeton, N. J., Princeton University Press, 1970. 
308 p. (Princeton studies in mathematical economics) [160 S ]
THESES
Bakay, Virginia Hicks. Liability of certified public accoun­
tants related to the auditing and accounting functions as 
indicated by a review of selected claims. University, Ala., 
1969, 1970. 332 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Alabama.) 
(Photocopy of typescript. Ann Arbor, Mich., University 
Microfilms, 1970.) [103.1 B ]
Beckner, Ralph Edward. Empirical study of compulsory 
continuing education for certified public accountants. 
Lubbock, Tex., 1971. 83 typewritten pages. (Thesis (B.Sc.) - 
Texas Tech University.) [107 B ]
Currie, Edward MacGregor. Raising achievement levels of 
Negro-college students in the subject field of accounting. 
1967, c1968. 264 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - U. of Minnesota.) 
(Photocopy of typescript. Ann Arbor, Mich., University 
Microfilms, 1969.) [107.5 C ]
Ellis, Robert E. CPA not now in public accounting and his 
relationship to the profession. Seattle, 1971. 133 typewritten 
pages. (Research report (M.B.A.) - University of Washing­
ton.) [*103 E]
Lynch, Harry H. Financial performance of conglomerates. 
Boston, Division of Research, Graduate School of Business 
Administration, Harvard University, 1971. 297 p. (Thesis 
(Ph.D.) - Harvard) [223.1 L ]
Ortman, Richard Frederick. Effects of segmental disclosure 
by diversified firms upon investment analyses made by 
financial analysts and business students, c1971. 171 
typewritten pages. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Wiscon­
sin) [223.1 O ]
Roger, Pierre. Long-term warrants as financing instruments. 
Ann Arbor, Mich., 1970. 270 p. (Thesis (Ph.D) - University 
of Michigan. Photocopy of typescript. Ann Arbor, Mich., 
University Microfilms, 1972.) [*724 R ]
Torres, Paul Delmas. Empirical evaluation of criteria used in 
the valuation of professional accounting practices. Univer­
sity, Ala., 1971. 167 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of 
Alabama.) [250 Acc ]
THEUS, LUCIUS.
Management analysis today. Air force comptroller, v. 6, April 
1972, p. 24-7.
THIN INCORPORATIONS
See Taxation, United States-Thin Incorporations
THIRTEEN-MONTH YEAR
See Calendar
THIS business of music,
Shemel, Sidney. This business of music, by Sidney Shemel 
and M. William Krasilovsky. Edited by Paul Ackerman, 
rev. and enl. ed. New York, Billboard Publications, 1971. 
575 p. [250 Mus 5 ]
THIS is my life, by an Industrious Accountant, with illus­
trations by Finbow. London, Gee & Co., 1971. 159 p. (“A 
selection from the popular weekly feature in The Accoun­
tant. ”) [*980 T ]
THOLIYA B. L.
Profit & loss account in a better shape - a forward leap in 
profit & loss account. Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, 
Feb. 1972, p. 645-57.
THOLLON, JEAN.
P.P.B.S. and decision-making, by Jean Thollon and Robert 
G. Sheito. CGA, v. 6, June-July 1972, p. 8-11.
THOM, G. B.
How four professionals see their role on the management 
team: the marketing man. Cost and management (Canada), 
v. 45, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 29-30.
THOMAS, ARTHUR L.
Chambers-Kennelly-McRae-Reilly-Weltmer thesis: an ad­
dendum. Abacus (Sydney Univ., Australia), v. 8, June 1972, 
p. 75.
THOMAS, H. O.
Depreciation of buildings - a valuer’s view. Chartered accoun­
tant in Australia, v. 43, July 1972, p. 8-11.
THOMAS, HOWARD.
Basic numeracy for managers and accountants: a review 
article. Journal of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Autumn 1972, 
p. 95-102.
Moore, Peter. How to measure your risks, by Peter Moore 
and Howard Thomas. Management (Irish), v. 19, Feb. 1972, 
p. 47-9.
THOMAS, JAMES A.
How a corporation can protect a widow’s payment from 
taxation. Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 302-7.
THOMAS, L. JOSEPH.
Bierman, Harold. Ruin considerations and debt issuance, by 
Harold Bierman and L. Joseph Thomas. Journal of financial 
and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 1361-78.
Hausman, Warren H. Inventory control with probabilistic 
demand and periodic withdrawals, by Warren H. Hausman 
and L. Joseph Thomas. Mangement science, v. 18, Jan. 1972, 
Part 1, p. 265-75.
THOMAS, MYRON.
Joint wills and their effect on the federal estate tax. (Trusts, 
estates and life insurance) Trusts and estates, v. 111, Jan. 
1972, p. 68-9.
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Shenkir, William G. Thomas Jefferson: management accoun­
tant, by William G. Shenkir, Glenn A. Welsch and James
A. Bear, Jr. Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 1972, p. 33- 
47.
THOMASON, G. WILLIAM.
Conceptual and practical aspects of financial control. (In 
Haskins & Sells. Selected papers 1971. New York, 1972. p. 
330-9.) [110 H]
THOME, ROBERT P.
Selecting a plan for retrospective rating. (Update: insurance) 
Newspaper controller, v. 25, May 1972, p. 2-3,9-10.
THOMPSON, ALINE.
Helping new employees join your team. (Managing people) 
Association management, v. 24, April 1972, p. 112-14.
THOMPSON, ARTHUR A.
Business experience with industrial aid bonds as a source of 
external financing. California management review, v. 13, 
Winter 1970, p. 25-37.
THOMPSON, DONALD L.
Stereotype of the salesman. (Keeping informed) Harvard 
business review, v. 50, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 20-2, 24-5, 28-9, 159- 
61.
THOMPSON, EARL A.
Taxation of wealth and the wealthy. American economic 
review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 329-30.
THOMPSON, GRANVILLE K.
Taylor, Philip J. Effective planning today means better 
management tomorrow, by Philip J. Taylor and Granville 
K. Thompson. College & university business, v. 53, Sept. 
1972, p. 46-9.
THOMPSON, HOWARD E.
Analysis of telephone data: a case study of forecasting 
seasonal time series, by Howard E. Thompson and George 
C. Tiao. Bell journal of economics and management science, v. 
2, Autumn 1971, p. 515-41.
Behavioral test of adaptive forecasting, by Howard E. 
Thompson and LeRoy J. Krajewski. (Tutorial and survey) 
Decision sciences, v. 3, Oct. 1972, p. 108-19.
Capital structure coverage ratios and the rate of return in 
public utilities. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, Jan./Feb. 
1972, p. 68-73.
THOMPSON, KENNETH.
Thompson exposes tentative proposals for recognition and 
regulation of CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 2.
THOMPSON, ROBERT J.
Operational review of management reporting systems. (Man­
agement services) Canadian chartered accountant, v. 101, 
Oct. 1972, p. 67-71.
THOMPSON, ROGER H.
Office condominiums. Appraisal Journal, v. 40, April 1972, p. 
305-7.
Resort hotel condominiums. Cornell hotel and restaurant 
administration quarterly, v. 12. Feb. 1972, p. 15-19.
THOMPSON, RUSSELL G.
Investment-borrowing decisions in natural gas transmission, 
by Russell G. Thompson, Michael S. Proctor and Ronald 
R. Hocking. Management science, v. 18, June 1972, p. 544-54.
THOMPSON, W. B.
Hiring window - 1970s style. CGA, v. 6, June-July 1972, p. 4-7.
THOMPSON, WARREN A.
Ameiss, Albert P. Trends in systems education, by Albert P. 
Ameiss and Warren A. Thompson. Journal of systems 
management, v. 22, Dec. 1971, p. 18-20.
THOMPSON exposes tentative proposals for recognition and 
regulation of CPAs. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 2.
THOMSEN, GEORGE E.
Split interest gifts to charity. Real property, probate and trust 
journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 552-63.
THOMSEN, THOMAS H.
Vital credit sales relationship. Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, 
Spring 1972, p. 10-11.
THOMSON, EDWARD G.
Schilling, Lawrence W. Tax problems of private foundations 
in receiving and making grants, by Lawrence W. Schilling 
and Edward G. Thomson. (In Conference on Charitable 
Foundations, 10th biennial, New York University, 1971. 
Proceedings, p. 277-83.) [250 Fou 2 ]
THORNBER, FRED.
Subrogation. International accountant (Eng.), v. 41, Oct.-Dec. 
1971,p. 95-6.
Trust policies. International accountant (Eng.), v. 42, Jan.- 
March 1972, p. 14-15.
THORNBURG, JAMES F.
Salvation through redemption (an examination of 
redemption with appreciated property under new code 
section 311), by James F. Thornburg and Nelson J. Vogel. 
(In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law 
Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72- 
5.) [750.21]
THORNE, JACK F.
Critical factors in the implementation of a real-time system. 
Data management, v. 10, Jan. 1972, p. 36-40.
THORNHILL, ANDREW.
Making the best of maintenance. (Tax) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, April 1972, p. 87.
THORNTON, FRED A.
FPC Allocation of gas storage costs and pricing. Public 
utilities fortnightly, v. 89, May 25, 1972, p. 11-15.
THORNTON, JOHN M.
Dixon, Lynwood J. Costs of cleaning up pollution, by Lyn­
wood J. Dixon and John M. Thornton. Management accoun­
ting (NAA), v. 54, Nov. 1972, p. 13-17, 22.
THORNTON, ROBERT J.
Effects of collective negotiations on teacher's salaries. Quar­
terly review of economics and business, v. 11, Winter 1971, p. 
37-46.
THORNTON, ROBERT L.
Ecology - the fear appeal in the public sector, by Robert L. 
Thornton and Donald C. King. MSU business topics, v. 20, 
Winter 1972, p. 35-8.
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THORNTON, SYLVAN E.
National Foundation - unique organization with a singular 
mission. Pension & welfare news, v. 8, Nov. 1972, p. 12-14, 
110.
THRIFT PLANS
See Savings And Thrift Plans 
Taxation, United States - Savings And Thrift 
Plans
THROW away your credit cards? Association management, v. 24, 
Jan. 1972, p. 34-8.
THROWER, RANDOLPH W.
Do you really have a chance with the IRS? Interview with 
Randolph W. Thrower, by Kemper W. Merriam and A. 
Reginald Evans. Motel/ motor inn journal, v. 35, Feb. 1972, 
p. 7, 10-12; March 1972, p. 22, 24-8, 30.
Investment credit and ADR provide a new look in asset cost 
recovery. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 1972, 
p. 88-91.
THRUWAYS
See Roads And Highways
THURLOW, RALPH M.
Extended medicare: a new disappearing act. Medical econom­
ics, v. 49, June 5, 1972, p. 186-9, 193, 197, 201-2.
THURMAN, EDWIN B.
Duck, fellas, here it comes again (Marketing facts and ideas) 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, May 1972, p. 52, 54.
New problems for Section 303 stock redemptions. Best's 
review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, Dec. 1971, p. 38, 40.
State of the pension art. (Marketing facts and ideas) Best’s 
review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, June 1972, p. 36, 38.
Two items of current interest. (Marketing facts and ideas) 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 34, 36.
What will happen to split dollar? (Marketing facts and ideas) 
Best’s review, (Life-health ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 46, 48.
THUROW, LESTER C.
American distribution of income; a structural problem. A 
study prepared for the use of the Joint Economic Commit­
tee, Congress of the United States, by Lester C. Thurow 
and Robert E. B. Lucas. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1972. 50 p. (Joint committee print, 92d Congress, 2d 
session) (*933 T ]
Net worth taxes. National tax journal, v. 25, Sept. 1972, p. 417- 
23.
Redistributing governmental functions. (In National Tax 
Association Conference On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, 
Mo., 1971. Proceedings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 54-62.) [751 
N]
THURSTON, G. R.
Hackett, J. T. Cash management, by J. T. Hackett and G. R. 
Thurston. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s 
handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 723-44.) [223.7 V ]
THURSTON, PHILIP H.
Requirements planning for inventory control. Harvard bus­
iness review, v. 50, May-June 1972, p. 67-71.
THYGERSON, KENNETH J.
Despite current housing boom new construction plays smaller 
role in mortgage credit demand. (Business and real estate) 
Savings & loan news, v. 93, Nov. 1972, p. 29.
Movers and mortgages: highly mobile borrowers can affect 
average loan life, cash flow. (Business & real estate) 
Savings & loan news, v. 93, Oct. 1972, p. 40-1.
Trends Committee reports: profits up, but improvements are 
difficult. (Business & real estate) Savings & loan news, v. 93, 
Aug. 1972, p. 26-9.
Where have all the skeptics gone? (Business and real estate) 
Savings and loan news, v. 93, July 1972, p. 25.
TIAO, GEORGE C.
Thompson, Howard E. Analysis of telephone data: a case 
study of forecasting seasonal time series, by Howard E. 
Thompson and George C. Tiao. Bell journal of economics 
and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 515-41.
TIBREWALA, R.
Optimal scheduling of two consecutive idle periods, by R. 
Tibrewala, D. Philippe and J. Browne. Management science, 
v. 19, Sept. 1972, p. 71-5.
TIDWELL, VICTOR H.
Smith, John H. Analysis of participation in continuing 
education, by J. H. Smith, V. H. Tidwell and V. C. Lembke. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Jan. 1972, p. 40-5.
TIERNEY, JOHN M.
Need for innovation. Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Summer 
1972, p. 5-8.
TIERNEY, JOSEPH E.
Tax court’s Golconda Mining decision: What are its implica­
tions in the 531 area? by Joseph Tierney, Jr. and Dennis E. 
Torkko. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of taxation, v. 
37, Nov. 1972, p. 290-2.
TILLER, CARL W.
Demise of PPBS. Federal accountant, v. 21, June 1972, p. 4-13.
TILLEY, IAN.
Accounting as a scientific endeavour: some questions the 
American theorists tend to leave unanswered. Accounting 
and business research (Eng.), v. 2, Autumn 1972, p. 287-97.
TILLMAN, FRANK A.
Upperbound algorithm for the single and multiple terminal 
delivery problem, by Frank A. Tillman and Thomas M. 
Cain. Management science, v. 18, July 1972, p. 664-82.
TILSTRA, C. F.
Communicating MIS. Journal of systems management, v. 23, 
June 1972, p. 36-8.
TIMBER
See Forests And Forestry 
Lumber Industry 
Timberlands
TIMBER, the renewable resource. Fortune, v. 86, Oct. 1972, p. 
113.
TIMBER trade - an introduction to commercial aspects.
Leigh, Jack H. Timber trade - an introduction to commercial 
aspects. New York, Pergamon Press, 1971. 109 p. [250 For 2]
TIMBERLAKE, RICHARD H.
Money and banking, by Richard H. Timberlake and Edward
B. Selby. Belmont, Calif., Wadsworth, 1972. 628 p. (Partial 
contents (p. 111-27): National income accounting and 
determination.) [610 T ]
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Leigh, Jack H. Timber trade - an introduction to commercial 
aspects. New York, Pergamon Press, 1971. 109 p. [250 For 2] 
Timber, the renewable resource. Fortune, v. 86, Oct. 1972, p. 
113.
Taxation
See Taxation, United States-Timberlands
TIMBRELL, D. Y.
Note on non-superficial losses. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 430-2.
TIME AND MOTION STUDY
See Also Work Measurement
Adcock, Robert L. Time, one more time, by Robert L. 
Adcock and John W. Lee. California management review, v. 
14, Winter 1971, p. 28-32.
Gorospe, Alejandro R. MODAPTS: key to improving labor 
and work effectiveness. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, 
Sept. 1971, p. 120-6.
TIME BROKERS, INC.
Computer price guide: the blue book of computer prices. 
Elmsford, N.Y., 1972, c1971. 30 p. [*203.9 T ]
TIMEKEEPING
See Also Accountants’ Office-Accounting And 
Timekeeping
Cossette, Peter. Management of time. (Management services) 
Canadian chartered accountant, v. 100, Feb. 1972, p. 64-6.
POLAR gets the answers and cuts the costs. Business au­
tomation, v. 19, Feb. 1972, P. 20-4.
Timekeeping and payroll procedures. (In Cost accounting, by 
Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 62- 
9.) [160 B ]
TIMEKEEPING and payroll procedures. (In Cost accounting, by 
Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 62- 
9.) [160 B ]
TIMERMAN, JULES.
Managing the data base. Data processing magazine, v. 14, 
Spring 1972, p. 7.
TIMING of financial policy. (In Essentials of managerial finance, 
by Weston and Brigham. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 525- 
47.) [224 W ]
TINCHER, WILLIAM R.
Planning for the problems of adversity. Managerial planning, 
v. 20, Nov./Dec. 1972, p. 1-4, 25.
TINGEY, SHERMAN.
There’s change ahead for John Bull, by Sherman Tingey and 
William Yanchek. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, 
Jan.-Feb. 1972. p.29-37.
TINIC, SEHA M.
Comment: forecasting and analysis of corporate financial 
performance with an econometric model of the firm. 
Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, March 
1972, p. 1543-8.
Competition and the pricing of dealer service in the over-the- 
counter stock market, by Seha M. Tinic and Richard R. 
West. Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, June 
1972, p. 1707-27.
West, Richard R. Minimum commission rates on New York 
stock exchange transactions, by Richard R. West and Seha 
M. Tinic. Bell journal of economics and management science, 
v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 577-605.
TINTNER, GERHARD.
Use of nonparametric statistics in stochastic linear program­
ming, by Gerhard Tintner and M. V. Rama Sastry. Man­
agement science, v. 19, Oct. 1972, p. 205-10.
TIPS on developing a code of ethics. Association management, 
v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 49-50.
TIRNEY, THOMAS R.
Education for data processing: yesterday, today, tomorrow. 
Computers and automation, v. 21, July 1972, p. 14-17.
TISHMAN, JOHN L.
Construction manager bids to replace the G.C. Real estate 
review, v. 2, Spring 1972, p. 30-3.
TITUS, JAMES.
Soviet computing: a giant awakens? Datamation, v. 17, Dec. 
15, 1971, p. 38-41.
TO whom it may concern. Accountancy Ireland, v. 4, April 1972, 
p. 29-30.
TOAN, ARTHUR B.
Does accountancy’s view of human behavior meet today's 
needs? U. S. Army Audit Agency bulletin, v. 465-38, Spring/ 
Summer 1972, p. 18-25.
TOAN outlines the accountant’s role in social measurement. 
CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Nov. 1972, p. 11- 
12.
TOBIN, JAMES.
Inflation and unemployment. American economic review, v. 62, 
March 1972, p. 1-18.
TODAY’S sermon: Financial management of church affairs. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 60-1.
TODD, ALAN B., ed.
New York (State). Laws, Statutes, etc. New York laws 
affecting business corporations, annotated, revised June 9, 
1972. Edited by Alan B. Todd. 53rd ed. New York, United 
States Corporation Co., 1972. 918 p. [228.1 N ]
TODD, ALDEN.
Finding facts fast: how to find out what you want to know 
immediately. New York, William Morrow, 1972. 108 p. [010 
T]
TODD, JERRY D.
Effective risk and insurance management in municipal gov­
ernment. Austin, Institute of Public Affairs, University of 
Texas, 1970. 138 p. (Public affairs series, no. 82) [*344.5 T ]
TODD, JOHN O.
Sage, David M. Utility planning for EDP, by David M. Sage 
and John O. Todd. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 89, March 
16, 1972, p. 27-32.
TODER, JEROME.
Avoiding tax on repurchase of own bonds at discount. (Tax 
clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 278-9.
Bootstrapping an acquisition. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
May 1972, p. 277-8
Establish right to future carryback refund when subsidiary 
acquired from consolidated group. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, 
v. 3, May 1972, p. 275-6.
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Maximizing benefits of Sec. 334(b)(2) liquidation. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 279-80.
Possible tax trap for foreign corporate partner in U. S. 
partnership. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 278.
Variation of split-off technique. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, 
May 1972, p. 279.
TODOROVICH, B. J.
Liquidity problem in estate planning and life insurance. CLU 
Journal, v. 26, Jan. 1972, p. 18-26.
TOELLE, R. MAYNARD.
Some thoughts on corporate coverage from a consultant’s 
viewpoint. Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Aug. 
1972, p. 18, 22, 24.
TOFFLER, ALVIN.
Dykhouse, David J. Grounding future shock - some random 
thoughts on the future of the insurance enterprise. Best’s 
review (Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 10, 85-8.
TOKEN transfer disregarded - Section 351 treatment denied. 
(Taxation) Arthur Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 51-2.
TOLCHINSKY, PAUL D.
Organizational climate and the interviewee. Business and 
public administration student review, v. 8, Spring 1972, p. 38- 
47.
TOLES, GEORGE E.
How a telephone alert system reduces fraud. Motel/ motor inn 
journal, v. 36, Nov. 1972, p. 34.
TOLLE, EMERSON.
Every day inventory management staples. Retail control, v. 
40, March 1972, p. 2-16.
TOLLEFSON, JOHN O.
Sterling, Robert R. Exchange valuation: an empirical test, by 
Robert R. Sterling, John O. Tollefson and Richard E. 
Flaherty. Accounting review, v. 47, Oct. 1972, p. 709-21.
TOLLEY, RUSSELL M.
Putting group legal plans on retainer for middle America. 
Pension and welfare news, v. 8, June 1972, p. 32,34, 36-7.
TOLMAN, RUSSELL K.
Skousen, K. Fred. Corporate disclosure of budgetary data, by 
K. Fred Skousen, Robert A. Sharp and Russell K. Tolman. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 50-7.
TOMASULA, NICHOLAS.
Revenue act of 1971 makes significant changes to many parts 
of the code, by Nicholas Tomasula and Meade Emory. 
(Personal tax problems) Journal of taxation, v. 36, Feb. 
1972, p. 66-75.
TOMASZEWSKI, L. A.
Decentralized development. Datamation, v. 18, Nov. 1972, p. 
61-4.
TOMLINSON, EDWARD A.
Enforcement of federal standards in grant-in-aid programs: 
suggestions for beneficiary involvement, by Edward A. 
Tomlinson and Jerry L. Mashaw. Virginia law review, v. 58, 
April 1972, p. 600-93.
TOMLINSON, EUSTACE W.
Administration of decedents’ estates. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 
Prentice-Hall, 1972. 337 p. (Appendices (p. 307-16): - A. 
Calendar and tickler. - B. Check list of executor’s duties. -
C. Supplementary check list as to real property held in 
estate.) [241 T ]
TOMORROW’S risks are today’s challenges. E & E (Ernst and 
Ernst), v. 10, Summer 1971, p. 29-34.
TONASCIA, JOSEPH G.
Examine your conscience - try these questions. Hospital 
financial management, v. 26, Aug. 1972, p. 12-4.
TONGE, FRED M.
Reflections on computer-oriented curricula for management. 
Journal of contemporary business, v. 11, Spring 1972, p. 15-23.
TONGIA, G. P.
Role of articles of association in relation to dividends and 
directors vs. shareholders. Chartered accountant (India), v. 
20, Jan. 1972, p. 565-6.
TOOKER, LEWIS D.
Investment potential in mobile homes. Atlanta economic 
review, v. 22, March 1972, p. 18-23. (Reprinted from Journal 
of property management, v. 36, May-June 1971, p. 108-16.)
TOOMATH, C. R.
Farm management accounting. Accountants’ Journal (N.Z.), v. 
50, July 1972, p. 457-8.
TOP executive compensation.
Fox, Harland. Top executive compensation. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972 74 p. [*223.7 F ]
TOP executives health care issues.
Lusterman, Seymour. Top executives health care issues. New 
York, Conference Board, 1972. 43 p. (Research report) 
(*480 L]
TOP management looks at its role in EDP. Banking, v. 64, April 
1972, p. 18C-19, 60-4.
TOPICS of papers for tenth Inter-American accounting confer­
ence are selected. CPA (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, Feb. 1972, p. 5.
TOPPING, JAMES R.
Unit costs analysis tells where your money goes - and why. 
College and university business, v. 52, June 1972, p. 46-50.
TOREM, CHARLES.
Developments in the control of foreign investment in France, 
by Charles Torem and William Laurence Craig. Michigan 
law review, v. 70, Dec. 1971, p. 285-336.
TORKKO, DENNIS E.
Tierney, Joseph E. Tax court’s Golconda Mining decision: 
What are its implications in the 531 area? by Joseph 
Tierney, Jr. and Dennis E. Torkko. (Corporations, stockhol­
ders) Journal of taxation, v. 37, Nov. 1972, p. 290-2.
TORNELLO, ROBERT J.
Morrison, William G. Automated line-item budgeting system 
for local government, by William G. Morrison and Robert 
J. Tornello. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Nov. 
1972, p. 270-3.
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TORRENTE, PETER M.
Post-death recapture of investment credit on community 
property. (Tax clinic) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 668.
TORRES, PAUL D.
Accounting practice purchases - some relevant findings. 
National public accountant, v. 17, June 1972, p. 8-10.
Purchases of account. Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, July 1972, p. 
5-11.
Purchases of accounting practices in Oklahoma - a profile of 
the buyer and seller firms. Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, April 1972, 
p. 5-11, 20.
Transfer of an accounting practice. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Aug. 1972, p. 82-3.
TORRES, PAUL DELMAS.
Empirical evaluation of criteria used in the valuation of 
professional accounting practices. University, Ala., 1971. 
167 p. (Thesis (Ph.D.) - University of Alabama.) (250 Acc ]
Purchases of account. Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, July 1972, p. 
5-11.
Purchases of accounting practices in Oklahoma - a profile of 
the buyer and seller firms. Oklahoma CPA, v. 11, April 1972, 
p. 5-11,20.
TORTS - professional negligence - accountants may be liable 
to third parties for negligence. (Notes) Texas law review, v. 
50, Jan. 1972, p. 411-22.
TOSI, HENRY.
Organization stress as a moderator of the relationship 
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TROMMER, SID.
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TROST, FREDERICK J.
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Sacramento, State of Calif., Dept, of Fish and Game, 1969. 
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TROY, LEO., ed.
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Discount Merchandiser. True look of the discount industry; 
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tives Study Group. CPA, (American Institute of CPAs), v. 
52, June 1972, p. 3.
Work of the AICPA’s Accounting Objectives Study Group. 
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Objectives Study Group.
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Bailey, Charles E. Creative uses of liability insurance for trust 
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Wender, Stephen S. Benefits of a lawyer-cooperation 
program for trustmen. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, 
p. 62-3, 92.
Accounting
Miller, Alexander B. Transaction approach to trust account 
recordkeeping. Trusts and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 
214-15.
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improved cost information. Magazine of bank adminis­
tration, v. 48, Sept. 1972, p. 22-6.
Brown, Thomas F. Cost accounting and profitability reporting 
for the bank trust division. Magazine of bank administration, 
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Raupp, Richard C. Cost accounting for trust operations. (In 
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ment) Trusts and estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 404-8.
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Breitenstein, Carl E. Increasing trust profitability through 
improved cost information. Magazine of bank adminis­
tration, v. 48, Sept. 1972, p. 22-6.
Eckert, Yates P. Turnover in common stock investments for 
trust accounts. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 36-8.
Kumler, P. Roger. Money management capabilities of 
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Tatro, Edward A. Improving trust profits in the 1970’s. 
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Jan. 1972, p. 34-40.
Fraud And Defalcation
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discussion of proposed changes in Regulation 9 - some 
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estates, v. 111, April 1972, p. 268-9, 341-4.
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Eckert, Yates P. Turnover in common stock investments for 
trust accounts. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Jan. 1972, p. 36-8.
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Bailey, Charles E. Creative uses of liability insurance for trust 
departments. Trusts and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 204- 
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improved cost information. Magazine of bank adminis­
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Trusts A estates, v. 111, Sept. 1972, p. 694-7.
TRUST DEPARTMENTS
See Trust Companies And Departments
TRUST fund investment in New York: the prudent man rule 
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University law review, v. 47, June 1972, p. 527-44.
TRUST FUNDS
See Funds-Trust
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Young, Donald R. Trusteeship and the management of 
foundations, by Donald R. Young and Wilbert E. Moore. 
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v. 52, May 1972, p. PB 10.
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Featherstone, Robert M. New England trust conference 
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outlook. Trusts and estates, v. 111, Feb. 1972, p. 124-5, 162.
Friedman, K. Bruce. Establishing trusts with controlled 
corporation stock: tax problems. (In Southern California 
Tax Institute, 24th, University of Southern California Law 
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p. 409-19.) [750.2 S ]
Goodman, Isidore. Establishing a successful retirement 
program. Taxes - the tax magazine, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 46-59.
Midwinter trust conference. Trusts and estates, v. 111, April 
1972, p. 288-92,315-18.
Reynolds, Arthur S. Tax shelter your kids will really enjoy. 
Medical economics, v. 49, Sept. 11, 1972, p. 123-24, 126, 130.
Rogerson, Jess A. Discretionary powers of distribution - must 
a trustee consider a beneficiary’s outside resources? Trusts 
and estates, v. 111, June 1972, p. 438-41.
Accounting
Miller, Alexander B. Transaction approach to trust account 
recordkeeping. Trusts and estates, v. 111, March 1972, p. 
214-15.
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United States and the International antidumping code. 
Cornell law review, v. 57, April 1972, p. 491-560.
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Berall, Frank S. Inter vivos trusts are still excellent estate 
planning tools, despite recent changes. (Estates, trusts & 
gifts) Journal of taxation, 36, May 1972, p. 258-64. (Paper 
from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
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v. 42, Jan.-March 1972, p. 14-15.
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Berall, Frank S. Inter vivos trusts are still excellent estate 
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from the Sixth Annual Southern Federal Tax Institute.)
Engel, Ralph M. Estate planning for the handicapped: 
alternatives to incompetency proceedings. Trusts & estates, 
v. 111, Oct. 1972, p. 782-4, 831-2.
Inter vivos trusts. Washington law review, v. 47, Aug. 1972, p. 
743-49.
Minsker, Joel N. Trusts and succession. University of Miami 
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Clontz, Ralph C. Truth-in-lending manual: 1972 cumulative 
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TWO CPAs elected to posts in tax institute. (News report) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 20.
TWO CPAs recipients of Maurice H. Stans award. (News 
report) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, May 1972, p. 18.
TWO critical issues. (Editors’ notebook) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 133, June 1972, p. 35-6.
TWO for one for the old school. (H&S scene) H & S reports, v. 
9, Autumn 1972, p. 26.
TWO members are expelled from Institute. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 6-7.
TWO sides of subsidized housing. Savings and loan news, v. 92, 
Dec. 1971, p. 30-7.
TYBOUT, RICHARD A.
Pricing pollution and other negative externalities. Bell journal 
of economics and management science, v. 3, Spring 1972, p. 
252-66.
TYING ARRANGEMENTS
See Also Antitrust
Antitrust laws - state action exemption - potential state 
regulatory control exempts private party - tying arrange­
ments - reduction in price of buried power lines for 
builders installing major electrical appliances does not 
constitute a tie-in: Washington Gas Light Co. v. Virginia 
Elec. and Power Co. (Recent cases) Harvard law review, v. 
85, Jan. 1972, p. 670-9.
Austin, Arthur D. Antitrust implications of compensating 
balances, by Arthur D. Austin and Elinor Harris Solomon. 
Virginia law review, v. 58, Jan. 1972, p. 1-66.
TYING up the loose ends of a corporate liquidation. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, July 1972, p. 44-5.
TYRA, ANITA I.
Accounting education at the community college. Journal of 
contemporary business, v. 1, Winter 1972, p. 27-38.
TYRAN, MICHAEL R.
Computerized accounting methods and controls. Englewood 
Cliffs, N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1972. 256 p. [250 T ]
Simulator model applications. Management accounting (NAA), 
v. 54, Oct. 1972, p. 13-18.
TYRNAUER, STUART.
Information processing: management control of job failures 
and related reruns. Internal auditor, v. 29, May-June 1972, 
p. 8-20.
TYSALL, JOHN.
Cutt, James. Comparative analysis of alternative income 
support programs in Canada, by James Cutt, John Tysall 
and Leigh Bailey. Canadian tax journal, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 
1972, p. 73-100.
TZOANNOS, J.
Mergers and takeovers: the financial characteristics of com­
panies involved, by J. Tzoannos and J. M. Samuels. Journal 
of business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Autumn 1972, p. 5-16.
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uU .S .S .R .
See Accounting-Union Of Soviet Socialist Republics
UDALL, STEWART.
Environment issue is not a fad Mortgage banker, v. 32, Dec.
1971, P. 30, 32, 34,37.
UDELL, GERALD G.
Franchise agreement. Cornell hotel and restaurant adminis­
tration quarterly, v. 13, Aug. 1972, p. 13-21.
UDELL, JON G.
Haugen, Robert A. Rates of return to stockholders of ac­
quired companies, by Robert A. Haugen and Jon G. Udell. 
Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, 
p. 1387-98.
ULBRICHT, ROBERT E.
Impound accounts and after. Business lawyer, v. 28, Nov.
1972, p. 203-8.
ULIN, PETER A.
Environment for divestment. (In William S. Mishkin, ed. 
Techniques in corporate reorganization. New York, 1972. p. 
7-19.) [226 M]
ULLMAN, AL
Legislator’s view of national health care. Hospitals, v. 46, 
Feb. 16, 1972, p. 47-50, 107.
ULMAN, LLOYD.
Cost-push and some policy alternatives. American economic 
review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 242-50.
ULREY, IVON WILLIAM.
Cost/output data for better management. Federal accountant, 
v. 21, Sept. 1972, p. 93-100.
ULRICH, JOSEPH E.
Jarrett V. McReynolds, a new era of wills construction in 
Virginia. Washington and Lee law review, v. 29, Fall 1972, p. 
253-73.
ULTRAMARES CORPORATION.
Miller, Richard L. Public accountants and attorneys: neg­
ligence and the third party. (Notes) Notre Dame lawyer, v. 
47, Feb. 1972, p. 588-609.
UMPLEBY, STUART A.
Information theory and consumer action. Business and society 
review, Autumn 1972, p. 62-7.
UNACCOUNTABLE accounting.
Briloff, Abraham J. Unaccountable accounting. New York 
Harper & Row, 1972, 365 p. [111 B ]
UNAUDITED financial statements. (Editors’ notebook) Journal 
of accountancy, v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 39-40.
UNAUDITED financial statements: a survey.
Guy, Dan M. Unaudited financial statements: a survey, by 
Dan M. Guy and Alan J. Winters. Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, Dec. 1972, p. 46-53.
“UNAUDITED” state of affairs,
Chazen, Charles. “Unaudited” state of affairs, by Charles 
Chazen and Kenneth I. Solomon. Journal of accountancy, v. 
134, Dec. 1972, p. 41-5.
UNAUDITED STATEMENTS
See Statements, Financial-Unaudited
UNAUDITED statements: what to do after the Rothenberg 
case. Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 25-7.
UNAUTHORIZED disclosure of information. (Managing your 
tax practice) Taxation for accountants, v. 8, May 1972, p. 
293.
UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW
See Law-Unauthorized Practice
UNDER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
See Accounting-Developing Countries 
Developing Countries 
Taxation, Developing Countries
UNDERHILL H. W.
Minimizing risks in professional liability coverage. (Losses 
and claims) Best’s review (Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Sept. 
1972, p. 40, 44.
UNDERSTANDING financial statements.
Lefkowitz, Burton T. Understanding financial statements. 
Burton T. Lefkowitz, Chairman. 2nd ed. New York, Pract­
ising Law Institute, 1972. 288 p. (Corporate law and practice 
course handbook series, no. 87. Prepared for distribution at a 
seminar on Understanding Financial Statements, May- 
June 1972.) [*150 L]
UNDERWRITERS
Farago, Peter J. Clinical training for underwriters. Best’s 
review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, Nov. 1972, p. 37-8.
Groves, Charles H. Using a captive insurer to insure hard-to- 
place risks. Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, June 
1972, p. 16, 18,20, 77-80.
Hankin, C. Donald. Claims and underwriting: two ends of 
the same string. Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 73, May 
1972, p. 20, 23-4, 26, 28.
Wade, Allison. Launching a stock registration; a joint ac­
countant-attorney effort to lead the client through the 
maze, part 1. CPA journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 279-87.
Government regulation
Brown, Brian S. New York law and the life underwriter. CLU 
Journal, v. 26, April 1972, p. 50-2.
Indemnification
Applebaum, Alan. Indemnification against securities acts 
liabilities, by Alan Applebaum and Robert A. McDowell. 
Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 131-8.
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Liability
Applebaum, Alan. Indemnification against securities acts 
liabilities, by Alan Applebaum and Robert A. McDowell. 
Business lawyer, v. 27, Feb. 1972, p. 131-8.
Statistics
Leadership: the top underwriters in 1972, the first six months. 
Corporate financing, special issue, Autumn 1972, p. 39-43.
UNDERWRITERS, SECURITIES
See Securities Underwriters
UNDISTRIBUTED PROFITS TAX
See Taxation, United States-Undistributed Profits
UNEARNED INCOME
See Deferred Income
UNEMPLOYMENT
See Employment
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
See Insurance, Unemployment 
Social Security
UNEMPLOYMENT tax to rise next year. Taxation for accoun­
tants, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 317.
UNESCO comptrollerships open in Paris. CPA (American 
Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Dec. 1972, p. 10.
UNFAIR labor practice strike: a critique and a proposal for 
change. (Notes) New York university law review, v. 46, Nov. 
1971, p. 988-1011.
UNFUNDED deferred compensation: TRA requires hard look. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 252-3.
UNGER, MAURICE A.
Personal finance, by Maurice A. Unger and Harold A. Wolf. 
3rd ed. Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 1972. 735 p. [250 Per ]
UNIFIED profession
Armstrong, Marshall S. Unified profession “ ... in other words 
as friends and colleagues.” Address, before American 
Accounting Association, Lexington, Ky., Aug. 25, 1971. 
New York, 1971. 13 typewritten pages. [*100 A ]
UNIFORM ACCOUNTING
See Accounting-Uniform Methods 
Also Under Various Businesses, 
Industries, Trades Or Utilities
UNIFORM CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT EXAM­
INATION
See Examinations, C.P.A.-Uniform
UNIFORM certified public accountant examinations,
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Board of 
Examiners. Uniform certified public accountant exam­
inations, May 1969 to November 1971, Prepared by the 
Board of Examiners of the American Institute of Certified 
Public Accountants and adopted by the examining boards 
of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, 
Guam and the Virgin Islands. New York, 1972. 415 p. [107.2 
A]
UNIFORM chart of accounts for nursery production, 
landscape, and retail operations.
Horticultural Research Institute. Uniform chart of accounts 
for nursery production, landscape, and retail operations. 
Washington, 1971. 42 p. (Research summary) [*271 H ]
UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE
Duesenberg, Richard W. General provisions, sales, bulk 
transfers and documents of title. Business lawyer, v. 27, 
April 1972, p. 709-33.
Edmonds, John W. Commercial paper, bank deposits and 
collections, and letters of credit. Business lawyer, v. 27, April 
1972, p. 735-50.
Frascona, Joseph L. C.P.A. law review: under the Uniform 
commercial code as amended. 4th ed. Homewood, Ill., Dow 
Jones Irwin, 1972. 1208 p. (Text, Uniform commercial code, 
other statutes, previous C.P.A. law examinations questions 
and model answers.) [107.2 F ]
Survey of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: commercial 
law. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1527-40.
Article 2
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 16. Practical lawyer, v.
17, Dec. 1971, p. 77-85.
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 18. Practical lawyer, v.
18, March 1972, p. 77-82.
Childres, Robert. Status in the law of contract, by Robert 
Childres and Stephen J. Spitz. New York university law 
review, v. 47, April 1972, p. 1-31.
Duren, Tom F. Uniform commercial code - Section 2.401 of 
Texas business and commerce code does not supersede 
conflicting title passage requirements of the Texas certifi­
cate of title act. (Case notes) Texas Tech University law 
review, v. 3, Fall 1971, p. 226-32.
Maraist, Frank L. Mississippi products liability - a critical 
analysis, by Frank L. Maraist and Rhesa H. Barksdale. 
Mississippi law Journal, v. 43, no. 2, p. 139-95.
Rabun, Dickey Plowden. Cooperative apartments and the 
UCC. (Case comments) Washington and Lee law review, v. 
29, Spring 1972, p. 189-96.
Speidel, Richard E. Seller’s recovery of overhead under UCC 
section 2-708(2): economic cost theory and contract 
remedial policy, by Richard E. Speidel and Kendall O. 
Clay. Cornell law review, v. 57, May 1972, P. 681-718.
Article 3
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 18. Practical lawyer, v. 
18, March 1972, p. 77-82.
Burnett, Gerald F. Check forgeries: rights, duties and liabil­
ities of payor and collecting banks under the Uniform 
Commercial Code. (Student comments) Mississippi law 
journal, v. 43, no. 3, 1972, p. 311-62.
Stevenson, Leo J, Valid defenses against a holder in due 
course. (Student notes) Mississippi law Journal, v. 43, no. 2, 
p. 228-37.
Article 4
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 16. Practical lawyer, v.
17, Dec. 1971, p. 77-85.
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 17. Practical lawyer, v.
18, Feb. 1972, p. 83-90.
Clarke, John J. Lawyer’s introduction to modern check 
processing techniques, by John J. Clarke, Henry J. Bailey 
III, and Robert Young, Jr. Practical lawyer, v. 18, Oct. 1972, 
p. 59-70.
Article 8
Rabun, Dickey Plowden. Cooperative apartments and the 
UCC. (Case comments) Washington and Lee law review, v. 
29, Spring 1972, p. 189-96.
Article 9
Bailey, Henry J. UCC cases: group no. 17. Practical lawyer, v. 
18, Feb. 1972, p. 83-90.
Denonn, Lester E. Secured transactions under the UCC. rev. 
ed. New York, Practising Law Institute, 1970. 393 p. 
(Commercial law and practice, Practice handbook series, no. 
2.) [751 P]
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Elliott, Eugene M. Perfection of purchase money security 
interests in mobile homes under section 9-302 of the 
Uniform commercial code. (Notes) Washington and Lee law 
review, v. 29, Spring 1972, p. 53-66.
Haydock, Robert. Status of the amendments to article 9. 
Business lawyer, v. 27, April 1972, p. 775-6.
Kennedy, Frank R. . Secured transactions. Business lawyer, v. 
27, April 1972, p. 755-73.
Murray, Daniel E. Security interests in inventory priorities 
and problems. University of Miami law review, v. 25, 
Summer 1971, p. 634-89.
Rohner, Ralph J. Autos, title certificates and UCC 9-103: the 
draftsmen try again. Business lawyer, v. 27, July 1972, 1177- 
95.
Silberfeld, Eli S. Note to secured lenders: know your rights. 
Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 54, June 1972, p. 52-8.
Uniform commercial code - secured transaction - Texas law 
governs perfection of foreign security interests in motor 
vehicles covered by a Texas certificate of title. (Notes) 
Texas law review, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 423-8.
Yellon, Donald J. Why worry? It may never happen: a bank 
lawyer measures the odds. Journal of commercial bank 
lending, v. 54, June 1972, p. 27-35.
UNIFORM commercial code - secured transaction - Texas law 
governs perfection of foreign security interests in motor 
vehicles covered by a Texas certificate of title. (Notes) 
Texas law review, v. 50, Jan. 1972, p. 423-8.
UNIFORM CONSUMER CREDIT CODE
Davenport, William B. Class actions against banks. Bankers 
magazine, v. 155, Spring 1972, p. 75-80.
Greener, Richard. Watch your client credit practices. Law 
office economics and management, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 100- 
102.
Robertson, James L. Myth and reality in consumer credit rate 
regulation. Mississippi law journal, v. 43, no. 4, 1972, p. 429- 
60.
UNIFORM CPA examination, questions and unofficial an­
swers, May 1972.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Board of 
Examiners. Uniform CPA examination, questions and 
unofficial answers, May 1972. New York, 1972. 89 p. (A 
Supplement to The Journal of Accountancy) [*107.2 A ]
UNIFORM gifts to minors act: path to tax savings. Taxation for 
accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 256.
UNIFORM LIMITED PARTNERSHIP ACT
Berger, Theodore. Change in partnership percentages = 
basis problems, by Theodore Berger and Burton W. 
Kanter. (Shop talk) Journal of taxation, v. 36, April 1972, p. 
256.
UNIFORM PRINCIPAL AND INCOME ACT
Ebbott, John F. Allocatory trusts may cause the marital 
deduction to be elusive. Journal of taxation, v. 36, Jan. 1972, 
p. 11-14.
UNIFORM PROBATE CODE
American Bar Association. Section of Real Property, Probate 
and Trust Law. Committee on Legal Services for the 
Elderly and Their Estates. Substitution of judgment doc­
trine and making of gifts from an incompetent’s estate. 
Real property, probate and trust journal, v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 
479-94.
Scoville, S. Samuel. Estate planning for the handicapped: 
powers and duties of guardians respecting ward’s life 
insurance. Trusts and estate, v. 111, Aug. 1972, p. 614-14, 
669.
Straus, J. Pennington. Is the uniform probate code the 
answer? (Focus on probate & estate administration) Trusts 
& estates, v. 111, Nov. 1972, p. 870-3, 917-18.
Whitman, Robert. Misconceptions regarding probate reform. 
Trusts and estates, v. 111, May 1972, p. 392-3.
UNIFORM statistical information questionnaire data: 1970.
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Uniform 
statistical information questionnaire data: 1970. A sup­
plementary report, prepared by Howard P. Sanders. New 
York, 1971. 24 p. (Project was performed by a joint 
committee of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants and the National Association of State Boards 
of Accountancy) [*107.2 A ]
UNIFORM system of accounts prescribed for electric borrow­
ers of the Rural Electrification Administration, effective 
January 1, 1972.
United States. Rural Electrification Administration. Uniform 
system of accounts prescribed for electric borrowers of the 
Rural Electrification Administration, effective January 1, 
1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 1 v. (loose- 
leaf) ( REA bulletin 181-1) [*531.1 U ]
UNINCORPORATED associations and taxation. (Current af­
fairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 17, 1972, p. 193.
UNION elections and the LMRDA: thirteen years of use and 
abuse. (Note) Yale law journal, v. 81, Jan. 1972, p. 409-574.
UNION EUROPEENE DES EXPERTS COMPTABLES 
ECONOMIQUES ET FINANCIERS (UEC).
Education and electronic data processing (E.D.P.). Journal 
UEC, July 1972, p. 168-72.
Education and electronic data processing (E.D.P.) Certified 
accountant (Eng.), Oct. 1972, p. 539-41, 570.
Tempelaar, A. F. Reorganization of the U. E. C. Journal 
UEC, April 1972, p. 85-94.
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS.
Davenport, Stephen T. Unlocking Siberia’s frozen assets. 
Conference board record, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 22-6.
Gavin, James M. Face-to-face: Soviet trade - and the multi­
nationals. Dun’s review, v. 100, Sept. 1972, p. 12-13; 15-16.
Haynes, Eldridge. What U.S. bankers should know about the 
USSR. Bankers magazine, v. 155, Summer 1972, p. 31-6.
Maunders, K. T. Financial management in the Soviet indus­
trial enterprise. Accounting and business research (Eng.), v. 2, 
Autumn 1972, p. 298-307.
Moskoff, William. Retail-wholesale-manufacturing relation­
ships in the Soviet leather footwear industry. Quarterly 
review of economics and business, v. 12, Summer 1972, p. 39- 
51.
Nehemkis, Peter. International business transactions with the 
Soviet Union and mainland China: prospects and hazards, 
by Peter Nehemkis and Hans Schollhamer. Business lawyer, 
v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 17-42.
Peterson, Peter G. Russian economy and its trade potential. 
Conference board record, v. 9, Oct. 1972, p. 10-19.
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Skurski, Roger. Wholesaling of consumer goods in the USSR. 
Quarterly review of economics and business, v. 12, Spring 
1972, p. 53-67.
UNION WELFARE FUNDS
See Funds-Welfare
UNIONS
See Trade Unions
UNIONS and government employment.
Tax Foundation, Inc. Unions and government employment. 
New York, 1972. 45 p. [*301 T ]
UNIT COSTS
Frank, Werner G. Evaluation of wage incentives: fixed costs, 
revisited. (Education research) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 
1972, p. 155-60.
Topping, James R. Unit costs analysis tells where your 
money goes - and why. College and university business, v. 52, 
June 1972, p. 46-50.
Units lost or increased in production. (In Cost accounting, by 
Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York, 1971. p. 177- 
87.) [160 B]
UNIT TRUSTS
See Investment Companies
Army Audit Agency.
Burton, B. Irving. Audits of Army open messes (a progress 
report). U. S. Army Audit Agency bulletin, v. 465-38, Spring/ 
Summer 1972, p. 26-30.
Dorcheus, Edward W. Managing audit time. U. S. Army 
Audit Agency bulletin, v. 465-38, Spring/Summer 1972, p. 13- 
17.
Gunn, James W. Executive development in the USAAA. 
(Chief s comer) U.S. Army Audit Agency bulletin, v. 465-38, 
Spring/Summer 1972, p. 1-2.
—___ Army. Field Operating Cost Agency.
Harvey, Sara J. Force costing in a computer environment. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 8-13, 27.
___ Atomic Energy Commission.
Green, Harold P. Nuclear power licensing and regulation. 
Annals of the American academy of political and social science, 
v. 400, March 1972, P. 116-26.
Murphy, Arthur W. National environmental policy act and 
the licensing process: environmental magna carta or 
agency coup de grace? Columbia law review, v. 72, Oct. 1972, 
p. 963-1007.
Schlesinger, James R. Perspectives on nuclear power. EEI 
bulletin, v. 40, July-Aug. 1972, p. 171-7, 232.
UNITED AIR LINES.
Loving, Rush. How a hotelman got the red out of United Air 
Lines. Fortune, v. 85, March 1972, p. 72-6, 130-1.
UNITED BANK OF CHATTANOOGA.
Murphy, John Chris. How could a new bank quintuple its 
deposits in 18 months - at a profit? Banking, v. 65, Oct. 
1972, p. 56, 58.
UNITED NATIONS.
Randall, Robert F. Managing money at the United Nations. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Nov. 1972, p. 57-9.
Turner, Louis. Multinationals, the United Nations and devel­
opment. Columbia Journal of world business, v. 7, Sept.-Oct. 
1972, p. 13-22.
UNITED Nations move for international order in accounting. 
(News and views) CPA Journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 273.
UNITED STATES.
------- Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental 
Relations.
Simonetti, Gilbert. Property tax reform: preliminary ACIR 
report. (Washington report) Tax adviser, v. 3, Nov. 1972, p. 
673-8.
State-local finances; significant features and suggested legis­
lation. 1972 ed. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 
420 p.(M -74) [*314.6 U ]
—. Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals.
Bedingfield, James P. ASBCA case underlines some consider­
ations relevant to G&A bases. (Government and industry) 
Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 112-16.
Wright, Howard W. Litton Systems, Inc. v the United States: 
a case of revenue recognition. Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 
11, Winter 1972, p. 30-3.
- Army.
Harvey, Sara J. Force costing in a computer environment. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 8-13,27.
Harvey, Sara J. Force costing in a computer environment. 
Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 8-13, 27.
Ryland, William J. There is always a better way. Armed forces 
comptroller, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 30-3.
Atomic Energy Commission, defendant.
Tarlock, A. Dan. Balancing environmental considerations and 
energy demands: a comment on Calvert Cliffs’ Coordinat­
ing Committee, Inc. v. AEC. Indiana law journal, v. 47, 
Summer 1972, p. 645-79.
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Nutten, Wesley L. Probate problems of the American Indian. 
Real property, probate and trust journal v. 7, Fall 1972, p. 
495-501.
_____Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Occupational outlook handbook. 1972-73 ed. Washington, 
U.S. Govt. Print. Off. 1972. 879 p. (Bulletin 1700. 1972-73 
ed.) [*100.1 U ]
_____Bureau of Mines.
Conaway, Orrin B. Coal mining: new efforts in an old field. 
Annals of the American academy of political and social science, 
v. 400, March 1972, p. 95-102.
——Bureau of the Budget.
Uyeda, Susumu. Outline of history of the Bureau of the 
Budget and the Office of Management and Budget, 1789-
1971. Federal Accountant, v. 20, Dec. 1971, p. 94-7.
_____Bureau of the Census.
Alphabetical index of industries and occupations. 
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971. 165, 201 p. (At 
head of title: “1970 census of population.”) [*200 U ]
for Computer Sciences and Technology.
Davis, Ruth M. U.S. Center for Computer Sciences and 
Technology. Computers and automation, v. 21, March 1972, 
p. 7-13.
_____Commission on Civil Rights.
Unfinished education: outcomes for minorities in the five 
southwestern states, October 1971. Washington, U.S. Govt. 
Print. Off., 1971. 101 p. (Mexican American educational series, 
report II) [*930 U ]
_____Committee on the Health Services Industry.
Delaney, James J. HSIC: the people who match health care 
economics. Phase II. Hospital financial management, v. 25, 
Nov. 1972, p. 14, 16, 18.
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_____Congress.
Brownson, Charles B. Congressional staff directory. 14th ed. 
Washington, Congressional Staff Directory, 1972. 754, 52 p. 
[050 B]
Kanter, Arnold. Congress and the defense budget: 1960-1970. 
American political science review, v. 66, March 1972, p. 129-
43.
Revenue act of 1971. Conference report, to accompany H.R. 
10947, December 4, 1971. Washington, 1971. 59 p. (House 
report, no. 92-708. 92d Congress, 1st session.) [*751 U ]
_____Congress. Joint Economic Committee.
1972 economic report of the President; hearings, ninety- 
second Congress, second session, February 7-29, 1972. 
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 5 v. (1063 p.) [*933 
U]
1972 joint economic report; report on the January 1972 
economic report of the President, together with minority 
and other views, March 23, 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. 
Print. Off., 1972. 150 p. ( Senate report, no. 92-708, 92d 
Congress, 2d session) [*933 U ]
President’s new economic program. Hearings, Ninety-second 
Congress, first session, August 19 - September 23, 1971. 
Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1971 4 v. (782 p.) [*933 
U]
Thurow, Lester C. American distribution of income; a struc­
tural problem. A study prepared for the use of the Joint 
Economic Committee, Congress of the United States, by 
Lester C. Thurow and Robert E. B. Lucas. Washington, 
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1972. 50 p. (Joint committee print, 
92d Congress, 2d session) [*933 T ]
Value-added tax; hearings, ninety-second Congress, second 
session, March 21-24, 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. 
Off, 1972. 221 p. [*751.5 U ]
......... Court of Tax Appeals (Proposed).
Old Tax court blues: the need for uniformity in tax litigation. 
(Notes) New York university law review, v. 46, Nov. 1971, p. 
970-87.
------- Dept. of Agriculture. Statistical Reporting 
Service.
Hayami, Yujiro. Social returns to public information services: 
statistical reports of U.S. farm commodities, by Yumiro 
Hayami and Willis Peterson. American economic review, v. 
62, March 1972, p. 119-30.
Dept. of Commerce.
Lyons, Daniel E. Relations with government agencies. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood. Ill., 1970. p. 1175-1201.) [223.7 V [
Stans, Maurice H. Address . . . prepared for delivery before 
the 20th annual symposium of the Federal Government 
Accountants Association,. . . Washington, D.C., June 18,
1971. Washington, United States Dept. of Commerce, 1971. 
13 p. ( United States Department of Commerce News. 
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agement science, v. 3, Autumn 1972, p. 531-43.
VINSON, CHARLES E.
Cost of ignoring lead time unreliability in inventory theory. 
Decision sciences, v. 3, April 1972, p. 87-105.
VIRGINIA SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Hubbard, Thomas D. Statistical sampling and the Virginia 
CPA, by Thomas D. Hubbard and Robert H. Strawser. 
Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 37-42.
Winquist, Vernon N. President’s message. Virginia accoun­
tant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 3-4.
_____Committee to Review the Stone Report on the 
Nature of Accounting Services.
Report. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 18, 20-1.
_____Ethics Committee.
Summaries of ethics ruling Q’s and A’s. Virginia accountant, 
v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 7-10.
VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY. 
McIntire School of Commerce.
Anderson, William T. VITA: a project for student in­
volvement. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 23-7, 
30-1.
VIRJI, NARIMAN N.
Electronic data processing for management information in a 
medium size industry. Chartered accountant (India), v. 20, 
May 1972, p. 947-55.
VISHWANATHAN, T. S.
Singh, Manmohan. “Delegated-Control” - an effective tool of 
management, by Manmohan Singh and T. S. 
Vishwanathan. Chartered accountant (India), v. 21, July 
1972, p. 1-2.
VISUAL AIDS
Creutz, Henry J. Fiche - the active file microform. Data 
Management, v. 10, May 1972, p. 12-13.
Dresnick, Ronald. Uses of the videotape recorder in legal 
education. University of Miami law review, v. 25, Summer 
1971, p. 543-95.
Kellogg, Irving. Try visual aids in estate planning for client 
communication at its best. Attorney - CPA, July 1972, p. 4-5.
Moore, Nolan. How to avoid staging a catastrophe. (Audio 
visuals) Association management, v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 67-70.
Nielsen, Roben A. Educational publishing, by Robert A. 
Nielsen and Susan T. Goodman. World (PMM & Co.), v. 6, 
Spring 1972, p. 36-41.
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Smith, Robert G. Different visual aid. Air force comptroller, v. 
6, April 1972, p. 12-13.
VISWANATHAN, K. V.
Discriminative tax policy. Finance and commerce (India), v. 15, 
July 1972, p. 405-6.
VISWANATHAN, P. H.
Case for re-definition of ‘capital’ & ‘revenue.’ Management 
accountant (India), v. 7, Jan. 1972, p. 14-18.
VITAGUANO, VINCENT J.
Management analysis techniques via computer. Data man­
agement, v. 10, Sept. 1972, p. 25-8.
VITALE, SAMUEL E.
MACPA officers elected for 1972-1973. Michigan CPA, v. 24, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 20.
VIVIAN, JACK.
Inventory management - utilizing E.D.P. in the independent 
department store. Retail control, v. 40, Jan. 1972, p. 34-43.
VOCATIONAL TESTS
See Accounting Testing Program
VOGEL, EUGENE L.
Ness, Theodore. Taxation of the closely-held corporation, by 
Theodore Ness and Eugene L. Vogel, rev. ed. New York, 
Ronald Press, 1972. 1 v. (various pagings) [754.2 N ]
VOGEL, JOSEPH O.
Real culprit in international monetary crises; impact of the 
multinational corporation. Business horizons, v. 15, April 
1972, p. 41-6.
VOGEL, NELSON J.
Thornburg, James F. Salvation through redemption (an 
examination of redemption with appreciated property 
under new code section 311), by James F. Thornburg and 
Nelson J. Vogel. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. 
of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 
1972. Chapter 72-5.) [750.21 ]
VOGT, CHARLES.
Bowman, C. A. MODAPTS - a new work measurement 
system for banks, by C. A. Bowman and Charles Vogt. 
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, March 1972, p. 38-41.
Bowman, Charles A. MODAPTS - applying a new work 
measurement system, by Charles A. Bowman and Charles 
Vogt. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Aug. 1972, 
p. 192-4.
VOLK, DOUGLAS A.
Implementation and maintenance of a cost accounting 
system. Pennsylvania CPA spokesman, v. 43, Oct. 1972, p. 
8-11.
VOLLMAN, STANTON H.
Maximum use of quarterly election to split gifts. (Tax clinic) 
Tax adviser, v. 3, Feb. 1972, p. 98.
VOLLMANN, THOMAS E.
’ Nugent, Christopher E. Framework for the system design 
process, by Christopher E. Nugent and Thomas E. 
Vollmann. (Tutorial and survey) Decision sciences, v. 3, Jan. 
1972, p. 83-109.
VOLLMER, HAROLD F.
Lowly files: a top management responsibility. Canadian 
chartered accountant, v. 100, Feb. 1972, p. 52-4.
VOLPE, S. PETER.
Construction management practice. New York, Wiley-In­
terscience, 1972. 181 p. (Partial contents (p. 77-96): Accoun­
ting and cost-keeping.) [250 Con ]
VOLUNTARY disclosure. (Current affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 
167, Oct. 5, 1972, p. 412-13.
VOLUNTARY health and welfare organizations. (In Financial 
and accounting guide for nonprofit organizations, by Mal­
vern J. Gross. New York, 1972. p. 179-220.) [250 Non ]
VOLUNTEER INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE PROGRAM.
Anderson, William T. VITA: a project for student in­
volvement. Virginia accountant, v. 24, Sept. 1972, p. 23-7, 
30-1.
vom BAUR, F. TROWBRIDGE.
Some fundamentals of looking up law. Practical lawyer, v. 18, 
May 1972, p. 63-78.
VON ALLMEN, DOUGLAS J.
Management control systems. (Methods and management) 
Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, Feb. 1972, p. 83-7.
vonBERG, WILLIAM G.
“Accounting for responsibliity”. (Statements in quotes) Jour­
nal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 71-4.
VON der EMBSE, THOMAS J.
George, Norman. Six propositions for managerial leadership, 
by Norman George and Thomas J. Von der Embse. Bus­
iness horizons, v. 14, Dec. 1971, p. 33-43.
VON DOHLEN, GERARD N.
Revenue-recognition methods in the finance industry - a 
banker’s viewpoint. Journal of commercial bank lending, v. 
55, Nov. 1972, p. 28-40.
von KAAS, H. K.
Making wage incentives work, by H. K. von Kaas in collabo­
ration with A. J. Lindemann. New York, American Man­
agement Association, 1971. 195 p. [208 V ]
VOORHEES, THEODORE.
Law partner’s need for continuing legal education. Practical 
lawyer, v. 18, Nov. 1972, p. 80-4.
Quality control in the law firm: the associates. Practical 
lawyer, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 37-44.
Quality control in the law firm: the partners. Practical lawyer, 
v. 18, April 1972, p. 35-40.
VOORHEIS, FRANK L.
Bank trustees and pension fund performance. Financial 
analysts journal, v. 28, July/Aug. 1972, p. 60-4.
VORA, JAY A.
Akula, William G. Systems planning tomorrow’s hospitals 
today, by William G. Akula and Jay A. Vora. Managerial 
planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 22-5.
VORIS, J. WALKER., ed.
Recommendations for acquisition of computer systems. 
(EDP) California CPA quarterly, v. 40, June 1972, p. 30.
VORWALLER, DARREL J.
Elkin, Robert. Evaluating the effectiveness of social services, 
by Robert Elkin and Darrel J. Vorwaller. Management 
controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, May 1972, p. 104-11.
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VOTTA, GERALD P.
Martin, Spencer J. Accounting and nonaccounting factors in 
valuing stock of closed corporations, by Spencer J. Martin 
and Gerald P. Votta. CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 901- 
5,962.
VOUCHERS
Pescow, Jerome K. , ed. Using the computer for accounts 
payable and vouchering systems. Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 
Prentice-Hall, c1971. 37 p. (Successfill data processing appl­
ications series) [*146.2 P ]
VRIES, BAREND A. de.
Unemployment and poverty - what remedies are feasible? 
Finance and development, v. 9, March 1972, p. 10-15.
VROMAN, WAYNE.
Employer payroll taxes and money wages: two tests of 
backward shifting. (In National Tax Association Confer­
ence On Taxation, 64th, Kansas City, Mo., 1971. Proceed­
ings. Columbus, O., 1972. p. 660-82.) [751 N ]
VROOMAN, EDWARD A.
Proposed regulations increase utility of the triangular A 
reorganization. (Corporations, stockholders) Journal of 
taxation, v. 37, Aug. 1972, p. 128-30.
VUKELICH, GEORGE.
Effect of inflation on real tax rates. Canadian tax journal, v. 
20, July-Aug. 1972, p. 327-42.
1016
wWATS
See Wide Area Telephone Service
WACHOVIA BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.
New automated system streamlines statement rendering at 
Wachovia Bank & Trust Company. Magazine of bank 
administration, v. 48, Feb. 1972, p. 38-9.
WACHT, RICHARD F.
Toward rationality in the allocation of hospital resources. 
Financial management, v. 1, Spring 1972, p. 66-71.
WACHTEL, HOWARD, M.
Capitalism and poverty in America: paradox or contradic­
tion? American economic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 187-94.
WACHTEL, PAUL.
Interrelated models of household behavior: a summary and 
an extension. Journal of finance, v. 27, May 1972, p. 503-6.
WADDILL, GREGG C.
Accounting for fixed assets (property and equipment) in 
Texas School districts. (Accounting and auditing 
procedure) Texas CPA, v. 44, April 1972, p. 50-1.
WADE, ALLISON.
Launching a stock registration - a joint accountant-attorney 
effort to lead the client through the maze, part II. CPA 
journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 399-402.
Launching a stock registration; a joint accountant-attorney 
effort to lead the client through the maze, part 1. CPA 
journal, v. 42, April 1972, p. 279-87.
WADSWORTH, M. D.
EDP project management controls. Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 
Prentice-Hall, 1972. 228 p. (Partial contents (p. 131-48): 
Determining costs, cash flow and payback.) [203.95 W ]
WAGE AND SALARY STABILIZATION
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Government Regulation
WAGE continuation; a fringe benefit to tailor to your needs. 
Taxation for accountants, v. 8, April 1972, p. 206-7.
WAGE controls will affect qualified plan contributions. Taxation 
for accountants, v. 9, Aug. 1972, p. 124-5.
WAGERING
See Taxation, United States - Gambling
WAGES, FEES, SALARIES
See Also Income
Job Analysis, Evaluation And Classification 
Taxation, United States, Under Subhead­
ings
Compensation For Services; 
Professional Fees;
Income-Individual
Boskin, Michael J. Unions and relative real wages. (Com­
munications) American economic review, v. 62, June 1972, p. 
466-72.
Braun, Anne Romanis. Phillips curve. Finance and develop­
ment, v. 8, Dec. 1971, p. 58-65.
Bull, Warren C. Practical salary administration. Professional 
management bulletin, v. 12, Feb. 1972, p. 1-9.
Coelho, Philip R. P. End of the North-South wage differen­
tial, by Philip R. P. Coelho and Moheb A. Ghali. (Com­
munications) American economic review, v. 61, Dec. 1971, p. 
932-7.
Ehrenfried, Paul. Containing the spiraling cost of fringe 
benefits and labor equal pay. Retail control, v. 40, Aug. 
1972, p. 2-8.
Fein, Mitchell. Restoring the incentive to wage incentive 
plans. Conference board record, v. 9, Nov. 1972, p. 17-21.
Frank, Werner G. Evaluation of wage incentives: fixed costs, 
revisited. (Education research) Accounting review, v. 47, Jan. 
1972, p. 155-60.
JWT with $21.8 million takes lead in business press billings. 
Industrial marketing, v. 57, April 1972, p. 34.
Rock, Milton L. , ed. Handbook of wage and salary adminis­
tration. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 1 v. (various pag­
ings) [208 R ]
Shea, Edward T. Unmeasured direct-labor payment plan. 
Management accounting (NAA), v. 54, Oct. 1972, p. 27-8.
Stanbury, W. T. Notes on the wage-price-unemployment 
problem. CGA, v. 6, June-July 1972, p. 22-7.
von Kaas, H. K. Making wage incentives work, by H. K. von 
Kaas in collaboration with A. J. Lindemann. New York, 
American Management Association, 1971. 195 p. [208 V ]
Accountants’ fees
Bender, Howard. CPA and Phase II. (Guest column) Wiscon­
sin C.P.A., v. 23, Spring 1972, p. 19.
Ber, Warren C. Reducing audit costs through cooperation 
with your CPA. Louisiana certified public accountant, v. 31, 
Fall 1972, p. 63. (Reprinted the Louisiana Savings and 
Loan League, Dividend, October 1967.)
Berlin, Bruce S. Corporations and their outside auditors, by 
Bruce S. Berlin and Francis J. Walsh, Jr. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972. 42 p. (Conference Board report, no. 
5*4.) [*103.6 B]
Cohen, Gerald B. Minimum fee schedule for accountants? By 
Gerald B. Cohen and Robert Israeloff. (Administration of 
accountants practice) CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 412- 
14.
Davis, Earl F. Price level budgeting - the fee problem, by 
Earl F. Davis and Marvin Tummins. Georgia CPA, v. 13, 
no. 4, 1971-72, p. 17-19.
Eder, Bernard B. Positive approach to quoting a fee. (Ac­
countant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, March-April 
1972, p. 15.
Eder, Bernard B. Questions and answers about billing and 
fees. (Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, May- 
June 1972, p. 46-7.
Eder, Bernard B. Three-step method of arriving at a fair fee. 
(Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 
1972, p. 28-9.
Eder, Bernard B. Two systems for coding your time records. 
(Accountant’s fees) Practical accountant, v. 5, Sept./Oct. 
1972, p. 26-7.
Federal court voids Institute's competitive bidding rule. CPA 
(American Institute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 13- 
14.
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Fees and billing practices. (In Managing a profitable tax 
practice, by Sidney Kess. Boston, 1972. Chapter 4.) [751.4 K 
]
Hobgood, George. Management looks at audit services, by 
George Hobgood and Joseph A. Sciarrino. Financial exec­
utive, v. 40, April 1972, p. 26-32.
Hobgood, George. Management looks at audit services (Part 
II), by George Hobgood and Joseph A. Sciarrino. Financial 
executive, v. 40, Aug. 1972, p. 24-5.
Holdren, George C. Some characteristics of CPAs and CPA 
firms in Nebraska, by George C. Holdren and John K. 
Harris. Nebraska C.P.A., v. 7, Spring 1972, p. 28-32.
Krzystofik, Anthony T. Setting fees. (Editor’s comer) Massa­
chusetts CPA review, v. 46, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 34-6.
Price commission rules on CPA partnership fees. CPA (Amer­
ican Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Feb. 1972, p. 2.
Price commission ruling 1972.5: criteria for increases in 
professional service fees. Law office economics and man­
agement, v. 13, Spring 1972, p. 83-4.
United States. District Court (District of Columbia). Final 
judgment, United States of America, plaintiff, v. American 
Institute Of Certified Public Accountants, inc., defendant. 
Civil no. 1091-72, filed July 6, 1972. CPA (American Inst­
itute of CPAs), v. 52, July-Aug. 1972, p. 14-15.
United States. Price Commission. Price Commission rule on 
professional fees. Attorney - CPA, July 1972, p. 2.
Van Cise, Jerrold G. Legal obstacle to minimize fee scales. 
(Letters to the editor) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 897- 
8.
______ Australia
University Of New England. Accounting Systems Research 
Centre. Practitioner survey, 1971. Chartered accountant in 
Australia, v. 43, July 1972, p. 28; Aug. 1972, p. 17. Australian 
accountant, v. 42, June 1972, p. 224; Aug. 1972, p. 313-14; 
Sept. 1972, p. 350-1.
______ India
Institute Of Chartered Accountants Of India. Council. Pay­
ments to auditors for other services. Chartered accountant 
(India), v. 20, Nov. 1971, p. 473-6.
Accountants’ salaries
Bender, Howard. CPA and Phase II. (Guest column) Wiscon­
sin C.P.A., v. 23, Spring 1972, p. 19.
College Placement Council. Men’s salary survey: a study of 
1971-72 beginning offers by business and industry. Bethle­
hem, Pa., c1972. 6 p. (Report no. 1, Jan. 1972) [*208 C ]
College Placement Council. Men’s salary survey: a study of 
1971-72 beginning offers by business and industry. Bethle­
hem, Pa., c1972. 6 p. (Report no. 2, March 1972) [*208 C ]
Davis, E. F. Staff compensation budgeting and price level 
changes comparison of local and national firms, by E. F. 
Davis and Marvin Tummins. Georgia CPA, v. 13, no. 3, 
1971-72, p. 4-7.
Davis, Earl F. Graduate students fare better than undergrads 
in the latest recruiting year, 1971-72. Georgia CPA, v. 13, 
no. 4, 1971-72, p. 4-5, 12.
Endicott, Frank S. Trends in employment of college and 
university graduates in business and industry 1972: a 
survey of 185 well-known business and industrial concerns. 
26th annual report. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern University, 
1972. 10 p. [*207.3 E ]
Endicott, Frank S. Trends in employment of college and 
university graduates in business and industry 1970: a 
survey of 206 well-known business and industrial concerns. 
24th annual report. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern University,
1970. 12p. [*207.3 E ]
Endicott, Frank S. Trends in employment of college and 
university graduates in business and industry 1971; a 
survey of 191 well-known business and industrial concerns. 
25th annual report. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern University,
1971. 14 p. [*207.3 E ]
Shakeout. Management accounting (NAA), v. 53, May 1972, p. 
60-1.
Where the grass is greenest in private accounting. Practical 
accountant, v. 5, May-June 1972, p. 54.
______ Great Britain
Management salaries survey. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 
13, 1972, p. 36-7.
Accounting
Bender, Howard. CPA and Phase II. (Guest column) Wiscon­
sin C.P.A., v. 23, Spring 1972, p. 19.
Association executives
Boehret, Joseph A. What you can earn besides salary. 
Association management, v. 24, May 1972, p. 44-6,48-9.
Australia
Clarkson, John B. Compulsory arbitration in Australia. Co­
lumbia journal of world business, v. 7, July-Aug. 1972, p. 20-3.
Austria
Ramsey, James A. Labor management confrontation: the 
Austrian answer. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, 
July-Aug. 1972, p. 24-32.
Bankers
Meyer, Carl S. Now requirements for sales compensation. 
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Aug. 1972, p. 17-20.
Westrup, William H. Determining total compensation. Bur­
roughs clearing house, v. 56, March 1972, p. 22-3, 62, 64.
Bonus
See Bonus
Clerical
Busek, Linda C. Your pay tactics may need adjusting this 
year-end. Medical economics, v. 49, Nov. 6, 1972, p. 33, 37, 
41,45.
Hardy, Clyde T. Personnel policies for your office: pay tactics. 
Medical economics, v. 49, Oct. 9, 1972, p. 139, 142, 145, 148, 
151.
Office salaries. (Current affairs) Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, 
Aug. 24, 1972, p. 223.
Winter, Elmer L. Flexible work force a new concept for cost 
control. (Methods and management) Best’s review (Life/ 
health ed ), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 82, 84-7.
College graduates
College Placement Council. Men’s salary survey: a study of 
1971-72 beginning offers by business and industry. 
Bethlehem, Pa., c1972. 6 p. (Report no. 2, March 1972) [*208 
C]
College Placement Council. Men’s salary survey: a study of 
1971-72 beginning offers by business and industry. 
Bethlehem, Pa., c1972. 6 p. (Report no. 1, Jan. 1972) [*208 C 
]
Endicott, Frank S. Trends in employment of college and 
university graduates in business and industry 1972: a 
survey of 185 well-known business and industrial concerns. 
26th annual report. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern University,
1972. 10 p. [*207.3 E ]
Endicott, Frank S. Trends in employment of college and 
university graduates in business and industry 1971: a 
survey of 191 well-known business and industrial concerns. 
25th annual report. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern University, 
1971. 14 p. [*207.3 E ]
Endicott, Frank S. Trends in employment of college and 
university graduates in business and industry 1970: a 
survey of 206 well-known business and industrial concerns. 
24th annual report. Evanston, Ill., Northwestern University, 
1970. 12p. [*207.3 E ]
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Compensation for services
Chazen, Charles. Impact of compensation plans on earnings 
per share. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 43-6.
Cutting the guesswork in executive pay. E & E (Ernst and 
Ernst), v. 10, Winter 1971-72, p. 19-20.
Dooskin, Herbert P. Compensating the executive during 
Phase II. Financial executive, v. 40, June 1972, p. 28-32, 34.
Engel, Morris. Nontraditional forms of executive compen­
sation. LKHH accountant, v. 52, no. 3, 1972, p. 34-42.
Giesler, Herbert C. Compensation and motivation. Financial 
executive, v. 40, June 1972, p. 16-20.
Grela, John J. Executive compensation. (In Vancil, Richard 
F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. 
p. 75-101.) [223.7 V]
Hicks, Ernest L. Compensation and employee benefits. (In 
Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial executive’s handbook. 
Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 1061-83.) [223.7 V ]
Lewellen, Wilbur G. Ownership income of management. 
New York, National Bureau of Economic Research, distrib­
uted by Columbia University Press, 1971. 204 p. (Fiscal 
studies, no. 14.) [223.7 L ]
Merrill, Walter W. Executive compensation inventory: an 
employee benefits checklist. (Management services) Mas­
sachusetts CPA review, v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 29.
Mruk, Edwin S. Executive compensation under the economic 
controls program (Phase II), by Edwin S. Mruk and Paul E. 
Sussman. Arthur Young journal, Spring/Summer 1972, p. 
20-6.
Reynolds, Calvin. Career paths and compensation in the 
MNCs. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, Nov.-Dec. 
1972, p. 77-87.
Rock, Milton L. , ed. Handbook of wage and salary adminis­
tration. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1972. 1 v. (various pag­
ings) [208 R ]
Striker, Allan M. Executive incentive compensation, by Allan 
M. Striker and Julian L. Carr. Management adviser, v. 9, 
Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 21-8.
Thurman, Edwin B. Two items of current interest. (Marketing 
facts and ideas) Best’s review (Life-health ed.), v. 72, April 
1972, p. 34, 36.
Construction industry
Abel, Kenneth R. Compensation practices in the shelter 
industry. Footnotes (Kenneth Leventhal & Co.), Winter 
1972, p. 19-22.
Data processing
Beehler, Paul J. Profit by objectives. Office, v. 75, April 1972, 
p. 14-16, 19-20.
Infosystems salary survey report: 1972. Business automation, v. 
19, June 1972, p. 9-17.
Infosystems salary survey report: 1972. Infosystems, v. 19, July 
1972, p. 44-7.
Deferred Compensation
See Also Taxation, United States-Compensation For 
Services
Hughes, Vester T. Deferred compensation for oil company 
executives. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and Taxation, 
23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 1972. 
Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 411-49.) [250 Oil 2 ]
Lombard, Arthur H. Insurance in the close corporation. 
Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 22-8.
Directors
Garian, Harry Z. Director fees are self-employment income. 
(Tax trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, p. 252.
Executives
Boehret, Joseph A. What you can earn besides salary. 
Association management, v. 24, May 1972, p. 44-6,48-9.
Burdon, S. W. R. Share incentive schemes for executives: a 
survey of current practice. London, British Institute of 
Management, 1971. 40 p. (Management survey report, no. 6.) 
[*223.7 B ]
Coult, Catherine. More money in executive pockets. (Digest) 
Financial executive, v. 40, Nov. 1972, p. 8.
Cutting the guesswork in executive pay. E & E (Ernst and 
Ernst), v. 10, Winter 1971-72, p. 19-20.
Dooskin, Herbert P. Compensating the executive during 
Phase II. Financial executive, v. 40, June 1972, p. 28-32, 34.
Fox, Harland. Top executive compensation. New York, 
Conference Board, 1972 74 p. [*223.7 F ]
Hettenhouse, George W. Rationale for restructuring stock 
plans. Financial management, v. 1, Summer 1972, p. 30-6.
Kess, Sidney. Tax consultant’s checklist for executive com­
pensation. Viewpoint (Main Lafrentz & Co.), 1972, 1st ed., 
p.31-8.
Levine, Aaron. Executive compensation: an inventory of 
alternatives, edited by Melvin L. Katten. )Tax practition­
er’s workshop) National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, 
p. 30-2.
Lewellen, Wilbur G. Managerial pay and the tax changes of 
the 1960’s. National tax journal, v. 25, June 1972, p. 111-32.
Lombard, Arthur H. Insurance in the close corporation. 
Connecticut CPA, v. 36, Dec. 1972, p. 22-8.
Norby, William C. Profile and compensation of the financial 
analyst. Financial analysts journal, v. 28, March-April 1972, 
p. 35-7.
Patton, Arch. Why incentive plans fail. Harvard business 
review, v. 50, May-June 1972, p. 58-66.
Perham, John C. Executive compensation: where the dollars 
are. Dun’s review, v. 99, April 1972, p. 42-51, 120.
Rice, Denis, T. “Restricted stock” as executive incentives: 
interplay between IRC section 83 and SEC rule 144. 
Business lawyer, v. 28, Nov. 1972, p. 127-34.
Salter, Malcolm S. What is ‘fair pay’ for the executive? 
Harvard business review, v. 50, May-June 1972, p. 6-8, 10, 12- 
13, 144-6.
Sherman, Gerald H. Executive deferred fringe benefits - 
wage control considerations. Trusts and estates, v. Ill, May 
1972, p. 350-3, 411.
_ Great Britain
Oetking, Robert. Executive incentives in Britain. (London 
finance) Bankers monthly, v. 89, May 1972, p. 28, 30-1.
Executors And Trustees
See Executors And Trustees-Fees And Commissions
Financial Executives
See Wages, Fees, Salaries-Executives
Foreign-based personnel
Reynolds, Calvin. Career paths and compensation in the 
MNCs. Columbia journal of world business, v. 7, Nov.-Dec. 
1972, p. 77-87.
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Forster), v. 29, May 1972, p. 5.
WILLIAMS, ROGER.
New executive attitude to work, by Roger Williams and 
David Guest. International accountant (Eng.), v. 42, Jan.- 
March 1972, p. 21-2.
WILLIAMS, RONALD F.
Borrowing equipment can be better than buying it. College A 
university business, v. 53, Oct. 1972, p. 60.
WILLIAMS, SHIRLEY.
European Community policies; impact of British entry. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, March 16, 1972, p. 336-7.
Frontiers of government. Long range planning (Eng.), v. 5, 
Sept. 1972. p. 21-4.
WILLIAMS, T. W.
Building CBA-CPA cooperation; the CBA view. Magazine of 
bank administration, v. 48, Feb. 1972, p. 13, 15.
WILLIAMS, THOMAS H.
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Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 12.
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM H.
Dunn, Douglas M. Analysis and prediction of telephone 
demand in local geographical areas, by Douglas M. Dunn, 
William H. Williams and W. Allen Spivey. Bell Journal of 
economics and management science, v. 2, Autumn 1971, p. 
561-76.
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Robinson, J. William. Schedule 13-D: wild card in the 
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Mahoney. Business lawyer, v. 27, July 1972, p. 1107-35.
Young, Michael D. Judicial enforcements of the William 
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Young, Michael D. Section 13(D) - a new element in the 
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Institute of CPAs), v. 52, Oct. 1972, p. 12.
WILLIAMSON, A. G.
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WILLIAMSON, ALBERT.
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WILLIAMSON, HAROLD E.
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WILLIAMSON, J. PETER.
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WILLIAMSON, MORRIS L.
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WILLIAMSON, OLIVER E.
Administrative controls and regulatory behavior. (In Trebing, 
Harry M., ed. Essays on public utility pricing and regulation. 
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Dominant firms and the monopoly problem: market failure 
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Systems approach in business. (Management services) 
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WILLIS, ALAN D.
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WILSON, HENRY A. V.
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WILSON, HERBERT A.
Black colleges have a chance if they break with tradition. 
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WILSON, HILDA.
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WILSON, J. P.
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WILSON, JAMES A.
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WINDAHL, JOHN.
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marketing, v. 57, Aug. 1972, p. 52,54.
WINDAL, FLOYD W.
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planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 19-21, 25.
WINDLE, IAN PETER.
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Engineering economist, v. 17, Winter 1972, p. 134-6.
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WINNICK, DARVIN M.
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President’s message. Virginia accountant, v. 24, March 1972, p. 
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WINSTANLEY, N. B.
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WINTER, ELMER L.
Complete guide to making a public stock offering. 2nd ed. 
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CPA and the corporate president. (Letters) Journal of accoun­
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Flexible office staff. Office, v. 74, Dec. 1971, p. 38-40.
Flexible work force a new concept for cost control. (Methods 
and management) Best’s review (Life/health ed.), v. 73, Oct. 
1972, p. 82, 84-7.
Flexible work force - a new concept for cost control. 
(Methods and management) Best’s review (Property/liabil­
ity ed.), v. 73, Sept. 1972, p. 96, 98-100.
What the corporate president wants from his accounting firm. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, July 1972, p. 57-60.
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Jacobs, Michael S. Antitrust principles and collective bargain­
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WINGFIELD MERVYN W.
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WINJUM, JAMES OLE.
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1500-1750. Urbana, Ill., Center for International Education 
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WINKELMAN, PETER M.
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WINKHAUS, HANNS H.
Co-determination of employees in West German companies. 
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WINKLE, GARY M.
Continuing education for CPAs alternative to obsolescence. 
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WINTERER, WILLIAM A.
Strict collection efforts reduce bad-debt losses on classified. 
Newspaper controller, v. 25, Dec. 1971, p. 4-5.
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Guy, Dan M. Unaudited financial statements: a survey, by 
Dan M. Guy and Alan J. Winters. Journal of accountancy, 
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WISCONSIN.
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Wiegner, Edward A. Development of a viable and innovative 
tax analysis staff. (Wisconsin taxation) Wisconsin C.P.A., 
v. 23, Fall 1971, p. 14.
  - Legislative Audit Bureau.
Ringwood, Robert R. Performance of the Legislative Audit 
Bureau. Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Fall 1972, p. 14-15.
WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
Fischer, James H. Objectives and plans for recruiting in high 
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Education.
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not now. (State committee report) Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, 
Spring 1972, p. 20.
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Lucey, Patrick J. Governor Lucey at southern chapter. 
Wisconsin C.P.A., v. 23, Fall 1972, p. 4, 6.
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Review of corporate distributions and adjustments. (Wiscon­
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WISH, JOHN R.
If private colleges are pricing themselves out of the market, 
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W. Cooke, and Gregory P. Maltby. (Institutional research) 
College & university business, v. 52, May 1972, p. 8-9, 11, 13- 
14.
WISHMAN, HARVEY B., ed.
New York City tax abatement on certain rent controlled 
property. (Local taxation) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 
955.
New York City unincorporated business tax vs. New York 
City general corporation tax. (Local taxation) CPA journal, 
v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 954-5.
WISMER, D. A.
Solution of the flowshop-scheduling problem with no inter­
mediate queues. Operations research, v. 20, May-June 1972, 
p. 689-97.
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71,73-4.
WITHOUT proof of filing, IRS can collect tax forever. (Tax 
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WITHROW, JAMES R.
Antitrust guidelines for sellers. (In William S. Mishkin, ed. 
Techniques in corporate reorganization. New York, 1972. p. 
113-24.) [226 M ]
WITNESSES
See Evidence
Taxation, United States-Expert Witnesses
WITS golden jubilee. (From the editor) South African chartered 
accountant, v. 8, Sept. 1972, p. 315.
WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC 
ACCOUNTANTS.
WITT, HERBERT.
Mints, Frederic E. Internal auditing, by Frederic E. Mints 
and Herbert Witt. (In Vancil, Richard F., ed. Financial 
executive’s handbook. Homewood, Ill., 1970. p. 226-46.) 
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WITT, HORST.
Experiences gained in the organization of an integrated 
financial accounting and information system. Journal UEC, 
July 1972, p. 189-95.
WITT, JOHN D.
Planning and control in Mexican operations. Managerial 
planning, v. 20, Jan.-Feb. 1972, p. 14-18.
WITTBRODT, E. S.
Thoughts on comptrollership. Armed forces comptroller, v. 17, 
Spring 1972, p. 28-30.
WITTE, ARTHUR E.
Organizing to write. (Practitioners forum) Journal of accoun­
tancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 105-6.
WITTE (LESTER) FOUNDATION OF CHICAGO.
Rea, Richard C. , ed. 1972 Lester Witte award. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Nov. 1972, p. 87.
WITTENBACH, JAMES L.
Maximizing cash flow benefits provided by new tax incen­
tives. (Accounting and auditing developments) Oklahoma 
CPA, v. 11, April 1972, p. 21-4.
WITTMANN, PHILLIP A.
Selecting an entity for ownership and development of oil and 
gas properties. (In Institute on Oil and Gas Law and 
Taxation, 23rd, Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas, 
1972. Proceedings.... New York, 1972. p. 361-410.) [250 Oil 
2]
WIVES
Cracas, Dorothea Garber. What if your wife died first? 
Medical economics, v. 49, Oct. 9, 1972, p. 281-2, 285, 289.
WIZWER, PHILIP.
System records drug orders, drug effects, by Philip Wizwer 
and others. (Pharmacy) Hospitals, v. 46, Sept. 16, 1972, p. 
86, 88, 92-4.
WOFSEY, MARVIN M.
Data security. Data management, v. 10, Sept. 1972, p. 80-6.
WOHLKING, WALLACE.
Attitude change, behavior change: the role of the training 
department. California management review, v. 13, Winter 
1970, p. 45-50.
WOLCOTT, VICTOR F.
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executive, v. 40, Jan. 1972, p. 18-25.
WOLF, EDWIN H.
Del Cotto, Louis A. Proportionate interest test of Section 305 
and the Supreme Court, by Louis A. Del Cotto and Edwin 
H. Wolf. Tax law review, v. 27, Fall 1971, p. 49-91.
WOLF, HAROLD A.
Unger, Maurice A. Personal finance, by Maurice A. Unger 
and Harold A. Wolf. 3rd ed. Boston, Allyn and Bacon, 
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Childs, Martin. Decision and value approach to research 
personnel allocation, by Martin Childs and Harvey Wolfe. 
Management science, v. 18, Feb. 1972, p. 269-78.
WOLFE, SINGLETON B.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS - AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, April 1972, 
p. 235-9.
Finkston, Herbert. IRS - AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, March 
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Finkston, Herbert. IRS, AICPA discuss tax administration 
matters. (Professions at work) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972 
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WOLFSON, ALAN.
Klein, Stuart M. Employee reactions to attitude survey 
feedback: a study of the impact of structure and process, 
by Stuart M. Klein, Allen I. Kraut and Alan Wolfson. 
Administrative science quarterly, v. 16, Dec. 1971, p. 497-514.
WOLFSON, ALAN D.
Sirota, David. Work measurement and worker morale, by 
David Sirota and Alan D. Wolfson. Business horizons, v. 15, 
Aug. 1972, p. 43-8.
WOLFSON, NICHOLAS.
Net capital rules for brokers and dealers, by Nicholas 
Wolfson and Egon Guttman. Stanford law review, v. 24, 
April 1972, p. 603-43.
WOLITZER, PHILIP.
Accounting profession and the future. Accounting seminar 
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1972, p. 3-5, 7.
WOLK, HARRY I.
Materials mix and yield variances: a suggested improvement, 
by Harry I. Wolk and A. Douglas Hillman. Accounting 
review, v. 47, July 1972, p. 549-55.
WOLL, MILTON.
To lease or not to lease. Retail control, v. 41, Sept. 1972, p. 
2-12.
WOLLEN, A. ROSS.
Mutual fund control-transfer profits: Congress, the SEC, and 
Rosenfeld v. Black. (Notes) Virginia law review, v. 58, Feb. 
1972, p. 371-417.
WOLMAN, FRANK W.
Risk analysis: a new measurement technique. LKHH accoun­
tant, v. 52, no. 1, 1972, p. 46-7. (Reprinted from Canadian 
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WOLFER, MARSHALL I.
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integer programming problems, by G. Anthony Gorry, 
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business topics, v. 20, Winter 1972, p. 53-62.
Weisskoff, Francine Blau. “Women’s place” in the labor 
market. American economic review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 161-6.
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Zellner, Harriet. Discrimination against women, occupational 
segregation, and the relative wage. American economic 
review, v. 62, May 1972, p. 157-60.
WOMEN’S CLOTHING
See Specialty Stores
WOMER, TED C.
Analysis of merchandising trends and developing sales 
forecasts. Retail control, v. 40, June-July 1972, p. 14-23.
WONG, HENRY G.
Ten common pitfalls in reading the Internal revenue code. 
Practical accountant, v. 5, July/Aug. 1972, p. 30-3.
WONG, TUCK YIN.
Audit of EDP systems. Singapore accountant, v. 6, 1971, p. 
112-15.
WOOD, ALLEN J.
Sager, Mary A. Electric utility corporate models, by Mary A. 
Sager and Allen J. Wood. Public utilities fortnightly, v. 90, 
Aug. 3, 1972, p. 30-4.
WOOD, DONALD R.
Davis Keagle W. Computer control and audit, by Keagle W. 
Davis and Donald R. Wood. Touche Ross tempo, v. 18, 
Autumn 1972, p. 9-20.
Managing EDP costs, by Donald R. Wood and Arnold E. 
Ditri. Retail control, v. 40, Jan. 1972, p. 2-19.
WOOD, DOUGLAS.
Decision system approach to financial strategy. Journal of 
business finance (Eng.), v. 4, Spring 1972, p. 85-91.
WOOD, GLENN L.
Peterson, Robert A. Spread of marketing innovations in a 
service industry, by Robert A. Peterson, William Rudelius, 
and Glenn L. Wood. Journal of business (University of 
Chicago), v. 45, Oct. 1972, p. 485-96.
West, David A. Personal financial management, by David A. 
West and Glenn L. Wood. Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1972. 
705 p. (Partial contents. - Chapter 18. The importance of 
estate planning.) [250 Per ]
WOOD, JACK C.
Deficiencies in the Medicare reimbursement and adminis­
trative review process, phase I. Texas CPA, v. 44, Jan. 1972, 
p. 24-31.
WOOD, ROBERT J.
Challenges of consumerism and environmental concern. 
Public relations quarterly, v. 17, Fall 1972, p. 16-17, 27-28.
WOOD, THOMAS D.
New reporting problem for auditors - the impact of pollution 
control on financial statements. (Accounting St auditing 
problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, March 1972, p. 75- 
7.
Some conceptual problems in marginal costing. Cost and 
management (Canada), v. 46, July-Aug. 1972, p. 14-16.
WOODBURY, WALLACE R.
Trends in property tax reform - effect on decision making. 
Appraisal Journal, v. 40, Oct. 1972, p. 556-64.
WOODEN, JAMES H.
As some bank equities become ‘growth stocks.’ Bankers 
monthly, v. 89, Aug. 15, 1972, p. 19-20.
WOODFIN, PAUL B.
Should your company’s taxmen be using computer time­
sharing? Price Waterhouse review, v. 17, Summer-Autumn 
1972, p. 22-9.
WOODROW, RAYMOND J.
Making tax deductions really work. Taxes - the tax magazine, 
v. 50, Aug. 1972, p. 477-91.
WOODS, I. R.
Role of depreciation in share valuation. South African char­
tered accountant, v. 8, Aug. 1972, p. 287-91.
Security yield concepts. South African chartered accountant, v. 
7, Aug. 1971, p. 277-80.
WOODS, JEROME F.
“Some happenings” in developing a charitable remainder 
trust fund under Section 664 IRC 1954. Attorney - CPA, Oct. 
1972, p. 6, 8.
WOODS, M. J.
Accounting for major changes in the exchange rates of 
international currencies, by M. J. Woods and C. B. Bray- 
shaw. South African chartered accountant, v. 8, Feb. 1972, p. 
58-61.
WOODS, ROBERT C.
A & F junior officer development. Air force comptroller, v. 6, 
Jan. 1972, p. 29.
WOODSON, W. PAUL.
Wheat, George C. Case for electronic business machines, by 
George C. Wheat and W. Paul Woodson. Management 
accounting (NAA), v. 54, Dec. 1972, p. 20-2.
WOODWARD, N.
Vause, Robert. Professional recommendations: influence of 
the bank manager, by R. Vause and N. Woodward. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 166, June 8, 1972, p. 750-2.
WOOLF, EMILE.
Teachers on training, by Emile Woolf, Benjamin Mendes and 
James Millen. (Focus) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Sept. 1972, 
p. 43-4, 46, 48.
WOOLWORTH (F. W.) AND COMPANY.
Recovery potential for Woolworths. (Finance and commerce) 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, March 23, 1972, p. 385-9.
WOOTTEN, JAMES.
Saving by retirement annuity. (Focus) Accountancy (Eng.), v. 
83, July 1972, p. 44, 46, 48, 50.
Success of the equity linked life policy. (Focus) Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, June 1972, p. 42-3, 46, 48.
WORCESTER CONSORTIUM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION.
Fox, Lawrence E. Putting cooperation into purchasing in­
creased savings for consortium. (Buying methods) College & 
university business, v. 53, Aug. 1972, p. 17.
WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS
See Data Processing - Word Processing Systems
WORDING the management audit report.
Bromage, Mary C. Wording the management audit report. 
Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 50-7.
WORK-IN-PROCESS
Accounting for stocks. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 
1972, p. 637-8.
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Allen, R. S. Accounting for stock and work in progress, 
commentary on ED6 - an investment analyst's view. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 106-7.
Baxter, W. T. Accounting for stock and work in progress, 
commentary on ED6 - an academic view. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 110-12.
Beginning inventory of work in process - average costing. (In 
Cost accounting, by Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New 
York, 1971. p. 161-76.) 1160 B ]
Edge-Partington, Patrick. Accounting for stock and work in 
progress, commentary on ED6 - an industrialist's view. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 103-6.
First in, first out costing of work in process. (In Cost accoun­
ting, by Brock, Palmer and Archer. 2nd ed. New York,
1971. p. 188-97.) [160 B ]
Grinyer, John R. Reconsider ED6. (Letters) Accountancy 
(Eng.), v. 83, Oct. 1972, p. 106.
Grinyer, John R. Related overheads and stock valuation - 
further thoughts on ED6. Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 31,
1972, p. 263-5.
Gupta, K. C. Work-in-progress - calculating in between the 
year. (Students’ section) Management accountant (India), v. 
7, Feb. 1972, p. 90-4.
Heywood, Thomas. ED6 stock and contract valuations: a 
critique. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, Aug. 1972, p. 36-9.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Stocks and 
work in progress. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, June 1972, p. 
118-20, 125-6.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Stocks and 
work in progress. Accountant’s magazine (Scot.), v. 76, May 
1972, p. 226-32.
Institute Of Chartered Accountants In England And Wales. 
Accounting Standards Steering Committee. Stocks and 
work in progress: proposed statement of standard accoun­
ting practice. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, May 18, 1972, p. 
653-7.
Institute Of Cost And Management Accountants. Accounting 
Standards Steering Committee. Stocks and work in 
progress: exposure draft 6. Management accounting (Eng.), 
v. 50, June 1972, p. 158, 161-4.
London accountants discuss E D 6: long-term contracts a 
particular difficulty. Accountant (Eng.), v. 166, June 15, 1972, 
p. 779.
Mepham, M. J. Relevance of managerial accounting to ED6. 
Accountant (Eng.), v. 167, Aug. 24, 1972, p. 227-9.
Rutteman, P. J. Accounting for stock and work in progress, 
commentary on ED6 - a practitioner’s view. Accountant 
(Eng.), v. 167, July 27, 1972, p. 108-10.
WORK MEASUREMENT
See Also Industrial Engineering 
Time And Motion Study 
Bowman, C. A. MODAPTS - a new work measurement 
system for banks, by C. A. Bowman and Charles Vogt. 
Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, March 1972, p. 38-41. 
Bowman, Charles A. MODAPTS - applying a new work 
measurement system, by Charles A. Bowman and Charles 
Vogt. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 19, Aug. 1972, 
p. 192-4.
Campbell, Wesley E. Manpower utilization: a strategic audit 
approach for evaluating a major element of cost. Federal 
accountant, v. 21, March 1972, p. 20-33.
Caruth, Donald L. Trouble with work measurement is. 
Michigan business review, v. 24, Jan. 1972, p. 7-15.
Caruth, Donald L. Work measurement: some questions and 
answers. Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Dec. 1972, 
p. 30-3.
Clay, M. J. How to measure productivity. Accountancy (Eng.), 
v. 83, Feb. 1972, p. 46-9.
Conforti, John J. Project estimation can be easy. Journal of 
systems management, v. 23, Nov. 1972, p. 36-9.
Daly, Richard D. Productivity reporting for large and small 
clients. (Management services) Massachusetts CPA review, 
v. 46, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 38-9.
Evers, John H. Controlling hospital costs through methods- 
measurement, by John Evers and Elbert T. Wallace. Arthur 
Young journal, Winter 1972, p. 34-40.
Flanagan, Thomas C. Clerical profit improvement program. 
Retail control, v. 41, Sept. 1972, p. 13-22.
Flexible budgets and various cost behavior patterns. (In Cost 
accounting, by Charles T. Horngren. 3rd ed. Englewood 
Cliffs, N. J., 1972. p. 227-70.) [160 H ]
Gorospe, Alejandro R. MODAPTS: key to improving labor 
and work effectiveness. Accountants’ journal (P. I.), v. 21, 
Sept. 1971, p. 120-6.
Gossen, James A. BAI teller model: simulation approach to 
teller efficiency. Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Nov. 
1972, p. 33-7.
Hirsch, Norman G. Developing work standards for hospitals 
- for more effective cost control, by Norman G. Hirsch and 
Arthur M. Plotkin. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 
19, July 1972, p. 153-9.
Jenkins, J. B. Monitoring cost effectiveness of maintenance 
departments. Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, April 1972, p. 21-3.
McNally, James K. What work measurement can accomplish 
in radiology. Hospital financial management, v. 26, Sept. 
1972, p. 27-9, 32-4.
Munnings, John B. Anatomy of a work measurement 
program. Magazine of bank administration, v. 48, Feb. 1972, 
p. 36-7.
Nance, Harold W. Office work measurement, by Harold W. 
Nance and Robert E. Nolan. New York, McGraw-Hill,
1971. 184 p. [201.2 N]
Radius, David A. Clerical work measurement. Journal of 
systems management, v. 23, May 1972, p. 28-31.
Reed, Ward, L. Work measurement for adjusters? (Losses 
and claims) Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, May
1972, p. 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44.
Reider, Harry R. Work simplification simplified. Office, v. 74, 
Oct. 1971, p. 65-7.
Savage, William G. Planning for work efficiency. Professional 
management bulletin (AMS), v. 12, March 1972, p. 20-4.
Singh, Manohar. Planning staff time accurately. Journal of 
systems management, v. 23, April 1972, p. 39-41.
Sirota, David. Work measurement and worker morale, by 
David Sirota and Alan D. Wolfson. Business horizons, v. 15, 
Aug. 1972, p. 43-8.
Stoyanoff, Robert. Productivity measurement - the work 
sampling way, by Robert Stoyanoff and Billy C. Bowles. 
GAO review, Summer 1972, p. 7-19.
Sullivan, John P. , ed. Keypunch operation study focuses on 
potential for higher productivity. (Management services) 
CPA journal, v. 42, Sept. 1972, p. 754-6, 778.
Sullivan, John P. , ed. Sundry management notes. (Man­
agement services) CPA journal, v. 42, Nov. 1972, p. 939-44.
Vibert, Wayne. Cost of people; a measurement problem for 
trust companies. CGA, v. 6, April-May 1972, p. 30-4.
von Kaas, H. K. Making wage incentives work, by H. K. von 
Kaas in collaboration with A. J. Lindemann. New York, 
American Management Association, 1971. 195 p. [208 V ]
Young, Samuel L. Operations achievement program. Man­
agement adviser, v. 9, Sept.-Oct. 1972, p. 36-43.
WORK SAMPLING
See Also Testing And Sampling
Kay, Thomas G. Timeless work sampling. Industrial engineer­
ing, v. 4, June 1972, p. 30-3.
Stoyanoff, Robert. Productivity measurement - the work 
sampling way, by Robert Stoyanoff and Billy C. Bowles. 
GAO review, Summer 1972, p. 7-19.
WORK SIMPLIFICATION
Ferderber, Charles J. Work simplification: “working smarter, 
not harder.” Hospital financial management, v. 26, April 
1972, p. 14-19.
Read, W. L. Organisation and methods. International accoun­
tant, v. 42, April-June 1972, p. 57-9.
Reider, Harry R, Work simplification simplified. Office, v. 74, 
Oct. 1971, p. 65-7.
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Van Rooyen, V. C. Case for democratic O & M. South African 
chartered accountant, v. 8, March 1972, p. 92-4.
WORK STANDARDS
See Work Measurement
WORK-STUDY PROGRAMS
Janger, Allen R. Training the disadvantaged does make a 
difference. Conference Board record, v. 9, May 1972, p. 24-8.
Levitan, Sar A. Our evolving national manpower policy. 
Conference Board record, v. 9, May 1972, p. 20-3.
WORKING CAPITAL
See Capital-Working
WORKING PAPERS
Audit work papers, prepared by an Audit Research Group. 
CPA journal, v. 42, May 1972, p. 383-8. (Presented at Feb. 
1971 meeting, Institute of Chartered Accountants Research 
Society, Queensland Division.)
Garbis, Marvin J. Accountant’s duties when served with an
I.R.S.  summons - the Maryland District Court issues a 
warning, by Marvin J. Garbis and Allen L. Schwait. 
Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, Spring 1972, p. 3, 5-6, 8, 10.
Garian, Harry Z. Filing of amended returns waives privilege 
for workpapers of accountant employed by attorney. (Tax 
trends) Tax adviser, v. 3, May 1972, p. 307.
Greenberg, Bernard E. When can the Internal Revenue 
Service examine the workpapers of an accountant? Tax­
ation for accountants, v. 9, Sept. 1972, p. 182-4.
Kliber, Ralph J. What is the accountant’s role when his client 
faces a fraud charge? Taxation for accountants, v. 9, Nov. 
1972,p. 310-12.
Larsen, E. John. SAP no. 39 and working paper review. 
(Accounting & auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, 
v. 134, July 1972, p. 74-7.
Rhile, Howard G. How to prepare workpapers with a com­
puter. GAO review, Summer 1972, p. 37-8.
WORKING with the revenue code, 1972,
American Institute Of Certified Public Accountants. Working 
with the revenue code, 1972, edited by Don J. Summa. 
New York, 1971. 271 p. [*751 A ]
WORKMEN’S compensation. Washington law review, v. 47, 
Aug. 1972, p. 717-31.
WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION
Bradshaw, Melvin B. Design for survival: preserving the state 
system of workmen’s compensation. Best’s review (Property­
liability ed.), v. 72, Jan. 1972, p. 22, 24, 26, 28.
Frank, James R. Workmen’s comp comes under federal 
scrutiny. Pension & welfare news, v. 8, Nov. 1972, p. 84-8.
Kobler, Jay. Last WC hearing: its implications for insurers. 
Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 73, May 1972, p. 14, 
16, 104-8.
Kobler, Jay. Workman’s compensation reform - everyone 
knows what, no one knows how. Best’s review (Property- 
liability ed.), v. 72, April 1972, p. 10, 12, 14, 16, 18.
Mason, John Murray. Workmen’s compensation: exclusion of 
evidence obtained be deceitful inducement. (Case com­
ments) Washington and Lee law review, v. 29, Spring 1972, 
p. 152-63.
Property/liability insurance marketing - 1971. Best’s review 
(Property/liability ed.), v. 73, Oct. 1972, p. 34-6, 100-4.
Saret, A. J. Accidents - the profit thief. Cornell hotel and 
restaurant administrative quarterly, v. 13, May 1972, p. 22-30.
Schroll, Edward. Workmen’s compensation. (Tenth survey of 
Florida law) University of Miami law review, v. 26, Winter 
1972, p. 387-417.
Survey of developments in Virginia law, 1970-71: workmen’s 
compensation. Virginia law review, v. 57, Nov. 1971, p. 1520-
6.
United States. Social Security Administration. Office of 
Research and Statistics. Analysis of state variations in 
black lung allowance rates, by John M. Little and Law­
rence D. Haber. Washington, 1972. 9 p. ( Research and 
statistics note , no. 8) [*307 U ]
WORLD CALENDAR
See Calendar
WORLDWIDE operating statistics of the hotel industry: first 
annual report on international hotel operations.
Horwath And Horwath International. Worldwide operating 
statistics of the hotel industry: first annual report on 
international hotel operations. 1971 ed. New York, Hor­
wath and Horwath International and Laventhol Krekstein 
Horwath and Horwath, 1971. 28 p. [*250 Hot ]
WORLDWIDE operating statistics of the hotel industry: 
second annual report on international hotel operations.
Horwath And Horwath International. Worldwide operating 
statistics of the hotel industry: second annual report on 
international hotel operations. New York, Horwath & 
Horwath, 1972. 32 p. [*250 Hot ]
WORLEDGE, L. A.
Sheehan, Brian. Management by objectives in professional 
accounting firm, by Brian Sheehan and L. A. Worledge. 
(Management services) Chartered accountant in Australia, v. 
42, Dec. 1971, p. 31-2, 34-6.
WORMSER, RENE A.
Estate planning, the middle class, and economics. (In Inst­
itute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 
1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-7.) [750.2 I 
]
Planning for the protection of incompetents, young and old. 
by Rene A. Wormser, moderator. William P. Cantwell, et 
al, panelists. (In Institute On Estate Planning, 6th, U. of 
Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. Indianapolis, 1972. 
Chapter 72-15.) [750.2 I ]
Wormser, Rene A. Planning for the protection of incom­
petents, young and old. by Rene A. Wormser, moderator. 
William P. Cantwell, et al, panelists. (In Institute On Estate 
Planning, 6th, U. of Miami, Law Center, 1972. Proceedings. 
Indianapolis, 1972. Chapter 72-15.) [750.2 I ]
WORRALL, RICHARD D.
Bruggeman, Jeffrey M. Methodology for measuring passen­
ger terminal impedances, by Jeffrey M. Bruggeman and 
Richard D. Worrall. Management controls (PMM & Co.), v. 
19, Oct. 1972, p. 229-40. (Adapted from a paper published 
in Highway Research Board, Record no. 322.)
Computers and urban planning. Management controls (PMM 
& Co.), v. 19, Aug. 1972, p. 178-80.
WORTHY, K. MARTIN.
Pollution facilities continue to provide substantial tax ben­
efits. (Accounting) Journal of taxation, v. 27, July 1972, p. 
2-4.
WOTRUBA, THOMAS R.
Systematic approach for setting effective quotas. Atlanta 
economic review, v. 22, April 1972, p. 18-20.
WRECK of the Penn Central,
Daughen, Joseph R. Wreck of the Penn Central, by Joseph 
R. Daughen and Peter Binzen. Boston, Little, Brown, c1971. 
365 p. [510 D ]
WREND, JOHN.
Package policy puzzles. Best’s review (Property-liability ed.), v. 
73, May 1972, p. 10, 12, 96-102.
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WRIGHT, BARBARA M.
New Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC). (Tax 
forum) Woman CPA, v. 34, May 1972, p. 13-16; July 1972, p. 
15-17.
Tax administration 1972-73. (Tax forum) Woman CPA, v. 34, 
Sept. 1972, p. 13-14, 16.
WRIGHT, BRUCE J.
Developing an effective computer system for mortgage 
banking. Mortgage banker, v. 32, March 1972, p. 30, 34-6, 38, 
40.
WRIGHT, EDMUND KENNETH.
English Institute’s new officers: new deputy president. Ac­
countant (Eng.), v. 166, June 8, 1972, p. 743-4.
WRIGHT, EDWARD L.
Outsider’s view of the proposed code restatement. (Editors’ 
notebook) Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Oct. 1972, p. 41.
WRIGHT, F. K.
Investment evaluation and some misleading textbook exam­
ples. Singapore accountant, v. 7, 1972, p. 27-30.
Recognition of income from share investments, by F. K. 
Wright and G. B. Mitchell. Australian accountant, v. 41, 
Oct. 1971, p. 383-6.
WRIGHT, FREDRIC H.
Estate planning for agricultural interests. Oklahoma law 
review, v. 25, Feb. 1972, p. 1-53.
WRIGHT, GRAHAM W.
Fair market value and security valuations under the Tax 
reform bill. Canadian tax journal, v. 19, Nov.-Dec. 1971, p. 
500-7.
WRIGHT, HOWARD W.
Accounting considerations in renegotiation appeals, by How­
ard W. Wright and Relmond P. Van Daniker. Financial 
executive, v. 40, July 1972, p. 36-8, 40, 42,44.
Court of claims denies cost of sales; bars retroactive change 
in Litton case. (Government and industry) Federal accoun­
tant, v. 21, March 1972, p. 106-12.
Litton Systems, Inc. v the United States: a case of revenue 
recognition. Maryland CPA quarterly, v. 11, Winter 1972, p. 
30-3.
Major uncertainties revisited. Federal accountant, v. 20, Dec.
1971, p. 30-40.
WRIGHT, IVOR B.
Guidelines for first-time audits. CPA journal, v. 42, March
1972, p. 197-202.
WRIGHT, JAMES P.
Delphi - systematic opinion-gathering. GAO review, Spring 
1972, p. 20-7.
WRIGHT, JOHN WINTHROP.
Proper investment of endowment funds. Hospital financial 
management, v. 26, Aug. 1972, p. 3, 5-6, 8.
WRIGHT, KENNETH.
Scot takes the reins at the English Institute. (Commentary) 
Accountancy (Eng.), v. 83, July 1972, p. 4.
WRIGHT, KENNETH M.
Social concerns, public policy and life insurance investments. 
CLU journal, v. 26, Jan. 1972, p. 32-9.
WRIGHT, LESLIE B.
What I’ve learned from six tax audits. Medical economics, v. 
49, March 27, 1972, p. 92-6, 100.
WRIGHT, M. G.
Auditing the marketing function. Certified accountant (Eng.), 
April 1972, p. 233-4, 242.
Corporate financial management. Certified accountant (Eng.), 
Feb. 1972, p. 77-9, 118.
Funds & statements in financial reports. Certified accountant 
(Eng.), March 1972, p. 145-6.
How should market opportunities be identified? Certified 
accountants journal (Eng.), Nov. 1971, p. 562-3.
Managerial control systems. Accountant (Eng.), v. 165, Dec. 2,
1971, p. 746-7.
Role of the director. Certified accountant (Eng.), Jan. 1972, p. 
34-7.
Systems and their characteristics. Certified accountant (Eng.), 
May 1972, p. 279-81.
WRIGHT, PAUL D.
Litman, Leslie S. Tax on ineligible investments, by Leslie S. 
Litman and Paul D. Wright. Canadian chartered accountant, 
v. 101, Nov. 1972, p. 43-7.
WRIGHT, RICHARD W.
Organizational ambiente: management and environment in 
Chile. Academy of management journal, v. 14, March 1971, p. 
65-74.
WRIGHT, ROBERT CRANFORD.
Myth inherent in responsibility center management. MSU 
business topics, v. 20, Spring 1972, p. 49-58.
WRIGHT, THOMAS H.
Grantee selection and supervision: legal requirements and 
practical problems. (In Conference on charitable found­
ations, 10th biennial, New York university, 1971. Proceed­
ings. p. 127-54.) [250 Fou 2 ]
WRITE-UPS
Chan, Stephen. Hazards of write-up work. CPA journal, v. 42, 
Aug. 1972, p. 635-8.
CPA held liable for not finding embezzlement during write­
up. National public accountant, v. 17, Jan. 1972, p. 14-17.
Marshall, Loy W. More on write-up work. (Practitioners 
forum) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, Feb. 1972, p. 84.
Saxe, Emanuel. Accountants' responsibility for unaudited 
financial statements. Texas CPA, v. 45, July 1972, p. 8, 10, 
12, 14-16.
Solomon, Kenneth Ira. Does write-up work destroy a CPA’s 
independence? (Accountants’ forum) Practical accountant, 
v. 5, March-April 1972, p. 51-2.
WRITING
See Also Reports, Accountants’-Writing And 
Preparation
Block, Max. Writing for a public accounting practitioners’ 
magazine. (Academic notes) Accounting review, v. 47, Oct.
1972, p. 814-18.
Canton, Steve. What, and how, to write for the Air Force 
Comptroller. Air Force comptroller, v. 6, Oct. 1972, p. 18-19.
Mintz, Harold K. Business writing styles for the 70’s. Business 
horizons, v. 15, Aug. 1972, p. 83-7.
Morris, John O. Make yourself clear New York, McGraw- 
Hill. 1972. 226 p. [209.6 M ]
Orel, Harold Writing techniques. Internal auditor, v. 29, 
Sept./Oct. 1972, p. 31-9.
Pattillo, James W. Was Dopey the dwarf an accountant? 
(Professional education and training) Louisiana certified 
public accountant, v. 31, Fall 1972, p. 43-6.
Witte, Arthur E. Organizing to write. (Practitioners forum) 
Journal of accountancy, v. 134, Sept. 1972, p. 105-6.
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WRITTEN reports. (In Auditing for management, by John A. 
Edds. Toronto, 1971. p. 60-9.) [201 E ]
WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS
See Clients’ Written Representations
WROBLESKI, WILLIAM J.
Karson, Marvin J. Manager’s guide to probability modeling, 
by Marvin J. Karson and William J. Wrobleski. Michigan 
business review, v. 24, May 1972, p. 23-30.
WU, HSIU-KWANG.
Odd-lot trading in the stock market and its market impact. 
Journal of financial and quantitative analysis, v. 7, Jan. 1972, 
p. 1321-41.
WYATT, ARTHUR R.
Accounting profession at the crossroads. Michigan business 
review, v. 24, Nov. 1972, p. 20-6.
Competence and independence in auditing. (Accounting and 
auditing problems) Journal of accountancy, v. 133, April 
1972, p. 71-4.
Inequities in accounting for business combinations. Financial 
executive, v. 11, Dec. 1972, p. 28-35.
WYATT, PETER.
Centralized information processing pays off for the Salvation 
Army. Transcript (Harris, Kerr, Forster), v. 29, April 1972, p. 
1, 4-5, 8.
WYCKOFF, D. DARYL.
Profitability in a changing economy: A strategic viewpoint. 
Motor freight controller, Aug. 1972, p. 2-5.
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